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en _t6; de plus grands physiciens ont trouv_ depuis peu que cela n'dtait pas.

Fontenelle, Histoire des Oracles

Chapitre I V, pp. 20 et 23
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DEDICATION

in grateful appreciation

we dedicate this series and these volumes

to Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, who, with Sergei, set the spirit of empiri-

cal-theoretical atmospheric modeling by observing:

"All true variable stars have variable atmospheres, but a

variable atmosphere is probably the property of all stars,

whether obviously variable in brightness or not [as witness

the solar envelope] ";

and who, by her intimate knowledge of particular stars, pioneered in the

recognition of the fundamental importance of "individuality of stellar

atmospheric characteristics."

to Daniel Chalonge, who sought, by ingenious meticulous observations,

to make quantitative the features of qualitative classical taxonomy,

thereby laying the foundations of showing the inadequacy of its two-

dimensional, single-region atmospheric, character;

and who always opposed the spirit of a distinguished theoretical col-

league's remark:

"Don't show me those new observations of yours; they

inhibit the range of my speculations."
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LEO GOLDBERG

in Memoriam

Leo died in November 1987, ten days before we received the M-Star volume from the printer.

Leo was a working, nonpolitical, senior advisor of this Monograph Series, as well as a long-time trusted

colleague and friend. He was characteristically passionate toward the series objective--to delineate

the phenomenon before modeling it--and dispassionate in his counsel on how to resolve those prob-

lems clouding the objective. He was characteristically visionary and innovative toward the series

methodology--to bring together high-resolution solar/stellar, terrestrial, and spatial observations in

order to give such delineation a panspectral breadth.
Each volume of this series contains his contribution to its development, in addition to his

knowledge of, and curiosity about, the particular stars and their astrophysics. He labored with us,

with the editors, and with the authors to shape this volume in the light of both its predecessors in

the series and the continuous change in perspective coming from combined ground/space and

stellar/solar observations. Such perspective was Leo's strength in his scientific career.

Leo had been acclaimed "Mr. Sun" among his astronomical colleagues for developing high-

resolution ground-based solar facilities at Michigan, and then complementing their output with that

from the solar satellite studies on which he focused Harvard's solar program on his return there as

Director of the Observatory. This title was hardly pejorative to his mentor and predecessor in such

identification--Donald Menzel--who, with his students, gave a new dimension to stellar astrophysics

by exhibiting the common nonEquilibrium physics of the planetary nebulae and the outer solar

atmosphere--hence inferentially'to all the low-density atmospheres which embrace most of what we

study as the frontier in nonEquilibrium nonthermal atmospheric phenomena today.

The Harvard of that era was more than just Shapley's carefully assembled interacting environ-

ment of Payne-Gaposchkin, Menzel, Whipple, and Bok; it was also strongly the first-generation students

of each who complemented them in training and inspiring those of us who came a few years later.

Leo was one of the trio "Aller, Baker, and Goldberg" who, with Menzel, formulated that first-

approximation approach to gaseous nebulae adopted quasi-universally in studying a variety of low-

density atmospheres. Leo went on to the Sun and cool stars, Aller to hot stars, and Baker to ingenious

telescope designs. Another pair of students, Evans (under Bok) and Roberts (Menzel), formed the

chief competitive collaboration with Leo's solar studies. With Menzel, the pair originally replaced

Menzel's eclipse basis by Lyot's coronagraph, and then returned to Menzel's eclipse approach to launch

the HAO-Sac Peak era of exploiting the low-density nonEquilibrium regions of stellar atmospheres

via solar guidance. With Leo's accession to the AURA Directorship, those two branches of Harvard-

inspired solar/stellar astronomy were at least partially reunited under one of their founders. Leo's

allegiance to his Harvard origins and training were profound and reciprocal, even after he moved on.

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT _'ILMED

!
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As Director of KPNO, at a time when both SPO and CTIO were under his oversight, Leo pro-

vided incisive leadership by his visionary presence and his productive collaboration with the talented

staff he recruited and supported. Goldberg believed vehemently that scientific leadership demands

support of the most creative scientists who are responsible for the scientific excellence of the institu-

tion. He was adamantly opposed to any compromise in the quality of the scientific endeavor with

which he was associated. He believed in institutional loyalty and had little patience with institutions

managed by committees meeting often in secret and rife with conflicts of interest. One of his favorite

quotations can be paraphrased: "It takes talent to recognize genius; mediocrity knows only itself."

The same joint focus on space plus ground observations which made him Mr. Sun to the

astronomers made him "Mr. Space Astronomy" to NASA. He had long debated between a move

to NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, or to Kitt Peak National Observatory/Tucson, when he de-

cided on the latter. It is ironic that the collaboration with Bd, begun with the AURA move to Tucson,

returned him to NASA/space via their joint efforts, after he stepped down as Director, culminating

in AURA taking on the ST. At the epoch when the game was "follow-the-leader" in planning large

ground-based telescopes, Leo's focus lay on high-resolution by space-based interferometers. Again,

high-resolution, visual and far ultraviolet, Sun and stars.

Leo brought the same sense of excellence and visionary spirit to the advising of our monograph

series, which focuses on exploiting those kinds of high-resolution observations he strove to facilitate:

stellar as well as solar, from ground and from space, led by some whom he had trained, inspired,

and habituated to being disputing collaborators.

We have been stimulated and grateful--for his M-star initiative, for his series advice and sup-

port, and for his collaboration in using the series material to document the need for further spatial

programs such as an IUE-clone devoted to clarifying stellar aerodynamic mass loss by studying its

variability. After 47 years of such training, counsel, and interaction, I am desolate at its end.

The discovery of Leo's cancer forced him to drop his commitment to the M-star volume and

to curtail other activities. Fortunately for the series, he had already completed his article on mass

loss and strongly shaped the volume's evolution. Our expectation and hope that he would eventually

best this illness (as he had so often reversed an initial setback in his programs in science and the organiza-

tion of science) precluded that we dedicate the volume to him while that hope for life and rejuvena-

tion remained for him and Bd. Now we can only star his name on the title pages of the remaining

volumes, emphasizing that role of Senior Advisor to the series, in all respects, which he filled so

completely.

Dick Thomas
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PERSPECTIVE

This volume was first organized in the early days of the monograph planning; it then was

reorganized when we realized how much the IUE was changing accepted ideas on stellar atmospheric

modeling. During this reorganization, Stuart Jordan was highly preoccupied with trying to "save"

another of NASA's pioneering satellites--the ill-fated Solar Optical Telescope. In consequence, he

left much of the reorganization and planning of this volume to me while unselfishly carrying the burden

of maintaining NASA (Goddard Space Flight Center and Headquarters) support for these monographs.

Planning such volumes is like programming your own tutorial on subjects you would like to

know much more about, but have not had the opportunity to get the information through your own

detailed work. Therefore, I am deeply grateful to those who have joined to tutor the readers and

myself. With most of them, I have had the pleasure of interacting over many years. I have learned

from, and disputed with, Anne Underhill for some 40 years. I disagree with much of what she presents

here, which is all the more reason to give an essentially free hand to one of the stalwarts of hot-star

studies--one who in later years has discovered and vigorously propounded the virtues of the solar/stellar

connection.

When a small group of us founded JILA in 1962, we focused on laboratory and nonequilibrium

thermodynamic astrophysics and on solar work. We later realized our glaring omission of stellar obser-

vational programs and facilities, which should have paralleled those in solar studies exemplified by

those pursued at Sac Peak, which had long guided us. We asked Peter Conti to correct this oversight

by joining us and taking such program in charge. In the reorganization of this Wolf-Rayet and O-

Star volume, we did the same. His and Anne Underhill's current viewpoints differ on many features

of those hot stars; the reader will get a superb overview by reading them in parallel. These two

astronomers are thus the two editors of this volume.

We have already dedicated the monograph series to Daniel Chalonge, together with Cecilia Payne-

Gaposchkin. Chalonge's right arm of many years, Lucian Divan, kindly joined us on this volume,

working with Anne Underhill. Marie Louise Burnichon-Prevost joined those efforts as a joint prod-

uct of the Chalonge and Conti schools.

Kathy Garmany, Peter's long-time collaborator, continues with him on this volume. As remarked

later in this Perspective, Conti has reflected the growing emphasis on variability of hot stars generally--

initiated in the series by Vera Doazan's focus on it for Be stars in the B-Be volume--by bringing to

us two of the new generation of careful observers who also focus on variability of the OB stars broad-

ly, and so overlap the Be work. Dietrich Baade, a pioneer in the study of nonradial pulsational

phenomena, is a product of Mme. Seiter's active group in Muenster. (She and her husband, Helmar

Duerbeck, are involved in Margherita Hack's cataclysmic-star volume; so the interrelation among
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the volumes continues.) Huib Henrichs enters as one of the most vigorous explorers of that variabili-

ty delineated by the transient presence of the narrow high-velocity far-UV line components, the most

extensive observations of which were in the Be stars.

Finally, and reflecting the most recent of the "continuous" reorganizations of this volume--to

reflect new advances in observations and thinking--we are grateful to one of Unsold's "grandchildren,"

and his own offspring: Rolf Kudritzki, plus Rolf's students, J. Puls and A. Pauldrach. In the mid-1960s,

Kurt Hunger, most-recently Unsold's successor at Kiel, came to the JILA Visiting Fellow's program

to continue his He-star studies in a non-LTE "atmosphere." He interacted extensively with all of

us there; returned to build a group in West Berlin, where he recruited Kudritzki; then returned with

his entire group to Kiel. From there, Kudritzki was invited to reinvigorate the Institute for Astronomy

in Munich, which he is now doing. I disagree with many details of his current mass-outflow elabora-

tion and extension of what Castor, Abbott, and Klein did in JILA, but his work has produced a badly

needed extension of the solar/stellar connection into atmospheres which are greatly extended, opaque

in the far-UV, and produced by high-velocity mass outflow.

I trust the reader will not find this volume oriented toward my own prejudice as to how things

should progress in clarifying the relation of stellar atmospheres to stars as open thermodynamic systems;

as mentioned, it is a tutorial for those of us who would like to learn, not dictate.

Now, let me try to put the above efforts into the perspective of the series.

I. ONE ORIENTATION ON THE SOLAR/STELLAR CONNECTION

At the epoch when this monograph series was organized, just as the International Ultraviolet

Explorer (IUE) was being launched, popular wisdom still excluded nonradiative energy fluxes and

local energy dissipation by them from playing significant roles in the atmospheric structure of hot

stars. Certainly the OB, probably the A, and the Wolf-Rayet were considered to be too peculiar for

modeling. This orientation differed completely from that introduced by the preceding three decades

of solar studies, which strongly disagreed with the basic thermodynamics underlying standard classical

theory and modeling of stellar atmospheres. They rest on phenomena which appeared to be associated

with nonradiative heating of the upper solar atmosphere: (1) microscopically--a rise in T above the
predictions of standard stellar-atmospheric theory, and (2) macroscopically--a mass loss, excluded

by standard stellar-structural theory, via aerodynamic outflow of the hot corona. The major problem

was to decide among some combination of three alternatives: (a) nonradiative energy flux not trans-

porting mass causes both of these phenomena simply by its energy dissipation, (b) the mass outflow

itself produces the nonradiative dissipation, or (c) these two nonradiative fluxes are independent but

associated in origin, size, and effect on atmospheric structure. Because neither of these nonradiative

fluxes, hence none of the three alternatives, were predicted by classical theory, they all required its

revision by following these observationally delineated guidelines, not speculation. The revision is not

minor thermodynamically; it demands that the Sun be an open, not closed as imposed by classical

theory, thermodynamic system. The origin of the mass loss defining the openness and its relation

to stellar structure--atmospheric and internal--become fundamental problems in formulating a self-

consistent thermodynamics for modeling stellar structure and evolution.

The primary thermodynamic question in understanding and remodeling stellar structural theory--

atmospheric and subatmospheric--was whether such profound changes from classical speculative theory

as demanded by these high-resolution solar observations are peculiar to it and similar stars or apply

to all stars. The corollary question was whether other stars, when eventually observed under equally

high resolution across a wide spectral range, will require additional thermodynamic changes, not pres-

ent or obvious in the Sun, to understand and model such data. The symbiotic solar/stellar approach

to the study of stellar structure rests on investigating these two questions: empirically-theoretically.
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We organized this monograph series around this approach; we cannot impose it on all authors any

more than they can impose classical theory on all stars. We can try to put their contribution to the

volumes into its perspective.

A nonradiative atmospheric heating, with its origin in a nonradiative flux, was not the first ob-

served phenomenon which cast doubt on the thermodynamic adequacy of classical stellar structural

theory, as applied to the Sun. It was simply the first identified cause of one aspect of solar "peculiari-

ty" (relative to standard theory) that was made quantitative. Other aspects were long familiar:

anomalous atmospheric extent had been known for a century; symbiotic spectral features--simultaneous

high and low ionization--had been known for half a century; and the existence of a 1 to 10.106 K

corona had been known for several decades. All these observed atmospheric features had introduced

doubt that the classical speculative quasi-thermal theory of stellar structure could represent the at-

mosphere of the Sun. If so, this theory is inadequate for both atmosphere and whatever subatmospheric

nonthermal modes produce the nonthermal fluxes perturbing the atmosphere. There exist similar

anomalous features in other stars, including some types of stars called "peculiar" because such features

are so strong in their visual spectrum. The Sun, where these features are weak, is likewise "peculiar"

because its proximity makes weak features observable. Therefore, the same doubts have existed,

historically, among Sun and other peculiar stars as to the adequacy of classical theory to represent

their actual structure--of both the observed atmosphere and the inferred interior. We have empha-

sized, rather than ignored, peculiar stars in organizing these monographs, and continue such emphasis

in our own attempts to understand the thermodynamics of stellar structure.

The demonstration of the pervasiveness of nonradiative heating throughout much of the solar

atmosphere was uniquely instructive for several reasons. First, it was those high-resolution observa-

tions of the height variation of the solar spectrum during eclipse, made possible by the combination

of solar proximity and the existence of the Moon, which showed that at least one of these features

of "peculiarity"--an anomalous rise in T--begins quite deep in the solar atmosphere, near r (visual-

continuum) --0.001. Historically, this region, where classically the centers of many strong lines are

formed, was pictured as a cold reversing layer. Second, these high-resolution solar observations also

facilitated the parallel development of that thermal nonEquilibrium thermodynamics necessary to

diagnose these high-quality observations, if their results were not to be prejudged by imposing that

quasi-Equilibrium theory which they put into question. The breadth of these high-resolution data per-

mitted these new diagnostics to be: (1) verified for consistency, (2) applied to show that the outward

rise in T is not simply a non-LTE population effect, but requires a nonradiative heating that begins
e

deep in the atmosphere, and (3) used to demonstrate both theoretically and empirically that such non-

LTE (local thermodynamic equilibrium) effects could produce, even in regions of rising T, stronger

absorption lines than by classical theory. A stronger absorption spectrum need not imply a stronger

T decrease; it can be quite compatible with a T-rise. The centers of all the strong solar absorption
lines are formed in a heated chromosphere, not in a cooled upper photosphere. All this contradicted

classical theory.

Overall, therefore, these solar high-resolution quantitative measures of T (atmospheric height)

in the low chromosphere produced a picture differing from both: the classical model of no nonradiative

heating; the earliest non-RE (radiative equilibrium) model consisting only of a superhot corona. The

actual nonclassical solar atmosphere begins with a very extended region where T - Lff --I- 1-2" 103

K: initially, as T follows a non-LTE cooling, much flatter than an LTE one; then, an extended region

of slow non-RE rise in T, but demanding a nonradiative energy input 100 times that needed to main-
tain a 106K corona. Only when that opacity source which dominates the radiation transfer in the

continuum--the hydrogen LyC in these atmospheric regions--departs from being optically thick does

T rise abruptly, from some 8000 to some 20000 to 50000 K. it then exhibits several short plateaus,
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corresponding to the H-Lye, and nonhydrogen "impurities" controlling the radiative loss, before ris-

ing rapidly to 1-10" 106.

Far-UV studies confirmed the essential features of this model of the nonradiatively heated sub-

thermic outflow regions of the solar exophotosphere. We see how essential are detailed measurements

of the actual T (r) and its comparison to RE models at the beginning of any anomalous atmospheric
region, before drawing conclusions on the presence or absence of that nonradiative heating excluded

by classical theory. We particularly need such studies for nonsolar-type stars.

In essence, these solar attempts to make quantitative one of the long-known peculiarity aspects

demonstrated something more important then the particular result. "Peculiarity" is relative to some

atmospheric-structural theory constructed from preconception as to what stars should be to satisfy

the historic picture of them as unchanging, except on evolutionary time scales. Evolutionary time

scales are estimated relative to an internal-structural modeling which is adopted to conform to the

most "quiet" thermodynamics known--linear nonEquilibrium; locally, Equilibrium distribution func-

tions for microscopic energy states are imposed, even if one allows small, very subthermic motions.

One admits gradients in Equilibrium-state parameters, but restricts them to be small enough to satisfy

the linearity conditions. However, a star satisfying such linear nonEquilibrium cannot allow nonlinear

conditions to occur at its outer boundaries because they will propagate downward into nonboundary

regions unless strong damping mechanisms are shown to be present. And all the empirical solar/stellar

phenomena labeled "peculiarity" have this nonlinear character. Once the diagnosis of an observed

T rise to the boundary was shown to demand a nonlinear spectroscopic diagnostics and atmospheric
C

structuremnonlinear radiation transport in optically thick media; and to produce a very large T rise,

exceeding values permitted by linear boundary conditions; then, the linearity imposed by atmospheric

and internal structural models became invalid. Attempts to "patch up" linear modeling, rather than

simply investigating a less restrictive thermodynamics, become futile.

Therefore, the change in thermodynamic character demanded by solar observations--over

speculative theory that the stars are linear (no non-LTE effects arising from the presence of a bound-

ary), quasi-thermal (no superthermal velocities), closed (no mass loss), and time-independent (in times

short compared with evolutionary) thermodynamic systems--is basic. Some stars, at least the Sun

and those like it, are nonlinear, nonthermal, nonEquilibrium, open thermodynamic systems--possibly

variably so, in times that are short compared with evolutionary. One had best turn immediately to

observations for guidance on what thermodynamics is demanded by which stars, not by speculative
theoreticians.

At the epoch cited, hot-star theoreticians believed that there was no evidence, either observa-

tional or theoretical, which demanded that all hot stars depart from the standard classical model for

such stars. As regards any universal departure from strict classical modeling, they were ready to ac-

cept only an adaptation to radiative equilibrium photospheres of that thermal non-LTE diagnostics

and atmospheric modeling which we had developed for the solar non-RE exophotosphere.

For some--but not all--varieties of hot stars, evidence of some kind of mass outflow was generally

accepted, to which we return below. It was therefore acknowledged that these particular hot stars

needed nonclassical modeling of then undefined varieties. However, there was no general recognition

of a broad nonclassical solar/stellar thermodynamic similarity arising from the presence of a com-

mon set of fluxes other than the radiative. Actually, astronomers more generally emphasized a

solar/stellar dissimilarity in the occurrence and effect of nonradiative energy fluxes, especially relative

to mass outflow. At that epoch, a nonradiative heating, and subsequent thermal expansion, of the

corona were still considered to be the origin of the solar wind. In none of those hot-star varieties

showing mass outflow did theoretical modelers admit a role for nonradiative energy dissipation and

atmospheric heating.
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We note two additional aspects: (1) in the solar case, nonradiative energy dissipation is general-

ly ascribed to fluxes that do not transport mass; (2) any star having a mass outflow has a nonradiative

energy flux--the question is whether it is dissipative. Those of us who have spent time in aerodynamics

laboratories realize that variable superthermic mass flow, especially involving transitions between sub-,

trans-, and superthermic regimes is usually dissipative. A priori, therefore, one cannot justify a con-

trary situation simply by hypothesis. Consequently, at the epoch cited, one inquired as to the ubiqui-

ty of superthermic mass outflow in parallel to the existence of nonradiative energy dissipation and

sought any empirical association between the two. Again, the Section I, paragraph 1, solar choice,

but broader. Can there exist open thermodynamic systems of the stellar type (i.e., can we have ob-

jects with a thermal radiative energy flux and a nonthermal mass-flux) without the system also pro-

ducing a dissipative nonradiative energy flux? If so, are mass flux and radiative fluxes associated or

independent? If not, are all fluxes associated only in the sense of nonthermal modes in the star necessari-

ly existing to produce all these independent fluxes, or are some produced by the nonthermal modes

and then produce others? The Sun gave one kind of answer, based on extensive high-resolution obser-

vations; hot-star theoreticians gave another kind of answer, based jointly on lack of theory predicting

nonradiative heating and on apparent lack of observations contradicting its presumed absence.

Thus, one should keep in very clear perspective those basic thermodynamic changes demanded

by solar studies, their observational foundations, and solar/stellar thermodynamic similarities wherever

they may arise. Stars are unique concentrations of matter and energy in nonEquilibrium environments.

Determining why and how they produce what kinds of fluxes of matter and energy back to that parental

medium, especially in contrast to speculative theories that limit such fluxes to radiative, should tell

us much on stellar structure and evolution. Whether these fluxes are driven out from stars by a vari-

ety of nonthermal storage modes/structures of stars, or whether they simply reflect nonlinear ther-

mal evaporation from the outer layers of a thermal storage object, is a major question. All these prob-

lems require resolution by empirical/theoretical study, not by conjecture. This is the orientation of

our monograph series, and of our attempts to put any solar/hot-star thermodynamic similarities and

differences into clear perspective regarding the solar/stellar symbiotic connection.

II. ONE PERSPECTIVE ON THE HOT-STAR SOLAR/STELLAR CONNECTION

GAINED BY STUDYING SOME HISTORICALLY PECULIAR

HOT STARS RELATIVE TO THE SUN

A. Quasi-Steady-State Configurations: The Wolf-Rayet Stars + Sun

Solar observations in the visual spectrum, properly diagnosed under a nonEquilibrium thermo-

dynamics developed for this solar application, showed: (1) above some atmospheric level, a monotonic

outward rise in T, produced by nonradiative heating and departing from radiative equilibrium
already at particle concentrations near 10_5; (2) an accelerated mass outflow of unknown origin which

reaches the local thermal velocity, invalidating hydrostatic equilibrium, only at radii _2 R o, where

T has increased to >1.106 K and particle concentration has fallen to 105-106. The actual solar mass
loss is small: -3.10 -14 M o/yr. Because of this, the highly superthermic maximum outflow velocities,

400 to 800 kin/s, have thus far been measured only by particle collectors near the Earth, not spec-

troscopically in the usual solar atmosphere, the only source of information on "usual" stars; (3) a

symbiotic�composite spectrum, with energy range from Fe I lines to forbidden lines of Fe XIV, hence

originating in an ensemble of thermodynamically differing atmospheric regions; (4) a variety of

phenomena, usually associated with magnetic fields, showing variability--in times much shorter than

evolutionary--in both radial and nonradial distribution. These four aspects are usually called the "fine-

structure," with a wide range in spatial and temporal scales. For the moment, we concentrate on features
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(1) through (3), for which, in the Sun, we have only ambiguous evidence on variability. The surface-

integrated mass outflow shows minor variability; the maximum outflow velocity varies strongly by

a factor of 2. Whether this ambiguity can be clarified by detailed study of the phenomena of type

(4) remains a question. By focusing on phenomena (1) through (3), we seek to put into perspective

the major discords with classical theoretical models, which also focus on spherically symmetric at-

mospheres, in their hot-star context.

The solar far-UV adds to its visual spectra by showing highly ionized species, including resonance

lines from ions whose subordinate lines are observed in Wolf-Rayet, but not solar, visual spectra.

These same resonance lines appear in the Wolf-Rayet far-UV. Therefore, by contrast to the large

difference in maximum ionization between hot and cold stars classically predicted and shown in their

photospheric spectra, the hot Wolf-Rayet stars and cool Sun show a more similar range in ionization

when the combined far-UV and visual spectra of each, produced by the entire (classically anomalous)

set of atmospheric regions, not only by their photospheric spectra, are compared. If anything, because

of the forbidden coronal lines observed in the solar visual spectrum, the Sun shows the greater ioniza-

tion range. Because O VI exists in some Wolf-Rayet visual spectra, a higher ionization level than classical

photospheric models predicted for the hottest stars considered, however, some of us conjectured that

Wolf-Rayet stars are objects in which only nonradiatively heated atmospheric regions, no RE and

hydrostatic equilibrium (HE) photospheres, were observed. That the Wolf-Rayet spectrum is essen-

tially an emission-line one supported the idea. But the relative contribution to emission-line produc-

tion coming from a line-formation region: that is, either much hotter or much more extended than

the region of continuum formation was unresolved. Because the continuum was observationally ill-

defined in the visual, and unobserved near its expected maximum in the far-UV or XUV, the picture

was unverifiable.

Therefore, at least the solar atmosphere--which, by classical theory, is energetically homogeneous,

with that energy level fixed wholly by the solar radiative energy--is actually observed to be

multiregional, with the energy level of each of the exophotospheric regions fixed by the interaction

of a variety of fluxes, and much exceeding the classical. The composite spectrum resulting from this

multiregional structure resembles much more the line spectral variety, and the energy level, of the

century-long peculiar Wolf-Rayet stars than do those classical theoretical models of the Wolf-Rayet

stars' hot-star cousins. The question at that epoch was whether there exists the same kind of incom-

patibility between actual star, and classical theoretical, atmospheres for normal hot stars. At our pres-

ent epoch, this volume's authors give an ambiguous "yes" relative to "the same." In this Perspec-

tive, I aim for perspective on this ambiguity via the peculiar stars.

The preceding remarks prove nothing on the structure of the Wolf-Rayet photosphere--the region

of r (continuum) - 1--nor do they demonstrate that its exophotospheric structural pattern resembles

the solar. Those Wolf-Rayet observations existing at the considered epoch demanded only an at-

mosphere energetic enough, dense enough, and expanding rapidly enough to produce an ionization

up to at least O VI in regions expanding at spectroscopically observable velocities of some 2000 km/s,

with any hotter regions being too small or too dense to produce detectable forbidden coronal lines.

This is in contrast to a solar atmosphere producing O VI, Fe XIV, etc., but at highly subthermic

outflow velocities and low densities, reaching 800 km/s outflow only at densities too low for spec-

troscopic detection. Particle concentrations there are 103-102, compared with 1014 to 1012 for regions

of superthermic outflow in the Wolf-Rayet stars. Therefore, although comparable thermal ionization

levels, comparable macroscopic outflow velocities, and somewhat different but similarly high-ionization

emission-line spectra exist in both the Sun and Wolf-Rayet stars, we did not know, empirically or

theoretically, the relative contributions of the several nonradiative fluxes in producing them. At that

epoch, the Sun/Wolf-Rayet comparison only suggested that those changes in the thermodynamics
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of classical modeling demanded by the Sun were neither restricted to it and similar cool stars, nor

excluded from applicability to at least some hot stars. The question is how many and which.

As background for considering hot stars that are less peculiar than the Wolf-Rayet stars, we

can expand several of the preceding comments by being more explicit on why some of these solar

spectral features have their observed characteristics. One sees visual spectral evidence for its l0 6 K

corona in the solar case--the first-found direct evidence for nonradiative heating--only because den-

sities are sufficiently low in this solar region to permit formation of forbidden lines. A second condi-

tion on coronal visibility in such visual spectral forbidden lines is the corona's occupying sufficient

volume to produce earth-detectible forbidden-line emission at solar (not stellar) distances.

Therefore, a star producing a high density or a too small volume (even a solar size) corona would

not signal its presence in its visual spectrum observed at the Earth. Because O VI--an ion formed

in the transition region between solar corona and chromosphere--is the highest ionization species with

resonance lines visible in the far-UV, such a star would provide no evidence of a 106 K corona in

even its combined visual plus far-UV spectrum. At most, we could observationally infer the existence

of regions at whatever T are necessary to produce O VI, if we correctly understand the conditions
that produce O VI in such strongly nonEquilibrium exophotospheres. To infer the existence of 106

K regions requires XUV and X-ray observations, not then existing. They exist at today's epoch, and

show energies in the solar coronal range, with much larger intensities. We will return to this point.

Why such a low-density solar corona? Simply because the mass flux is so small. A constant

mass outflow below a certain size does not perturb an HE photospheric density distribution. So such

a mass outflow, of given size, has an outflow velocity at each height--corresponding to the photospheric

density there--which is specified directly by the HE photospheric model. Physically and observationally,

it is useful to define that the photosphere ends when nonradiative heating produces a chromosphere,

but the set of HE regions ends only when the mass-outflow velocity has accelerated to near-thermal

values. Until just below that thermal point, the density gradient is effectively exponential; the density

drops rapidly. Above the thermal point, the density gradient is -(velocity) -I, a much smaller gra-

dient. Therefore, the larger the mass outflow: the larger the outflow velocity at each height in a given

HE atmosphere; the lower the Height of, and the larger the density at, the thermal point; and the

larger the density throughout the overlying atmospheric regions. The small solar mass flux gives a

small (indeed observationally negligible) photospheric outflow velocity, a long atmospheric region

of subthermic outflow, a long region of exponential density gradient, and therefore a very low-density

corona. The Wolf-Rayet stars, with a mass outflow 101° larger than the Sun, should have very high-

density exophotospheres--and high density chromospheres/coronae if a nonradiative heating to pro-

duce them exists.

A simple calculation of where an HE photosphere should no more exist, as a function of mass-

outflow size, is illustrative. Stars do not differ drastically in the photospheric densities at optical depth

near 1. The Sun, a cool dwarf with log g near 4, has a particle concentration of 1017 there; a hot

star with log g of 4 has 1015. However, if each star has an extended atmosphere resulting from some

combination of nonradiative heating and mass outflow (as for the Sun), they can differ very dramatically

in densities at the thermal point, and in the overlying atmospheric regions, as we saw previously: a

factor 101° between Sun and Wolf-Rayet star. We ask what is the largest mass outflow a star could

produce and still have an HE photosphere at r (continuum) = 1. Mass outflow = 47r R2p U. We

set U = q = (kT/l_)l/2; non-HE effects begin when U _q/3. For a hot star with R _ 10 R o, we
obtain mass outflow < 10-4 M o/year, which is essentially the observed value for Wolf-Rayet stars.

Possibly we should not be surprised to find no indication of a classical photosphere--RE and HE--

for Wolf-Rayet stars. At r _ 1, an atmosphere with mass outflow exceeding this limiting value is

already expanding superthermally; it has traversed the transthermal region where aerodynamic heating

is customary. If this is indeed the thermodynamic configuration of Wolf-Rayet stars, we had no basis
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for comparing standard atmosphere (RE,HE) photospheric models with observed spectrum to infer

a T-excess, hence heating. We could only say that, because the line spectrum is wholly an emission
one; because ascribing this wholly to an extended atmosphere at T (cont) _ 1 is difficult; and because

the lines are strong enough that the source-sink terms must be included (a wholly scattering treatment

is excluded) in any (obviously non-LTE) radiation-transfer treatment of line formation; an inference

of some amount of nonradiative heating seemed necessary. We therefore suggested that, by compar-

ing Sun and Wolf-Rayet stars, we might be comparing the extremes in size of mass outflow--one

in which it does not perturb HE for several radii, and one in which HE is already excluded in the

lowest observable regions--and finding some nonradiative heating at each of the extremes.

The specific source of such nonradiative heating, or the specific kind of nonradiative energy

flux which is dissipative, need not be the same across this range in mass outflow. We proposed only

that the thermodynamic character be the same: all would be objects with the full range of nonthermal

fluxes of mass and energy returned to the parental medium. Clearly, the size of each flux need not

be the same for each star. One can only ask observationally, given the present state of any theory,

if having the same full range of fluxes guarantees the same set of exophotospheric regions. Even if

this is so, one cannot demand the same set of values for the thermodynamic parameters specifying

the particular thermodynamic state of each of the several atmospheric regions--T, outflow veloci-
ty, particle concentration, distribution functions for particles and photons, etc. The values of these

parameters will depend on the values of the several fluxes and of the lower boundary conditions at

the subatmosphere/atmosphere interface, all of which can vary strongly across the range of stars from

Wolf-Rayet to Sun and beyond.

If the thermodynamic logic of the preceding is correct, we should expect to find some associa-

tion between the existence of mass outflow and the existence of nonradiative heating in any star which

has a mass outflow lying between the extremes spanned by the Sun and the Wolf-Rayet stars. Fur-

thermore, if that thermodynamic character implied by the range of peculiar stars exhibiting extended

atmospheres--open system mass loss--is general rather than particular, all stars will show this (mass

outflow, nonradiative heating) association to some degree. The problem, as exemplified by the Sun,

is detection: given that the size of the mass flow and the conditions at the lower boundary (i.e., the

HE,RE region) must be permitted to differ between stars. The amount of heating fixes the extent

of the non-RE but HE region. The size of the mass outflow fixes the beginning of the non-HE region,

hence the density in the several atmospheric regions and their spectroscopic detectability. Any ex-

isting mass outflow and nonradiative heating may or may not be associated in origin, but their effects

on atmospheric diagnostics are interlinked.

Thus, in exploring a possible extension of the solar/Wolf-Rayet "similarity," a first focus lies

simply on the search for the existence of associations; one must ask whether they exist, not why. Ques-

tions of origin and cause are deferred--cf, the frontispiece of each volume in the series. We had still

the solar, paragraph 1 of this chapter, ambiguity between origins and associations of the nonthermal

fluxes and their relation to subatmospheric structure. The observational and diagnostic basis existing

at the series-organization epoch needed expansion; any general modification of theory would follow,

not lead. The parameters of "association" were the presence of those spectral lines lying intermediate

between photospheric and solar/coronal ionization levels, possibly with XUV and X-ray additions,

on one side; and first superthermic velocities (measuring nonlinearity), then superescape (measuring

openness), on the other side. Microscopic, macroscopic linkage.

Such supplementary information came in three stages. Rocket observations during the decade

preceding IUEmand the organization of these monographs--had established a close link between the

Wolf-Rayet stars and some hot supergiants in that historic Wolf-Rayet characteristic of superther-

mic, sometimes superescape, mass outflow. Moreover, those far-UV spectral lines which showed mass

loss in Wolf-Rayet stars, and nonthermal heating in the Sun, were those which showed the superescape
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mass outflow in the OB-sg. Even a few main-sequence, so less luminous and less easily observed,

hot stars showed such superthermic, possibly superescape, mass outflow--but of much smaller size,

hence with spectroscopically observable regions being closer to the star--via diagnosis of the same

spectral lines.

IUE observations have provided the second stage of new observations. Since its launching--and

that of the organization of these monographs--the variety of stars--both hot and cold, sg, g, MS--
which show mass outflow of a range of velocity, and in a variety of spectral lines, has continually

increased. As summarized by the authors of this volume, the O VI, N V, C IV, and Si IV resonance

lines remain prominent diagnostic indicators of such superthermic and superescape velocities among
the O stars. As summarized in the B-star volume, the number of B main-sequence stars that unam-

biguously exhibit such outflow via such spectral lines decreases toward the cooler stars: O VI is observed

in only the hottest, then C IV, etc.; and maximum inferred velocities decrease similarly. The most

prominent "peculiar" B stars--the Be, to which we return below--show these effects more strongly
than the B-"normal," extending to cooler, less luminous stars. Some among the A stars--particularly

the Ae stars--also show these phenomena, with lower velocities: not always superescape, but always

superthermal relative to photospheric T. Therefore the "associated presence" of the two
phenomena--mass loss, and ions whose presence requires nonradiative energy dissipation to raise T
in at least some stars whose photospheres are cooler than some minimal T--has become well

established. What produces the mass loss and nonradiative dissipation, and any relation between the

two in the previously stated sense, remains to be settled. The authors of this volume address these

questions from a variety of viewpoints.

One has a mixture of two possible effects, in diagnosing the apparent decrease in velocity

amplitude, and in observed strength/presence of the O VI--Si IV lines, with decreasing luminosity.
There can be a real decrease, and there can be a part simply representing a detectability limitation,

which arises from those effects of decreasing particle concentration in the diagnosed atmospheric region

which we have already discussed. Figure 3-33 in Thomas, 1983 is a very illustrative diagram. It assembles

all measures of the maximum velocity from stars across the HR diagram that were available in 1983.

When measures at different epochs gave different velocities for a given star, both were plotted and

are joined by a line. (We will return to this variability.) It is interesting to note that, if the solar measures
are excluded, no star cooler than B9 shows an outflow velocity I>500 km/s--from wholly spectroscopic

measurements. When particle-collector measurements of the solar outflow are included, the Sun ex-
ceeds this "observational limit" by a factor of 2. We ask what particle-collector measurements of

star samples across the HR diagram would produce.

The resolution of these problems is fundamental for establishing the basic thermodynamics of

stellar modeling, especially its broad uniformity or not, as already discussed. Before further com-

ment, we add two kinds of additional information produced by spatial observations.

Observations in the X-ray spectral region from several space observatories show coronal-level

thermal X-rays in some stars all across the HR diagram. For any given (visual) spectral class, the
scatter in X-ray luminosity is very large, essentially two orders of magnitude. There is also a general

decrease from the hottest to coolest stars--a factor of 104 between O and M stars; and an ill-defined

but definite excess in sg and g over MS. Nonetheless, the implication is very clear. In those stars showing

such X-rays, there exist some atmospheric regions where solar-coronal level T occurs. The regions

must be large enough in each such star to produce sufficient X-rays for detection. Whether the dif-

ference in X-ray luminosity between two stars of the same (visual) spectral class arises from difference

in T, in volume of the "hot" regions, or in presence of overlying cool absorbing regions is not clear.
(But see the comments below on Be stars.) It is clear, however, that nonradiative energy dissipation

exists, to varying degree, in some atmospheric regions of hot stars, as well as warm, cool, and cold
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stars. Whether such regions are part of an atmospheric sequence resembling the solar, are part of

some other kind of sequence, or lie in no sequence at all remains to be studied and decided empirically.

A second addition to empirical information lies in a compilation of mass-loss inferences across

the HR diagram. Above, we focused on searching association between mass loss and nonradiative

heating. If we consider the variation of those values of mass loss inferred from observed outflow

velocity combined with some estimates of particle density in the flow region studied (hence highly

model dependent), we find a strong decrease in mass loss with decreasing stellar luminosity. For the

O stars, the radius differences between sg, g, and MS are not so striking that one can attribute a

factor of 103 to l0 5 difference in total mass loss to a constant mass flux simply coming from a larger

surface. The situation is more ambiguous for G-sg and G-dwarf stars. It is interesting in comparing

B-sg to B dwarf, especially to Be. Among the O stars, however, the empirical strong variation of

mass loss--or of mass flux--with luminosity--or with radiative flux--is striking. The trend of decrease

in mass loss with luminosity continues among the B-dwarf stars. For this reason, most astronomers

are convinced that the origin of mass loss in hot stars, at least in Wolf-Rayet and O stars, lies in

the radiative flux. Currently, theoreticians insist on an origin only among the O stars, demanding

only a radiative acceleration of an otherwise originating mass loss for cooler hot stars. For such theoreti-

cians, therefore, the O + Wolf-Rayet stars remain a breed apart, in regard to why classical standard

modeling fails, but the presence of a nonradiative heating, somewhere in the atmosphere, can no longer

be ignored. As yet, its presence is not incorporated into their modeling: no aerodynamic dissipative
effects.

So we have, for empirical-theoretical guidance: (1) the above emphasized association between

the presence of nonthermal mass outflow and of nonradiative heating for stars where O VI et ai.

and X-rays imply heating; (2) an association between sizes of luminosity and (a) X-ray luminosity

for all stars and (b) mass loss for hot stars; (3) a decrease in outflow velocity and strength of O VI,

C IV, et al. toward the cooler hot stars under spectroscopic diagnostics, but "recovery" of high velocities

under solar particle-collector diagnostics. We therefore have the same dilemma between causality and

associated-origin for a number of energy and mass fluxes, as we did for the strictly solar case (Section

I, paragraph l) when we diagnose the observations under the assumption of time-independence of

all fluxes and atmospheric structure.

The authors of this volume add to the observational variety, and discuss these dilemmas/problems,

from various viewpoints. Some restrict themselves mainly to compiling and discussing the observa-

tions. Others seek an origin of nonradiative heating via solar analogy, but focused wholly on

hydromagnetic effects which, in today's solar thinking, are usually considered unimportant for such

heating in those lower solar regions where nonradiative heating begins. Still others seek ways to avoid

the need for such nonradiative heating in modeling the mass outflow by trying to show that the

O VI, C IV, etc., lines can, for the hottest stars with largest mass outflow, be modeled under RE.

In such an approach, they must produce the X-rays in regions other than those affecting the character
of the mass outflow.

To conclude this section on Sun/Wolf-Rayet symbiotic perspective on hot-star studies, we focus

on the physics underlying the just-mentioned discussion of O VI and RE: we abstract a solar result

on the production of "superexcitation" under conditions of a small T rise combined with large local
opacity and strong non-LTE.

At the beginning of this Perspective, we stressed the necessity for very precise determination

of T(r) in any RE-to-non-RE transition. Empirically, its departure from Tel f is systematic but small,
over most of the solar (upper-photosphere to lower-chromosphere) transition--although the latter

is the locale of strongest nonradiative heating; and ends in a rapid rise. A second major empirical

result of those early solar studies was a superexcitation of hydrogen: a strong overpopulation of its

first excited level, n = 2, relative to classical models, which was needed to give that Balmer opacity
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demanded by observations. Once the small T rise was combined with the large opacity increase

demanded by a self-consistent non-LTE, the origin of the superexcitation became clear.

Iteration from the thin-atmosphere approximation of collisional ionization and radiative recom-

bination produces a locally opaque LyC--and Ly-lines--in the low chromosphere. This gives the non-

LTE factors b I = bE; hence an nE/n I fixed only by the local T. This same result would hold if colli-
sions dominated the rate processes, hut they do not; the result is an opacity effect. Thus, for even

a small T rise, there is an enhanced r/2 over an RE state, because hydrogen is still neutral at these

heights. This at once makes the Balmer lines stronger than classical modeling would produce, and

makes photoionization from the second level the process that determines the degree of ionization of

hydrogen. Effectively: hydrogen becomes an ion with 3.5-ev--rather than 13.5--ionization potential;

the n = 2 level is the ground state of the ion; the Balmer lines are effectively resonance lines. The

chromosphere is transparent to the BaC, but not to the LyC; it is the photospheric BaC which fixes

the ionization balance. The local LyC is fixed by local conditions--increasing in strength with height;

equaling the local Bv(Te)/b I. (When the local opacity in the LyC decreases, the required transfer equa-

tion in the LyC "phases out" this superexcitation effect; b i > bE becomes progressively fixed by the

thin-atmosphere collisional effects; ionization degree becomes density-independent.) One of the first

"successes" of this diagnostics/scenario was the prediction of a hydrogen LyC much stronger (a fac-

tor of - 106) than the classical model--according with rocket observations. Indirectly, therefore,

this "superexcitation" of the n = 2 level of hydrogen, coming from a very small T rise, but a large

non-LTE opacity, implied this non-RE-originating "excess" in the LyC.

Apparently, the demonstration by Kudritzki et al. of a strong increase in concentrations of O + 5,

etc.--which arise from the high local opacity of the large mass outflows of the O and Wolf-Rayet

stars under proper non-LTE treatment (cf. Chapter 4)-- is thermodynamically similar to the above

hydrogen superexcitation. They explore ad hoc T distributions, emphasizing their nearness to Teff,

by contrast to the much larger T required using thin-atmosphere collisional processes to produce
"superionization." Unfortunately, at least in their discussions to date, their emphasis lies too greatly

on implying that their clarification of the "superionization" supports their particular theory of mass

outflow and a minor, if any, departure from RE for these hot stars. However, any large mass-outflow

to produce large densities; their correct, locally-opaque in at least the ground-level transitions of ions

otherwise-marginally-present, non-LTE treatment; and some small T rise;--to reduce effective

ionization energy to reach OVI, etc. stages--will produce the effect. It has not yet been shown that

the photospheric-radiative acceleration theory they use is unique in producing a large mass outflow,

particularly in its neglect of any nonradiative heating and its apparent inability to produce the ob-

served variability aspects (cf. below).

The situation is a good example of we solar-symbioticists not being sufficiently aware of the

thermodynamic breadth of our solar work to have discussed its broader application before the hot-

star theoreticians exhibited its utility in much hotter, nonsolar stars, ignoring the solar liaison. It is

also a good example of how a solar result--T lying near Teff, even under much heating, until the

dominating continuous opacity becomes small--might be combined with similar hot-star studies, in

which the continuous opacity is quite different, to further clarify this association between opacity

and T rise under nonradiative heating. One will not exploit the range of conditions across the HR
c

diagram to study stars generally if he does not recognize thermodynamic similarity wherever it exists.

One hopes that these investigations summarized by Kudritzki et al. will be tested by an indicator

of the actual T(r)--e.g., by a continuum equivalent to the solar LyC. In these hot stars, such con-
tinua lie even farther into the XUV. One notes with interest the details of the steep rise in the XUV

continuum of the hot white dwarf, HZ 43 (Malina et al., 1982). We also hope that these studies by

the Kudritzki group, with their detailed non-LTE programs, can be extended to exhibit just how low

a Teff, under what size mass outflow, and with how much non-RE increase in T, can produce which
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of the "superionized" lines. When the theoretical models can produce reliable RE distributions of

T(r), we can better estimate just how much nonradiative heating is required for these hot stars, and
try to identify what dissipative term(s) added to the mass-outflow equations, or possibly coming from

a nonradiative energy flux not transporting mass, can produce the required nonradiative heating. Such

studies are required for self-consistent modeling of any atmospheric structure arising from either steady

or nonsteady mass outflow--and for subsequent inference on the subatmospheric structure produc-

ing such outflow.

B. Time Dependent Fluxes and Atmospheric Structure: The Be Stars Versus Normal B Stars and

Sun as Perspective on O-Star Variability

1. Some General Remarks. In the opening paragraph of the preceding section, we mentioned the am-

biguity of solar observations of mass outflow in regard to its variability. Some years ago, effectively

on the basis of stellar-structural theory and visual-spectral observation, most astronomers were con-

vinced that hot stars showed little evidence of variability except for "peculiar" hot stars: notably

the Be-Oe-Ae, known for a century; the B Ceph "pulsators," known for half a century; more recent-

ly, other small-amplitude, spectrum, and luminosity variables of short-period, etc. Hence, this volume

on the O and Wolf-Rayet stars, as originally planned a decade ago, largely bypassed the variability

aspect, deferring to the discussion of the Be and B Ceph stars in the B-Be-star volume.

However, over the last 15 years of rocket and satellite far-UV observations, and especially of

a decade's detailed time-sequential observational studies of individual stars via the IUE, the accumulated

body of evidence on variability has greatly changed assessments of its importance. Also, the model-

ing outlook has evolved, under the impact of both theoretical and observational focuses on trying

to clarify the characteristics and origin of mass loss, which becomes increasingly recognized as per-

vasive among stars. The strong long-term visual-spectral variability of the cool emission envelope,

which has long been known for Be-Oe-Ae stars--but which was set aside in historical modeling at-

tempts to focus simply on the origin and consequences of steady mass outflow--reemerges as their

principal distinguishing characteristic. Far-UV observations link this cool-envelope variability to that

of those underlying hot regions of the exophotosphere, whose existence the far-UV solidified. But

more modest variability of even the normal O--even of the Wolf-Rayet--stars now appears to be

much more significant for understanding mass outflow, its effect on atmospheric structure, and its

implication on internal structure, than was earlier recognized.

At one time, the Oe and Be stars were considered to be unique among the OB stars in demand-

ing mass outflow--to create that extended atmosphere in which arise those emission lines which define

these stars. Classical standard theory was a priori inadequate for them because its thermodynamic

basis excluded such mass loss. Now, from far-UV observations, all OB stars are recognized to have

a mass outflow of some size, and a "revised" standard theory attributes the mass loss in normal hot

stars to an outward acceleration by the photospheric radiation field. If one asks what distinguishes

the Oe-Be mass outflow from that of normal stars--and what distinguishes the Oe-Be kind of ex-

tended atmosphere, characterized by low-ionization emission lines, from the extended atmosphere

produced by any star with aerodynamic mass outflow--the observational evidence suggests it is the

striking variabilities observed (and associated) in both far-UV and visual spectra and the (associated)

variable existence of the cool outermost envelope. Therefore, the revised standard theory also fails

for Oe-Be stars, equally a priori: because that theory imposes time-independence and current obser-

vations show variability; but also because that theory contains no mechanism for producing that

variability in photospheric radiation field required, if that theory is applicable, to match the several
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observed aspects of Oe-Be variability. One asks if such theory can fail for Oe-Be, yet suffice for

normal OB.

Even more recently, more extensive study of individual normal OB stars exhibits some aspects

of mass-outflow variability similar to those of the Oe-Be stars, even if not as striking. And some

OB sg are long known to exhibit some of the variable low-ionization emission lines, even if not as

strikingly, which characterize the main-sequence Oe-Be. One therefore asks if that evolution in the

existence of mass loss, from being an Oe-Be peculiarity to being a normal hot-star property, will be

duplicated in the evolution of the property of variability of mass loss, probably admitting a difference

in degree/strikingness.

Clearly, a major problem in forecasting the answer to that question lies in our limited knowledge

of the difference between the peculiar Oe-Be and the normal OB stars in both the existence and variabili-

ty of mass outflow. The IUE has been a gold mine of information in mapping the existence of mass

outflow across the HR plane. It, and its urgently needed successor--which has been discussed for

years, unfortunately with no concrete production/launching schedule yet resulting--could be platinum

mines, if expeditiously utilized in conjunction with ground-based facilities. At the moment, the limited

existing data, which rest heavily on such simultaneous visual plus far-UV observations, suggest that

the difference between Oe-Be and normal OB stars does indeed lie in the degree of variability of mass

outflow and its atmospheric consequences (cf. Section 2 which follows.) Obviously, such introduc-

tory, exploratory results should be checked in detail.

Obtaining an adequate data set to permit a penetrating study of the variability of mass loss will

be a difficult challenge that must be met. Unless an ultraviolet observatory like IUE is dedicated to

obtaining these data for part of its observing time over the duration of the mission, it is unlikely that

they will be obtained. The IUE experience demonstrates this: the astronomical user-community for

such a facility is large, and there is great difficulty in obtaining sufficiently frequent observations

to build up an adequate data base for attacking any fundamentally important problem such as this

one where all the observing time must he shared with a very large group of users representing a dif-

fuse community of interests. Clearly, there is a need for the leadership of NASA and other space

agencies to meet the challenge of setting priorities on at least part of the observing time, so that an

adequate data base will result for the solution of fundamentally important problems. Equally clearly,

it is our conviction that the problem of the variability of stellar mass loss is just such a problem,

based on its implication for stellar evolution, for stellar subsurface structure, and for the elucidation

of mass-loss mechanisms, all of which is demonstrated by the volumes in this series.

One is only bemused by studies of the evolution, galactic composition, and cosmology of ob-

jects which are speculatively theoretically modeled�discussed as short-time invariant, but are actually

real-world observed as short-time variable, especially in that mass loss whose detailed origin is neglected

in such evolutionary/cosmological studies. Such modeling ignores the difference in physics between

nonlinear open and closed thermodynamic systems; the modeler becomes lost in his satisfaction with

the mathematics of producing better computer codes for thermodynamically inconsistent mixtures

of the two kinds of thermodynamic systems. Unfortunately, such computer simulation simulates neither

the basic physics nor the observations. We need improvements in, not solutions of, physically in-

complete equations. This requires more complete understanding of just what empirical/observational

phenomena such equations must be able to represent. It is therefore absolutely critical to delineate

observationally the pervasiveness of some/any kind of variability in mass outflow, and then the

characteristics of this (possibly several varieties of) variability.

One notes that the production cost of an IUE clone is a very small fraction of that of the Space

Telescope; the observing/diagnostics cost could be similarly less, and it could probably be launched

into a 10-year orbit 3 years from go-ahead. This type of hardware, with detector upgrade, already

exists. A science-oriented IUE followup, based on space results, does not.
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What is needed is a dedicated mission under a dedicated program head, as opposed to a com-

mittee approach. It is quite clear as to just what observations are needed. Those few existing long-

time-sequences of study of a few stars display the profound conflict between tlie thermodynamics

of current modeling theory and actual stellar behavior. Further progress requires such studies for a

variety of stars; present data suffice to put modeling and theory into question, not to map definitely

their required changes. Expansion to the XUV regime would add another dimension of information,

if it went down far enough in wavelength (cf. the cited Malina et al. observation as illustrative). But

such XUV addition cannot replace the need for duplicating the full IUE spectral range, coupled with

simultaneous observations in the visual as illustrated by Section 3 following.

2. The Summary of Hot-Star Variability in this Volume. In an attempt to at least partially address

the changed outlook resulting from these newer kinds and quality of data for the O and Wolf-Rayet

stars, one of the editors of this volume, Peter Conti, has invited two active workers on hot-star variabili-

ty, Baade (in the visual) and Henrichs (in the far-UV), to summarize some aspects of recent progress

in the subject. Because each recognizes that the strongest variability is shown in the Be-Oe stars, their

summaries contain many comparisons between these and normal O stars. However, because in the

different spectral regions one sees different atmospheric regions, the particular observations they discuss

lead to their focusing on different phenomenological features.

Baade discusses mainly variability in line-spectral features, emphasizing that the needed

simultaneous photometric observations do not yet exist for the O stars. His discussion centers on

pulsations--the observational evidence for their existence and the possibility that they can act as a

driving mechanism to initiate or enhance the mass outflow. Although he adopts the generally accepted

viewpoint that mass loss from hot stars generally agrees well with radiative-accelerated mass-outflow

theory, he emphasizes that the scatter in observationally inferred mass-loss rates at a given point on

the HR diagram appears to be larger than observational error, binarity, etc., can explain. Hence,

his outlook in delineating the presence and effect of pulsation lies in viewing it as a supplement--not

as a replacement--to explain departures from, or scatter about, the locus of radiative-accelerated mass-

loss theory. Because current pulsation theory has some ambiguity in specifying just where in the at-

mosphere it begins to drive an actual mass flux; and because there is some ambiguity whether the

radiative theory initiates a particular mass loss, or only "filters" a particular value from a spectrum

otherwise imposed (cf. Section B); the physics of a combined pulsation and radiative origin of mass

outflow is not clear. Hence, Baade's summary is most valuable in his delineating the various aspects

of association between line-profile variability measures of pulsation and some aspects of mass outflow.

Because, for the Oe-Be stars, visual-spectral measures cover both the low-atmosphere pulsation

features and the outer-atmosphere features of the cool envelope, he also summarizes associations be-

tween these two phenomena and two atmospheric regions. In particular, for the Oe-Be stars, he at-

tempts to delineate any associations between photospheric-pulsation indicators and V/R for the

envelope emission lines. V/R is the ratio of violet to red emission peaks.

Unfortunately, the restriction to only visual-spectral features, which Baade violates only occa-

sionally but then very usefully, means that he must ignore associations with those regions lying be-

tween photosphere and envelope. As he himself stresses, there are presently no data showing the prop-

agation of any disturbance from the photosphere to those atmospheric regions, observed in the

far-UV, where arise the variable narrow-absorption components on which Henrichs' summary focuses.

However, there is now a considerable body of information on observed associations between these

narrow components and phenomena in the cool envelope. Unfortunately--almost necessitated by the

division of labor between the two summaries--neither Baade nor Henrichs surveys these aspects, on

which information comes from simultaneous visual and far-UV observations. Section 3, which follows,
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gives for completeness an abstract of this material from Doazan's recent work on Be stars, supplement-

ing that in the B-Be star volume. As stressed by Henrichs, it is necessary to begin with such Be material

in the present volume as the departure point for putting variability among the O stars into perspective.

Both Baade and Henrichs stress that the presence of the variable narrow-absorption components

on which Henrichs focuses seems almost ubiquitous among the O stars (cf. also Prinja and Howarth,

1986, whose statistics weigh heavily in Baade's emphasis). Henrichs' survey exhibits this evidence for

the pervasive existence of variability, to some degree, throughout the O stars, normal as well as peculiar.

As such, it is invaluable in showing the error of those who would consider variability as exceptional,

hence ignorable, in constructing any broad theory and modeling for all but "exceptional/peculiar"

stars. Instead, from work such as the surveys of Henrichs and Baade in this volume, we must con-

sider variability as a "'normal" property of hot stars, talcing the composite conclusion of this and

the preceding B-Be star volumes. The A-star volume exhibited those stars as a class in which, quoting

its author, Wolff, "abnormalities are the rule rather than the exception." And among such abnor-

malities, or peculiarities, variability ranks high. For them, we simply have not the accumulated evidence

associating mass outflow, nonradiative heating, atmospheric structure, and variability to the degree

which the Be-Oe, and now normal OB stars, begin to exhibit it.

For OB stars, therefore, we continue trying to decide whether the distinction between peculiar

and normal stars lies only in the degree to which these departures from some variety of "standard"

theoretical models occur, or is it something more profound? If it is only degree, than clearly any "stan-

dard" modeling which does not incorporate variability in all fluxes as fundamental, with only their

several amplitudes to be determined in each star, can hardly be called "standard."

Henrichs accords with Baade in trying to represent such variability as only a perturbation on,

not a replacement of, a radiation-driven/originating mass outflow. Because existing theories of such

outflow set aside the possibility of variability, the preceding remarks apply. For observational guidance,

however, more serious is Henrichs' restriction to the far-UV, and his emphasis on the narrow-absorption

components in those lines we have earlier referred to as "superionized." These components, which

are variable in presence and lifetime and are usually displaced to quite high velocities, are superposed

on a much broader profile, whose variability is much less. Because of its restriction to the far-UV,

his summary says essentialIy nothing on any association in behavior between that of these narrow

components and that of any visual spectral features, and this is the survey's (a priorO shortcoming.

To see this, we abstract an overall picture of Be-star variability as it relates to mass outflow, follow-

ing Doazan (1987) and Doazan and Thomas (1987, 1988), which should be read as an updated supple-

ment by Doazan's work to the background presented by her in the B-Be volume in this series (Underhill

and Doazan, 1982), as a transition to the discussion of the Be-Oe-O stars in the present volume.

3. Abstract of Observational Evidence for Variable Mass Outflow in Be Stars. Because the B-Be volume

summarized in detail that major visual-spectral variability of Be-Oe stars--consisting of transitions

between the three phases: Be (emission-line), B-shell (narrow-absorption cores in low-ionized lines),

and B-normal (visually indistinguishable from normal B stars)--it need not be repeated here. Obser-

vationally, what has been greatly clarified is: the Be far-UV behavior, especially in association with

simultaneous visual observations; and the identification of (far-UV) features distinguishing Be-stars

in B-normal phases from normal B stars. In addition, the features of the (empirical-theoretical) at-

mospheric models proposed in that volume have been elaborated. Therefore, I focus on these aspects

of variability in abstracting the cited work and references.

As discussed previously, early stars generally show variable profiles for those far-UV lines used

to study mass outflow. However, all OB stars do not show the same variability behavior.

a. In "normal" OB stars, the variability is usually associated with changes in the fine structure of
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the broad asymmetric profiles of the highly ionized resonance lines discussed previously. These lines

often show one, or several, narrow-absorption components, which seem to occur preferentially at

high velocities, although low-velocity components are also observed. The far-UV variability of such

stars is generally ascribed to the variability of these narrow components (cf. the chapter by Henrichs

in this volume), although the underlying broad profile also varies (cf. Prinja and Howarth, 1986).

In the Be -- we have as yet not as complete data for the Oe stars -- the situation differs pro-

foundly. Generally, the entire profile of the far-UV "superionized" resonance lines strongly vary in

strength, velocity, and shape. When observed, variability of the narrow components is only one aspect,

but an important diagnostic one, of Be variability (cf. the following).

b. Those far-UV observations presently available suggest that the occurrence/enhancement of narrow-

absorption components in "normal" OB stars does not show any systematic time-dependent pattern.

Such components seem to occur erratically, but it is not certain that such apparently erractic behavior

reflects the real character of mass-outflow variability in these stars. It may reflect only the in-

completeness of present observations for delineating any organized patterns of variability that may exist.

On the contrary, systematic and long-term investigations of a few Be stars, made simultaneous-

ly in the far-UV and in the visual, have shown that: long-term organized variability patterns of large

amplitude are exhibited in the far-UV," such patterns are associated with those, long-known, exhibited

in the visual region by the Balmer emission�shell lines; and that the short-term variability features;

are often associated with the long-term. The following illustrations are taken from the results of

Doazan's systematic investigations of the relations between variability patterns exhibited on various

time scales; atmospheric structure; and what these imply on subatmospheric structure; for Be stars

(cf. Doazan, 1986). As such, and being very cognizant of the way large-amplitude "peculiar-star"

phenomena have forecast the future of smaller-amplitude "normal-star" phenomena as observational

resolution improves, we should carefully ask their implications on hot-star, even general-star, model-

ing and theory.

For 59 Cyg (B1.5 Ve), the C IV absorption-line equivalent width shows long-term association

with the equivalent width of the Ha emission line, and both with V/R of the Hc_ emission line.

For V Cas (BO.5 IVe), the short-term transient occurrence of the narrow-absorption components

in N V, C IV, and Si IV is not random relative to long-term variability patterns; these components

appear to occur only when V/R for Hot exceeds unity.

For 0 CrB (B6 Ve), the C IV resonance lines exhibit a long-term, systematic trend toward a higher

expansion velocity during a phase classified, on the basis of visual spectra alone, as "'normal B. '"

Moreover, during the later stages of the systematic increase in outflow velocity, the C IV line often

weakens very strongly; indeed, at very later stages, it is more often undetectable than visible. When

it appears, however, it shows the monotonic increase in outflow velocity.

For 88 Her (B7 Ve), there appears to be evidence, coming from simultaneous far-UV and visual

photometric data, which links a decrease in luminosity to an increase in mass outflow at the begin-

ning of a B-shell phase. Moreover, the data contradict historic belief that such a luminosity drop

at the beginning of a shell phase simply reflects the growing presence of the cool envelope. These

present data show the luminosity drop to precede the appearance of the envelope and to imply a signifi-

cant drop in Tef f by some 1000 K. Indeed, as the envelope develops, the luminosity increases. Such
diagnostics are only possible if we have simultaneous coverage of visual and far-UV spectral ranges.

As stressed earlier, the classical peculiarity of Be and Oe stars relative to classical standard models

was a mass outflow inferred from visual-spectral observations alone. "Theory" concentrated on ex-

plaining its origin, rather than clarifying the character of an atmosphere that resembles a planetary

nebula more than the thin classical atmosphere. It postulated an equatorial ejection from rotational

instability; hence, an equatorial-disk envelope. Visual observations alone led to outflow velocities <_ 200
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km/s; modern far-UV observations give 200 to 2000 km/s, sometimes with this range in the same

star at differing epochs. Some inertial modeling, trying to preserve the old while incorporating the

new, postulates:

(1) A high-mass, low-velocity, equatorial outflow, whose characteristics are those of the classical

visual spectrum, and which possibly originates in some equatorial-focused, subatmospheric

"activity," such as a nonradial pulsation in modes concentrated to the equator.

(2) A low-mass, high-velocity polar outflow--whose characteristics are those of the modern

far-UV spectrum, and which possibly originates in a way similar to the "normal" mass

outflow of "normal" hot stars--currently generally believed to be that of the radiative-

acceleration theory.

The striking, unsuppressible problems with all aspects of such models are:

(1) The variability in all Be and Oe phenomena, consisting of: (a) the classical, long-time scale,

alternation among the three phases of Be stars--Be emission, B shell, and B normal, and

(b) the short- and long-term variability abstracted above.

(2) The above-abstracted association between visual and far-UV aspects of variability, which

imply dynamic interaction between the flow regions producing the far-UV and visual spec-

tra. Thus far, no one has managed to suggest a way for any physically separated polar

and equatorial outflows, as abstracted above, to produce such associated behavior.

(3) The fact that the high-velocity, hot, spectral lines appear in absorption--there are no emis-

sion components of these "superionized" lines in the far-UV of Be stars--while the low-

velocity, cool, lines appear in emission, places the cool envelope outside the hot regions.

(4) The velocities inferred from the visual-spectral lines are much less than those inferred from

the far-UV lines; which, given (3) above, implies decelerated outflow above the nonradiatively

heated regions.

(5) The far-UV velocity variability suggests both: (a) a variability in the initial outflow velocity--

implying a variability in the mass outflow imposed in the lowest atmospheric levels; and

(b) a variability in its subsequent acceleration. The kind of variability in visual outflow

velocity implies a pulsation of the outer envelope, on which is superposed a slow outward

drift (1965 observations by Doazan, reanalyzed under the stimulus of the modern far-UV

observations).

(6) The mass outflow inferred from the visual lines differs from that inferred from the faroUV

lines. This implies that the outer cool envelope acts as a valve, regulating the (time-dependent)

amount of the mass outflow which becomes mass loss at various epochs. Mass-loss inferences

depend strongly on the region which is observed; one needs simultaneous observations of

all regions to be able to map empirically the time-dependent kinematic state; thence infer

the equations required to represent, and hence be able to construct a theory for, the dynamic

state of the atmosphere as a whole.

(7) The association between far-UV line components, and V/R of Her, suggests that the cool
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outer envelope is being driven to pulsate--as well as being filled--by the variable mass

outflow from the underlying hot regions. Such implied variable momentum input to the

cool envelope endorses the variable acceleration of (5.b) above.

(8) Because of the large variability in velocity of these variable components--observed in some

stars to range between 200 and 2000 km/s--the simplest acceleration is radiative. Because

of the mass-outflow variability, a variability in radiative opacity of the hot regions must

occur. Such opacity variability--even with no change in T --varies the radiative flux, and
e

therefore varies any acceleration by the hot-region radiation field. No significant variabili-

ty in the photospheric radiation field has been observed in association with the above-cited

variability, of either narrow high-velocity components, or Ha. Therefore, the presence of

a "'coronal radiative acceleration'" is inferred from these variability studies. We ask whether

it is also generally present in stars not showing such variability.

It therefore appears that some overlap of hot and cold regions along the same radius--with the

cold regions occurring farther from the star--is required by the ensemble of observations, especially

time-dependent ones, spread over long-time baselines. This suggests, as at least a first approxima-

tion, a radial sequence of atmospheric regions similar to the solar, except in the presence of a

postcoronal decelerated and cooled region. If we include the "dusty regions" demanded by observa-

tions of many kinds of stars, including the Bp and some Wolf-Rayet stars; and if we include the solar

planetary system as part of the solar atmosphere; we need not even consider the "cool" envelope

as exceptional; we simply need more detailed understanding of "cooling mechanisms," just as we

need such for "heating mechanisms" in the lower atmosphere. Although, in such a first approxima-

tion, the only atmospheric gradient in thermodynamic quantities is radial, the approach only means

that the strongest gradient is radial--in strong contrast to the historic picture of the cool envelope

being confined to being a thin equatorial disk. The pattern and thermodynamics of such a sequence

has been proposed by Doazan and Thomas in the B-Be volume of this series (1982); has been elaborated

more generally in the volume on Stellar Atmospheric Structural Patterns (Thomas, 1983); and is fur-

ther developed by Cram in comparing models for T Tauri stars to the Sun in the next volume on

the F, G, and K stars 0988).

Basically, the modeling scheme follows the solar pattern in the situation of an only mildly vary-

ing mass outflow; the Be pattern, for a strongly varying mass outflow whose velocity amplitude is

small at the photospheric level; and another type(s?) pattern, whose characteristics are yet to be

developed (empirically), for radially pulsating configurations, and for snperthermally expanding con-

figurations at the r = 1 level. (The latter of these links to the configuration of a limiting quasi-thermal

photosphere, as already discussed in Section I|.) The entire modeling scheme is empirical-theoretical,

not speculative-theoretical, in its basis. Hence, it awaits that observational guidance prototyped by

the Be studies just abstracted. The Be stars are among the easiest to study because they are bright,

their variability is pronounced, and they compose 20°7o of the B stars. Because the Wolf-Rayet and

O stars are less variable, but brighter, they are easy to study. The T Tauri are Be-like in variability,

but quite faint, making them difficult to study in that detail necessary to obtain the kind of informa-

tion just abstracted from Be studies. The Sun, although intrinsically faint, is close enough for de-

tailed study; but its mass-loss variability appears to be small. However, the combined information

from all these stars illustrates why we call the empirical/theoretical approach "solar-stellar symbiotic."

The above abstract also illustrates why we consider the study of mass-outflow--and mass loss

(the two are hardly the same, as above)--variability to be the key to not only mass-loss theory, but

(conjointly) also to stellar-structural (and evolutionary) understanding and modeling. We turn now

to the currently popular mass-loss theory for hot-stars--an abstracted version of the present state
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of which has been generously (responding to our last-minute plea to bring this volume up to date

on its most recent developments) prepared by Kudritzki, Pauldrach, and Puls from their current studies.

II!. ONE ASSESSMENT OF THE STATE OF CURRENT HOT-STAR THEORY

A. Empirical-Thermodynamic Demands on Open-System Theory

The first essential thing is to place stellar mass loss into the thermodynamic context of: (a) its

observation in hot stars defining them as open thermodynamic systems; (2) all well-studied stars--

hot, warm, or cold--showing some mass loss. Therefore, observations demand that any general theory

for the structure and evolution of arbitrary stars--not just hot stars and the Sun--give them freedom,

and contain mechanisms, to produce nonzero mass flux: to be open systems. Thermodynamic orien-

tation comes with ability to delineate: which aspects of freedom and mechanisms to produce mass

loss are common to all stars; which are peculiar to particular classes of stars; and which arise in in-

dividual characteristics of stars. We do not have such orientation from any existing theory: either

general theory of open thermodynamic systems; or specific theory of stars as particular types of open

systems. We therefore need observational delineation of the common, the peculiar, and the individual

aspects of mass loss which any adequate theory must represent or predict. The monograph series ex-

hibits our current knowledge of these aspects for stars generally; Chapter 4 of this volume, for O

and Wolf-Rayet stars.

Such freedom contrasts strongly to the constraints of classical, speculative-theoretical model-

ing: under which stars must be closed thermodynamic systems, producing only energy fluxes and for-

bidding mass fluxes. Although the definition of open versus closed is simply the presence of a mass

flux versus its absence, its implication is broader than simply what fluxes emerge from the outermost

atmosphere. Openness characterizes the star as a whole, not just its atmosphere. Open and closed

thermodynamic systems generally differ not only in the existence of a mass flux, but also in that inter-

nal plus environmental structure which produces a differentially outflowing, rather than a quiescent,

atmosphere, and in that boundary/transition-region structure resulting from it. We therefore expect

differences in our models of internal structure and evolution, not just in outer atmospheric structure,

when we acknowledge stars as open systems rather than closed. Such differences have thus far been

only superficially addressed by theoreticians. The effect of mass loss on internal structure and evolu-

tion has been confined to only introducing a stellar mass which decreases, empirically, much faster

than by nuclear burning.

Again, we do not have insight from existing theory into what differences in stellar structure

are to be expected when a star's modeling as a closed system is changed to its modeling as an open

system. But here, observations cannot directly guide us; at best, they tell us the star's actual structure,

which corresponds to whatever kind of system it actually is--presumably, from observations, an open

system. So it is not surprising that comparison of closed-system predictions with observations has

produced varieties of anomalies. Any features of agreement between closed-system theory and obser-

vations should, in principle--and to the extent of observational imprecision--delineate features com-

mon to both open and closed modeling (not be considered "gross" confirmation of classical theory).

Therefore, both anomaly and agreement provide empirical guidance on those aspects requiring change,

and on those which do not, from classical closed-system theory. Excluding peculiar/anomalous,

stars/features, from the process of developing, empirically, theory for "normal" stars simply excludes

a major part of the observational guidance. We need to synthesize the observed/inferred structure

of both normal and peculiar stars into a specification of what any adequate theory must be able to
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represent or predict. Any "improved" theory of "normal" stars that ignores peculiar stars will be

a priori incomplete in the preceding sense. The volumes in this series exhibit current observational

inferences on actual atmospheric structure across the HR diagram, and its relation to mass outflow;

this volume, for O and Wolf-Rayet stars. Opinions differ on atmospheric-structurai similarities of

solar, hot, and other stars; it remains to relate them all to internal structure and evolution.

While existing theory is inadequate to predict specific structural changes as closed-system modeling

enlarges to open, one should expect change to be as basic in stellar structure, evolution, and cosmology

as that occurring in the passage from historic effectively-isolated-system modeling (e.g., Emden's

Gaskugeln) to closed-system modeling. That passage's major aspects were: (1) change from time-

independent stars to delineation of only long, evolutionary, time change in a star's structure and ap-

pearance, and (2) change from no atmosphere to a single region, directly observable, atmosphere

associated with radiative energy transfer.

(1) Emden's focus lay on estimating values of the thermodynamic parameters of stars modeled as

the "isolated thermodynamic enclosures" discussed in classical thermodynamic equilibrium studies

(e.g., Caratheodory); that is, their masses and temperatures. Both stellar energy production and all

stellar fluxes were ignored; they were considered to be second-order effects on such estimates, and

stellar evolution therefore fell into the same second-order category. In such first-order cosmology,

stars are unchanging objects. But these isolated-system models were useful in showing that stellar

interiors were sufficiently hot and dense that thermal-nuclear reactions could occur, producing energy.

Therefore, they invalidated themselves if their relaxation times to their extreme-LTE states were com-

parable to such nuclear evolutionary times. The transition to closed-system modeling introduced second-

order cosmology, whose objects change with time, but only quasi-statically, according to the very

slow time scales associated with the changes in their mass content by evolution of the quality of the

matter, as nuclei interact thermally to produce energy.

By contrast, the time scales of possible change in the cosmological objects under open-system

modeling can be much shorter for two different, but linked, reasons: (a) because change in their mass

content reflects faster mass evolutionary time scales associated to aerodynamic mass outflow, not

the slow time scales of mass change via nuclear reactions only; and (b) open-system structure can

be nonthermal, and such nonthermal modes can give short-term, nonevolutionary, structural variability.

An adequate theory of open-system structure must identify: (i) the range of possible nonthermal modes,

(ii) which stellar properties determine what modes could be present for a given star, and (iii) hence,

what time scales of observable variability should arise from these nonthermal modes, if they exist.

An adequate theory of open-system evolution must clarify whether evolutionary change in stellar struc-

ture comes mainly from: (t_) change in the quantity of their mass content, (/_) change in the quality

of their mass content, and (-y) change in the nonthermal modes underlying their mass outflow.

Therefore, a change from closed- to open-system modeling opens a much wider range of possible

time scales for any "change in the cosmological objects" than existed under either isolated- or closed-

system modeling. Thus far, hot-star theoretical focus rests on (c0--via luminosity--and _); (V) has

been ignored because such theory attributes all hot-star mass outflow to the (thermal) photospheric

radiation field. Hence, the only variability should be evolutionary, on the long time scales associated

with (or) and (/3), even if these are shorter than the closed-system variety. The observational contradic-

tion with such a result, from the time scales abstracted in Section ll.B, show the present inadequacy

of such theory, independent of its details. However, I stress that we do not yet know, empirically,

whether the short time scales of the observed changes refer to what is driving the mass outflow or

to the atmospheric response to it. Again, the time scales observed in both normal and peculiar stars

must be considered in empirical improvements of the theory, hence, in defining that cosmology whose

stellar objects are open systems.

°..
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(2a) Isolated-system models were even more self-destructive by their exhibiting conditions where

radiative, rather than only convective, fluxes must exist at the outer boundary, even to first-order,

contrary to their neglect in these models. Isolated-system results therefore demanded at least closed-

system models. They also differed from a strictly Caratheodory-type enclosure by their radial in-

homogeneity; but Emden's imposition of the extreme LTE conditions of polytropic, quasi-static, con-

vective energy-mixing, and the outer boundary conditions of vanishing pressure, density, and

temperature, which also imply no interstellar medium (ISM), tried to enforce the "isolated-system"

picture. Because such boundary conditions prohibited the model's transition to an ISM, hence the

existence of an atmospheric transition region, one could not observationaUy diagnose atmospheric

structure as a test of its thermodynamic consistency. The model's strictures inhibited its wholly

theoretical self-checking for consistency. That we verify the existence of stars via their observed radiative

fluxes, exhibits the models' inconsistency to whatever level of approximation the modeling of their

structure, evolution, and stellar cosmology depends on this radiative flux. The same comment holds

on classical closed-system models regarding the kind of description adopted for the thermodynamic

state of the atmosphere, and the forbidding of nonradiative energy and mass fluxes. The models'

predicted atmospheric structure showed inconsistency with the thermodynamic description imposed,

and instability against production of the forbidden fluxes; whereas the size of the observed mass fluxes

imply faster mass evolution than the models' evolutionary description imposes.

(2b) In essence, the motivation for closed-system modeling of stellar structure arose in the demonstration

(Schwarzschild-Eddington) of the greater importance of radiative, over convective, energy transfer

throughout most of the star, but especially regarding energy escape near the outer boundary. The

isolated-system models were unstable against radiative energy fluxes. Modelers tried to correct this

instability by admitting a radiative energy transfer throughout the star, and a radiative flux at the

boundary; but permitting no other fluxes: thus speculatively defining the star as a closed system. They

continued the isolated-system thermodynamics of modeling internal energy states, and defining the

relevant thermodynamic-state parameters, via speculatively imposing LTE.

Thus, the greatest change in stellar structural models occurred in the outermost regions: a

radiation-conditioned atmosphere arose as the transition to an optically transparent, local, ISM which

was fed by a radiative energy, but not mass, flux from the star. An LTE description of the ISM's

thermodynamic state was not forced on it; there was no discussion of transition from the star's LTE

to the ISM's non-LTE. The "transition parameter" of the atmosphere was the opacity, r ; the stellar

"boundary" signified the vanishing of _, not of T; and a nonvanishing "LTE boundary temperature"

provided thermal radiation; the contribution of each atmospheric element being the LTE emissivity

times the element's opacity. This thermal radiation balances the thermal nuclear-energy production

in the interior; thus remedying, in principle, the basic inadequacy of isolated-system modeling. Ther-

modynamically, this radiative-transfer-dominated atmosphere is a single region in radiative and thermal-

hydrostatic equilibria; the distribution within which of its LTE-state variables is fixed only by the

three parameters: effective temperature (radiative flux), gravity, and chemical composition (mass quali-

ty). At least approximately, its two-dimensional (Tff, g)-dependence corresponded to the observed
"main-sequence" of stars on the observed HR diagram, and "closed-system evolution" appeared

to represent the giant/supergiant branches. Again, the basic questions were: (a) the significance of

peculiar stars, and Co) the thermodynamic self-consistency of this approximation (now the closed-

system) even for normal stars, especially in their outer regions. Is isolated--but inhomogeneous--

system LTE valid near optically thin, low matter-density boundaries of closed-system stars? We also

ask: do such boundary regions damp or amplify changes in atmospheric structure by other fluxes

than radiative? That is, does closed-system modeling also lack self-consistency when applied to stars?
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Fifty years after closed-system modeling was introduced, we demonstrated--empirically-

theoretically, using solar observations + a thermodynamics free of imposed LTE--that an LTE treat-

ment of the outer atmospheric regions is thermodynamically self-inconsistent and badly overestimates

the radiative fluxes for given T(z). This makes difficult the diagnostic testing of the assumption of
RE, even in wholly thermal atmospheres, until LTE is replaced by fully non-LTE models. Thirty years

later, RE has still been tested in satisfactory detail only for the quasi-thermal Sun, where RE is found

to be invalid for r c < 10 -_, thus to be invalid in regions where the centers of most strong lines are
formed.

Shortly thereafter, Parker (1958) showed that the nonradiatively heated solar-coronal regions

were unstable against aerodynamic mass outflow, resulting in mass loss, hence defining the Sun as

an open system. Much later, Cannon and Thomas (1977) showed that any HE + RE atmosphere is

unstable against amplifying any small, outward, radial velocity; that the outflow is unstable against

producing acoustic waves when it reaches almost thermal velocity; and that a monotonic outward

rise in T accelerates the mass outflow to a mass loss. It remains a debated question whether the

nonradiative energy flux, and its dissipation, are causally linked to, or only associated in origin with,

the mass flux. (I note again that the maximum outflow velocity, but not the size, of the solar mass

outflow varies by a factor of 2 in evolutionary short time scales. For Be stars, both vary, and strong-

ly.) In any event, both nonradiative fluxes arise, and the only association with the visual-spectral

radiative flux discovered thus far is a decrease in visual + far-UV luminosity as mass outflow in-

creases, for one Be star, at one epoch. (More observations, simultaneous in the far-UV + visual,

are badly needed.)

Thus, other atmospheric regions than the closed-system photosphere exist, and are the locales

where originate diagnostically-important, observed, spectral features. Empirically, one could conclude

only that closed-, like isolated-, system modeling fails to predict or represent all the thermodynamic

fluxes which arise in actual stars; and that, in consequence, it falls to predict or represent those exo-

photospheric regions associated with these fluxes. One can dispute whether the structural details of

Sun and other stars are similar; but not whether the basic thermodynamics must be uniquely different

for the Sun than for other stars, in order to "uniquely" interpret or explain features which its unique

location lets us observe in it, but not yet in all other stars. Any improved/enlarged, broadly applicable,

thermodynamically-sound theory must be able to describe all fluxes from all stars and their relation

to stellar structure and evolution, or likewise be judged only incomplete.

Consequently, for the Sun and any other stars, hot or cold, we faced a situation in which even

neoclassical (i.e., including non-LTE) standard closed-system modeling failed to represent or predict:

(a) the observed existence of non-RE atmospheric regions; (b) the inferred existence of energy fluxes

other than radiative; (c) the consequences of such atmospheres being unstable against a small-velocity

mass outflow somehow arising in the deep atmosphere, to produce a mass flux; and (d) how/why

such outflow arises in the deep atmosphere. Sections I and II of this Perspective abstract the evidence

for similar phenomena occurring in hot stars. Any theory, therefore, which accepts such stars as open

systems gives only an incomplete representation of such stars unless it includes all the summarized

observational phenomena as features which the theory must incorporate. Again I stress: features of

peculiar, as well as normal, stars.

To put proposed theories of hot-star mass outflow--particularly its origin--into focus, it is useful

to elaborate this normal/peculiar star comparison. The basic question is whether they are thermo-

dynamically-different kinds of objects, or thermodynamically-similar objects that differ only in flux

"amplitudes" and in flux time-dependence. We ask what is the range of open-system "individual-

ity-diversity."

Then the focus of isolated-system modeling is on the mass, and thermal energy, content of stars;

fluxes are ignored; stars do not change. The focus of closed-system modeling is on the relation between
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the mass content of stars and their luminosity (i.e., radiative flux for given radius); stars change, but

the time scale is very slow, with evolution in mass quality. The focus of open-system modeling is on

understanding, symbiotically, the relation between size, origin, and time-dependence of all three fluxes

(radiative energy, nonradiative energy, and mass), and the stellar structure (interior and atmospheric)

produced by a given quantity and quality of matter--with its individual macroscopic (angular momen-

tum, etc.), as well as microscopic (nonEquilibrium populations of matter and energy states)

properties--which condensed to form the star. To first approximation, open-system time scales are

evolutionary, simply shorter than closed-system, because aerodynamic mass loss replaces nuclear-

burning mass loss. To higher approximation, admitting a possible diversity of nonthermal modes,

for similar values of closed-system parameters, open systems can produce the observed range of even

shorter time scales, which seem to contradict even open-system evolutionary change.

This contradiction implies nonthermal-mode structure for stars; the question is their amplitudes.

Need they be the same for all stars having similar values of the closed-system parameters? Given the

instabilities inherent in even quasi-thermal models, any improved theory should focus on, or at least

include, such nonthermal modes, interior as well as atmospheric, and on the question of the possible

range in their amplitudes for given values of closed-system parameters. Modeling stars with similar

values of closed-system parameters, but with different amplitudes for those nonthermal modes per-

mitted in open-system stars, is basic to understanding the normal�peculiar star difference.

The basic assumption that closed-system modeling can produce stars which are time-independent,

except on nuclear-evolutionary time scales, rests on the ability of stars to "find" a stable configura-

tion whose internal energy production is balanced by the radiative-energy flux from the atmosphere.

Failure to find such a stable configuration must result in either or both of the following: (a) other

kinds of energy fluxes from the atmosphere, requiring nonthermal mass motions; (b) changing the

energy production in the interior which, given the similarity in central conditions for all quasi-thermal

modeling, again requires a nonthermal structure (now for the interior) with consequent nonthermal

atmospheric effects.

That most stars exhibited, from visual-spectral observations alone, neither (a) nor (b) gave some

astronomers confidence in the concept of "normal" stars, with structure and evolution following the

closed-system pattern. That an increasing number of stars were peculiar or anomalous in the sense

of the preceding summary stressed the point made above: the similarities between closed-system models

and real stars show the common features of closed- and open-system modeling; peculiarities delineate

the differences. For astronomers who adopt this viewpoint (mainly observationalists), a focus on on-

ly "normal" stars was hardly adequate in researching either the facts of real-star structure or the

thermodynamic basis for its general modeling. Hence, one finds the extensive literature--over the

last century--on the observational study of peculiar stars. Unfortunately, it has not been paralleled

by corresponding theoretical activity on expanding normal-star modeling to include peculiar stars.

Contemporary observations outside the visual spectrum substantiated that outlook by showing

even "normal" stars to violate closed-system strictures; for these stars, violations become detectable

only in those exophotospheric atmospheric regions observed in the far-UV. Nonthermal amplitudes

increase toward the (free) boundary--conditioned by the amount of dissipative damping. So "viola-

tion" is a matter of degree; we must ask how and why some stars show stronger anomaly/peculiarity

than others, detailing the aspects. Relative to some current thinking on hot stars, we particularly ask

if and why some stars depart from closed-system models only by the presence of a mass flux, somehow

obviating the general open-system presence of nonradiative energy fluxes and dissipation. Or is such

modeling only incomplete theoretical, which does not ask into their models' instability against

nonradiative energy dissipation?

Prior to far-UV spatial observations, some astronomers hoped that some (single) "mildly

peculiar" stars, showing very short time changes but not "cataclysmic" ones (i.e., not mass ejection),
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would be eventually incorporated into closed-system modeling. Eddington's exploration of closed-

system internal structure, and radiative energy transfer, originated in such observed nonthermal stars--

the pulsating variables. Closed-system modeling was apparently able to embrace such stars by recog-

nizing "opacity-valves," associated with radiative energy transfer, which: permit small density per-

turbations to amplify, change the opacity, change the amount of energy stored locally, and introduce

phase lags between energy production and radiation. Under linear theory (ignoring pulsation amplitude),

this could be clone without violating closed-system boundary conditions. The atmospheres and subat-

mospheres were nonthermal, but apparently could be modeled as closed systems, with only radiative

energy fluxes. The stars were indeed only "mildly peculiar."

However, when one asks what f'LxeSthe pulsation amplitudes (i.e., limits them from growing

so large that the star becomes unstable), one recognizes that the large velocity gradients accompany-

ing velocities amplified by the atmospheric density gradients produce shock waves and energy dissipa-

tion. Current thinking therefore finds nonradiative energy dissipation to be the amplitude-limiting

process, producing the pulsating-star equivalent of the solar chromosphere, but something which has

not the quasi-static, thermal HE, character of that solar region.

In addition to this scenario applying to a classical, cool-type, pulsating star, it has also been

suggested to be the actual configuration for a very massive hot star, which historical modeling presumed

could not exist because radiation pressure prohibits its formation. However, the same current think-

ing suggests that the radiation pressure would simply decrease the effective gravity enough to make

the star unstable against pulsation but, as above, with amplitude limited by nonradiative dissipation

and possibly mass loss. Therefore, we should admit the possible existence of such stars--more massive

and hence hotter than nondissipative closed-system modeling would predict--as open-systems.

However, their mass loss would not be driven by radiative pressure/acceleration but by pulsation (cf.

suggestions by Davidson and Humphries (1982); and by Willson and Bowen (1985)).

Finally, one notes that current thinking seeks the source for the nonradiative heating of at least

the low solar chromosphere in dissipation of those waves produced by either solar nonradial pulsa-

tions or time-dependent convection, the diagnostic distinction between the two being difficult. The

question of how far into the chromosphere/corona such nonhydromagnetic energy transfer and heating

suffices to maintain that energy balance which produces the empirically inferred T(r), apparently
depends on resolving the nonlinear coupling among the modes of the wave spectrum--their non-

dissipative and dissipative outward propagation (Hammer, 1985). Thermodynamically, therefore, the

similarity between the variety of pulsating stars and the Sun, regarding the origin of the nonradiative

fluxes which give all these kinds of "peculiar" stars their open-system character, is strong and basic.

It is the existence of any variety of subatmospheric pulsational (nonthermal) modes--whose amplitudes

are f'Lxedby nonlinear mode-coupling, propagation, and dissipation in the atmospheric boundary/tran-

sition regions. One just begins to follow these directions of study in hot stars (cf, the reviews by Baade

and Henrichs in this volume).

So, as in the LTE/non-LTE problems in the boundary regions of the atmosphere, one asks stabili-

ty against nonlinear effects: there, in thermal radiative transfer; here, in nonthermal mass transfer.

As abstracted previously, the original "explosion" in variety of regions comprising the solar at-

mosphere; and the recognition that this boundary/transition zone is unstable against mass outflow;

were each associated with an observed nonradiative heating whose origin was sought in various aspects

of nonlinear closed-system instability against the production of nonradiative energy and mass fluxes.

It would seem that now, in developing new open-system theory for mass outflow and the associated

atmospheric structural patterns, a major theoretical focus should lie on the instabilities of any open-

system modeling that includes only a mass outflow/flux, especially a time-independent one. If such

instabilities exist, producing either nonradiative heating or a time-dependence, the resulting self-

consistent atmospheric structure will differ significantly from that of current theory.
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B. Comment on Current Hot-Star Theory from the Standpoint of Satisfying the Preceding

Empirical Demands

Based on the viewpoint of the discussion in Section Ill.A, we divide current explorations of

mass-loss modeling and the associated atmospheric structure for hot stars into two broad approaches:

(a) those which attempt to predict the value of the mass flux and associated atmospheric structure

from values of the other fluxes, gravity, and composition--thus far via time-independent modeling;

and (b) those which use empirical values of the mass flux, and other fluxes + gravity, ignoring com-

position, to model atmospheric structure, admitting time-dependence. Here, we focus on (a); (b) is

illustrated in the previously abstracted Be modeling by Doazan and colleagues.

1. Theories Focused on Predicting Mass Fluxes from Other Quantities. This approach corresponds

to simply freeing closed-system, time-independent, spherically symmetric, normal-star modeling from

its outer boundary condition of zero mass-outflow velocity--by giving the integration constant of

the equation for conservation of mass some nonzero value. It remains only to specify the acceleration

and any nonradiative dissipative processes admitted throughout the flow regime/atmosphere. The

closed-system radiative-transfer equations, and the rate equations describing the populating of

microscopic energy levels, are modified to include the effect of moving rather than static medium.

This approach is best characterized as computer-stimulated modeling; because once the acceleration,

nonradiative dissipation, and integration constant of the mass-conservation equation (i.e., the rate

of mass loss) are specified, it is an initial-value problem--from prescribed values of radiative energy,

nonradiative energy, and mass fluxes in the deep atmosphere--to compute those radial distributions

of velocity, thermodynamic state-parameters, and microscopic energy-level populations which we can-

not yet directly observe.

The computing problem is hardly routine; it involves the coupled mass and radiative transfer,

and microscopic rate, equation. More difficult, thermodynamically, however, are the problems of

choosing the dissipative terms, the accelerations to include, and the value of the mass loss. Astronomers

have habitually bypassed the first problem by parameterizing its result--prescribing a T(r). The

custom is to choose the acceleration as a function of star type, based on some hypothesis as to what

it is, rather than attempt to infer it from the observed velocity field. (One must admit that, before

space observations in the far-U'_, there was little observational guidance; but now the situation has

changed.) From these two assumptions on two of the basic three quantities entering the adopted equa-

tions, the custom is to try to predict the third--the mass outflow/flux. Because one adopts vanishing

small outflow velocity in the lowest atmosphere, density and Te distributions there are unaffected
by the mass outflow. One can obtain them from closed-system modeling if, as is customary, one assumes

the absence of nonthermal modes in parallel to assumed predictability of the mass loss via the stated

procedure. Because, under these conditions, the value of mass loss and that of initial velocity in the

deep atmosphere are equivalent quantities, one must be careful in beginning the outward tracing of

the flow pattern.

My own viewpoint, which I have elaborated at length elsewhere (Thomas, 1973, 1983), is that

the mass outflow in the low atmosphere must be taken as an independent, time-dependent parameter

whose value may ultimately be predictable from that complete theory of stellar structure which in-

cludes nonthermal modes. But I do not discuss the basis for this approach here, only to note it for

contrast.

It is useful to place the original solar-wind theory into this context because its approach was

also that of predicting the mass loss by an algorithm imposed--notproved to be valid--on the outflow

configuration in a way resembling that adopted in popular hot-star theory. This solar theory was ini-

tially, a priori, rejected for hot-star application, by the originators of the hot-star wind theory (Lucy
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and Solomon, 1970) as requiring too large T values (some 107 K) in hot-star atmospheres. Modern

X-ray observations require such T if the X rays are thermal. Current hot-star theory considers the

main body of the outflow to be unheated; the X-ray emission coming from isolated, but quasi-uniformly

distributed, and small, "hot pockets" in the flow, hypothesized as resulting from shocks produced

by local instabilities in the "hyperthermal" outflow. Such instabilities, in monotonically accelerated

superthermic outflow, have not yet been observed in the laboratory.

As we have earlier mentioned, dissipative instabilities in steady flows accelerated from low sub-

thermic velocities to hyperthermic are, in the laboratory, more usually observed to occur in the transther-

mal region. We exhibited (Cannon and Thomas, 1977) their stellar atmospheric counterpart, in ask-

ing the stability of flows accelerated only by the density gradient and gravity and heated both radiatively

and nonradiatively. These considerations have been largely ignored by the hot-star theoreticians. But

at least, because of the X-ray evidence for some nonradiative heating, producing some regions of

T >> T(RE) in some hot stars, current theories of hot-star structure are becoming less a priori

restricted, and more influenced by observations. The currently-most-popular focus on modeling only

those configurations in which there is no nonradiative dissipation--arising either independently or

from instability of the mass outflow--is now evolving to include some types of dissipative instabilities,

as above. However, to preserve the basic theoretical picture of a mainly nondissipative mass outflow,

theories currently explore only local, rather than spherically symmetric, dissipative instabilities in only

the superthermic regions of an otherwise spherical, time-constant,, quasi-RE mass outflow. In a wide

variety of other stellar types, especially in the Sun, nonradial atmospheric inhomogeneities have been

historically explored to represent observations which appear to be anomalous under whatever strictly

spherically symmetric models are in use. However, as solar-illustrated below, today's modeling of

outflowing atmospheres cannot ignore the "perturbation" introduced by the distribution, and struc-

ture (time, space), of the transthermal regions in discussing the "predictability" of the size of the

mass outflow. We, therefore expect hot-star modeling to evolve further, toward greater transthermal

detail.

Such shock-wave heating in the superthermic region as that sought in the above local instabilities

is indeed to be expected in a variable mass outflow, and its resulting nonmonotonic radial distribu-

tion of velocities (e.g., Be modeling, abstracted previously). However, this does not produce the "hot-

pocket" type of heating; at most, a pole-equator asymmetry results from including a rotation effect

on the deceleration arising from the mass-outflow variability. Such variable mass outflow is integral

in the empirical approach (b), not in the present wholly theoretical approaches (a), which as yet in-

clude no mechanisms to introduce the variety of observed variability abstracted previously.

So, to put into perspective that hot-star approach to "predicting" mass loss, which explicitly

excludes the presence/effect of any nonradiative energy fluxes, we must be very clear on that solar

algorithmic approach to "predicting" the size of a mass outflow which explicitly depends on the ex-

istence of such nonradiative energy fluxes. Comparison of the similarities and differences of the two

approaches makes very clear the basis for thinking one can predict the mass flux from some combina-

tion of the other fluxes and the gross stellar parameters such as mass and gravity--without evoking

a nonthermal structure for the star: subatmospheric and atmospheric. It also becomes clear why modern

observations negate this basis. That is, we see why both closed-system, and thermal open-system, stellar

modeling--in their requiring a thermal structure for the atmosphere and subatmosphere--are inade-

quate to represent the range of modern observations.

a. Perspective on Mass-Loss Prediction via the Solar-Wind Algorithm. The original solar-wind theory

(Parker, 1958) was constructed from empirical T and density distributions in the corona and beyond.
These showed that the corresponding one-dimensional thermal velocity, q, is large enough, at radii
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where significant matter concentration still exists, to permit that matter to escape from the gravita-

tional field--and form that solar particle flux long inferred from its terrestrial and cometary effects.

Early discussions aimed at clarifying whether such mass loss was by quasi-static thermal evaporation

from, or thermal aerodynamic expansion of, the super-hot corona. To escape, an evaporating

noninteracting particle's velocity must exceed the local escape value. However, a gravitationally bound

atmosphere has a pressure gradient, which provides an acceleration that balances gravity under HE,

and exceeds it under those conditions supporting a mass outflow. So, an aerodynamic outflow can,

at given r, have a subescape velocity, yet result in a mass loss, utilizing the pressure gradient for the

needed acceleration. The essential questions are what pressure gradient arises in a given star, and what

size mass outflow can it accelerate to escape as a mass flux from the star. An answer requires a com-

plete expanding-atmosphere model, which is aerodynamically self-consistent between the size of the

mass outflow and the velocity distribution in all the regions from the subatmosphere out into the

local environment. If the gas-pressure acceleration does not suffice, and a mass flux is observed, one

seeks other alternatives.

The significant aspect of Parker's algorithm is that its construction rests on considerations of

the coronal and postcoronal regions only. Of the lower regions, one demands only that the outflow

velocity become negligibly small with depth. According to the strictures of his algorithm, modeling

begins at the thermal point, not in the subatmosphere. I abstract this approach; it puts into sharp

focus the suppressed role of the transthermal regions in their relation to the "prediction" of _;/and v(r).

Parker's algorithm then rests on applying the two conditions: (1) for an expanding outflow to

be accelerated rather than decelerated, its velocity must exceed the (one-dimensional) thermal value,

q; (2) under the (solar-type) condition that the acceleration be due to gravity and gas pressure, such

accelerated expansion becomes a mass loss if it passes from subthermal to superthermal velocity at

that radius where q (which therefore equals the outflow velocity) equals half the (local) escape veloci-

ty (so the total mean one-dimensional particle velocity equals the escape velocity). The algorithm for

"predicting" the size of the mass loss is as follows:

(a) From the empirical T(r), find the lowest r satisfying q 2(r) = GM/2r.

(b) To evaluate the mass loss, h;/ = 47r r 2 p q, at this r and q, adjoin an empirical p(r).

(c) The velocity distribution comes from integrating the flow equations under the conditions that

the flow be everywhere subthermal below the escape point, and everywhere superthermal

above it.

The dependence of the algorithm on nonradiative heating is clear: the distribution T(r) fixes
the escape point, and is the parameter of the flow solution. That the value of A;/comes from "em-

pirical evaluation" rather than "prediction" is equally clear. One has still insufficient knowledge of

the source of the nonradiative heating to predict T(r). To predict p (r), one requires a solution of
that aerodynamic mass-outflow problem whose parameters are the mass loss, A;I (or an initial veloci-

ty and density at some ro), and the distribution, T(r), under physically self-consistent, not arbitrari-
ly imposed, boundary conditions. The algorithm for the size of _/simply applies the condition (2)

via (b), using the empirical data. Whether the derived v(r) is correct rests on the validity of the bound-

ary conditions (c), and this depends on their self-consistency with the value of A;[

It is clear that the solution, v(r) and p (r) for prescribed Jr/and T(r), must satisfy the condi-

tion v(r) = q(r) at the "critical/escape point r" (condition (1) above). It is, however, not clear that

v(ri) = q(ri) does not occur several times, each at a different radius r i < rc. The only requirement
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for such a possibility to occur is that, in each case--except the last, r = rc -- v(r i + 8r) < q(r i +

6r). This condition is satisfied by admitting a shock wave between r i and r i + (Sr. The shock both

decelerates and heats. ,4 condition imposing that outflow velocity reach q for the first time at the

escape point restricts the solution to shock-free flows (i.e., to the configuration where r is the lowest-
C

lying ri). Thus, for a given Te(r ), the value of/_/ must be such as to produce this location as the
"first" thermal point, if the condition (c) is to be valid.

We have already noted that--because p (r) is HE for v << q--this condition on the value of

is one on v in the low HE photosphere and on T(r). Clearly, such a condition gives only a

minimum value for J_/: that which, from an HE solution under the prescribed T(r), produces v -

q/3 at approximately one density scale height below the escape point. Any larger value of/_/ pro-

duces a v(r) in the HE region that can also satisfy condition (2) of the algorithm, but it requires the

above sequence of shocks. Hence, it can be compatible with algorithm conditions (a) and (b), but

not with (c). By construction, Parker's algorithm produces the actual value of/_, but not necessarily

the correct v(r). The correct transthermal regions are not reproduced for an M > _/(min). Actually,

the entire sequence from about one density scale height below the first shock through the critical point

is the "extended" transthermal region. This means that the v(r) predicted under the imposed shock-

free solution will be everywhere too small, hence p (r) everywhere too large, below the critical point.

The driving source of the outflow is clear: the local thermal energy. In the lowest, RE part of

the atmosphere, the thermal energy is fixed by the star's radiation field; in the non-RE regions, it

is fixed by the star's radiation field + the nonradiative dissipation: Therefore, given a somehow im-

posed, small, outward initial velocity, the instability amplification mechanism is indeed a "radiatively-

driven" acceleration; but arising energetically, not by radiative-momentum, transfer. The latter, with

Doppler-shifted desaturation of the line-driving, is assumed to be the acceleration in hot stars. But

again, one requires some source for an initial velocity, and the gas-pressure gradient for the initial

acceleration. Without such an initial velocity, the atmosphere remains in the (unstable) closed-system,

thermal, HE configuration. We ask if it suffices, to be open, that all gravitationally bound stellar

atmospheres are unstable against any radial-velocity perturbation--depending on the dissipative

mechanisms, including mass loss, to fix instability amplitudes anywhere?

Thus, the original solar-coronal theory of mass outflow restricts a priori the flow to being

"'perfect" (i.e., shock and dissipation free). In the laboratory, one designs the throats of supersonic

wind tunnels to provide such flow. With such design, for quasi-static reservoir conditions, the mass

outflow is fixed by the reservoir and environmental pressures. One can say the mass loss is "pulled

out" by the low environmental pressure, as one can say a cold exterior "pulls out" heat from a reser-

voir. But unless the wind tunnel is "driven" by refilling its reservoir, it is transient: the pressure ex-

cess of the reservoir, and outflow from it, decrease with time; the nozzle is no longer "perfect." A

driven (continuous refilling and outflow) tunnel has a velocity imposed at the base; it is "partially

pushed from below"; its reservoir velocity and mass outflow are specified. If the same geometry is

used for the nozzle as for the static case, thermal velocity is reached earlier, and a shock arises. The

outflow is dissipative, and "driven out" by the nonthermal state of the reservoir. To obtain a shock-

free flow, one redesigns the nozzle geometry. A priori, there is no reason to expect the star to design

its subatmosphere/atmosphere/Iocai environment structural complex to produce a shock-free perfect-

nozzle outflow; especially when so much evidence for dissipative flow exists. Therefore, one must

be cautious in applying any theory based on such restriction, to "predict" the mass loss from a star

modeled as having a thermal subatmospheric + lower atmospheric structure.

Current solar modeling focuses on local hydromagnetic instabilities and heating above the mid-

dle chromosphere; and the distinction between coronal "holes" and non-holes as magnetically open

and closed regions. The situation is hardly clear at the moment (cf. Jordan, 1981; Lites, 1985). So

the preceding remarks are solar-applicable only to the extent that the original solar-coronal modeling
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of mass loss is still of some interest. Their aerodynamic cautions are however useful in examining

the self-consistency of current hot-star attempts to predict mass loss.

For aerodynamic discussion of such multishock nozzles, see Liepmann and Puckett (1947). For

laboratory examples of "free discharges" producing the above periodic compression/expansion pat-

tern, see Prandtl (1904) and the numerous U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory (Aberdeen)

photographs of "flying wind tunnels" of various designs (Braun, Charters, and Thomas, 1945). For

an application of Prandtl's work, with gravity added, to solar "jets," see Thomas (1950).

b. The Hot-Star Configuration. Then, hopefully thoughtful from the solar example, we turn to cur-

rent hot-star theory as it has been developed, via a priori strictures, in an attempt to predict the size

of mass outflow, the corresponding velocity field, and the coupled atmospheric structure, superposed

on a thermal subatmospheric structure. As in solar modeling, the problem of nonradiative heating

is bypassed by arbitrary choice of T(r). Unlike the solar choice--which tries to represent the existence

of that large nonradiative heating which produces a steady outward rise in T to coronal values--

hot-star modeling tries to represent a near-RE situation for the first approximation T(r). Also unlike
early solar modeling, p (r) comes from self-consistent solution with v(r). To the accelerations of gravity

and gas pressure, the theory adds that of the photospheric radiation field as perturbed by a mass

outflow which is optically thick in some (far-blue) spectral regions. But, to first approximation, the

theory assumes no strong increase in the radiation field due to nonradiative heating: the star's"luminosi-

ty" is the photospheric one. Because subatmosphere and low atmosphere are assumed to be thermally-

structured, the values of mass-outflow size and velocity would be equivalent in specifying initial con-

ditions if these were taken to be in the low subthermic regions of the outflow, which they are not--

thus, in this, resembling classical solar theory.

The current hot-star theory was originated by Lucy and Solomon (1970); greatly expanded and

detailed by Castor, Abbott, and Klein (1975); even more expanded by Abbott (cf. his most current

review, 1985); and further enlarged, to exhibit interesting new aspects--especially of the outflow's

great far-UV and XUV opacity, which greatly increases the extent of the diagnosable atmosphere (given

observations in these spectral regions)--by Kudritzki, Pauldrach, and Puls (cf. their review in Chapter

4 of this volume). The unifying character of all these versions of the theory is their omission of any

terms producing any nonradiative heating, and their steady-state character. These two aspects are

linked, especially in the regions of transthermal flow. It is, however, not obvious that the time scales

of that variability discussed in Section II.B do not permit treatment under a mass outflow which varies

much more slowly than the relaxation time for a steady-state flow to adjust to variable lower boundary

conditions. In this case, any time-dependence would be only local: in the transthermal region, and

in the decelerating and pulsating regions of the cool Hot envelopes, etc. None of the cited versions

of the hot-star theory address these observed "anomalies" of Section ll.B.

So in the following, just as in the preceding critique of the classical solar approach to mass loss,

major focus lies on making explicit just what the existing "hot-star algorithm" for "predicting" mass

loss and v(r) actually predicts and what it restricts, on the breadth of stellar atmospheric structure.

The summary by Kudritzki, Pauldrach, and Puls in Chapter 4 of this volume gives a good statement

of the outlook of the active proponents of existing hot-star theory. So, I comment from the basis

of their picture of existing, nondissipative, steady-state theory of photospheric radiative accelera-

tion/origin of mass outflow.

In the sense of this theory, "photospheric" includes that radiation produced in regions much

above the visual-spectral photosphere, in the radiatively opaque wind, but not necessarily from

nonradiative heating. Such radiation must be, conceptually, distinguished from that arising from a

chromosphere/corona, whose non-RE origin is unambiguous, but which may also be opaque. The

uncertainty is whether any "mild" departures from RE, which may or may not be required by the
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present results of Kudritzki's group, forecast stronger T e rises in outer regions, as in the solar case.

If so, it is not only the increase in photospheric "hotter quality" radiation from the T rise that con-
e

cerns us in a "broader" radiative acceleration theory, but also that change in "hotter quantity" of

the radiation field that arises simply from opacity changes. Such opacity changes accompany T gra-
dients, as well as those density gradients arising from the aerodynamic outflow. They are particularly

important in considering the effects of variability--whether the variability is in mass outflow or in

nonradiative heating--on those atmospheric features which seem most readily modeled as associated

with both variability and with some kind of radiative acceleration.

At the moment, one of the strongest a priori reservations in applying "'standard" radiative ac-

celeration theory to general stellar modeling lies in the lack of any observed variability in photospheric

radiation at times when variability is observed in some atmospheric structural features which should

be linked to radiative acceleration. However, it is not obvious that radiative acceleration is restricted

to that arising from RE regions, if non-RE regions exist. We note that the original proposals of a

solar radiative acceleration focused specifically on those spectral regions now recognized as

chromospheric in origin. Our proposals for the variably accelerated mass outflow driving the Ha

envelopes of Be stars invoke their coronal radiation field. Eventually, therefore, we must also ask

what changes in current theory are required if it is to be expanded beyond photospheric radiation fields.

In Chapter 4, Kudritzki et al. try to put the essential physics of current hot-star theory into perspec-

tive by discussing, initially, a supersimplified version of the theory as highlighting its important features.

I follow their approach to equally highlight what the radiative acceleration "algorithm" actually rests

on, and "predicts" regarding the mass loss from the star, in a way similar to the preceding critique

of the hot-corona theory algorithms. The approach puts into focus what is needed to expand

photospheric radiative acceleration to embrace variability. Any coronal radiative acceleration is ig-

nored here. For coherence, the discussion follows the section and equation numbering of Kudritzki

et al. in Chapter 4.

b. 1 Supersimplified (SS) Theory. The authors tell me that their objective in this presentation is to

be only heuristic, not to be rigorous. They try to "picture" to the reader why one should expect:

(a) dM/dt to be fixed (mainly) by L, rather than its being an independent thermodynamic quantity

parallel to L; and (b) the velocity (accelerated outward) distribution to be fixed only by gravity. I

appreciate their objective; too often, giving only a computing code brings little physical understand-

ing. In the present case, however, their exposition is circular, with the "derived" relation between

L and dM/dt being only a tautology; disguised by introducing a parameter, e, which is unjustifiedly

taken to be constant among the stars considered. And a gravity-like velocity distribution is imposed

by the assumed form of the particular accelerations introduced into these approximations to the govern-

ing equations. The "derived" results on this imposed r-dependence concern only its coefficient,

which--the authors erroneously assert via this e and an inaccurate abstract of observations--depends,

to good approximation, only on the star's (photospheric) escape velocity. This is factually incorrect,
as we show below.

Thus, their attempts to demonstrate the validity of (a) and (b) above from this SS approxima-

tion are misleading, especially heuristically. However, their championing of the "predictability" thesis

via this SS example, and our following pragmatic critique of its illogic, put into very clear focus:

(1) the similarity of solar and hot-star theory in confusing prediction of lower atmosphere mass outflow

with computing how much of it can be accelerated to escape, (2) the assumptions necessary to convert

a homomorphic association between L and dM/dt into an isomorphic one, and (3) hence, the con-

cepts implicit in seeking to predict the observed mass flux from the observed radiative flux via con-

siderations of the atmosphere alone, instead of treating the two fluxes in parallel, each produced by

the thermodynamic configuration of the star's structure as a whole. We introduce this focus: (et) in
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terms of the physical picture implied by the terms retained in the equations defining the SS approx-

imation, and (_) in terms of the solutions of these equations for v(r) over the range of "permitted" .h_/'.

_. Physical Picture. Then, as the authors remark, both their SS Equation (2), and their "'less simplified"

(S) Equation (21), treat the mass outflow as an ensemble of noninteracting particles, moving under

gravitational and radiative accelerations only, within the atmospheric regions to whose description

these SS and S equations are applied. They define the physical characteristics of these regions to be

those under which the terms retained in the SS and S approximations dominate in determining the

solution of the authors' form of the general aerodynamic equations containing a radiative accelera-

tion. That is, throughout these regions it is imposed that: (i) the outflow is sufficiently superthermic

that q2/v2 << 1, (ii) the thermal velocity is small enough compared with escape velocity that q2 <<

2GM/r x, where rx is the outer boundary of these regions.
Such approximation excludes "cooperative" thermodynamic effects of gas-pressure gradients,

any kind of aerodynamic energy dissipation, any local flow deceleration and heating by shock waves,

and thus, any coupling between macroscopic flow and thermal energies of the gas. It therefore ex-

cludes those effects by which: (u) solar mass-loss theory was "converted" from thermal evaporative

to aerodynamic in the outermost atmospheric layers, and (_) the mass contents of outer and inner

atmospheric regions are coupled by aerodynamic mass outflow rather than by noninteracting particle

orbits. But in adding the forces converting thermal evaporative orbits to radiative expulsive, this ap-

proximation to hot-star mass loss also restricts the radiative acceleration to act individually on par-
ticles. "Easier accelerated" atoms are forbidden (collisionally) to "drag along" the less favored--so

we must admit the possibility of an inhomogeneous wind structure induced by "spectroscopic con-

figuration sorting." Therefore, in terms of coupling between micro- and macro-scopic aspects, this

variety of "effectively rarified" gas dynamics more resembles the collision-free plasmas governed by

magnetic fields than it does the relatively high-density (compared to solar) hot-star winds we observe.

That the particle orbits--hence mass outflow v(r)--follow a gravity-like, r-2, acceleration within

the region is hardly surprising in terms of the imposed characteristics of the region. The only two

accelerations admitted are gravity, varying as r-2, and radiation, which the authors represent, by their

Equation (1), as:

grad = (K/_I)vtLv/dr = constant x inertial acceleration (a) or KPP[1]

where

K = L Nrf/c 2 and M = dM/dt

Nff is a parameter representing the "effective number of accelerating spectral lines." (Physically,

Nef f should be peculiar to a given ion in a given region of a given atmosphere, thus giving the possibili-
ty of differential acceleration already mentioned. However, we follow their procedure, which adopts

one L/Nef f value throughout a given atmosphere.) Hence, the only terms permitted to enter the SS

equations are proportional to either r -2, like gravity, or to vdv/dr, like the inertial acceleration; so

a gravity-like velocity distribution v(r) is a priori prescribed--independently of the value of L, 3_/',

or whether or not a relation exists between them. (By adopting the usual representation of the effect

of a continuum radiation pressure as [the constant] F times gravity, they impose an r - 2 dependence

on it.) Therefore, their adopted basic Equation (2), which quantifies the SS approximation, rewritten

in the above notation, with G' = G (1 - F):

[K/.,_/ -1] vdr/dr = G'X4/r z (b) or KPP[2]
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indeed produces a gravity-like v(r), by its integral from its lower boundary, r i to r in the region bound-

ed by: r i < r < rx:

v(r) 2 = v. 2, + Vesc2 [K/I(# - 1]-1 [1 - ri/rl , (c)

with

v 2 = _'z_'m/r.
csc 1

Thus, the particular values of L, 2(4, L/I_ affect only the particular values of: (1) the acceleration

v dr�dr in Equation (b), (2) the coefficient of the r-dependence of v(r), and hence (3) the "asymp-

totic" velocity in Equation (c). But they do not affect the form of v(r)--as above, this form is im-

posed by the approximation. Contrary to the authors' assertion, the quantities 0)-(3) are not unique-

ly determined by the escape velocity, Ves¢, in applying the boundary conditions, as we see below.

Also, calling the maximum velocity given by Equation (c), v(ro,), the "asymptotic" velocity im-
plicitly assumes that whatever regions may lie exterior to the SS (or S) region have no effect on v(r).

We return to this point in Section b, where we also discuss the relation between L and 2_/implied

by Equation 0a) and the boundary conditions. We also remark that, by asserting that an (L, A;/) rela-

tion and the relation v(r) are uniquely determined by the SS-defined region, this hot-star theory

resembles the original solar hot-coronal theory in presenting an algorithm to "predict" the size of

the star's mass loss from only the properties of an outer region of the star's atmosphere. The regions

below, and including, the transthermal region(s) are thus assumed to have no influence on 2_/and

v(r). Of these lower regions, one demands only that the outflow velocity become negligibly small with

depth. As in the solar case, one often hears in hot-star theory discussions, that conditions in the outer

atmosphere "pull out" the mass from below--again missing the basic physics, especially the nonther-

mal aspects.

Because the SS (and S) approximations also exclude collisional source-sink terms in radiative

transfer and dissipation, etc., they exclude all microscopic coupling between internal energy of the

gas and that of the radiation field. The thermal structure of the gas in this atmospheric region defined

by the SS and S approximations can, in consequence, only be assumed, not computed self-consistently.

This leaves vague the physical location of the upper and lower boundaries of the region. Radiation

transfer is restricted to including only scattering terms. Therefore, we note that the focal points in

theoretical study of the coupling between mass outflow and atmospheric structure, as well as the non-

LTE "soul" of the radiation diagnostics used in their observational study--which rest on these

microscopic and macroscopic particle and photon interactions--are excluded in both SS and S ap-

proximations. Thus, one cannot hope to establish any relations between the mass outflow, including

its dependence on radiative acceleration, and the atmospheric structural pattern involving RE, non-

RE, superionized and subionized regions, etc., under these approximations.

At most, we may learn something about the relation between the imposed characteristics of this

atmospheric region studied--if a region so defined actually exists--and that size mass flow entering

the base of this region, which the radiation field in the region can accelerate into a mass loss. Note

that, for this possibility to exist, the outflow velocity at the region's base must be subescape even

though it is strongly superthermal, which places an upper limit on the T value there. Because the

SS and S approximations also impose isothermality (without saying how to maintain it), T is bounded
for the entire region.

Finally, from this same orientation, we note the generally accepted belief that the mass outflow

size is fixed by conditions below the thermal point; only its velocity is strongly affected by conditions

in the superthermai regions. If this belief is correct, then--by studying the mass outflow only in the
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(SSor S) high-superthermal region--one cannot hope to establish that the characteristics of the radiation

field in this region suffice to predict what mass outflow originates in the regions below it. One can

only ask what kind of acceleration the radiation field in this region gives to a mass flow whose size

has been specified by including in any study those regions below that to which the SS and S

characteristics restrict us. That is, we must take both L and _t as having specified values at the lower

boundary of the SS or S region. Then we ask, via SS or S equations, what v(r) that combination

of L and _/produce in this region. If that v(r) reaches escape values, that 3;/is "possible" for the

star defined by that L and gravity. Whether the star can produce those 3;/that satisfy this criterion

cannot be decided from studying only the SS/S region. Therefore, radiative acceleration, not radiative

origin, is indeed the correct label for this theory.

Thus, the overall atmospheric structure implicitly assumed a priori in SS and S modeling has

four parts: (1) a lower atmosphere whose lowest regional structure is quasi-HE and RE, controlled

by gas pressure and gravity, across which the outflow velocity evolves from some small subthermal

value (origin unspecified) up to velocities where line radiative acceleration just becomes significant.

Aside from diminution of the effective gravity by radiative acceleration in the continuum, the prob-

lems of understanding this region are common to Sun and hot-stars: comparability of A_/and v (HE)

and their origin; (2) a transthermal range, in which radiative acceleration becomes increasingly im-

portant, and into the superthermal range, where gravity and radiative accelerations increasingly

dominate; (3) the SS (or S) region; and (4) a region which the mass outflow enters at superescape

velocities, but whose outer parts can differ significantly--in both thermal and macroscopic-velocity

characteristicslfrom the lower regions.

Again we emphasize that, as for the Sun, the hot-star SS (or S) theory, and its algorithm used

to "predict" the size of the mass loss, rest on considering only one, outer, region of all those con-

stituting the whole atmosphere. And again similar to the solar case, that prediction focuses on the

acceleration of a given-size mass outflow, incident on the base of the region, not on how, or what

size, mass outflow actually originates in the underlying regions. We put this structure into perspective

by making algebraically explicit the preceding remarks.

[3. Solutions of the SS Equations. From the preceding discussion, we see that the specific objective

in the solution of the equations--under the SS (or S) approximation--should be to show that there

exists a relation between the character of the radiation field within, and the size of the mass outflow

entering, the SS/S region which must be satisfied if that size mass outflow is to be further accelerated

across the region to reach escape velocity (i.e., produce a mass flux from the star). A corollary result

would be the conclusion that a steady-state mass outflow of some other size cannot be accelerated

to escape velocity across this region, but must fall back into the star. If the latter were the only size

mass outflow the star could produce, the star would remain a closed system. So as in the solar case,

a star must satisfy two criteria to be an open system: that it can produce a mass outflow of some

size; and that it can accelerate it to escape. Current SS (and S) theory says that the SS/S atmospheric

region controls the latter criterion for hot stars.

For such a region to be a part of the atmosphere of a star from which a mass flux is observed:

(la) either a//mass outflow values can be accelerated to escape velocity from that star so (lb) sub-SS

regions produce whatever A;/they can, and the SS region accelerates it to escape, so A;/ therefore tells

us nothing of SS-region properties, only of sub-SS capacity to produce A_/); or (2a) only some _1

can be so accelerated, and (2b) the sub-SS regions must be able to produce an A_/in that permitted

range. Observations of the existence of an _/in that permitted range should then tell us something

about both SS and sub-SS regional properties. A most interesting aspect would be how and why SS

and sub-SS regions should be able to mutually "adjust" in such ways as to show correlated behavior

in producing a limited range of mass-loss values.
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The Chapter 4 summary "pictures" some 1(4 = one unique 1(4 for a given value of (L,g). In

fact, however, and contrary to what they profess to show, their SS approximation only establishes

a range of possible values for the ratio of L to A;/, not a unique value. And the r-2-accelerated velocity

law, existing because the SS/S approximations so prescribe it, admits a range of asymptotic velocities

for a given value of v , corresponding to the range in permitted values of the L:A;/ ratio--again

contrary to the Chapter 4 results. To show this, we return to Equations (b) and (c) and ask what

A;/can be accelerated to escape velocity somewhere within the SS region. We set upper and lower

limits on M as follows:

Upper-limit: A given radiation field can only accelerate some limited mass to escape. So, for

the outward acceleration to be positive:

K/I(# - 1 > 0, hence A;/< K (d)

Lower-limit: For too-small A_/, Equation (b) gives dv/dr > 0, but possibly too small to accel-

erate that A_/ from vi to the (local) escape velocity within the boundaries of that

SS region of size limited by: r _< r.

From Equation (c), we express this condition as:

Vesc2 (r = rx) < v 2 (r = rx) = ri2 + (K/1(/1 -l) -1 (1 - ri/rx) v 2esc(ri) (e)

We can estimate rx/r., from Vsc (ri) and q, via the second inequality defining the SS region and

approximation--4q 2 << 2G'M/r x = Vesc2(rx)--replacing it by the equality. Then, such a value for

r is an upper limit on it. So we use:

2 4q2/V2es_ (ri)ri/r =ves ¢ (rx)/Vesc 2(ri) =

to obtain from Equation (e):

g/_t < [Ve2c (ri) - v i 21/[4q2 - vi21

(0

(g-l)

hence:

> K" [4q2-vi 2] / [V2esc(ri) - vi2] (g-2)

Thus, we have those values of an A;/' which, if incident on the lower boundary of the region defined

by the SS approximation, will be accelerated to the local escape velocity at some radius in the region

bounded by r i < r < rx, with ri/r defined by Equation (f):

K > A;/ > K [4q2-vi2 ] / [Vsc 2(ri)-vi 2] (h)
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These limits give all that can be said about the size of a mass outflow which can be accelerated

to escape velocities across this low-temperature (to ensure vi is subescape), noninteracting-particle,
atmospheric region. Thus, from this SS approximation viewpoint, one would say that the theory predicts

that the mass loss from the star should have a value lying within this range--but not a unique value

fixed by (L,g)--without providing insight as to how and why the star produces such mass loss. In

this sense, this "hot-star, cool mass-loss" theory is similar to the solar "cool-star, hot mass-loss" theory.

Introducing this range of K/&I into Equation (c), we obtain the range of velocity distributions

and of v(oo), the asymptotic velocity, that is compatible with a given Vsc(ri)--not unique values.
We should clarify the difference between these results and those in Chapter 4, where the SS

approximation leads its authors to predict unique values for _/(L) and for vo,(vesc). In Chapter 4,
the authors define a quantity:

e = K -l M G'M (r2v dv/dr) -1 (i)

and rewrite Equation (b) as:

A_/ = [1 - el K = [1 - el Nff L/c 2 (j)

tO "picture" the single-valued relation between M and L. At various epochs, the authors have variously

argued:

1. "An e constant over the range of stars considered, demonstrates the proportionality of A;/

to L; hence the predictability of A;/from L." Unfortunately, nothing in the SS approximation sug-

gests such e-constancy among stars. An estimate of the value of e from its definition, Equation (i),

requires a knowledge of K/&I. Substituting the definition of e from Equation (i) into Equation (j)

gives an identity in 3_/, which tells us nothing.

2. From Equation (j), an Neff independent of r implies an e independent of r; hence, a velocity

distribution, neglecting vi:

v2(r/ri ) = (1-e)e -1 Yesc 2[l-ri/r] (k)

Above, we showed that such a velocity distribution is imposed in the formulation of the SS approx-

imation, givingwwithout discussionwEquation (c), which is Equation (k) when _ is defined and

substituted in Equation (c). E is inherently constant in r. However, the authors further argue that obser-

vations show e to be constant across the sample of hot stars considered: "to first order, it is indepen-

dent of stellar parameters for luminous OB stars, with given metallicity." If this is true, one can draw

conclusion (1) from Equation 0).

Unfortunately, the observational evidence shows the contrary to their conclusion. I abstract my

1983 summary: (1) In Chapter 4, the authors cite a 1978 study by Abbott as showing, to first approx-

imation, v** - 3 yesc. Abbott discarded half of the 65 observed stars in the sample as not showing
abrupt blue edges; hence, being unsuitable for testing the theory. A least-squares fit of a linear rela-

tion between v., and vex gives an intercept of 540 km/s and a coefficient of 2.4. (2) Observational

compilations by Hutchings and yon Rudloff (1980), Cassinelli and Abbott (1981); reviews by Barlow

(1982), Abbott (1982a, 1982b); suggest v,/ves ¢ lies near 3 only for mid-hot stars, decreasing on each

side. Abbott's 1982a calculations give a quasi-constant ratio -1; those of 1982b give 2.5 near Tff
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of 5.104 K, 3.5 at 2.5.104 K, and 1 at 1.104 K. Thus, neither observations nor some theoretical calcula-

tions of e support the idea of its constancy among a large variety of stars.

Therefore one can hardly use considerations on the form of v(r) to support the idea of an isomor-

phic association between L and Ji;/, much less that the value of L uniquely determines _I. Indeed,

Abbott's latest summary (1985) states: "Little heed should be paid to the detailed shape of v(r)--

there is insufficient physics in the model." His focus there lies on such things as the variation of the

grad of Equation (a) with radius coming with changes in ionization, and the presence of other forces

such as rotation and magnetic fields. These are legitimate concerns; because, as we emphasized above,

neglect of all these is what produces a priori that gravity-like form of v(r) stressed in Chapter 4--and

indeed continually by Abbott himself, in spite of this quotation--as a major result of the theory.

Apparently an ambivalence remains, a fascination with the significance of the observed values of v(max)

and their trend to increase with brighter, more massive stars. Recall again the comments on the trend

of v(max) across the HR diagram (shown in Figure 3-33) of Thomas, 1983. The problem is whether

one observes atmospheric regions in a given star distant enough for v to have reached the true v(max),

and whether it is time-variable. One can then use this information to ask the adequacy of theory in

representing such observations. For added perspective, consider these two points: variability and "dis-
tant" regions.

First, note that Abbott reemphasizes what the Chapter 4 authors wished to show with their SS

example: their belief that the theory is basically sound because the observed A;/follow the predicted

scaling with L; and v=, with v c; it is only the coefficients which differ from the theory. However,

the latter is the essential point, the situation is not linear, and these coefficients depend on L/I_! and

V , as Equations (c) and (h) show. The scaling predicted from, for example, the Chapter 4

misleading exposition (i.e., constant e) of the SS theory is not the scaling actually given by self-consistent

application of that theory. Specifically, the statement that _t scales as L is only superficially valid.

From Equation (h), one sees that both upper and lower limits on _/--hence also the intermediate

values--are proportional to K, hence L. But the proportionality coefficient differs drastically: 1 for

the upper limit; -4q2/V 2(ri) , neglecting vi2 , for the lower. A priori one does not know where 3;1

lies in the range between upper and lower limits for a given star. As discussed, one must consider

the sub-SS region to decide. Therefore, in asking the "scaling with L" between stars of different Tff

and V , all three factors, as well as Neff, enter; and the effect of the coefficient is hardly minor.

For a 30000 to 40000 K star of 10 to 20 M o , R o, 4q2/V_ 2 = o(100). Therefore, if one star at

one epoch has A;/near its minimum value; and another star has _t near its maximum value; this dif-

ference arising in the coefficient of L can compensate for a factor of 100 difference in L--under the

SS theory. This "nonlinear" part of such L scaling cannot be ignored in assessing the applicability

of the radiative-acceleration theory.

But this nonlinear scaling is not a liability of the radiative acceleration theory regarding obser-

vations, rather, it is an asset. First, it "'interprets" the observational scatter about any linear relation.

Equally important, however, it admits an observed variability to the theory's coverage. If the theory

demands unique (3_/,L) and (v®,v) relations, any observed variability in A_/,v® requires (unob-

served) variability in L and v . Loosening such a uniqueness demand in accordance with the

preceding SS-results increases the possible applicability of at least a modified version of such theory.

In his 1984 summary, Abbott further elaborates: "a legitimate worry is the relevance of any

steady-state, homogeneous model for winds, whose basic instability is now clear from both observa-

tions and theory." Such "instability" has two aspects: that associated with variability, and that with

heating (X-rays, for hot-star theoreticians). Consider the SS approach relative to variability. Self-

consistently applied, it demonstrates only that, if radiation provides that acceleration which amplifies

low-initial-velocity mass outflow into mass loss, the (L,,_/) relation is only homomorphic, not
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isomorphic. However, this homomorphism gives a basis for showing that the radiative acceleration

theory might be compatible with at least some kinds/amplitudes of variability.

One must accept that L fixes the _I transmitted by the SS region, not produced by it; and that

i_l has a range of values, not a unique value. (Whether the numerical range is changed by more com-

plete theory than SS, and by Nen differing from the SS-assumed constant value, is not important
here; that it is a range of ._r, rather than a sole i_/, is.) Then, so long as the observed variability in

iP/and v(r) is encompassed by the "theoretical" range in what M can be transmitted by the SS region,

the theory may be able to embrace that particular variability. The important aspect of such elasticity

is the focus on transmitting/filtering via the radiative acceleration, rather than on originating, 2_/.

The SS theory is compatible with "transmitting," not originating, some varieties of variability. If,

of course, one shows that such transmitting/filtering is unstable, that process may also introduce a

variability--this being the focus of attempts to produce X-rays in cold radiatively accelerated mass

outflows. But one does not need an unstable superthermic mass outflow for SS (and more refined)

theory to "live" with variability. Then, given a variability of mass inflow into the SS region falling

in the range that can be transmitted by the region, one admits the possibility of variable v(r), fixed

by the values of (A_/, L, Vsc, Ncf f, etc.).
Then, the observed variability in each of 2_l, v(rj, etc. must arise either in the value of the mass

outflow produced by regions below the SS-defined one, or in a variability of those properties of the

SS region which fix the radiative acceleration. From the preceding, we se¢ that the latter can be only

a variability in Neff, which itself must come from variability in the local values of T, p, and opaci-

ty. Variability of T(local) requires variability in L--usually not observed--or in nonradiative heating,
which requires its existence; we then reach the same result as that demanded by the presence of the

instability associated with X-ray emission. Variability in p or opacity requires variability in J_/, which,

to avoid circular arguments, requires variability in mass outflow from the sub-SS regions. In any event,

therefore, Abbott's worry on the relevance of steady-state wind theory to interpreting v(r) reduces

to a demand for some way to introduce either or both of variability in mass outflow from subat-

mosphere into the SS-region, and the existence + variability of nonradiative energy dissipation.

Therefore, abandoning the idea that the radiation field of a star uniquely determines the size

of its mass loss; and that its gravity uniquely fixes the maximum value of the velocity of that mass

outflow; a radiative acceleration of that mass loss may be compatible with observed variability in

mass loss and its v(r). Such reorientation of radiative acceleration thinking is not limited to the SS

(or S) approach, we can simply again use them for illustration;--with no illusions on the numerical

reliability of the results, as the Chapter 4 authors and Abbott's remarks have stressed.

Again realizing that SS (or S) theory tells us only about an 3;/accelerated through the SS (or

S) regions, we ask what it tells us on the size of that M and its variability. From Equation (h), the

maximum size of M is K = LNeff/c 2. For Nff -_ 1, this is the Lucy-Solomon original prediction
of the maximum size for _r. As they recognized, this is the size mass-loss, by thermal-nuclear burn-

ing, that produces the observed luminosity L. Indeed, we recognize L/c as the momentum given by

completely absorbed radiation to accelerate mass loss A_r to escape at the velocity of light. Effectively,

Equation (c) predicts v® = oo = c for A)/-- L/c 2. Therefore, this Neff _-- l solution is not useful;
it is clearly a lower, rather than an upper, limit on the star's mass loss (nuclear-burning + aerodynamic

outflow).

The physics of mass loss by this variety of aerodynamic outflow is thus contained wholly in

the value of Neff" Indeed, an upper limit on the outflow velocity should be c; and on the A;/(max),

it is K (Nef f > 1). Applying the same logic, _/(min) is K. 4q 2/Vsc2(i), and the corresponding v is

2q = vest(r). As already recognized by the nature of this "free-particle" SS approach, 2q is indeed
a minimum "escape" velocity, as in the original solar theory; in this thermal limit, there is effectively

no radiative acceleration. Classical solar, and SS, theories coincide in the "weak mass-flux limit."
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Clearly, the range permitted by these conditions--2q to c for v--and correspondingly, (4q 2/Vesc2)K

tO K for A_/--is very broad. For a 30000K star, 4q2/Vesc 2 is O(100), SO that is the mass-loss range

for a given star. Because the actual value depends on Neff, the physics is again contained in its
computation.

Under this SS approximation, therefore, there are only three physical problems to clarify and

solve: (1) the value of Neff; (2) because a correct Neff requires considering a variety of ionic species,
and because their radiative accelerations will differ, one must address the problem of how noninteract-

ing, differentially-accelerated species can be described by a "single-stream" velocity field; and (3)

what produces, and the details of, the mass outflow from below the SS region into it. The existence

of variability is no longer a problem under this "modified-SS" approximation. Its origin requires

study of the sub-SS region. Thus far, theoretical work has essentially focused only on problem (l).

Thus, the observed existence of variability, and what is required to produce a physically self-consistent

representation of mass loss under SS theory, demand, alike, adjoining a consideration of the sub-SS

region to that of the SS-region in order to provide proper lower boundary conditions for treating

the SS region, Radiative acceleration theory and hot coronal theory have the same problem in this

respect.

Turn now to the problem of outer boundary conditions on the SS region, hence the post-SS

regions, which begin where 4q 2 becomes significant relative to Vsc2(r). Continuing to use the SS ap-

proximation of Equation (a) for grad' Equation (b) becomes:

[1(/1(4 - 1] vdv/dr = G'M/r 2 - 2q2/r , (b-l)

and for sufficiently large r, the right-hand side (RHS) of the equation, hence dv/dr, becomes negative.

For the acceleration to remain positive, K must decrease (i.e., Nef f must decrease). Castor, Abbott,

and Klein long ago identified this r, where the RHS of Equation (b-l) would vanish because V(r)
has decreased to 2q, as the same "critical point" in radiative acceleration models as occurs in hot

corona models. Here, mass outflow at v(r) i> q, with dv/dr (r > rc) >t O, becomes mass loss under

any theory. Therefore, either the left-hand side (LHS) of the equation also vanishes here and is negative

for greater r, or the flow decelerates for r > rc. The critical point is discussed at length by Abbott
(1985), but neither it nor the post-SS regions are considered in Chapter 4. I try to put it into perspec-

tive. There are two possible effects of the existence of this post-SS region: (1) its perturbation of obser-

vations of the SS region to infer v and A_/; and (2) its perturbation of SS theory via its perturba-

tion of outer boundary conditions.

(1) If the preceding SS theory describes the SS region even grossly, we can effectively ignore the per-

turbation of the post-SS region on observations. From Equation (f), it does not begin until rc/r i -
2 2

Vsc (ri)/4 q - o(100). By then, v(r) is 99 percent of v®, and for constant q, the 2qE/r term adds

a term - 2q 2 In r/r to the v(r) of Equation (c). The hot-star theoretical results give v2/2q 2 _ 10 3

(cold wind); so there is no significant deceleration in atmospheric regions dense enough to observe.

Therefore, v (SS) will be observed in the SS region, not perturbed by the post-SS regions, if SS

theory is applicable. We note, from the discussion of the SS region, that larger v accompany larger
A_/. So because larger A;/give larger particle concentrations, it should be easier to observe the larger

v --again, if SS theory applies.

(2) The location of this critical point is the same for hot coronal or radiative acceleration theories--

for stars of the same gravity and T e (atm). The basic difference between hot stars and Sun lies just

in T, which is determined by the degree of nonradiative heating. For the real-Sun, r is 2 to 3 ri;
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for theoretical hot stars, it is o(100). Even if radiation provides the dominating hot-star wind accelera-

tion, the value of T is critical for delineating regional structure, especially the extent of the SS region.
The evolution of hot-star theory seems to be more focused on the effects of rotation, etc., on the

location of the critical point than on effects of variability and heating; observations suggest otherwise.

Under hot coronal theory, mass outflow becomes mass loss at r if the outflow velocity reaches

q there, to make the total velocity equal escape velocity. If it does not, the flow remains subthermal

and decelerates. It cannot "recover" by accelerating again, as in the several "shock" decelerations

in the underlying region where escape velocity exceeds thermal velocity. Therefore, satisfying condi-

tions at the critical point depends directly on the flow velocity at re. A;/"must be large enough to have

produced large enough low-atmospheric flow velocity that the nonradiative acceleration brings the

gas to thermal velocity at or before r. As earlier discussed, there is a range of possible A;/"values
above this minimal one, via the "imperfect" flows being shock-decelerated and then reaccelerated.

Constructing a v(r) by imposing the perfect, shock-free, nondissipative flow; and integrating inward

from the escape point; imposes an unjustified sub-r atmospheric structure, and subatmospheric
behavior; so risks error. In the "perfect," shock-free, configuration, the flow is everywhere subther-

mic upstream of the critical point--"sonic" signals can propagate upstream from the critical point;

in configurations with shocks, the flow is partially superthermic--such signals are inhibited by the shock.

By contrast, the hot-star, cool-atmosphere, critical-point balance has no direct connection to

the outflow velocity there. It rests on the r-dependence of K being of a form to give: K/2(4 > 1, r

< r; K/_I < 1, r > rx (if the SS form of the governing equation is retained). It depends on the r-

derivative of the acceleration, K, not on the velocity, at rc. The outflow is already superescape at
the critical point--by definition of those _/transmitted by the SS region; and--for a cold wind--is

effectively undecelerated until the interstellar medium. So, unless the basic physical picture of the

SS approach--the study of hot radiative acceleration of a cool atmospheremis changed, the critical

point shouM have little impact on modeling how radiative acceleration in the SS region "controls"

h_/and v/(r). There should be the same range in values of those J_/which can be accelerated to escape

velocity. This would be true if one began integration to construct v(r) from the lowest regions and

an A;/ "injected" there. And, as repeatedly emphasized, there is no problem incorporating a variabili-

ty of that "injected A;/" into such radiative acceleration modeling if the radiative acceleration is either

independent of (v, dv/dr) or varies as v dv/dr, as in Equation (a). Because the flow is everywhere

superthermic upstream of the critical point throughout the SS region, any "signal" transmitted upstream

must be radiative, not "acoustic," affecting the acceleration upstream only if critical-point opacities

are large enough to produce significant back radiation. Only if T rises significantly over the "cold-
flow" values does the critical point occur in high-density regions, and then one must ask what in-

fluence any coronal radiation field has (cf. the Be-star abstract).

However, on the stated-basis and to remove any aspect of deceleration, Castor, Abbott, and

Klein introduced, and Abbott elaborated, their "singularity and regularity" conditions, from which

they integrate inward and outward from the critical point. By studying Nff in detail, they constructed
a K(r) which modifies the simple constant value of the SS Equation (a). With this, applying their

singularity and regularity conditions, and iterating on a value of h_/, those who apply their algorithms

integrate inward and outward from the critical point to produce unique _/and v(r) for specified L

and V . In such a way, they eliminate deceleration above the critical point and retain their type scal-
esc

ing laws for M and v, but remove that homomorphism between L and A;/which permits a variability

in h_/and v(r) without requiring L and/or V to vary. They find such solutions to be unstable against
large fluctuations in v(r)--(o(103 km/s) in size)--as remarked regarding their approach to produc-

ing X rays. It is known only to those who do such computations how uniquely they fix A;/and v(r)--

i.e., the stability of such solutions, integrating inward from the critical point, against admitting sizeable

ranges in these quantities. I illustrate this last point to conclude this summary abstract: (1) by Abbott's
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estimate of 3_/from consideration of the critical point, using Equation (a)-type grad' and (2) by com-

ment on the difference between SS and S (which rests on nonconstant K) approximations regarding
"uniqueness" and the way it is reintroduced.

(1) Abbott (1985) adopts the condition that the electron-scattering opacity of the mass outflow

gives _ = 1 at the photospheric radius:

1 = Te = I p%dr = C.,_I.J [r2v(r)]-ldr , (1)

uses a grad of the form of Equation (a); and applies the Castor, Abbott, and Klein regularity condi-

tions to obtain a velocity law, apparently implied to be valid in the range rho t <( r < r, with which
he integrates Equation (1) to obtain:

_I v® = (L/c) (2 - F)/F (m)

to exhibit a scaling of 3;1 with L, but which also depends on Vesc.

If, on the contrary, one uses the Equation (c)-type velocity law usually cited as one of the signifi-

cant results of the radiative acceleration theory--with uncertainty only on the coefficients--between

r i and r > 100 ri; and an HE, exponential in-At, p-distribution in the Ar = r i - rphot , negligible-

or subthermic-veiocity region, one obtains, adjoining the integral over the [rphot - ri] region to Equa-
tion (1):

(K/I_ - 1) I/2 (G'M) -! = C 1 [l-C2 p (/i) H exp { Ar/H } ] , (n)

where H is the density scale height in the HE, immediate sub-SS, region. Equation (n) contains the

condition that vi2 (K/2V[ - 1)/Vesc 2 << 1 .) Its application restricts the range of A_/, for given L, per-

mitted by Equation (h), but it hardly gives the scaling of Equation (m), if we evaluate vo. from Equa-
tion (c). And, until the SS treatment is extended to the sub-SS region, it is clear that the sub-SS con-

tribution to r obscures what AT can be used to establish the above limit, hence fix the RHS of

Equations (m) and (n).

Physically, applying this opacity condition to "predict" the size of M misses the point illustrated

by the Wolf-Rayet stars. The objective of the radiative acceleration theory is to predict what _/will

be accelerated to escape by given L. If we add a supplementary condition "and not obscure the HE,

RE photosphere," it excludes those large A;/which L may accelerate to mass loss--but which give

the star a Wolf-Rayet-type configuration (if one accepts that Wolf-Rayet stars are those with such

large A_/that any HE, RE regions are obscured).

(2) The S versus SS configurations differ only in the forms adopted for grad; the other terms enter-
ing the governing equations remain the same. The change introduces the r-dependent K discussed above:

grad = (r 2 V dr�dr) a M -a r -2 C' , (o)

where:

C' = (LNo/C2) ql-a C1 (p)
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The logic of this form for grad is summarized in Chapter 4. In essence, the SS grad is based on only
strong (i.e., saturated) spectral lines accelerating the flow. If one adds weak lines, their effect resembles

that of the continuum: no v. dv/dr dependence to desaturate the absorbing region. N o represents
the total of all lines contributing to the acceleration, weak and strong. The Castor, Abbott, and Klein

approach treats lines of all strengths together, in producing the single-term expression, Equation (o),

for grad" The parameter a simply represents an empirical fitting of this statistical combination of the
weak and strong lines.

Clearly, this approach is open to question. If one simply introduced all strong lines in the form

of Equation (a), and all weak lines as a modification of the parameter r, then the combined result

would be that of the SS treatment, simply with differing values of Nef f and G'. That is, one would

obtain the SS result of a range in _t and v(r)--no unique (/_/',L) and (v.,, l/esc) relations--being ac-

celerated to escape (or transmitted) by the hot-star atmosphere. By contrast, if one imposes the (v,

dv/dr)-dependence of grad given by Equation (o) and takes literally a constant _t (i.e., o_ independent
of r), then one obtains unique values of A;/and v(r), expressed by:

vdvldr = ct(1 - t_)-i G'M/r 2 (q)

in place of Equation (b)--i.e., v,, 2 is uniquely I/csc2.a/(l-ot)--and a corresponding unique scaling
of M with L via:

-L TM t_/(l-t_)* - 1/, (r)

as shown in Chapter 4.

Kudritzki, Pauldrach, and Puls stress that et is not a free parameter, but that its value is fLxed

by detailed calculations of conditions in the wind solutions. This implies iteration between parameters

of the radiative acceleration and the parameters of the resulting solution--and an r-dependence of

a. Given that the solutions result from iterative integration inward and outward from the critical point,

using a set of singularity and regularity conditions formulated in terms of the r-dependence of grad
at the critical point--and the distant, low-density location of the critical point--it is not at all clear

how reliable these solutions are in establishing uniqueness in values of M and v(r). We again note

Abbott's cautions on reliability of v(r), even though he expresses confidence in the (_/, L) results.

One cannot but be impressed by the results that Kudritzki et al. summarize in Chapter 4, although

the model-dependent nature of "observational results" on h;/and v** again suggest caution.

Finally, the increasing evidence for variability and nonradiative heating summarized here leaves

one unquiet with a modeling which continually focuses on establishing that "uniqueness" which makes

it difficult to include variability in the theory. I prefer the SS modeling, subject to modification which

guides its flexibility toward nonuniqueness, which the authors proposed to put the problems into

perspective. They appear to accomplish their objective.

Richard N. Thomas

Boulder, Paris, 1988
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Premiere Partie

RI SUMI 

Dans la premiere partie de ce livre, r6digde avant 1984, on donne les informations de base sur

les 6toiles Oet Wolf-Rayet, en indiquant comment elles sont ddfinies et quelles sont leurs principales

propridtds parmi ceUes qui sont dites observables. La fronti_re entre les propridtds "observables" et

les autres est dvidemment tr_s arbitraire et ddpend essentiellement de l'idde personnelle que l'on se

fait sur la valeur des th6ories toujours ndcessaires pour interpr6ter un phdnom_ne quelconque. On

consid_re depuis longtemps que la longueur d'onde d'une raie spectrale est une grandeur observable

et nous avons admis que la tempdrature effective d'une dtoile O en dtait une dgalement, depuis que

les mesures de flux se sont dtendues/l rultraviolet spatial. Par contre, nous avons considdrd que l'hge

d'une _toile relevait encore de la thdorie et les probl_mes lids h l'dvolution stellaire ne seront pas discutds

dans cette pattie du iivre relative aux observations.

Les 6toiles O sont ddfinies par les caract6res de leur spectre dans le domaine visible: distribution

d'dnergie tr6s bleue et prdsence d'absorptions dues _ l'hdlium ionisd. Elles ne forment cependant pas

un groupe homog6ne et des dtoiles ayant des spectres analogues peuvent avoir des masses, des rayons,

des _ges et des structures internes tr6s diffdrents. La plupart des dtoiles O connues actuellement sont

brillantes, massives, concentrdes pr6s du plan galactique et correspondent aux premiers stades de l'6volu-

tion steilaire. Ce sont les 6toiles dites "O normales". Mais on ddcouvre de plus en plus d'dtoiles O

peu lumineuses et peu massives dans le halo galactique. Ce sont les "sous-naines O". Leur structure

interne est encore mal dlucidde mais il est certain que ces dtoiles chaudes et peu massives ne peuvent

correspondre qu'h des stades avancds de l'dvolution stellaire.

Le spectre des 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet est domind par des raies d'dmission fortes et larges, dues
des dldments fortement ionisds.

Ces ddfinitions dtant donndes, on d6crit les rdsultats obtenus en ce qui concerne la classification

spectrale, les couleurs intrins_ques, les tempdratures effectives, les masses et les rayons, ainsi que les

principaux travaux qui ont conduit _ ces rdsultats. Darts tousles cas, les dtoiles O normales, les sous-

haines Oet les dtoiles de Wolf-Rayet posent des probl6mes enti6rement diff6rents et ces trois catdgories

d'6toiles chaudes sont traitdes s6par_ment.

Classification Spectrale. On indique que les premiers syst_mes de classification ont 6t6 d6crits en ddtail

par Curtis (1932) et que les classifications ddveloppdes avant 1965 sont discutdes par Underhill (1966).

Trois syst_mes de classification concernant les 6toiles O normales sont ensuite ddcrits: la classifica-

tion de Walborn, ceUe de Conti et le syst_me BCD. La classification de Walborn (1971a, 1972, 1973a)

est un raffinement de la classification MK grace h des spectres plus dispersals (62 ou 63/k/mm). La

table I-1 donne les principaux crit_res utilisds par Walborn et la table I-2 les dtoiles standard ddfinis-

sant chaque type spectral. La classification de Conti est basde sur la mesure du rapport des largeurs

dquivalentes de deux raies, l'une de l'hdlium neutre, l'autre de rhdlium ionisd sur des spectres & 16

._/mm et permet de ddfinir quantitativement les diffdrents sous-types O (voir Table I-3). La classe

de luminositd est indiqude par le rapport SiIV 4089/Hei 4143. Les types spectraux ainsi ddterminds
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sont donn6s pour 150 6toiles O dans Conti and Leep (1974) et Conti and Frost (1977). La classifica-

tion BCD est un syst/_me quantitatif bas6 uniquement sur des param_tres li6s au spectre continu de

l'6toile. Ces param6tres, qui sont la grandeur D et la position hi de la discontinuit6 de Balmer (voir

la figure I-1 pour la d6finition de _h) d6pendent directement de la temp6rature effective et de la valeur

de la gravit6 qui caract6risent la photosphere de l'6toile. Pour les 6toiles O normales dont il est ques-

tion ici, )_l et D permettent de caract6riser la magnitude absolue de l'6toile et la figure I-2 donne le

r6sultat de la calibration empirique du diagramme XID en magnitudes absolues. La figure I-2 mon-

tre 6galement la corr61ation entre la classification )_D et la classification MK.
Une br6ve discussion du probl/_me de la classification spectrale pour les sous-naines O est en-

suite donn6e et l'on indique l'impossibilit6 d'une classification h deux param6tres, telle que celle qui

est pratiquement suffisante pour les 6toiles O normales.

Le probl6me de la classification des 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet est enti6rement diff6rent de celui des

6toiles O normales par suite de l'impossibilit6 d'obtenir des crit_res bas6s sur une photosph6re obser-

vable et que l'on puisse mod61iser en termes de temp6rature effective et de gravit6. Les crit_res utilisables

pour classer les 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet sont li6s aux raies d'6mission form6es en dehors de la photosph6re.

On peut classer les spectres en formant des s6quences le long desquelles l'aspect du spectre varie de

fa¢on progressive, mais rien ne permet de croire que, comme dans le cas des 6toiles O normales, ces

s6quences correspondent h une variation continue et monotone de la temp6rature effective ou de la

gravit6. Le fait que dans un m_me objet on puisse observer des raies correspondant/l des niveaux

d'excitation et d'ionisation tr6s diff6rents indique bien la complexit6 du probl6me. De plus il n'y a

pas pratiquement deux 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet ayant des spectres r6ellement identiques. Les classifica-

tions qui sont d6crites plus loin correspondent en fait _ une description empirique des spectres.

La classification d6velopp6e par Beals (1938)/l Victoria s6pare les Wolf-Rayet en deux s6quences

qui semblent plus ou moins parall_les en ce qui concerne la temp6rature: les WN5, WN6, WN7 et

les WC6, WC7, WC8 dans lesquelles les 6missions dominantes sont respectivement H, HeI, Hell,

NIII, NIV, NV et H, HeI, Hell, CII, CIII, CIV, OIII, OIV, OV. Le probl_me de la relation entre

ces s6quences et la composition chimique de l'atmosph_re de l'_toile est bri_vement discut6. La classifica-

tion des 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet a 6t6 reprise par Hiltner et Schild (1966) puis par L. F. Smith (1968a,

1968b) dont les crit/_res de classification sont donn6s dans les tables 1-4 et I-5. Van der Hucht et al.

(1981) ont appliqu6 le syst_me de Smith h un plus grand nombre d'6toiles et introduit de nouveaux

sous-types.

Toutes les classifications d6crites jusqu'ici 6taient faites h partir de spectres visibles. Aprbs une

description des principaux programmes ultraviolets (OAO-2, OAO-3, TD1 + $2/68, TD1 + $59, Skylab

S-019, ANS, IUE), on donne des indications sur les classifications faites _ partir de spectres ultraviolets

faible r6solution et sur les projets pour le futur.

Couleurs Intrlnseques. Toutes les 6toiles O, sans exception probablement, sont affect6es par I'extinc-

tion interstellaire et leurs couleurs intrins_ques ne sont pas observables directement. Le probl_me en-

core mal r6solu de la d6termination des couleurs intrins6ques est discut6, puis on passe en revue les

diff6rents moyens utilis6s pour corriger les couleurs observ6es du rougissement produit par l'extinc-

tion interstellaire dans le domaine des longueurs d'onde observables depuis le sol: extrapolation des

r6sultats obtenus pour les 6toiles B (mais la base th6orique de cette extrapolation est discutable), m6thode

des amas (l'hypoth6se que toutes les 6toiles de l'amas sont 6galement affect6es par l'extinction in-

terstellaire n'6tant vraie, au mieux, que statistiquement, cette m6thode n6cessite l'6tude d'un grand

nombre d'6toiles dans un grand nombre d'amas et sa pr6cision est limit6e), m6thode des syst_mes

multiples (il est alors beaucoup plus facile d'admettre que l'extinction interstellaire est la m_me pour

toutes les 6toiles du syst6me, mais le nombre des syst_mes multiples 6tudi6s en d6tail est encore

insuffisant).
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Les couleurs intrins_ques des 6toiles O normales sont ensuite donn6es dans trois syst6mes

photom6triques (Table I-8 pour le syst6me UBVRIJKLM, relation I-4 et Table 1-9 pour le syst_me

uvby, Table 1-10 pour le syst_me BCD), ainsi que des indications sur la mani6re dont ces valeurs in-

trins_ques ont 6t6 obtenues. Enfin, la figure 1-10 montre comment sont plac6es les bandes passantes

des syst6mes UBV et uvby par rapport au spectre d'une 6toile.

Beaucoup de sous-naines O sont h de faibles distances et h haute latitude galactique; elles ne

sont alors pratiquement pas affect6es par l'extinction interstellaire et leurs couleurs intrins_ques sont

observables directement. Ces couleurs sont g6n&alement plus bleues que celles des 6toiles O normales

les plus bleues et des valeurs B-V = -0.34 sont couramment observ6es.

Les 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet sont, comme les 6toiles O normales, situ6es h de grandes distances

et voisines du plan galactique. Toutes sont donc affect6es par une extinction interstellaire dont on

a cherch6 _t s'affranchir par diff6rentes m6thodes. Les principales parmi celles utilis_es entre 1966

et 1984 sont d6crites. On est g6n6ralement oblig6 d'admettre, sans que cela soit r6ellement prouv6,

que l'on peut observer entre les larges raies d'6mission de l'6toile de Wolf-Rayet un continu qui vien-

drait d'une photosph6re que l'on compare alors h des photosph&es d'6toiles normales ou _ des mod61es,

convenablement choisis on l'esp_re, pour en d6duire l'exc_s de couleur de l'6toile (E(B-V) g6n6rale-

ment) puis d6rougir tout le spectre avec une loi d'extinction interstellaire connue. On a pu cependant

s'affranchir de toutes ces hypotheses pour d6rougir certaines 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet, celles par exem-

pie qui sont situ6es dans les Nuages de Magellan o/a I'extinction interstellaire moyenne est faible. Par

contre, les essais faits pour d6rougir les distributions d'6nergie des 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet h l'aide de

la bande _ 2200/_, se sont r6v616s d6cevants. Dans tousles cas, l'interpr6tation des r6sultats est rendue

tr6s difficile par le fait que les raies d'6mission ont des intensit6s tr_s variables m_me _t l'int6rieur

d'un m_me sous-type Wolf-Rayet et que s'il y a un continu photosph6rique observable entre les raies

il est tr6s difficile de l'obtenir m_me avec des r6solutions 61ev6es. Ceci explique les r6sultats plus ou

moins contradictoires obtenus par diff6rentes m_thodes. I1 reste que les 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet ont

des temp6ratures effectives 61ev6es correspondant en moyenne _ des types 09 ou B0. Aucune corr61a-

tion entre Ia temp6rature effective et le sous-type Wolf-Rayet n'a 6t6 confirm6e.

Cette 6rude du domaine des longueurs d'onde observables depuis le sol est compl_t6e par quel-

ques indications sur deux sources de distributions absolues d'6nergie, ie catalogue de Breger qui est

une compilation de distributions non corrig6es de l'extinction interstellaire et une liste publi6e par

Kuan et Kuhi o/_ les distributions d'6nergie sont corrig6es de l'extinction interstellaire.

Dans le domaine de l'utraviolet spatial, l'obtention des couleurs intrins6ques n6cessite, comme

dans le domaine visible, la connaissance de la forme de la loi d'extinction interstellaire et celle de

la quantit6 de mati_re absorbante. La forme de la loi d'extinction a 6t6 6tudi_e par diff6rents auteurs.

Cette forme semble relativement constante (en ce qui concerne la mati_re interstellaire diffuse) depuis

l'infrarouge jusque vers 2500/_,, mais pr6sente des variations parfois notables d'un point _ l'autre

de la Galaxie pour les iongueurs d'onde plus courtes. Les couleurs intrins_ques des 6toiles O ont dO
cependant _tre obtenues avec une loi moyenne, car la loi particuli6re 6ventuellement applicable _ chacune

d'elles est inconnue. La quantit6 de mati6re interstellaire admise pour chaque 6toile est d6duite de

la valeur E(B-V) obtenue par l'&ude du domaine visible, faute d'autre moyen pour la d6terminer.

Les principales sources de distributions d'6nergie ultraviolettes sont recens6es et six diff6rentes

grilles de couleurs intrinsbques, obtenues en corrigeant les distributions d'6nergies observ6es de l'ex-

tinction interstellaire, sont compar6es entre elles (Figure 1-12) et/_ des modifies stellaires. Chacune

de ces grilles correspond _tune origine et/ou un traitement diff6rent des donn6es: nombre des r6sultats

pris en consid6ration, m6thodes de lissage, origine de la calibration absolue... L'accord entre les grilles

diff6rentes est assez bon pour les longueurs d'onde sup6rieures h 1600/_, moins bon pour les longueurs

d'onde plus courtes. L'accord avec les modbles stellaires d6pend de la temp6rature effective que l'on

adopte pour le type spectral consid6r6. Avec les 6chelles habituelles, les 6toiles chaudes, surtout si
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elles sont superg6antes, sont plus rouges que les mod61es. Ind6pendamment de toute r6f6rence/l une

6chelle de temp6rature effective, on peut faire coincider un mod61e de Kurucz (1979) avec une distribu-

tion intrins6que jusqu'_ environ 2000 A, mais pour les longueurs d'onde plus courtes le mod61e de-

vient progressivement trop bleu.

Temperatures Effectives et Corrections Bolom_triques. Trois m6thodes sont d6crites pour d6terminer

les temp6ratures effectives des 6toiles O normales. La premi6re m6thode consiste/i comparer les largeurs

6quivalentes ou les profils observ6s pour les raies spectrales _ ceux pr6dits par des mod61es d'atmosph6re.

Les 6chelles de temp6ratures effectives correspondant aux types spectraux 04/l 09, pr6sent6es sur

la fgure 1-13 pour les classes de luminosit6 Vet I (ou f), ont _t6 obtenues par Conti/i partir du rap-

port des largeurs 6quivalentes de HeI ),4471 et HeII ),4542. Darts la table 1-12, on donne les temp6ratures

effectives et les gravit6s que Kudritzki et ses collaborateurs ont obtenues pour cinq 6toiles O en com-

parant les profils observ6s _ grande dispersion pour toute une s6rie de raies de l'hydrog_ne et de l'h61ium

ceux pr6dits par les mod61es stellaires tr6s 61abor6s qu'ils avaient construits.

Dans la deuxi_me m6thode, on d6termine les temp6ratures effectives en comparant la distribu-

tion de l'6nergie dans les flux stellaires _ celle de mod61es d'atmosph6re. Pour les tr6s hautes

temp6ratures correspondant aux 6toiles O, le domaine spectral directement observable au sol est trop

restreint pour que la m6thode puisse donner des r6sultats acceptables mais, dans le cas des 6toiles

O excitatrices de r6gions HII, on a pu 6valuer le flux stellaire dans le continu de Lyman par la m6thode

de Zanstra et d6terminer la temp6rature effective par comparaison au flux observ6 dans le domaine

des magnitudes visibles. La figure 1-13 et la table 1-12 donnent les r6sultats obtenus ainsi par Morton.

La troisi6me m6thode, la plus directe, a pu _tre utilis6e pour les 6toiles O depuis que les observa-

tions par satellite ont permis d'atteindre les r6gions du spectre off ces 6toiles 6mettent la majeure par-

tie de leur rayonnement. La partie observable du rayonnement est corrig6e de l'extinction interstellaire

et la partie non encore observable (qui peut atteindre 50% du flux total dans le cas des 6toiles les

plus chaudes) est d6duite des mod61es stellaires, soit en totalit6 soit partiellement, le flux correspon-

dant au continu de Lyman pouvant 8tre 6valu6 par la m6thode de Zanstra pour les 6toiles excitatrices

de r6gions HII. On obtient ainsi le flux total requ de l'6toile et l'on montre facilement que ce flux

permet de calculer la temp6rature effective de l'6toile si l'on connait son diam6tre angulaire.

Les 6toiles les plus proches ont des diam_tres angulaires assez grands pour _tre mesurables directe-

ment par les m6thodes interf6rom6triques, mais le nombre de ces 6toiles proches est tr6s petit et la

plupart des diam6tres angulaires ont 6t6 obtenus par des m6thodes plus indirectes. Ces m6thodes font

intervenir des mod61es stellaires, mais seules les r6gions spectrales (proche infrarouge en g6n6ral) off

ces mod61es sont le moins sujets _ caution sont utilis6es pour la d6termination des diam6tres angulaires.

Les principaux r6sultats obtenus sont donn6s dans la figure I-13 et la table 1-12 off les temp6ratures

effectives sont pr6sent6es en fonction du type spectral. Pour les types O les plus avanc6s, la concor-

dance entre les r6sultats donn6s par les diverses m6thodes est relativement bonne, avec cependant des

temp6ratures un peu plus basses pour les 6chelles faisant intervenir la m6thode de Zanstra. On observe

une relation entre la temp6rature effective et le type spectral, avec des temp6ratures plus basses pour

les superg6antes que pour les naines _t l'int6rieur d'un m_me sous-type. Mais pour les types 05 et

moins avanc6s, les temp6ratures effectives calcul6es A partir des flux int6gr6s ont une dispersion tr_s

grande A l'int6rieur d'un m_me sous-type O, indiquant probablement que les raies d6finissant le type

spectral se forment dans des conditions tr6s diff6rentes de celles qui r6gnent/l l'endroit off le spectre
continu se forme.

Pour les sous-naines O, on ne peut obtenir les temp6ratures effectives directement/l partir des

flux int6gr6s et des diam_tres angulaires. En effet, les diam_tres angulaires sont tous encore large-

ment inaccessibles aux mesures interf6rom6triques et leur 6valuation _ l'aide de mod61es d'une at-

mosphere dont on ignore a priori les param6tres de gravit6 et de composition chimique n'a pas 6t6
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tent6e. De plus, les temp6ratures sont si 61ev6es que la partie non observable du flux, qui est difficile

it 6valuer it partir de modules pour les raisons donn_es plus haut, est souvent plus importante que

ia partie observable.
Les temp6ratures effectives ont donc dfi _tre obtenues de faqon indirecte, et diverses m6thodes

d'abord sommaires puis plus 61abor6es ont 6t6 utilis6es entre 1966 et 1975. Finalement, Kudritzki a

calcul_ _ partir de 1976 une s6rie complete de modules d'atmosph_re comportant toutes les valeurs

de la temp6rature et de la gravit_ qui peuvent se rencontrer dans ies sous-naines O et toutes les com-

positions chimiques depuis l'h61ium pur jusqu'_ l'hydrog_ne pur. L'_tude de chaque 6toile comporte

alors l'observation d'un maximum de caract_res dans le spectre (distribution de l'6nergie dans le con-

tinu, discontinuit6 de Balmer, largeur 6quivalente et profils des raies de H, Hel, HeII...) puis ie choix

du mod61e qui repr6sente le mieux ces caract_res. On obtient ainsi/_ la fois la temp6rature effective,

la gravit6 et la composition chimique. Les r6sultats obtenus ainsi par Kudritzki et ses collaborateurs

sont d'autant plus cr6dibles que le nombre des param_tres observ6s est tr_s sup6rieur au nombre de

param_tres de la grille de modbles et que la solution obtenue avec quelques-unes seulement des obser-

vations permet de representer parfaitement toutes les autres.

Les r6sultats obtenus entre 1978 et 1982 sont donn6s dans la table I-I 3 et/_ titre de comparaison

on donne dans ia table 1-14 les mSmes param_tres obtenus par les m_mes m_thodes pour une s6rie

d'6toiles centrales de n6buleuses plan_taires.

Les temp6ratures effectives des 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet ont 6t6 d6termin6es en appliquant les mSmes

m6thodes que pour les 6toiles O normales mais des difficult6s supp16mentaires assez consid6rables
viennent de ia pr6sence de larges tales d'6mission dans tout le spectre et d'un continu non thermique

dans l'infrarouge qui s'6tend peut-_tre m_me dans le domaine visible. Les raies d'6mission g_nent
dans la d6termination du continu et surtout rendent l'6valuation de rextinction interstellaire tr6s in-

certaine. Le continu non thermique, bien que l'on tente d'en corriger les effets, peut fausser la d6ter-

mination des diam6tres angulaires.

Les principaux travaux publi6s entre 1970 et 1982 sont d6crits et les r6sultats donn6s dans la

table 1-15. La concordance entre les valeurs obtenues pour une m_me 6toile par des m6thodes dif-

f6rentes est relativement bonne. La plupart des temp6ratures effectives se situent dans la fourchette

25 000 - 35 000 K et les Wolf-Rayet ne semblent doric pas _tre des 6toiles particuli6rement chaudes.

On n'observe pas en g6n6ral de relation entre la temp6rature effective et la s6quence ou le sous-type

de l'6toile; cependant il semble que les WC5 et les WN3, 4 et 5 aient des temp6ratures plus 61ev6es

que les autres.

Pour terminer, on donne quelques indications sur les corrections bolom6triques qui sont 6valu6es
it partir de mod/:les stellaires. Les r6sultats correspondant aux 6toiles O normales et aux sous-naines
sont donn6s dans la table 1-16.

Magnitudes Absolues. Pour obtenir la luminosit6 absolue d'une 6toile, il faut connaitre la luminosit6

apparente que l'on observerait en l'absence d'extinction interstellaire et la distance. Les 6toiles O nor-

males, en tr6s petit nombre par unit6 de volume et par ailleurs situ6es dans le plan galactique, sont

toutes trop 61oign6es pour avoir une parallaxe trigonom6trique mesurable et leur luminosit6 apparente
est toujours affect6e par une extinction interstellaire inconnue a priori. On dolt donc, en fait, d6duire

leur magnitude absolue de celle d'autres types d'6toiles. On utilise pour cela les 6toiles O appartenant

it des groupes stellaires (syst6mes multiples, areas, associations) qui contiennent des 6toiles de magnitude

absolue connue, 6toiles B de la s6rie principale en g6n6ral, et on obtient les magnitudes absolues des

6toiles O diff6rentiellement en admettant que les effets de distance et d'extinction interstellaire sont

les m_mes pour toutes les 6toiles d'un mSme groupe. Les difficult6s sont dues au fait qu'il est parfois

difficile de d6cider de l'appartenance d'une _toile donn_e/_ un groupe et que l'uniformit6 de l'extinc-

tion interstellaire it rint6rieur du groupe n'est qu'une premi6re approximation. Dans le cas des syst6mes
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multiples, ces difficult6s sont beaucoup moins s&ieuses que dans le cas des amas ou des associations,

mais le nombre d'6toiles O 6tudi6es est encore trop petit.

Les r6sultats obtenus montrent que la magnitude absolue est en relation avec le type spectral

et la classe de luminosit6, les 6toiles class6es "f" 6tant les plus lumineuses. Les r6sultats donn6s dans

la table 1-21 sont les plus r6cents et proviennent de l'6tude de 248 6toiles O dans 63 amas.

Toujours A l'aide d'6toiles situ6es dans des amas, on a obtenu 6galement diverses formules em-

piriques permettant de relier la magnitude absolue/l la largeur 6quivalente de la raie H,. Ces for-
mules valables principalement pour les 6toiles B ont _t_ _tendues aux _toiles 05/l 09 de luminosit_

V et 09 de luminosit6 III.

La pr6sence dans la Galaxie d'une population d'6toiles bleues et tr6s bleues, plus lumineuses

intrins_quement que les naines blanches mais beaucoup moins que les 6toiles bleues de la s6rie prin-

cipale, a 6t6 d6montr6e pour la premi/_re fois en 1947 par Humason et Zwicky. Les 6toiles les plus

bleues de cette population ont des couleurs et des spectres analogues/t ceux des 6toiles O normales;

elles forment le groupe des sous-naines O. Beaucoup sont situ6es en dehors de plan galactique et h

des distances relativement faibles; l'effet de l'extinction interstellaire sur leur magnitude apparente

est ainsi souvent n6gligeable. Par contre, aucune parallaxe trigonom6trique n'est connue et les sous-

naines O ne faisant pas partie comme les 6toiles O normales de groupes stellaires dont on peut con-

na_tre par ailleurs la distance, il est difficile d'obtenir des informations purement empiriques sur leur

magnitude absolue. De telles informations peuvent cependant 8tre obtenues, statistiquement, par

l'analyse des mouvements propres qui sont faibles mais non n6gligeables. Par ailleurs, dans un cer-

tain nombre de cas on a pu observer une sous-naine O dans un spectre composite et d6duire la magnitude

absolue de la sous-naine de celle de son compagnon. La pr6sence d'une sous-naine dans un amas

globulaire a pu 8tre d6montr6e dans quelques cas et la magnitude absolue d6duite de la distance de

l'amas. On peut encore d6terminer la distance de quelques sous-naines situ6es dans le plan galactique

partir de leur rougissement et de la distribution de la mati_re interstellaire dans leur direction. Le

mSme travail a 6t6 fait aussi _t partir des raies interstellaires. Enfin, la d6termination spectroscopique

des magnitudes absolues (h partir de la formule M v = 2.5 log g + 10 log O - 2.5 log M/Mo - 5.82

- BC) a pu _tre faite sur un nombre relativement grand d'6toiles mais elle ne peut 8tre consid6r6e

comme purement empirique car on doit faire des hypoth6ses sur la masse de l'6toile. Le r6sultat est

que dans le plan log g, 0 les sous-naines forment h 0 = 40.000 K une s6quence verticale s'6tendant

sur tout I'intervalle qui s6pare les naines blanches des &oiles O de la s6quence principale. Les magnitudes

absolues vont de -1,8/_ + 6,8 mag, avec une valeur moyenne (+ 4,3 mag pour l'ensemble des r6sultats

les plus faibles) comparable/_ ce que l'on obtient par les autres m6thodes. Cependant, divers indices

sugg6rent que les sous-naines One forment pas un groupe homog6ne.

Les 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet ont des magnitudes absolues tr6s difficiles _ d6terminer car leurs

distances sont trop grandes pour que les parallaxes trigonom6triques soient mesurables et la r6alit6

de leur association avec les r6gions HII, sur lesquelles elles se projettent plus souvent que le simple

hasard ne le voudrait, toujours tr6s difficile h 6tablir r6ellement dans chaque cas particulier. Eiles

sont par contre faciles _ d6tecter/_ grande distance et on en conna_t une centaine dans le Grand Nuage

de Magellan dont la distance est relativement bien connue et oi_ l'extinction interstellaire est faible;

mais certains sous-types Wolf-Rayet sont absents du Grand Nuage et pour les autres, bien qu'aucune

diff6rence spectroscopique ne le sugg_re, on peut se demander s'ils correspondent bien/_ des objets

identiques dans le Grand Nuage et dans la Galaxie. C'est pourquoi les deux m6thodes (6toiles du Grand

Nuage et 6toiles li6es/a des r6gions HII) ont 6t6 utilis6es, conjointement ou non, par diff6rents auteurs

pour d_terminer les magnitudes absolues des 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet. La table 1-25 donne les r6sultats

des principaux travaux. La luminosit6 trouv6e pour un m_me sous-type Wolf-Rayet est en moyenne

plus faible dans la Galaxie que dans le Grand Nuage, mais les incertitudes sur les distances d'une

part, et la dispersion des magnitudes/a l'int6rieur d'un mSme sous-type d'autre part sont telles que
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la r6alit6 du ph6nom_ne est tr_s loin d'etre 6tablie. La derni/_re version de la relation entre sous-type

Wolf-Rayet et magnitude absolue est donn6e dans ia table 1-26; elle tient compte d'6toiles Wolf-Rayet

d6couvertes dans le Petit Nuage de Magellan, de l'6tude de la multiplicit6 des 6toiles du Grand Nuage

et de la d6finition de nouveaux sous-types.

Dans le cas des 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet, la magnitude absolue visuelle n'est pas d6finie dans le

large domaine spectral habituel mais dans le domaine beaucoup plus restreint du filtre v de Westerlund

de faqon _ 61iminer, en partie tout au moins, l'influence de fortes raies d'6mission tr6s variable d'un

sous-type/l l'autre.

Masses et Rayons. Les donn6es empiriques sur les masses et les rayons des gtoiles O proviennent de

l'6tude des binaires spectroscopiques pr6sentant deux syst_mes de raies mesurables et des _clipses.

En I'absence d'gclipse, on peut encore obtenir une valeur minimum pour les masses, m sin3i, ou si

le spectre de la composante secondaire est invisible, la valeur de la fonction de masse. Les r_sultats

obtenus sont pr6sent_s dans la table 1-28. Les d_terminations completes des masses et des rayons n'ont

pu 8tre faites que pour 7 syst_mes et dans trois cas seulement les r_sultats peuvent &re consid_r_s

comme ayant une bonne pr6cision. Pour 21 syst_mes les valeurs de m sinai ont pu _tre obtenues et

pour 12 autres les valeurs de f(m). L'examen de toutes ces donn_es montre que la masse moyenne

en unit6s solaires des 6toiles O se situe aux environs de 25 et qu'aucune masse n'est tr_s inf_rieure

20. La discussion du syst_me trbs complexe HD 47129 montre que les 6toiles O peuvent avoir des

masses tr_s grandes, 50 ou mSme 100 masses solaires. Les rayons sont compris entre 4 et 19 unit6s

solaires, avec une valeur moyenne voisine de 10.

Le nombre tr_s faible des masses et des rayons que I'on a pu obtenir par l'6tude des binaires

a conduit/l utiliser d'autres m6thodes, beaucoup plus indirectes mais applicables hun grand nombre

d'objets.

Pour d&erminer les masses des _toiles O, on peut les placer dans un diagramme HR sur lequel

on a trac6 les trajets 6volutifs d'6toiles de diff_rentes masses. On obtient ainsi des valeurs comprises

entre 20 et 100 masses solaires.

Les diam_tres angulaires de quelques 6toiles O ont pu _tre obtenus par des m6thodes in-

terf6rom6triques ou par l'observation des occultations dues It la Lune. Des diam_tres angulaires

beaucoup plus nombreux ont 6t_ obtenus par une m6thode indirecte, en comparant le flux observ_

(provenant de l'ensemble du disque stellaire) h celui d'un module convenablement choisi et qui donne

le flux 6mis par unit6 de surface. Ces diam_tres angulaires conduisent aux rayons lin6aires lorsque

l'on peut 6valuer les distances, ce qui est le cas pour les 6toiles O nombreuses appartenant/_ des amas

ou des systbmes multiples. Les rayons peuvent 6galement _tre d6duits de la position de l'6toile dans

le diagramme HR th6orique.

Les r6sultats de ces m6thodes indirectes, donn6s dans les tables 1-29 et 1-30, forment un ensem-

ble cohgrent. Les valeurs des masses et des rayons donn6s par les m6thodes directes sont confirm6es,

leur variation en fonction du sous-type spectral est precisge.

Les modules de structure interne sugg_rent que les masses des sous-naines O sont, en unitgs

solaires, voisines de 0,5 et que des masses nettement supgrieures _ 1 sont exclues, mais les donn6es

empiriques ou semi-empiriques sur ces masses sont si r6duites qu'elles ne permettent gu_re d'infirmer

ou de confirmer ce r6sultat. Une sous-naine O est membre d'une binaire spectroscopique dont I'analyse

des vitesses radiales a pu 8tre faite, mais la masse trouv6e (4 en unit6s solaires, pouvant/_ la rigueur

_tre r6duite jusqu'/a 1,2) est plus grande que la limite cit6e plus haut. On a 6galement d6termin6 la

masse de quelques sous-naines O _ partir des param_tres de l'atmosph/_re et de la magnitude absolue

bolom6trique dgduite de la distance, mais les incertitudes sont si grandes que la fourchette dans la-

quelle se situent les masses possibles est consid6rable. Darts un cas seulement (pour HD 49798) l'analyse
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a pu _tre nettement plus pr6cise et la masse trouv6e, 1.75 + 1 en unit6s solaires, est un peu plus grande

que les valeurs g6n6ralement admises.

La seule d6termination directe du rayon d'une sous-naine O qui ait 6t6 faite dans une binaire

/l 6clipse (BD -3 o 5357, SdO + G8III) a donn6 R - 0.1 R o. Par ailleurs, une 6valuation du rayon

de HD 49798 a donn6 R = 1.45 ± 0.25 R o • Enfin, les rayons impliqu6s par les masses et les gravit6s

g6n6ralement admises pour les sous-naines O sont donn6es dans la table I-31.

En ce qui concerne les 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet, beaucoup se trouvent dans des syst6mes binaires

mais des difficult6s consid6rables apparaissent dans le calcul des masses car les diff6rentes raies don-

nent souvent des courbes de vitesses radiales diff6rentes. La table 1-32 donne les r6sultats obtenus

l'aide de 15 syst6mes binaires avec ou sans 6clipse, mais ofl les deux syst6mes de raies sont mesurables.

Les masses de la composante Wolf-Rayet sont donn6es, la valeur de l'inclinaison i du plan de l'orbite

ayant 6t6 estim6e de diff6rentes fa¢ons suivant les cas. La valeur moyenne des masses de la composante

Wolf-Rayet est 17 en unit6s solaires; celle des rapports entre la masse de la composante Wolf-Rayet

et celle de la composante O est 0.50.

Les d6terminations directes des rayons des 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet /l partir des observations

d'6clipses sont pratiquement impossibles _ cause de la complexit6 de ces 6clipses. Un effort consid6rable

a cependant 6t6 fait pour interpr6ter les 6clipses dans le syst6me de V444 Cyg. Par ailleurs, le diam6tre

angulaire de la composante Wolf-Rayet de 72 Vel a pu 8tre mesur6 par des m6thodes interf6rom6tri-

ques, darts le continu _ 4430 ._ et darts la raie d'6mission 4650 _,. Enfin, des m6thodes indirectes

analogues/l celles utilis6es pour les 6toiles O normales peuvent _tre appliqu6es et donnent des rayons

voisins de l0 en unit6s solaires, les sous-types WN7 et WN8 ayant cependant des rayons moyens

sup6rieurs, environ 30 unit6s solaires.

Pour terminer, une liste de catalogues imprim6s est donn6e.

Deuxi_me Partie

Les 6toiles de type O sont celles qui correspondent aux 6toiles des types spectraux les moins

avanc6s, aux 6toiles les plus chaudes; les objets Of montrent en 6mission la raie de HeII 4686 et quel-

ques fois d'autres raies d'6mission, en plus du spectre normal d'absorption qui sert de base _ la classifica-

tion des 6toiles de type O. Les 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet (W-R), qui furent identifi6es par Wolf et Rayet

/l l'Observatoire de Paris d6s l'ann6e 1867, sont 6galement des objets chauds et lumineux avec des

raies d'6mission fortes et larges (- l03 km sec -l) dans la r6gion optique. Ces simples faits d'observa-

tion sont accept6s par les deux 6diteurs de cette monographie, mais l'interpr6tation de ces d6tails et

d'autres caract6ristiques observ6es de ces objets, diff6rent largement d'un auteur _ l'autre, comme
nous le verrons.

Les auteurs de la pattie II de cet ouvrage adoptent le point de vue selon lequel les spectres d'6mis-

sion anormaux des 6toiles Of et de Wolf-Rayet sont dus _ un vent stellaire plus substantiel que celui

qui caract6rise les 6toiles O _ raies d'absorption. La force du vent elle-m_me est presque certainement

associ6e _ l'extr_me temp6rature superficielle et _ l'extr_me luminosit6 de tous ces objets, mais d'autres

param_tres physiques comme les diff6rentes compositions chimiques, et les composantes non-thermiques

de la production d'6nergie, peuvent jouer un r61e. Les 6toiles Of sont parmi les 6toiles O les plus

6volu6es et les plus lumineuses. On pense que le ph6nom_ne Wolf-Rayet se produit pendant les phases

d'6volution correspondant _ la combustion de l'h61ium, pour toutes les 6toiles initialement plus massives

qu'une valeur limite de l'ordre de -40 M o • Leur 6tat 6volutif peut _tre consid6r6 comme repr6sen-

tatif d'une phase rouge et superg6ante, non-observ6e par ailleurs, des 6toiles les plus massives. (Le

ph6nom6ne Wolf-Rayet est aussi pr6sent dans quelques 6toiles de masse beaucoup plus faible, "6toiles

centrales" fortement 6volu6es des n6buleuses plan6taires, objets qui ne seront pas discut6s dans cette
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monographie.) Quelques centaines d'gtoiles Oet Of et d'objets de Wolf-Rayet sont connus dans notre

propre Galaxie, et beaucoup d'autres ont 6tg identifigs au sein des galaxies du groupe local, comme
on ie verra.

La partie II de ce volume discute de quatre th6mes associgs les uns aux autres et relatifs/t ces

6toiles les plus chaudes et les plus lumineuses: le chapitre 2 donne une vue d'ensemble des observa-

tions relatives h la classification spectrale et aux proprigt6s extrins/_ques des gtoiles Oet de Wolf-Rayet.

Dans le chapitre 3, les param6tres intrins_ques de luminosit6, temp6rature effective, masse et com-

position des 6toiles, et une discussion de leur variabilit6 sont prgsent6s. Dans le chapitre 4, les pro-

pri6t6s du vent stellaire sont r6sum6es. Enfin, dans le chapitre 5 les questions voisines, concernant

l'effet du rayonnement stellaire et des vents sur l'environnement circumsteUaire imm6diat, sont

abord6es. Vers la fin de la partie II de l'ouvrage, une synth_se des relations 6volutives entre ces dif-

fgrentes 6toiles sera sugg6r6e.

Les gtoiles O sont class6es dans le syst_me MK _ deux dimensions, principalement/l partir des

caract6ristiques d'absorption de l'hydrog/me et de l'h61ium, du type O jusqu'au type 09,5 avec des

divisions en demi-classes commenqant _t 05,5. Les classes d'6toiles Of se localisent dans la zone des

6toiles O intrins/_quement les plus brillantes, jusqu'au type 08.5; les superg6antes de type 09 et 09.5

montrent souvent des raies d'_mission, mais pas la raie de HelI )_4686. La distinction entre les 6toiles

Of et les superg6antes 09 et 09.5 est cependant plus apparente que rgelle, puisque l'gquilibre d'ionisa-

tion, dans les types O les plus tardifs, supprime la possibilit6 d'observer l'h61ium ionis6. Un tr/_s petit

nombre, probablement seulement les plus lumineuses des superg6antes de type B, ont des raies de

Balmer pr6sentant des caract6ristiques d'6mission. Les spectres d'absorption des 6toiles Oet Of prend

sa naissance dans la photosphere stellaire; il est coupl6 d'une fa_on 6troite avec les param_tres:

temp6rature effective et luminosit6. De m_me, ces spectres seront li6s aux quantit6s plus fondamen-

tales que sont la masse et la composition chimique, par l'interm&liaire des modules de structure stellaire.

L'observation des syst/_mes binaires confirme cette description d'ensemble.

Par contraste, la caract6ristique principale du spectre optique des 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet est la

dominance des raies d'6mission. La classification spectrale est unidimensionneUe, et divis6e en deux

sous-types majeurs, les 6toiles WN, dans le spectre desquelles les raies des ions d'h61ium et d'azote

sont observables, et ies 6toiles WC, dont le spectre contient des raies de carbone et d'oxyg6ne, ainsi

que les raies des ions de l'h61ium. Un sous-type suppl_mentaire peu peupl6 des 6toiles WO, dont le

spectre comporte de fortes raies de l'oxyg/_ne VIa 6galement 6t6 identifi6. Par analogie avec le syst6me

MK, les sous-types "d'excitation '_ et "d'ionisation" peuvent &re distingu6s les uns des autres, grgtce

/_ la mesure du rapport des intensit6s de diverse raies des ions de ces 616ments. Ces sous-types vont

de WN2 it WN9, de WC4 h WC9 et d"'avanc6s" h "tardifs", respectivement.

Dans un petit nombre d'6toiles WN, l'hydrog6ne semble prgsent, mais g6n&alement le spectre

des gtoiles de Wolf-Rayet est remarquable par l'absence de cet 61gment. Et les raies d'absorption ne

sont g6n_ralement pas pr_sentes dans le spectre des 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet, sauf dans quelques cas

associ6s/_ l'existence d'un systbme binaire ou d'un compagnon plus distant, ou encore, en tant que

profils de type P Cygni dus au vent associ6 h certaines caract6ristiques en 6mission. Un spectre d'ab-

sorption dans les raies de Balmer les plus 616v6es semble n'&re une caract6ristique intrins_que que

de seulement un tr6s petit nombre d'6toiles WN. I1 est quelque peu difficile de s6parer clairement

"les 6toiles Of les plus extremes" des "6toiles WN les moins extremes".

Le spectre d'6mission des gtoiles de Wolf-Rayet est caract6ristique du vent stellaire, dont les

propri6t6s sont couplges de faqon seulement tr6s lfiche aux param_tres temp6rature effective et

iuminosit6; en fait la relation entre les types spectraux des 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet et les propri6t6s super-

ficielles n'est pas bien 6tablie. On peut supposer que ces 6toiles W-N et WC, dans les sous-classes

de la plus haute excitation (ou ionisation) auraient les ternp6ratures effectives les plus dev6es; mais

ceci n'a pas encore 6tg d6montr6 de fagon quantitative. Encore plus 61oignge d'une comprghension
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simple est la constatation d'une relation entre les sous-classes et les masses stellaires, bien que les com-

positions, bien d6termin6es, des 6toiles WN et WC, conduisent de fa¢on naturelle _ identifier ces _toiles

comme r6sultant des combustions, respectivement, de l'hydrog_ne et de l'h61ium. On s'attendrait ain-

si _ ce que les 6toiles WC soient plus nettement 6volu6es que les sous-types WN, mais la relation des

sous-classes d'excitation aux conditions initiales de masse et de composition, n'est pas claire. I 1 n'est

pas encore possible de construire des modules de structure stellaire capables de pr6dire les temp6ratures

effectives ou les rayons des 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet, _ cause de l'absence d'une compr6hension com-

plete de la physique du vent.

Les 6toiles ont 6t6 class6es, historiquement, au moyen de leur spectre optique, puisque nos yeux

et les d6tecteurs photographiques sont dans ce domaine les plus sensitifs des r6cepteurs, et que l'at-

mosph_re terrestre est plus ou moins transparente _ ces longueurs d'onde. Les progr6s r6cents de la

technique, et l'entr6e en sc_ne des d6tecteurs embarqu6s, nous ont maintenant donn6 des informa-

tions sur ce qui se passe aux autres longueurs d'onde. Aussi bien les longueurs d'onde de l'ultraviolet

que celles de l'infrarouge ont 6t6 6tudi6es pour un certain nombre de ces 6toiles, dont les spectres

ont 6t6 analys6s. Le spectre d'absorption des 6toiles O se prolonge, en quelque sorte, vers d'autres

longueurs d'onde, bien que s'y ajoutent, dans les r6gions de I'ultraviolet, les caract6ristiques de type

P Cygni li6es au vent stellaire. Les 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet retiennent leur spectre, principalement d'6mis-

sion, dans les domaines ultraviolet et infrarouge.

Un petit nombre d'6toiles de type O se signale par des intensit_s anormales des raies des ions

d'azote ou de carbone (type ON et OC). Les sous-types ON peuvent _tre associ6s/l des diff6rences

de composition dues/_ leur structure, peut-_tre li6es aux effets de m61ange,--alors que les classes OC

peuvent repr6senter des conditions extremes d'ionisation; mais ni l'un ni l'autre des deux groupes

n'est encore bien compris. En dehors de ces quelques objets, les autres 6toiles O 6tudi6es jusqu'_ pr6-

sent dans notre Galaxie ont des compositions normales. Dans un travail r6cent de mes coll6gues Ab-

bott, Bohannan, Hummer et Voels, il semble que les 6toiles Of et les 6toiles superg6antes O tardives

et tr6s lumineuses pr6sentant des raies d'_mission telles que Alpha Cam, peuvent avoir une abon-

dance anormalement grande d'h61ium. Ce mat6riau aurait alors 6t6 m61ang6,/l partir des r6gions du

coeur o/l a lieu la combustion d'hydrogbne, et les 6toiles seraient alors quelque peu 6volu6es. Dans

ce qui suit, je prendrai en consid6ration les 6toiles Of comme des 6toiles O, pour en discuter les pro-

pri6t6s, sauf lorsque leur 6tat avanc6 d'6volution et la pr6sence de raies d'6mission aura besoin d'etre

soulign6e.

Les 6toiles Oet de Wolf-Rayet sont des objets que l'on peut cataloguer comme de "population

I extreme", c'est-_-dire qu'ils sont pour la plus grande part confin6s de fagon 6troite dans le plan

galactique, et qu'ils d6finissent la structure des bras spiraux, la distribution en longitude montre en

particulier une liaison 6troite entre ies 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet et les 6toiles les plus massives de type

O. Les concentrations importantes de poussi6re dans le plan galactique nous emp_chent d'identifier

des 6toiles de ce type _ des distances sensiblement plus grandes que quelques kpc, mais ceci est encore

beaucoup plus loin que la plupart des autres 6toiles. Dans cette limite, nous avons une information

raisonnablement compl6te sur les types et la fr6quence des diff6rents sous-types d'6toiles O et

Wolf-Rayet.

De m_me, beaucoup d'6toiles O et de Wolf-Rayet ont 6t6 identifi6es dans les galaxies ext6rieures,

par exemple dans les Nuages de Magellan, dans M3 l, M33, NGC6822 et IC 1613. Dans ces exemples

de galaxies du groupe local, nous commengons _ avoir les premi/:res indications de diff6rences possibles

dans la fr6quence et ia distribution des 6toiles de l'extr6mit6 la plus haute de la s6rie principale. Assez

curieusement, les divers sous-types d'6toiles de Wolf-Rayet ne sont pas aussi bien repr6sent6s dans

chacun de ces environnements: ainsi les 6toiles WC tardives et les 6toiles de type WC, ont-elles seule-

ment 6t6 trouv6es, dans le voisinage solaire, dans la direction du centre galactique. Cependant, les

autres sous-classes sont trouv6es, pas seulement dans le voisinage solaire, mais aussi bien dans d'autres
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galaxies. Finalement une telle information sur la distribution des 6toiles massives nous aidera A com-

prendre la formation et l'6volution des galaxies, mais nous en sommes maintenant seulement _ un

niveau tr_s primitif de notre compr6hension. Le spectre des 6toiles O dans le Petit Nuage de Magellan

est clairement anormal, en ce qu'elles ont des raies plus faibles, coh6rentes avec ce que l'on conna[t

actuellement sur la composition du gaz interstellaire; les &oiles O du Grand Nuage de Magellan

ressemblent beaucoup plus A leurs 6quivalents galactiques.

Quelque 40% de la totalit6 des 6toiles O sont des binaires, comme cela est mis en 6vidence par

leur vitesse radiale p6riodique. La m_me fraction semble aussi s'appliquer aux 6toiles Wolf-Rayet,

ce qui sugg/_re qu'aucun compagnon ne joue de rSle essentiel dans leurs anomalies, en tout cas dans

la plupart des cas.

Les magnitudes absolues visueiles des _toiles O et de Wolf-Rayet peuvent _tre d_termin_es pour

les objets identifi6s dans les areas galactiques et dans les associations de distances "connues", comme

dans les Nuages de Magellan. Les "calibrations" des magnitudes absolues M ven type spectral sont
d6crites dans le chapitre 3, mais la d6termination des luminosit_s correspondant/t ces nombres est

empoisonn_e par l'incertitude sur l'6chelle des temp6ratures effectives et des corrections bolom6tri-

ques pour les 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet. Les "meilleures" estimations de ces quantit_s sont donn6es dans

d'autres tables de ce chapitre, ainsi qu'une discussion des probl_mes rencontr6s dans la d_termination

de ces quantit_s, et des incertitudes associ6es.

Le Docteur Dietrich Baade a donn6, dans la derni_re partie du chapitre 3, une vue d'ensemble

des variations intrins_ques des caract6ristiques photosph6riques. Le flux et ia distribution du flux issus

du spectre continu, et les caract6ristiques d'absorption et d'6mission sont sans doute variables _tquel-

que niveau (pas toujours encore d_celable) dans un grand nombre des _toiles _tudi_es (et peut-_tre

dans toutes). Quelques-unes des variations les plus remarquables se rencontrent dans les syst_mes de

binaires serr6es, dans lesquelles des interactions compliqu6es entre les 6toiles et leur vent prennent

place. Les superg6antes bleues les plus lumineuses (LBV) montrent souvent des variations facilement

identifiables, potentiellement dues au fair que leur surface a des propri&6s proches de la limite d'Ed-

dington. Dans quelques-unes des ces superg6antes, des "sursauts" ou des 6v_nements individuels

violents ont 6t6 observ6s/_ quelques occasions, dans le pass6.

Parmi ies 6toiles simples les plus proches de ia s6rie principale, la variabilit6 de basse amplitude

peut _tre attribu6e _ des pulsations non-radiales (NRP) dans lesquelles divers modes peuvent &re

pr6sents, impliquant le ph6nom_ne de "changement brutal de mode". Comme Baade le remarque,

le travail d'observation syst6matique commence juste, et dans de nombreux cas, les effets sont trbs

faibles et souvent juste A ia iimite de d6tectabilit6. Des d6tecteurs de haute qualit_ et une am61ioration

du rapport signal-sur-bruit aideront d'une fa_on remarquable notre comprehension de la physique.

L'6tude de Baade concerne principalement le spectre photosph6rique; la variabilit6 qu'il prend en con-

sid6ration se manifeste-t-elle directement dans les vents stellaires de ces objets? Peut-_tre, mais la relation

entre ces deux ph6nom/mes n'est pas encore tr_s claire.

Le chapitre 4 contient plusieurs 6tudes individuelles de vents stellaires dans les 6toiles O et de

Wolf-Rayet. Katy Garmany y pr6sente une _tude d_taill6e de l'ensemble des param_tres des vents

steUaires des 6toiles de type O, en accordant une attention particuli_re au taux de perte de masse d6duits

des mesures, et aux vitesses terminales, qui peuvent Etre obtenues h partir des donn6es de la faqon

la plus directe. La quantit6 dont le taux de perte de masse d6pend de la fagon la plus importante

est la luminosit6 stellaire; bien que d'autres propri6t6s stellaires teiles que la masse, la gravit6, la

temp6rature effective puissent jouer un r61e, ceci n'a pas encore 6t_ montr6 de faqon quantitative.

La relation sans ambiguit6 entre le taux de perte de masse et la luminosit6, sugg_re fortement que

la pression de radiation est le facteur d6terminant des propri6t_s du vent stellaire des &oiles O (et

des superg6antes de type B).
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La relation entre le taux de perte de masse et la luminosit_ dans les 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet est

moins claire, bien qu'ici I'incertitude dans la d6termination de la correction bolom_trique puisse af-

fecter la description des ph6nom_nes. Les 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet ont des vents beaucoup plus forts

que les 6toiles O avec des taux de perte de masse de quelques 105 masses solaires par an. Les types

les plus avanc6s ont des vitesses terminales quelques peu plus _lev6es que les types les plus tardifs,

comme ceci peut aussi _tre d6duit de la largeur des raies d'6mission optiques, mais les valeurs trouv6es

ne sont pas si grandes que celles que l'on trouve dans le cas des _toiles O. La densit6 des vents est

plus forte dans les 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet, ce qui conduit/l ce que la profondeur optique unit_ cor-

responde _ des r6gions ofJ la mati_re est d6jA en mouvement. Ceci conduit directement/l la compr6hen-

sion du fait que le spectre d'6mission dominant r6sulte directement de l'importante densit_ du vent.

R. P. Kudritzki, A. Pauldrach et J. Puls donnent une vue d'ensemble des aspects essentiels de

la th_orie des vents pouss6s par la radiation et comparent ces th6ories avec ies donn6es d6taill6es de

robservation. Cette th6orie, telle qu'elle a _t_ d_velopp_e au cours des ans par un grand nombre

d'astrophysiciens, a _t_ couronn6e de remarquables succ/_s dans ses principales caract_ristiques. I1

y a une correspondance raisonnablement bonne pour les structures g6n6rales des vents stellaires, par

exemple dans la pr6vision de la relation entre ces vents et la luminosit6, comme dans leur relation

avec les vitesses terminales observ(_es. Dans les travaux plus r6cents que ce qui est report6 dans cette

monographie, la th_orie a 6t_ utilis_e par Kudritzki et ses coll_gues, et par Abbott, pour pr_voir la

fa_on dont le taux de perte de masse et la vitesse terminale d6pendent de la composition chimique

d'ensemble. R_cemment des observations des 6toiles O des Nuages de Magellan, rapport_es par Gar-

many et Conti, ont confirm_ les pr6visions des vitesses terminales les plus basses dans le Petit Nuage

de Magellan, mais on n'a pas trouv6 un taux de perte de masse plus petit. Une explication possible

pourrait 8tre la d_termination m_diocre des luminosit_s des 6toiles du Nuage de Magellan, li_es aux

incertitudes sur la relation entre le type spectral et la temp6rature effective. Ce d6bat important reste
actuellement ouvert.

Une exception tr_s notable/_ la th6orie g6n&alement formul6e des vents stellaires entrain_s par

le rayonnement est leur variabilit6 observ6e. Ceci peut seulement se comprendre en termes d'une th6orie

d'un vent pouss_ par la radiation si la radiation stellaire elle-m_me varie, ou si des instabilit6s se pro-

duisent naturellement dans le vent. Il serait important de d6montrer que le genre de d6tails subtils

dans la variabilitY, tels que ceux trouv6s dans les photosph_res stellaires et d6crits par Baade dans

le chapitre 3, se refl_tent d'une fagon directe dans les vents stellaires. Jusqu'A pr6sent, il n'y a pas

eu de travail quantitatif sur cette question pour les 6toiles O et Wolf-Rayet, mais ceci serait une voie

prometteuse/_ explorer. Le goulot d'_tranglement est probablement du c6t_ de l'observation, et il

est n_cessaire de s'attaquer d'une faqon obstin6e et concentr6e/_ l'6tude d'un certain nombre d'6toiles

particuli/_rement typiques, dans les diff6rents domaines de longueur d'onde.

La variabilit_ du vent stellaire, particuli_rement dans les composantes "_troites" fr6quemment

rencontr6es dans i'absorption des profils P Cygni, est d6crite par Huib Henrichs dans le chapitre 4.

Apr_s sa discussion des donn6es, tout particuli/_rement des 6chelles de temps, il consid_re les diff6rents

mod/_les propos6s pour expliquer l'existence de ces caract&istiques 6troites. La plupart d'entre eux

ne peuvent expliquer les donn6es d'aucune faqon satisfaisante. L'auteur est en faveur d'une liaison

avec le ph6nom_ne NRP, en particulier le changement brutal de mode, comme une fagon d'injecter

de l'6nergie non-thermique dans le vent pouss6 par la radiation. Bien que beaucoup plus de travail,

aussi bien dans le domaine de l'observation que dans celui de la th6orie, devra _tre consacr6 _t cette

question, mon impression personnelle est que ceci appara_tra comme la faqon correcte d'aborder le

probl_me. Ainsi les vents des 6toiles O (et de Wolf-Rayet ?) sont-ils essentiellement pouss6s par le

rayonnement, mais une 6nergie suppi_mentaire modifiant la structure d'ensemble de ces vents peut
venir de ph_nom_nes superficiels tels que les pulsations non-radiales.
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Une _toile est une entit_ gazeuse qui se maintient grgtce _un 6quilibre subtil entre la force de

gravit_ (vers le bas) et la force qu'exerce (vers l'ext6rieur) la pression de radiation li6e aux combus-

tions nucl6aires au coeur de l'6toile. La "surface" (ou photosphere) est la r6gion dont le rayonne-

ment sort. Mais l'6toile ne "finit" pas/t ce point, puisqu'il existe encore de la mati_re h l'ext6rieur.

Dans les 6toiles de cette monographie, une quantit6 substantieile de mati/_re se trouve au-dessus de

la photosph/_re, sous la forme de vent stellaire. Ce vent est en interaction avec la mati_re localis6e

au-del/t de I'_toile, soit du fait de rhistoire totale ant_deure de ia perte de masse, soit par l'interm_diaire

d'"_vbnements" _pisodiques possibles, ou encore/l partir de la matibre qui se trouvait initialement

autour de l'6toile. Cette mati_re issue partiellement d'6jections par l'_toile, et partiellement de l'ac-

cr6tion de mat6riau interstellaire, a 6t_ modifi6e de fa_on substantielle par I'&oile eile-m_me, que

ce soit par son rayonnement intense ou par ie moment transport6 par son vent. Je me suis r_f6r_

cette mati_re comme au milieu stellaire local, ou LSM, afin de le distinguer du mat_riau interstellaire

relativement non modifi6.

Les 6toiles Oet Wolf-Rayet affectent notablement leur environnement; pendant le processus

de formation d'6toiles, l'apparition d'une ou d'un plus grand hombre d'6toiles O r6cemment n_es

affecte de fagon dramatique les naissances ult6rieures d'6toiles. Leur disparition (comme supernova)

affectera aussi de faqon considerable l'environnement et alti_rera de faqon inexorable ce qui arrivera

au voisinage. En plus de ces _v_nements exceptionnels, l'_tude de l'interaction de l'_toile avec son

environnement pendant sa vie de quelques millions d'ann6es, est l'un des plus int6ressants des

ph6nom_nes qui ont _merg6 r6cemment de l'_tude des 6toiles chaudes. Un grand nombre de processus

physiques sont tr_s loin d'etre lin_aires et vraisemblablement _galement non-thermiques. La plupart

du travail fait jusqu'_ pr6sent est parti de l'hypoth/_se de la sym6trie sph6rique et d'un milieu homog_ne.

I1 est clair que le milieu interstellaire est hautement non-homog/_ne; le milieu stellaire local devrait

avoir ce caract_re de fa_on encore plus nette puisqu'il a 6t6 modifi6 par le vent stellaire et par le champ

de rayonnement. Des exemples de cette nature sont les "anneaux" et les "bulles" associ_s A un petit

nombre d'_toiles Oet Wolf-Rayet. Les conditions au voisinage d'autres _toiles ne peuvent pas _tre

propices/_ la d_tection facile des ces structures.

L'un des principaux objectifs du travail d6crit dans la partie II de cette monographie, est la

confirmation de l'hypoth_se que les 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet sont ies descendants hautement 6volu6s

des _toiles les plus massives. Aussi bien les observations que les modules th6oriques conduisent A cette

conclusion essentielle. Des arguments ind6pendants viennent de diff_rentes voies d'ex-

ploration.

I1 est bien connu que les _toiles massives perdent de la masse, 6tant donn6 la presence 6vidente

de profils P Cygni dans les raies de r6sonance ultra-violettes; de plus, autour de nombreuses 6toiles

Of, et de quelques variables bleues lumineuses (LBV), on trouve un mat_riau enrichi en azote, qui

a dfi avoir 6t6 6ject6 de l'6toile. II est raisonnable de conclure que la perte de masse et les brassages

de mati_re stellaire doivent jouer un r61e dans l'6volution des _toiles massives puisque celles-ci con-

tiennent encore de l'hydrog_ne et qu'eUes sont encore en train de brfiler cet hydrog_ne en leur int_rieur.

Les 6toiles superg6antes rouges sont connues pour &re des objets dont le coeur brfile de l'h61ium;

cependant on n'en 'a pas encore trouv6 de plus brillantes qu'une magnitude bolom6trique d'environ

-10, ce qui correspond _ des 6toiles dont la masse initiale serait voisine de 40 M o- Cependant des

superg6antes bleues, bolom6triquement plus brillantes, sont connues, et l'on a trouv6 des 6toiles plus

massives; ceiles-ci doivent poursuivre leur phase d'6volution par combustion de l'hdium d'une fa_on

diff_rente qu'une superg_ante rouge.

Les &oiles de Wolf-Rayet sont observ6es comme ayant les propri6t6s de composition anormale

en h61ium et en azote, ou en h61ium carbone et oxygbne, et doivent contenir tr_s peu, ou dans la plupart

des cas pas du tout d' hydrog_ne. Celles des 6toiles qui sont membres de syst/_mes binaires sont observ6es

comme plus iumineuses et pourtant moins massives que leurs compagnons. Une affirmation selon
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laquelle les 6toiles de Wolf-Rayet sont les descendants, dans leur phase de combustion de l'h61ium,

des 6toiles les plus massives, s'accorde ainsi agr6ablement avec tousles faits observ6s donn6s ci-dessus.

Une confirmation ind6pendante de cette description peut _tre trouv6e darts la concentration galac-

tique g6n6rale des 6toiles O les plus massives, des superg_antes Bet des _toiles de Wolf-Rayet, dans

les bras spiraux dirig6s vers le centre galactique; les 6toiles moins massives de type One pr6sentent

pas une telle distribution en longitude, et les 6toiles B de la s_rie principale ou les g6antes B, sont

m_me encore moins comparables aux 6toiles O les plus massives, en ce qui concerne leur distribution.

Des modules d'6toiles prenant en compte la perte de masse et le m61ange convectif sont capables

de produire des noyaux compl_tement d_pouill_s dans les phases de combustion d'h_lium. Ces objets

se trouvent dans la partie relativement chaude du diagramme HR, plut6t que dans les portions de

ce diagramme o_ se trouvent les superg6antes rouges plus froides. L'apparence 6nigmatique des spec-

tres, purement d'6mission, peut _tre reproduite A partir de forts vents stellaires, r6sultant eux-m_mes

de valeurs extremes de la luminosit6 et de la temp6rature, valeurs que l'on s'attendrait/L trouver pour

des objets massifs, en train de brfiler leur h61ium, et o/l peu d'hydrog_ne resterait, voire 6ventuelle-

ment pas d'hydrog6ne du tout.

L'interpr6tation des _toiles de Wolf-Rayet en tant qu'objets brfilant leur h61ium est en accord

avec toutes les donn6es de l'observation, et reste coh6rente avec les pr_visions de la th6orie de I'_volu-
tion stellaire.

Les 6toiles Of semblent _tre les phases ultimes de l'6volution des 6toiles massives, dans leur p6riode

de combustion de l'hydrog_ne; les modules stellaires sugg6rent que ces 6toiles peuvent d6j_ _tre en

train de tourner "vers la gauche" dans la pattie 61ev6e du diagramme HR. La masse peut 6galement

avoir 6t6 perdue dans des _v6nements 6pisodiques associ6s aux 6toiles LBV, qui jouent peut-_tre un

r61e interm6diaire entre les phases de combustion d'hydrog_ne et de l'h_lium clans certaines _toiles

massives (peut-_tre dans toutes?). Cette connexion n'est cependant pas encore certaine. Les binaires

jouent probablement seulement un r61e mineur darts l'_volution des 6toiles massives, /_ moins que

les compagnons ne soient initialement tr6s proches l'un de l'autre, puisque les mod61es indiquent que

les 6toiles vont tourner dans le diagramme HR vers la "gauche", alors que le coeur brfile encore de

l'hydrog6ne, et avant que le rayon stellaire ne devienne important.

Les types et la distribution des diff6rentes sous-cat6gories d'6toiles de Wolf-Rayet varient d'un

endroit/_ l'autre, mais ces relations ne sont pas encore bien 6tablies en raison de la difficult6 qu'il

y a A pr_dire,/_ partir des modules stellaires, les temperatures effectives. Il se peut que ces _toiles aient

la possibilit6 de nous donner une certaine information en ce qui concerne les d6tails de 1'6volution

des 6toiles les plus massives dans des environnements vari6s.

Epilogue. Les contributions de la partie II de cette monographie ont 6t6 essentiellement termin6es

/_ la fin de 1986. Au d6but de 1987, le rayonnement issu de l'explosion de la supernova du grand

Nuage de Magellan a atteint la Terre, nous donnant une vue sans pr6c6dent de la mort violente d'une

_toile massive. L'objet prog6niteur imm6diat, NS -69 202, _tait une 6toile B3 superg6ante; ii existe

une 6vidence circonstantielle pour une histoire ant6rieure de cet objet en tant que superg6ante rouge.

La masse initiale de l'objet, d6duite de la luminosit6 bolom6trique de l'explosion, 6tait d'environ 20

M o, correspondant _ un type 09 sur la s6rie principale.

Notre connaissance ant6rieure de l'_volution stellaire aurait sugg6r6 qu'une telle 6toile de 20

M o terminerait sa vie en tant que superg6ante rouge. Mais pour des quelque raison pas encore com-

pl_tement explicit6e, l'objet NS -69 202 est retourn_, avant l'explosion, sur la r6gion bleue du

diagramme HR. En tant que superg6ante bleue, cet objet a un rayon relativement petit; ainsi le rayonne-

merit optique _tait-il relativement faible par rapport/_ ce qu'il fut pour d'autres supernovae de type

II. A posteriori, il a 6t6 possible de param6triser la perte de masse et le m_lange convectif dans une

s_rie de modules en 6volution de 20 M o, dans lesquels ce sc6nario pourrait se produire normalement
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dans des conditions initiales similaires. On pr6dirait alors que d'autres supernovae relativement faibles

de type I1, comparables _ 1987a, devraient _tre des objets communs. Jusqu'_t pr6sent, il n'en a pas

6t6 identifi6 de tels dans d'autres galaxies, mais il n'est pas exclu qu'un effet de sdection air emp_ch6

leur d_tection.

L'onde de choc associ6e au ph6nom6ne de supernova est actuellement en train de se propager

vers l'ext_rieur,/l travers le milieu stellaire local de l'6toile explos6e. En m_me temps qu'elle avance,

elle rencontre, et excite, de la mati_re 6ject6e ant6rieurement par les phases superg6ante bleue et

superg6ante rouge qui pourraient avoir 6t6 distingu6es l'une de l'autre par leur vitesse "terminale"

diff6rente. Les observations nous r6vbleront donc, avec le temps, et dans une certaine mesure, une

portion de l'histoire pass6e de NS -69 202, et en particulier sa composition. I1 ne serait pas tr6s sur-

prenant de trouver un accroissement de I'azote dans ces stades 6volutifs; la d6tection d'une abon-

dance anormale d'h61ium sera probablement plus difficile du fait des conditions physiques du nuage

gazeux, au moment ok le choc I'atteint. La supernova 1987a sera certainement un objet r6v61ateur,

au cours des ann_es _t venir, au fur et/l mesure de la mise en _vidence des conditions physiques de

plus en plus anciennes de son histoire. Aiors que la matii_re est en expansion _ partir de la supernova,

elle devient moins opaque, r6v61ant le coeur de l'6toile tel qu'il 6tait dans une 6poque pr6c6dant im-

m6diatement i'explosion. Une information nouvelle, et probablement sans pr_c6dent, nous attend cer-

tainement dans le d6voilement progressif de la physique d'une &oile massive. Notre compr6hension

de telles 6toiles massives pourrait bien _tre compl&ement modifi6e par ces observations et par leur

interprdtation.

Troisieme Partie

Dans la troisi_me partie, on montre que l'on ne peut expliquer l'intensit6 des raies d'6mission

ni celle de la grande majorit6 des raies d'absorption fortes du spectre des 6toiles O et Wolf-Rayet

si I'on utilise uniquement la th6orie classique des atmospheres stellaires en 6quilibre hydrostatique,

radiatif et statistique; il en est de m_me pour l'_mission de rayons X, les exc_s de rayonnement in-

frarouge et radio, l'existence d'un vent stellaire. Le probl_me g6n6ral de I'interpr6tation du spectre

des 6toiles O, Of et Wolf-Rayet est post dans le chapitre 6. Dans le chapitre 7, on donne un expos6

de la th6orie des atmospheres des 6toiles chaudes telle qu'elle r6sulte des publications faites jusqu'/l

la fin de 1983, avec ses succ_s et ses 6checs. Dans le chapitre 8 on montre comment le fait d'ajouter

/t I'ensemble des hypotheses de base de la th6orie des spectres stellaires celle de l'existence de champs

magn6tiques inhomog_nes relativement faibles peut aider beaucoup _ comprendre les observations.

Des mouvements de mati_re produits par la pression de radiation peuvent expliquer quelques

uns des caract_res spectroscopiques observes, mais il semble tr_s probable que les hautes temperatures

et les flux de mati_re observ6s dans le manteau des 6toiles O, Of et Wolf-Rayet soient dus principale-

ment au chauffage et aux transferts de quantit6 de mouvement qui se produisent lorsque des zfnes

de turbulence dans la photosphbre r6agissent sur les points de d6part de lignes de force magn6tiques

traversant celle-ci. Dans le chapitre 8 on admet que les lignes de force magn6tiques n6cessaires sont

cr66es par des effets dynamo ayant leur origine dans la couche convective He + situ6e dans les par-

ties ies plus profondes de la photosphere des 6toiles O et Wolf-Rayet. Les mouvements de turbulence

invoqu6s pour expliquer la production de ces ondes magn6tohydrodynamiques (MHD) qui se pro-

pagent ensuite h travers le manteau des 6toiles O, Of et Wolf-Rayet, sont dus en d6finitive h la rota-

tion de t'6toile. On admet que la viscosit6 du fluide en rotation qui forme la surface de l'6toile produit

un mouvement helicoidal turbulent dans la photosphere parall_lement h la surface de l'6toile. C'est

ce flux turbulent qui serait/_ l'origine des effets dynamo de la zone convective He + cr6ant les ondes

MHD.
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I1 peut se produire des mouvements de turbulence lorsqu'un flux de radiation traverse un gaz

ionis6/_ faible densit_ dans lequel existe un gradient de vitesse (voir chapitre 7). Mais il reste/l d_mon-

trer que les ondes accoustiques n6cessalres dans la th6orie de ce ph6nom_ne puissent se propager depuis

la photosphere ou depuis les r6gions plus profondes o/l elles peuvent se former jusque dans le manteau

d'une 6toile. Les gradients de vitesse n6cessaires peuvent _tre produits par l'action des ondes MHD

(voir chapitre 8). ,A, partir du moment o/1 un gradient de vitesse suffisant a 6t6 cr66, les effets de la

pression de radiation dans les raies peuvent accro_tre le gradient de vitesse cr66 par les ondes MHD.

Cinq questions sont pos6es _ la fin du chapitre 6. De br_ves r6ponses sont donn6es dans ce qui suit:

I. La source de l'6nergie non radiative et de la quantit6 de mouvement qui produisent la forma-
tion du manteau est la rotation de I'_toile.

. L'6nergie et la quantit_ de mouvement provenant de la rotation de l'6toile sont transmis au

gaz du manteau par des ondes MHD se propageant le long de lignes de force magn6tiques

qui traversent le manteau. Ces lignes de force magn_tiques sont le r6sultat des effets dynamo

engendr6s par les mouvements h_lico_daux dus/l la rotation de l'_toile, en pr6sence du champ

magn_tique falble suppos6 present dans la photosphere. II est probable que les lignes de force

du champ magn6tique ne traversent la photosphere que dans des r6gions 6troites concentr6es

aux bords des 616ments de turbulence, comme dans le cas du Soleil.

. La lib6ration d'_nergie non radiative et de quantit_ de mouvement due aux ondes MHD est

peu importante dans la photosphere car dans les parties de la photosphere o_ se trouvent

les lignes de force du champ magn6tique, le rapport entre la pression gazeuse et la pression

magn6tique est grand. Dans les parties de la photosphere sans lignes de forces magn&iques,

il n'y a pas d'ondes MHD.

. Les ph6nom_nes non radiatifs dans les atmospheres stellalres sont importants pour comprendre

l'6volution des _toiles chaque fois que les crit_res empiriques choisis pour d6finir le type spectral

sont influences par la pr6sence d'6nergie et de quantit6 de mouvement d'origine non radiative

dans le manteau. On admet souvent que le type spectral peut _tre utilis6 comme un indicateur

non ambigu des param_tres fondamentaux de la th6orie de l'6volution stellaire (masse, rayon,

temp6rature effective et composition chimique de l'6toile). Dans le chapitre 7 on montre que

ces param_tres fondamentaux ne peuvent pas 8tre d_termin6s sans ambiguit6 _ partir des spec-

tres des 6toiles O, Of et de Wolf-Rayet en utilisant uniquement la th6orie classique _tant donn6

que l'apparence des spectres d_pend notablement de la quantit6 d'_nergie non radiative ap-

paraissant dans le manteau de l'6toile, de l'importance de ce manteau et des mouvements

qui s'y produisent. II est donc essentiel de prendre en compte tous les ph6nom_nes non radiatifs

si l'on veut d_crire correctement l'6volution des _toiles tr6s chaudes. Des renseignements sur

les masses, les rayons et les temp6ratures effectives des 6toiles O et Wolf-Rayet se trouvent

dans la partie I de ce livre. Les 6tudes th6oriques discut6es dans la partie III indiquent que

les 6toiles O, Of et de Wolf-Rayet de Population I ont une composition chimique normale

de type solaire. Dans quelques 6toiles O sous-lumineuses, l'abondance relative de l'h61ium

par rapport/_ l'hydrog_ne est anormale. II semble que dans certalns cas une s_paration d'origine

gravitationnelle s'est produite alors que dans d'autres cas l'enveloppe riche en hydrog_ne a

6t_ perdue.

5. L'observation des ph_nom_nes non radiatifs dans les atmospheres des 6toiles O, Of et de

Wolf-Rayet ne donne pas de renseignements sur le stade d'¢volution individuel de ces 6toiles.
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Des spectres class6s O, Of et Wolf-Rayet se rencontrent parmi les 6toiles jeunes massives de

Population Iet parmi les 6toiles sous-lumineuses que l'on a de bonnes raisons de faire cor-

respondre/t des stades trbs avanc6s de l'6volution stellaire. Les informations donn6es dans

la partie III de ce livre indiquent que les ph6nom_nes spectroscopiques qui caract6risent les

spectres O, Of et Wolf-Rayet sont dus tr/_s probablement au chauffage et au transfert de

quantit6 de mouvement produits dans le manteau par la rotation d'une 6toile chaude ayant

un champ magn6tique faible dans ses couches ext6rieures. Ce champ magn&ique peut &re

primordial ou avoir 6t6 cr_ au cours de l'6volution de l'6toile. Tant que la th6orie de l'6volu-

tion stellaire n'aura pas atteint un degr_ de pr6cision suffisant pour que i'on puisse pr6dire

I'apparition d'un champ magn6tique dans les couches externes d'une 6toile chaude, et plus

pr6cis6ment dans la zSne convective He ÷ de sa photosphi_re, il sera impossible d'utiliser des

observations spectroscopiques qui sont li6es au chauffage et au transfert de quantit6 de mouve-

ment produits par l'action des ondes MHD dans ie manteau pour pr6dire le stade d'6volu-

tion de l'6toile. Dans 1'6tat actuel de la th6orie, des informations suppl6mentaires, telles que

la composition de l'atmosph_re de l'_toile, sa luminosit6, sa temperature effective et sa masse,

sont n6cessaires pour pouvoir estimer le stade d'6volution.

En r6sum6, l'apparence des spectres des 6toiles O, Of et de Wolf-Rayet est fortement influenc6e

par les ph6nom6nes de chauffage et de transfert de quantit6 de mouvement non radiatifs se produi-

sant dans le manteau. II en r6sulte que le type spectral O, Of ou Wolf-Rayet ne suffit pas dans l'6tat

actuel de la th6orie pour connaltre le stade d'6volution de l'6toile.

I1 est possible que l'on puisse obtenir des informations int6ressantes sur le stade de l'6volution

partir des caract_res spectraux O, Of et Wolf-Rayet lorsque la th6orie de l'6volution stellaire aura

6t6 6tendue de telle faqon que l'on puisse pr6voir, d'une part l'existence de champs magn6tiques dans

la z6ne convective He + pour les 6toiles chaudes massives (et 6galement pour celles de faible masse),

d'autre part les phases pendant lesquelles la rotation de l'6toile est suffisamment rapide pour que
des mouvements tourbillonnaires se produisent dans les couches externes. Ces mouvements tourbillon-

naires en pr6sence des champs magn_tiques sub-photosph&iques cr6eraient des effets dynamo ayant

pour cons6quence I'expuision de lignes de forces magn&iques hors de l'6toile et la formation d'un

manteau dont les propri6t(_s seraient ainsi pr6visibles. Dans le chapitre 8 on explique comment l'ex-

pulsion de lignes de force magn6tiques peut rendre compte du manteau des 6toiles O, Of et de Wolf-

Rayet, et 6galement du taux de perte de masse.
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SUMMARY

Part I

In Part I of this book, prepared before 1984, basic information is given about O and Wolf-

Rayet stars indicating how these stars are defined and what their chief observable properties are. The

frontier between "observable" and other properties is clearly rather arbitrary. It is linked closely with

the personal idea one forms about the value of the theories used to interpret any phenomenon. For

a long time the wavelength of a spectral line has been considered to be an observable quantity; the

effective temperature has also been so acknowledged, especially since flux measurements have been

extended into the ultraviolet. On the other hand, we consider that the age of a star is a result of the

theory of stellar evolution. The relationship between the theory of stellar evolution and the observa-

tions is not discussed in Part I of this book.

O-type stars are defined by the character of their spectra in the visible range. A very blue distribu-

tion of energy and the presence of absorption lines due to ionized helium are defining characteristics.

However, the O stars do not form a homogeneous group and stars having similar spectra can have

masses, radii, ages, and internal structures which differ greatly. Most O stars known at this time are

luminous, massive stars concentrated near the galactic plane. They are in the first stages of stellar

evolution and are called "normal O stars." However, more and more O stars which are subluminous

and have small masses are being discovered in the galactic halo and are called the "subdwarf O stars."

Their internal structure is still poorly understood but it is certain that these hot, low-mass stars cor-

respond to advanced stages of stellar evolution. The Wolf-Rayet stars are recognized by their spectra

which are dominated by strong, wide emission lines due to highly ionized atoms.

Given these definitions, we describe the spectral classification, intrinsic colors, effective

temperatures, masses, and radii of O and Wolf-Rayet stars as well as the principal studies leading

to these results. So far as each observable quantity is concerned, the normal O stars, the subdwarf

O stars, and the Wolf-Rayet stars present entirely different problems. Therefore, these three types

of hot stars are treated separately.

Part II

The O-type stars are the hottest (earliest) spectral types; Of objects have Hell 4686 and sometimes

other emission lines present, in addition to the normal absorption line spectrum upon which the O-type

classification is based. Wolf-Rayet stars, first identified by Wolf and Rayet at the Paris Observatory

in 1867, are also hot luminous objects with strong, broad (-103 km sec -1) emission lines in the op-

tical region. These simple observational facts are agreed on by the two editors of this monograph,

but the interpretations of these details and others that follow are vastly different.
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The Part II authors adopt the point of view that the anomalous emission line spectra of Of and

Wolf-Rayet stars are due to a stellar wind that is more substantial than is found in the absorption

line O stars. The wind strength itself is almost certainly related to the extreme surface temperature

and luminosity of all of these stars but other physical parameters such as composition differences

and nonthermal energy input may well play a role. The Of stars are among the most highly evolved

and luminous O stars. It is believed that the Wolf-Rayet phenomena are found during the normal

helium burning stages of evolution of all stars that are initially more massive than some limit near

- 40 M ®. Their evolutionary status can be thought of as representing an otherwise not-observed red

supergiant phase of the most massive stars. (The Wolf-Rayet phenomenon is also present in some

of the much lower mass, highly evolved "central stars" of planetary nebulae which will not be discussed

here.) Some few hundred individual O and Of stars and Wolf-Rayet objects are known in our Galaxy

and many others have been identified among galaxies of the Local Group.

Part II of this volume discusses four related themes pertaining to these hottest and most luminous

stars. Chapter 2 will deal with an observational overview of the spectroscopic classification and ex-

trinsic properties of O and Wolf-Rayet stars. In Chapter 3 the intrinsic parameters of luminosity,

effective temperature, mass and composition of the stars, and a discussion of their variability, will

be presented. In Chapter 4, the stellar wind properties will be summarized, and in Chapter 5, the

related issues concerning the effects of the stellar radiation and winds on the immediate interstellar

environment will be given. Near the end of Part II, a summary of the evolutionary connections among
these stars will be offered.

The O stars are classified in the two-dimensional MK system mostly from the hydrogen and

helium absorption line features, starting with type 03 and ending at 09.5, with the intermediate (0.5)

subclasses beginning at 05.5. The Of classification is found in the intrinsically brighter O stars up

to type 08.5; 09 and 09.5 supergiants often show emission lines but not ),4686 of He II. The distinc-

tion between Of and supergiant 09, 09.5 stars is more apparent than real as the ionization balance

in the later O types suppresses the appearance of ionized helium. (A very few, probably only the most

luminous, B-type supergiants show emission in the Balmer series.) The absorption line spectra of the

O and Of stars originates in the stellar photospheres and it is closely coupled to the parameters of

effective temperature and luminosity. These parameters are likewise tied to the more fundamental

quantities of mass and chemical composition through the use of stellar structure models. Observa-

tions of binary systems confirm the overall picture.

By contrast, the main characteristic of the optical spectrum of Wolf-Rayet stars is the dominance

of emission lines. The spectral classification is one-dimensional and it is divided into two major sub-

types, the WN, in which lines of helium and nitrogen ions are seen, and the WC, which contain lines

of carbon and oxygen along with the helium ions. An additional sparsely populated subtype, WO,

with strong OVI lines has also been identified. By analogy with the MK system, "excitation" or "ioniza-

tion" subtypes can be segregated by the ratios of various line strengths of ions of these elements.

These range from WN2 to WN9, and WC4 to WC9, and from "early" to "late," respectively.

In a few WN stars, hydrogen appears to be present, but generally the spectra of Wolf-Rayet

stars are notable for the absence of this element. Absorption lines are generally not found in Wolf-

Rayet stars, except in some instances due to a binary or a more distant companion, or as P Cygni

profiles of the wind associated with certain emission features. An upper Balmer line absorption spec-

trum appears to be an intrinsic feature in only a very few WN stars. There is some difficulty in clearly
delineating "the most extreme Of stars" from the "least extreme WN stars."

The Wolf-Rayet emission line spectra are features of the stellar wind, whose properties are only

loosely coupled to the parameters of effective temperature and luminosity; in fact, the relationship

between the Wolf-Rayet spectral types and the surface properties is not well established. It is sup-

posed that those WN and WC stars with the highest excitation (ionization) subclasses would have
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the highest effective temperatures, but this has not yet been demonstrated quantitatively. Even more

poorly understood is the relationship of the subclasses and the stellar masses, although the well-

determined compositions of the WN and WC spectra do lead in a natural way to identification of

the stars as spawning products of core-hydrogen and core-helium burning material. Thus, one would

expect that the WC stars are more highly evolved than the WN subtypes, but the relationship of the

excitation subclasses to the initial conditions of mass and composition is not clear. Stellar structure

models cannot be made that predict the effective temperatures or radii of Wolf-Rayet stars, because

of a lack of complete understanding of the physics of the wind.

Historically, stars have been classified by their optical spectra, since our eyes and photographic

detectors are most sensitive in this range and the Earth's atmosphere is more or less transparent at

these wavelengths. Recent advances in technology, and the advent of detectors in space, have now

given us new information at other wavelengths. Both the UV and IR wavelengths have been studied

for a number of these stars and their spectra analyzed. The nominal absorption line spectrum of O

stars is also found at other wavelengths, although with the addition of ubiquitous P Cygni features

from the stellar wind in the UV regions. Wolf-Rayet stars retain their predominately emission-line

spectrum in the UV and IR wavelengths.

A few O-type stars show anomalous line strengths of nitrogen or carbon ions (the ON and OC

types). The ON subtypes may have self-induced composition differences, possibly due to mixing, and

the OC classes may represent extreme ionization conditions, but neither group is as yet understood.

Aside from these few objects, other O stars that were studied in our Galaxy have normal composi-

tions. In recent work by investigators Abbott, Bohannan, Hummer, and Voels it appears the Of stars,

and those very luminous late O supergiants with emission lines such as Alpha Cam, may have en-

hanced helium abundance. This material would have been mixed from the core-hydrogen burning

regions and the stars would be somewhat evolved. In the following chapters, I will consider the Of

stars as O types for discussion purposes, except where their advanced evolution stage and presence

of emission lines need to be underlined.

O and Wolf-Rayet stars are "extreme Population r' objects (i.e., they are for the most part

narrowly confined to the galactic plane and define its spiral arm pattern). The longitude distribution

in particular shows an intimate connection between the Wolf-Rayet stars and the most massive of

the O types. The heavy concentrations of dust in the galactic plane prevents us from identifying all

such stars at distances substantially greater than a few Kpc, but this is further away than most other

stars. Within these distances in our Galaxy, we have reasonably complete information on the types

and numbers of the various O and Wolf-Rayet subtypes.

Similarly, many O and Wolf-Rayet stars have been identified in external galaxies (e.g., the

MageUanic Clouds, M31, M33, NGC6822, and IC1613). In these examples of Local Group galaxies,

we are beginning to see the first hints of possible differences in the numbers and distributions of stars

at the upper end of the main sequence. Oddly enough, the various Wolf-Rayet subtypes are not equally

represented in each of these environments: the late WC stars, the WCL types, have only been found

in the solar vicinity inward towards the galactic center. Yet the other subclasses are found not only

in the solar vicinity but in the other galaxies as well. Ultimately, such information on the distribution

of massive stars will help us to understand the formation and evolution of galaxies, but we are now

at only a primitive level of understanding. The spectra of the O stars in the SMC are clearly anomalous

in having weaker lines, consistent with what is known concerning the composition of the interstellar

gas: the LMC O stars are more like their galactic counterparts.

Some 40 percent of all O stars are binaries, as evidenced by their periodic radial velocities. Also,

this fraction seems to be found among the Wolf-Rayet objects, suggesting that a companion star,

in most cases, does not play a leading role in their anomalies.
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Absolute visual magnitudes of O and Wolf-Rayet stars can be obtained for those objects iden-

tiffed in galactic dusters and associations with "known" distances and from members of the MageUanic

Clouds. "Calibrations" of the M v with spectral types are presented in Chapter 3, but the derivation
of the luminosities from these numbers is highly approximate due to the uncertainty in the effective

temperature scale and bolometric corrections for the Wolf-Rayet stars. "Best" estimates of these quan-

tities are given in other tables in this chapter, along with a discussion of the problems and uncertain-

ties in deriving the numbers.

Dr. Dietrich Baade has given an overview of the intrinsic variations of photospheric features

in the last portion of Chapter 3. The flux and flux distribution from the continuous spectrum and

the absorption and emission features are believed to vary at some level (not yet always detectable)

in many (and maybe in all) stars. Some of the most noticeable variations are found in close binary

systems in which complicated interactions between the stars and their winds are occurring. The most

Luminous Blue supergiant stars (LBV) often show readily identifiable variations, potentially due to

their surfaces having properties close to the Eddington Limit. In some of these supergiants, "out-

bursts" or singular violent events have been observed on occasion in the past.

Among single stars nearer the main sequence, low-level variability may be attributable to

Nonradial Pulsations (NRP) in which various modes or the phenomena of "mode switching" may

be present. As Baad¢ notes, the systematic observational work is just beginning; as in many cases,

the observational effects are subtle and often just at the limit of detectability. Advanced detectors

and increased signal-to-noise data will dramatically help our understanding of the physics. Baade's

review mostly concerns the photospheric spectrum of a star: Does the variability he considers manifest

itself directly in the stellar winds of these objects? Possibly, but the connection is not yet clear.

Chapter 4 contains several individual reviews of the stellar winds of O and Wolf-Rayet stars.

Dr. Katy Garmany gives a detailed review of the overall parameters of the stellar winds of O-type

stars, paying particular attention to those inferred mass-loss rates and terminal velocities which can

be most readily obtained from the data. The most important dependence of the mass-loss rate is upon

the stellar luminosity; although other stellar properties such as mass, gravity, and effective temperature

might play a role, this has not yet been shown quantitatively. The unequivocal relationship between

mass-loss rate and luminosity strongly suggests that radiation pressure is the leading determinant of

the stellar wind properties of O stars (and B supergiants).

The relationship between mass-loss rate and luminosity among the Wolf-Rayet stars is less clear

because of the uncertainty in the bolometric correction. Wolf-Rayet stars have much stronger winds

than O stars with mass-loss rates of some few l0 5 solar masses a year. The earlier types have

somewhat larger terminal velocities than the later types, as can be inferred from their optical emission-

line widths, but the numbers are no larger than what are found in O stars. The wind densities are

higher in Wolf-Rayet stars, leading to optical depth unity being found where the material is already

flowing. This leads directly to an understanding that the dominant emission-line spectrum is a direct

result of the substantial wind density.

Drs. R.P. Kudritzki, A. Pauldrach and J. Puls give an overview of the essential features of the

radiatively driven wind theory and a comparison to the observational details. This theory, as it has

been developed over the years by a number of astrophysicists, has been remarkably successful in its

major outlines. There is good correspondence in the overall features of stellar winds; e.g., the predic-

tion of the observed dependence upon the luminosity and the relationship to the observed terminal

velocities. In more recent work than is reported in this monograph, the theory has been used by Kudrit-

zki and associates and by Abbott to predict the dependence of mass-loss rate and terminal velocity

on the overall chemical composition. Recently reported observations of Magellanic Cloud O stars

by Garmany and Conti confirm the predictions of lower terminal velocities in the SMC but smaller

mass-loss rates are not found. A possible explanation might lie in an inadequate determination of
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the luminosities of the Magellanic Cloud stars due to uncertainties in the spectral type/effective

temperature dependence. This important issue is currently unsettled.

A notable exception to the success of current radiatively driven stellar wind theory is observed

stellar variability. This can only be understood in terms of the radiatively driven theory if the stellar

radiation itself varies or if instabilities are naturally occurring in the wind. It would be important

to demonstrate that the kinds of subtle details in the variability found in the stellar photospheres,

as considered by Baade in Chapter 3, show up in a direct manner in the stellar winds. So far, there

has been no quantitative work on this issue for O or Wolf-Rayet stars, but this would be a promising

route to explore. The bottleneck is primarily an observational one that needs a dedicated and concen-

trated attack on several key stars at various wavelengths.

Stellar wind variability, particularly in the "narrow" components frequently found in the ab-

sorption part of the P Cygni profiles, is considered by Dr. Huib Henrichs in Chapter 4. After his

discussion of the data, specifically the time scales, he considers various models that have been put

forward to explain the existence of the narrow features. Most of these models cannot explain the data

in any satisfactory way. He favors a connection to the NRP phenomena, in particular the mode switch-

ing, as a way of adding nonthermal energy to the radiatively driven wind. Although much more work,

both observational and theoretical, will have to be addressed to this issue, many guess that it will

turn out to be the right approach. Thus the winds of O (and Wolf-Rayet) stars are primarily radiatively

driven, but additional energy which modifies the overall structure is coming from surface phenomena

such as nonradial pulsations.

A star is a gaseous entity held in a delicate balance between the inward force of gravity and

the outward force of radiation pressure due to the nuclear fires in its core. The "surface" or photosphere

is the region from which the radiation escapes. But the star does not "end" at this point since matter

still exists beyond it. In the stars of this monograph, substantial material is found above the photosphere

in the form of a stellar wind. This wind has interactions with material further from the star either

from its previous integrated history of mass loss, or from possible episodic "events," or from that

matter initially found surrounding the star. This material, which is partially composed of stellar ejec-

ta and partly of swept up interstellar material, has been substantially modified by the star itself, both

by its intense radiation but also by its wind momentum. I have referred to this matter as the Local

Stellar Medium, or LSM, to distinguish it from the relatively unaltered Interstellar Medium, or ISM.

O and Wolf-Rayet stars greatly modify their environs; in star formation processes, the appearance

of one or more newly born O stars dramatically affects further star births. Their deaths as super-

novae will drastically affect the surroundings and inexorably alter what follows in the vicinity. In

addition to these singular events, the study of the interaction of the star with its environment during

its few million year lifetime is one of the most interesting of the newly emerging phenomena con-

cerned with these hot stars. Many of the physical processes are nonlinear and are likely to be nonther-

mal as well. Most of the work done so far has been based on assuming spherical symmetry and a

homogeneous medium. It is clear the ISM is highly nonhomogeneous; the LSM should be even more

so since it has been modified by the stellar wind and the radiation field. Examples of the LSM are

the so-called "rings" and "bubbles" associated with a few O and Wolf-Rayet stars. The conditions

near other stars may not be favorable for easy detections of these features.

One of the main thrusts of the work described in Part II of this monograph is the presumption

that Wolf-Rayet stars are the highly evolved descendants of the most massive stars. Both observa-

tions and theoretical modeling lead in the direction of this basic conclusion. Independent evidence

comes from several avenues.

It is well known that massive stars are losing mass, given the ubiquitous presence of P Cygni

profiles in the UV resonance lines; furthermore, surrounding several Of stars and some LBV is found

nitrogen-enriched material, which must have been ejected from the star. It is reasonable to conclude
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that mass loss and stellar mixing must play a role in the evolution of massive stars, as they still con-

taln hydrogen and are still burning hydrogen in their stellar interiors.

Red supergiant stars are known to be helium core-burning objects, yet they are not found brighter

than a bolometric magnitude of about -10, corresponding to stars with initial masses around 40 M o.

Yet bolometrically brighter blue supergiants are known and stars more massive have been found; these

supergiants must carry out their helium core-burning phases somewhere other than as red supergiants.

Wolf-Rayet stars are observed to have properties of anomalous composition of helium and

nitrogen or helium, carbon, and oxygen, and very little or, in most cases, no hydrogen. Those stars

that are members of binary systems are observed to be more luminous, yet less massive, than their

companions. An assertion that the Wolf-Rayet stars are the helium burning descendants of the most

massive stars fits all the previously observed data.

Independent confirmation of this picture can be seen in the overall galactic concentration of

the most massive O stars, B supergiants, and the Wolf-Rayet stars in the spiral arms towards the galactic

center; less massive O stars do not share such a longitude distribution and B main sequence stars and
giants are even less similar in their locations.

Stellar models, with mass loss and mixing, are able to produce completely stripped cores in the

helium-burning phases. These objects are found in the relatively hot part of the HR diagram, rather

than in the cooler red supergiant portions. The enigmatic appearance of exclusively emission-line spectra

can be reproduced from strong stellar winds, themselves the products of the extremes of luminosity
and temperature one would expect of massive helium-burning objects with little or no hydrogen re-

maining. The interpretation of Wolf-Rayet stars as helium-burning objects is in accord with all the

observed data and consistent with the expectations from stellar evolution theory.

The Of stars appear to be the late phases of the core hydrogen-burning phases of massive stars;

stellar models suggest these stars may already be turning "leftwards" in the upper part of the HR

diagram. Mass may also be lost in episodic events connected with the LBV stars, which potentially

play an intermediate role between the H- and He-burning phases in some (all?) massive stars. This
connection is not yet certain. Binaries probably play only a relatively minor role in massive star evolution

unless the companions are initially very close since the models indicate the stars turn back to the "left"

while still burning hydrogen before their radii become appreciable.

The types and numbers of the various Wolf-Rayet stars are found to be different from place

to place, but these relationships are not yet sorted out due to the difficulty in predicting the effective

temperatures from the stellar models. Potentially, these stars have the ability to give us information

concerning the evolutionary details of the most massive stars in different environments.

Epilogue to Part H

The contributions of Part II of this monograph were essentially completed by the end of 1986.

Early in 1987, the radiation from the supernova explosion in the LMC reached the Earth, giving us

an unprecedented view of the violent death of a massive star. The immediate progenitor object, NS-69

202, was a B3 supergiant; there is circumstantial evidence of a prior history as a red supergiant. The

initial mass of the object inferred from the bolometric luminosity of the explosion was about 20 M o,
roughly 09 on the main sequence.

Our prior knowledge of stellar evolution would have suggested that such a 20 M o star would

end its life in thered supergiant stage. For some reasons not yet fully understood, NS-69 202 returned

to the blue part of the HR diagram before the explosion. As a blue supergiant, it had a relatively

small radius and thus the optical light was rather faint compared to other SNII. After the event, it

has been possible to parameterize mass loss and mixing in a series of 20 M o evolving models in which

this scenario might normally occur under similar initial conditions. One would then predict that other
relatively faint SN of type II, like 1987a, would be common. So far, SNII have not been identified

in other galaxies but possibly a selection effect has been operating against detecting them.
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The shock wave from the SN event is now proceeding outward through the LSM of the explod-

ed star. As the shock wave proceeds, it encounters and excites material that had been previously ejected
by the prior blue and red supergiant phases which may be distinguished from one another by their

different "terminal" velocities. Observations over time will thus reveal some of the past history of

NS-69 202, in particular, its composition. It would not be too surprising to find enhanced nitrogen

in these stages; the detection of anomalous helium will probably be more difficult, given the physical

conditions of the gas cloud as the shock reaches it. SN 1987a will certainly be a revealing object over

the next years as the physical conditions earlier and earlier in its history are brought to light. As the

material expands from the SN, it becomes less opaque, revealing the innermost core of the star in

the times immediately preceding the explosion. New and probably unprecedented information awaits

us in the gradual unfolding of a massive star. Our understanding of such massive stars may well be

completely altered by such observations and interpretation.

Part III

In Part III, it is shown that the strengths of the emission lines and of almost all of the strong

absorption lines in the spectra of O and Wolf-Rayet stars, the emission of X rays and an infrared

and radio excess, and the outflow of wind cannot be interpreted in a self-consistent way if one uses

only classical stellar atmosphere theory based on the constraints of hydrostatic, radiative, and statistical

equilibrium. The general problem of understanding the spectra of O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet stars is

posed in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, the theory of the atmospheres of hot stars published by the end

of 1981 is reviewed and its successes and its failures are noted. In Chapter 8, a study is made of the

effect of assuming a relatively weak, inhomogeneous magnetic field in addition to the assumptions

upon which the classical theory of stellar spectra has long been based. It is argued that this additional

assumption contributes greatly to understanding what is observed.

Radiatively driven turbulence may be the cause of some of the spectroscopic phenomena which

are observed, but it seems most likely that the prime causes of the high temperatures and outflow

deduced to be present in the mantles of O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet stars are the heating and momentum

transfer which result from turbulent motions in the photosphere buffeting the footpoints of magnetic

lines of force which thread the photosphere. In Chapter 8, it is postulated that the needed magnetic

lines of force originate in dynamos situated in the He + convective layer which occurs in the deepest

parts of the photospheres of O and Wolf-Rayet stars. The primary source of the motion described

as turbulence and invoked to generate magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves (which then propagate

through the mantles of the O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet stars) is the rotation of the star. The viscosity

of the rotating fluid which forms the boundary layer of the star is believed to generate a turbulent,

helical flow in the photosphere, a flow which is parallel to the surface of the star. This flow then

creates dynamos in the He + convection zone and generates MHD waves.

Radiatively driven turbulence (see Chapter 7) may be generated when radiation traverses a low-

density ionized gas in which there is a velocity gradient. However, it remains to be shown that the

sound waves needed in the theories of radiatively driven turbulence can propagate from the photosphere,

or deeper layers where they may be generated, to the mantle of the star. The necessary velocity gra-

dient for the theories of radiatively driven turbulence can be generated by the action of MHD waves

(see Chapter 8). Once a significant velocity gradient has been generated, the effects of radiation pressure

in lines may augment the velocity gradient generated by the action of MHD waves.

Five questions are posed at the end of Chapter 6. Brief answers to these questions are as follows:

1. The ultimate source for the nonradiative energy and momentum which are released and which

cause a mantle to form is the rotation of the star.
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2.

,

4.

3°

The energy and momentum which originate in the rotation of the star are transferred to the

gas in the mantle of the star by the actions of MHD waves as they propagate along the magnetic

field lines which traverse the mantle. The magnetic field lines are generated in dynamos which

arise as helical motion, generated by the rotation of the star in the weak general magnetic

field. It is likely that the magnetic field lines pass through the photosphere only in narrow

regions concentrated at the edges of turbulent eddies, as is observed in the Sun.

The release of nonradiative energy and momentum by the actions of MHD waves is not signifi-

cant in the photosphere because, in the parts of the photosphere where magnetic field lines

are present, the plasma beta (ratio of gas pressure to magnetic pressure) is large. In the parts

of the photosphere free from magnetic field lines, no MHD waves are present.

Nonradiative phenomena in stellar atmospheres are important for understanding the evolu-

tion of stars in all cases where the empirically selected criteria for spectral type are spectroscopic

features dependent for their strength and appearance on the presence of nonradiatively

generated heat and momentum in the mantle. It is commonly assumed that a spectral type

may always be used as an unambiguous indicator of the primary parameters of the theory

of stellar evolution. We recall that the primary parameters of the theory of stellar evolution

are the mass, radius, effective temperature, and composition of the star. It has been shown

in Chapter 7 that these basic parameters cannot be deduced unambiguously from the spectra

of O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet stars when one solely uses classical theory. The observed appearance

of O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet spectra depends sensitively on the amount of nonradiative energy

and momentum in the mantle of the star as well as on the size of the mantle and the state

of motion. Consequently, it is very important to take note of the occurrence of nonradiative

phenomena in the atmospheres of hot stars if one is to understand the evolution of the hot

stars correctly. Information about the masses, radii, and effective temperatures of O and

Wolf-Rayet stars may be found in Part I of this book. The theoretical studies reviewed in

Part III indicate that Population I O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet stars have normal, solar composi-

tion. In some subluminous O stars, the relative abundance of helium to hydrogen is not nor-

mal. It appears that gravitational settling of helium may have taken place in some cases, while

in others most of the hydrogen-rich envelope may have been lost.

The observation of nonradiative phenomena in the atmospheres of O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet

stars do not give guidance concerning the stage of evolution of isolated, single, O, Of, and

Wolf-Rayet stars. Spectra which are classified as O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet are found among

the normal, massive, young stars of Population I and among the subluminous stars. The

latter stars can rightfully be regarded as old, highly evolved objects. The information presented

in Part III of this book indicates that the spectroscopic phenomena which typify O, Of, and

Wolf-Rayet spectra are most likely due to the heating and momentum transfer in a mantle

caused by the rotation of a hot star which has a weak magnetic field in its boundary layer.

The boundary-layer magnetic field may be primordial in origin, or it may have been generated

during the evolution of the star. Until the theory of stellar evolution reaches such a state

of completeness that one can predict the occurrence of magnetic flux in the boundary layer

of a hot star (e.g., specifically in the He + convection zone of its photosphere), one cannot

only use the observation of spectroscopic phenomena which suggest heating and momentum

transfer primarily generated by the actions of MHD waves in the mantle of the star to deduce

the stage of evolution of a hot star. Other independent information such as the composition

of the atmosphere, the luminosity of the star, its effective temperature, and its mass are needed

before one may estimate the stage of evolution of the star.
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In summary, the appearance of the spectra of O, Of, and Wolf- Rayet stars is strongly condi-

tioned by the actions of nonradiative heating and nonradiative momentum transfer in the mantle of

the star. Therefore, an O, Of, or Wolf-Rayet spectral type is not an unambiguous guide to the stage

of evolution of the star.

It may be possible to deduce interesting evolutionary information from spectral types of classes

of O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet stars when the theory of stellar evolution has been extended to include

a prediction of when in their lifetimes massive model stars (and those of low mass), having high effec-

tive temperatures, may have magnetic flux in their subsurface He + convection zones and when they

may be rotating at such a speed that helical flow motion is generated in the boundary layer of the

star. The latter flow will create subsurface dynamos in the general magnetic field with a consequent

expulsion of magnetic lines of force from the star and the formation of a mantle having the proper-

ties which are deduced for the mantles of O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet stars. In Chapter 8, it is explained

how the expulsion of magnetic lines of force can account for the mantles of O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet

stars including the rate of mass loss from each star.
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INTRODUCING THE O AND
WOLF-RAYET STARS

I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of Part I of this book is to give

some general information on O and Wolf-

Rayet stars--how they are defined and what

their main observable properties are.

The O and Wolf-Rayet stars are defined by

the appearance of their spectra in the visual

spectral range which is observable from the

ground. The O-type spectra have a hot energy

distribution and absorption lines of He II, He

I, and H I. They can be ordered in sequences

by using a choice of changing observable de-

tails. Theoretical model atmospheres show that,

with an adequate choice of the changing details,

the sequences can represent either increasing ef-

fective temperature or increasing surface gravi-

ty. Some spectroscopic features originating in

outer parts of the stellar atmosphere are not

well correlated with effective temperature or

surface gravity. These features are generally

avoided in normal classification schemes as

described in Part I, and the problem of model-

ing the outer parts of the stellar atmospheres

is treated in Part III. Although O stars are

defined by spectroscopic features which cor-

relate well with effective temperature or surface

gravity, they do not form an homogeneous

group, and stars with very similar spectra may

differ widely in their masses, radii, ages, inter-

nal structure, etc. Most of the O stars situated

near the galactic plane are bright young massive

objects. Their internal structure and evolution

seem to be well understood. They form an ex-

tension to higher temperatures of the B-type

stars and are generally called "normal O stars."

In the halo, a large number of intrinsically faint

blue stars have been discovered, with energy

distributions similar to the energy distribution

of normal O or B stars. They are called "O

subdwarfs" when He II absorption lines are

present and "B subdwarfs" when He II is ab-

sent. With their hot atmospheres and low

luminosities, the subdwarfs have small masses

and can correspond only to late stages of evolu-

tion. These late stages of evolution are not yet

completely understood, and the relation be-

tween O and B subdwarfs is still unclear. A

puzzling point is that the atmosphere of an O

subdwarf can apparently mimic almost exact-

ly a normal O star. The same spectroscopic

features may thus correspond to very different

objects.

The Wolf-Rayet spectra are dominated by

strong and broad emission lines. They can be

and are also ordered in sequences, but there is

no evidence that these sequences correspond to

a monotonic change in effective temperature or

in any other physical parameter.

The information summarized here is, on the

whole, that available by the early eighties, sup-

plemented by a few later results. Some of the

topics treated in this Part of the book are ex-

panded in Parts II and Ill in order to take into
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account recent observations and theories.* In

particular, a rapid increase of knowledge about

Wolf-Rayet stars is occurring at this time.

II. SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION

The classification systems used for O stars

are based either on the line spectrum or on the

continuum. Here we review the criteria used to

select O and Wolf-Rayet stars.

A. The First Spectral Classification Systems

The early history of spectral classification

has been summarized by R. H. Curtis (1932),

and the classification systems for O stars which

were developed before 1965 have been dis-

cussed by Underhill (1966). In the most-used

system--the MK system which was originated

by Morgan and Keenan in 1943--the spectral

types are based solely on the apparent relative

intensities of lines of He II and He I in the spec-

tral region between 4000 and 5000 ,/_. Typical

well-widened spectra obtained with grating

spectrographs at - 125 .A mm -l (see Morgan et

al., 1978) show that the ratios He 1 4471/He

II 4541 and He I, He II 4026/He II 4200

decrease monotonically from type B0V to 04

owing to the decrease in strength of He I 4471

and of the He I/He II blend at 4026/_ and to

the increase in strength of He II 4541 and He

II 4200 as one progresses from type B0V
through 09, 08, etc. to 04. The He II lines are

members of the Pickering series due to transi-

tions from the levels with chief quantum

number equal 4 to higher levels. The He I lines

are members of the 23P°-n3D series.

The standard stars which define the MK

classification system for the O stars have been

given by Johnson and Morgan (1953) and by

Morgan et al. (1978). Interpolation between the

spectra of these stars, by means of visual in-

spection of well-widened spectra covering the

range from 3900 to 5000 A permits classifica-

tion into the various O subtypes. The MK

*Especially for effective temperatures; see Chapter 3.

classification system for the O stars does not

provide a separation into luminosity classes.

The spectral types run from 09.5, which

follows type B0, by half steps, to 04. In other

parts of the HR diagram, the MK luminosity

classes are used to provide a two-dimensional

separation into main-sequence stars, which

form classes V and IV, into giants, which form

classes III and II, and into supergiants, which

form classes Ib, lab, and Ia.

Many O-type stars show emission lines at N

III 4634, 40, 41 and at He II 4686. Pearce (1930)

introduced the designation "f" to indicate

those O stars which showed emission at the N

III multiplet and at He I1 4686 on prismatic

spectra having a dispersion of about 51 /_

mm -1 at H3,. Some of these stars also show

emission at Ha, C III 5696 and at other lines.

Pearce chose not to use the letter "e" to in-

dicate the presence of these emission lines

because the type Oe5 had been used in the

Henry Draper Catalogue to identify O stars

which showed an absorption-line spectrum on

the objective-prism plates used for that first

comprehensive systematic survey of the spec-

tral types of stars. The Victoria system of

classification for the O stars is based primarily

on the relative strengths of the He II and the

He I lines because simple theory indicates that

this should be a criterion responsive to effec-

tive temperature.

B. Revisions Derived from

Low-Dispersion Spectra

A number of weak absorption lines due

chiefly to ions of C, N, O, and Si can be seen

at types B2 through O--the OB group--on

spectra having a dispersion of 100 ,A mm -1 or

better. Walborn (1971a, 1972, 1973a) has used

the appearance of the spectra of the OB stars

at a dispersion of 62 or 63 ft mm -I covering

the region 3900 to 4800 ,_ to develop a more

detailed spectral classification of the hottest

absorption-line stars than is possible using the

low-dispersion spectra of the MK system. His

system assigns luminosity classes to these stars.

He follows the method of the MK system and
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defineshissubtypesbymeansofstandardstars.
Thevarioussubtypesin therangeB2.5to 09
arebasedchieflyoncriteriawhichinvolvelines
fromHeI andHeII andfromSiII, SiIII, and
SiIV.Thosein therange08.5to03arebased
ontheratioHeII 4541/HeI 4471forspectral
typeandonavarietyof criteriaforluminosity
class,includingthepresenceof emissionlines
of N III and He II. Walborn'sprimary
classificationcriteriaarelistedinTable1-1.His
standardstars,publishedinWalborn(1971a,
1972,1973a),aregivenin Table1-2.In these
threepapers,Walborngivesthespectraltype
for mostof thebrightOstarsandfor some
starswithtypesin therangeB2.5to B0.

Walbornretainsuseoftheletter"n" (mean-
ingnebulousordiffuselines)asanindication
ofthewidthoftheabsorptionlinesseenonhis
spectra.Heuses((n))toindicatethatSiIV4116
andHeI 4121arejustmergedat63/_,mm-l,
(n) to representa degreeof broadeningin-
termediatebetweenthat of ((n)) and the
broadeningseeninthestarswhicharegivenn-
typesat 125/_mm-_(thetypicaldispersionfor
theMK system),and[n] to indicatethatthe
broadeningof theHlinesismuchgreaterthan
thatoftheHelines.Thesedesignationsarenot
surelyrelatedtorotationalbroadening;insome
cases,theyreferto double-linedspectrawhich
werenotresolvedat 63,_mm-l.

Walbornalsoretainsuseof theletter"f"
andexpandsthisnotationtodesignatevarious
caseswhichareseen.Heuses((f))to indicate
weakN III 4634,40,41emissioncoupledwith
strongHeII 4686absorption,(f)toindicatethe
presenceof N 1II4634,40,41emissionandHe
II 4686absorptionwhichisweakorneutralized
bybeingfilledin withemission,f to indicate
thatbothN III 4634,40,41andHeII 4686are
inemission,andf÷ toindicatethatSiIV4089
and4116linesareinemission,aswellasthe
N III 4634,40,41multipletandHeII 4686.The
f÷ characteristicgenerallyappearsonlyin06
to 04 stars.

Theemissionlinesusedto assignthe f
characteristicstypicallydonothaveaP-Cygni
profilecomposedofashortwarddisplacedab-
sorptioncomponentanda moreor lessun-

displacedemissioncomponent,butappearto
rise from the continuumwith little or no
underlyingabsorptionvisible.

ThetypeO3f* (Walborn,1971b,1973b,
1982)isdescribedasfollows:HeI isnotvisible;
theNIV emissionat4058isstrongerthanthe
NIII emissionat4634,40,41;theN V absorp-
tionat4604and4620iscomparableinstrength
to HeII 4541;thelinesSi IV 4089and4116
areweaklyin emission;andtheHe II 4686
emissionis shiftedlongwardfromits normal
position.Thistypeof spectrumisrathersimilar
tothatshownbytheWN7-AandWN6-Atypes
describedby HiltnerandSchild(1966).(See
below.)Walborn(1982)introducesalsothe
designation(f*) and((f*)) correspondingto
weakor strongHe II 4686absorption.

Walborn(1973a)hasnotedtwogroupsof
O-typespectrawhichprobablygiveevidenceof
differentkindsof shellactivity,givingthemthe
notations"Of?p" and "Onfp." The pro-
totypesof thefirstgroupareHD 108andHD
148937,whicharedescribedinWalborn(1972).
A primarycharacteristicisthatemissioninC
III 4647,50,51iscomparableinstrengthwith
theemissioninNIII 4634,40,41.Profilesof the
hydrogenlinesusuallyhaveamarkedP-Cygni
characterin thistypeof star.Studyathigher
dispersionindicatesthatthistypeof spectrum
maybeduetoabinarysystemenvelopedingas.
Weak C III 4647,50,51 emission is known to

occur in a number of Of stars, but these stars

are not considered to belong to the Of?p group

because they do not show a complex emission-

and absorption-line structure for the hydrogen
lines.

The principal distinguishing characteristic of

the Onfp stars is a composite emission and ab-

sorption structure at He I! 4686. The ap-

pearance of the profile at 63/_ mm -_ may be

described either as an absorption line with emis-

sion wings or as a relatively broad emission

feature superposed on an absorption line. There

is a range in profiles from strong absorption

with very weak emission wings (HD 14434, HD

192281) to strong emission split by a weak ab-

sorption feature as in )x Cephei. This broad

emission feature appears to be similar to those



Table 1-1

Primary Classification Criteria for OB Stars According to Walborn

Criterion Used For Notes

Types B2.5 -- B1.5

Appearance He I 4009

He 1 4009/He I 4026

He I 4121/He I 4144

Si II 4128,30/He I 4121

Si III 4552/He I 4387

C I114647,50,51/He I 4713

Types B1 -- 09

He I 4009/He I 4026

Si IV 4089/H_ or He I 4121

Si IV 4116/He I 4121

He II 4200/He I 4144

He II 4541/He I 4471

He II 4541/He I 4387

Si III 4552/He II 4541

Si III 4552/He I 4387

Si III 4552/Si IV 4089

He II 4686/He I 4713

Types 08.5 -- 03

He II 4200/He I, II 4026

He I 4471

He II 4541/He I 4471

Types 08.5 -- 07

Of; Si IV very strong

He II 4686 absorption

weak or neutralized; Si IV

strong

He II 4686 absorption;

Si IV strong; He II 4541/

He I 4387 greater than at V

He II 4686 absorption very

strong

Types 06 -- 04
Of and Of +

He II 4686 absorption weak
or neutralized

He II 4686 absorption strong

Luminosity class

Spectral type

Luminosity class

Spectral type

Luminosity class

Spectral type

Spectral type

Spectral type and luminosity class

Spectral type and luminosity class

Spectral type

Spectral type

Luminosity class

Spectral type

Luminosity class

Spectral type

Luminosity class

Spectral type

Spectral type

Spectral type

Luminosity class la

Luminosity class Ib

Luminosity class III

Luminosity class V

Luminosity class I

Luminosity class III

Luminosity class V

Diffuse at class V

Maximum at B2

Defines B2.5

Assists in resolving diagonal

ambiguity in B1 V - B2 III and

in defining B1.5; use with
caution

Generally blended at MK

dispersion

Defines 09, 09.5

Defines 09, 09.5

Important at 08

Defines 09.7

Negative luminosity effect

Equals unity at 06

Almost invisible at 04; invisible

at 03

Equals unity at 07

HD 151804, 08 laf

HD 225160, 08 Ib(f)

Per, 07.5 IIl((f))

k Ori, 08 IIl((f))

15 Mon, 07 V((f))

HD 46149, 08.5 V

HD 15570, 04 If +

HD 15558, 05 Ill(f)

HD 46223, 04 V((f))

HD 46150, 05 V((f))



Table 1-2

Classification Standard Stars for OB Types According to Walborn

Spectral
Dwarfs Giants Supergiants

Type

B3 T/ Aur V, T/ UMa V HD 21483 III o z CMa la, x Cru la

82.5 HD 214432 V _.2 Cyg III 3 Gem Ib, 55 Cyg la,

HD 92964 la

B2 HD 42401 V 3"Ori III, HD 141318 II 9 Cep Ib, X20ri la

B1.5 HD 154445 V 12 Lac III, HD 96159 II HD 190603 la +

B1 J Sco V o Sco III, -57°3506A II _" Per Ib, HD 86606 Ib,

HD 13854 lab,

HD 148688 la

B0.7 HD 201795 V _ Per III HD 190919 Ib,

HD 109867 Ib,

x Cas lat,

HD 152235 la

B0.5 HD 36960 V 1 Cas III x Ori la, HD 152234 la

BO.2 7 Sco V HD 6675 Ill, HD 108639 III --

BO u Ori V HD 48434 III, HD 150041 III _ Ori la, HD 91969 la

09.7 -- HD 10125 II _" Ori Ib, HD 152147 Ib,

# Nor lab,

HD 152003 lab,

HD 195592 la

09.5 AE Aur V, HD 93027 V HD 189957 Ill 19 Cep Ib, _ Cam la

OC9.5 - -- HD 152249 labt

09 10 Lac V, HD 93028 V L Ori III HD 210809 lab,

HD 149404 la

08 - X Ori IIl((f)) HD 225160 Ib(f),

HD 151804 laf

07.5 -- _ Per IIl(n)((f)) --

07 15 Mon V((f)) HD 93222 IIl((f)) --

HD 91824 V((f))

06.5 HD 165052 V(n)((f)) HD 190864 Ill(f) HD 69464 Ib(f)

06 HD 101190 V((f)) -- ), Cep I(n)fp

05 HD 46150 V((f)) HD 15558 Ill(f)

HD 93204 V((f))

04 HD 46223 V((f)) -- HD 190429A If +

HD 96715 V((f))

03 HDE 303308 V((f)) -- VI Cyg No. 7 If*

HD 93129A If*

rNitrogen-deficient star.



noted by Wilson (1955, 1957, 1958) and con-

firmed by Underhill (1958). The broad emission

may be interpreted as coming from an exten-

sive optically thin atmosphere, expanding or

rotating, which surrounds the O star. (See Part

III.) Walborn notes that the uniform presence

of broadened absorption lines within the Onfp

category is suggestive of rapid rotation. Either

the n or the f characteristic, or both, may be

in parentheses in this category of spectral type.

Walborn (1971c) has drawn attention to the

fact that, in some stars of the OB group, ab-

sorption lines of N III or N II are enhanced in

strength compared to those in normal stars of

equivalent spectral type, while lines of carbon

and/or oxygen may be weakened. He denotes

the types for these stars by ON or BN, depend-

ing on whether the star is of type O or type B.

He also introduces the symbols "OC" and

"BC" to denote spectra in which the lines of

N III or N II are weak compared to those in

normal spectra of an equivalent type and the

absorption lines of C III or C II are enhanced

in some B-type supergiants. Walborn (1976) has

listed 20 known OBN and OBC stars. Here he

discusses the basis for the classification and

possible origins for the observed anomalies. He

also lists stars which have been associated with

the OBN/OBC group but are normal and 21

stars with moderate CNO anomalies. The

calculations of Dufton and Hibbert (1981) show

that certain N II lines, including the line at 3995

,_, can be greatly strengthened by statistical

equilibrium (non-LTE) effects in the atmo-

sphere.

The interpretation of the discrepancies noted

by Walborn in the relative intensities of various

lines in O- and B-type spectra and codified by

specific spectral-type notations is not

straightforward. Many of the lines that

Walborn uses for spectral-type criteria are af-

fected by non-LTE effects or by emission of a

selective character. (See Part III.) Thus, cau-

tion is desirable in interpreting Walborn's spec-

tral types and luminosity classes simply in terms

of effective temperature and gravity in the

stellar atmosphere and of concluding that

anomalous line strength means anomalous

abundance. The calibration of Walborn's

luminosity classes in terms of visual absolute

magnitude is discussed in the section Absolute

Magnitudes.

C. Revision Using

Moderate-Dispersion Spectra

Conti and his colleagues have studied O-type

spectra on spectrograms of moderate disper-

sion, and Conti has developed a classification

scheme based on the equivalent widths of He

1 4471 and He II 4541 measured on spectra hav-

ing a dispersion of 16 ._ mrn -j. His criteria,

presented in Conti and Alschuler (1971) and

Conti and Frost (1977), are given in Table 1-3.
The measured variable is:

loglo W' =

loglo W(4471) - loglo W(4541 ),
(1-1)

where Wis the equivalent width of the indicated

line determined from spectra having a disper-

sion of 16 A mm -I. The most recent spectral

types assigned by Conti for 150 O stars are

given by Conti and Leep (1974) and by Conti

and Frost (1977). Eighteen of the stars listed

by Conti and Frost are in the list of Conti and

Leep or that of Conti and Burnichon (1975),

sometimes with differing types.

Conti's spectral types correlate well with

those of Walborn. He has adopted Walborn's

convention with regard to stars with abnormal-

ly strong N III or C III lines (i.e., he designates

such spectra as ON or OC, respectively). He

also adopts Walborn's convention of using ((0)

to denote stars with N 1II 4634,40,41 in emis-

sion but He II 4686 in absorption, (f) for those

with N Ili 4634,40,41 emission but He II 4686

either very weak in absorption or completely

neutralized, and 'f' for those with both N I11

4634,40,41 and He II 4686 in emission above

the level of the continuum. He does not adopt
Walborn's convention about use of the letter

"n" to indicate the apparent width of the ab-

sorption lines.



Table 1-3

Criteria Used by Conti to Classify 0 Stars

Spectral Type Range for log W' Spectral Type Range for log W'

09.5 >I+0.45 06.5 -0.11 to -0.20
09 +0.44 to +0.30 06 -0.21 to -0.30

08.5 +0.29 to +0.20 05.5 -0.31 to-0.45

08 +0.19 to +0.10 05 -0.46 to -0.60

07.5 +0.09 to +0.00 04 <-0.60

07 -0.01 to -0.10 03 He I 4471 absent

Luminosity classes V, III, or I are assigned

by Conti for most stars of spectral types O7 and

later on the basis of the value of the ratio Si

IV 4089/He 1 4J 43, bu! Conti has not published

a quantitative relationship between the value of

this ratio and luminosity class or visual absolute

magnitude. An analysis of Conti's measure-

ments of the strength of He II 4686 in O stars

and the visual absolute magnitudes of these

stars as determined from membership in open

clusters and associations suggests that the

strength of He II 4686 is related to luminos-

ity (Conti and Leep, 1974). Likewise, all the

most luminous O stars have the f characteristic.

However, Conti does not attempt to assign

luminosity classes for stars of types 06 and

earlier. There is a spread of only about 2 mag

in visual absolute magnitude for these stars.

The calibration of Conti's types in terms of

visual absolute magnitude is discussed in the

section Absolute Magnitudes.

Conti reserves use of the letter "p" for stars

whose spectrum cannot be interpreted in terms

of "normal," or expanding envelopes. Thus,

he does not follow Walborn in assigning the

letter "p" to spectra which contain lines with

a typical P-Cygni profile consisting of a short-

ward displaced absorption component and a

more or less undisplaced emission component.

He adopts a particular convention with regard

to the use of the letter "e" which is not used

by Walborn. Conti and Leep (1974) have de-

fined Oe stars as those O stars with emission

in the H lines, at least Ha, but no emission in

N III or other lines. The type Oe isolates a small

class of stars related to the Be stars. The

designation, O(e), is used when the effects are

mild. The Oe and O(e) stars have absorption

lines which are broad and suggestive of large

rotational velocities; frequently, there is a cen-

tral absorption dip in the emission feature.

These spectra are like Be spectra except that

they have He II 4541 in absorption. All are in

luminosity classes V or III. The designation Oef
is used when the stars show an emission struc-

ture in He II 4686 that is like that in the H lines

for Oe stars and N III 4634,40,41 is in emis-

sion. The Oef and O(eD stars are all of early

spectral type, the latest type being 06.5; the Oe

stars are generally of late O type. Conti's type

Oef is about equivalent to Walborn's type

Onfp.

D. BCD Spectral Classification

This quantitative spectral classification

scheme for O, B, A, and F stars was initiated

by Barbier and Chalonge (1941) and developed

by Chalonge and Divan (1952, 1973). It is

based on the continuous spectrum, and the

classification parameters used are: (1) the size

of the Balmer jump D (where D = log F R -

log F v, F R and F v being the fluxes on the
longward side and on the shortward side of the

Balmer jump, respectively), and (2) the effec-

tive wavelength k_ of the Balmer jump as seen

on the low-dispersion prismatic spectra used by

Chalonge and Divan (220 _i, mm -j at H3,).

7



Mostof theOstarsaremoreor lessheavily
obscuredby interstellarmatter, but the
measurementof hI andtheBalmerjumpas
done in the BCD system is not perturbed by the

presence of interstellar extinction. Since these

parameters characterize the physical conditions

of hydrogen in the photosphere, they are

relatively insensitive to chemical anomalies or

to the presence of low-density circumstellar
material and are therefore well correlated with

model parameters such as effective temperature

and gravity. The Balmer discontinuity of the

model atmospheres corresponding to O stars,

as well as that of real stars, depends mostly on

the effective temperature. The wavelength hj is
very sensitive to the gravity through the in-

fluence of the Stark effect on the Balmer line

wings: it is easy to see in Figure 1-1 that X1 in-

creases when the Balmer line wings are broader.

Stellar rotation and chromospheric phenomena

affect mainly the cores of the Balmer lines; they

have almost no influence on the value of X],

B
C A

I
3700A

Figure I-1. The position of the Balmer discontinuity as defined by the

parameter h r Dashed lines AB and DE are the Paschen and Baimer
continua, respectively, and DD' is a smooth curve joining the points

of highest density between the Baimer lines. Curve IJ is deduced from
the Paschen and Balmer continua by subtracting D/2 from the inten-

sities which correspond to curve AB and by adding D/2 to those cor-

responding to curve DE, D being the value of the Balmer discontinuity
obtained by means of the spectrophotometric measurements. Parameter

X1 is the wavelength corresponding to the point, K, where the curves

DD' and IJ intersect. In the case of 0 stars, k I increases from about
3740 ,_ for supergiants to about 3770/[ for main-sequence stars (see

Figure 1-2).



which is thus a purely photospheric parameter.

The BCD classification system and the

classifications based on the line spectrum are

closely correlated, and the parameters D and

XI have been calibrated in terms of MK spec-
tral types and luminosity classes. For O stars,

D is a useful parameter for spectral type

although it depends also on luminosity class (see

Figure 1-2), while the value of Xl is a good

criterion for luminosity class. The parameters,

D and X_, have also been calibrated in terms of
absolute magnitudes (see Figure 1-2). More

details are given in B Stars With and Without

Emission Lines (Underhill and Doazan, 1982).

The facts that for O stars the Balmer jump

is very small and that the uncertainty in Xl is
much larger than in the case of the B or A stars

render the classification of 0 stars by the BCD

method somewhat difficult. However, the use

of new fine-grain photographic plates greatly

improves the precision in X] from what was
originally possible and permits a secure

classification of O stars in the BCD system. In

Figure 1-2, the limits of the MK spectral-

type/luminosity class boxes and the curves of

equal absolute magnitude in the XLD plane are
from Chalonge and Divan (1973). The positions

of the circles and squares correspond to new

values of Xl and D (Divan, unpublished) ob-
tained for sixteen O stars that had been

classified by Walborn (1973a) and/or by Con-

ti and Leep (1974). The luminosity classes in-

scribed inside the circles and squares are from

Walborn in the upper diagram and from Con-

ti and Leep in the lower diagram. Twelve stars

(those represented by the circles) are common

to the two diagrams. The stars represented by

squares were classified only by Walborn or only

D[ l I I I

+ Luminosity classes from Walborn(1973a)

0.10
• "-'4,..
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Figure 1-2. The BCD classification scheme for 0 stars of Chalonge and Divan. Here the limits of

the MK spectral-type�luminosity class boxes are defined by the dashed and solid lines. The curves

of equal absolute magnitude in the X1 D plane for 0 stars (Chalonge and Divan, 1973) are given by
dotted lines. For the meaning of circles and squares, see the text.



by Conti and Leep. These diagrams show that

the kiD luminosity classes are in good agree-

ment with classes assigned from the line spec-

tra of O stars. The agreement is particularly

good with the luminosity classes of Walborn.

All the classification schemes described in

these first paragraphs apply to the so-called

normal O stars. We shall now give some indica-

tions on the classification of O subdwarfs and

Wolf-Rayet stars.

E. Classification of 0 Subdwarfs

The O and B subdwarfs, although discov-

ered as a group of statistically low-luminosity

stars in proper motion surveys, are now defined

by spectroscopic features which give the possi-

bility of recognizing the O or B subdwarf

character in individual stars. The O and B sub-

dwarfs have a hot energy distribution and

broader lines than those in the corresponding

main-sequence stars, the Balmer series being

visible only up to n = 10or 12. The star is

called an O subdwarf if the line He II _,4686

is visible, and a B subdwarf if He II ),4686 is

not visible.

However, no classification scheme is avail-

able for O subdwarfs. The normal O stars can

be ordered in a two-parameter classification

scheme because of their uniform chemical com-

position, the observed spectrum depending only

on the effective temperature and the surface

gravity. Detailed analyses of O subdwarf spec-

tra with the aid of adequate model atmospheres

such as those described in the section Effective

Temperatures show that the atmospheric chem-

ical composition of O subdwarfs spans a large

range from almost pure hydrogen to almost

pure helium. Any classification system for these

stars should then be three-dimensional. The pa-

rameters related to effective temperature or to

surface gravity used in normal O-star classifica-

tions are sensitive to the chemical composition

and have no meaning in the case of O sub-

dwarfs. At the present time, the atmospheric

parameters of an O subdwarf can be derived

only from a complete analysis of the spectrum.

Even the significance of the adopted limit be-

tween O and B subdwarfs is unclear, the pres-

ence or absence of He II 4686 depending on the

chemical composition and on the gravity, as

well as on the effective temperature (see, for

instance, Kudritzki and Simon, 1978).

F. Classification of Wolf-Rayet Stars

The words "Wolf-Rayet" refer to a particular

type of spectrum which Wolf and Rayet (1867)

were the first to recognize as they surveyed the

spectra of stars in Cygnus with a visual spec-

troscope. In place of the usual continuous spec-

trum crossed by rather narrow absorption lines,

Wolf and Rayet saw a few relatively broad

emission lines superposed on a faint continuous

spectrum. Since 1867, about 160 Wolf-Rayet

stars have been recognized in our Galaxy (see

van der Hucht et al., 1981), 100 in the Large

Magellanic Cloud (LMC) (Breysacher, 1981),

8 in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) (Az-

zopardi and Breysacher, 1979), and about 80

in M33 (Wray and Corso, 1972; Corso, 1975;

Massey and Conti, 1983b).

The spectral types of normal stars are

based on absorption lines seen against a con-

tinuous spectrum. They can be interpreted

grossly in terms of plane parallel layers of gas

characterized by an effective temperature and

a value for log g. (See Part III.) The effective

temperature, with the constraint of radiative

equilibrium, serves to determine the electron

temperature in the atmospheric layers, while the

acceleration of gravity, with the constraint of

hydrostatic equilibrium, serves to determine the

density in the atmosphere. A different

absorption-line spectrum, thus the spectral

type, is found for each pair of values of effec-

tive temperature and acceleration of gravity.

Normal spectral types are so defined that they

change monotonically with increasing effective

temperature and with the luminosity of the star,

which quantity relates monotonically to log g.

However, the classical model for a stellar at-

mosphere cannot explain a spectrum which is

dominated by emission lines. Thus, although

the set of spectral types assigned to Wolf-Rayet
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starscanbe,andis,arrangedina reproduci-
bleorderof changingdetail,thereisnosure
evidencethattheadoptedtypescorrespondto
monotonicchangesin effectivetemperature
andlogg. The spectral types corresponding to

lines of the highest level of ionization, as seen

in the spectral region between 3100 and 7000

./k, are given the smallest numbers in the hope

that continuing the convention used for normal

absorption-line stellar spectra will arrange the

Wolf-Rayet stars in a sequence of monotonical-

ly increasing effective temperature. There are

no spectroscopic criteria that can be uniquely

related to log g for the Wolf-Rayet stars.

Two ways in which the classical model at-

mosphere may be changed to produce a model

which can account for the presence of emission

lines are: (1) to postulate an electron temper-

ature in the outer parts of the stellar atmosphere

which is higher than what is allowed by use of

the constraint of radiative equilibrium and an

assigned effective temperature, and (2) to

postulate that the star appears to be much

larger when it is seen in the wavelengths of

strong emission lines than when it is seen in

wavelengths of the continuous spectrum. The

development of these ideas is discussed further

in Part III. The general intensity distribution

observed in the continuous spectra of Wolf-

Rayet stars is similar to that found for O stars.

A Wolf-Rayet spectrum, whatever its

source, has been defined to have the following

characteristics (Thomas, 1968):

.

.

The spectrum consists of emission lines

on a continuous spectrum which has an

energy distribution rather like that of an

OoraBstar.

A few absorption lines may occur as

shortward displaced satellites on the

edges of some of the emission lines, but

there is no general absorption line spec-

trum as known for normal spectral

types. If such a spectrum is seen, it is at-

tributed to a companion star. However,

recent observations (Moffat and Segge-

wiss, 1978; Conti et al., 1979) suggest

that intrinsic absorption lines occur for

some WN7 stars.

3. The emission lines seen in any one ob-

ject represent a wide range of excitation

and ionization, the excitation of the line

spectrum generally being higher than

that estimated from the shape of the con-

tinuous spectrum.

4. Most of the emission lines are broad

with full width at half maximum

(FWHM) from several hundred to sev-
eral thousand km s-t. The widths are

not the same for all lines in any one stel-

lar spectrum.

5. Most of the spectra fall into two

groups: (1) the WC stars in which the
lines from ions of C and O dominate,

and (2) the WN stars in which the lines

from ions of N dominate. Both groups

show strong lines of He II.

The following paragraphs summarize the

empirical descriptions which have been adopted

for the Wolf-Rayet spectral types. The spec-

trum of each star differs in some respects from

those of all the other stars. According to Van-

beveren and Conti (1980), approximately 40

percent or less of the galactic and LMC Wolf-

Rayet stars show double spectra, the spectrum

of a presumed OB companion being prominent

in the region 3100 to 7000/_ and the emission

lines looking somewhat drowned.

The classification scheme developed at Vic-

toria by Beals (1938) separates the Wolf-Rayet

stars into two sequences, which he considered

to be more or less parallel insofar as effective

temperature is concerned. Those stars which

show dominant emission lines from H, He I,

He II, N III, N IV, and N V are put into classes

WN5, WN6, and WN7, while those whose

spectra are dominated by lines of H, He I, He

II, C II, C III, C IV, O III, O IV, and O V are

put in the classes WC6, WC7, and WC8.

Among the WC stars, the width of the emis-

sion lines correlates with the spectral type, the
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linesbeingbroadin type WC6 spectra and rel-

atively narrow in type WC8. In 1938, consid-

erable emphasis was placed on the idea that the

carbon and oxygen abundances were very defi-

cient in WN stars, whereas nitrogen was signif-

icantly underabundant in WC stars. Later work

has shown that, although there are wide differ-

ences in the relative intensities of lines from the

various C, N, and O ions in Wolf-Rayet spec-

tra of the two sequences, lines of C IV are quite

strong in WN spectra and weak lines from some

of the O ions also occur there, while in WC

spectra weak lines from the N ions probably oc-

cur. These aspects which are questioned,

together with the behavior of the ultraviolet

spectrum, will be discussed later in Parts II and

III. Most of the emission "lines" seen in Wolf-

Rayet spectra are blends of several components.

Emission in the Balmer series of hydrogen

seems to be weak or absent in many Wolf-Rayet

stars, but emission from the Pickering series of

He II is present in all. The weakness of the

Balmer lines of hydrogen can be demonstrated

by noting the progression in intensity along the

Pickering series. The He II lines described by

the quantum numbers, 4 - n, where n is an even

number, have greater intensities than those for

the case in which n is odd in those stars for

which emission from hydrogen is strong. How-

ever, this conclusion is based on assuming that

there is no photospheric absorption line at the

positions of the Balmer lines. Evidence that hy-

drogen absorption lines formed in the photo-

sphere may exist has been presented by Under-

hill (1980). Wolf-Rayet stars have an infrared

excess which is attributable chiefly to free-free

emission in the neighborhood of H ÷ and

He + + ions (Hackwell et al., 1974; Cohen et

al., 1975).

The spectral classification system for Wolf-

Rayet stars has been revised by Hiltner and

Schild (1966) on the basis of well-widened pris-

matic spectra covering the range from 3200 to

6700/_. Hiltner and Schild have published spec-

tra and given classifications for 24 WN stars,

19 WC stars, 2 miscellaneous emission-line ob-

jects, and 4 Of stars. They recognize two se-

quences among the WN stars: WN-A and

WN-B. The WN-A stars have relatively narrow

emission lines and a strong continuum, and

most exhibit absorption lines characteristic of

O or B stars. Many are known to be double-
lined binaries. The WN-B stars have broad

emission lines, and only one of them, HD

193928, is known to be a binary. The stars of

the WN-B grouping show a smaller range of

ionization than those of the WN-A group, but

the sample is small and this difference may not

be significant. It is difficult to establish useful

line ratios for classifying WN stars since there

are few prominent emission lines to choose

from. Lines of N V tend to be weak or blend-

ed with N III; many of the He II lines blend

with N III lines, and He 1 5876, which is an im-

portant line in the Beals' (1938) classification

system, is in absorption in WN4-A and WN5-A
but in emission in the WN-B series. Hiltner and

Schild mistakenly attribute the C IV blend at

5806 ,/_ to N IV, a misidentification that

originated with the Beals' classification system.

They list criteria defining types WN4, WN5,

WN6, WN7, and WN8.

The classification of WN stars, using as

criteria only the apparent strengths of N III

4640-42, N IV 4058, and N V 4604, has been

reviewed also by Walborn (1974). He noted that

some WN stars show essentially identical

relative line strengths (thus implying a similar

level of excitation), but different widths for

their emission lines. He expanded the A and B

characterization of Hiltner and Schild (1966).

The meaning of the widths of the emission lines

in Wolf-Rayet spectra is discussed further in

Part III.

The criteria used by Hiltner and Schild for

defining the WC types depend chiefly on the

relative intensities of lines of C II, C III, and

C IV. In addition, the line at 5876/_, attributed

to He I and C III, is compared to the He II line

at 5411/_. The correlation between width of the

emission lines and ionization, noted by Beals

to be valid for WC stars, is confirmed. Hiltner

and Schild recognize types WC5, WC6, WC7,

and WCS. They note that some stars with

prominent emission lines from the C ions do

12



not fit into the WC sequence which they have

defined.

A thorough review of the spectral classifica-

tion of Wolf-Rayet stars from slit spectra and

from narrowband photometry has been made

by L. F. Smith (1968a, 1968b). Her criteria are

given in Tables 1-4 and 1-5 for the WN and WC

spectral types. The WN criteria depend

predominantly on the state of ionization of

nitrogen, and they make use of lines visible on

blue-sensitive photographic emulsions.

Reference is made to lines of He I only in order

to differentiate between types WN7 and WN8.

No use is made of the strengths of the He II

emission lines. In the case of the WC stars, the

line ratios, C III 5696/0 V 5592 and C III

Table 1-4

Classification Criteria for WN Spectra (Smith, 1968a}*

Spectral Characteristic Criteria
Type

WN8 N III >> N IV

WN7 N III >> N IV

WN6 N III = N IV

WN5 N III = N IV = N V

WN4.5 N IV > N V

WN4 N IV = N V

WN3 N IV << N V

He I strong with violet absorption edges;

N III 4640 = He II 4686; N III 5314 present

He I weak; N III 4640 < He II 4686

N V present but weak; N III 4640 blend present

N III 4640 blend present

N III very weak or absent

N III very weak or absent

N III absent

"Lines used to represent each ion: N III 4634,40,41 blend, 5314; N IV 3479-84 blend, 4058; N V 4603, 4619,
4933-44 blend.

Table 1-5

Classification Criteria for WC Spectra (Smith, 1968a)

Spectral Width of

Type C III 5696/0 V 5592 C III 5696/C IV 5806 C III, IV 4650 (/_)

WC5 <1.0 0.3 85

WC6 >1.0 0.3 45

WC7 8.0 0.7 35

WC8 - 1.0 -

WC9 - 3.0 10
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5696/C IV 5806, are used together with the

width of the C III, C IV blend at 4650 A. The

O V and C IV lines are strongest relative to C

III in type WC5 and weakest, or nonexistent,

in WC9. Smith finds that stars in Beals' WC6

class can be separated into two classes: WC5

and WC6. She expands the classification

scheme for the low-ionization WC stars, call-

ing stars with spectra intermediate between

Beals' classes WC7 and WC8 type WC8 and

renaming Beals' type WC8 as WC9. Smith's

criteria for the WC spectral types exclude

reference to the strengths of lines of He I or
He II.

A unique relationship, given by Smith

(1968a), exists between the spectral types as-

signed by Hiltner and Schild (1966) and those

by Smith. The differences are due chiefly to the

philosophy adopted concerning how explicitly

spectra showing the characteristic features of

Wolf-Rayet and of O or B stars are to be

recognized as those of binaries. Smith implies

a binary origin for such spectra. A few stars

are noted by Smith as having both WC and WN

characteristics. The interpretation of these spec-

tra will require study at as high a spectral

resolution as possible and over as long a

wavelength range as possible in order to unravel

what is occurring. Smith has clarified and sys-

tematized greatly the spectral classification of

the somewhat heterogeneous group of stars

known as Wolf-Rayet stars, but some peculiar

and unique objects are still included in this

general category of emission-line objects.

More recently, in The Sixth Catalogue of

Galactic Wolf-Rayet Stars, van der Hucht et al.

(1981) have tabulated their classification

scheme, which is based on the Smith system.

New subtypes are defined, the classification

criteria of which are given in their Table VII:

• WN9:

• WN2:

N III present; N IV weak or

absent; He I, lower Balmer

series P Cyg.

N V weak or absent; strong
He II.

• WC8.5:

• WC4:

C III > C IV; C II not pres-
ent.

C IV strong, C III weak or

absent; O V moderate.

The subtype WN2.5 in the same scheme has

been introduced by Conti et al. (1983b): N V

present, N IV absent.

G. Ultraviolet Spectral Region

For more than a decade, several astro-

nomical satellites have contributed to the data

base of ultraviolet observations. We shall

review briefly the main experiments as far as

they concern the energy distribution and the

low-resolution spectrum of O-type stars. Most

of them have been used to undertake ultraviolet

spectral classification. The detailed observation

of the ultraviolet region in which strong

resonance lines are found has shown that all O

and WR stars are losing mass via a stellar wind.

This aspect, as well as the general study at high

resolution of the ultraviolet spectrum, will be

considered later in Parts II and III of this book.

1. Main Ultraviolet Programs. The presenta-

tion of each experiment is followed by ref-

erences which provide a description of the

system, as well as information about the data

reduction procedure and the calibration in ab-

solute energies which cannot be given here. See

also the compilation made by Underhill in B

Stars With and Without Emission Lines

(Underhill and Doazan, 1982).

The Second Orbiting Astronomical Obser-

vatory Satellite (OAO-2) was launched by the

National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion (NASA) in 1968. The photometric experi-

ment contained 11 medium-band photom-

eter/filter combinations in the )_X 1330 to

4250 ._ wavelength range with FWHM be-

tween 180 and 850 ,_ (Code et al., 1980).

The spectrophotometric experiment con-

sisted of two medium resolution spectrum scan-

ners operating from 1160 to 1850 _ in steps of

about 10 ,_, the FWHM of the instrumental

profile being about 12 ._, and from 1850 to
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3600 A in steps of about 20 A, the FWHM of

the instrumental profile being about 22 _, (Code

et al., 1970; Savage and Jenkins, 1972). Two

atlases are available which give stellar spectra

for 164 bright stars of diverse types, including

16 O stars and 2 WR stars, observed from 1200

to 3600 A and for another 166 stars, including

10 O stars and 3 WR stars, observed either in

the 1200 to 1850 A wavelength region or in the

1800 to 3600 A region (Code and Meade, 1979;

Meade and Code, 1980). The OAO-2 pho-

tometry for 531 stars of diverse types, 50 of

which are O stars and 6 of which are WR stars,

is given in Code et al. (1980).

The Copernicus Satellite (OAO-3) was

launched in 1972 and contained a tele-

scope/spectrometer designed for high-resolu-

tion studies of stellar spectra. Photons were

detected by four phototubes: U_ and U 2 tubes,
which are sensitive in the far-ultraviolet

(second-order data) and operate in the ranges

)_X710 to 1500 /_ and )_,750 to 1645 /t with

resolutions of 0.05 and 0.2/_, respectively, and

V_ and V 2 photomultipliers, which are re-
stricted to the near-ultraviolet (first-order data)

and operate in the ranges )_k1640 to 3185 ._, and
),),1480 to 3275/_ with resolutions of 0.1 and

0.4 A, respectively. Because of high noise in the

near-UV detectors, most of the useful data are

contained in the shorter wavelength scans

(Rogerson et al., 1973). A catalog of 0.2 /_

resolution far-UV stellar spectra between 1000

and 1450 ._ measured with Copernicus has been

presented by Snow and Jenkins (1977) for 17

O-type stars and 43 B-type stars. In addition,

the spectra of four WR stars are given in

Johnson (1978).

The TD1 Satellite, launched by the Euro-

pean Space Research Organization (ESRO) in

1972, carried two experiments for observing

stellar spectra: $2/68 and $59.

The $2/68 low-resolution scanning spec-

trophotometer had a photometric channel

centered at 2740 _ (FWHM = 310 A) and three

scanning spectrometers covering the 1350 to

2550 ]k wavelength region with an effective

passband of width 35 to 40 A (Boksenberg et

al., 1973). The Ultraviolet Bright Star Spec-

trophotmetric Catalogue (Jamar et al., 1976)

and its supplement (Macau-Hercot et al., 1978)

give the observed energy distributions for 1791

stars, including 53 O-type stars and 3 WR stars.

A catalog of ultraviolet energies for 31215 stars,

including 97 O stars, has been published by

Thompson et al. (1978).

The $59 stellar spectrophotometer observed

the stars in three wavelength regions of about

100/_ wide and centered around 2110/_, 2540

A, and 2820 A, with an average resolution of

1.8/i (de Jager et al., 1974). A total sample of

220 bright early-type stars, 9 of which are O

stars and 1 is a WR star, has been measured,

and the corresponding atlas is given by Lamers

et al. (1981).

In the summer of 1973, the Skylab S-019 Ex-

periment utilized a 15-cm-aperture objective-

prism camera to obtain spectra in the 1250 to

3000 _t region, with a resolution of about 2 A

at 1400/_ and about 12 A at 2000/k, for several

fields containing O and B stars (Henize et al.,

1975; O'Callaghan et al., 1977). Statistical data

over the entire O-B2 range (133 stars, 33 of

which have a type O) have been presented by

Henize et al. (1981).

The Astronomical Netherlands Satellite

(ANS) was launched in 1974. The ultraviolet

photometer aboard covered the 1550 to 3300

/_ wavelength region by means of six inter-

mediate bands with FWHM between 50 and

200/_ (van Duinen et al., 1975; Wesselius et al.,

1980a). A Catalog ofANS Observations con-

taining results for about 4000 stars was pub-

lished by Wesselius et al. (1980b).

The International Ultraviolet Explorer

(IUE) was launched on January 26, 1978. This

project has been a joint undertaking of NASA,

the U.K. Science Research Council (SRC), and

the European Space Agency (ESA). Two

echelle spectrographs, coupled with television

cameras, cover the spectral ranges 1150 to 1950

._ and 1900 to 3200 _., respectively. Two resolu-

tion modes are available: a high-dispersion

resolution of the order of 0.2 ,_ and a low-

dispersion resolution of about 6.5.4, (Boggess

et al., 1978a, 1978b). The IUE Ultraviolet Spec-

tral Atlas (Wu et al., 1983) presents spectra in
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thelow-resolutionmodefor bothwavelength
ranges of about 175 stars, including 18 O stars

from 03 to 09.5. Part I of the IUE Low-

Dispersion Spectra Reference Atlas (Heck et

al., 1984) gives spectra for 229 normal stars,

including 42 O stars; the short- and long-

wavelength spectra have been combined with

2/_ stepping. These sets of spectra are intend-

ed to provide reference sequences of ultraviolet

low-dispersion spectra with a reasonably good

coverage of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram.

They are calibrated in absolute energy units

with the system of Bohlin and Holm (1980). No

correction for interstellar reddening has been

applied.

2. Classifications in the Ultraviolet Region.

Thanks to the various satellites, a large number

of ultraviolet spectra are now available, and it

is possible to test ultraviolet criteria that are

useful for spectral classification. It may be in-

teresting also to go further and to explore how

spectral classification would look if the

ultraviolet were the only spectral range known

to us. A complete identity between classifica-

tions made in the visible and in the ultraviolet

regions is not to be expected because the spec-

tral lines which can be seen in these two regions

differ somewhat by both their nature and their

origin. It is in the ultraviolet spectral range that

the strongest lines of most elements are found,

and the ultraviolet classifications will probably

be more influenced by anomalies in the

chemical composition of the star. The lines

observed in the visible range are generally

formed in the photosphere. In the ultraviolet

regions, strong lines originate in the outer layers

of the star beyond the photosphere, and

ultraviolet spectral classifications may therefore

give information about nonphotospheric

phenomena that are ignored by the visible

classifications. In the present state of the

theory, however, the nonphotospheric phenom-

ena are not correlated with the basic parameters

of the photosphere, and the most important

properties of the star, such as the luminosity,

the mass, and the radius, are better represented

in the spectral classifications made in the visi-

ble spectral range from lines formed in the

photosphere.

We must note also that the ultraviolet spec-

tra are generally crowded with blended stellar

and interstellar lines in such a way that

classification spectra should have a resolution

comparable to (or even better than) that of the

MK system. At the time of writing, the

ultraviolet spectra which are used for classifica-

tion have a resolving power, X/A), (see Table
1-6), much lower than in the case of the MK

system, for which X/A), ,-_ 2000.

Another difficulty for ultraviolet spectral

classification is the incompleteness of the

presently available atomic data, with the result

that the percentage of unidentified lines may

be as high as 50 percent. However, several at-

tempts to classify stars from ultraviolet criteria

have been made, and we briefly describe some

of them which concern hot stars, among others.

More recent results are also discussed by P. S.
Conti in Part II of this book.

At low resolution, the spectral region

longward of 1900/_ is more or less featureless

for O stars or presents features which have both

stellar and interstellar contributors. Inversely,

in the spectral region from 1150 to 1900/_ some

characteristic stellar features which are general-
ly a blend of several lines are seen.

The mid-ultraviolet spectrum of early-type

stars has been best investigated for classifica-

tion purposes from the S-59 spectra which cover

the 2060 to 2160, 2490 to 2590, and 2770 to

2870/_ wavelength ranges with an average spec-

tral resolution of 1.8/_,. Three features have

been selected: an absorption feature near 2078

/_ attributed mainly to Fe III, an absorption

feature near 2549/_ which is mainly due to Fe

II, and the four Mg II lines near 2800/_ (de

Jager et al., 1975; Lamers et al., 1979). Instead

of measuring equivalent widths, three ratios,

relative to the fluxes in a narrow band at the

wavelength of the line and in a neighboring

region in which the pseudo continuum is

reached, have been defined: <Fe II>, <Fe III>,

and <Mg II>. The results for 138 early-type

stars, including 9 O stars plus 72 Vel
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Table 1-6

Resolving Power, X/AX, for Different Ultraviolet Classifications

Experiment

XIAX

At 1500 _. At 2500 it
References

OAO - 2 125 115

TD1 + S2/68 40 70

TD1 + S59 1400

Skylab S-019 - 500 - 900

IUE low dispersion 250 400

IUE high dispersion 7500 12500

Underhill et al. (1972)

Panek and Savage (1976)

Cucchiaro et al. (1976)

de Jager et al. (1975)
Lamers et al. (1979)

Henize et al. (1975)

Henize et al. (1981)

Classification Program under way
Heck et al. (1984)

IUE Spectral Atlas, Wu et al.
(1983)

Classification programs possible*

*Note added in proof: Since this review was written, the "IUE Atlas of O-Type Spectra from 1200 to
1300 ,_" by Walborn et al. (1985) has been published.

(WC8 + O), observed with a good signal-to-

noise ratio lead to the conclusion that the

above-mentioned parameters are not efficient

for O stars: <Fe II> is a very sensitive luminosi-

ty parameter for stars later than B2, <Fe III>

is a sensitive luminosity parameter for B2 to B5

stars, and <Fe llI>/<Fe II> is a very sensitive

temperature indicator for stars of type B2 and

later (Lamers et al., 1979). Moreover, <Mg II>,

which shows a strong correlation with Tff for
stars of type B3 and later, is severely affected

by interstellar components which cannot be

neglected for stars hotter than B5 (Lamers and

Snijders, 1975).

From the information contained in

TDI-$2/68 scans (1350 to 2550/_), Cucchiaro

et al. (1976, 1977, 1978a, 1978b) have in-

vestigated the possibility of assigning spectral

types on the MK system. Their study extends

from early B-type stars to late-type stars. It does

not concern mainly O-type stars, but could be

applied to them. For early B-type stars, Cuc-

chiaro et al. use the ratio rl/r2 = F× ,-_ 1410/F×

"_ 1550 as temperature indicator, and the ratio

r3/r 2= Fx "_ 1620/F× ,-_ 1550 as luminosity in-
dicator. The feature at 1410 ,_ is the Si IV

doublet, the feature at 1550/_ is a blend of the

C IV doublet with Fe 1II and Si II, and the

feature at 1620/_ is a blend of Fe II and Fe III.

From the OAO-2 short-wavelength spectra,

Panek and Savage (1976) have identified the

principal contributors to the strongest features

present in the spectra of O- and B-type stars

(see Table 1-7). They have also performed an

extensive analysis of the behavior of the C IV

XXI548, 1550 and Si IV XX1393, 1402 resonance

doublets which are generally very strong in the

hot luminous stars. They often show P-Cygni

profiles, which are detected only in the most

extreme cases at the low resolution of OAO-2.

In dwarfs, the absolute strength of C IV and

Si IV blends correlates well with spectral type.

The C IV absorption increases sharply from B2
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Table 1-7

Strongest Features Observed in OAO-2 Far-Ultraviolet Spectra of 0 and B Stars

(from Panek and Savage, 1976)

X(_) Principal Contributors Comments

1175

1215

1300

1400

1550

1600-1640

1720

C III (1175-1176, UV4)

H I (1216, Le)

Si III (1207, UV2)

N V (1239-1243, UV)

Si III (1295-1303, UV4)

Si II (1304-1309, UV3)

Si IV (1394-1403, UV1)

C IV (1548-1551, UV1)

Fe III (1601-1611, UV 118)

AI III (1600-1612)

N II (1627-1630)

He II (1640, UV12)

and unidentified lines at

1621 and 1632

N IV (1719, UV7)

C 11(1720-1722, UV14.02)

AII1(1719-1725, UV6)

Maximum strength near B1, insensitive to

luminosity.

For stars hotter than B2, feature is mostly

due to interstellar absorption. For cooler

stars, the stellar line dominates.

Si III dominates in early B stars; Si II

dominates in late B stars. The feature in-

creases in strength toward cooler spectral

types and increases slightly in strength with

increasing luminosity.

Maximum strength near B1; very sensitive to

luminosity. P-Cygni profiles are apparent for

the very luminous O stars.

Maximum strength occurs for stars earlier

than 09; very sensitive to luminosity. P-

Cygni profiles are apparent for very luminous

0 stars.

The strength of this broad blend of lines is

relatively insensitive to spectral type but is

sensitive to luminosity.

The strength of this feature is relatively

insensitive to spectral type but is sensitive to

luminosity (see Underhill et al., 1972).
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to 09; for dwarfs earlier than 09, the obser-

vational material is too limited to infer a

systematic behavior of C IV. The Si IV feature

smoothly increases in strength from not

measurable around B3 to a broad maximum

near B1, and then decreases with increasing

temperature for O stars. The equivalent width

of C IV and Si IV increases by a factor of 2

or 3 when moving from dwarfs to supergiants

at a given spectral type (Figure 1-3).

These general variations in the strengths of

the resonance lines of C IV and Si IV have also

been recognized by Henize et al. (1975) using

data derived from the Skylab S-019 experiment.

A classification system based on the spectra of

133 stars over the entire O-B2 range has been

presented by Henize et al. (1981). They find the

same qualitative behavior of Si IV and C IV

absorption strengths with temperature and

luminosity as observed by Panek and Savage

(1976). Henize et al. also consider the ap-

pearance of P-Cygni profiles in the hottest and

most luminous stars. They show that C IV

emission occurs when the type is earlier than

07-08 for dwarfs, 09-09.5 for giants, and

B1-B2 for supergiants. As a matter of fact, the
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Figure 1-3. The relation between the equivalent width of the C IV (1550 _) and Si IV(1400 It) absorp-

tion features and the stellar spectral type (adapted from Panek and Savage, 1976). The measured val-

ues for normal stars are plotted individually. (Be and Oe stars, Bp stars, stars with known variability

of ultraviolet line strengths, and known 13Cephei variable stars are not plotted.) The different symbol
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IV; [] -- class III or II; 0 -- class L The arrows on the data points denote upper limits. Values
corresponding to lines showing emission at the OAO-2 resolution are indicated with a solid symbol.
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C IV emission turn-on takes place at a given

C IV absorption intensity--5 on their scale (see

Figure 1-4). The Si IV emission is restricted to

O4-B0 supergiants. Figure 1-5 shows that O

stars with no Si IV absorption must be classified

as O V, stars with weak to moderate Si IV ab-

sorption (and no Si IV emission) are of

luminosity class III, and stars with strong Si IV

absorption together with Si IV emission are

clearly to be classified as supergiants. In con-

clusion, the authors propose the use of the log

(Si IV/C IV) versus C IV diagram as the

primary classification tool (Figure 1-6). Addi-

tional criteria (e.g., the presence of C IV or Si

IV emission) may then be invoked to refine this

classification.

The log (Si IV/C IV) versus C IV diagram

for OAO-2 data is similar to Figure 1-6 in spite

of the large difference in spectral resolution be-

tween the two sets of data. This shows the use-

fulness of the classification criteria used. How-

ever, the precise relationship between specific

areas of the log (Si IV/C IV) versus C IV di-

agram and MK classes must be expected to vary

with the resolution of the available spectra. The

presence or absence of emission depends still
more on the resolution.
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Figure 1-4. (a) The relationship between C IV absorption strength and spectral type for luminosity

classes III-V ( 4 -- luminosity class V, [] -- luminosity class IV, and A -- luminosity class III). Closed

symbols designate stars with emission at C IV. A parenthesis designates data derived from IUE spec-
tra. The solid line is the estimated median line for class V stars; the dashed line is the estimated me-

dian line for class III stars. The scale of spectral classes is distorted to provide a linear scale of effec-

tive temperature. This scale is indicated just above the lower border. For C IV absorption strength

zero at spectral class B1 and later, the number following the luminosity symbol indicates the number

of such stars superposed at that point. (b) The relationship between C IV absorption strength and

spectral type for luminosity classes I and H (0 -- luminosity class H and 0 -- luminosity class I).
Closed symbols and parentheses have the same meaning as in (a). The median lines for class V and

III stars have been transferred from (a). (From Henize et al., 1981.)
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According to the experience of Henize et al.,

the low-dispersion IUE spectra fit the S-019 cal-

ibration very well.

The aim of all the classification efforts

described above is to reproduce as well as possi-

ble the MK classification. Another possibility

is to ignore the visible spectral range and try

to establish a classification system in the ultra-

violet from scratch. A first attempt in this direc-

tion was made by Cucchiaro (1982), using the

material provided by the $2/68 experiment. The

MK background is still very strong in this work,

and the number of spectra (about 1900) is too

small to establish a really independent ultra-

violet classification. However, some general

results were obtained, which are discussed in

Jaschek and Jaschek (1982). The first point is

that the ultraviolet spectra can be separated into

two groups--the normal spectra and the abnor-

mal spectra--like in the visible region. The ul-

traviolet normal group and the visible normal

group have most of their stars in common but

not all (see Figure 1-7). Another point is that

there is a higher percentage of abnormal spec-

tra in the ultraviolet than in the visible spectral

range, although the ultraviolet resolving power

is much smaller than the visible one. With a bet-

ter resolution in the ultraviolet, the percentage

of abnormal stars can only increase.

A really independent ultraviolet spectral

classification can be based only on the examina-

tion of many thousands of spectra having a

resolution comparable to the MK resolution.

The IUE observations have provided these

thousands of spectra. After the workshop on

UV Stellar Classification held in October 1981

at VILSPA (ESA IUE satellite tracking sta-

tion), a working group was created whose main

task is to provide in the near future sequences

of calibrated low-dispersion spectra covering all

spectral types, and an ultraviolet stellar

classification based on these data is described

by Heck et al. 0984). The resolving power of

the |UE low-dispersion spectra provide a con-

siderable improvement over the $2/68 data but

is still lower than the resolving power of the MK
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spectra, and Baschek (1982) suggested that IUE

high-resolution spectra be used for ultraviolet

stellar classification (see note to Table 1-6 and

Part II).

III. INTRINSIC COLORS,

CIRCUMSTELLAR REDDENING, AND

INTERSTELLAR REDDENING

Since most O and Wolf-Rayet stars lie in the

plane of the Galaxy, the effects of wavelength-

dependent interstellar extinction on their spec-
tra must be taken into account. We shall first

discuss observations made at the surface of the

Earth. In the last section, we give information

on the intrinsic colors of stars in the ultraviolet

region.

A. The Problem of the Intrinsic Colors

of the 0 Stars

It is a basic assumption underlying the use

of spectral types and intrinsic colors for stars

(e.g., in statistical studies) that the shape of the

radiation field from a star may be specified

uniquely by means of the spectral type of the

star and vice versa. Thus, one expects to be able

to establish a single-valued relationship between

spectral type and intrinsic color. This has

proved to be possible for stars in most parts of
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Figure 1-6. The log (Si IV/C IV) versus C IV diagram for S-019 data. The
symbols are the same as those for Figure 1-4. Closed symbols denote stars

with C IV emission. The number near each symbol gives the temperature

class. Lines divide the diagram into areas corresponding to MK classifica-

tions. Boundaries where the separation is weak or uncertain are shown by

dashed lines. The spectral types of 44 stars with zero C IV strengths are

described in the box at the lower right. (From Henize et al., 1981.)
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the HR diagram. However, the results obtained

for the O stars have been ambiguous, and sev-

eral questions arise, including the very basic

question of whether spectral classifications

based on observations made in the limited spec-

tral region between 4000 and 4800 ,_ can indeed

be uniquely and monotonically related to the

total energy field from the star (i.e., to the ef-

fective temperature of the star). In particular,

one realizes from various spectroscopic details

that a significant number of O stars may be

shrouded by extended atmospheres having a

variety of physical characteristics and that these

extended atmospheres may modify the shape

of the continuous spectrum observed in the

spectral region accessible from the surface of

the Earth. On the other hand, since well-

defined relationships between spectral type and

intrinsic color exist for normal stars of spec-

tral types B, A, and later, the problem of deter-

mining such relations for O stars presents real

interest. In the following, we shall summarize

what has been achieved to date.

In the case of the O stars, even the closest

stars are sufficiently distant that one cannot

ignore the effects of interstellar extinction. The

observed spectral distribution of the stellar

energy--whatever method is used, be it broad-

band photometry, narrowband photometry, or

spectrophotometry at high or low resolution--

is affected by this extinction and does not

directly give information on the intrinsic col-

ors of the O stars. In addition, the possibility

of the existence of a reddening, called "cir-

cumstellar," caused by an envelope of dust or

gas which may be inferred to be present because

of an abnormal energy distribution in the

infrared in the case of some O stars, or because

of an abnormal energy distribution in the

region of the Balmer discontinuity in some

emission-line O stars (e.g., HD 60848 and HD

45314) complicates the situation even further.

For a long time, these envelopes, whose

presence was not recognized, and the rather im-

precise spectral classifications that were

available for O stars have falsified the laws of

interstellar extinction obtained by photometric

methods, with the result that many have be-
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Figure 1-7. Number and percentage of normal
and abnormal stars in UV and MK classifica-

tions of a sample of 1904 stars. (From Jaschek
and Jaschek, 1982.)

lieved that important variations in the character
of the interstellar extinction law occur from one

region of the Galaxy to another. This conclu-

sion has been reached despite the contrary

results found earlier by Stebbins and Whitford

(1945) and by Divan (1954, 1956, 1963). Divan

took great care in her choice of stars to
eliminate discordant factors like circumstellar

shells.

The question of the uniformity of the in-

terstellar extinction law has been rediscussed by

Underhill (1966), and her conclusion that, for

the wavelength range extending from the in-

frared to the near ultraviolet CA> 3000/_,), the

law of interstellar extinction is universal

throughout our Galaxy has generally been con-

firmed by the observations made since that

review (see for example, Hackwel! and Gehrz,

1974; Wiemer, 1974; Schultz and Wiemer,

1975; and Nandy et al., 1975, 1976). Except for

very special regions, such as the Orion nebula,

dense molecular clouds, or circumstellar

envelopes, which are not representative of the

general diffuse medium, the interstellar extinc-

tion law seems to be the same everywhere for

wavelengths longer than about 3000/_. Variable

extinction laws in the far-ultraviolet (h < 3000

,_) are discussed by P. S. Conti in Part II of

this book; they introduce an uncertainty in the
ultraviolet intrinsic colors but have no influence

on the optical regions which are discussed
below.

The fact that, to a good approximation,

interstellar extinction is uniform simplifies
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considerablytheproblem of obtaining intrin-

sic colors. In this case, well-defined and almost

linear color relations exist in each photometric

system for stars of a given spectral type, and

from these relations, if the intrinsic color is

known for one particular index, the intrinsic

colors for the other ones can be deduced direct-

ly. The problem of obtaining intrinsic colors for

the O stars still remains difficult. Each author

has chosen to use one or another of the

available methods according to his personal

preference and to the possibilities of his instru-
mentation.

B. Principal Methods for Determining
Intrinsic Colors

Here we shall describe the three chief

methods which are used to find intrinsic col-

ors for 0 stars in the visible and infrared

wavelengths.

1. Extrapolation of Results Obtained for B

Stars. In the case of the main-sequence B stars,

one can show that the bluest stars in each spec-

tral type suffer negligible interstellar extinction

and that they therefore permit one to define a

relation between intrinsic color and spectral

type. Some typical examples of color-spectral-

type diagrams are shown in Figures 1-8 and

1-11. In the case of the B stars, the limit to the

distribution of points formed by the bluest stars

traces a relatively regular curve that cor-

responds to temperatures which become higher

as the spectral type becomes earlier, a type of

variation which is suggested by the changes in

the line spectrum. These results indicate that the

bluest B stars are probably almost unreddened.

In the case of the O stars, even the bluest

of them have observed colors that are redder

than the colors of unreddened B0 stars. This

is true in all photometric systems and for spec-

trophotometry. Making the hypothesis that this

result is due to the pervasive action of in-
terstellar extinction which affects even the most

nearby of the O stars, one extrapolates the in-

trinsic color-spectral-type relation of the B

stars, arbitrarily shaping the relation to con-
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Figure 1-8. The bluest stars in the B- V color

system shown as a function of the MK spectral

type. The (B-V)o versus spectral-type relation
adopted by Morgan et al. (1953) is shown by

a full line, that of Johnson (1966) by a dashed

line, and that of Schmidt-Kaler (1965) by a line

of dots and dashes.

form to the way in which the colors of a

blackbody would vary as its temperature in-

creased from the temperatures appropriate for

B stars to those believed to be appropriate for

O stars. The solutions adopted by Morgan et

al. (1953), by Johnson (1966), and by Schmidt-

Kaler (1965) are shown in Figure 1-8. Because

these extrapolations are arbitrary, attempts
have been made to find the intrinsic colors of

O stars by other methods.

2. Method of Clusters. The O stars are often

grouped in the sky in clusters which contain

stars having spectral types later than O. These

stars have known intrinsic colors. The distribu-

tion of the interstellar extinction in front of and

within the cluster is studied by means of these

stars. In relatively simple cases in which the ex-

tinction is relatively uniform over the area

covered by the cluster and in which it is known

which stars are members of the cluster and

which are not, one can correct the observed col-

ors of the O stars for interstellar extinction,

using the information found from stars of type

B and later, and obtain intrinsic colors for the

O stars. However, the ideal necessary condi-

tions are never realized, and the intrinsic col-

ors found in this way are not so precise as one
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would wish them to be. Indeed, it has not been

possible to improve in this way the original set

of intrinsic colors for O stars established in

1953.

3. Method of Multiple Systems. Since the

method of clusters has proved to be ineffective,

an attempt has been made to resolve the prob-

lem by studying multiple systems containing O

stars. Since the dimensions of multiple systems
are much smaller than those of clusters contain-

ing O stars, one can expect that the chance that

the interstellar extinction is uniform over the

volume occupied by the group of stars is much

greater than is the case for open clusters. A

study of this sort was undertaken by Burnichon

(1975), who studied a small number of multi-

ple systems, collecting for each of them as large

as possible a body of data, including

photometric observations (UBV) and spec-

trophotometry in the BCD system, which gives

precise information about the energy distribu-

tion on both sides of the Baimer discontinuity,

together with a quantitative spectral classifica-

tion of the stars. With this information in hand,

Burnichon was able to reject optical systems.

The intrinsic (B-V) 0 colors found in this study

are redder than the classical (1953) values, being

in the range -0.29 to -0.25 in place of -0.32 to
-0.30. One faces the decision that either these

are really the intrinsic colors of O stars or that

these O stars are suffering a residual cir-

cumstellar reddening. Unfortunately, the

number of O stars studied with this method is

very small.

In practice, whatever the photometric or

spectrophotometric system used, the intrinsic

colors of the O stars are obtained by ex-

trapolating from a relation that has been

established for B stars which are sufficiently

close to the Sun that the interstellar extinction

suffered by these B stars is negligible. One

defines this relation in such a fashion that it is

as regular as possible; in certain cases, it may

be nearly linear. However, it is important to

remember that the character of the extrapola-

tion to O stars is essentially arbitrary.

C. Intrinsic Colors of Normal 0 Stars

in Three Photometric Systems

The number of photometric systems in use

in astronomy is very large. In what follows, we

shall give results for three of them, one

representative of wide-band systems (AX ,-_

1000/_), one of intermediate-band systems (AX

--_250/_), and one of very narrow-band systems

(spectrophotometry with a resolution of 10/_

on the average).

1. The UBVRIJKLMN System. This system is

composed of ten wide bands having the effec-

tive wavelengths given by Johnson (1966). The

effective wavelengths (in/zm) are as follows:

U B V R I

0.36 0.44 0.55 0.70 0.90

J K L M N

1.25 2.2 3.4 5.0 10.2

The transmission curves of the first three f'dters

are shown in Figure 1-10.

The procedures used to obtain intrinsic col-

ors in this system have been described several

times (see, for instance, Johnson and Morgan,

1953; and Johnson, 1966). In the (U-B) vs.

(B- I'9 diagram (Figure 1-9), the bluest B stars

(which are the closest B stars) fall on a regular

curve which is practically a straight line. This

curve defines the intrinsic colors, (U-B) o and

(B- I0o, of the B stars. The bluest O stars have

(B-I0 colors which are redder than the value

of (B-IO o for stars of type B0, and if one

makes the hypothesis that the bluest O stars are

not reddened by interstellar extinction, one

must conclude that the relationship between

(U-B)o and (B-D0 ceases to be linear for spec-
tral types earlier than B0 and that it curves to

the right in Figure 1-9. However, since even the

bluest O stars are relatively distant, it is

reasonable to consider that this curvature is a

result of interstellar extinction, and one makes

the hypothesis that the linear relation between

(U-B) o and (B-I00 defined by the B stars is
also valid for the O stars. To find the intrinsic

colors of the O stars under this hypothesis, one
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Figure I-9. The two-color (B-V) vs. (U-B)

diagram for the bluest main-sequence B1-B9

stars (filled circles) and for 0 stars with dif-

ferent amounts of reddening (squares). The red-

dening path for the 0 stars is marked. (From

Johnson and Morgan, 1953.)

draws a reddening line from the observed posi-

tion of an O star in the (U-B) vs. (B-V)

diagram until it cuts the extended straight line

which defines the relationship between (U-B)o

and (B-V)0 for B stars. The slope of the red-
dening line is determined by the shape of the

interstellar extinction law. It can be defined on-

ly if this law is the same for all stars.

Since the work of Johnson and Morgan

(1953), a large number of O stars has been

observed with wideband photometry, and it has

been possible to derive intrinsic (B-V) for the

several O subtypes by the method described

above. The slopes of the reddening lines for the

several color combinations have been used in

finding the other intrinsic colors. The presently

adopted values are generally those of Johnson

(1968), which are given in Table 1-8. In the two-

color diagrams of Johnson and Borgman (1963)

and of Johnson (1966), the dispersion of the

points is rather large, in part because of a few

local variations in the shape of the interstellar

extinction law and in part because of various

amounts of emitting and/or absorbing material

around some of the stars (see the discussion

made by Wiemer, 1974; and by Schulz and

Wiemer, 1975). However, the number of slight-

ly reddened stars is generally sufficient that

each intrinsic color can be determined without

ambiguity if the relation between (U-B) o

and (B-V) 0 assumed for O stars is correct and

gives an unbiased relation between (B-V) 0 and
spectral type.

FitzGerald (1970) redetermined the intrin-

sic colors of O stars by a method similar to that

of Johnson (1968). These colors are based on

a larger number of stars, but they are not en-

tirely independent of Johnson's colors in the

sense that FitzGerald adopted, as a starting

point, the Johnson relation between (B-V) 0

and spectral type.

Barlow and Cohen (1977) have made in-

frared measurements for a group of O, B, and

A supergiants, and they have published dia-

grams of (B- V) vs. (V-K) and (B- V) vs. (V-L).

The dispersion of their points about a straight

line is very small, even in the case of strongly
reddened stars. This indicates that the wave-

length dependence of the interstellar extinction

is uniform in all directions in the Galaxy and

that the variation with spectral type of the in-

trinsic colors is essentially parallel to the red-

dening lines. This second constraint is certainly

true for the supergiants earlier than A5 which

have been observed by Barlow and Cohen; it

is not true for the stars of later spectral type.

Barlow and Cohen give the following linear
relations between the colors:

V-K = 2.83(B-V) - 0.04 , (1-2)

and

V-L = 2.96(B-V) + 0.04 (1-3)

These relations are valid for types A5

through 09.5. They allow us to make a com-

parison with the intrinsic infrared colors of

Johnson (1968). Adopting (B-V)0 = -0.27 for
type 09.5 1 (see Table 1-8), the above relations
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Figure 1-10. The transmission curves of the
bands of the UBV and of the Stromgren uvby

photometric systems, together with a micro-

photometer tracing of a B3 V star h Her). No

contribution of the Paschen continuum affects

the u filter. We note also that the part of the

stellar spectrum which is strongly affected by
the atmospheric ozone (below about 3200 _,

to the left of the shaded line) has a quite negligi-

ble contribution to the flux in the u filter, which
is different from what happens in the Johnson

U band. Note that the microphotometer trac-

ing represented here is that of a photographic

spectrum. The bumps observed in the green and

red spectral regions are due to (he sensitivity

curve of the plate.

give (V-K) o = -0.80 and (V-L) o --- -0.76 for
type 09.5 I. The values of Johnson are -0.86

and -0.84, respectively. The differences between

these results are typical of the uncertainties
which still exist in the intrinsic wideband in-

frared colors. They may be due in part to slight-

ly different effective wavelengths for the filters

given the same names, and Koornneef has

presented a series of papers which aim at en-

hancing the Arizona near-infrared photometric

system of Johnson by homogenization of data

and unification of results from various authors.

One will find in Koornneef (1983) the more re-

cent set of intrinsic colors, effective wave-

lengths, and absolute calibrations relating to the

J, K, L, and M bands, as well as to the H band

centered at 1.65 #m, which is now in widespread

usage. For O stars, the (V-infrared) indices of

Koornneef are redder than those of Johnson,

the differences becoming significant for late O

supergiants in the K and L bands (0.1 to 0.2

mag).

2. The uvby {3 System. This photometric sys-

tem, designed by StrSmgren, consists of four

bands of intermediate width (180 to 300 A) dis-

tributed in the visible and near-ultraviolet part

of the spectrum. The effective wavelengths of

the bands are 3500 A for u, 4100 _, for v, 4670

/_ for b, and 5470/_ for y. These bands have

been chosen to facilitate the quantification of

the energy curves of stars of types F to O and

to measure the intensities of lines in often-

studied parts of the spectrum. In addition, a

narrow filter centered at H{3 is used with a

broad filter at H{3 to obtain an index linked to

absolute magnitude. A description of the sys-

tem and many of its applications has been given

by Str_mgren (1966).

Values of uvby and {3have been measured

for many stars of types F to O, and listings of

their values can be obtained from the Centre

de Donn6es Stellaires at Strasbourg, France.

The transmission of the different filters as

a function of wavelength has been given by

Crawford and Barnes (1970); these transmis-

sion functions are shown in Figure 1-10, to-

gether with a microphotometer tracing of a B-

type spectrum. One sees that, in contrast to

what is observed for the Johnson U band, no

contribution of the Paschen continuum affects

the filter u. For B and O stars, the index b-y

is relatively unaffected by line blanketing, and

the combination of indices c 1 = (u-v) --
(v-b), which is relatively insensitive to in-

terstellar extinction because the effects on u-v

partially compensate for those on o-b, is a good

indicator of the size of the Balmer jump. The

combination m I = (v-b) -- (b-y) permits one

to make a quantitative estimation of the
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Table 1-8

Intrinsic Colors of 0 Stars According to Johnson (1968}

Spectral Lure.

Type Class

U- V B- V V-R V-I V-J V-K V-L

mag mag mag mag mag mag mag

05, 06, 07 IIl-V

08, 09 la, Ib

IIl-V

09.5 la

Ib

IIl-V

-1.46 -0.32 -0.15 -0.43 -0.73 -0.94 -0.92

-1.41 -0.29 -0.15 -0.43 -0.73 -0.94 -0.92

-1.44 -0.31 -0.15 -0.43 -0.73 -0.94 -0.92

-1.37 -0.27 -0.13 -0.42 -0.68 -0.86 -0.84

-1.36 -0.27 -0.13 -0.42 -0.68 -0.86 -0.84

-1.40 -0.30 -0.14 -0.42 -0.73 -0.94 -0.92

strength of the absorption lines in the region

near 4100/_. The index tn I is very useful for

studying A stars, but is less useful for O stars.

As can be seen from Figure 1-10, filter b is

centered on the wide emission lines which oc-

cur at 4634-41 and 4686/_ in Of stars. The ef-

fect of these emission lines on the magnitude

measured at b explains the position of the Of

stars in the c I versus b-y and m I versus b-y
diagrams of Crawford (1973).

All of the indices used with the uvby system

are affected to some degree by interstellar ex-

tinction. The problem of determining the intrin-

sic colors presents the same difficulties as for

the UBV system except for the simplification

that the effective wavelengths of the filters,

because of the relatively narrow widths of the

passbands, vary very little with increasing ex-

tinction, and the relations between the different

color excesses are strictly linear.

A definitive determination of the intrinsic

colors of the O stars in the uvby system has not

yet been made. Crawford (1970, 1973, 1975a,

1975b) has given a provisionary solution which

consists of extrapolating the relation,

(b-Y)o = -0.116 + 0.097 c o , (1-4)

which is valid for the unreddened B stars. At

type B0, co is -0.06, while at type Bg, it is near
+0.8. In Table 1 of Crawford (1978), values

of (b-y) o are given for co = -0.10, -0.15, and

-0.20. It is implied that these values of c o cor-
respond to O stars, but no calibration in terms

of spectral type has been given.

The slopes of the reddening lines in two-

color diagrams derived from uvby photometry

are easier to determine than the intrinsic col-

ors themselves, and values have been pub-

lished in several places. Values for the prin-

cipal combinations of color differences used are

given in Table 1-9. The best determined value

is the slope of the line in the c I versus b-y
diagram. Using this value with the relation be-

tween (b-Y)o and co valid for the B stars per-

mits one to find co and (b-y) o for any star if
it is of type O or B and is not a supergiant.

From this, one finds the color excess E(b-y)

which characterizes the interstellar extinction

suffered by the star. The slopes E(ml)/E(b-y)
and E(u-b)/E(b-y) seem to be less well defined

than E(cl)/E(b-y). Consequently, dereddening

the indices ml and u-b is probably less certain

than dereddening cl.
One way of obtaining an estimate of the

values of the intrinsic indices for O stars in the
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Table 1-9

Relations Between the Color Excesses of the uvby Photometric System

Ratio
StrSmgren Craw ford Crawford

(1966) (1973) (1975a, 1975b)

E(ct)/E(b-y) 0.20 0.2 0.20

E(rn_)/E(b-y) -0.18 -0.3 -0.32

E(u-b)/E(b- y) 1.84 1.6 1.5

StHSmgren system would be to use calculated

intrinsic colors from model atmospheres.

Mihalas (1972a, 1972b) and Mihalas and Hum-

mer (1974a, 1974b) have made high-tempera-

ture model atmospheres corresponding to O

stars, and they have calculated the indices in

the Str6mgren photometric system for their

models, LTE and non-LTE, with and without

extended atmospheres. It is very difficult to

conclude which model corresponds to which

spectral type. One can say, however, that their

LTE models, especially those with extended at-

mospheres, are excluded because these models

give Balmer discontinuities in emission, at least

for the smaller gravities, and this is not ob-

served to be true for O stars. On the other hand,

Relyea and Kurucz (1978) have calculated

StrSmgren indices for Kurucz' (1979) line-

blanketed model atmospheres. The hot models

of this series, which might correspond to O

stars, do not show the Balmer jump in emis-

sion. These values for the four-color indices

may give some guidance in the choice of intrin-

sic values for the O stars.

3. The BCD System. In this photometric system

(Barbier and Chalonge, 1941; Chalonge and

Divan, 1952, 1973), the distribution in the con-

tinuous spectrum of stars is measured between

3150 and 6200/_ using specially widened pris-

matic spectra and the techniques of photo-

graphic photometry. The spectral resolution is

10/_ on the average. In the BCD spectra, the

dominant absorption and emission lines in stars

of types O, B, and A are readily seen, and it

is easy to define the continuum in all wave-

length regions observed. The continuum is

measured at about 50 regularly spaced wave-

lengths and is then corrected for extinction by

the Earth's atmosphere. Because the resolution
of 5 /_, obtained in the ultraviolet allows one

to determine the quantity of atmospheric ozone

accurately, one can determine precise energy
distributions to 3150/_,.

Relative energy distributions are deter-

mined, the comparison source being a selected

standard star. The results are generally pre-

sented as a table of values of log i/ist d at the
50 measured wavelengths (see, for instance,

Divan, 1954, 1966). However, because log

i/ist d can be represented by a few linear func-
tions of 1/X over the wide spectral region

studied, the energy distribution is also quite well

described in a more condensed way by a few

"relative gradients,"

d i

C = -2.30 dO/x) l°g , (1-5)
lstd

which represent the slopes of these linear rela-

tions. For the O stars, two gradients suffice:

Grb representing the energy distribution in the

4000 to 6200/_ range, and Guo for the 3150 to

3700/_, range.

To put the relative energy distribution on an

absolute scale, stars are compared to a black-

body for which the energy distribution is given

by the Planck formula, B(k, T) = clk -s (exp
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(c2/)_T)-I) -1, with ca = 14320 microns degree.

The slope of this energy distribution in the (log

B, l/k) plane is:

d
_- logB : 2.172}, - 0.4343 _ ,(1-6)

with

-?( )q_ = 1 - exp(-cJXT) -l . (1-7)

The function • is the "absolute gradient" cor-

responding to the temperature T, and for two

blackbodies at temperatures T_ and T z, the
"relative gradient,"

d

G = -2.30 d(1/X--_ (l°gBl "l°gB2) (1-8)

is equal to ,I,l - cI,z. The function cI, has been
tabulated by Kienle (1941). It varies slowly with

X, and when ),T<< c z, cI, is nearly equal to

c2/T.
To a first approximation, it is found that the

O and B stars radiate like blackbodies in the

separate intervals corresponding to Gro and

Guo. Therefore, one can define absolute gra-

dients cI,b and _uo for the standard stars and
thus fix the scale of the relative gradients.

In the first determinations (see Barbier and

Chalonge, 1941), absolute gradients were deter-

mined for each program star by comparison to

a hydrogen lamp calibrated against a blackbody

in the laboratory of Prof. Kienle (Gottingen).

But these absolute measurements are very dif-

ficult to make, and they introduce large uncer-

tainties in the many cases in which only the

much more precise relative energy distributions

are needed (such as spectral classification or the

determination of the shape of the interstellar

reddening law). Thus, the normal procedure is

to determine the energy distribution of all stars

relative to a standard star and then do the ab-

solute calibration of the standard star.

Between 1950 and 1961, the absolute cali-

brations were repeated several times using more

precise methods than those of Barbier and

Chalonge (1941). They were made first for

UMa and t_ Lyr, then for a set of O and early

B stars (including 10 Lac, S Mon, e Per, q,Ori,

and 3, Peg), which are more suitable than

UMa and o_ Lyr for a comparison with the

blackbody radiation because their Balmer

discontinuities are small. The terrestrial sources

of light used in the stellar measurements of

these O and B stars were calibrated against the

blackbody of Prof. Kienle in Heidelberg by

Labs and Mehltreter (Mehltreter, 1961). A great

part of this material has been reduced, and

values of log I s Mon - log B (20,000) are given
in Divan (1965). The relative energy distribu-

tions which are published may thus be put on

an absolute scale.

These new calibrations gave scales close to

those adopted by Chalonge and Divan (1952).

No modification of the zero point of the gra-

dients of 1952 is therefore necessary, and all the

published values of _rb and _uv are on the
same scale. Absolute gradients have been given

for 29 well-observed stars by Divan (1966).

Hayes (1970) has shown that these values agree

very well with his own absolute calibrations.

The Balmer discontinuities are always

measured in a differential fashion, relative to

a standard star. The zero point of the scale of

D has been fixed by a special procedure, in-

dependent of any absolute calibration, and

described in Chalonge and Divan (1952). This

method gives a result which is more precise than

the absolute calibration of the standard star.

The zero point has been revised since 1952, but

the resulting correction of + 0.012 dex has no

influence for applications to spectral classifica-

tion and it has not been used. On the other

hand, if one wishes to compare measured

discontinuities with those calculated for

models, it is necessary to make this correction

and to increase all the published values of D

by +0.012 dex.

In the BCD system, the intrinsic colors of

the O stars have been obtained by means of the

extrapolation shown in Figure 1-11 (taken from

Chalonge and Divan, 1973). The variable s

(abscissa) is a continuous parameter for spec-

tral type defined by means of the parameters

)_ and D. In the diagram of _rb against s, the
bluest B stars lie on a very smooth curve. A

possible extrapolation of the curve is indicated
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Figure 1-11. The bluest stars in the BCD

system. The gradient ¢brb for these stars is a
very regular function (full line) of the con-

tinuous parameter of spectral type, s, defined

by Chalonge and Divan (1973). The dotted line

indicates a possible extrapolation for the 0
stars, although all 0 stars are situated well

above this curve (see text).

by the broken line. The position of the point

corresponding to o Ori is uncertain, owing to

the large zenith distance of this star. The bluest

O stars lie above the projected curve. This may

be the result of interstellar reddening, but a

study of multiple systems (Burnichon, 1975) has

shown that it is possible that the intrinsic col-

ors of certain O stars are redder than the pro-

jected curve indicates. The value of the intrin-

sic gradient 4, can be deduced from that of
#v

Cl'rb and knowledge of the shape of the in-
terstellar extinction law.

The relation between s and spectral type has

been established by Chalonge and Divan (1973).

It is given in Table 1-10 with other intrinsic

parameters for the O stars. The intrinsic gra-

dients have been evaluated according to two

hypotheses: (1) that the values of @0rb can be
determined from the extrapolation shown in

Figure 1-11, and (2) that the intrinsic gradient

q'0 ,b is the same for all O stars and has the

mean value 0.73 found by Burnichon (1975)

from the study of multiple systems. The final

column of Table 1-10 gives the difference, Aq,o

= q'0 uv - q'0 rb" Its importance is that it can be
determined solely from knowledge of the shape

of the interstellar extinction law and in a man-

ner practically independent of the hypothesis

made concerning the intrinsic values of the gra-

dients (see Divan, 1954, 1970). Its variation is

relatively large between types B0 and 05.

Therefore, A_ 0 can serve as an indicator of
spectral type and as a test criterion for correct

selection of a model atmosphere to represent

an O star.

D. Intrinsic Colors of 0 Subdwarfs

The 0 subdwarfs are intrinsically faint ob-

jects generally observed at quite moderate

distances and high galactic latitudes. Many of

them are thus practically unaffected by in-

terstellar reddening, and the intrinsic colors are

obtained directly from the observed energy

distribution. The O subdwarfs are, with some

central stars of planetary nebulae, the bluest ob-

jects in the sky. For the normal O stars, the

bluest B- V actually observed is -0.27 or -0.28

compared to -0.34 for O subdwarfs. Even cor-

rected for interstellar reddening, the B-V col-

ors of the hottest normal O stars (see Table 1-8)
are redder than those observed in the case of

O subdwarfs.

E. Intrinsic Colors of Wolf-Rayet Stars

Although the dereddening of an observed

energy distribution does not imply any

hypothesis about its origin, in the background

of the usual concept of "intrinsic colors" for

Wolf-Rayet stars is the belief that there is a cen-

tral star with a more or less normal photosphere

and that the colors of this photosphere can be

observed through the line-emitting region. The

continuous opacity of the line-emitting region

is discussed in Part III (see pp. 7-74 and 7-75).

It can also be observed in V444 Cygni during

the eclipse of the O-type primary by the Wolf-

Rayet component (Kron and Gordon, 1950;

Cherepashchuk and Khaliullin, 1973). The con-

clusion is that the opacity does not depend on

the wavelength and has thus no influence on

the colors which are observed. Arguments in

favor of a negligible continuous contribution
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Table 1-10

Intrinsic Parameters of the 0 Stars in the BCD System

Sp.

Type D a

First Hypothesis Second Hypothesis

S ¢_0 rb b ¢0 uv c ¢0 rb b _0 UV c A¢O

04-5 0.035 0.024 0.73 0.48 -0.25

06-7 0.05 0.038 0.66 0.46 0.73 0.53 -0.20

08-9 0.06 0.051 0.67 O.51 O.72 O.56 -0.16

09.5 0.07 0.059 0.68 O.54 0.71 O.57 -0.14

BO 0.085 0.073 O.70 O.58 O. 70 0.58 -0.12

aD is expressed in dex. The value indicated is that for main-sequence stars, The discontinuities of supergiants

are smaller by 0.02 to 0.03 than those of the main-sequence stars of the same spectral type.
bThe mean wavelength is 5000 ,_.

CThe mean wavelength is 3500 _.

of the line-emitting region in the visible

wavelengths are given by the absence of any

observable emission in the Baimer continuum

and by the low level of the free-free emission

at short wavelengths.

In the case of normal stars, the intrinsic col-

ors are given as a function of the spectral type.

This is possible because the classification lines

and the continuous spectrum are formed in

almost the same layers of the star and have thus

a close relationship. For Wolf-Rayet stars, the

classification scheme is based on the appearance

of the emission-line spectrum which originates

outside the photosphere and is probably pro-

duced by the deposition of some form of energy

not contained in the radiation field of the star.

Therefore, no known relation exists between

the spectral type of a Wolf-Rayet star and the

energy distribution in the continuum of the

underlying photosphere. We must be ready to

accept the absence of any single-valued relation-

ship.

A rough indication on the colors of the

Wolf-Rayet stars is given by the examination

of the Balmer region: although strong emission

lines may occur near the Balmer limit, especially

in the WC spectra, a Balmer absorption larger
than about 0.05 or 0.10 dex is excluded in the

case of single WR stars. With normal photo-

spheric models, this implies effective tem-

peratures larger than 20000 to 25000 K and hot

intrinsic colors.

To have more information than this lower

limit to the effective temperature, the main dif-

ficulty is not to correct the continuum for in-

terstellar reddening but to determine precisely

this continuum. If the continuum is obtained

in a domain comprising the Balmer disconti-

nuity, the intrinsic energy distribution of the

underlying star can be deduced without much

ambiguity for these hot objects from the mea-

surement of the Balmer discontinuity (or from

any other method equivalent to this mea-

surement, such as the use of a (U-B) vs. (B-V)

diagram and a reddening line) by comparing

this discontinuity with that of normal stars of

similar absolute magnitude. The intrinsic col-

ors of the underlying star are thus relatively well

defined and, when compared with the observed

colors in the visible spectral region in which a

wavelength-dependent continuous contribution

from the line-emitting layers is probably negligi-

ble, they give the amount of interstellar redden-

ing. Assuming then a law of interstellar extinc-

tion, the whole spectrum can be dereddened

and compared with normal stars or with model
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atmospheres. This comparison either gives an

a posteriori justification of the hypotheses

which have been made or suggests improve-

ments in the modeling of the photospheric and

line-emitting layers and eventually in the dered-

dening procedure.

All that has been said above applies to single

Wolf-Rayet stars. In binaries, when two spec-

tra are seen, the Wolf-Rayet star is almost al-

ways associated with an O-type companion

which is the brighter star and the main con-

tributor to the observed continuum.

Many attempts have been made to deter-

mine the intrinsic colors of Wolf-Rayet stars,

either following the lines of thought described

above or by an effort to derive the amount of

interstellar reddening without any assumption

about the continuum observed. From the fluxes

which are observable from the Earth, it has not

been possible to detect real differences in tem-

perature between the underlying stars of the

various Wolf-Rayet subtypes, and the cooler

mean temperature found for WC stars by dif-

ferent authors is probably an artifact due to a

poorly defined continuum. The work done be-

fore 1965 has been summarized by Underhill

(1966), and we shall briefly indicate some of the

main phases in the research done after this date.

Broadband photometry is clearly not a good

tool for analyzing Wolf-Rayet stars, and Pyper

(1966), by using spectra with a dispersion of 48

/_,/mm, corrected UBV magnitudes of Wolf-

Rayet stars for the part of the flux due to the

emission lines. In the corrected (U-B) vs. (B- I,')

diagram, the stars have been projected back in-

to the unreddened main-sequence curve with

reddening lines taken from Wampler (1961).

The systematic difference between WN and WC

stars already found in (U-B) vs. (B-I/) dia-

grams uncorrected for line emission (Feinstein,

1964) is smaller in Pyper's corrected diagram,
but still exists in the sense that the WC stars

are cooler by about 10000 or 20000 K than the

WN stars.

Kuhi (1966) determined the energy distribu-

tion between 3200 and 11000/_ for quite a few

Wolf-Rayet stars with a resolution of 50 ,_,.

Even with this better resolution, line-emission

corrections were necessary, and they have been

made in order to build a two-color diagram, 0O_

3636-4786), (_ 4786-5556). In this diagram,

the WC and WN stars are grouped around two

reddening lines which are very close to each

other, with a slight indication of a cooler

temperature for the WC stars as found by

Pyper 0966), but the effect is much smaller.

All stars have been dereddened to (B-D o =

-0.33, which corresponds to (_ 4786-5556) =

-0.25. Assuming then a standard interstellar

reddening law, the whole spectrum has been

corrected for interstellar extinction, and intrin-

sic energy distributions are given for 14 WN
and WN + OB stars and 7 WC and WC + OB

stars. For the single Wolf-Rayet stars, these

energy distributions seemed to have anomalous-

ly low color temperatures in the red and in-

frared part of the spectrum. They have been

republished after some corrections by Cohen

et al. (1975), together with far-infrared

photometry between 1.6 and 11.3 /zm. The

infrared excesses already seen by Kuhi (1966)

are confirmed for Wolf-Rayet stars and at-
tributed to a free-free emission continuum

originating in a circumstellar shell and/or to a
thermal emission due to circumstellar dust.

These emissions are important mostly in the l-

to 10-ttm spectral region, but it is not excluded

that, at least in some cases, they could extend

into the visible part of the spectrum in which

the stars have been dereddened; they should be

taken into account in the dereddening pro-

cedure, but this is a difficult task.

A quite different approach has been adopted

by Smith (1968b) who studied Wolf-Rayet stars

in the Magellanic Clouds. No a priori hypoth-

esis on the nature of the continuum observed

is made, and the stars are dereddened from the

knowledge of the amount of interstellar mate-
rial which is small and can be determined with

good accuracy. The visible continuum is de-

fined by two narrowband (- 100 ./_) filters, b

and v, avoiding as far as possible the emission

lines (see Table 1-27). Mean (b-o)0 have been
calculated for each Wolf-Rayet subtype

represented in the LMC. They are given in

Table 1- l l, together with the individual values.
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Table 1-11

Intrinsic Colors of Single WR Stars in the LMC

(from Smith, 1968b)

Spectral Type Mean Value

(b-v}o

Individual Values

WN3 -0.18

WN4 -O.17

WN5 -0.14

WN7 -0.20

WN8 -0.15

WC5 -0.21

-0.12, -0.24

-0.28, -0.14, -0.16, -0.14, -0.13
-0.16, -0.12

-0.16, -0.25, -0.20, -0.20

-0.13, +0.04,-0.35

-0.13, -0.14, -0.18:, -0.29, -0.29

In contrast with the large variation of (b-v)o
among stars of the same subtype, the differ-

ences in the mean values from subtype to sub-

type are small. For all subtypes, the mean

(b-v) o color is that of a late B-type star and

cannot correspond to a hot photosphere with

a small Balmer discontinuity. This means either

that Smith's filters are too wide to avoid rea-

sonably well the emission lines or that the

photospheric continuum cannot be seen

through the emission layers. The fact that the

line strengths can differ by factors up to 10

within each WR subtype (Leep, 1982; Conti et

al., 1983b) could explain the large variation in

Smith's (b-v)o colors among stars of the same
subtype through a line contribution in the

filters, but it could also be an indication that,

at least in some cases, no photospheric con-

tinuum is seen between the emission lines.

To have a better insight into these problems,

it is necessary to measure the energy distribu-

tions with the high resolving power which has

been obtained only recently thanks to new

detectors (Massey, 1982a; Smith and Willis,

1983; Conti et al., 1983b; Vreux et al., 1983;

Garmany et ai., 1984). The first results on line

and reddening-free parameters in the visible

continuum (given by Massey, 1982a, 1984) are

very puzzling. They cannot be explained by any

known photospheric model, and large varia-

tions of the interstellar reddening law in the

small wavelength range of Massey's observa-

tions are very unlikely.

Ultraviolet energy distributions are now

available for quite a few Woif-Rayet stars, and

they have confirmed that Wolf-Rayet stars are

hot objects with very blue ultraviolet colors and

effective temperatures around those of 09 and

B0 stars (see, among others, Willis and Wilson,

1978; van der Hucht et al., 1979; Underhill,

1980, 1981; Nussbaumer et ai., 1982; Underhill,

1983; Garmany et al., 1984). There was hope

that the 2200 _ interstellar feature would give

a possibility to deredden the observed energy

distributions without any assumption on the in-

trinsic distributions. It seems now that, in some

cases (Nussbaumer et ai., 1982) and even in

quite a few cases (Garmany et al., 1984), if the

extinction corrections which are needed to

remove the 2200/_, feature are applied to the

observed energy distributions, the resulting

(B-V) 0 color is bluer than in the case of nor-
mal O stars by 0.1 to 0.4 magnitudes. If this

is interpreted as an abnormal ultraviolet extinc-

tion law, the 2200 ._ bump cannot be used to

deredden Wolf-Rayet stars. New results on the

intrinsic energy distribution of Wolf-Rayet stars

should come from precise high-resolution

photometry of stars in the Magellanic Clouds,

the only region in which the dereddening is

not a too serious problem. Nine WR stars have

been measured by Smith and Willis (1983) in
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theLargeMagellanicCloud from 1150 to 7600

]k, with a resolution of 6 to 9/_ between 1150

and 3250/_,, about 2/_ between 3750 and 5020

/_, and about 6 ._ in the spectral range 4900 to

7600 /_,. The ultraviolet color temperatures

range from 29000 to 38000 K and are not cor-

related with the spectral subtype. They are

somewhat bluer than those found by

Nussbaumer et al. (1982) for galactic Wolf-

Rayet stars dereddened by "nulling" the 2200
feature.

F. Spectrophotometric Scans

of 0 and Wolf-Rayet Stars

During the last 20 years, thousands of spec-

trophotometric scans of stars have been pub-

lished. The passband is generally 50 ,_,, some-

what too large to obtain true continua even for

O stars, but in certain cases, the passband was

reduced to 10 ._, for bright stars. These scans

are calibrated in terms of absolute fluxes

through a wide variety of absolute calibrations.

Breger (1976a, 1976b) has made a very careful

analysis of this large amount of rather

heterogeneous material and has given a catalog

of the best scans (937 scans with the corre-

sponding references for 685 stars), all put on

the same absolute scale through the calibration

of c_ Lyr by Hayes and Latham (1975). Nine

O stars ranging in spectral types from 05 to

09.5 are in the Breger catalog: _5Ori, 09.5 II;

t Ori, 09 III; _"Ori, 09.5 Ib; S Mon, 07; UW

CMa, O7f, _"Pup, O5f; O Car, 09.5 V; _"Oph,

09.5 V; and 10 Lac, 09 V.

Kuan and Kuhi (1976) have published addi-

tional scans for 24 O stars using an exit slot of

48/_ in the 3300 to 5100/_ spectral range and

64/_ in the 5100 to 7500/_ range. The fluxes

are put on an absolute scale through the use of

unspecified secondary standards of Hayes

(1970) and of the calibration of Vega by Hayes

(1970), which is not significantly different from

the calibration by Hayes and Latham (1975)

used by Breger. All the O stars of Kuan and

Kuhi suffer significant amounts of interstellar

reddening. They have been dereddened using

the standard reddening law of Whitford 0958)

and that A v which renders the index E r =

m5556 - m7530 equal to the value which Kuan
and Kuhi claim is that of an unreddened star

of the same spectral type. The resulting values

of A v are in all cases considerably smaller
than the values found when the stars are dered-

dened using the index B- V instead of E r . For
instance, for the stars 9 Sge, HD 193322, and

_.Cep, respectively, Kuan and Kuhi suggest that

A v is 0.75, 0.77, and 1.26 mag, whereas
Underhill et al. (1979) find as the result of us-

ing three methods that A v is 0.97, 1.24, and

1.69 mag, respectively. If the scans of Kuan and

Kuhi are reliable in the E r spectral region,

their estimates of A v mean either that the law

of interstellar reddening is very abnormal for

all their stars or that all the stars observed have

intrinsic energy distributions different from

those of the normal lightly reddened O stars

which are used to obtain the intrinsic values of

the color indices E r and B-V. This second
alternative has been chosen by Kuan and Kuhi,

who conclude that their program O stars have

"flat" energy distributions. A systematic error

in the longest wavelengths (around 7530 A)

either in the Kuan and Kuhi scans or in the

secondary standards used could perhaps explain

these results. Another possibility is that all of

the stars observed by Kuan and Kuhi have a

detectable amount of excess radiation near 7530

/_. In any case, the reality of "flat" energy

distributions should be tested also with unred-

dened or nearly unreddened stars before con-

cluding that the energy distributions of the O

and Of stars are truly indicative of atmospheric

extension.

Spectrophotometric scans between 3300 and

11100 ._, have been published by Cohen et al.

(1975) for 32 Wolf-Rayet stars, with an exit slit

of 50, 96, or 128/k. Twenty of these stars are

measured in the whole spectral range and 12

from 8000 to 11100 /_. Infrared photometry

between 1.6 and 11.3 tzm is also given for 23

stars. Among them, 17 have scans which can

be combined with the infrared photometry to

produce composite energy distributions. The

observed and the dereddened fluxes are

tabulated. This material has been used by the
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authors to discuss the infrared excesses of the

Wolf-Rayet stars.

Vreux et al. (1983) have given energy distri-

butions between 5750 and 10350 A for 26

Southern Hemisphere Wolf-Rayet stars in the

form of tracings with a resolution of about 8 A.

G. Ultraviolet Intrinsic Energy Distributions

The absolute ultraviolet energy received at

the Earth has been measured for a number of

O stars by means of spacecraft spectro-

photometric and photometric instruments

which have been listed above, in the section

Main Ultraviolet Programs. A detailed com-

parison of OAO-2, ANS, and TDI-$2/68 ob-

servations by Gilra et al. is still in preparation,

but Koornneef et al. (1982) gave a structured

presentation of the data contained in these

various source catalogs. Magnitudes versus

wavelength for 531 individual stars (including

6 WR and 39 O stars) are represented in a

homogenized absolute calibration system. The

OAO-2 photometry is given for the whole sam-

ple; it is supplemented by OAO-2 spectropho-

tometry of 213 stars, ANS photometry for 363

stars, and TDI fluxes for 488 objects. For early-

type stars, the agreement between the various

ultraviolet photometric systems is generally bet-

ter than 0.10 mag.

In order to get intrinsic energy distributions,

the observed data must be corrected for the

wavelength-dependent extinction due to the in-

terstellar medium which affects all O stars. The

shape of the interstellar extinction curve

through the ultraviolet has been deduced by

Nandy et al. (1975, 1976) from TDI-$2/68

spectrophotometric scans of several hundred O-

and B-type stars distributed throughout the

galactic plane. Savage and Mathis (1979) have

rediscussed all the information available on the

average interstellar extinction curve and have

provided a useful table of Ax/E(B- 1I) extend-

ing from k-i = 0 to 10/_m -I (see their Table 2).

The existence of differences of interstellar ex-

tinction in different areas of the Galaxy is still

a controversial question. It must be noted that,

in the present state of our knowledge, our

nearest neighbors, the Magellanic Clouds, have

mean interstellar extinction curves similar to the

galactic one from the infrared to about 2500

/_ but sensibly different from it at shorter

wavelengths: smaller hump at 2200 /_, and

higher far-ultraviolet extinction for the LMC

(Nandy et al., 1981; Koornneef and Code,

1981), no hump at 2200/_ and still higher far-

ultraviolet extinction for the SMC (Pr6vot et

al., 1984).

We shall now review the major sources of

information for the intrinsic ultraviolet energies

of O stars, bearing in mind that: (1) an in-

terstellar extinction correction has been applied

from the evaluation of E(B- I0 and the use of

an average galactic extinction law, and (2) the

absolute calibrations of different experiments

are somewhat connected and are often based

on the flux for r/UMa as defined in Bohlin et

al. (1980), which these authors consider ac-

curate to within 10 percent longward of 1200 _,.

From TD 1-$2/68 observations, Nandy et al.

(1976) provided a grid of intrinsic colors

(Ux- V)0 from 1400 to 2740 ,/_ with a mean rms

error of _+0.1 mag for O and B stars. More

recently, Carnochan (1982) presented a study

of intrinsic colors of stars O to G, utilizing the

full $2/68 data set and extending the work of

Nandy et al. Different ways for calculating the

(Ux-V) 0 were used, and the arithmetic mean

was adopted as the intrinsic color (mean error

varying between 0.05 and 0.4 mag). These in-

trinsic colors have been corrected from the ab-

solute calibration of $2/68 (whose error is

estimated at less than 20 percent in the absolute

fluxes) to the standard calibration of Bohlin et

al. (1980) for the star _/UMa. The results are

given in Figure 1-12 by a dotted line. The

arrows indicate the Am corrections introduced

by using the standard calibration of Bohlin et

al. (1980). One can see in Figure 1-12 that for

O stars the two sets of TD1-$2/68 intrinsic col-

ors differ appreciably, probably because of

different dereddening, normalizing, and

smoothing procedures. Llorente de Andr6s et

al. (1981) also made a study of ultraviolet in-

trinsic colors of early-type stars from

TDI-$2/68 data and compared them with the
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Figure 1-12. Comparison of different deter-

minations of ultraviolet intrinsic colors for 0
stars.

predictions of stellar model atmospheres adopt-

ing the effective temperature scale described by

Castelli et al. (1980). Their results are in agree-

ment with those of Nandy et al. (1976), and

they conclude also that the dwarfs and giants

of the same spectral type have the same relative

flux distribution, while the supergiants have

redder (U x- I00 colors. It can be seen that the
difference between the flux distributions

published for dwarfs and supergiants cannot be

removed by changing the values of (B-I00
used to deredden the dwarfs and the

supergiants. Moreover, comparison with the

ultraviolet energy distributions predicted by

stellar model atmospheres shows that dwarf

and giant stars of spectral type 09 to B2 are

redder than the models. This can be interpreted

by the underestimation for the models both of

line opacities and of the adopted microtur-

bulence velocity. For supergiants and especial-

ly the hottest ones, a similar conclusion is

reached.

Intrinsic ultraviolet colors based on ANS

data (from 1550 to 3300/_) have been presented

by Wesselius et al. (1980a) from the study of

182 main-sequence stars and by Wu et al. (1980)

for stars of all luminosity classes. Wesselius et

al. considered stars with small reddening, but

O stars are included up to E(B- I'9 = 0.30. They

assume a gradual change of each color index

with effective temperature and smooth the

original determinations with a polynomial fit.

They find that, for the hot stars, the spread in

each of the ultraviolet colors is smaller than

0.02 mag. Wu et al. do not smooth the original

determinations; their results are in reasonable

agreement with those of Wesselius et al. for hot

main-sequence stars. A careful comparison of

the observed color indices (Ux-V) 0 with
Kurucz (1979) models has been made by

Wesselius et al. (1980a). They discuss the data

on main-sequence stars and also on 56 giants

and supergiants using, as representation of the

data, color index versus effective temperature

diagrams. They confirm that supergiants earlier

than B6 are much redder than main-sequence

stars at the same spectral type. Admitting that

the absolute calibrations of the ANS magni-

tudes have independent errors, Wesselius et al.

adjust the ANS-observed colors in order to fit

the model colors for main-sequence B stars. In

these conditions, the observed O stars are slight-

ly bluer than the models. Galecki et al. (1983)
redetermined intrinsic ultraviolet colors of

early-type stars from ANS data, assuming that

there is a linear relation between the ultraviolet

color excesses and E(B- V); a comparison to the

model values of Wesselius et al. has been made,

but without any adjustment; it confirms that,

in the ANS photometry, the hottest dwarfs are

slightly bluer than the models, but only for

wavelengths longer than 1800 A.

Code et al. (1980) presented a catalog of

magnitudes from OAO-2 filter photometry

(1330 to 4250/_) for 531 stars and tabulated

also mean values of (U×-I/90 for nine main-
sequence types among which are 07 and B0.

No published tables of intrinsic colors from

IUE data (1200 to 3100/_) are available up to

now. However, for comparison, we plot in
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Figure1-12theindividualvaluesof colorsfor
twodereddenedO starsfromBohlin(1982).

The results from different authors agree to

within _+0.1 mag for X > 1600/_ (see Figure

1-12). At shorter wavelengths, the agreement

may be as good if the Carnochan (1982) values

deduced from the TD1 data are preferred to

those of Nandy et al. (1976); this better agree-

ment with OAO-2 and IUE results is not due

only to the recalibration of TDI-$2/68 on

rt UMa absolute fluxes of Bohlin et al. (1980).

Finally, one can say very briefly that,

without considering any effective temperature

scale for stars, when Kurucz (1979) models

grossly match the ultraviolet observations

above about 2000/_, they become progressively

bluer than the observations at shorter wave-

lengths.

IV. EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURES AND

BOLOMETRIC CORRECTIONS

In this section, we shall review the main

determinations of effective temperatures of O

and Wolf-Rayet stars. Bolometric corrections
are reviewed at the end of the section.

A. Normal O Stars

Effective temperatures of O stars have been

determined mainly by three independent

methods: from the line spectrum by comparison

to the predictions of model atmospheres, from

the Zanstra principle applied to the surrounding

H II region of an exciting star, and from the

integrated flux.

The first method consists of comparing the

observed line equivalent widths or profiles to

the predictions of model atmospheres. This was

done by Conti (1973) using his measurements

of O star line strengths and the non-LTE model

computations of Auer and Mihalas (1972).

Comparison of the predicted and observed runs

of the line ratio, h 4471 He I/k 4541 He 1I,

used for spectral classification led to the scale

of effective temperatures which is shown in

Figure 1-13 by solid lines. The estimated prob-

able error due to measuring uncertainties is

+ 500 K at a given spectral type. Uncertainties

originating in the linking of real stars to the

models are to be added to this.*

Kudritzki and his coworkers (Kudritzki,

1980, 1981; Kudritzki et al. 1982; Simon et al.,

1983) performed a detailed non-LTE analysis of

five individual earliest O stars from high disper-

sion (12 or 2.6/_/mm) spectra with low noise

and high contrast. Equivalent widths of the He

I k 4471 line, together with the observed pro-

files of hydrogen and ionized helium lines, are

used for the determination of effective

temperature, gravity, and helium abundance.

The results for the five program stars are com-

patible with a normal helium abundance, and

they lead to the values of effective temperatures

and gravities which are given in Table 1-12.

Until the last decade, fluxes over a large

wavelength range were not directly observed,

and Hjellming (1968) and Morton (1969)

estimated the temperatures of O-type stars

which excite H II regions by means of the

Zanstra method. The Zanstra principle states

that all Lyman continuum photons are

ultimately converted to Balmer line or con-

tinuum photons; measurement of the radio

free-free emission and/or the Ha emission in

the surrounding H II region of an O star per-

mits one to estimate the Lyman continuum flux

from the star. One compares this to the predic-

tions from model stellar atmospheres and

deduces Tef f. Two problems arise with this
method: if the nebula is density-bounded rather

than ionization-bounded or if it contains dust,

the temperature of the star is underestimated;

if another undetected star excites the nebula,

the temperature is then overestimated. Both

Hjellming and Morton took great care to use
nebulae which seem free from such effects.

Morton's effective temperature scale for O stars

is shown in Figure 1-13. The accuracy is

estimated to be _+10 percent.

Recently, fluxes from _ 1100 ,_, to the in-

frared have become accessible to observation

*See also Abbott and Hummer (1985) for the effects of
"wind blanketing" on T., deduced from a line ratio.
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Table 1-12

Effective Temperature of O Stars

HD Sp Sp

or BD Conti Walborn

Conti Kudritzki

Scale Tel f log g

Morton

Scale

Code

et al.

UDPD a Pottasch

Underhill et al.

93129 O3f O31f"

93128 O3((f)) O3V((f))

303308 03 O3V((f))

93205 03 O3V

93250 03 O3V((f))

(52000) 45000 ± 2000 3.60 ± O, 15

155OOOl 48000±3000 3.85±O,15

(55000) 45500+3000 3.90+0,15

(55000)

(55000) 52500±2500 3.95±0,15

15570 O4f O41f + (47500)

16691 O4f O41f + (47500)

66811 O4ef O41(n)f (47500)

46223 O41(f)) O4VIIf)) 150000)

164794 O41(f)) O4VIIf)) 150000]

168076 O4((f)) O4V((f)) (500001

96715 O4V b O4V((f)) (50OOO}

242908 O4 b (50OO0_

15629 O4((f)) O5V({f)) (50000)

14947 OSf O51f + (44500)

+ 54°2781 O5f b (44500)

15558 OS(f) O5111(f) i46000)

93843 O5111b OSIIl(f)var (46OOOl

93204 OS((f)) O5V((f)) (47000)

97484 O6 b (47000)

193682 O5 b (47000)

93403 O5.5(f) O5111(f)var (43500)

192281 O6.5(ef) O5Vn((f))p (43500)

168112 O6.5((f)) O5fll(fl (44500)

46150 O5,5((f)) O5Vl(f)) (44500)

210839 O6ef O61(n)fp (40OOOl

206267 06 O6.6V((f}l 42000

+60°2522 O6.5/llef O6.5(n)(f)p 39000

152723 O6.5111(f) 39000

42088 06.5V 06.5V 40000

48099 O6,5V O7V 40000

24912 O7.51 O7.5111(n)((f)) 35500

188001 O81t 07.51af 34500

151804 O8if 081af 34500

47839 O8111Hf)) O7V((fl) 35500

36861 O8111((f)) O8111((f)l 35500

214680 O8111 O9V 35500

57060 O8.51f O71a:fpvar 33500

193322 O8.5111 O9V:lln)) 34500

57061 O91 O911

149757 O9V(e)

36512 O9V b BOV

3300O

34500

34500

30614 O9.51 O9.51a 31500

188209 O9.51 O9.51ab 31500

36486 O9.5l O9.6;I 31600

37742 O9,51 O9.71b 31500

34078 O9.5V O9.6V 33000

37468 O9.5V 33000

41 O00 ± 2000 3.50 ± O,15

48000

48000

48000

48000

48000

48000

48000

40000

40000

33500

33500

33500

33500

33500

3200O

32000

32000

31000

31000

31000

31000

31000

31000

32510±1930

31910±2040

29910±2110

46000

(63000)

50100

(59000)

50000

44000

(58OOOI

35000

34800

54000

56000

31900

50100

46200

28000

44000

46200

(61000)

(6100O)

24800

34900

38000

29800

59000

35000

37500

37000

34500

34500

35500

35000

35500

33500

34000

33000

34000

34500

25000

31000

31000

27500

31500

43600

44700

43600

36200

33500

36800

36800

32500

31400

31300

2950O

aUnderhil_ at al. (1979)
bSpectral type from Humphteys (1978}.
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for a number of stars, and it is now possible

to determine effective temperatures based

mainly on observational data, although still

depending in part on theoretical model

atmospheres.

By definition, the effective temperature Tff

of a star is given by:
oo

oT_4f =f 3rx(*)d?_ , (1-9)

0

where o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and

×(*) is the monochromatic emergent flux at

the stellar surface in ergs sq /_-1 cm-2. The

monochromatic emergent flux is related to the

monochromatic flux measured outside the

Earth's atmosphere and corrected for in-

terstellar extinction, fx' by means of the

angular diameter, 0x:

?fx (*) : 4fx/02_ (l-lO)

Assuming that 0× has the same value at all
wavelengths, it is possible when this value is

known to find the effective temperature,

estimating only from theory the nonobserved

part of the integrated flux:

h 2

oT_4ff = 40:G(model) f fhdX ,(l-ll)

with G(model)= l +

(1-12)

i )/'x d)t + F x d_ / F a d)t

h 1

In Equation (l-12), k I and k2 are the lower
and upper limits of the observed wavelength

range and F x is the monochromatic flux of the
model.

This method has been used primarily by

Code et al. (1976) for three bright O stars and

by Underhill et al. (1979) and Underhill 0982)

for 18 mostly late O and 24 early O stars,

respectively. The fluxes were observed from the

ground and from OAO-2, TD1-$2/68, or IUE

Teff

(,m)

50000-{,1

Io)

\
\

5000

40001

30000

1
03 04

ll}

®

O,O,@

D

x

respectively I or L IlL V,

UnderhHI ( 1979,1982)

respectively I or f. V.

Code et al (1976)

Pottasch el al (1979)

Kudrilzki (1981)

Cont, (1973,1975) scale

for luminosity classes V

and If

Morton (1969) scale

/

0
0

• Ia -o

I I I I I I
05 06 07 08 09 Spectral.

type

Figure 1-13. The effective temperature versus

spectral type for 0 stars.

in the ultraviolet range, and the model-

dependent nonobserved part of the flux is not

too large.

Code et al. used the angular diameters

measured at X 4430 ,&by Hanbury Brown et al.

(1974) by means of the intensity interferometer,

and their effective temperatures can be con-

sidered as purely empirical. Unfortunately, the

results by Code et al. (1976) are very few in

number for O stars. However, s_ Pup was con-

sidered, and it is given a very low temperature

compared to the previous scale by Morton or

by Conti (see Figure l-13); this surprising result

has been discussed at length in several papers.

The uncertainty in Teff is estimated to be about
7 percent for the O stars of Code et al.

Underhill et al. (1979) and Underhill 0982)

used angular diameters found by replacing 3_x
in Equation (l-10) by the monochromatic fluxes

from a model atmosphere in the infrared or the

visible range, following the suggestion of
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Blackwelland Shallis (1977). The late O stars

show a trend which is compatible with the

previous scales, except for the 09.5 supergiants

which have systematically lower temperatures

(Figure 1-13). For the early O stars, the effec-

tive temperatures range from 25000 to 63000

K (see Figure 1-13). Since the uncertainty in

these results was estimated to be about 5 per-

cent, this range was considered as probably real

even though the highest effective temperatures

may be suspect. This would indicate that a spec-

tral type of 05, 04, or 03 cannot be correlated

closely with effective temperature. The median

effective temperature at each early O spectral

type is as follows: <Tefr> = 42300 ± 12300 K

at 05; <Tff> = 45500 ± 9800 K at 04; and

<Tff> = 53600 ± 6300 K at 03. It increases
as the spectral type becomes earlier, but the

standard deviation of each result is large

enough for types 05 and 04, greatly exceeding

the expected typical error of a single result, to

suggest that all of the stars which are given

spectral type 05 or 04 do not have about the

same effective temperature. At type 03, the

spread about the mean value is not very much

larger than what can be expected from the er-

rors inherent in the method. However, because

the sample is small at this subtype, consisting

of only five stars, it is uncertain whether or not

the stars given type 03 truly have about the

same effective temperature. These median

values are below the Conti (1973, 1975) scale

for 04 and 05 types and in agreement with it

for the 03 type, while the four values found

by Kudritzki and his coworkers (see above) for

03 stars are below the Conti scale. In addition,

the early O-type stars having the "f"

characteristic lie mainly in the lower part of

Figure 1-13, but one cannot say that they are

systematically cooler than the early O-type stars
which do not have this characteristic.

The results by Pottasch et al. (1979), based

on a study of ten O-type exciting stars of dif-

fuse nebulae which considers all the observed

flux shortward of the Lyman limit, lie below

the Conti scale, parallel to it, and are roughly

in qualitative agreement with those of Underhill

(see Figure 1-13).

Individual results on Tef f determinations

are given in Table 1-12, along with the Tff
scales of Conti and Morton.

One can say in summary that, for the early

O stars, the effective temperatures derived by

the method of the integrated flux do not agree

well in general with the effective temperatures

deduced from the analysis of the line spectrum.

The observed true dispersion in the flux effec-

tive temperatures is very large. This would

mean that the strengths of the classification

lines used for spectral-type determinations are

not closely related to the effective temperatures

in a unique monotonic manner. For the sam-

pie of early O stars considered by Underhill

(1982), there is no apparent correlation of the

flux effective temperature with spectral type or

with luminosity. In the case of late O stars, the

agreement is relatively good between the two

methods, but for supergiants of type 09.5, the

flux effective temperatures are significantly

lower than the effective temperatures of Conti

based on the relative strengths of He I and He
II lines.

Balmer discontinuities, D, have been

measured by L. Divan (unpublished data) in the

BCD system for quite a few O stars. In the case

of late O stars (07 to O9), the values of D are

well correlated with the spectral subtype and the

luminosity class which are deduced from the

analysis of the line spectrum (see Figure 1-2).

For the early O stars (03 to O5), the Balmer

discontinuities are very small and cannot ex-

clude a rather large range in high effective

temperatures; however, the observed D values

are always smaller than for the 07 to 09 sub-

types, and if the Balmer continuum is purely

photospheric, effective temperatures lower than

35000 K seem to be excluded.

The discrepancy between the flux effective

temperatures and the line effective temperatures

in the case of O stars raises the question of the

validity of using empirically selected classifica-

tion lines to determine the conditions in the

photosphere. These lines are probably partly

formed in the outermost regions of the at-

mosphere (Underhill, 1982) in which conditions

are probably determined more by the deposition
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ofnonradiativeenergyandmomentumthanby
theheatingprovidedbythepassageof radia-
tion fromthecenterof thestar.Thisimpor-
tantpointwill bediscussedin PartIII.

B. 0 Subdwarfs

At the time of writing, no direct determina-

tion of the effective temperature from observed

fluxes and angular diameters has been made for

hot subdwarfs. Fluxes have been measured in

a large wavelength range, from the infrared to

about 1200/_, in the ultraviolet part of the spec-

trum, and the models available are probably

good enough for estimating the unobservable

amount of energy. The difficulty is that the hot

subdwarfs with their low luminosities and high

surface brightness can have only very small

radii, and even at quite moderate distances,

their angular diameters are unmeasurable with

the present observing techniques. In fact, even

if the angular diameters were measurable, the

so-called "direct" determination of the effec-

tive temperature in the case of these very hot

stars would be somewhat "model-dependent"

through the unobservable part of the flux which

sometimes exceeds the observable part. The

benefit of using measured integrated fluxes

from 1200 ._. to some long wavelength is then

less than in the case of cooler stars. Another

difficulty is that the chemical composition of

the O subdwarfs is a priori unknown, and the

possibility of using angular diameters deduced

from model atmospheres, following the method

applied to the O stars of Population I by

Underhill et al. (1979) and Underhill (1982), has

not yet been explored. For the O subdwarfs,

the effective temperatures are derived by a more

indirect method.

The indirect method consists of: (1) observ-

ing part of the energy distribution of the star

in the continuum and/or in the lines, and (2)

calculating a model atmosphere for which the

energy distribution matches the observed

features. If the match is good, one accepts that

the effective temperature of the star is equal to

the effective temperature of the model. This is

true only if the physics of the model truly

represents what happens in the atmosphere of

the star. Otherwise, even a good match could

be completely misleading. The probability that

the physics is good increases if many features,

belonging to different elements with different

degrees of ionization and spread over a large

spectral range, are correctly represented. Thus,

the different attempts to determine the effec-

tive temperature differ by the observed features

used (nature, number, spread in wavelength,

lines or continuum, etc.) and by the physics of

the model.

In the case of massive O stars, the chemical

composition is largely solar, and the grid of

useful models depends only on two parameters:

the effective temperature and the gravity.* The

situation is much more complicated for hot

subdwarfs because they have a large variety of

chemical compositions, from pure helium to

almost pure hydrogen (see Table 1-13), and the

grid of models must include parameters of

chemical composition.

In the atmospheres of the hot stars, non-

LTE effects are important not only for line pro-

files but also for the continuum. For a given

temperature, the non-LTE effects decrease as

gravity increases, and the hot subdwarfs are less

influenced than the main-sequence stars.

However, important non-LTE effects exist in

many hot subdwarfs and Kudritzki (1976)

showed that the difference between LTE and

non-LTE disappears only for log g = 7 at Tff

= 45000 K and log g = 6 at Lff = 40000 K.
These limits depend on the chemical composi-

tion and are given here for N(He)/N(H) = O. 1.

From the time of their identification as a

spectroscopic group with very blue colors,

broad hydrogen lines, and the presence of ion-

ized helium, the O subdwarfs were known to

have a high effective temperature. However,

the first quantitative determinations were per-

formed only much later by Searle and Rodgers

(1966), Sargent and Searle (1968), Newell et al.

(1969), Greenstein (1971), and Greenstein and

*If the wind backscattering discussed by Abbott and Hum-
mer (1985) is not taken into account.
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Table 1-13

Atmospheric Parameters of 0 Subdwarfs

N(He)

Star Teff(103 K) Log g N(He) + N(H) References a

HD 49798 47.5 4.25 0.5 1

BD + 75 ° 325 55.0 5.3 0.6 2

SB 21 36.3 5.4 1.0 3

SB 58 38,0 4.5 0.7 3

LB 1566 42.7 5.0 0.2 3

SB 705 44.7 5.8 0,5 3

SB 933 49.0 5.5 0.4 3

LS 630 55.0 6.0 0.5 3

SB 884 39.8 6.1 0.12 3

SB 169 37.2 6.3 0.04 3

EG 55 38.0 5.8 0.02 3

SB 38 38.9 5.4 0.03 3

TON S-103 39.8 6.5 1.0 3

HD 127493 42.5 5.25 0.6 4
HD 149382 b 35.0 5.5 0.04 5

a References: 1. Kudritzki and Simon, 1978; 2. Kudritzki et al., 1980; 3. Hunger et al., 1981; 4. Simon, 1982;
5. Baschek et al., 1982.

b The spectral type of this star is sdO8.

Sargent (1974). The effective temperature was

deduced from the reddening free parameter Q

= (U-B) - 0.72 (B-V) through a relation be-

tween Q and Tf_ established with model atmo-
spheres having a solar chemical composition.

Baschek and Norris (1975) have analyzed the

O subdwarf, HD 149382, by improved

methods, using monochromatic measurements

of the continuum instead of broadband colors,

detailed profiles of H, He I, He II lines, and

a grid of models having gravities as high as log

g = 6.5. The LTE assumption is made, but

non-LTE effects are discussed. It was clear that

more realistic models were necessary to inter-

pret the physical conditions in the atmospheres

of hot subluminous stars.

Such models were calculated at Kiel by

Kudritzki, who began to publish grids of non-

LTE models with high gravities, high temper-

atures, and different chemical compositions

(Kudritzki, 1976). He investigated the effects

of non-LTE situations in hot subdwarfs and

gave the first applications of the new models

to observations. Almost at the same time, the

first observations by Wesselius (1977) of O

subdwarfs with the ANS Satellite extended the

observed domain to the far ultraviolet.

Wesselius compared the ultraviolet energy

distributions corrected for interstellar

absorption using the 2200 ,_ feature with

Kudritzki's models for three O subdwarfs,

BD+28 ° 4211, BD+ 75 ° 325, and HD 127493.

The energy distributions were explained by high

temperatures and high gravities, but a more

complete set of models and of observations are

necessary to draw any further conclusion. At

these very high temperatures, continuum energy

distributions only are not sufficient.

The first very complete analysis of an O

subdwarf was published by Kudritzki and

Simon (1978) for HD 49798. Well-observed

equivalent widths and profiles for a large

number of lines of H, He I, and He II were

analyzed by means of a grid of non-LTE
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models sufficiently dense in effective

temperature, gravity, and helium abundance.

The fit is made with the equivalent widths, and

although the number of analyzed lines greatly

exceeds the number of parameters of the model,

a solution in Tar, log g, and N(He)/N(H) can
be found. With this solution, complete line pro-

files, together with the energy distribution in

the continuum, were calculated and compared

to the observations. The fit is excellent in all

cases, even for the He I line profiles which are

completely unexplained by LTE models. Most

probably, the physics of Kudritzki's models is

very close to what really happens in the at-

mospheres of the hot subdwarfs.

These models are now used by the Kiel

group to analyze more O subdwarfs: BD + 75 °

325 (Kudritzki et al., 1980); HD 149382

(Baschek et al., 1980); SB 21, SB 58, LB 1566,

SB 705, LS 630, SB 933, SB 884, SB 169, EG

55, SB 38, and TON S-103 (Hunger et al.,

1981); HD 127493 (Simon, 1982); and HD

149382 (Baschek et al., 1982). In some of these

analyses, the far-ultraviolet He II line at 1640

,/k is measured on high dispersion IUE spectra

and introduced into the fit diagrams.

Other groups have started to analyze hot

subdwarfs, generally using LTE models for the

continuum and sometimes non-LTE models for

the lines (see, for instance, Wesemael et al.,

1982). See also Caloi et al. (1982) for the very

interesting case of an O subdwarf (presence of

the He II lines 4686, 4542, and 1640/_) which

was discovered by Searle and Rodgers (1966)

in the globular cluster NGC 6397. Membership

in the cluster seems well established, and the

star is situated above and to the left of the

horizontal branch. Unfortunately, the effective

temperature and the gravity of this star are still
not well known.

The results of some of the best analyses of

O subdwarfs are given in Table 1-13. The ef-

fective temperatures are very high, and

although O subdwarfs cannot be divided into

spectroscopically defined subtypes, their range

in temperature is almost as large as the entire

interval covered by the normal O stars. The hot-

test O subdwarfs have effective temperatures

of about 55000 K, like those of 03 Population

I stars. However, the extremely high temper-

atures of some central stars of planetary

nebulae (Table 1-14) are not observed for the

O subdwarfs. (We must note that the temper-

atures of Table 1-14 were calculated by Mendez

et al. (1981) using exactly the same method as

for the O subdwarfs of Table 1-13.)

C. Wolf-Rayet Stars

The classification scheme of Wolf-Rayet

stars, based on the visible emission-line spec-

trum, describes an ionization/excitation

temperature which ranges from __ 50000 to

100000 K or so. The problem is how to relate

(if there is a relation) the high electron

temperatures in the emission-line forming

region to the thermal effective temperature

which describes the total flux of radiation flow-

ing through the atmosphere.

Morton (1970, 1973) obtained effective

temperatures for Wolf-Rayet stars by making

a Zanstra analysis (see preceding section) of the

observed radio emission from ring nebulae sur-

rounding some WN stars. His results for in-

dividual stars are listed in Table 1-15.

Observations covering a wide wavelength

range have become available with the advent

of sensitive ultraviolet experiments, and recent

determinations of Wolf-Rayet temperatures
based on ultraviolet data have been carried out.

Willis and Wilson (1978) observed the

ultraviolet spectra of nine WR stars with $2/68

on TDI and compared the flux distributions

over the range 1350 ._ to 1 /zm, corrected for

interstellar extinction, with blackbodies and

model atmosphere calculations to yield tem-

peratures. These results are listed in Table !- 15,

where the mean values of T k (comparison with

Kurucz et al. (1974) models) and T b (com-

parison with blackbody distributions) are given.

The results lie in the neighborhood of 30000 K;

it should be noted that the Zanstra tempera-

tures derived in the same study by Willis and

Wilson from the He II ), 1640 emission line are

quite similar to the temperatures T k and T b.
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Table 1-14

Atmospheric Parameters of Central Stars of Planetary Nebulae
(from Mendez et al., 1981)

N(Hel

Planetary Nebula Teff(10z K) Log g N(He) + N(H)

NGC 1360 60 5.25 0.03

1535 50 4.5 0.09

4361 70 5.0 0.09

7293 65 6.5 0.01

Abell 7 75 7.0 0.01

Abell 36 65 5.2 0.13

Underhill (1980, 1981, 1983) used the in-

tegrated flux method as explained in the

preceding section on O stars to estimate the ef-

fective temperatures of ten Wolf-Rayet stars.

The data came from TDI-$2/68, ANS, IUE,

and ground-based photometry. In general, the

results agree well with those of Willis and

Wilson, as can be seen in Table 1-15.

Nussbaumer et al. (1982) analyzed low-

resolution IUE spectra of 15 Wolf-Rayet stars.

They deduce color excesses for each star from

the observed strength of the 2200/_, feature and

compare the combined dereddened ultra-

violet/visible continua with blackbody energy

distributions to derive color temperatures. They

also deduce temperatures from a Zanstra

analysis of the He II emission-line spectra.

If we except these last values, as well as some

isolated results by Morton (1970, 1973), the

agreement between the different determinations

is fairly good; it seems that the effective

temperatures of Woif-Rayet stars lie in the

range 25000 to 35000 K, mainly around 30000

K; there appears to be no definite difference in

temperature between sequences and sub-

classes.*

For the WN and WC stars of the higher ex-

citation subclasses, Nussbaumer et al. (1982),

in view of the existence of pronounced extend-

*cf. Chapter 3 for a critique of all these results.

ed atmosphere effects in the continuum, do not

infer the value of Tef f from the continuum

data, and they adopt the Zanstra temperatures.

The last column of Table 1-15 gives their

adopted values of Teff, with the Zanstra
temperatures in parentheses. In three cases, the

Zanstra determination was not reliable, and a

value of Tef f similar to that found for stars of
the same excitation has been adopted (double

parentheses). If we consider these results, there

is a trend to higher effective temperatures (---

40000 K) for the WC5 and the early WN

subtypes.

D. Bolometric Corrections

For normal O stars, the bolometric correc-

tions, BC, can be estimated from the tabula-

tion of Buser and Kurucz (1978), which gives

the calculated values of bolometric corrections,

BCalc, as a function of Tff, log g, and abun-
dance for the different models of Kurucz

(1979).

The appropriate value of bolometric correc-

tions are the "BC"' values of Buser and

Kurucz:

BC' = BCcalc + 0.100 ,

which represent the best fit of the theoretical

calculations to the Code et al. (1976) empirical

results.
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Table 1-15

Temperature Estimates for WR Stars

HD

Sp.

(van der Hucht

et al., 1981)

Morton Willis & Wilson Underhill Nussbaumer, et al.

(1970, 1973) (1978) (1983) (1982)

9974 WN3 + abs

56925 WN4

147419 WN4

187282 WN4

219460 WN4.5

50896 WN5

89358 WN5

191765 WN6

192163 WN6

211853 WN6 + O

151932 WN7

92740 WN7 + abs

93131 WN7 + abs

86161 WN8

96548 WN8

16523 WC5

165763 WC5

113904 WC6 + 09.51

1 56385 WC7

193793 WC7 + abs

192103 WC8

68273 WC8 + O91

164270 WC9

184738* WC9

53600

42000

48000

29500

54200

307OO

28600

25000

29700

32100

31500

31000

31000

2870O

28000

29000

30500

39000

((41000))

29900 (41000)

24800 (41000)

39900 34000

25000 24000

25100 30000

29700 30000

30000

24900 32000

((41000))

30000 ((41000))

30000

25200 26000

18000

22000

*Central star of a planetary nebula.

Table 1-16 gives boiometric corrections BC

(= BC' values) valid for stars having normal

solar abundance and Tff and log g value per-

tinent to O stars.

In the case of O subdwarfs, the bolometric

correction has been estimated by Rossi (1979)

using grids of model atmospheres in wide gravi-

ty and chemical composition ranges (log g up

to 5.5, X from 0.9 to 0.1, and Z from Zo to

Z = 10-5). The result is that, within a few

hundredths of magnitude, the (BC/log Teff)

relation does not depend on gravity or on

chemical composition. The bolometric correc-

tions of Rossi as deduced from his Figure 5 at

log g = 5 are very close to those of Buser and

Kurucz (1978) for the same gravity, and the

values of Table 1-16 at log g = 5 are a fairly

good approximation for O subdwarfs.

V. ABSOLUTE VISUAL MAGNITUDES

In this section, we shall review the principal

determinations of the absolute magnitudes of

O and Wolf-Rayet stars.

A. Normal O Stars*

The general problem of determining the ab-

solute magnitudes of O-type stars has been

discussed in detail by Underhill (1966). A few

*cf. corresponding discussion in Chapter 3.
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Table 1-16

Bolometric Corrections for 0 Stars

Teff BC Telf BC Teff BC
log g (mag) log g (mag) log g (mag)

25000 35000

3.5 -2.47 3.5 -3.28

4.0 -2.50 4.0 -3.26

4.5 -2.53 4.5 -3.28

5.0 -2.55 5.0 -3.30

45000

4.5 -4.03

5.0 -4.02

30000 40000

3,5 -2.86 4.0 -3.66

4.0 -2.91 4.5 -3.65

4.5 -2.95 5.0 -3.65

5.0 -2.97

50000

4.5 -4.37

5.0 -4.37

points are recalled here briefly. The O stars are

few in number, and they are distributed in the

galactic plane; not one of them is sufficiently

close to have a trigonometric parallax. In ad-

dition, since they are reddened by interstellar

material, it is necessary to correct their radia-

tion for the wavelength-dependent extinction

due to interstellar dust.

Most of the determinations of absolute

magnitude have been obtained using O stars

belonging to stellar groups (multiple systems,

clusters, and associations) fo_ which the

distance and the average extinction are known

from other stars, often main-sequence B stars,

independently of any hypothesis about the

structure of the Galaxy. This method is used

in order to protect for O stars their important

role as indicators of distance in the Galaxy. It

is necessary, of course, to establish from the

start that the star under study is indeed a

physical member of the group, multiple system,

or cluster being considered.

Therefore, the method of cluster fitting is

especially important for determining the ab-

solute magnitudes of O stars. Some of the most

recent studies of this sort are those by Lesh

(1968), FitzGerald (1969), Conti and AIschuler

(1971), Walborn (1971a, 1972, 1973a), Bur-

nichon 0973, 1975), and Balona and Cramp-

ton (1974). We shall discuss the chief results of

Conti and of Walborn, who have succeeded in

calibrating their systems of spectral classifica-

tion in terms of visual absolute magnitude.

Walborn (1972, 1973a) has considered 56 O

stars, which are his standard stars for absolute

magnitude. These stars belong to 17 stellar

groups for which the distance modulus has been

determined recently by various authors, gen-

erally by means of photometry. If the maxi-

mum spread between the different determina-

tions is less than I mag, Walborn considers that

the modulus is well determined, and he adopts

the mean value. In the cases in which the spread

is greater than I mag, he discusses each case

individually. The value of V 0 (the apparent

visual magnitude of the O star corrected for in-

terstellar extinction) is calculated from UBV

photometry, using the intrinsic colors, (B-I00,
of FitzGerald (1970) to obtain the (B- V)-color

excess, E(B- 1/), and by adopting, unless other-

wise specified, the value R = 3.0 for the ratio

of the total absorption at the V-band wave-

length to E(B- I/). The individual values of M v

for the 56 O stars are given in Table V of

Walborn (1972) and in Table III of Walborn

(1973a).
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Table 1-17 lists the clusters and stellar

groups used by Walborn, the distance moduli

adopted by him, the range spanned by the dif-

ferent estimates of distance modulus for each

group, and the number of determinations for

each stellar group.

Similarly, Conti has estimated the absolute

magnitudes of his O stars from their member-

ship in clusters and associations for which the

distances are known independently of the O

stars themselves. Conti and Alschuler (1971)

have selected carefully the groups for which the

distance has been calculated from the spectral

types of main-sequence stars later than type O,

B-type in general, from a relation giving M v as
a function of spectral type on the zero-age

main-sequence (ZAMS) and from UBV

photometry which is used only to determine

E(B- V) and the extinction A v by means of the

formula A v = 3E(B-V). In some cases, the
distance moduli were redetermined by Conti

and Alschuler in order to satisfy the above

selection conditions. Some of the distance

moduli are found also from uvby,B photom-

etry. Thus, the calibration of the absolute

magnitudes of the O stars rests on the luminos-

ities adopted for the B stars, which luminosities,

one hopes, are relatively well known. Conti and

Alschuler have discussed in detail each cluster

and association used. Conti and Burnichon

(1975) added five clusters to this study. A total

of 74 O stars classified by Conti and belonging

to 19 stellar groups have well-determined ab-

solute magnitudes; the corresponding M v
values for O stars are given by Conti (1975).

Table 1-18 lists the clusters and associations

used by Conti and the distance moduli which

he adopted.

The absolute-magnitude calibrations of

Conti and of Walborn are given in Table 1-19.

The second column, entitled ZAMS, gives the

lower envelope of the M V spectral-type
diagram established by Conti. It is considered

by him to be the ZAMS for O stars. Column

Table 1-17

Stellar Groups Used by Walborn for Absolute-Magnitude Calibration of O-type Stars

Stellar

Group
Vo-M v Range
(mag) (mag)

Number of

Sources

h Per 11.6 0.6 8

X Per 11.7 0.6 8
IC 1805 t1.0 0.7 5

Per OB2 7.8 0.3 3

Ori OB1 8.3 0.5 10

NGC 2244 10.5 1.4 4

NGC 2264 9.4 0.2 5

Trumpler 14 12.7 -- 1

Trumpler 16/Collinder 228 12.O 0.2 3
IC2944 11.5 - 1

Sco OB2 6.0 0.4 3

NGC 6204 12.2 - 1

NGC 6231 11.5 0.8 5

HD 156154 Group 12.1 - 1
NGC 6530 10.9 0.3 3

NGC 6871 12.0 -- 1

Lac OB1 8.9 0.1 4
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3 gives the median M v for all the O stars
within luminosity class V at each spectral sub-

type. In a review of the 10 known objects of

spectral type 03, Walborn (1982) suggests that

his calibration for type 03 1 should be revised

from -7.0 to -6.4.

Walborn and Conti have thus assigned an

absolute magnitude to each of their spectral

classes. Although the spectral subdivisions are

much more numerous with Walborn than with

Conti, the two scales agree well. It should be

recalled that these two scales have been

established mainly from the same stars.

The equivalent width of Hy has proved to

be a useful criterion of luminosity for the B

stars (see B Stars With and Without Emission

Lines, Underhill and Doazan, 1982, Chapter 2).

It has been used also for the O stars, but in the

O stars lines of He II blend with the Balmer

lines of hydrogen. Balona and Crampton (1974)

derived typical absolute magnitudes for O stars

from their calibration of the strength of H3_ in

terms of M v, a calibration that is useful chief-
ly for B stars. Their results are given in Table

1-20, together with the deductions of Lesh

(1979), who has compared her original calibra-

tion of the MK types for O stars in terms of

M V (Lesh, 1968, 1972) and that of Walborn
(1972, 1973a) and has produced a system for

O stars of luminosity classes III, IV, and V,

which she believes removes some of the incon-

sistencies of the earlier work.

The calibration of the BCD spectro-

photometry in terms of M v for the O stars by

Chalonge and Divan (1973) shown in Figure 1-2

is mainly an extrapolation of the results which
were obtained for B stars.

Since the spread in visual absolute magni-

tude for the O stars is at least 3 mag, it is very

difficult to attribute an accurate luminosity to

an O star without a precise classification of the

star into spectral type and luminosity class. It

seems certain that the Of stars are among the

most luminous O stars (see Figure 1 of Conti

and Alschuler, 1971, and Figure 1 of Conti and

Burnichon, 1975). On the other hand, the Oe

stars are always situated close to the main se-

quence, and they seem nearly always to belong

to luminosity class V.

Quite recently, Conti et al. (1983a), in a

study of the numbers and distribution of O

stars and of Wolf-Rayet stars, have reexamined

the M z- spectral type relation for these stars.

For O-type stars, the new calibration covers 248

stars in 63 clusters coming for a large part from

the Humphreys (1978) study of the brightest

stars in the Galaxy. The results are in good

agreement with the previous calibrations, con-

firming the trend noticed by Walborn (1982) for

the earliest types; we remark also that the late

Table 1-18

Stellar Groups Used by Conti for Absolute-Magnitude Calibration of O-Type Stars

Stellar Distance Stellar Distance

Group Modulus Group Modulus

(magi (mag)

h + x Per 11.8 Gum Nebula 8.3

IC 1805 11.8 Trumpler 14 12.7

IC 1848 11.8 Trurnpler 16/Collinder 228 12.1
Per 2 8.0 IC 2944 11.3

Ori lb 8.3 NGC 6231 11.5

Ori lc 8.5 NGC 6530 11.0

Gem 1 10,7 Sgr 4 11.7
NGC 2244 10.9 NGC 6871 11.5

NGC 2264 9.5 Lac 1 8,6

NGC 2362 10.65 Cep 3 9.3
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Table 1-19

Visual Absolute Magnitudes of O-Type Stars

Sp.

Type

Conti (1975)

ZAMS V

Walborn (1973a)

If V IV III II Ib lab la

03 -5.7 -6.1"

04 -5.5 -5.8*

05 -5.3 -5.5

05.5 -5.1 -5.3

06 -4.8 -5.1

06.5 -4.5 -4.9

07 -4.2 -4.7

07.5 -4.1 -4.6

08 -3.9 -4.5

08.5 -3.8 -4.4

09 -3.7 -4.3

09.5 -3.6 -4,2

09.7

-6.7 -5.5

-6.7 -5.5 -6.4:

-6.7 -5.5 -6.4

-6.7

-6.7 -5.3 -5.6 -6.3:

-6.7 -5.3 -5.6 -6.3:

-6,7 -4.8 -5.6 -5.9 -6.3:

-6.7 -4.8 -5.6 -5.9 -6.3:

-6.7 -4.4 -5.6 -5.9 -6.2:

-6.7 -4.4 -5.6 -5.9 -6.2:

-6.7 -4.3 -5.0 -5.6 -5.9 -6.2

-6.7 -4.1 -4.7 -5.3 -5.9 -6.2

-5.9 -6.2

-6.5

-6.5

-6.5

-6.5

-6.5

-7.0

-7.0

-7.0

-7.0

-7.0

-7.0

-7.0

-7.0

-7.0

-7.O

-7.0

-7.0

*Very uncertain.

Table 1-20

Absolute Visual Magnitude Calibrations of the MK Types for 0 Stars

Sp.

Type

Balona and Crampton (1974) Lesh (1979)

V IV III V IV III

03 -5.5

04 -5.5 -6.0 -6.4

05 -5.4 -5.5 -6.0 -6.4

06 -5.3 -5.3 -5.4 -5.6

06.5 -4.8 -5.2 -5.6

07 -5.1 -4.8 -5.2 -5.6

07.5 -4.8 -5.2 -5.6

08 -4.8 -4.4 -5.0 -5.6

08.5 -4.4 -5.0 -5.6

09 -4.5 -4.8 -5.0 -4.3 -5.0 -5.6

09.5 -4.1 -4.7 -5.3
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O supergiants are less luminous in the new scale

(Table 1-21).

B. 0 Subdwarfs

The presence in the Galaxy of a population

of blue and very blue stars, intrinsically brighter

than the white dwarfs on the basis of their spec-

tra and motions, but fainter than the main-

sequence stars, was demonstrated for the first

time by Humason and Zwicky (1947). Spectra

of 48 faint blue stars (apparent magnitude be-

tween 10 and 15) in the Hyades region (15 stars)

and in the region of the north galactic pole (33

stars) revealed a few white dwarfs and a number

of stars with early-type spectra which were ap-

parently normal at the low resolution used. If

the stars which are in the direction of the galac-

tic pole had the luminosities corresponding to

the main sequence, they would be very far from

the galactic plane or even at extragalactic

distances. In the direction of the Hyades, only

nearby stars are free from interstellar redden-

ing, and the faint blue stars observed in this

direction by Humason and Zwicky cannot be

at large distances. They have small distance

moduli, and their position in the Hertzsprung-

Russell diagram is thus well below the main se-

quence. In fact, we know now (see, for in-

stance, Neckel, 1967) that interstellar extinction

in the direction of the Hyades occurs at dis-

tances less than a few hundred parsecs and that

the reddening at 1000 pc is certainly strong

enough to exclude the possibility that a star with

m v >113 could be observed having a blue col-

or unless it is fainter than at least M v = + 3

mag, in the case of hot stars, this limit is several

magnitudes below the main sequence. The ex-

istence of intrinsically faint blue stars is thus

well established, and Humason and Zwicky

proposed to identify them with the blue stars

at the end of the horizontal branch of globular

clusters for which the low luminosities are

relatively well known from the cluster's dis-

tance. If stellar evolution is well understood,

Humason and Zwicky stars can correspond on-

ly to late stages of evolution following the ex-

haustion of hydrogen in the core.

Restricting this discussion to the hottest faint

blue stars (i.e., to the sdO types as defined in

the paragraph on stellar classification), we must

say that the horizontal branch extends to the

very high sdO temperatures only in rare

globular clusters, in contrast to the fact that

sdO types are relatively often encountered

among faint blue field stars. Moreover,

the kinematical properties of the sdO stars are

less extreme than those of the globular clusters.

Table 1-21

M v- Spectral Type Relation for 0 Stars (Conti et al., 1983a)

Type M v S.E. No. Type M v S.E. No. Type M v S.E. No.

03 V -5.4 0.5 5

04 V -5.8 0.6 5

05 V -5.2 0.8 7
06 V -5.1 0.6 11

06.5 V -5.1 0.8 13

07 V -4.9 0.5 18

07.5 V -5.0 - 2

08 V -4.6 0.6 19

08.5 V -4.9 0.9 4
09 V -4.4 0.6 35

09.5 V -4.0 0.6 17

05 III -6.1

06 III -5.7

07 III -5.6

07.5 III -5.6

08 III -5.1

08.5 III -5.0
09 III -5.3

09.5 III -5.1

03
04

8 O5
0.3 6 06

06.5

0.6 6 07

0.4 4 07.5

0.5 3 08

0.5 3 08.5

0.7 16 09

O.6 9 09.5

-6.2 2

-6.4 3

-6.9 - 2

-6.5 0.6 3
-6.7 - 1

-6.5 1.1 7

-6.7 - 1

-6.5 0.9 6

-5.9 - 2
-6.1 0.8 8

-6.0 0.7 22
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Thus, independent empirical information on

the absolute magnitudes of these stars is highly

desirable. Unfortunately, this type of informa-

tion is very difficult to obtain for O subdwarfs.

They do not belong, like ordinary O stars, to

stellar groups of relatively well-known dis-

tances, and none of them has a measurable

parallax. Some information can be obtained,

at least statistically, from the proper motions.

Quite a few O subdwarfs have composite spec-

tra with a cool component; if the cool spectrum

can be correctly interpreted, it may correspond

to a star of known absolute magnitude and give

relatively precise information on the luminosity

of the O subdwarf component. A very small

number of O subdwarfs have been found in

globular clusters, and their absolute magnitudes

are deduced from the known distance of the

cluster. Finally, owing to the absence of better

data, the distances of O subdwarfs have been

deduced from the mean reddening in their

direction or from the strengths of interstellar

lines. None of these methods is very satisfying,

and the really empirical knowledge that we have

at the present time about the absolute magni-

tudes of the O subdwarfs is perhaps not much

more precise than it was after the pioneer work

of Humason and Zwicky (1947). Spectroscopic

absolute magnitudes are now obtained by

sophisticated methods involving the com-

parison of high or medium-dispersion spectra

to the best available model atmospheres; hy-

potheses on the stellar masses are also nec-

essary, and they are suggested by stellar evo-

lution theories. These methods are far from be-

ing "really empirical."
We shall now review some of the results

obtained.

1. Proper Motions. The population type of the

O subdwarfs has been inferred from their prop-

er motions. Generally small but not negligible,

these proper motions have a statistical mean-

ing. In some cases, they are complemented by

radial velocities. Greenstein and Sargent (1974)

have analyzed well-determined proper motions

and radial velocities for 11 O subdwarfs and

found a mean visual absolute magnitude,

<Mv> = +2.9 _+ 0.4. The tangential veloc-
ities indicate a mixture of halo and old disk

populations. Some apparently bright O sub-

dwarfs have very small proper motions, and the

sdO stars may be a rather inhomogeneous

group with parent populations either metal-rich

or metal-poor, as suggested also by the ex-

istence of composite spectra with a cool star

having solar-type abundances.

2. O Subdwarfs with Composite Spectra.

Among the faint blue stars, the number of com-

posite spectra is relatively high. They are dis-

covered either spectroscopically, when the two

components have about the same contribution

in the 4600 to 4000 A spectral range, or by

noting a contradiction between a very blue U-B

color and a late spectral type. Quite a few com-

posite spectra have been discovered during the

course of a search for ultraviolet objects. It is
the case for the four last stars of Table 1-22.

We may note the large range in spectral

types (A to late G) of the cool component. In

some cases, there is a large difference between

the visual luminosities of the two components,

the sdO star being either the brighter (as in HD

283048) or the fainter (as in BD - 3 ° 5357).

When the magnitude difference between the

two components and the absolute magnitude

of the cool star can be estimated (and this is

often very difficult), the absolute magnitude of

the O subdwarf is known. In Table 1-23, we

give the results obtained in the case of HD

128220 and HD 113001, for which we have two

or more determinations.

3. O Subdwarfs in Globular Clusters. Searle

and Rodgers (1966) discovered the first O sub-

dwarf in a globular cluster, ROB 162 (Woolley

et al., 1961) in NGC 6397. Spectroscopic obser-
vations at 86 ,_/mm showed that ROB 162

closely resembles the sdO stars in having rela-

tively broad Balmer lines and He II lines k 4686

and X 4542 much stronger than in normal O

spectra. The radial velocity of the star has been

measured and indicates cluster membership.

Only one other star with a well-established sdO
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Table 1-22

O Subdwarfs with Composite Spectra

Star Spectrum* Spectral Types given by

BD- 11 ° 162 sdO + G

Feige 80 sdO + A?

HD 128220 sdO + gGO

HD 113001 sdO + F2

BD - 3 ° 5357 sdO + G8 III

HD 283048 sdO + G

BD + 10 ° 2357 sdO + A

BD + 29 ° 3070 sdO + F

Greenstein and Eggen (1966)

Sargent and Searle t1968)

Wallerstein et al. (1963)

Wallerstein and Spinrad (1960)

Dworetsky et al, (1977)

Laget et al. (1978)

Berger and Fringant (1980)

Berger and Fringant (1980)

"The presence of He II lines in the hot component is really established only in
the case of the first four stars.

Table 1-23

Absolute Magnitudes of the sdO Component in Two Composite Stars

Star M v (sdO) Reference

Hd 128220 a O

HD 128220 a + 4

HD 128220 a +O.6 b

HD 113OO1 c +3.6

HD 113001 c +3.5

Wallerstein and Wolff (1966)

Goy (1977, 1980a)

Gruschinske et al. (1983)

Wallerstein and Spinrad (1960)

Goy (1980a)

aThe luminosity class and absolute magnitude of the cool component are very difficult

to estimate owing to a very rapid rotation.

bM V is deduced from the distance (d = 550 pc), E(B-V) = 0.07, and values of Xx=

Ix(sdO)/Ix(SdO+G) given by the authors.

CThis star is a visual binary, with Am estimated by Worley (see Wallerstein and

Spinrad, 1960). The cool component has almost no rotation.

spectral type has been shown to be a member

of a globular cluster on the basis of its posi-

tion and of its radial velocity; this star is vZ

1128 in M3 (Strom and Strom, 1970). The very

blue star K 559 in MI5 has the radial velocity

of the cluster (Zinn, 1974), but only low-

resolution spectra have been obtained and the

helium lines are not seen; however, the spec-

tral type is probably sdO. Near the center of

NGC 6712, Remiilard et al. (! 980) discovered

a very blue star, C 49, with a well-established

sdO type but no radial velocity. The absolute

magnitudes of these four stars (M v = V - ap-

parent distance modulus of the cluster) are

given in Table 1-24. The references for the ap-

parent distance moduli are indicated in the third

column.

All these stars are well above the blue hori-

zontal branch of the globular clusters and be-

long to the group of UV-bright stars discussed

in Zinn et al. (1972). In a few globular clusters

the horizontal branch extends to very blue col-

ors which might correspond to sdO tempera-

tures. An example is the star A 19 in MI3 (Save-

doff, 1956) for which the UBV photometry is

given by Sandage (1969): V = 17.06, B-V =
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-0.30, and U-B = -1.09. Even if we do not take

into consideration the small reddening of M 13,

these colors indicate an sdO temperature. With

the apparent distance modulus of MI3 (=

14.42 mag) given by Sandage (1970), A 19 has

an absolute magnitude My= +2.6 and is
much fainter than the sdO stars of Table 1-24.

4. O Subdwarfs with Color Excesses. The dis-

tribution of interstellar extinction as a function

of direction and distance has been studied by

different authors (see, for instance, Neckel,

1967; FitzGerald, 1968; Lucke, 1978; Nandy et

al. 1978), using Population I stars with known

intrinsic colors and absolute magnitudes. In

each direction, the color excess E(B- V) is thus

a more or less well-known function of the dis-

tance. For O subdwarfs, the intrinsic colors and

color excesses are relatively well determined,

and thus the distances can be found. However,

we must emphasize that the distribution of the

interstellar absorbing matter is very irregular
and that the use of a mean relation between

color excess and distance can give

only rough estimates of the distances. Havlen

(1976) discovered a low galactic latitude O

subdwarf, LS 630, and estimated from the

small reddening that the absolute magnitude

was Mv= 5.3 ± 2 mag. Upper limits to the
absolute visual luminosity of four O subdwarfs

have been derived by Walker (1981); the four

stars were almost unreddened, and were found

to be fainter than M v = 0, + 3.2, + 5.6, and

+ 5.5, respectively. Schonberner and Drilling

(1984) determined absolute magnitudes for a set

of 12 very hot O subdwarfs in the galactic plane

which had measurable color excesses ranging

from about 0.05 to 0.25 in E(B-I/). The

distances derived from estimates of

E(B-F)/kpc made by different authors were

averaged if they were sufficiently consistent,

and the absolute magnitudes thus obtained for

10 O subdwarfs range from My= + 1.8 to
+ 7.0 mag.

5. O Subdwarfs and Interstellar Lines. Green-

stein (1952) demonstrated the very low lu-

minosity of BD + 28 ° 4211 from the extreme

faintness of the interstellar Ca II K line.

Equivalent widths of interstellar lines have been

used to derive distances and absolute magni-

tudes by Kudritzki and Simon (1978) (HD

49798, Mv= -0.2 _+ 1 mag) and by Simon

(1982) (HD 127493, M V >i + 3.5 mag).

6. Spectroscopic Absolute Magnitudes. The

comparison of the observed energy distribution

in the continuum and of equivalent widths or

line profiles to model values yields the effec-

tive temperature Tff and the surface gravity g
of the star. Such analyses have been made for

faint blue (FB) stars (see, for instance, Sargent

and Searle, 1968; Greenstein and Sargent,

1974), and in the equation,

M V = 2.51egg +

(1-13)
10log0 - 2.5 log M/M o - 5.82- BC ,

Table 1-24

Absolute Magnitudes of 0 Subdwarfs in Globular Clusters

Cluster Star

Apparent Distance
Name Modulus Ref.*

Name V M v

NGC 6397 12.40 1 ROB 162 13.24 +0.8

M 3 14.83 2 vZ 1128 14.94 +O.1

M 15 15.29 2 K 559 14.80 -0.5

NGC 6712 15.6 3 C 49 16.6 + 1.0

*References: 1 - Alcaino and Liller (1980), 2 - Sandage (1970), 3 - Sandageand Smith (1966).
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which is derived (Greenstein and Sargent, 1974)

from the definition of the effective temperature

(_ being 5040/Tff and BC the bolometric cor-

rection), the only unknown quantity is the mass

M of the star. If it can be proved that the
masses of the sdO stars lie in the narrow limits

which are observed for the globular cluster

horizontal branch stars, the absolute mag-

nitudes can be determined. Greenstein and

Sargent (1974) have measured the values of 0

and log g for a sample of 24 O subdwarfs, and

adopting the same mass M = 0.66 M o for all

the stars, they calculated the absolute

magnitude M V. Even for those cases in which
0 and log g seem to be relatively reliable, the

O subdwarfs form in the log g, 0 plane an

almost vertical sequence at Tff - 40000 K
which spans the entire range between the main-

sequence O stars and the white dwarfs. The ab-

solute magnitudes range from -1.4 to + 6.8 and
the mean value for the more reliable stars is

<34v.> = +4.3 + 0.5magwitha(Mv) = +_
1.7 mag. We have seen above that 11 O sub-

dwarfs of the same sample with well-

determined proper motions and radial velocities

had a mean absolute magnitude <Mr> --

+2.9 +_ 0.4 mag. The mean spectroscopic

magnitudes of these 11 stars is 4.0 +_ 0.6 mag,

showing that the luminosity from kinematics

is not in very good agreement with the spec-

troscopic luminosity. This fact and the wide

range spanned by the spectroscopic luminosities

suggest that the O subdwarfs form a rather

heterogeneous group.

C. Wolf-Rayet Stars

Since Wolf-Rayet stars are very rare in our

Galaxy and few are to be found near the Sun,

determining their distances and their extinctions

accurately is difficult. These tasks can be at-

tacked more easily for stars in the Large

Magellanic Cloud (LMC) than for galactic stars

because the distance modulus of the LMC is

relatively well known (to within about +_0.2

mag) and the interstellar extinction is small. The

Wolf-Rayet stars of the LMC have been ob-

served by several astronomers since their rec-

ognition by Cannon (1924), and no significant

spectroscopic differences have been noted be-

tween the Wolf-Rayet stars of our Galaxy and

those of the LMC. Smith (1968b) found that

stars of classes WC6, 7, 8, and 9 are lacking

completely from LMC and that stars of class

WN6 are rare. We shall assume that the ab-

solute magnitudes found for the Wolf-Rayet

stars of the LMC will be valid for the Wolf-

Rayet stars of our Galaxy, at least until the con-

trary is clearly demonstrated.

It is important to be precise about what is

meant by the magnitude of a Wolf-Rayet star.

What is the range of wavelengths used, and
what are the contributions of the emission lines

which may be present in the passbands? The

absolute magnitude M ° used here refers to the
narrowband photometric system introduced by

Westerlund (1966) and described by Smith

(1968b). This system is presented at the end of

this section.

Smith (1968b, 1968c) has given an absolute

magnitude calibration based on observations of

Wolf-Rayet stars in the LMC for the subtypes

found there and on the observations of galac-

tic Wolf-Rayet stars for the other subclasses.

The absolute magnitudes for these latter stars

are more uncertain than those for the former

stars. Later, Crampton (1971) discussed again

the absolute magnitudes of the galactic Wolf-

Rayet stars, retaining only those stars asso-

ciated with nebulae for which the distances

come from spectroscopic parallaxes of O and

B stars or are found from methods based on

the kinematics of O and B stars. The luminos-

ities which Crampton finds are generally fainter

than those of Smith. At this time, however,

there is no reason to suppose that the visual ab-

solute magnitudes of the galactic and the LMC

Wolf-Rayet stars differ significantly. This prob-

lem can be studied further only when better

data are available on the faint Wolf-Rayet stars

in the LMC and on the OB stars which give the

galactic distances. Smith (1973) has compared
the calibrations of 1968 and of 1971 carefully,

keeping only the most reliable values in the one

or the other of the scales. In Table 1-25, the

M ° adopted by Smith (1968b), the values of
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Crampton(1971),and the definitive M

adopted by Smith 0973) are given. For all WI_

stars, except for type WN6, as well as for WC5

to WC7, Smith has retained her results of 1968,

which come from the Wolf-Rayet stars of the

LMC. For other stars, the M rests on galac-
tic determinations which include for type WC8

the result determined for 72 Vel by Conti and

Smith (1972). It appears that all the WC stars

have practically the same visual absolute

magnitude, a value which is comparable to the

value adopted for types WN3, WN4, WNS, and

WN6. The WN7 and WN8 stars are more lu-

minous than the remainder of the Wolf-Rayet

stars.

Subsequent to the discovery of faint early

WN stars in the LMC (Azzopardi and Brey-

sachet, 1979; Massey and Conti, 1983a), to the

availability of new spectral types (van der

Hucht et al., 1981; Conti et al. 1983b), and to

the study of the multiplicity and absolute

magnitudes of Wolf-Rayet stars in the LMC by

Pr_vot-Burnichon et al. (1981), the reinvestiga-

tion of the M calibration of Wolf-Rayet stars
by Conti et al. (1983a) leads to the results given

in Table 1-26. There is now a progression in

luminosity among the early WN types, with all

the late WN types culminating around M =
t_

-6. There also seems to exist a regular increase

in luminosity from early to late WC types.

1. The Westerlund-Smith Narrowband Photo-

metric System for Wolf-Rayet Stars. A par-

ticularly useful narrowband photometric sys-

tem was introduced by Westerlund (1966) for

observing Wolf-Rayet stars. This system has

been described by Smith (1968b). The final

system is composed of five interference filters,

u', u, b, u, and o', each having a width less than

or equal to 230 _. The characteristics of these

filters are given in Table 1-27, together with a

list, established by Underhill, of the principal

emission features which fall in each passband

between the wavelengths defined by the

50-percent transmission points. These lines have

been found from the intensity tracings of

typical Wolf-Rayet spectra given by Underhill

0959, 1967). Further information on typical

shapes of emission lines in the b and o" bands

can be found from Figures 5 and 2, respec-

tively, of Bappu (1973). The major ions con-

tributing lines to the broad blended emission

features have been selected after a review of the

most recent lists of spectral lines known in the

Table 1-25

The First M v -Spectral Type Relations for Wolf-Rayet Stars

Smith (1968b) Crampton (1971 ) Smith (1973)

Sp.

Type mag No. * mag No. * mag

WN 3 -4.5 2 -4.5

WN4 -3.9 5 -3.7 3 -3.9

WN5 -4.3 2 -4.3

WN6 -5.8 3 -4.8 7 -4.8

WN7 -6.8 4 -6.5 4 -6.8

WN8 -6.2 3 -6.2

WC5 -4.4 5 -3.6 1 -4.4

WC6 -4.4 0 -3.6 2 -4.4

we7 -4.4 2 -4.4 3 -4.4

WC8 -6.2 1 -5.4 1 -4.8

WC9 -6.2 0 -4.4

"The number of stars for which individualestimates of M exist.
v
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Table 1-26

The Mean M v- Spectral Type Relation for
Wolf-Rayet Starsa

(from Conti et al., 1983a)

Subtype M v Subtype M v

WN2 -2.0 WC4 -2.2: b

WN3 -3.6 WC5 -3.9

WN4 -4.0 WC6 -4.3 c

WN5 -4.8 WC7 -4.5 c

WN6 -6.0 WC8 -4.8
WN7 -6.0 WC8.5 -5.2 c

WN8 -5.6 WC9 -5.5

WN9 -5.6 c

a The M must not be overinterpreted.

b AdapteVd from the catalog of van der Hucht et al.

(1981).

c Extrapolated or interpolated from adjacent types.

laboratory. The relative intensities given in

Table 1-27 are those in the WN6 star, HD

192163, or in the WC8 star, HD 192103.

Smith (1968b) has compared her narrow-

band photometry of early-type stars with the

UB V photometry of these stars. The o filter has

an effective wavelength close to that of V in the

Johnson Morgan system, and in the case of

stars without emission lines, Smith can assume

that O = V to within 0.1 mag. A conversion for-

mula V-t, = -0.02 - 0.36 (b-o), is given in Con-

ti and Smith (1972). For Wolf-Rayet stars,

emission lines can account for a large part of

the energy in the Vband, and the Vmagnitude

may be brighter than the v magnitude by up to

0.5 mag for WN stars and to about 1.5 mag for
WC stars. It is clear that for WN stars the visual

absolute magnitudes M are closely equivalent
O

to those for normal absorption-line stars

because no significant emission lines occur in

the o filter. For the WC stars, the tpband con-

tains a moderately strong emission line at 5135

/_ due chiefly to C II, but the presence of emis-

sion lines probably does not produce a

brightening of more than 0.25 mag (see, for in-

stance, Massey, 1984).

VI. MASSES AND RADII

In this section, we shall review the informa-

tion available from the study of spectroscopic

binaries, as well as that which may be inferred

from the positions of O stars in the Hertz-

sprung-Russell (HR) diagram.

A. Normal 0 Stars

It is possible to determine the masses of stars

directly in only three cases: (1) for visual

binaries for which one has a visual orbit and

for which a trigonometric parallax exists, (2) for
visual binaries for which a visual orbit is known

and for which the radial velocities of both com-

ponents have been measured, and (3) for

double-lined eclipsing binaries from analysis of

the light curve and the radial-velocity changes.
Since O stars are too distant for one to be able

to determine visual orbits, the only direct

method for obtaining masses is by means of

double-lined spectroscopic binaries which are

eclipsing. (For those systems which are not

eclipsing, one obtains only the minimum

masses, M sin3i, and for those cases in which

the secondary spectrum is invisible, one obtains

only the mass function, f(M) = M23 sin3i/(M 1

+ M2)2).

On the other hand, the principal method for

determining radii directly uses the fractional

radii of the two components of an eclipsing

system, Rt/a and R2/a, which may be derived
from an analysis of the light curve. When two

spectra are visible and measurable, a can be

found in linear units, and linear diameters result

directly.

There are about 40 systems containing O

stars listed in the catalogs of the orbital ele-

ments of spectroscopic binaries by Batten

(1967), Pedoussaut and Ginestet (1971), Pe-

doussaut and Carquillat (1973), and Batten et

al. (1978), the number being uncertain because

the spectral types of some systems vary from

O to B0, depending on the source consulted.

More recently, Garmany et al. (1980) have

given a list of all known O-type binary systems
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resulting from the compilation of the Batten et

al. (1978) catalog and from numerous new spec-

troscopic studies performed by their group.

Columns (1) to (6) of Table 1-28 come directly

from that review. Among these systems, few

have well-resolved double lines attributable to

the one or the other component, and very few

are also eclipsing systems which have been well

studied photometrically. The number of direct
determinations of masses and radii for O stars

from eclipsing binaries is then extremely small.

The critical review by Popper (1980), who con-

siders only individual results of considerable ac-

curacy determined directly from the observa-

tional data, retains only three O-type systems:

HD 35921 (LY Aur), HD 100213 (TU Mus),

and HDE 228854 (V382 Cyg); the correspond-

ing determinations of masses and radii are given

in columns (7) to (10) of Table 1-28 with

reference 3 in column (12). We also give some

other determinations in columns (7) to (10),

with the corresponding reference in column

(12); we have tried to eliminate results op-

timistically derived by some authors, which de-

pend on too many assumptions or are based on

dubious data.

The catalog values of M sinai average

around 17.5 and 12 Mo for the primary and

secondary components. The seven determina-

tions of masses average around 28 M o for M 1

and 24 Mo for M 2. The three determinations

of Popper give M 1 near 25 M o and M 2 rang-
ing from 8.5 to 19 Mo • The system HD 47129

(Plaskett's star) is certainly very massive since

it hasf(M) = 12.40 Mo, but this result is very

difficult to interpret because the second spec-

trum probably originates in streams of gas

around the secondary star. A model by Sahade

(1962), which has been adopted by Stothers

(1972), results in M I - 51 Mo and M 2 - 64

M o. A recent study by Hutchings and Cowley

(1976) gives the limits 58 Mo < M t < lO0 Mo

and 64 M o < M E < 90 MQ. On the other
hand, one can say that no normal O star has

a mass significantly less than 20 M o • The data

are too few in number to attempt to see any cor-

relation between mass and spectral subtype; it

is worth noting, however, that only relatively

late O stars (>-06.5) have well-determined

masses and radii from binary studies.

The radii in Table 1-28 range from 4 to 19

R o with the determinations by Popper rang-

ing only from 6 to 13 R o. The average in both

cases is - I0 R e.

Another method for estimating the masses

of O stars, which is much less direct than the

above method, consists of locating the O stars

in a theoretical HR diagram in which evolu-

tionary tracks of stars of different masses have

been plotted. This method, used by Conti and

Burnichon (1975), results in masses between 20

and 120 Mo. Such results are indicative only

of what may be true, not only because of the

uncertainties in the observed quantities used but
also because of the uncertain theoretical

hypotheses that have been made, which include

no mass loss. Masses based on this method and

radii resulting from his luminosity and effec-

tive temperature calibration for O stars have

been given by Conti (1975); they are listed in

Table 1-29. For the O subtypes in common,

they are in fairly good agreement with the

results from binaries.

Angular diameters for stars can be measured

by interferometric techniques; they can be

found also from lunar occultations or by the

method utilized by Underhill et al. (1979) for

160 O and B stars. This method depends on

comparing observed absolute energies in inter-

mediate-band filters at long wavelengths with

the fluxes predicted from model atmospheres.

The angular diameters can be transformed into

linear radii when the distance of the star is

known. From 18 O stars and 24 early O stars,

Underhill et al. (1979) and Underhill (1982) find

the average linear radii shown in Table 1-30,

which are in satisfactory agreement with the

preceding results. Direct measurements of

angular diameters with a stellar intensity in-

terferometer have been performed by Hanbury

Brown et al. (1974) for three O stars only: _"

Ori (09.5 I), _" Pup (04 ef), and _"Oph (09

V(e)). These are in the list of Underhill et al.

(1979), and the angular diameters found there

are similar, to within 10 percent, to the inter-

ferometric data.
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Table 1-28

Masses* and Radii* from O-Type Spectroscopic Binaries with Orbital Elements

HD or BD Spectral P Mlsin3i M2sin3i f(M) M_ M 2 R 1 R2 BFM References _
Number Type (days) Number (co). 7-10)

1337 t 09.5 III 3.5 10.1 12.9 19 23 139 8.9 10 1

18.3 22.5 11,5 9,5 10 2

12323 ON9 V 3.1 0,004 72

19820 t 09 IV 3.4 18.9 9.2 115

25638/9 t 09,5 V 2.7 0.382 157

35921 t 09,5 4.0 21,6 8.1 21,7 8,4 13.0 10,0 230 3

36486 t 09.5 I 5.7 0.605 233

37041 09.0 V 21.0 1.53 241

37043 08.5 III 29.1 15.9 9,4 242

47129 07.5 Ill(f} 14.4 12.40 58-100 64-90 286 4

48099 06.5 V 3,1 0.63 0.38

570601" 08.5 If 4,4 20 24 19 23 18,6 14,8 301 5

23 30 12,3 301 6

302

357

416

57061 09.0 I 154.9 1,69

75759 09 V 33.3 17,8 14.3

93205 03 V 6.1 39 15

93206 09 Ib(f) 20.7 0.20

QZ Car 09 III 6,0 10.5

93403 06 (f) 15,1 5.2 3,4

100213 t 07-8 1,39 23.5 15.8

135240 09 V 3.9 1,59

149404 09 la 9,8 1.6 2.7

150136 05 Ill(f) 2,7 14.8 8.2

151564 09.5 V 4.6 0,102

E326331 08 V 5.6 0.412

152218 09 5.4 13.4 10.7

152219 09.5 IV 4.2 0.689

152248 07 If 6.0 24,4 22.5

155775 09,5 7.0

159176 07 3.4 10,8 11,4

165052 07 6.1 2.5 2,2

166734 07 If 34, 5 28 28

167771 08 I(f) 4,0 2.7 2.3

175514 t O8.0 V 1.6 0.556

191201 09 III 8.3 13.8 12.9

E228766 07 f 10.7 34 23

E228854 t 06,5 1.9 37.3 32.7

+ 40°4220 t 07 f 6.6 31 9

199579 06.5 III 48.6 0.374

206267 06 3,7 18.3 6,4

209481 08.5 III 3.1 6.2 2.9

2158351 05.5 2,1 23.4 19.1

23.8 15.8 7.3

28 10.7 9.6

26.9 19,0 9,2

417

6.2 435 3

534

586

591

592

593

594

627

3.5 719

786

798

7.5 800

817

837

867

891

929

"In solar units
tEclipsing system from Batten et el. (1978).

_Columns (2) to (6): date from Germany et al. (1980); Columns (71 to (10): data from references listed in column (12) as follows:

1. Wood (1963) 4, Hutchings and Cowley (1976) 6. Hutchings (1977)
2. Hutchings and Hill (1971) 5, Sahade (1959) 7. Vitrichenko (1971)
3. Popper (1980)

Column (11): number in Batten et el. (1978).
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In summary, one can say that the masses of

O stars lie from 18 to 20 M e to an upper limit

( - 120 Me .9) which is somewhat uncertain, or

at least strongly dependent on theoretical

hypotheses, because no direct determination is

available for the earliest types which are be-

lieved to be the most massive.

As to radii, direct determinations fall be-

tween 5 and 20 R e and average around 10

R e, in general agreement with other deter-

minations for subtypes in common. The results

in Tables 1-28, 1-29, and 1-30 show satisfac-

tory agreement. No O star appears to have a

truly large radius for its photosphere in spite

of the large masses attributed to some O stars

and of the spectroscopic evidence for strong

winds visible in the ultraviolet absorption lines.

Underhill found no evidence that spherical

geometry need be used when modeling the

photospheres of O-type stars.

B. O Subdwarfs

The general belief that the masses of O sub-

dwarfs cannot be much larger than 1 M e and

are probably of the order of 0.5 to 0.7 Mo is

based on internal structure models, but really

empirical knowledge about these masses is very

meager. Only one O subdwarf is a component

of a spectroscopic binary with radial velocity

curves available for the two members, and since

no eclipses are observed, only lower limits for

the masses can be derived. The velocity curves

of this spectroscopic binary (HD 128220,

sdO + G) have been analyzed by Wallerstein

and Wolff (1966), and they indicate that Msd o

= M G = 4.2 Me. These high masses posed
a difficult problem for the interpretation of

both stars, but since the velocity curve of the

G component is poorly determined, it seems

possible to reduce the mass to about 2 M e for

the sdO component (Wallerstein and Wolff,

1966) and even 1.2 Me (Gruschinske et al.,

1983).

Masses can also be deduced from a spectral

analysis at a resolution large enough to give re-

liable values of Teff and g when the absolute
magnitude is known from an estimate of the

distance, by writing Equation (1-13) in the
form:

log M/Mo = log g +
(l-14)

4log0 - 0.4M V - 0.4BC- 2.33

The O subdwarfs which are proved members

of a globular cluster have the best-known dis-

tances, but their faint apparent luminosities

render the spectral analysis very difficult. The

masses implied by the spectral analysis of vZ

1128 by Strom and Strom (1970) have been

calculated by these authors and range from 1.2

Me to 10.5 Me when all sources of uncertain-

ties are taken into account. Using the same

Table 1-29

Masses and Radii of O-Type Stars According to Conti (1975]

Spectral M/M ® R/R ® R/R ®
Type ZAMS V If

Spectral M/M e P,/Re R/R ®

Type ZAMS V If

03 120" 14.5 19.1

04 90* 13.5 20.0

05 60" 11.8 20,9

05.5 45 11.0 20.9

06 37 10.2 21.9
06.5 30 9.6 21.9

07 28 8.7 22.9

07.5 25 8.3 22.9

08 23 8,3 23.4
08.5 21 7.9 24.6

09 19 7.8 24.6

09.5 18 7.8 24.0

*Quite uncertain.
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Table 1-30

Estimates of R/R o for 0 Stars by Underhill et al. (1979) and Underhill (1982)

Conti

Sp. Type V III II If la

09.5 7.4 (1)*

09 8.6 (2)
08.5

08

06.5 9.5 (1)
06

05 12.5 (5)

04 11.9 (5)

03 11.7 (4)

18.3 (3)*

19.8 (1)

10.1 (1)* 23.8 (1)

9.2 (3) 30.2 (2)

15.9 (4)
16.5 (1)*

17.0 (1)

16.2 (2)

20.3 (1)

19.8 (1)

36.9 (1)*

*The numberof stars is in parentheses.

spectral analysis but a more recent distance

modulus (see Table 1-24), bolometric correc-

tions taken from Table 1-16, and Equation

(1-14), the following masses are derived:

Tel f (K) log g M/M o

31500 4.5 1.5

31500 4.05 0.5

35000 5.2 6. l

35000 4.6 1.5

This shows that, even in the best cases, the

uncertainty in the "observed" values of the

masses is still very large.

Quite a few field O subdwarfs have apparent

magnitudes bright enough to allow a spectral

analysis more precise than for the globular

cluster stars, but the distances are unknown or

very uncertain. We have seen above that Havlen

(1976) derived from estimates of the distance

an absolute magnitude M v = 5.3 _+ 2 mag for
the O subdwarf, LS 630. This star has been ana-

lyzed by Hunger et al. (1981), and their results

are reproduced in Table l-13. The masses cal-

culated by Equation (1-14), which correspond

to the maximum, mean, and minimum absolute

magnitude of Havlen are respectively 0.033,

0.21, and 1.32 in solar units. From a lower limit

of the distance to HD 127493 indicated by the

Ca II K interstellar line, Simon (1982) found

that M > 0.3 M o and R > 0.20 R o • Kudritzki

and Simon (1978) have made a very careful

analysis of HD 49798, taking into account the

atmospheric parameters, the intensity of the Ca

II K interstellar lines, and an hypothesis on the

axial rotation in order to reduce as far as it was

possible the range in probable radii and masses.

They obtainedR = 1.45 + 0.25 Ro andM

= 1.75 __+1M o.

In spite of many efforts, the empirical

masses are still very uncertain and the conclu-

sion is that values around 0.5 to 1.0 M o which

are deduced from known evolutionary tracks

are the more probable ones. However, some

"empirical" values seem to point toward higher
masses.

With hot effective temperatures and faint in-

trinsic luminosities, the O subdwarfs can have

only small radii. More direct information on

the radii is provided by eclipsing binaries, and

the photometric observation of the eclipse of

the hot subdwarf component in BD -3 ° 5357

(Dworetsky et al., 1977) by a cooler and larger

star with an observable spectrum (G8 llh, Trf
- 4700 K) showed that the ratio of radii k =

Rsdo/R C lies in the range 0.01 < k < 0.03.
Because the radius of a G8 subgiant is of the

order of 5 to 10 Ro, the radius of the O sub-

dwarf component is of the order of 0.1 R o •

Since up to now, the case of BD -3 ° 5357

is the only one for which direct information on
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Table 1-31

Radii* Corresponding to Masses end Gravities Typical for 0 Subdwarfs

Masses (solar units)

Iogg 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.2

4 2.03 1.66 1.17 0.74

5 0.64 0.52 0.37 0.23

6 0.20 0.17 0.12 0.07

7 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.02

*In solar units.

the radii is available, we shall give the radii im-

plied by the masses generally admitted for O
subdwarfs. The radius of a star is defined when

the mass and the gravity are known:

21ogR/Ro = IogM/Mo -logg + loggo,

with log g o = 4.44. Table 1-31 gives the radii

corresponding to the range of gravities observed

in O subdwarfs and to masses between 1.5 and

0.2 Mo.

C. Wolf-Rayet Stars

Many Wolf-Rayet stars belong to binary

systems in which the other component is an O

star, and the well-known double-lined systems

provide us with the only means of estimating

the masses of WR stars. However, the radial

velocities of WR binaries do not behave as well

as those of "normal" binaries. Analyzing the

radial-velocity and light curves of WR binaries

with eclipses in order to find masses does not

work well because the various emission lines of

the WR spectrum often give different radial-

velocity curves, These problems will be dis-

cussed later in Part II of this book; we empha-

size only that the masses of Wolf-Rayet stars

are still quite uncertain.

A recent review of all known galactic WR

binaries with orbit solutions, which includes 13

double-lined and 5 single-lined systems, has

been made by Massey (1981, 1982b). The prin-

cipal results of this review for double-lined

binaries are given in Table 1-32, together with

a few additional more recent data from Niemela

(1983). Column (7) in Table 1-32 gives an

estimate of the orbital inclination, i, in order

to determine the actual masses because only the

minimum masses (M sin 3 t) and the mass ratio

(MwR/M o) are available from the double-lined

orbit solutions; for the five eclipsing systems,

a lower limit on i can be set; for the other

systems, Massey assigns a mass to the O-type

companion from its position in the HR dia-

gram, using mass-loss evolutionary tracks (col-

umn 8); tentative values of i and MWR, which
are given in parentheses in columns (7) and (9),

are then deduced.

We see in Table 1-32 that the masses of WR

components are often higher than 10 Mo, the

classical value formerly admitted (Kuhi, 1973);

Massey notes that 40 percent of WR masses are

f> 20 Mo • The mean value of WR minimum

masses is 11 M o and the mean value of WR

masses as estimated by Massey is 17 Mo (which

corresponds quite well to the statistically most

probable orbital inclination of 60 °) while the

mean mass ratio is 0.50. We agree with Massey

and Niemela that the masses known for WC

stars in binaries are not significantly lower than

those for WN stars in binaries. However, it

seems that the conclusion by Massey that there

do not appear to be any systematic trends of

the masses for different subtypes is too pessi-

mistic. It appears from Table 1-32, as noticed

by Niemela (1983), that the early WN stars

(WNE) in binary systems show the smallest

mean values of masses and mass ratios (11.5
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M o and 0.4), smaller than those for WC

binaries (19 M o and 0.5), while the highest val-

ues of masses and mass ratios correspond to the

WN6-7 systems, which are unfortunately only

three in number (mean values 30 M o and

0.75). The data are certainly too scanty to go

further than this indication.

It is worth noting with Massey that the

average of the combined minimum masses of

the O + O binaries (see Table 1-28) and of the

WR + O binaries (Table 1-32) both lie around

30 Mo. Massey has shown also that the cor-
relation of mass ratios in WR binaries with

minimum masses of WR components does not

indicate that mass ratios may depend on the or-

bital inclination of the system (as pointed out

by Smith, 1968c), but is only a consequence of

the range in masses among WR components

which is relatively greater than for their O type

companions. The aspects concerning the phys-

ics and the evolution of massive binaries will

be discussed extensively in Part II.

We shall retain in summary that the mean

value of mass ratio of WR + O binaries is 0.50

and that the average mass of WR components

is around 17 Mo.
Direct determinations of radii from WR

double-lined eclipsing binaries are not normally

possible because these systems are complex and

do not display total eclipses. However, Kron

and Gordon (1950) have given a complete

photometric discussion for V444 Cyg, and the

model they have constructed probably remains

a basic one although its detailed interpretation

is difficult. By adopting the spectroscopic

elements of Wilson, which are in good agree-

ment with those in Table 1-32, Kron and Gor-

don proposed a model for the WR component

which consists of a small opaque core of radius

2 R o surrounded by a contiguous luminous

and semitransparent disk of radius 7 R o, this

structure being enclosed by a second much

larger envelope of radius 16 R o ; the O com-

ponent has a radius of 9 R o, and the orbital

separation is 37 R o-

Another "direct" determination has been

performed by Hanbury Brown et al. (1970),

who have observed the 3,2 Vel system with the

intensity interferometer in the continuum at
4430 ]_ and in the emission line at 4650 ]_ due

to C III and C IV, in order to find the angular

diameter of the star and of the region which

emits the C III, C IV line. They found a radius

of 17 + 3 R o for the Wolf-Rayet star and of

76 + 10 R o for the line-emitting region, pro-

vided that the distance to 3,2 Vel is 350 ± 50

pc. However, these results are based on the

assumption that the WC8 component is the

brighter one in the system (with A V = 1 mag),

as was formerly thought (Smith, 1968b). It is

now believed that the 09 I component is

the more luminous member by about 1.4 mag

(Conti and Smith, 1972, and references there-

in), and the study of Hanbury Brown et al.

should be revised in view of this. One can say

qualitatively that the measured angular diam-

eter is that of the O star, and if we assume equal

effective temperatures for the two components,

the angular diameter of the WR star is 0.53

times that of the O star. The angular diameter

of the line-emitting region remaining un-

changed, the radii are -9 R o for the WC8

photosphere and - 76 R o for the line-emitting

region. This shows that the line-emitting region

is much more extended than that responsible

for the continuum, it being about 8 times as

large as the photosphere. If, instead of 350 pc,

one adopts the distance derived by Conti and

Smith (1972) for the association surrounding

3,2 Vel, the radii are - 12 R o and - 100 R ®

for the WC photosphere and the line-emitting

region, respectively.

The radii of the photospheres of Wolf-Rayet

stars can be tentatively determined by the

method used by Underhill et al. (1979) for 160
O and B stars. This has been done for 10 Wolf-

Rayet stars by Underhill (1983), who found that

the photospheric radii of five WNS-6 and

WC6--8 stars lie in the vicinity of 10 solar radii,

while four WN7-8 stars have larger radii which

average around 30 R o-*

*A critique of the applicability of this approach to WR

stars appears in Chapter 3.
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VII. CATALOGS

Although it is now quite easy to get exten-

sive information from various data centers

throughout the world, we think it is still useful

and convenient (and less expensive) to know

where to find general information in the liter-

ature. We shall attempt to give here a list of

works which are related to O, sdO, and WR

stars and which have been of current use in

preparing Part I; these references are not always
found in Part I.

A. Normal O Stars

We list here the most useful general catalogs

and a selection of more specialized lists of

observational data.

1. General Catalogs. The Catalogue of Galac-

tic 0 Stars in which Cruz-Gonzalez et al. (1974)

have attempted to list all the O stars known to

belong to the youngest Population Group of the

Milky Way contains 664 stars with photometric

and spectroscopic data, the distance, the dis-

tance perpendicular to the galactic plane, the

radial velocity, the radial component of the

peculiar velocity, possible multiplicity, and

whether the star is situated inside or outside an

H II region.

The New General O-Type Stars Catalogue

(Goy, 1973) collects data on the stars that have

been classified as type O at least once. It is

regularly updated, and the fourth edition (Goy,

1980b) contains 971 O stars for which, besides

photometric and spectroscopic data, informa-

tion is given about polarization, situation

toward H II regions, duplicity, and variability.

Garmany et al. (1982) have compiled a

machine-readable catalog of over 750 galactic

O-type stars with published photometry, spec-

tral types, and luminosity classes which is prob-

ably complete to a distance of -2.5 kpc. This

catalog is available through the Astronomical

Data Center at the Goddard Space Flight Cen-

ter, NASA (Garmany, 1983). Table l of Gar-

many et al. (1982) lists the 424 stars which are

within 2.5 kpc, together with their spectral

classification, effective temperature, and

bolometric magnitude.

2. O Stars in Associations and Clusters. See

Humphreys (1978).

3. O Stars in the LMC. Most of them may be

found in the lists of Rousseau et al. (1978) and

Walborn (1977).

4. O Stars in the SMC. Most of them may be

found in the list given by Humphreys (1983).

5. Spectral Classification and Spectra of O Stars

• Walborn (1972, 1973a)

• Conti and Leep (1974) and Conti and

Frost (1977)

• MK Atlas, Morgan et al. (1978)

• Atlas of Yellow-Red OB Spectra,

Walborn (1980)

6. Spectrophotometric Scans. See Breger

(1976a, 1976b).

7. Photometric Catalogs. See general catalogs

and ubvy H 6 Photometry for -100 0 Stars
(Morrison, 1975).

8. Ultraviolet Data. The principal lists of

ultraviolet data are given in the section Main

Ultraviolet Programs at the end of each para-

graph. See also IUE Low-Resolution Atlases

(Wu et al., 1983; Heck et al., 1984), and the

high-resolution atlas of Walborn et al. (1985).

B. O Subdwarfs

The number of known O subdwarfs is not

very large, and no general catalog is available.

The O subdwarfs are recognized by spectro-

scopic analyses, and candidates are chosen in

finding lists of faint blue stars near the galac-

tic poles or in front of absorbing clouds, where

blue Population 1 stars have much brighter ap-

parent magnitudes. The finding lists of faint

blue stars contain only a small percentage of

O subdwarfs, and they are not given here. They
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canbefoundin thepapersreferencedbelow.
In somecases,Osubdwarfshavebeenselected
fromultravioletsurveysbytheirhighultraviolet
colortemperatures.Wegivebelowreferences
to investigationsin whichtheO sub-dwarfs
listedhavebeenanalyzedat a dispersion
betterthan200/_,/mmandfor whichthespec-
traltypeand/ortheeffectivetemperature,the
gravity,andin somecasesthechemicalcom-
positionhavebeendetermined:

GreensteinandSargent(1974,Table
A4) lists30Osubdwarfswiththeiref-
fectivetemperatures.Valuesoflogg are

also available for most of the stars, but

uncertainty is sometimes quite large.

Two more O subdwarfs appear in Table

A6 of Greenstein and Sargent as mem-

bers of composite stars.

Berger and Fringant (1980) list 12 al-

ready known O subdwarfs (among

which 4 are composite) and 8 newly dis-

covered ones (among which 2 are com-

posite). Only spectral types are deter-

mined here.

Hunger et al. (1981) determined by a

non-LTE analysis the effective tempera-

ture, the gravity, and helium content for

11 O subdwarfs. The model-fitting pro-

cedure is that of the Kiel group as illus-

trated by Kudritzki and Simon (1978).

Heber et al. (1984) list the 26 O and OB

subdwarfs for which a non-LTE anal-

ysis has been made by using the model-

fitting procedure of the Kiel group. The

effective temperature, gravity, and

helium content are given for the 26 stars,

and C, N, and Si abundances are given

for 6 of them.

Sch6nberner and Drilling (1984) list

12 newly discovered O subdwarfs (Dril-

ling, 1983) and give their ultraviolet

color temperatures determined from

IUE low-resolution spectra.

C. Wolf-Rayet Stars

After a brief description of the general

catalog of galactic Wolf-Rayet stars, we give

the up-to-date list of WR stars in the nearest

galaxies, as well as some more specialized lists
of observational data.

1. General Catalogs

Galaxy--The most recent compilation

is the Sixth Catalogue of Galactic Wolf-

Rayet Stars, Their Past and Present,

which has been prepared by van der

Hucht et al. (1981). Here five earlier cat-

alogs of Woif-Rayet stars are compared,

and the spectral classification of each

star is reviewed critically. A finding

chart is presented for each star, and in-

formation is given about coordinates,

magnitudes (the v magnitude of the nar-

rowband photometry of Smith (1968b),

the V magnitude, or mpg), and duplic-
ity. A list is also given of the central stars

of planetary nebulae having Wolf-Rayet

spectra, and a bibliography on galactic

Wolf-Rayet stars of Population I from

1867 to 1980 is presented in an Appen-

dix. A list is given of the stars which

have been rejected from previous cata-

logs.

• LMC--See Breysacher (1981).

• SMC--See Azzopardi and Breysacher

(1979).

• M33--See Massey and Conti (1983b).

2. Photometric Catalogs

• UBV System

- Pyper (1966), galactic stars.

- Feitzinger and Isserstedt

LMC.

(1983)
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• u'ubvv' or ubvr System 4. Near-Infrared Spectra

- Westerlund (1966), northern galac-

tic stars.

- Smith (1968b), LMC and southern

galactic stars.

- LundstriSm and Stenholm (1979),

faint galactic stars.

3. Scanner Spectrophotometry (3300 to 11100

A) and IR Photometry (1.6 to 11.3 #m). See

Cohen et al. (1975).

• Sivertsen (1981), 40 ,_ resolution,

4400 to 9800 ,_ range.

• Vreux et al. (1983), 8 ,_ resolution,

5750 to 10350 ,/_ range.

5. Ultraviolet Data. See the principal lists of

ultraviolet data given in the section Main

Ultraviolet Programs at the end of each

paragraph, and IUE Low-Resolution Spectra

of 15 Wolf-Rayet Stars (Nussbaumer et al.,

1982).
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OVERVIEW OF O, Of, AND
WOLF-RAYET POPULATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

These very luminous stars make up only a

tiny part of the stellar population of our Galaxy

(-10-7), yet their luminosity and winds con-

tribute an appreciable radiative and kinetic

energy input to their surrounding environ-

ments. Furthermore, their presence serves to

define the spiral-arm characteristics of our

Galaxy and others like it. Their vigorous life

and later death, presumably as supernovae, not

only may initiate associated star formation in

nearby gas clouds, but also will enrich the in-

terstellar medium with the products of nuclear

reactions in their stellar interiors. The evolu-

tion of massive stars almost certaitaly controls

the appearance of the structure of spiral galax-

ies and the nature of many of the multitudinous

irregular-type galaxies. Such stars are generally

not now present in elliptical galaxies, but it is

generally believed they existed in appreciable

numbers when those objects first formed. Our

understanding of the nature and evolution of

O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet stars will thus help in

clarifying the question of how galaxies evolve.

Part II of this volume discusses four related

themes: (1) an observational overview of the

spectroscopic and extrinsic properties of O and

Wolf-Rayet stars; (2) in Chapter 3, the intrin-

sic parameters of luminosity, effective tempera-

ture, mass, and composition of the stars, and

a review of their variability; (3) in Chapter 4,

the parameters of the stellar winds (an umbi-

quitous feature of these luminous stars), both

their general features and a review of the radia-

tively driven model; and (4) in Chapter 5, re-

lated issues concerning the effects of the stellar

radiation and winds on their environments and

a summary of the evolutionary interconnection

among these objects.

Although this series of NASA monographs

is concerned with nonthermal phenomena in

stars, I believe it will be instructive here to

discuss some of the extrinsic properties of O

and Wolf-Rayet stars. The number and distri-

bution of these objects, in our Galaxy and

elsewhere, provide astronomical clues to astro-

physical problems, particularly the evolutionary

relationship between massive O-type stars and

Wolf-Rayet objects. It is also useful to consider

the rotational velocities and space motions of

these stars to demonstrate that they are not

anomalous for the Wolf-Rayet objects, even

though such possibilities have been suggested

in the literature. In addition, the binary fre-

quency of Wolf-Rayet stars is similar to that

of O stars and is not a direct cause of their

anomalous appearance, as will be discussed in

Section VII.

The by-now conventional belief about O,

Of, and Wolf-Rayet stars is that the former

represent the hydrogen-core-burning phase of

luminous-star evolution, and the latter are

generally the helium-core-burning descendants

PRECEDINO PAGE BLANK
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of these very massive stars. The Of stars repre-

sent intermediate phases in the life of very

massive stars in which the omnipresent stellar

winds are sufficiently strong to show emission

in a few of the subordinate optical lines. The

evolution of massive stars is greatly affected by

mass loss at the surface and by mixing in the

stellar interiors, leading in a natural way from

hydrogen-rich O stars to helium-rich Wolf-

Rayet stars. (Chapter 5 contains more detail

and justification on these themes.) Analogous

but low-mass Wolf-Rayet objects which are

also highly evolved are sometimes seen as cen-

tral stars of planetary nebulae. Because these

will be the subject of another volume of this

series, they will not be discussed further here.

(Some characteristics appear in Part I of this

volume.)

Let me summarize here some of the back-

ground literature. Recent IAU-sponsored meet-

ings on the topics in this monograph include

Colloquium 59, Effects of Mass Loss on Stellar

Evolution (Chiosi and Stalio, 1981); IAU Sym-

posium 99, Wolf-Rayet Stars: Observations,

Physics, Evolution (de Loore and Willis, 1982);

IAU Symposium 105, Observational Tests of

Stellar Evolution Theory (Maeder and Renzini,

1984); IAU Symposium 108, Structure and

Evolution of the Mageilanic Clouds (van den

Berg and De Boer, 1984); and IAU Symposium

116, Luminous Stars and Associations in Gal-

axies (de Loore et al., 1986). Among reviews

of stellar winds, I should mention the papers

of Cassinelli (1979) and Conti and McCray

(1980).

I should also note the ESO Workshop on

The Most Massive Stars (D'Odorico et al.,

1981), and the monographs by de Jager (1980)

on The Brightest Stars and Kitchin (1982) on

Early Emission Line Stars. The yearly Interna-

tional Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) meetings have

frequently devoted considerable space to hot

luminous stars, and proceedings of those con-

ferences are available. Two recent publications,

Effects of Variable Mass Loss on the Local

Stellar Environment (Thomas and Stalio, 1984)

and The Origin of Non-Radiative Heating/

Momentum in Hot Stars (Underhill and

Michalitsianos, 1985), should also be con-

sidered as special contributions to this litera-

ture. The publication of the proceedings of a

workshop on The Connection Between Non-

radial Pulsations and Stellar Winds in Massive

Stars (Abbott et al., 1986) should also be noted.

This portion of this monograph is intended

to be reasonably complete as to the published

literature up to the end of 1985. Of course, it

is impossible to discuss every reference in the

field of O and Wolf-Rayet stars exhaustively

in the space available. In their sixth catalog of

Wolf-Rayet stars, van der Hucht et al. (1981)

give an appendix of the literature on Wolf-

Rayet stars which attempts to be complete to

mid-1981. (Such an effort has not been made

for O stars.) I have, however, attempted to be

reasonably complete on the literature since

then. Space is not available here to discuss X-

ray binary systems, several of which contain O-

type stars. A recent review appears in Joss and

Rappaport (1984).

This field of study is expanding very rapidly,

and it is not easy to keep completely current

in all separate areas. I have utilized the exper-

tise of several of my associates who have been

at the Joint Institute for Laboratory Astro-

physics (JILA) to supplement my own con-

tributions to this volume. I am particularly in-

debted to Katy Garmany for the section on

observed wind parameters and to Huib Hen-

drichs for the discussion of the narrow absorp-

tion components in stellar winds. In addition,

I have been fortunate to be able to include a

section on intrinsic variability by Dietrich

Baade, from the Space Telescope European

Coordinating Facility (STEC) at ESO in

Munich, and one on radiatively driven stellar

winds by Rolf Kudritzki and his associates, A.

Pauldrach and J. Puls, from the observatory

of the University of Munich. Dave Abbott

(1986) has also written a short review of the cur-

rent state of the theory of radiatively driven

winds from early-type stars. Because it is be-

ing published elsewhere, it will not be specifical-

ly included here, although it is closely coupled

to Chapter 4.
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My section of this book should be consid-

ered a very personalized view of the current

observational situation concerning O, Of, and

Wolf-Rayet stars. I have stressed what I think

is important and have not necessarily included

all contributions. I have deferred to my senior

colleague, Anne Underhill, for her alternative

explanations of many phenomena concerning

these stars, including their spectra and wind

parameters, in Part III of this volume. There

is substantial disagreement between us about

many issues, particularly the effective tempera-

ture scale, the mass-loss rates, the composition,

and the evolutionary status of the Wolf-Rayet

stars, among other things. I look forward to

the eventual resolution of these disparate view-

points. I would like to acknowledge my per-

sonal appreciation to Anne for an invitation to

spend a Fulbright year in Utrecht during

1969-1970 interacting and discussing hot-star

spectra with her. I regret that we have subse-

quently diverged rather far from each other in

our interpretation of these stars.

Since much of this work was written in 1985,

I have only included discussion of a few papers

published in 1986. Several of these have had a

major impact on our recent thinking about

these hot stars, particularly the effective tem-

perature scale. I apologize to all my friends and

colleagues for those references inadvertently

missed and what might be regarded.as a cavalier

treatment of some of those mentioned. I hope

the overall contribution will be sufficiently

complete and critical that it will be of interest

not only to the "pundits," but also to the in-

terested astrophysical "bystanders."

I should like to dedicate my portion of this

monograph to the memory of Cecilia Payne-

Gaposhkin, who found considerable "delight"

in the spectroscopic appearance of the enig-

matic Wolf-Rayet stars. I will always recall

walking and talking with her at the occasion of

the XX Libge Colloquium in 1975, in which she

exclaimed to me "how much fun" one could

have with such stars. It is in the spirit of en-

joyment in learning about nature that I dedicate

this contribution.

II. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

I will adopt the conventional point of view

that the luminosity of these hot stars gives rise

to exceedingly strong radiation pressure, much

of which occurs in the far-ultraviolet (FUV)

regions. They all have substantial winds, which

can for the most part be thought of as spheri-

cally symmetric and accelerated (although per-

haps not initiated) by the radiative field. Radia-

tion is observed not only from the star itself and

its associated wind, but also from the interac-

tion of these physical entities with the surround-

ing stellar environment of ejected material and

the preexisting interstellar medium (ISM). The

wind is undoubtedly affected by instabilities in

its flow (leading to shocks), and rotation, mag-

netic fie/ds, and other phenomena in the un-

derlying star, such as nonradial pulsations, may

also modify its features.

It would be well to introduce some terms as

they will be used in Part II of this monograph.

The careful reader will note that not all of these

are consistent with usage in other parts of this

volume. A star is a physical entity of gaseous

material held together by the force of gravity,

more or less spherical in shape, and deriving

its energy from nuclear reactions near its center

(or from contraction in the pre-main-sequence

phase). A negative gradient of mass density

goes outward from the center; this density is

not zero at the stellar surface (cf. below), but

has some finite value continuing outward until

it merges with what may be described as the am-

bient ISM. The merger region is really the outer

boundary of the star itself, although the ma-

terial at this layer is usually thought of as

nebular rather than stellar in a spectroscopic

sense.

Along with the material density gradient,

there is a corresponding energy density gra-

dient. In the star itself, the local temperature

also decreases outward and the corresponding

wavelength dependence of the radiative energy

shifts to larger values. However, there are re-

gions in the star, particularly just above its sur-

face, in which the temperature gradient may
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reverse or become isothermal; the wavelength

dependence of the local radiation will likewise

vary. An example of this phenomenon is non-

radiative processes and X-ray production in the

stellar winds. One speaks of a stellar interior

and imagines it to be subdivided into a core and

an envelope. The former is used to describe the

volume in which all the energy is generated; the

latter describes that in which energy is only

transmitted outward by convection or radia-

tion. The term "envelope" is often used by

those modeling stellar interiors and should not
be confused with the use of the word in a stellar

atmosphere context.

At some point in the outward migration of

energy from the interior of the star, there is a

region at which the radiation at typically opti-

cal wavelengths can escape freely into space.

This volume is commonly referred to as the

stellar atmosphere. The surface or photosphere

of a star is customarily considered the bound-

ary for the visible continuum radiation. In a

classical model atmosphere, absorption lines

are produced if the temperature is still decreas-

ing outward as it is in nearly all stars. The local

region from which radiation escapes depends

on the particular transition in question, being

deeper for weaker lines. In the Sun and most

stars, this visible continuum boundary layer is

only a few hundred km thick; therefore, it can

be considered small and plane parallel with

respect to the radius of the star itself. In many

O supergiants, the atmosphere may be extended

and may not be describable by plane parallel

geometry. In Be and Oe stars, it may not even

be spherically symmetric. Absorption lines in

the optical region are not generally observed in

Wolf-Rayet stars because no continuing de-

crease occurs in temperature above the "sur-

face" and the atmosphere is very extended so

that emission lines are seen instead.

The mass density continues to decrease

above the surface of a star. The substantial

nonradiative heating of this higher level ma-

terial in the Sun and similar stars manifests

itself as a chromosphere or corona. In the hot

luminous stars that are the topic of this mono-
graph, this material is moving outward at quite

appreciable velocities and has been referred to

as a "wind." I prefer to distinguish here be-

tween "chromosphere/corona" and "wind"

because the terminology in the literature has

generally associated the former terms with

solar-type stars and the latter with hot luminous

ones. This semantic distinction may not be

physical (Thomas, 1983), particularly since hot-

star winds also appear to be nonradiatively

heated.

All hot stars have extensive P Cygni fea-

tures* in resonant transitions in the FUV re-

gions, indicating the ubiquitous presence of a

wind. The emission lines and P Cygni features

in hot luminous stars come from extended re-

gions which are moving at velocities up to a few

thousand km s-I. A relatively dense wind is in-

ferred spectroscopically by the presence of opti-

cal emission lines such as Ha and )_4686 He II

in Of stars and in the multitudinous emission

lines of helium, nitrogen, and carbon ions in

Wolf-Rayet stars. A thermal continuum in the

infrared (IR) and radio regions from free-free

processes in the winds of O and Wolf-Rayet

stars can also be detected, in contrast to the

stellar radiative flux. I will use the term "wind"

to describe all material that is flowing out from

the surface of the star. I will not use the term

"envelope" for this material because of the

possible confusion with the phrase used by

astrophysicists in calculating stellar evolution

models or the terms "mantle" or "sheath"

used elsewhere in these volumes because the

words have a connotation of a stationary cover-

ing, with an implication of an immediate outer

boundary. A wind is anything but static; its

main features are dynamic processes. Further-

more, the stellar wind ultimately reaches very
far from the star to an interface with the am-

bient ISM.

The terms "circumstellar shell" or "circum-

stellar material" are sometimes used in the

literature to describe phenomena associated

with specific ejection events in which a dis-

continuity in density is observed. The term

*Thesecombine a violet-shifted absorption profile with a
more or less red-shifted emission component.
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"puffs" hasalsobeenusedtodescribedensity
enhancementsin a stellarwind(e.g.,Lamers
etal.,1982).Theadjective"circumstellar"im-
pliesmaterialthathasbeenejectedfromastar
andremainsin theimmediatevicinityandin
associationwithit. Thistermshouldprobably
notbeusedto describethewindin hotstars,
whichdoesnotremaincloselyboundbutrather
flowsoutto 106-107R, (Chapter5).Theen-
ergyin the wind of hot stars is sufficient to

sweep up considerable preexisting interstellar

material. Thus, the material is not primarily

made up of stellar ejecta, but is rather the

swept-up matter surrounding hot stars. Circum-

stellar material is a term which nicely describes

ejecta from objects in which the velocities are

much smaller (e.g., Be stars and red super-

giants) and which are primarily stellar in origin.

Let us now consider two environmental

issues. There are two outer boundary condi-

tions for material surrounding hot luminous

stars: that due to the radiation and that due to

the wind. These interfaces with the ambient

ISM are normally a few to tens of parsecs from

the exciting O-type or Wolf-Rayet star. For the

radiation, there is an ionized hydrogen region

inside which the Lyman continuum photons are

found (the classic"Str6mgren sphere"). Like-

wise, there is a region in which the stellar wind

pressure is in dynamic balance with the ISM.

These boundaries do not usually coincide. The

expansion time scale for the Stromgren sphere

boundary due to the radiation is a few 104

years, and that for the wind is a few IOs years

(Castor et al., 1975b). Thus, the wind is always

expanding into an ionized and already modified

ISM. I believe that it would be well to identify

this medium with another term; local stellar

medium (LSM) seems to be an attractive choice.

This material, which primarily has the composi-

tion of the ISM, has been modified by the ra-

diation and wind pressure from its central ob-

ject and may include a small admixture of

material from the star. The total volumes of

LSM in the ISM are large, particularly near OB

associations (Abbott, 1982b). It is important to

note that neither the Str6mgren sphere nor the

wind pressure boundary is likely to be spheri-

cally symmetric, even if the radiation and wind

from the star can be approximated in this way.

The preexisting ISM is very inhomogeneous in

its density and other properties, and the vol-

umes of the LSM will be highly structured.

What radiation properties do we observe

spectroscopically from hot luminous stars?

Working our way outward from the surface,

we would see: continuum radiation and absorp-

tion lines characteristic of Tff from the
photosphere and emission, absorption, and P

Cygni features from the wind along with X rays

from this region. Farther from the star, we

might detect free-free emission from the wind.

Direct imaging might show resolved emission

lines and continuum radiation (bubbles and

rings) at the radiation and wind interfaces.

Spectroscopic narrow absorption features from

the LSM might be observed, as would narrow

absorption-line features from the line of sight

to the star through the ISM. Interstellar extinc-

tion would also probably be observed, but it

may also be caused, at least in part, by the

LSM.

Concerning the models which describe these

phenomena, I will limit myself to those which

have been most successful in confrontations

with the observations, realizing that these are

idealizations of the complex physical situations

among hot luminous stars. For O-type stars, the

absorption lines and the continuum regions are,

for the most part, formed in a relatively nar-

row portion of the stellar atmosphere in which

the outward velocity is small; the optical emis-

sion lines in Of stars and the ultraviolet (UV)

P Cygni lines in all these objects form farther

out in the wind. For reasons of simplicity, these

regions have usually been treated separately in

the models which have appeared in the litera-

ture. Eventually, they will need to be discussed

together, and a completely self-consistent

physical treatment undertaken. For this vol-

ume, I will follow convention and discuss the

absorption-line and continuum-forming regions

in Chapter 3 separately from the wind in Chap-

ter 4. The reader should keep in mind this ar-

tifact of current hot-star models. In Woif-Rayet
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stars, the entire atmosphere is in appreciable

motion and must be treated as a wind.

For the atmosphere of O-type stars, the

classical assumption of local thermodynamic

equilibrium (LTE) falls drastically. The Auer

and Mihalas (1972) non-LTE plane parallel

models are the starting point for all modern

work. These radiative equilibrium (RE)/hydro-

static equilibrium (HE) models are used to

predict the strengths and profiles of the hy-

drogen and helium lines and the continua flux.

Line-blanketing is not included. Kurucz (1979)

has published LTE plane parallel (RE/HE)

models for more or less the same temperature

and gravity ranges which also include the ef-

fects of line-blanketing. These have generally

been used in the literature to predict the emer-

gent continua of hot stars. The limitations of

these models must be kept fully in mind when

they are used, a fact not always adhered to

when one is discussing real stars, as we will see

later. Extended model atmospheres in non-LTE

have been published by Mihalas and Hummer

(1974) and Kunasz et al. (1975); although these

use RE and HE and are static, they are useful

in some applications. Abbott and Hummer

(1985) have published a set of models in which

the backscattering of photons from the wind

has been included as a boundary condition on

the atmosphere. Atmospheric models for O

stars will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3,
Section II.

The wind models which have been most suc-

cessful in comparison with the observations are

those initiated by Castor et al. (1975a), which

are radiatively driven by multiple lines found

in the FUV and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) re-

gions. Substantial modifications to this initial

work have been published by Abbott (1980,

1982a), who calculated the effects of real lines

in these hot stars rather than the idealized cases

considered by Castor et al. Pauldrach et al.

(1986) have calculated an improved radiatively

driven wind model by accounting for the finite

disk size of the radiation. The main result will

be discussed here in Chapter 4. They also dis-

cuss the validity of the Sobolev approximation

in the Castor et al. theory. Other modifications

of the radiatively driven wind model have also

been introduced by Lucy and White (1980),

who suggest the possibility of self-generated

shocks occurring in the outflowing wind to ex-

plain the X-ray observations. Cases of rota-

tional significance and magnetic fields have also

recently been considered by Friend and

McGregor (1984). A substantive critique of all

current wind models has been offered by

Thomas (1983).

The models of the interstellar environment

take their lead from the seminar paper of

Castor et al. (1975b), which considered the

wind ejection energy in a dynamical context (see

also Steigman et al., 1975; and Weaver et al.,

1977). These studies considered only a homo-

geneous ambient medium. The evolution of a

wind-bubble "bubble" into a cloudy medium

has recently been considered by McKee et al.

(1984). These issues are discussed in more detail

in Chapter 5.

Ill. SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES

A. O-Type Stars

O-type stars are characterized by an optical

absorption-type spectrum in which the pre-

dominant lines are those of the hydrogen Bal-

mer series--He I and He II--and ions from

common elements--carbon, nitrogen, oxygen,

and silicon. A subset of O-type stars, called Of,

have )_4686 He II (and frequently Ha) in emis-

sion. These objects are among the hottest and

brightest of all O stars, and as Walborn (1971c)

has shown, this emission feature can be used

as a luminosity discriminant in the hottest stars.

In the near-IR to wavelengths of just over

a micrometer, the overall spectrum of an O star

is also primarily an absorption one, but in a

number of luminous stars, M0830 He I and

M0124 He II are seen in emission (e.g., Vreux

and Andrillat, 1979). Little spectroscopic work

has been done on O stars at even longer wave-

lengths, but continuum measurements there

begin to sample the free-free emission from the

stellar wind (Chapter 4).
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IntheFUVfromtheatmosphericcutoffto
theLymanlimit, severalresonanttransitions
of commonionsareseen,invariablywithP
Cygniprofiles.Becausetheirabundancesinthe
stellarwindsarerelativelylarge,photonsat
thesewavelengthsareabsorbedandscattered,
producingviolet-displacedabsorptioncom-
binedwithbroadenedemissionlines.Theover-
allappearanceof O-typespectrain theFUVis
oneof strongPCygniprofiles,alongwithsome
weakerphotosphericabsorptionfeatures.Com-

plications can arise from contributions of ab-

sorption lines due to both ISM and LSM

material.

1. Classification Criteria in the Optical. The

formal classification schemes for O-type stars

have been reviewed and summarized in Chapter

I of this volume, so I will not duplicate them

here, but add only some supplementary re-

marks. There have been basically two classifica-

tion schemes, closely related but not identical.

These were first described by Walborn (1971c)

and Conti and Alschuler (1971), respectively,

and differ primarily in their philosophy (see

Walborn, 1979).

Walborn (1971c, 1973b, 1982b, 1982c)

adopted standard stars to define the grid of

spectral subtypes, thus following the MK

method. Stars were put in various "bins" by

their differing appearances in the blue region

of the spectrum. In O-type stars, emission lines

of He II ),4686 and N III )0_ 4634,40 are some-

times seen, leading to a luminosity criterion

among the O stars with N III emission (i.e.,

O((f)), O(f) and Of, depending on whether or

not )_4686 He II was in absorption, filled-in, or

in emission). He also adopted the symbol "f*"

to indicate the status of ),4057 N IV emission

(the superscript * indicating N IV present and

stronger than N III) and the symbol "f+" (the

superscript + indicating )_4089,4116, Si IV

emission). Parentheses and double parentheses

were used to describe intermediate cases. Be-

cause these superscript symbols occur only

among the earliest O types, where the lumi-

nosities are, in fact, not very different (Chapter

3, Section I), I have generally not used them

in my work. Walborn also uses the symbols

"n" and "(n)" to indicate line widths: stars

with very broad absorption lines are assigned

the former symbol, intermediate widths the (n),

and sharp-lined stars no additional letter, al-

though this procedure is not always consistent

with spectral type (e.g., see Walborn, 1973b).

Ebbets and Conti (1977) found that the mea-

sured line widths of O stars showed a con-

tinuum of values and did not separate into

broad-lined, intermediate, and narrow-lined

cases. Hence, I believe the n and (n) symbols,

although possibly useful in some contexts, are

not physical and add to the clutter of the spec-

tral types.

Walborn (1973b) also introduced Of?P for

two stars (HD 108 and HD 148937) with )_4648,

4650 C III emission present, rather an anom-

aly among O-type stars. These spectra may well

indicate shell phenomena, as Walborn suggests,

but the use of "?" is confusing and question-

able at best. Several stars were also classified

Onfp by Walborn, but these were later shown

by Conti and Leep (1974) to be related to Oe

(and Be) stars. These authors introduced Oef

and O(ef) designations, which I believe are

preferable, because they indicate the morpho-

logical connection.

The approach followed in Conti and

Alschuler (1971) was to make quantitative mea-

surements of a few key lines and attempt to re-

late them to physical quantities of luminosity

and temperature from the beginning.* Al-

though this approach has obvious advantages,

it also has two disadvantages which were not

so obvious at the time: (1) it is much more dif-

ficult and time-consuming to measure spectral

lines (higher than classification dispersions are

necessary, plates must be calibrated, etc.); and

(2) the question of where to draw a boundary

between, for example, 04 V and 05 V stars, is

somewhat arbitrary. With quantitative mea-

surements, one would like the observed param-

eters such as the _,4471 He I/)_4542 He |I line

*Mihalas (1984) has pointed out some inherent problems
in principle with such an approach.
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ratio to change smoothly with spectral type.

However, spectral classification necessarily

quantizes stars into spectroscopic "bins" in

which the properties change discontinuously be-

tween adjacent types. Conti and Alschuler

adopted quantitative line-strength criteria

which agreed with "most" stars of that spec-

tral type. Hence, a few stars were later found

to differ with Walborn's classifications. In one

case, one of his "standards" had observed

properties which were not intermediate with ad-

jacent types. Fortunately, it has turned out that,

with only a few exceptions, the Walborn lists

(1971c, 1972, 1973b, 1982c) and Conti and AI-

schuler (1971), Conti and Leep (1974), and

Conti and Frost (1977) lists agree fairly well.

The discrepant entries probably should be

viewed as indicating the uncertainties in any
classification scheme.

To summarize then, I would say that clas-

sification of most O stars can be safely made

to a subtype (e.g., 06 V, 06.5 V, etc.), but in

a small ( - 10 percent) fraction of the cases they

could be wrong by one subclass. Two subclass

errors are probably of the order of 1 percent.

Luminosity class distinctions (I, III, V) are

probably similarly known. It has been our prac-

tice to adopt Walborn types if we have not

measured plates and found the line-strength

ratios (Part I of this volume). We generally do

not use the superscripts or "n" notation quoted

by Walborn for the reasons discussed above.

2. Classifications in the Yellow-Red. Walborn

(1980) has presented an atlas of yellow-red OB

spectra for a moderately extensive sample of

O3-B9 stars (and a few Wolf-Rayet stars). He

essentially shows that the spectroscopic proper-

ties observed in this wavelength region are con-

sistent with those which define the system in the

blue. Only one hydrogen line, Ha, is available

but helium, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen lines

are available and, in some cases, represent ion-

ization states which are not observed at shorter

wavelengths. X5646 C III emission is present in

a number of luminous late-type O stars; _,4634,

4640 N III is usually found in emission only in

early-type O stars, but overlap occurs among

the O6-O8f stars where both features are found

to be in emission. Since there are fewer lines

in the yellow-red, compared to the blue, it has

been appropriate to use this longer wavelength

region only as subsidiary spectroscopic infor-

mation, although Hot has turned out to be a

useful diagnostic when found in emission (e.g.,

Conti and Leep, 1974).

3. Ultraviolet Classification. Among the first

systematic surveys of early-type stars was that

of Panek and Savage (1976) on OAO-2 (Orbit-

ing Astronomical Observatory). The Coper-

nicus satellite data were analyzed by Bidelman

(1977) and Abbott et al. (1982), although they

were concerned more with B supergiants than

O-type stars. Henize et al. (1981) discussed

Skylab observations of a number of OB stars,

particularly the resonance Si IV and C IV lines

which are very prominent in early-type stars.

These P Cygni lines are formed in the stellar

wind; resonant absorption lines from the ISM

(and LSM) are also strong features in UV

spectra.

Bruhweiler et al. (1981) have found a mul-

titude of photospheric Fe V lines below 1500

A and Fe IV lines longward of this region which

are present in many O-type stars. M640 He II

is seen in absorption in a number of O stars of

later types, even some with X4686 He II in emis-

sion or filled-in (Walborn and Panek, 1984b).

Nandy (1982) has presented UV spectra of

early-type stars based on IUE data.

The most thorough examination of IUE

spectra of early-type stars is that of Walborn

and Panek (1984a, 1984b) and Walborn et al.

(1985). These authors concentrated on the

short-wavelength IUE range CAX1200-1900 A)

where most of the lines are seen; few O-star

lines are found between )0_ 1900-3100 A in the

long-wavelength IUE range. They have pre-

sented a detailed examination of ultraviolet

classification of many OB stars based on con-

siderable high-dispersion IUE data. A good

correlation with optical types is found, thus

confirming previous suggestive but less accurate

data. They also found that the N V and C IV

P Cygni wind profiles change smoothly with
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spectraltype and luminosity class (the absorp-

tion profile becoming stronger and the "edge"

velocity increasing with earlier types and

brighter stars), indicating that these wind pa-
rameters are associated with the fundamental

parameters of the stars.

The high-dispersion resolution of IUE re-

binned to a constant wavelength resolution of

0.25 A was normalized by Walborn et al.

(1985), and an extensive atlas was presented.

They illustrate both main-sequence changes and

luminosity effects. Figure 2-1 shows an example

from Walborn and Panek (1984a). They point

out a strong luminosity dependence for the Si

IV resonance lines at kk 1394,1403. These go

from pure absorption in main-squence stars to

full-blown wind P Cygni profiles in luminous

I 1 [ I I I I I I I

1394,
Si IV 1403

1340 1360 1380 1400 1420

Figure 2-1. Ultraviolet spectral classification

(from Walborn and Panek, 1984a). Luminosity

changes in kk 1397,1403 Si IV at spectral type
06.5.

supergiants. The N V and C IV resonance lines

show wind phenomena among nearly all O-type

stars, being stronger in more luminous stars and

covering a more extensive velocity range. A few

exceptions to the Si IV phenomenon among

intermediate-luminosity O-type stars are noted

by Walborn and Panek. Figure 2-2 gives an il-

lustration of the changes along the main-

squence OB stars (from Walborn and Panek,

1984b). Here they note the change in the C IV

1548,1550 lines. These authors suggest that

features such as these can be used for UV spec-

tral classification, even though they represent

wind features rather than photospheric ones.

I | I I I I I I ]

1548,
C 1_ 1551

10 Lac 09 V

AE Aur 09.5 V

1490 1510 1530 1550 1570

Figure 2-2. Ultraviolet spectral classification

(from Walborn and Panek, 1984b). Changes

along the OB main sequence in kk 1548,1550
C IV.
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(Thisissue is still controversial (e.g., Mihalas,

1984).)

4. Line Strengths Among O-type Stars. Photo-

graphic plates at coud_ dispersion of - 16 to

20 A/mm can be used to extract reasonably ac-

curate absorption-line equivalent widths. My

associates (Conti and Alschuler, 1971; Conti,

1973a, 1973b; Conti and Leep, 1974; Conti and

Frost, 1977) and I discussed the strengths of a

large number of lines in many O-type stars in

our Galaxy. (A few stars had previously been

discussed by Peterson and Scholz (1970).) The

hydrogen and helium lines were used to esti-

mate the effective temperatures and gravities

(Chapter 3, Section IV). Other lines of carbon,

nitrogen, oxygen, and silicon ions were also

measured, but at the time (this is still mostly

true), non-LTE predictions for the strengths of

these ions in O-type stars were not available.

The measuring uncertainties of the 10 to 20

percent were small enough to enable us to

deduce a gross property of the stellar atmo-

spheres such as effective temperature, but were

not good enough to determine accurate line

profiles, although that was attempted by Conti
and Frost.

Looking at the log W results for hydrogen

and helium lines in those papers, we typically

found dispersion at a given spectral type of 0.2;

part of this was undoubtedly due to a gravity

dependence. (We now know that lower gravity

models should have been used for the hotter

stars, according to the work of Kudritzki and

associates (Chapters 3 and 4).) By contrast, the

equivalent width difference of _ 4648,4650 C

III, XX 4067,4069,4070 C III, XX 5801,5812 C

IV, )_4514 N III, _,3759 O III, )_5592 O III, and

X4089 Si IV were considerably larger at a given

spectral type. In most cases, by comparing

strengths in dwarfs and supergiants, one could

infer that a luminosity (gravity) effect is in-

volved, with the lines being stronger in brighter

stars. However, the relevant calculations have

not yet been made. Curiously, k,_ 4067,4069,

4070 did not exhibit a luminosity dependence,

but had a comparable scatter in absorption-line

equivalent width. Among a few O-type stars,

the )0_ 4648,4650 C III and )_4089 Si IV lines

were observed in emission; the other lines were

not. These ions also tended to weaken with ad-

vancing spectral type, presumably mainly an

ionization effect, but also one of opacity since

C IV was not seen in the hottest main-sequence
stars.

The N III X,_4634,4640,4641 lines are found

in emission in many O-type stars. The upper

level of this 3d2D + 3p2p ° transition is popu-

lated by dielectronic recombination (from N

IV), and the lower level is drained by two elec-

tron transitions to 2p 2 levels according to

Mihalas et al. (1972) and Mihalas and Hum-

mer 0973), who have presented the relevant

calculations. The 3p2p 0 - 3s2S transitions (_

4097,4103) are found to be in absorption, as

is observed. Mihalas et al. point out that these

N III lines are in emission as a consequence of

atomic physics, rather than the need to invoke

an extended atmosphere. The calculated line

strengths are consistent with observed ones for

O((f)) stars (i.e., those with )0_ 4686 He II in

absorption). The observed emission lines are

stronger in O(f) and Of stars (i.e., those with

)_4686 He II filled-in or in emission), as would

be found in stars with an extended atmosphere

(Auer and Mihalas, 1972; Mihalas and Lock-

wood, 1972).

O((f)) stars are therefore normal O stars, of

generally early subtype, in which N III lines are

in emission because of a sufficiently high popu-

lation of N IV. O(f) and Of stars are more

luminous objects with extended atmospheres in
which _)_ 4686 He II is filled-in or in emission.

Of course, all of these stars have winds; in the

O(f) and Of stars, the wind is stronger (denser)

so that the )_4686 transition occurs in an already

finite and extended region. One should be

aware, then, that O((f)) and Of stars are not

generally identical, and care must be taken in

interpreting their evolutionary state.

Unidentified emission lines at )_4485.76 +

0.04 and X4504.21 ± 0.07 appear in 24 lumi-

nous O stars (Conti, 1973a). These lines were

first noted by Wolff (1963) and are still not

assigned to a given ion or transition. The

shorter wavelength line is about 25 percent
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stronger,and the two featuresare clearly
related. No absorption lines are present at these

wavelengths in other O- or B-type stars. They

are found among the 07-09.5 (and a few B-

type) supergiants.

Strong absorption is found for Lk 4603,4618

N V in some very early O-type stars (e.g.,

Walborn, 1971 b). Their spectroscopic proper-

ties are somewhat like those of the so-called

transition WN stars.

Ebbets and Wolff (1981) have studied the

behavior of )`)` 9701,9718 C III in a number of

early-type stars. They find this transition to be

in emission in many O-type stars, being found

in stars as late as BO-type supergiants. They

also summarize the line strengths and relation-

ships among the C III emission lines frequently

observed in emission in O-type stars. Nuss-

baumer (1971) had calculated the intensity of

C III transitions Lk 5696,8500 (singlets) and )`)`

4648,4650,9701,9718 (triplets) for a simple (i.e.,

monotonic velocity law, isothermal conditions)

expanding atmosphere. He found that, at the

relevant temperatures, )`)` 9701-9718 and )`5696

should be in emission, whereas ),8500 and ),)`

4648,4650 should be present in absorption. Im-

proved calculations of the singlets were made

by Cardona-Nunes (1978) and the triplets by

Sakhibullin et ai. (1983). Other lines of C III

and C IV have been calculated by Sakhibullin

and van der Hucht (1982). Ebbets and Wolff

find that their measurements of the IR C III

triplet in emission are consistent with the ex-

pectation that the lower level of the transition

is "drained" (via an UV transition), thus under-

populating it. Similarly, the lower level of the

singlet, )`5696, is underpopulated by UV tran-

sitions and is thus forced into emission. These

lines, like the )`)` 4634,4640 N III transitions,

are in emission because of selective atomic

physics, not atmospheric structure, although

the latter may strengthen the lines.

5. OBN and OBC stars. Walborn (1970, 1971a,

1976) has introduced and reviewed information

concerning OB stars with inordinately strong

nitrogen lines and weak carbon lines and with

strong carbon lines and correspondingly weak

nitrogen lines. The helium and silicon ions pro-

vide the reference frame for classification. The

lines of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen are used

as additional (mostly luminosity-dependent)

criteria. Walborn draws attention to a number

of OB stars in which the nitrogen or carbon is

strong and/or weak with respect to his classi-

fication scheme. These stars also generally

stood apart from others in Conti's (1973a,

1973b) measured line analyses. Walborn and

Panek (1985) have presented UV spectra of

OBN and OBC stars, showing their similar

morphology to the optical spectra.
It is a curious fact that the OBN stars are

found both near the main sequence (type V)

and far from it (type I), yet OBC stars are all

very luminous and are well removed from the

zero-age main sequence (ZAMS). Very early O

types do not show OBN or OBC phenomena.

These spectroscopic anomalies may represent

real abundance differences: the OBN stars

would be stars in which hydrogen-burned

nitrogen-rich material is seen; similarly, OBC

stars have enhanced carbon (at the expense of

nitrogen), and oxygen also seems to be en-

hanced in these objects. Walborn (1976) dis-

cusses possible origins of these anomalies,

including initial composition and mixing in cer-

tain stars, and postulates that the OBC stars are

of normal composition. The more numerous

stars classified as normal stars are then

nitrogen-rich, and the OBN stars are extreme

cases of mixing during the normal main-

sequence evolution. These explanations are not

entirely satisfying. I would also like to stress

that, because extensive abundance analyses

have not yet been made, "normalcy" is de-

fined only by the "majority" spectroscopic

appearance.

Bisiacchi et al. (1982) have investigated the

spectra of 95 O-type stars for the line strength

at )`4514 N III. They find a continuum of

strengths of this line in the ON stars which show

the most extreme values. They therefore sug-

gest that the nitrogen anomaly is a continuous

one among all O stars, extending even to the

earliest types. L6pez and Walsh (1983) find that
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Ha emission appears to be a common occur-

rence among the OBC supergiants, thus sug-

gesting that it is an extended atmosphere effect

rather than an abundance effect.

Taken together, these data would suggest
that all O stars mix material to the surface to

a greater or lesser extent; this matter is rich in

CNO equilibrium H-burning residue in which

nitrogen is enhanced. The OBN stars are then

the extremes of the process. This is an impor-

tant conclusion if true, but stellar structure

models do not as yet support such total mix-

ing. By contrast, all OBC stars appear to be

very luminous supergiants, perhaps all having

extended atmospheres in which Ha is in emis-

sion and the C III lines are inordinately en-

hanced. One would then infer that these stars

do not have an anomalous composition of car-

bon. A continuum of properties would also be

expected.

6. Spectra of Metal-Poor O-Type Stars.

Crampton (1979) and Crampton and Greasley

(1982) obtained spectrograms of a sample of

near-main-sequence O-type stars in the Large

Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and Small Magellanic

Cloud (SMC) in order to determine their dis-

tance moduli. As far as the O-type stars were

concerned, Crampton did not particularly no-

tice any anomalous line-strength ratios in the

LMC stars, compared to galactic standards, at

least as could be found on the image-tube plates

he was using. Measures of helium and silicon

lines compared to Conti's (1973a) galactic stars

revealed no differences. Pagel et al. (1978) have

found that the gas in H II regions in the LMC

is deficient in some elements. Walborn (1977)

has noted subtle differences in LMC O9-B0

supergiants from his silicon-helium classifica-

tion grid (Si IV being marginally weak). Dufour

(1984) has summarized the evidence for the

lower abundances in the LMC.

On the other hand, for the SMC, the spec-

troscopic evidence of anomalous line strengths

is clear. Crampton and Greasley (1982) found

obvious differences in the C III, N III, and Si

IV lines in O main-sequence stars, compared

to the LMC and galactic stars. Other spectro-

scopic evidence (Osmer, 1973; Walborn 1977,

1983a; Hutchings, 1982) also indicated "metal"

weakness in the SMC, compared to galactic

supergiants. Factors of 2 to 3 in the line

strengths appear to be consistently measured by

different authors. The gas in H II regions is also

deficient (e.g., Pagel et al., 1978; Dufour,

1984).

Owing to the general faintness of O-type

stars in the Magellanic Clouds, detailed anal-

yses of their spectra have not yet been pub-

lished. However, improved instrumentation at

the European Southern Observatory at La Silla,

Chile, has made possible a direct attack on O-

type spectra, and Kudritzki and associates are

gathering high-resolution data on O-type stars

in these nearby galaxies. The results of a

planned "fine analysis" will be very helpful in

our understanding of O-type photospheres in

situations with lower light-element abundances.

B. Wolf-Rayet-Type Stars

The optical spectra of Wolf-Rayet stars are

dominated by emission lines of helium, nitro-

gen, carbon, and oxygen. Beals and Plaskett

0935) suggested two major subgroups: (1) the

WN, in which the lines of helium and nitrogen

dominate, and (2) the WC, in which helium,

carbon, and oxygen ions are seen. In most

Wolf-Rayet stars, hydrogen lines are not readily

apparent. Underhill (1968) reviewed what might

now be referred to as the qualitative situation

regarding the optical spectra of Wolf-Rayet

stars. Quantitative measurements of emission

lines in a few Wolf-Rayet stars were subse-

quently published (e.g., Bappu and Ganesh,

1968; Smith and Kuhi, 1970; etc.). The clas-

sification of Wolf-Rayet stars and determina-

tions of subtypes was put into place by Smith

(1968a). In the near-IR regions, Wolf-Rayet

stars still show a predominant emission-line

spectrum with common ions of HeCNO being

observed, depending on the WN or WC nature.
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Withthe following exceptions, absorption-

line features are not usually seen in the optical

or IR spectra of Woif-Rayet stars:

• Some Wolf-Rayet stars have O-type

companions, either in proven orbit (e.g.,

V444 Cyg) or in a more distant associa-

tion (e.g., HD 219460, separation 1 "but

not always resolved at the telescope). In

these cases, an absorption-line spectrum

(most visible as the upper Balmer series)

is superimposed on the Wolf-Rayet con-

tinuum. The emission spectrum often ap-

pears washed out as it is in the usual case

where a companion O star is brighter.

• Many Wolf-Rayet stars show P Cygni

profiles in selected transitions (e.g.,

),4604,4618 N V in WN stars, ),5696 C III

in WC stars). These absorption features

are formed in the stellar wind.

• A very few WN stars show displaced in-

trinsic absorption in the upper Balmer

series members. This was first demon-

strated conclusively by Niemela (1974) in

her Ph.D. thesis on HD 92740, in which

she showed that the observed Balmer lines

moved in phase with the emission features

in this orbital binary system; the lines

therefore had to be intrinsic to the WN

star. In the few WN stars with Balmer

lines in absorption, the velocities indicate

outflow velocities of approximately 100

km s -_ at their formation level (Conti et

al., 1979).

• In a few other Wolf-Rayet stars (e.g.,

HD 193793 (WC6 + abs)), relatively un-

displaced absorption lines of the upper

Balmer series are observed. These may be

intrinsic (Fitzpatrick, 1982) due to an or-

biting companion (Lamontagne et al.,

1984) or a distance line-of-sight associate

(Conti et al., 1984). The true nature of

these WR + abs systems (van der Hucbt

et al., 1981) remains as yet unexplained.

In the FUV regions, emission lines dominate

the appearance of Wolf-Rayet stars, with the

P Cygni profiles of resonant (and metastable)

transitions of C III, C IV, N IV, N V, O VI,

and Si IV being very strong. Many subordinate

lines of these common ions are seen with pure

emission profiles. Similarly to the optical re-

gime, the overall spectra of Wolf-Rayet stars

are of their wind features; atmospheric absorp-

tion lines are observed in only a very few

objects.

Conti et al. (1983b), Perry (1983), Torres

and Conti 0984), and Torres (1985) have

analyzed numerous optical emission lines in

many Wolf-Rayet stars. These studies are based

mainly on image-tube spectrograms of

26 _/mm in the blue and 52 _/mm in the red

obtained at both the Kitt Peak National Obser-

vatory and the Cerro Tololo Observatory. The

equivalent widths and line profiles measured

represent a first reconnaissance of optical spec-

tra for many galactic and LMC WN-type stars.

Considerably better line profiles can now be

extracted in selected stars with the improved

electronic devices becoming generally available

on large and moderate-sized telescopes.

Among the first results from tbJs extensive

new body of spectroscopic data was that ab-

sorption lines due to O-type companions were

not an ubiquitous feature among Wolf-Rayet

stars (Vanbeveren and Conti, 1980), and thus

not all Wolf-Rayet stars were binaries, contrary

to a view that had .become popular over the

years (e.g., separate remarks by Conti, Kuhi,

and Sahade in Bappu and Sahade, 1973). Sta-

tistically, many of the apparently brightest

Wolf-Rayet stars in the sky were binaries, but

this result is partially biased by the increased

luminosity of the system due to the bright O-

type companions. Vanbeveren and Conti real-

ized that, contrary to expectation, companions

were not to be found in large numbers among

fainter stars that had previously been observed

only with lower dispersion. In particular,

among apparently brighter LMC Woif-Rayet

stars, absorption lines due to companions were

common. In the fainter LMC Wolf-Rayet stars,
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hardlyany stars were found to have compan-

ions. Massey (1981) later investigated the true

binary frequency of galactic Wolf-Rayet stars

(with O companions) and found it to be -30

percent, similar to that of O-type stars (Conti

et al., 1980). This general topic is treated in

more detail in Section VI.

The classification of Wolf-Rayet stars has

been discussed extensively in Chapter 1 of this

volume, and I will not go over all of it again

here. It is basically built on the Smith (1968a)

system, with an expansion to earlier and later

WN and earlier WC types (van der Hucht et

al., 1981). The types depend on line ratios

among nitrogen ions and the appearance of He

I in WN stars and on line ratios among carbon

and oxygen ions and line widths in WC stars.

WN subtypes range from WN2 to WN9 and

WC classes range from WC4 to WC9. Van-

beveren and Conti (1980) introduced the con-

venient, but in hindsight possibly misleading,

abbreviations of WNE for early WN's,

WN2...WN6, and WNL for late subtypes,

WN7 and WNS. (The WN6 group has some-

times been assigned the WNL label.) Similarly,

WCE has been used for WC4...WC7, and

WCL has been used for WC8 and WC9. These

distinctions may eventually have evolutionary

significance, but could also be a source of con-

fusion in the future. For now, they should be

regarded only as shorthand notations.

1. WN Stars. Smith and Kuhi (1981) have

presented an atlas of optical spectra of ten WN-

type stars. These photographic data were based

on coud6 spectrograms obtained at the Lick

Observatory. The wavelength region covered

was kk 3180-7000 A, and most subtypes were

observed. Line identifications are reasonably

complete, based on extending the previous

work of Underhill (1968), Bappu (1973), and

others.

The extensive optical spectroscopic survey

of Conti et al. (1983b) lists equivalent widths

for 73 galactic WN stars and 35 objects in the

LMC. The strongest line is typically k4686 He

II, with line strengths up to 200 /_. Most

measured lines have equivalent widths of tens

of angstroms. Substantially weaker lines could

not usually be measured but are present in

many stars.

The line profiles were studied by Perry

(1983) in his Ph.D. thesis. Line widths (at half

intensity maximum) were tabulated for many

lines in many stars. Although Hiltner and

Schild (1966) had segregated WN subtypes into

two groups--those with narrow lines, WNA,

and those with broad lines, WNB--the quanti-

tative measures of widths revealed no dichot-

omy. Walborn (1974) had also used suffixes,

such as WN A(B), for some WN stars with in-

termediate widths. Although such letters are

perhaps useful in designating the sharpest and

broader lined WN stars, the distinction is not

physical because the widths show a continuum

of values.

Conti et al. (1983b) found that the emission-

line strengths of WN stars typically had a dis-

persion of a factor of 10 among various stars,

even of the same subtype. Figure 2-3, adopted
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fromtheirpaper, shows the equivalent widths

of )_4200 He II as a function of spectral type.

There was no real distinction in properties

among WN stars in the Galaxy and LMC. Two

effects contributed to the line-width dispersion,

but they do not explain the entire range.

Those stars with O-type companions gener-

ally had the weakest emission lines, as would

be expected from a continuum dominated by

the companion. In addition, those WN stars

that showed some evidence of hydrogen, as

evidenced by the alternating stronger/weaker

line strengths of the Balmer (H)/Pickering (He

II) line series (see also Smith, 1973) had gen-

erally weaker emission lines. Thus, the H/He

content, which must be different in some WN

stars from others, even at the same spectral sub-

types (Conti and Massey, 1981a; Conti, 1982a)

apparently affects the wind structure in some

fundamental way. Leaving aside the binaries

and the WN stars with hydrogen, the remain-

ing WN objects still evidence considerable het-

erogeneity in their spectra. As will be shown

later, this is also true of their masses (Section

VI) and luminosities (Chapter 3), but a relation-

ship among these parameters has not yet been

established.

Perry 0983) found that most emission lines

(80 percent) in most stars (80 percent) could be

closely fitted with gaussian profiles. Some other

lines were parabolic, and the remainder were

similar to profiles that would be composed of

two separate gaussians--one a stronger and

narrower profile and one weaker but broader.

With our still-limited knowledge of the physical

structure of the winds of WN stats, Perry was

not able to conclusively constrain the param-

eters to derive meaningful results, but could
assert that there were various reasonable dis-

tributions of ionization, density, and velocity

with height that could produce gaussian pro-

files in optically thin cases. Optically thick lines

would readily lead to parabolic profiles. Two-

gaussian forms come about naturally in cases

in which the velocity law is not monotonic,

although other explanations remain possible.

Conti et al. (1983b) also found that quan-

titative measurements of the N III, N IV, and

N V lines, which are the major determinants

of the subtype, indicate a real change in the

ionization state of the stellar wind from one

subtype to another. However, some overlap oc-

curred in ratios between some adjacent sub-

types. Another way of expressing this is to say

that there are too many subclasses, considering

the quantitative change in N III/N IV and N

IV/N V ratios. In WN6-WN8 stars, the ap-

pearance of He I also plays a role in the classi-

fication. Some ambiguity exists in the WN sub-

class for these WNL stars. On the average,

WN7 stars seem to have weaker emission lines

than the adjacent subtypes. Some of them may

have different intrinsic properties, particularly

if they tend toward the "transition" appearing

case. One-third of all WN stars contain hydro-

gen from the Balmer/Pickering decrement. The

other two-thirds have no evidence of hydrogen,

but whether the H/He ratio is 0.1 or 0 cannot

be determined with the available data.

C IV gk 5801,5812 lines are visible in quite

a number of WN stars. C III )_4650 (and _5696)

lines are not seen; those few objects in which

such lines are present are labeled WN + WC

(van der Hucht et al., 1981; Conti, 1982b) and

might represent the spectra of two stars (e.g.,

the case for RI40 of 30 Doradus in the LMC

(Phillips, 1982)) or may be objects in "transi-

tion" from WN to WC composition. Conti et

al. (1983b) measured the C IV features in many

WN stars and discussed these issues. They find

that, in most WN stars, the C IV/N IV ratio

indicates nitrogen enhancement at the expense

of carbon (Chapter 3, Section VII).

Vreux et al. (1983) have presented a catalog

of near-IR spectra of southern galactic Wolf-

Rayet stars. These data supersede previous scat-

tered results in the literature because they have

higher resolution and signal-to-noise ratios.

They identify lines from common ions of he-

lium, carbon, and nitrogen in 12 WN stars.

Equivalent widths up to a few hundred ang-
stroms are found for M0124 He II. Most lines

are a few tens of angstroms, and weaker lines

could not readily be measured.

Hinier et al. (1983) determined emission-line

profiles in the far-IR region for the WN5 star
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HD 50896. These are the first solid quantitative

spectroscopic data for a WN star in this spec-

tral range. In his thesis, Hillier (1983) makes

a detailed analysis of this star, modeling these

lines. Low-resolution spectroscopy of HD

50896 from 1.4 to 2.5/zm was also published

by Williams et al. (1980).

Oxygen lines are not usually readily seen in

WN-type stars, but HD 104994 is an exception

(van der Hucht et al., 1981, and references

therein). The )_X 3811,3834 O VI lines are

observed, and other transitions for this ion are

found in the near-IR (Vreux et al., 1983).

Before the launch of IUE, ultraviolet obser-

vations of Wolf-Rayet stars were generally re-

stricted to low resolution or a small sample of

the brightest objects. The OAO-2 satellite was

used to obtain the first UV spectrum of a WN

star, HD 50896 (Smith, 1973). Willis and Wil-

son (1978) reported 35 A resolution measure-

ments of three WN stars with the TD-1 satellite,

and six Wolf-Rayet stars were observed with

Skylab (Henize et al., 1975). Johnson (1978)

gives an atlas of Copernicus spectra for two

WN stars.

The IUE satellite has revolutionized the

study of Wolf-Rayet stars. An atlas of high-

resolution data (0.1 to 0.2 ,_,) for nine "single"

WN stars has been presented by Willis et al.

(1986). Spectral tracings and line identifications

are found in their paper. The following species
of ions are observed in these nine WN stars:

He II, N II to N V, C III to C IV, and O III

to V, and ions of Mg, AI, S, P, Fe, and Zn.

The dominant lines are, of course, those of He

II and nitrogen 0d_ 1548,1550 C IV is strong).

Preliminary analyses of these data, insofar

as they pertain to the stellar wind, have been

presented by Willis (1981, 1982). Considerable

low-resolution (6 ._) IUE data have been ac-

quired for galactic and LMC WN stars. A few

results have been reported (e.g., Garmany and

Conti, 1982; Nussbaumer et al., 1982).

2. WC Stars. There is no equivalent published

Smith and Kuhi atlas for WE stars, although

similar spectroscopic data exist (Smith and

Kuhi, private communication). An extensive

optical spectroscopic survey of WC stars was

undertaken by Conti which is similar to that

reported for WN stars. A. Torres studied these

data for her Ph.D. thesis, and I will present

some published and preliminary results here.

Torres and Conti (1984) studied the 12

known members of the WC9 subclass. These

stars have the narrowest emission lines and the

most complicated spectra, being dominated by

various C III transitions, with C IV and C II

also present. They found a surprising similarity

in line strengths and widths among this type.

The homogeneity here is to be contrasted with

the heterogeneity among the WN stars.

Some preliminary results from Torres (1985)

include finding good correlation, as expected,

between the WC subtypes as defined among the

C III, C IV, and O V line ratios. The earlier

types have broader lines. However, 10 percent

of the WC stars in the Galaxy do not fit this

relation because they have somewhat broader

lines. Torres et al. (1986) noted that two of the

WC stars having very broad lines for their sub-

types, WR 125 and HD 193793, are also listed

as nonthermal radio emitters and anomalously

strong radio sources. The cause of these fea-

tures is not known, but the exceptionally broad

lines may be a key to our understanding of

phenomena at other wavelength regions. Nearly

all WC stars in the LMC have line widths more

extreme than WC stars in the Galaxy. As has

been known for some time, the LMC WC stars

are all early-type stars. In fact, they show

extremely high ionization states, and according

to Torres et al., are more properly called WC4.

Our understanding of the winds in WC stars

is not yet clear enough to give us a satisfactory

reason for the dichotomy in the WC stars in

the LMC as compared to the Galaxy, nor for

the absence of the later WC types.

The classification line ratios among WC

subtypes differ sufficiently because not much

overlap occurs between adjacent classes. The

line strengths scatter among WC stars of the

same subtype, although not as much as for WN

stars. Figure 2-4 shows this for the ),5806 C IV

blend, adopted from Torres et al. (1986). This

figure was plotted with the revised WC types
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from that paper. The stars with companions

have weaker emission, as is expected from the

contamination in the continuum.

The strongest features in WC stars are the

XX 4650/4686 C III/He II blend, with equiva-

lent widths to 1000/_ being measured. The C

IV doublet at hX 5801,5812 is also quite prom-

inent, ranging to 400/_ in equivalent width.

There is no evidence of hydrogen in any WC

star (Nugis, 1975), although blending of car-
bon ions with the Balmer series makes that con-

clusion less certain for WC stars than for WN

objects. No lines of nitrogen are seen in WC

stars. In particular, the XX 4634,4640 N III,

X4057 N IV, and KX 4603,4618 N V lines, which

are prominent in WN stars, are not visible.

Vreux et al. (1983) has given near-IR spec-

trometry for 14 WC-type stars. Williams et al.

(1980) published lower resolution data for three

WC stars, extending to 2.5 #m. The strongest

feature is due to transitions in hX 9696-9718 C

III, where equivalent widths to 1000/_ were

found. Most lines have tens of angstroms

equivalent widths, and weaker features are

present but could not be measured. These lines

are mainly due to He II, C II, C III, and C IV.

A few oxygen lines are also seen. No nitrogen

lines are found in the IR spectra of WC stars.

In particular, the L_ 7103,7128 N IV line, which

is very prominent in WN stars, is not present.

A strong 3.3-#m emission line is found in a few

stars and was shown by Williams et al. to be

due to C IV transitions.

Pre-IUE FUV spectroscopic observations of

WC stars were scarce in number. Using the

OAO-2 satellite, West (1972) observed .y2 Vel,

WC8 + O9I. Willis and Wilson (1978) reported

TD-1 satellite data on six WC stars, and Henize

et al. (1975) published data concerning six WC

stars from the Skylab mission. ?2 Vel was

bright enough to be the subject of several

rocket-launched experiments: Carruthers (1968)

showed the first low-resolution (2 ._,) results,

and Burton et al. (1975) and Willis and Wilson

(1976) gave high-resolution (0.3/_) data from

Skylab experiments. Johnson (1978) has

published an extensive FUV spectral atlas at 0.2

to 0.4 A resolution that gives data from X946

to X3182 A for .,/2 Vel.

The high-resolution IUE atlas of five

"single" WC stars of various subtypes (Willis

et al., 1986) gives the most complete line lists

and identifications in the wavelength range )O_

1150 to )O_ 3250/L The following ions were

found: He II, C II-C V, O III-O V, Mg IV,

Al II-IV, Si II-IV, P II-V, S III-IV, and Fe

III-VI. Although nitrogen lines were searched

for, none were found. In particular, the reso-

nant XX 1238,1240 N V features, so prominent

in WN stars and very strong in all O-type stars,

were not found. The _ 1486,1718 N IV lines,

also very strong in WN stars, were not present.

(Features near the latter wavelength are due to

silicon ions (Willis, 1981).) The absence of

nitrogen in WC stars, over all observed wave-

length regions, is noteworthy and will be con-

sidered again later (Chapter 3, Section VII).

3. WO Stars. The WO class has recently been

introduced by Barlow and Hummer (1982) to

designate those few apparently Population I

stars in which the dominant feature in the op-

tical regions are the XX 3811,3834 O VI lines.

These lines are seen in many WC stars (also in

HD 104994, a WN3 star), but their strength in
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WO stars is unprecedented and comparable to

the He II and C IV lines. Strong O VI lines are

often also found among central stars of plane-

tary nebulae (Smith and Aller, 1969). Sandu-

leak (1971) listed five O VI stars not associated

with planetary nebulae, including one in the

SMC, Sand l = Sk188, and one in the LMC,

Sand 2 -- FD73 = BR93. These latter stars are

sufficiently luminous to be associated with a

parent massive star population.

Barlow et al. (1980) have discussed optical

observations of Sand 3 = WR72, the star with

the narrowest lines. They identify lines from O

VII, O VIII, and C V, implying excitation en-

ergies in excess of 800 eV. Oxygen seems to be

more prominent than carbon, and He II is

present but relatively weak. Barlow et al.

(1980), Barlow and Hummer (1982), and San-

duleak (1971) suggested that WO stars might

be more highly evolved than WC stars, given

the apparent abundance anomalies.

Through Infrared Astronomical Satellite

(IRAS) observations, van der Hucht et al.

(1985) have discovered a dust shell around Sand

3. They conclude that this star is the central star

of a planetary and not a Population I object.

(Note that Sand 3 is far out of the galactic

plane: b = + 14°.) Barlow and Hummer (1982)

had also suggested this possibility. The IRAS

did not detect dust around the other WO stars,

but the limits are not particularly interesting.
Certainly the two Magellanic Cloud WO stars

are Population I objects; the two other galac-

tic ones may be, but more data are needed. All

four remaining Sanduleak WO stars have much

broader lines than Sand 3, a common charac-

teristic of Population I visa vis Population II

Wolf-Rayet stars (Smith and Aller, 1971).

Thevenin and Pitault (1982) have discussed

a 2 ._ resolution yellow-red spectrum of Sand

5. They identify an O VI line at )`5291. C III

)`5696 is not present, although lines of C IV and

He II are; thus, the excitation class is very high.

Thevenin and Pitault point out the extreme line

width of Sand 5 and its similarity to Sand 4,

while also noting that Sand 3 is more properly

related to Population II Wolf-Rayet objects.

4. Transition WN Stars. Walborn (1974) il-

lustrated a number of late-type WN spectra,

along with an Of star, HD 93129A. He pointed

out the morphological similarity among these

Of and WN spectra. Conti (1976) proposed an

evolutionary sequence connecting these data,

suggesting that Of stars evolved to late-type
WN stars with mass loss. The several late WN

stars that contained hydrogen, some (e.g., HD

92740, HD 93131, and HD 93162) even show-

ing the upper Balmer lines in absorption

(Niemela, 1974; Conti et al., 1979), would then

be transition objects between the Of and classic

WN types. I will return to the evolutionary pic-

ture later in Chapter 5.

For now, let us examine merely the transi-

tional spectroscopic nature of some luminous

Of/WN stars. An Of star has primarily an

absorption-line spectrum with relatively narrow
emission lines of He II ),4686. A WN star has

primarily a broad emission-line spectrum, with

absorption lines (in the Balmer series) in a very

few cases. What then of stars with an ab-

sorption-line spectrum and a broad )`4686 He

II? Two recently identified examples are

Sk-71 °34 and Sk-67 °22 (Conti and Garmany,

1983; Walborn, 1982a) in the LMC. These

could be two stars (each), in which case the

types are WN3 + 04 and WN4.5 + 03,

respectively. As yet, no radial-velocity studies

of these objects have been done to confirm or

deny duality. On the other hand, they could

also be single stars, in which case, according

to the listed authors, they represent mixed

O4f/WN3 and O3If/WN6 subtypes, re-

spectively.

Other luminous objects in and near 30 Dot

with transitional spectra are listed by Conti

(1982b) and Walborn (1984b). HDE 313846,

called by Hutchings (1979) the "most extreme

Of star," was classified WN9 by van der Hucht

et al. (1981). Walborn (1977, 1982a) has dis-

cussed other stars in the Galaxy and LMC

which show transitional spectroscopic proper-

ties. Breysacher (1981) has also considered the

classification of several of these stars. Some

galactic objects have been shown to be single
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(Contiet al., 1979)throughradial-velocity
studies.HD 15570hastransitionalproperties
in its UV spectrum(Willis andStrickland,
1980),althoughits opticalclassificationis
unambiguouslyO4f. Thisstaris apparently
single.

Luminousobjectswithspectroscopicprop-
ertiesof bothOf andWNstarsthusexist,and
atleastsomearesingle.Stahletal. (1983)have
reportedtheremarkablebehaviorof theLMC
supergiant,R127(= HDE269858),whichhad
beenclassifiedasanOfstarbyWalborn(1977,
1982a):O I afpeextror,alternativelyWN9-10)
buthadsuddenlybrightenedby -0.75 magni-

tude. This was accompanied by a dramatic

change in the spectrum to a later spectral type

of a B emission-line supergiant. The N III and

He II emission lines characteristic of the Of

phase had disappeared, to be replaced by one

in which the wind shows a lesser velocity but

denser outflow (Walborn, 1948a). Details are

contained in the Stahl et al. paper, in which

they suggest that the bolometric magnitude has

not changed and the brightening is due to an

increase of the effective stellar radius. Will

other transitional Of/WN stars show similar

behavior? Only time will tell, but this luminous

class clearly bears extensive and continuous

monitoring.

Walborn (1982a) pointed out that the nar-

row emission-line spectrum representing neb-

ular material surrounding the transition star,

Sk-67°266, has a clear enhancement of

nitrogen. Perhaps this material was ejected in

a relatively recent outburst, analogous to that

of R127. Nitrogen enhancement would be ex-

pected in CNO equilibrium material mixed up
from the nuclear reactions in the stellar interior.

(See, for example, the case of ,/ Carina by

Davidson et al., 1982.)

IV. NUMBERS AND DISTRIBUTION

A. O-Type Stars

1. Galactic Volume-Limited Sample. These

very luminous O-type stars (M ° - -3.5 to

-7.0) can be seen to great distances. Their posi-

tions with respect to the Sun can be found from

their stellar coordinates and their distances. The

latter quantity is estimated by the method of

spectroscopic parallaxes; a stellar spectrum is

taken, and the use of an M -spectral-type rela-
tion enables one to estimate the absolute mag-

nitude from it. Photometry, combined with a

knowledge of the intrinsic color (see Part I of

this volume, but note that (B-V) 0 for O stars

are similar) and the adoption of a normal red-

dening law (e.g., Savage and Mathis, 1979),

leads in a straightforward manner to an esti-

mate of the distance. The greatest uncertainty

in this case is the Mo-spectral-type relation.
This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter

3 (Table 3-1), but for now, note that the ac-

curacy is + 0_.5 for a single star.

The publication of the O-star Catalogue of

Cruz-Gonzalez et al. (1974) greatly aided dis-

cussions of distributions of O-type stars. These

authors collated data from the literature to list

664 O-type stars known in the Galaxy at that

time. Lequeux (1979) used these data in one of

the first investigations of the O-star statistics.

Garmany et al. (1982) counted the O stars of

the Catalogue in concentric rings and found

that the number counts went roughly as a

power 2 law (as they should for a flattened disk

population) out to roughly 2.5 kpc from the

Sun, where the values began to turn over. Thus,

the distribution was roughly complete to this

distance, and the concept of discussing a

volume-limited sample for O stars began. Ber-

telli and Chiosi (1982) also discussed the O-star

distribution near the Sun.

Garmany et al. (1982) included additional

spectral types of some Catalogue 0 stars with

photometry but without known spectral types,

and a number of additional O stars have since

been added to the Catalogue list. A machine-

readable list is being kept current by Garmany

in Boulder, Colorado. The initial stellar evolu-

tion models for massive stars (see Chapter 5,

Section II) indicated that core hydrogen-

burning ceased roughly at the O-star/B-star

boundary, hence Garmany et al. (1982) could

argue that only the O-star statistics were needed
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toestimate the initial numbers of massive stars.

However, it became increasingly clear from

statistical arguments that the upper main se-

quence is "wider" than models indicate, as

argued by Stothers and Chin (1977), Chiosi et

al. (1978), Cloutman and Whitaker (1980), and

Bressan et al. (1981). Meylan and Maeder

(1982) also pointed out an observational con-

firmation of this in an analysis of cluster

magnitude diagrams. The "main sequence" of

core hydrogen-burning thus extends to the later

B supergiant regime for massive stars (Conti et

al., 1983a; Conti, 1984). A current catalog of

known B supergiants (adopted from Hum-

phreys and McElroy, 1984) is also kept current.

Figure 2-5 is a plot of the distribution of O

stars and luminous B supergiants, projected

onto the plane of the Galaxy (Sun at the center).

This updates the analogous figure in Garmany

et al. (1982). (See also Van Buren, 1985.) The

795 stars in this sample (some are overplotted

in the figure), based on initial masses _> 20

Mo, are shown to 3 kpc, but the population

is possibly not completely identified in the

outermost annulus. It is instructive to compare

this figure with its historical antecedent of tens
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Figure 2-5. Galactic longitude distribution of

0 stars (plus signs) and B supergiants (asterisks)

projected on the plane of the Galaxy. Only stars

within 3 kpc and with inferred masses larger

than 20 Mo are shown.

of OB stars (e.g., Morgan et al., 1950). Three

spiral-arm features are seen: (1) toward the

galactic center and around to longitude 300 o is

the Scorpio-Sagittarius arm; (2) in the 85 odirec-

tion is the Cygnus arm, in which the Sun ap-

pears to be presently located, which can be

followed also toward 270 to 280 o in the Carina

direction; and (3) outward from the Sun, par-

ticularly between 110 and 140 o longitude is the

Perseus arm, which is not readily followed

toward 210 °. I must say that, if we didn't know

our Galaxy was a spiral, this diagram would be

of no use to convince the skeptic. But the
"arms" described here are well known to radio

astronomers who study 21-cm radiation. The

OB stars are coincident with the H I peak emis-

sions, but are greatly spread out in dimension

from them. I do not believe that this represents

inaccuracies in the distance estimates and

"spectroscopic parallaxes," but rather that OB

stars in our local vicinity have a rather broad

physical extent compared to the neutral

hydrogen.

Stepping back from the difficult perception

of spiral structure in Figure 2-5, it can also be

seen that there is a negative gradient in the

number density of OB stars with galactocentric

distance; somewhat more are seen toward the

galactic center. (Arbitrarily dividing the volume

in half from L = 90 to 270 o yields a number

ratio inward/outward of 511/284 = 1.80.) This

gradient is qualitatively in accord with galactic

mass models in which more matter is found

toward the center.

Updating the results of Conti et al. (1983b),

we divide the O-star population into stars more

and less massive than 40 Mo, using the evolu-

tion tracks of Maeder (Chapter 5, Section II).

Figure 2-6 shows the OB stars with initial

masses of 20 to 40 Mo, from the previous list-

ing. The 550 stars in this diagram have a similar

morphological appearance to Figure 2-5 (i.e.,

they are patterned the same way and show a

small gradient in the numbers with galactocen-

tric distance). The number ratio inward/out-

ward is 334/216 = 1.65. On the other hand,

Figure 2-7 shows the remaining 245 OB stars

with initial masses _> 40 Mo. Here, the pattern
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Figure 2-6. Galactic longitude distribution of

0 stars and B supergiants with inferred masses

M < 40 Mo. Symbols and criteria as for

Figure 2-5.

is distinctly different from Figures 2-5 and 2-6.

A substantial gradient can be seen in the distri-

bution; relatively few massive OB stars are

found in the galactic anticenter region. The

number ratio inward/outward is 177/68 =

2.60. These figures show an important result;

there are relatively more massive stars (>40

Mo) toward the galactic center than toward

the anticenter region, compared to less massive

types (20 Mo, <,%M <,%40 Mo). This result de-

pends only on stellar coordinates and is uncon-

trovertible, unless we are missing the detection

of massive and very luminous stars toward the

anticenter or large numbers of less luminous

stars toward the center. Both of these argu-

ments seem unlikely. It is tempting to associate

this massive star gradient with galactocentric

distance, but it would be prudent to merely re-

state our conclusion as follows: relatively more

massive stars are found in the inner Scorpio-

Sagittarius arm than in the outer Perseus arm.

Parenthetically, it might also be noted that

the "spiral arms" for the massive stars in

Figure 2-7 are broad with respect to the inter-

arm spacing. This suggests to me that the spiral

structure we perceive in other galaxies is pre-

dominantly determined by the optical appear-

ances in the H II regions, which are excited by

groups (associations) of massive O-type stars.

Detailed stellar studies of nearby spiral galax-

ies would help to address this point because it

is difficult to get a "world view" of our own

system. Nearly all the OB stars in Figure 2-7

are indeed in associations. Section IV.B will

show that the galactic distribution of Wolf-

Rayet objects is similar to the massive stars of

Figure 2-7, thus showing an intimate evolu-

tionary connection (Chapter 5, Section II).

2. z-Distribution of O-Type Stars. We can find

the z-distribution of stars in our Galaxy from

their distances and galactic coordinates. Figure

2-8 shows the z-distribution for the stars of

Figure 2-5, for which the distances are within

3 kpc. This figure indicates an approximate

scale height of -50 pc from the "thickness"

of the distribution in z. Note that the scale

height does not appear to be uniform with ga-

lactic longitude, but somewhat larger in the

fourth quadrant ( _ - 270 to 360 °). Also, the
centroid of the O-star distribution does not fol-

low the galactic equator, but can be above or

below it by 50 pc (e.g., + 50 pc at ,g - 340 °

180
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Figure 2-7. Galactic longitude distribution for

0 stars and B supergiants with inferred masses

M < 40 Mo. Symbols and criteria as for

Figure 2.5.
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in Scorpio and -50 pc at £ - 200 o in the anti-

center). A few nearby O stars are found far

from the warped plane and are in anomalous

positions. Some are high-velocity objects (Sec-

tion V).

3. O-Stars in the Magellanic Clouds. Objective

prism surveys of the Magellanic Clouds have

revealed numerous hot luminous OB-type stars.

Sanduleak (1969) has provided a list, with find-

ing charts, of 1272 OB-type stars in the LMC;

a similar survey of stars in the SMC is given

by Sanduleak (1968). Henize (1956) has listed

Ha emission-line stars in the Magellanic

Clouds, nearly all of which are early types.

Bohannan and Epps (1974) have made a deeper

Ho_ survey of the LMC; a similar deep survey

of the SMC is not yet available. Important

catalogs of LMC members are those of Brunet

et al. (1975), Fehrenbach et al. (1976), and

Rousseau et al. (1977), which contain 1791

LMC members. An analogous SMC catalog is

that of Azzopardi and Vigneau (1975, 1982),

which contains 524 members. These catalogs

list stars to M ° - 14m, but are probably not

complete to quite this magnitude. With a
modulus of - 18.6 for the LMC and - 19.1 for

the SMC, these catalogs will not reach all the

late-type main-sequence O stars.

Although most of the stars in these catalogs

have photometry, only a small fraction have slit

spectra and have been classified as to MK type.

Of the stars in the Rousseau et al. catalog, 266

have MK types, for the most part B-type super-

giants. Crampton (1979) has subsequently ob-

tained classification spectra of 20 additional O

stars in the LMC. Shore and Sanduleak (1984)

have discussed slit spectra (and IUE observa-

tions) of 19 early-type B emission-line objects

in the LMC and two in the SMC. The Azzo-

pardi and Vigneau (1982) SMC catalog lists 253

stars with MK types, again mostly B super-

giants, and 19 O types.

Conti, Garmany, and Massey are engaged

in a major project to identify and classify ad-

ditional O-type stars in the Magellanic Clouds.
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As has been emphasized by Massey (1985), the

UBV colors of the earliest type stars are not

very different. The difference in (U-B) o be-

tween 05 and B0 main-sequence stars is only

0_.09 (FitzGerald, 1970); photometric uncer-

tainties, and questions of the reddening laws in

the Magellanic Clouds, mean that one cannot

distinguish among O stars by optical photome-

try alone. One must have spectra: B0 main-

sequence stars have masses _-15 Mo, and

early O-type stars have masses ranging to 100

Mo. Thus, classification of hot stars is critical.

Fortunately, B0.5 and later-type main-sequence

stars and supergiants begin to have appreciably

different intrinsic colors and can be roughly

classified on the basis of reasonably accurate

photometry alone. Membership of these stars

in the Magellanic Clouds also provides lumi-

nosity estimates.

Do the Magellanic Cloud catalogs contain

all the O-star candidates? Probably not, be-

cause they do not go faint enough. Also, many

hot stars are found in compact groupings or

associations (e.g., Walborn, 1973a) which, in

many cases, are too crowded to have enabled

objective prism spectra to have been obtained.

Lucke (1972) and Lucke and Hodge (1970) have

identified 122 associations in the LMC (the L-H

associations), of which only the brighter stars

are listed in the LMC catalogs. A similar iden-

tification in the SMC has recently been given

by Hodge (1985). Lucke has also provided pho-

tographic photometry for the brighter stars (to

M --- 16m) in the L-H associations. Approxi-
O

mately 2000 "blue" stars are listed in his thesis,

but even so, other objects could not be mea-

sured because of associated nebulosity. Of the

2000 stars, many will be B supergiants, but

possibly - 1000 O stars remain to be found in

the L-H associations in the LMC. According

to Hodge, there are approximately 70 stellar

associations in the SMC (NGC 346 being the

most obvious example), but their stellar mem-

bership is sparse. Perhaps 50 O stars could be

in these groupings but not incorporated in the

Azzopardi and Vigneau (1982) catalog.

Our ongoing spectroscopic identification

program has revealed a total of 134 O stars in

the LMC and 63 in the SMC at this writing. The

totals are still incomplete, and our work is con-

tinuing. It is therefore still premature to discuss

the numbers and distributions of O stars in the

Magellanic Clouds, even though these data are

well in hand for Wolf-Rayet stars, as we shall

see in Section IV.B. Our best guess at the pres-

ent time is that there are 500 to 2000 O stars

in the LMC and 50 to 200 in the SMC. No dis-

cussion of the Magellanic Clouds would be

complete without mentioning the Hodge and

Wright (1967, 1977) atlases of these nearby

galaxies, which are absolutely essential to in-

vestigations of stellar distributions.

4. O Stars in Other Galaxies. We know that O

stars are prevalent in the spiral-arm populations

in other galaxies because they are responsible

for producing the H II regions which are such

a dominant feature of late-type galaxies and ir-

regulars. Among the local group galaxies (M31,

M33, NGC 6822, and IC 1613), with distance

moduli typically -24 m to 25 m, the brightest

normal O stars will appear at m - 18 m tO
U

19m. Individual spectroscopy is difficult, but

not impossible. Broad surveys with slit spectra

are clearly beyond the capability of ground-

based equipment, but UV imaging telescopes

would make specific identification a tractable

problem.

A handful of O- and Of-type stars have been

identified in M33 by Conti and Massey (1981b)

and Massey and Hutchings (1983) in their in-

vestigations of exciting objects of the giant H

II regions. Luminous blue stars, nearly all B-

and A-type supergiants, have been specifically

identified in Baade's field IV in M31 (Hum-

phreys, 1979), in NGC 6822 and IC 1613 (Hum-

phreys, 1980a), and in MI01 and NGC 2403

(Humphreys, 1980b). Humphreys and Sandage

(1980) have also discussed the stellar content of

M31: all the brightest blue stars in these galax-

ies are B and A supergiants, as expected, since

the massive O stars have substantial bolometric

corrections and are therefore fainter in M v.

5. Indirect Inferences: H II Regions. H II

regions are produced by Lyman continuum
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(LyC) photons emitted from hot stars, pre-

dominantly O types. A large amount of litera-

ture exists. Investigators such as G0sten and

Mezger (1983) and Israel (1980) have used the
radio emission measurements from these H II

regions to discuss the number of O-type stars

present. This measured radio emission is essen-

tially related to the number of recombinations

of electrons with ions; the recombination rate

is equal to the LyC ionization rate under the

reasonable assumption that the H II region is

in equilibrium with its central exciting star(s).

This is probably satisfactory except in the very

earliest stages when the star(s) first "turn on."

The LyC photon number inferred from the

foregoing relationship must be corrected for ab-

sorption by dust in the nebulae or for the frac-

tion which escapes without ionizing hydrogen.

With these corrections, which act in opposite

directions, one can then estimate the number

of LyC photons emitted by the stars themselves.

At this point, one must appeal to stellar atmo-

spheric models to relate the LyC photons pres-

ent to the stellar effective temperatures and

radii. The atmospheric models used have gen-

erally been based on the Mihalas (1972) non-

LTE code, which is plane parallel and does not

include the effects of the winds or the possible

role of backscattering. Panagia (1973) tabulated

the relationship between emitted LyC photons

and stellar spectral types. Stasinska (1982) has

tabulated a series of nebular models which are

commonly used to predict the structure of the

gas. Borsenberger and Stasinska (1982) made

a crude attempt to account for situations in

which the exciting stars had a helium or metal

content different from solar and, therefore, a
different internal structure. With the stellar

models used, the predicted effects are minor,

but they did caution that, in real stars where

line-blanketing needs to be considered, the ef-

fects might be substantial. These models are the

basis of nearly all the work in which LyC mea-

surements are used to predict how many O stars

are present.

An O-star spectral-type/mass relation,

which is based on stellar structure models, must

be used in addition to the foregoing steps as a

final procedure to obtain information on the

initial mass function (IMF), or star formation

rate (SFR), of massive stars. For example,

Giasten and Mezger (1983) thoroughly discuss

all the detailed procedures in order to derive the

star formation rate in the Galaxy, based on

measures of giant H II regions and extended

low-density H II regions. Israel (1980) uses

radio observations of H II regions in external

galaxies to describe the number of O stars pres-

ent. Viallefond (1984a, 1984b) discusses the

IMF and SFR in the ionized nebulae of M33.

Other examples are quoted in these references
and elsewhere.

The foregoing procedures should be con-

ceptually correct because the O stars certainly

produced the dominant LyC luminosity. How-

ever, the steps in estimating the Tft, thus
attempting to count how many O stars are pres-

ent, or what masses are inferred, are very in-

direct; corrections are needed in the data (the

fraction of photons observed to those pro-

duced) and in the models (atmospheres and

structures). The quoted results are interesting;

for example, Israel (1980) predicts that 3 ×

103 exciting O stars are present in the SMC,

and 1.3 x 104 are present in the LMC.

Although some of these implied objects may
be B0-BI main-sequence stars that have not

been identified in our star counts, in both cases,

these predictions appear to be factors of 4 to

10 too high. It is well known that the nebular

excitation parameter (i.e., O III/H_ ratio) goes

up with galactocentric distance in spiral galax-

ies (Searle, 1971), and the properties seem to

indicate higher excitation farther from the ga-
lactic center. This has come to be inferred as

indicating that the temperature of the exciting

stars increases likewise, as does their mass. For

example, in M33, Viallefond (1984a, 1984b)

suggests that the number of massive stars

should increase with galactocentric distance in

M33, the reverse of what star counts in the solar

vicinity would imply. My view is that his con-

clusion may be an artifact of the inadequacy
of the models.

In particular, we now know that stellar

winds are important features of O stars because
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theirstructureandstrengthaffecttheunderly-
ingphotosphericstructure(Hummer,1982;Ab-
bottandHummer,1985).WewillseeinChap-

ter 3 that the current atmospheric models give

roughly the correct LyC flux--the derived Tff
from the so-called "Zanstra" method agree

reasonably well with other methods for "nor-

mal" composition exciting stars in the solar

vicinity. However, it seems to me entirely possi-

ble that, if one has stars with metal content

substantially different from our vicinity (e.g.,

the SMC and other regions of other galaxies),

their wind-blanketing and emergent LyC pho-

ton number could be considerably different

from normal abundance stars of the same Tff.
One could readily imagine that, as the metal

abundance goes down, the blanketing also de-

creases, and more LyC photons are found at

a given Tff. Thus, one would infer that there
are more exciting stars than are actually pres-

ent in the SMC and conclude that there was a

gradient of hotter stars with increasing galacto-

centric distances, rather than the reverse as

shown by the number counts. All this must re-

main speculative until better atmospheric mod-

els are available. For now, prudence must re-

main the best course of action on conclusions

from indirect inferences of numbers of O stars.

B. Woif-Rayet Stars

1. Galactic Volume-Limited Sample. In our

Galaxy, 160 Wolf-Rayet stars are known--159

from the Wolf-Rayet Catalogue of van der

Hucht et al. (1981), plus a new WC9 discovered

by Danks et al. (1983). The van der Hucht et

al. Catalogue also gives complete references

concerning the discovery of these stars and in-

dividual work through mid-1981. Spectropho-

tometry of some fainter stars has since been

added by Massey and Conti (1983a) and Lund-

strom and Stenholm (1983, 1984a).

Hidayat et al. (1982), using the Wolf-Rayet

Catalogue, discussed the galactic longitude and

latitude distributions of these stars. They

pointed out the peculiar distribution of sub-

types with galactocentric distance, relatively

more WC stars being found toward the galac-

tic center, particularly WC9 subtypes. Their

distances of Wolf-Rayet stars were determined

from photometry and a spectral-type 34 o rela-
tionship given in the Catalogue. This will be

discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, Section I.

Roberts (1962) drew attention to a peculiar

galactic longitude distribution of Woif-Rayet

stars--a "zone of avoidance" in the galactic

anticenter region. The same anomaly, which

can be better described as a steep gradient in

Wolf-Rayet numbers with galactocentric dis-

tance, is found among the massive O-type stars

(Garmany et al., 1982; Conti et ai., 1983a).

Updating the latter paper using the spectral-

type M relation in Chapter 3, I show in Fig-
o

ure 2-9 the distribution of Wolf-Rayet stars in

our Galaxy to 3 kpc. This diagram is probably

essentially complete to this distance, although

individual stars near the boundary could move

out, or others in, given the statistical uncertain-

ties in the M ° calibration. The overall similar-
ity of the distribution of Wolf-Rayet stars to

the massive OB stars (Figure 2-7) is striking.

Relatively more Wolf-Rayet stars are found in

the inner Scorpio-Sagittarius arm, and hardly

any in the outer Perseus region, analogous to

the massive OB-star distribution. It seems very

clear that Wolf-Rayet stars and massive OB

180
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0

Figure 2-9. Galactic longitude distribution for

Woif-Rayet stars within 3 kpc: filled circles de-

note WC stars; open circles denote WN stars.
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stars are intimately related. The dividing line

at 40 Mo (Conti et al., 1983) is uncertain by

perhaps + 5 Mo (probable error). It would be

extremely interesting to follow such distribu-

tion arguments into other galaxies of the local

group, but as we have seen, the OB-star popula-

tions there are not yet known.

Although the Wolf-Rayet stars to 3 kpc are

probably complete, the OB-star population is

only known well to 2.5 kpc. Inside the larger

volume are 245 massive OB stars and 63 Wolf-

Rayet objects, giving an OB/WR ratio of 3.9.

We will make use of this value later when dis-

cussing evolutionary scenarios. The ratio of

WN/WC types in the solar vicinity is roughly

1 over our 3 kpc volume-limited sample. Ac-

cording to Figure 2-9, there are relatively more

WC than WN types toward the galactic center.

Unfortunately, a "complete" sample cannot be

trusted to larger distances. There is a hint that

the WN/WC ratio increases with galactocen-

tric distance, although we are dealing with

small-number statistics. All WN and WC sub-

types are found in the solar vicinity.

Lundstr6m and Stenholm (1984b) and

Humphreys et al. (1985) have discussed the

membership of Wolf-Rayet stars in galactic
associations. The latter authors list 38 Wolf-

Rayet stars as probable members of 24 associa-

tions. (These are not limited to the 3-kpc dis-

tance from the Sun.) The most luminous stars

in these associations are blue supergiants of

type O, and practically no red supergiants are

found. Evolution tracks (Chapter 5) for these

clusters imply initial masses for most Wolf-

Rayet stars of 50 Mo, under the conventional

assumption that these objects are the first to

evolve from the main sequence, and star birth

is reasonably coeval. The anticorrelation be-

tween the presence of Wolf-Rayet stars and red

supergiants, in a well-studied sample, is note-

worthy because it implies that most Wolf-Rayet

objects never passed through a very cool sur-

face temperature/large radius phase. Hum-

phreys and Davidson (1979) have already called

attention to the absence of red supergiants

brighter than some bolometric limit. This cor-

responds to some value between 35 and 50

M o, depending on the evolution tracks. The

different evolution paths to the helium-burning

Wolf-Rayet phase, or the normal red super-

giant, are then clear (Chapter 5).

2. z-Distribution of Wolf-Rayet Stars. Figure

2-10 gives the z-distribution of Wolf-Rayet stars

within 3 kpc, using the M ucalibration of Table

3-3 (Chapter 3). A comparison with Figure 2-8

indicates common features: a similar scale

height, a warped mean z with galactic longi-

tude, and two stars anomalously far from the

plane. These stars are HD 50896 and HD

115473. The former is a well-known "WR +

collapsed star" candidate (Firmani et al., 1980;

Moffat, 1982: see Section VI). However, its z-

distance in Figure 2-10 was predicted on adopt-

ing the mean M for a WN5 star of -4m8. If

this object is rather associated with Cr 121 (see
Conti et al., 1983a, and Lundstrom and Sten-

holm, 1979), its distance is instead 0.7 kpc from

us, its z-distance thereby 120 pc, and it is not

anomalously placed. HD 115473 appears to be

far away from the plane with no other known

anomalies. If its distance is correct, it is

presumably a descendant from a parent O star

with a similar peculiar position.

3. Wolf-Rayet Stars in the Large Magellanic

Cloud. Breysacher (1981) lists 101 Wolf-Rayet

known stars in the LMC. Four more have been

fortuitously discovered since (Conti and Gar-

many, 1983; Cowley et al., 1984; Westerlund

et al., 1985). This listing is believed to be

reasonably complete because it is based on re-

cent objective prism surveys specifically for

Wolf-Rayet stars which go to sufficiently faint

limiting magnitudes (Azzopardi and Brey-

sacher, 1979, 1980). Wolf-Rayet stars in very

crowded regions, or with relatively weak emis-

sion lines, may have thus far escaped detection.

Azzopardi and Breysacher suggest that a com-

plete census might reveal another 40 or so Wolf-

Rayet stars.

The Wolf-Rayet star distribution in the

LMC, projected on the sky, is given in Figure

2-11. (Note that the linear scale is similar to the

O and Wolf-Rayet galactic distributions in
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Figure 2-10. Galactic latitude distribution (in terms of z-distance)for Wolf-Rayet
stars (plus signs) of Figure 2-9.

Figures 2-7 and 2-9.) If we compare this Wolf-

Rayet distribution with the Lucke-Hodge asso-

ciations, we see a high correlation; many Wolf-

Rayet stars are found within the association

boundaries, but a large concentration exists

near the giant H II region of 30 Dor. There is

no obvious concentration to the LMC bar. The

Wolf-Rayet stars are also associated with many

of the H II regions of the LMC--the Ha emis-

sion objects (Davis et al., 1976). Garmany

(1984) has thus argued that these correspond-

ences indicate the intimate nature between

massive stars and Wolf-Rayet objects.

Most of the Wolf-Rayet stars in the LMC

are WN types, and the late WC stars are not

found (Smith, 1968a; Vanbeveren and Conti,

1980; Breysacher, 1981). The WN/WC ratio,

given the current identification lists, is 4.5,

rather different from that of the solar vicinity.

According to Melnick (1982), Conti (1982b),

and Phillips (1982), there are many more WN

stars than WC types in the 30 Dor region;

nearly all those within the undifferentiated box

in Figure 2-11 are WN types. Aside from the

30 Dor region, the area distribution of Wolf-

Rayet stars over the LMC is similar to that of

the solar vicinity (compare Figures 2-11 and

2-9). The concentration of Wolf-Rayet stars

near 30 Dor is considerably higher than that in

the solar vicinity.

The central object of 30 Dor, R136a, was

found to have Wolf-Rayet-like features, both

in the optical (Melnick, 1982; Ebbets and Con-

ti, 1982), the infrared (Vreux et al., 1982), and

the FUV (Savage et al., 1983; Feitzinger et al.,

1983). Although this object was initially be-

lieved to be a supermassive star (M _ 103 Mo)

according to Cassinelli et al. (1981), it is now

believed to be composed of a compact clump

of several very luminous stars with masses of

a few 102 Mo (Chu et al., 1984; Chu and

Daod, 1984; Moffat et al., 1985). At least some

of these stars have Wolf-Rayet-like spectra--

nitrogen and He II X4686 emission lines. Such

massive stars may evolve homologously, thus

showing enhanced nitrogen and helium even

while still burning hydrogen in the core (e.g.,

Maeder, 1980).
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Figure 2-12. Distribution in the sky of known

Wolf-Rayet stars in the SMC: open circle de-

notes WC star; filled circles denote WN stars.

Figure 2-11. Distribution in the sky of known

WoifoRayet stars in the LMC: open circles de-
note WC stars; filled circles denote WN stars.

The box represents the central region of 30 Dor

in which 20 Woif-Rayet stars are found.

4. Wolf-Rayet Stars in the Small Mageilanic

Cloud. Azzopardi and Breysacher (1979) list

eight Wolf-Rayet stars in the SMC. This is

believed to be complete, similar to the LMC

because objective prism surveys to sufficiently

faint limiting magnitudes have been made. Un-

like the LMC, the SMC does not have exten-

sive associations with crowded fields, nor are

there many H II regions; therefore, it appears

unlikely that any appreciable number of Wolf-

Rayet stars have been missed.

One or possibly two of the listed Wolf-Rayet

stars are probably Of types (Massey, 1985; Gar-

many and Massey, 1984). However, all eight are

shown in Figure 2-12, which gives the distribu-

tion in the SMC plotted on the plane of the sky.

(The scale is similar to that of the previous

figures.) There is a similarity to the Davis et al.

(1976) H II regions (Garmany, 1984).

All except one of the SMC Wolf-Rayet stars

are WN types. Thus, the WN/WC ratio is 7 (or

6), following Garmany and Massey (1984). No

late WN types are found, and the one WC star

is of very early type (Azzopardi and Breysacher,

1979) and more properly called W• (Barlow

and Hummer, 1982). On the basis of three

"points," it was suggested that the progression

in WN/WC ratio from the solar vicinity

through the LMC to the SMC might be related

to the initial metal abundance (Smith, 1968b;

Vanbeveren and Conti, 1980). As we will soon

see, this does not hold when other galaxies of

the local group are considered (Massey and

Conti, 1983b; Armandroff and Massey, 1985).

The area distribution of Wolf-Rayet stars in

the SMC is very different from the average

LMC area or the solar vicinity (compare to Fig-

ures 2-9 and 2-11). Thus, the SMC is deficient

per unit area in Wolf-Rayet stars compared to

the LMC and our region of the Galaxy.

5. Wolf-Rayet Stars in M33. The first Wolf-

Rayet stars to be found beyond the Magellanic

Clouds were identified in M33 by Wray and

Corso (1972). They studied two fields in this

galaxy with direct-image plates, using inter-

mediate-width filters (-100 ._) centered on

;_4670 (the _4650 C III and ),4686 He II

features) and )_4450 (a relatively line-free con-

tinuum). They found 25 Wolf-Rayet candidates

which were brighter "on-line" than "off-line."

Two of these candidates were confirmed spec-

troscopically by Lynds (Wray and Corso), thus

suggesting the reality of the Wolf-Rayet stars in
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the survey. One Wray and Corso object was

later found to be a supernova (SN) remnant

(D'Odorico et al., 1978), but nearly all of the

rest were confirmed to be Wolf-Rayet stars,

mostly of WC type, by Wampler (1982), who

also found another object from the Wray-

Corso finding charts. An "accidental"

discovery of an additional Wolf-Rayet star in

IC 132 was announced by Boksenberg et al.

(1977).

Bohannan et al. (1985) undertook a grism

survey of the entire field of M33 in an attempt

to discover additional Wolf-Rayet stars. A few

Wray and Corso (1972) objects were found,

and a handful of other Wolf-Rayet candidates

were detected, but the insufficiently deep plate

limit and general crowding of images precluded

this survey as a useful method. Spectroscopy

of the few Wolf-Rayet candidates confirmed

their nature (Conti and Massey, 1981b). Seren-

dipitous discovery of the Wolf-Rayet "fea-

tures" at ),4686 among some very luminous

central exciting objects in the giant H II regions

was announced by Conti and Massey and, in-

dependently, by D'Odorico and Rosa (1981).

These luminous exciting objects, with M -
-8 m tO -9 m are undoubtedly morphologically

similar to the central objects in 30 Dor.

Massey and Conti (1983c) surveyed the field

of M33 with a set of deep interference filter

plates. The narrowband filters were similar to

those used by Wray and Corso (1972). Many

new Wolf-Rayet candidates were found, some

in the Wray and Corso fields. A number were

subsequently confirmed by spectroscopy, lead-

ing to a total of 95 known in M33. This list is

still incomplete, but probably by less than a fac-

tor of 2, as some candidates remain to be con-

firmed, and "optimized" filters, which were

later utilized on prime-focus charge-coupled-

device (CCD) frames, led to the discovery of

a few more Wolf-Rayet candidates in M33 (Ar-

mandroff and Massey, 1985).

From the 95 known Wolf-Rayet stars in

M33, Massey and Conti (1983b) found that

most were located in the cataloged OB associa-

tions of Humphreys and Sandage (1980). A few

were found in interarm regions, and not all

associations contained Wolf-Rayet stars. Wolf-

Rayet and luminous OB stars are again found

to be intimately related. In M33, the overall

ratio of WN/WC stars is 1, as it is in the solar

neighborhood, yet the O/H abundance is over-

all considerably lower according to Kwitter and

Aller (1981). The WN/WC ratio changes with

galactocentric distance in M33, ranging from

0.5 near the center to 5 near the outer parts.

This change is qualitatively similar to that

which I have noted previously in our Galaxy,

but does not follow quantitatively. Massey and

Conti pointed out that, in the nucleus of M33,
the O/H abundance is similar to that of the

LMC (according to Kwitter and Aller), yet as

we have seen, the WN/WC ratio is 4.5 in the

latter and 0.5 in the former. The changing ratio

of WN/WC stars in M33 appears to be giving

clues to the massive-star progenitors, but

whether this is related to the initial masses or

the initial composition is not yet clear. Figure

2-13 shows the distribution of Wolf-Rayet stars

in M33 at the same linear scale as that of the

previous figures.

All of the WC stars in M33 appear to be

early types (WCE), as do most of the WN's,

according to Massey and Conti (1983b). This
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Figure 2-13. Distribution of Wolf-Rayet stars
in M33 projected into the plane of that galaxy:

open circles denote WC stars; filled circles de-
note WN stars.
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issimilartotheLMCfortheWCEobjects,but
not for the WNs, since all subtypes are found.

This dichotomy is not yet understood.

D'Odorico and Benvenuti (1983) discuss the

properties of the luminous Wolf-Rayet object

in the core of the giant H II region, IC 132.

Rosa and D'Odorico (1982) investigated the

spectra of the knots in NGC 604, the most

energetic H II region of M33, and confirm the

presence of numerous luminous objects with

Wolf-Rayet emission-line features. These spec-

tral appearances are morphologically similar to

R136a. According to Massey and Hutchings

(1983), this morphological similarity extends to

the ultraviolet.

6. Wolf-Rayet Stars in M31. The first com-

prehensive search for Wolf-Rayet stars in the

giant spiral galaxy was carried out by Moffat

and Shara (1983). Direct-imaging plates using

Woif-Rayet/continuum filters were obtained,

covering two-thirds of the major luminous por-

tion of M31 (but not including Baade's field IV

or other regions at this distance). They found

21 Wolf-Rayet candidates, and their later spec-

troscopy confirmed 17 of them, mostly of WC

type. Most of the Wolf-Rayet stars lie in the

ring of prominent star formation 7 to 12 kpc

from the center of M31.

Moffat and Shara (1983) realized that they

may have missed some weak-line WN stars, but

nevertheless point out that the total number,

even accounting for the area incompleteness,

appears to be low compared to our Galaxy, a

result they attribute to a low star-formation

rate. However, Massey et al. (1986) report the

detection of 24 new Wolf-Rayet candidates in

four associations of M31. Their photometry

was based on CCD imagery and new Woif-

Rayet filters (see the following). The Wolf-

Rayet population of M31 has not yet been com-

pletely sampled, and all statistical arguments

are rather premature.

7. Woif-Rayet Stars in NGC 6822 and IC 1613.

Moffat and Shara (1983), complementary to

their M31 work, also obtained plates of NGC

6822 with an on-line Wolf-Rayet filter and a

broadband "B." They found no Wolf-Rayet

stars to a claimed magnitude limit of M B -
-3 m, although this "may be slightly too opti-

mistic," and weak-lined WN stars might have

been missed. Curiously, almost simultaneously

with this paper, Westerlund et al. (1983) an-

nounced the discovery of a relatively bright

strong-lined WN star in NGC 6822. The seren-

dipitous discovery of a WC star in IC 1613 was

announced by D'Odorico and Rosa (1982) and

by Davidson and Kinman (1982).

A deep survey of both of these Magellanic-

type irregular galaxies for Wolf-Rayet stars has

recently been reported by Armandroff and

Massey (1985). Their technique involved CCD

imaging, enabling them to go fainter in less

time, thus increasing the photometric accuracy.

More importantly, they used "optimized"

Wolf-Rayet filters. These 50 A wide filters were

devised by Massey to isolate separately the
)`4650 C III feature from the ),4686 He 1I one.

The former is strong in WC stars; the latter is

strong in WN stars. A separate continuum filter

of similar width was also used. Figure 2-14,

taken from their paper, indicates the relative

intensity of the Wolf-Rayet filters. Figure 2-15,

also taken from Armandroff and Massey,

shows the separation of known galactic Wolf-

Rayet stars convolving the filter bandpasses

with absolute spectrophotography. There is a

nice separation of Wolf-Rayet from normal

stars, and WC from WN stars. There is some

slight ambiguity of a couple of weak-lined WN

stars with normal ones, and between a few WN

and WC stars, but at the 90-percent level, these

filters will pick out Wolf-Rayet stars and

separate them into WN and WC classes.

The Armandroff and Massey (1985) survey

identified seven candidate Wolf-Rayet stars in

NGC 6822, all of WN type, and five in IC 1613,

three WN and two WC. They easily found the

previously known Wolf-Rayet star in each

galaxy. The numerous CCD frames do not

cover each galaxy completely, but well over

two-thirds of the projected area in each case

was searched. In addition, Armandroff and
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Figure 2-14. "'Optimized" Wolf-Rayet detec-

tion filters (from Armandroff and Massey,

1985). The WC filter nicely matches the

emission-line feature of X4650 C III in HD

16523; the WNI filter is a close match to the

X4686 He H emission feature in HD 193928.

The combination of these two fiiters, and a con-
tinuum one, isolates Wolf-Rayet objects from

normal stars and provides a separation into WN
and WC stars.

Massey took two CCD "test" frames in M33,

in regions previously surveyed by Massey and

Conti (1983b). In addition to the 16 stars al-

ready known, they found an additional five

Wolf-Rayet candidates, all of WN type. This

suggests a possible 30-percent incompleteness

in the Massey and Conti survey of Wolf-Rayet

stars in M33.

8. Wolf-Rayet Stars Beyond the Local Group.

Emission-line features (notably),4686 He 1I)

have been found in the integrated light of a

handful of galaxies beyond the local group.

Allen et al. (1976) apparently were the first to

call attention to this phenomenon in the dwarf

galaxy, He 2-10. Bergeron (1977) noted X4686

emission in the compact galaxy, IZwlS, and

suggested a stellar origin. This was followed by

observations of Tololo 3 (Kunth and Sargent,

1981) and NGC 5430 (Keel, 1982). Similarly,

emission in NGC 6764 and MKN 309 (Oster-

brock and Cohen, 1982) and Tololo 89 (Dur-

retet al., 1985) was found. The fact that Wolf-

Rayet emission lines are seen at all against the

galaxy continuum suggests that an extraordi-

nary number of these objects are implied to be

present in the cores of these systems.

There are morphological spectral similarities

to the very luminous objects in giant H II re-

gions (D'Odorico and Rosa, 1981; Kunth and

Sargent, 1981; Conti and Massey, 1981b; Mof-

fat et al., 1985). The current spatial resolution
is insufficient to determine whether normal

Wolf-Rayet stars are present or whether many

superluminous Wolf-Rayet objects exist in

order to explain the spectroscopic observations.

With the recently popular concept of "star-

bursts" in galaxies, it appears likely that Wolf-

Rayet stars may be likely consequences of such

narrow time events.

Kunth and Joubert (1985) have made a sta-

tistical analysis of the Wolf-Rayet emission-line

phenomenon in "lazy" galaxies. These are blue

systems with emission lines in which it is spec-

ulated that star formation goes onward in in-

termittent short bursts. Spectra of such com-

pact galaxies have been particularly searched

for the presence of X4686. The feature was

positively detected in one galaxy (MKN 750)

and suspected in 14 more. After allowing for

selection effects, Kunth and Joubert conclude

that Wolf-Rayet stars are not detected in lazy

galaxies with any preferential luminosity or

heavy element content. In my view, detection

of Wolf-Rayet stars against a galactic back-

ground will reveal only the most extreme cases

of their presence, and much more work in the

area needs to be done and will presumably be

in the future. Wolf-Rayet stars may indeed pro-

vide key evidence on starburst parameters.
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Figure 2-15. "'Theoretical" data on galactic Wolf-Rayet stars using the "'optimized"

filters of Figure 2-14 applied to absolute spectrophotometry (from Armandroff and
Massey, 1985). The figure illustrates the separation accomplished between normal

and Wolf-Rayet stars and between WN and WC subtypes.

V. KINEMATIC PROPERTIES

A. Rotational Velocities

From coud6 spectrograms of 205 O-type

stars distributed in both hemispheres, Ebbets

and Conti (1977) estimated rotational velocities.

Their V sin i distribution for main-sequence

stars was bimodal with peaks near 100 and 300

km s-I. It was necessary to allow for some

macroturbulence because no very sharp-lined

supergiants were found. Although their Vsin i

distribution was found to be single-valued, a

number of Oe stars were found among the

rapidly rotating main-sequence stars (analogous

spectra to Be objects), and Oef stars (disk-like

emission profiles and X 4686 He II) were found

among rapidly rotating luminous stars. The

rapidly rotating main-sequence O stars have a

velocity distribution similar to that of Be stars

(e.g., the high-velocity bimodal peak). Many

of them have shown emission sporadically (e.g.,

_ Oph). Ebbets and Conti conjecture that

members of this group will each show emission

at some time. The origin of the bimodal I/sin i

distribution for O stars (and B and Be stars)

is not really understood.

Ebbets (1978, 1979) investigated in more de-

tail the question of macroturbulence in O-type

stars. He was able to separate the rotational and

turbulent contributions by a judicious applica-

tion of Fourier transform techniques to the line

profiles. He found macroturbulent velocities of

30 km s-I in supergiants but little in main-

sequence stars. This feature might well be re-

lated to the stronger winds in the more lumi-

nous stars (Chapter 4)--the broadening of

photospheric features a consequence of flow

already being important at that level.

Measurements of rotational velocities for

Wolf-Rayet stars are essentially nonexistent.

Practically no photospheric absorption lines are
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visible,andtheline-broadeningintheemission
linesis clearlydominatedby wind effects.
Could Wolf-Rayet stars be rapid rotators? I

doubt it for the following reason: HD 50896,

one of the broadest lined WN stars, has been

found to be a spectrophotometric variable with

a period of 3.763 days (Firmani et al., 1980).

McLean (1980) has found variable polarization

which fits this period; Cherepashchuk (1981)

found the same period in his spectrophoto-

metric data. An immediate implication is that

this is a rotation period of a nonspherically

symmetric object. Such a rotation is relatively

slow. This star may be asymmetric because of

an accompanying collapsed companion (Fir-

mani et al., 1980) although this interpretation

is not without its faults (Vreux, 1985b). In any

case, our best evidence for rotation in a broad-

lined Wolf-Rayet star is that it is relatively slow.

B. Space Velocities

Since O stars are rare in the solar vicinity,

they are found, on the average, far from the

Sun. Proper motion data are scarce and not al-

ways of high accuracy; Stone (1978) has pre-

sented some proper motion measurements to

which I will return later. Nearly all kinematic

data have thus depended on radial velocities.

The systematic effects of the Sun's reflex mo-

tion and the differential galactic rotation (the

Oort constants) must be accounted for in any

determination of kinematic velocities. Veloci-

ties with systematic effects removed are called

"peculiar" velocities.

Most O-type stars are found to have radial

velocities consistent with their extreme Popula-

tion I nature (Conti et al., 1977b); that is, pure-

ly circular orbits closely confined to the galac-

tic plane. A net blue-shift can arise if the stellar

wind is sufficiently strong that the Balmer lines

are formed in the wind (Conti et al., 1977a;

Conti et al., 1977b; Bohannan and Garmany,

1978), but this is only an atmospheric effect.

Radial velocities from mainly single coud_ spec-

trograms of over 200 O stars were discussed by

Conti et al. (1977b). When potential binaries

(variable velocities) and outflow phenomena

were considered, only a few candidate O stars

remained with "high velocity."

As stated previously, some O stars are well

above or below the galactic plane. A few of

these stars, and some others, also have high

velocities or peculiar velocities greater than 30

km s -1. A recent summary of the kinematics of

these high-velocity O-type stars is presented by

Gies (1985) in his Ph.D. thesis, and I will follow

his arguments closely.

The "peculiar" component of the radial ve-

locities displays a gaussian distribution with a

standard deviation of 10 to 16 km s-_ (Feast

and Shuttleworth, 1965; Balona and Feast,

1974; Lequeux, 1979). Runaway 0 stars (a term

first coined by Blaauw (1961)) are defined as

those having peculiar velocities of more than

3 sigma from the gaussian distribution, or 30
to 35 km s-_. Blaauw had used the term to

describe the motions of AE Aur and # Col,

which had determined space motions directed

away from the Orion nebulae (Blaauw and

Morgan, 1953). These stars were clearly related

to this OB association.The term "runaway

stars" has come to be applied to all objects

with appreciable motion, even if the relation to

a parent association is not clear. Blaauw had

suggested that such stars were ejected in the

breakup of binary systems in supernova explo-

sions by their erstwhile companions. It has been

commonly believed that the origin of all run-

away stars is the "Blaauw" mechanism worked

out by Boersma (1961). (See reviews by van den

Heuvel (1978, 1985).) In this generalized sce-

nario, the recoil produced by the SN explosion

to one component of a binary pair imparts a

substantial velocity to the system, which re-

mains bound. In later evolutionary stages, the

initial secondary (now the most massive star)

transfers matter to the compact companion (the

initial primary), leading to the well-known

massive X-ray binaries.

Alternatively, Carrasco and associates (Car-

rasco and Creze, 1978; Carrasco et al., 1980,

1982) have proposed that the runaway O stars

are UV bright stars of low mass which have

otherwise been identified in globular clusters.
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They imagine that these field stars are horizon-

tal branch Population II objects whose spec-

tra mimic O stars of Population I. That such

stars could exist is suggested by Ebbets and

Savage's 0982) published IUE and optical

work on RWT 152, an O star far from the

galactic plane and probably of low mass. Car-

rasco et al. note that the rotational velocities

of O stars appear to be bimodal (Ebbets and

Conti, 1977) and suggest that the higher velocity

stars are the low-mass analogs. Walborn

(1983b) debunks this idea by showing that near-

ly all the "low-mass" high-velocity O stars in

the Carrasco et al. paper are well-known mem-

bers of clusters and have variable velocity or

wind outflow in the absorption lines in all but

one case--HD 93521. This star is well out of

the plane at b = + 62 ° and can be regarded as

a genuine Population II analog (along with

RWT 152). The estimated fraction of O-star

runaways ranges from 7 percent (Conti et al.,

1977b) to 50 percent (Stone, 1979). Carrasco

et al. (1980) also believed this fraction to be

substantial.

In his thesis, Gies (1985) discusses all the

data, studies the binary frequency of a group

of runaways, suggests that the two generalized

explanations listed above are incorrect, and

argues that a third alternative (namely, close

three-body encounters) is probably the correct

one. Strong gravitational interactions are ex-

pected in young clusters of OB stars (Poveda

et al., 1967; Allen and Poveda, 1968; Van

Albada, 1968). Numerical stimulation studies

of close three-body encounters (Hut, 1984a,

1984b) and binary-binary interactions (Mik-

kola, 1983a, 1983b) indicate that high-velocity

objects can readily be produced. Furthermore,

the resultant ejection velocities are highly de-

pendent on the stellar masses, the process be-

ing more efficient with increasing mass.

Gies (1985) points out that the observed

binary frequency of runaway OB stars places

important constraints on the models for their

origin. In the old disk-population model, the

runaway stars are presumed to be descendants

of red-giant stars. Both long- and short-period

binaries are detected as nuclei of planetary

nebulae (NPN), which are almost certainly red-

giant descendants. According to Acker (1984),

the binary fraction of NPN is near 40 percent,

similar to the cluster and field Population I O-

type star fraction of 31 percent (Garmany et al.,

1980). The supernova ejection model suggests

that runaway stars will be either single or single-

lined spectroscopic bodies with low-mass com-

pact companions. No visual companions would

be expected. The ejection hypothesis predicts

that most runaways will be single stars.

Gies (1985) took a set of 36 OB program

stars which have been listed as potential run-

away objects. He then extensively observed

these stars for a 2-year period to establish their

velocities and binary nature. His data are based

on 12 to 15 ._/mm spectrograms obtained at

the David Dunlap Observatory, which enabled

him to determine velocities to a few km s-1.

This is by far the most accurate systematic

study of O-star velocities yet attempted. Be-

cause Gies is limited to northern hemisphere

stars, the survey is not complete over the sky,

but the results are significant. He finds that,

of the 36 runaway candidates, 15 are true run-

aways and 5 more are probable members of this

set, based on their distance from the galactic

plane and large proper motion. The other 16

stars are not kinematically peculiar, but have

anomalous velocities because they are previ-

ously unrecognized binaries (five stars) or have

pulsational instabilities (possibly nonradial--

seven stars) or insufficient data (four stars). Of

the 20 runaway stars, only two are binaries, and

both of these are double-lined systems. Thus,

Gies points out that the binary fraction of the

well-established runaway stars is very low com-

pared to the normal Population I OB stars (31

percent according to Garmany et al. (1980)) and

the NPN (40 percent according to Acker

(1984)). Gies furthermore points out that none

of the confirmed runaways are visual binaries,

although seven of the other stars which were

initial runaway candidates have these compan-

ions. Also, only one of the known X-ray bi-

naries has potential runaway characteristics.

Thus, Gies (1985) is led to the important

conclusion that the runaway OB stars are prob-
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ablyejectedfromclustersandassociationsin
whichcloseinteractions,orbinary-binaryin-
teractions,haveoccurred.Thisisbecausethe
observedlowbinaryfrequencyof runawaysis
predictedbytheejectionmodelandis incon-
sistentwiththeUVbrightPopulationlI and
thesupernovaejectamodelpredictions.

Ostarshavelifetimesof afewmillionyears,
andthetypicalvelocitiesof l0 km s-I will

carry them only a few tens of parsecs from their

birthplaces. However, stars with appreciable

space velocities, such as these runaway objects,

could be found much farther away. For pecu-

liar velocities of 50 km s-I, distances of 200 pc

could be reached if the close interaction ejec-

tion occurs early in the lifetime of a massive

star, as seems likely. The supernova ejection

scenario always suffered from this defect; the

event occurred late in the evolution of the sys-

tem, thus giving it little chance to move far

from its starting point. It appears likely that not

only runaway stars but also OB stars at ap-

preciable distances above or below the galactic

plane can be found there by close interaction

events near the time the stars formed. Although

not all of the anomalously placed objects cur-

rently have high velocities, it should be remem-

bered that their present-day motions may have

been influenced by the gravitational forces per-

pendicular to the galactic plane.

What of the proper motions? In a series of

papers, Stone (1978, 1979, 1981, 1982)presents

measurements for a set of O stars and, similarly

to Carrasco and associates, purports to demon-

strate that a substantial subset of "well-

known" O stars have peculiar space velocities.

He argues that his high-velocity objects are

ejecta from SN explosions and should therefore

be identified with that scenario. My impression

on going over the papers is that Stone is greatly

overinterpreting his data. There is little cor-

respondence between the high-velocity stars

from the proper motion measurements and

those of Carrasco and associates. Similarly,

several are well-known cluster members and/or

have known variable velocities, in particular,

in Stone (1979), a careful inspection of the 62

luminous stars with space velocities reveals

significant (6 o) results only for AE Aur, _ Per,

HD 157857, and 9 Sge. The first two are well-

known anomalous-velocity stars. The other

high-velocity stars in Stone's tables have smaller

significance if the proper motion uncertainties

are larger than his formal estimates. My opin-

ion is that systematic effects may be important

in the proper motion measurements, an issue

not adequately addressed by Stone (cf. con-

troversy of the Hyades distance from the mov-

ing cluster method--and these O-type stars are

much farther away).

Tobin and Kilkenny (1981) have studied the

properties of OB stars (mostly type B) far from

the galactic plane. They compare 16 stars with

z > 1.5 kpc, with 14 in or near the plane. There

were no V sin i differences, no gravity dif-

ferences (from H'r profiles), and no other

anomalies. These high-latitude OB stars are ap-

parently normal Population I stars; HD 93521

remains a notable exception and is probably

Population II. Keenan et al. (1982) analyze

some other "halo" OB stars and find normal

He, C, N, O, and calcium.

As far as Wolf-Rayet stars are concerned,

their kinematic velocities are quite uncertain.

This is partly because the emission-line widths

make measurement difficult, but also because

there are velocity gradients among these lines

which are formed in the outflowing wind. Fur-

thermore, variability of line profiles may be a

common characteristic of Wolf-Rayet stars

(Vreux, 1985b, and this complicates interpreta-

tion. Torres and Conti (1984) have discussed

some of the problems inherent in determining

the systematic velocities of Wolf-Rayet stars.

Conversion to peculiar motions is further com-

plicated by less certain distances, thus com-

pounding the correction for galactic rotation.

Vl. BINARY FREQUENCY

A. O-Type Stars

Garmany et al. (1980) have studied the bi-

nary frequency of a sample of 67 O-type stars

which are fairly bright and thus amenable to
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high-dispersion spectroscopic analysis. They

find that 36 + 7 percent of the stars are

binaries, mostly with mass ratios less than 2.5.

The sample size and velocity detection pro-

cedure suggests that very few undetected bi-

naries exist in their sample. Although O stars

typically have relatively few lines, which are

often quite broad compared to, say, F-type

stars, their large masses make it relatively easy

to detect all binary systems of short period since

the velocity ranges will be necessarily substan-

tial. Companions with orbital periods of years

will, of course, not be easily found.

The actual tabular listing of the known O-

type binaries is contained in Chapter 1 of this

volume (Table 1-25). A few additional systems

have been investigated since this compilation.

In particular, Niemela (1986) has found three

new O-type binaries in the Large Magellanic

Cloud, all of them double-lined systems.

Do any O-type systems contain collapsed

(neutron star) companions? Certainly the

known X-ray binary systems, such as HD

153919 = 3U1700-37, are examples of this. But

are there X-ray "quiet" systems with such com-

panions? Such theoretical expectations have

been proposed. (See for example, van den

Heuvel, 1978.) The proposed generalized sce-

nario is as follows: the known X-ray binary

systems must have begun as O-type binary sys-

tems. The initially more massive component

evolves first and becomes a Wolf-Rayet star

with an O-type secondary companion. Such

systems have been observed. The Wolf-Rayet

star then completes its evolution first, pre-

sumably by a supernova explosion to a neutron

star or black hole. The system remains bound

and results in an O star (the initial secondary)

with a collapsed companion. Van den Heuvel

suggested that many such "quiet" systems ex-

ist at an evolutionary stage prior to the advent

of substantial wind activity and/or expansion

to the Roche lobe. At that point, substantial

matter would flow to the collapsed companion,

and the system would be subsequently identi-

fied as a known strong X-ray binary system.

Are such hidden and quiet systems found? Gar-

many et al. (1980) examined this question and

suggested several candidate stars with possibly

low-velocity amplitude and thus low-mass close

companions. No subsequent radial-velocity

studies have yet been made to confirm or deny

these candidates. For now, the question of "X-

ray quiet" collapsed companions for O stars re-

mains open.

B. Wolf-Rayet Stars

Vanbeveren and Conti (1980) have consid-

ered the statistics of Wolf-Rayet binaries among

a large sample of galactic and Magellanic Cloud

Wolf-Rayet stars. Their study concerned the

appearance of absorption lines among a num-

ber of these objects. In most cases, absorption

lines are indicative of an O-type companion,

although a few demonstrable exceptions to this

assertion can be found (Conti et al., 1979).

Vanbeveren and Conti noted that less than 40

percent of the Wolf-Rayet stars in their exten-

sive sample showed evidence of absorption

lines, and certainly a few of these are intrinsic

to the star itself or are due to a nearby, but not

close, companion O-type star. They also argued

that most systems with O-type companions to

Wolf-Rayet stars would be sufficiently bright

that the absorption lines would be visible. Thus,

their result was that the binary frequency of

Wolf-Rayet stars with O-type companions was

near the observed 40-percent limit. Massey et

al. (1981) also address the question of

absorption-line Wolf-Rayet systems and, in a

companion study, find a binary frequency of

this same order.

The listing of the known Wolf-Rayet binary

systems is contained in Table 1-28 of Chapter

1 of this volume (taken mostly from Massey,

1981). Since then, information concerning a

few additional Wolf-Rayet binary systems con-

taining O-type companions has been discussed,

mainly by Niemela and associates (e.g.,

Niemela and Moffat, 1982; Niemela et al.,

1986). The binary frequency of O and Wolf-

Rayet systems appears to be similar and near

40 percent for each. It is hard to imagine that

the binary nature of some of the Wolf-Rayet
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systemsisatall related to their anomalous spec-

tra because the known single stars have similar

properties.

Do any Wolf-Rayet stars exist in systems

with collapsed close companions? Again, these

are expected theoretically. Following the van

den Heuvel binary scenario outlined previously,

we would expect that the known X-ray binary

systems, containing an O star and a collapsed

companion, should evolve further into a Wolf-

Rayet object and the same collapsed companion

as evolution proceeds. Simple arguments (e.g.,

as outlined by Vanbeveren and Conti, 1980)

suggest that about as many Wolf-Rayet stars

with collapsed companions as with O-type stars

should exist. However, no known strong X-ray

binary systems contain Wolf-Rayet stars as

companions. Could there be X-ray "quiet"

Wolf-Rayet stars, plus collapsed companions?

The answer to this question is currently some-

what controversial.

On the one hand, Moffat and associates

have photometrically and spectroscopically

studied a sample of Wolf-Rayet stars (generally

without absorption lines) and found apparent

periodic variability in a number Of them. (Lists

and extensive references are contained in Mof-

fat (1982).) The periods seem to be a few days

in many cases; the same period is often found

in the photometric and spectroscopic data, and

the mass functions are small, thus suggesting

that the masses of the companion objects are

also low. Some systems have more compelling

data than others. For example, HD 197406

(Drissen et al., 1986) has a well-determined

radial-velocity curve which is unquestionably

due to a companion object. Polarimetric obser-

vations suggest a nonspherically symmetric

shaped Wolf-Rayet star because periodic vari-

ability with the same period as the orbit is

found. These authors contend that a black-hole

companion to HD 197406 is the most likely ex-

planation for the data.

On the other hand, Vreux (1985b) has ques-

tioned the uniqueness of the periodicities found

by Moffat and associates in some other stars.

In one case, that of the system HD 192163,

Vreux et ai. (1985b) found that a period of a

few hours fit the radial-velocity data they ob-

tained. The longer period of a few days pre-

viously published could be interpreted as an

alias, or a rotation period. These authors sug-

gested that, in some cases, the true periodicities

in the emission-line shapes were shorter than

a day (often the data published could not

unambiguously differentiate between such

choices) and were caused by nonradial pulsa-

tions in the Wolf-Rayet stars themselves and

not due at all to a companion.

That subtle variations are seen in Wolf-

Rayet-star emission lines in the optical seems

to be established beyond doubt. Aside from the

case of HD 197406, these are difficult to mea-

sure, typically being of the order of 1 percent

of the linewidths and requiring the highest

signal-to-noise data. Variable absorption

features are sometimes found superimposed on

emission lines (e.g., Firmani et al., 1980). Al-

though there is some information on day-to-day

variability in these objects, as yet not much ef-

fort has been paid to much shorter period vari-

ability. I understand that considerable work is

currently in progress, both with visual data and

with the IUE satellite. My hunch is that the

variability we observe will, in many cases, turn

out to be related more to nonradial pulsations

or some other instabilities in the atmospheres

and winds of Wolf-Rayet stars rather than in

the existence of collapsed companions in orbit

around them. I believe that the periods of a few

days which seem to be well established in some

cases (e.g., HD 50896) could well be the fun-

damental stellar rotational period.

Let me end this section by saying that these

issues are far from settled and will require sub-

stantially more data than we have available at

present. The binary scenario would suggest that

Wolf-Rayet stars with collapsed companions

should exist; if they are in fact not found,

reasons will have to be found to explain this.

If those Wolf-Rayet objects identified by Mof-

fat and associates are indeed such systems, one

will alternatively have to explain why they are

not X-ray sources (e.g., Vanbeveren et al.,

1982).
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3

INTRINSIC STELLAR PARAMETERS

I. ABSOLUTE VISUAL MAGNITUDES

A. O-Type Stars

The relationship between spectral type and

absolute visual magnitude, M o, for O stars is
based on cluster membership, in which the

cluster distance has been determined through

the B-star absolute magnitude calibration. This

ultimately depends on cluster main-sequence

fittings, back to the Scorpio-Centauris associa-

tion distance (Blaauw, 1961). "Modern" esti-

mates of these M magnitudes were made by

Conti and Alschuler (1971) and Walborn

(1972). Although the spectroscopic criteria were

not identical, they were similar, and the calibra-

tions were not very different.

Conti et al. (1983a) reexamined the O-star

calibration, based on 248 O stars in 63 clusters;

this was a significant increase in the number

available 10 years earlier. The bulk of the data

were obtained from Humphreys' (1978) studies

of the brightest stars in our Galaxy. This M-
spectral-type relation is given in Table 3-1. This

compilation contains the most recent rediscus-

sion of the earliest O types by Walborn (1982b).

The standard error, a, is the statistical uncer-

tainty of a single observation, not of the mean;

n is the number of stars at that spectral type.

For most types, a is of the order of 0?5 and

is therefore a basic uncertainty in determining

an M from a single spectral type alone. Note
V

that the listed mean values of M do not
0

change smoothly with spectral type, although

the dispersion here (_ 0'?.3) is consistent with

the statistical uncertainties of the M means
I/

(o + n'/').

According to Conti et al. (1983a), the scatter

in the M/spectral-type relation is intrinsic to
the stars themselves. Table 3-1 lists the best

available M calibration for O spectral types.
O

Although there is a -I m distinction between

the adjacent luminosity classes in the late-type

O stars, this is halved in the earliest types, and

type III is ill defined. Among the earliest types,

the luminosity class depends primarily on the

appearance of _,4686 He II, which is a wind

phenomenon; in the late-type O stars, purely

absorption-line information such as the Si IV

line strengths are used. These lines depend

directly on atmospheric phenomena such as

temperature and effective gravity.

B. Wolf-Rayet Stars

For Wolf-Rayet stars, the magnitude cali-

bration for galactic stars can be estimated from

cluster membership, as has recently been thor-

oughly discussed by Lundstr0m and Stenholm

(1984b); it has historically also been determined

from Wolf-Rayet stars in the Large Magellanic

Cloud (LMC) (Smith, 1968b). Conti et al.
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Figure 3-1. Absolute visual magnitudes for WN

and WC stars in the Galaxy (upper) and LMC

(lower). In the Galaxy, only those stars which
have well-established cluster/association mem-

bership are indicated (see text). In the LMC,

only those stars in which the effects of visual

companions have been addressed are shown

(see text). The filled symbols have better deter-

mined photometry.

stars, but the value of Ira.0 for the WN6 o is

disturbing. The WNE stars are fainter than

WNL stars (and similarly for WCE and WCL),

but there is not a smooth progression. These

M values for WR stars are the best available

data but should not be overinterpreted. The

range of M from the brightest WN6 star in
i)

the LMC (- -7.8) to the faintest WN2 (- -1.8)

indicates a huge dispersion in this parameter.

Conti et al. (1983a) investigated whether or

not the M ° at a given subtype could be related
to other spectroscopic properties (for example,

the emission line equivalent width, line width,

or line intensity). There were not any convinc-

ing relations found among the early-type WN
stars in which there was a sufficient sample. We

can possibly understand this absence of an M °
correlation with emission-line strength to be

because the spectra of Wolf-Rayet stars are

primarily of their winds, the properties of which

are only loosely coupled with their luminosities.

However, we are discussing only the M ° here;

the Mbo _may be significantly different, as we
will see shortly.

II. ATMOSPHERIC MODELS

A. O-Type Stars

Models are used to numerically describe the

run of physical parameters such as the temper-

ature, pressure, and density of electrons and

ions, the radiation field, the composition, and,

in some cases, the velocity with radius or op-

tical depth. These numerical models are then

used to predict observables such as the emer-

gent radiation in both the lines and the con-

tinuum. Good models are based on appropriate

physics and give quantitative predictions which

agree with all of the observable data. Poor

models either ignore inconvenient physical prin-

ciples or substantial parts of the data. Let it be

said at the outset that the current "best"

models are somewhere between these two ex-

tremes. Many observables are reasonably well

explained (e.g., the absorption-line spectra of

O stars); some quantities (e.g., turbulence) are

not well described. Considerable physics are in-

cluded (e.g., non-LTE in the hydrogen and

helium transitions); much is not yet taken into

account (e.g., a complete treatment of radiative

transfer for all lines). All models are thus in-

complete but are useful constructions for grad-

ually advancing our understanding of compli-

cated physical phenomena.

I will limit my discussion here to those

modern models used to describe the (assumed

to be static) atmospheres of O-type stars.

(Models with mass flow are considered in

Chapter 4.) In order of increasing complexity
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Table 3-1

My-Spectral-Type Relation for 0 Stars*

Type M v a n Type M v a n Type M v a n

03 V -5.4 0.5 5 03 I -6.2 - 2

04 V -5.8 0.6 5 04 I -6.4 -- 3

05 V -5.2 0.8 7 05 III -6.1 - 8 05 I -6.9 - 2

06 V -5.1 0.6 11 06 III -5.7 0.3 6 06 I -6.5 0.6 3

06.5 V -5.1 0.8 13 06.5 I -6.7 -- 1

07 V -4.9 0.5 18 07 Ill -5.6 0.6 6 07 I -6.5 1.1 7

07.5 V -5.0 - 2 07.5 III -5.6 0.4 4 07.5 I -6.7 - 1

08 V -4.6 0.6 19 08 III -5.1 0.5 3 08 I -6.5 0.9 6

08.5 V -4.9 0.9 4 08.5 III -5.0 0.5 3 08.5 I -5.9 - 2

09 V -4.4 0.6 35 09 III -5.3 0.7 16 09 I -6.1 0.8 8

09.5 V -4.0 0.6 17 09.5 III -5.1 0.6 9 09.5 I -6.0 0.7 22

*Adapted from Conti et al. (1983a).

(1983a) rediscussed the LMC calil_ration, based

on the M (this subscript is in the narrowband

Smith system) data of Prevot-Burnichon et al.

(1981), supplemented by the improved pho-

tometry of Massey and Conti (1983a) or spec-

troscopy (Conti et ai., 1983b). I will consider

together the recent cluster work of Lundstrom
and Stenholm with the LMC calibration.

The narrowband (ubvy) Smith (1968a)

system was designed to be relatively line-free,

but in strong-lined WC-type stars, this idealized

situation is not realized (Massey, 1984). Never-

theless, there are a great number of narrowband

measurements of galactic and LMC stars (e.g.,

Lundstrom and Stenholm, 1979, 1980; Turner,

1982). Absolute spectrophotometry for all

known Wolf-Rayet stars would be useful, and

the first data have been published (Massey,

1984; Massey and Conti, 1983a; Lundstr6m

and Stenholm, 1984a). The absolute visual

magnitudes discussed here, which are on the

narrowband v system, are thus still uncertain

but are the best currently available. In Figure

3-1, I show the individual M ° values for Wolf-
Rayet stars in galactic clusters and associations

(adapted from Lundstrom and Stenholm,

1984b) and the LMC (from Conti et al., 1983a).

A comparison between the Galaxy and LMC

indicates good agreement between the M v for

the early WN subtypes and WC5 stars (late WC

types are not known in the LMC). There is sur-

prisingly poor agreement between the M of
the WNL stars in the Galaxy and LMC; the

WN6 stars in the latter are appreciably brighter,

and the WN7 and WN8 are appreciably fainter.

Frankly, I don't know whether this is "small

number statistics" or indicative of some real

effect.

Table 3-2 shows the same M for WN and
v

WC stars in the Galaxy clusters and in the

LMC. The o is the uncertainty of a single obser-

vation, n is the number of stars in a single spec-

tral subtype. In the "all" column, I have simply

averaged the Galaxy and LMC M values
U

weighted to the number of stars. The a here are,

on the average, 0.m5, similar to that for O
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Table 3-2

My-Spectral-Type Relation for Wolf-Rayet Stars

Galaxy LMC All

-M o n
v

-M o n -M o n
v v

WN2 2.4 - 1

WN2.5

WN3 3.6 -- 1

WN4 4.0 -- 1

WN4.5 4.0 0.8 3

WN5 4.0 0.8 3

WN6 5.2 0.3 7

WN7 6.5 0.3 7

WN8 6.1 -- 1

WC4 -- -- --

WC5 3.5 -- 1

WC6 3.8 0.4 5

WC7 5.1 0.2 3

WC8 4.8 O.6 3

WC9 4.8 0.4 2

WO 2.4 -- 1

1.8 - 1

4.9 0.1 2

3.7 0.5 15

3.8 0.5 14

5.1 - 1

6.5 1.0 6

5.6 0.6 3

5.6 0.4 3

3.9 0.5 5

2.1 0.4 2

4.9 0.1 2

3.7 0.5 16

3.9 0.5 15

4.0 0.8 3

4.3 0.8 4

5.8 1.0 13

6.2 0.6 10

5.8 0.4 4

3.9 0.5 5

3.5 -- 1

3.8 0.4 5

5.1 0.2 3

4.8 0.6 3

4.8 0.4 2

2.4 -- 1

and sophistication, these are models based on

the first modern non-LTE work of Auer and

Mihalas (1972), Mihalas (1972), Kudritzki

(1976), Kurucz (1979), and Abbott and Hum-

mer (1985). The first three references used codes

that included non-LTE calculations (in hydro-

gen and helium) and plane parallel, radiative

equilibrium (RE), and hydrostatic equilibrium

(HE) assumptions. These predicted the emer-

gent line and continuum radiation from the

stellar atmosphere for a set of models of vari-

ous effective temperatures and gravities.

Kurucz's models included an estimate of line-

blanketing, but used LTE. Abbott and Hum-

mer adopted the Auer-Mihalas code and added

a crucial feature: incident radiation on the top

of the atmosphere backscattered from a stellar

wind. As we shall see, this fundamentally alters

the emergent flux of hot luminous stars with

strong winds. Only one set of models has been

attempted thus far by Abbott and Hummer.

These results will be considered in due course.

Non-LTE is crucial for understanding the

absorption-line spectra of O-type stars and is,

in fact, reasonably successful in predicting the

line strengths of the hydrogen, He I, and He

II lines in most O-type stars (e.g., Auer and

Mihalas, 1972; Conti, 1973a). The assumptions

of RE and HE appear to be reasonable for O

stars insofar as the overall absorption-line and

continuum properties in the visual are
concerned.
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Nearlyallnon-LTEmodelshaveusedonly
hydrogenandheliumionsto determine the

structure of the atmosphere. The importance

of the CNO elements on the continuum opacity

has been considered by Husfeld et al. (1984)

and found to be minor. The blocking of the

outflowing radiation by lines, particularly in the

FUV regions, was considered only in an LTE

approximation by Kurucz (1979). Anderson

(1985) has developed an improved technique to

calculate the non-LTE line-transfer problem for

other ions. This might make an appreciable dif-

ference in the blocking problem when the full

process of calculating hundreds or even thou-

sands of lines is completed. This is an impor-

tant next step in the modeling of O-type

atmospheres.

Line profiles offer an additional constraint

on the O-star photospheric models. Kudritzki

and associates (Kudritzki, 1980; Kudritzki et

al., 1983; Simon et al., 1983) have studied high-

dispersion photographic spectra to derive line

profiles for a number of early O-type stars.
Here the data are better than those available

previously. The non-LTE models were also ex-

tended to lower gravity cases. These authors

found good agreement in the predicted and

observed line-profile spectrum of Balmer, He I,

and He II line cores and wings, particularly in

going to a lower gravity, lower temperature

model for the O4f star, _" Pup. I shall return

to the actual numbers in the following sections.

Line profiles accurate to 1 percent, substan-

tially better than can be obtained with photo-

graphic plates, can be obtained with modern

charge-coupled-device (CCD) detectors on

high-dispersion spectrographs. Abbott and

Hummer (1985) speak of the necessity of con-

structing model atmosphere line predictions

which will meet this accuracy.

Hummer (1982) has demonstrated that the

backscattering of photons from a strong stellar

wind might be an important boundary condi-

tion for hot-star model atmospheres. For ex-

ample, he called _ the mean fraction of ultra-

violet (UV) photons backscattered. Then

(_/1-_) = 0.3 /_/v c/L can be used to

estimate _. The ._/_ c/L term is -1 for

typical O stars and - 10 for Wolf-Rayet stars

with generally accepted values of A;/, %., and

L. Thus, ff - 0.23 for O stars and -0.75 for

Wolf-Rayet objects, an important effect for the

former and a dominant one for the latter.

Abbott and Hummer (1985) have con-

structed models for _"Pup which incorporate

the effect of wind-blanketing. Basically, the up-

per boundary condition which specifies no ra-

diation incident down upon the photosphere is

replaced by a nonzero incident field. This ap-

plied condition is the emergent continuum ra-

diation intensity, multiplied by a wavelength-

dependent albedo. This albedo is taken from

a Monte Carlo solution of the transfer equa-

tion in the stellar wind, incorporating 104 UV

and visible lines (Abbott and Lucy, 1985). This

modeling is only a first step, but the inclusion

of the backscattering makes a substantial dif-
ference in the line and continuum radiation.

The most important result is that the difference

between the boundary and effective tempera-

tures is lessened; this particularly affects the

He I line strengths and thus the relationship be-

tween the spectral type and inferred effective

temperature for stars with strong winds. Ex-

cellent agreement between the line-profile pre-

dictions and new high-accuracy measurements

in _"Pup is reported by Bohannan et al. (1986).

An extension of the technique to a larger range

of models and detailed comparisons to more

stars is planned.

B. Wolf-Rayet Stars

Because realistic model atmospheres for

Wolf-Rayet stars must incorporate the physics

implied by the existence of a wind from the

beginning, the atmosphere and wind cannot be

treated separately and independently. The wind

opacity is so great (Chapter 4) that no radia-

tion from the hydrostatic core is seen. All the

observed atmosphere is in appreciable motion.

The assumptions of plane parallel geometry,

hydrostatic equilibrium, and even radiative

equilibrium may not be even approximately ap-

plicable in real Wolf-Rayet stars. Extended

spherical geometry must certainly be used.
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Mass-loss rates of -3 x 10 -5 Mo yr -_ are

found for many Wolf-Rayet stars by a relatively

model-independent method which is based on
the detection of free-free emission in radio fre-

quencies (Barlow, 1982; Chapter 4).

Radiative-transfer and statistical equilibrium

equations must be solved in an expanding at-

mosphere for an initial estimate of predicted

emission-line strengths in Wolf-Rayet stars. A

major advance in this type of approach, even

though considerable physics are still not in-

cluded, has recently been provided by Hillier

(1983). He obtained new data on infrared (IR)

lines of the helium ions in HD 50896, a rela-

tively nearby WN5 star with very broad

emission lines, and combined this with existing

visible and ultraviolet (UV) measurements. He

then attempted to model the observed line pro-

file under assumptions of spherically symmetric

extended geometry, a monotonic velocity law,

HE, RE, and pure helium composition. Hillier

did not use the Sobolev (1960) approximation,

but attempted exact solutions of radiative and

statistical equilibrium equations for the helium

ions, following the techniques of Mihalas et al.

(1975). He treated the continuum and line-

formation problem simultaneously. From a

comparison of the models with the line and

continuum data, he found that the continuum

energy distribution is primarily determined by

the wind density, not by the effective tempera-

ture. (See Section III.B.) Electron scattering

plays a role in the formation of the He II lines.

The velocity law is relatively "slow," reaching

60 to 70 percent of its terminal value at 50

stellar radii according to the models. Because

the helium ionization balance is not "frozen-

in," but shifts from predominantly He + ÷ to

He ÷ within the wind, the He I and He II lines

originate in somewhat different atmospheric re-

gions in this star. A model with h;/- 5 x 10-5

Mo yr -I, ("core" radius) R e - 2.5 Ro,

L - 5 x 104 , and T(electron) inthewind
30000 K best fits the observations. Hillier also

finds that HD 50896 must be very hydrogen-

deficient because no excess contribution to the

Balmer lines, visa vis the Pickering He II lines,
is seen.

Hillier's (1983) sets of models are a starting

approximation to real WN stars. Previous at-

tempts have used only a few visible or UV lines,

or the continuum, but none of these together.

The next step will be to incorporate the back-

scattering of the wind photons on the underly-

ing radiation field, following Abbott and Hum-

mer (1985). Such an undertaking might then be

considered a first approximation to a real Wolf-

Rayet-star atmosphere and wind.

III. EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURES

Although the concept of an effective tem-

perature is, in principle, simple, its application

in the literature is sometimes filled with pitfalls

and misapplications. By definition,

L =__47r R 2 oT4f , (3-1)

where L is the bolometric luminosity of the star,

R is the radius of the "surface" (defined in

Chapter 2), and Tfr is the effective tempera-
ture. No problems are encountered if the radius

from which the continuum radiation emerges

is independent of wavelength and is physically

at the same "depth" in the star. However, if

this radius varies with wavelength over the

observed regions, serious misinterpretations

may result. In Wolf-Rayet stars, the opacity of

the wind is sufficiently high that the radius is

observed to be wavelength-dependent (e.g.,

color-dependent eclipse durations for the WN

system, V444 Cyg (Cherepashchuk et al.,

1984)). To use Equation (3-1) to derive Tfr
directly, one must have estimates (measure-

ments) of L and R. The former will depend on

model-dependent bolometric corrections since

a substantial fraction of the emitted radiation

from O and Wolf-Rayet stars lies in the unob-

servable FUV regions (below 912/_). Not many

data are as yet available below -1200/_, the

short-wavelength limit of the International

Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE). The quantity R can

be found in principle from direct measure-

ments, using interferometry, or from eclipses

(which is discussed in Section V).
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A. O-Type Stars

Direct angular diameter measurements of a

few O-type stars have been made (e.g.,

Hanbury-Brown et al. 0974)) for _"Pup. Inci-

dentally, Kudritzki et al. (1983) estimate that

the electron scattering in the wind of _" Pup

leads to a -2-percent overestimate of the

radius, or a -4-percent uncertainty in Tef f by
the direct method. However, for most stars, R

cannot be measured directly but must be found

indirectly.

A more common method for deriving effec-

tive temperatures is to construct a series of

models that most readily represent observations

such as continuum radiation, line spectrum, etc.

and then adopt the appropriate interpolated

model Tel f. Kudritzki and associates have

stressed that one must simultaneously solve for

the effective temperature and effective surface

gravity, geff' by appropriate models. Abbott
and Hummer (1985) point out that the wind

strength (via the backscattering) is also critical.

Hence, model atmosphere determinations of

hot-star continua and spectra are at least a

three-parameter family. Aside from _ Pup, on-

ly Tff and gravity models have been used thus
far in the literature, and I will be constrained

by that in what follows.

Note also that astronomers dealing with

stellar structure models and evolution like to

place their stars in log L, log Teff, (or log geff'

log Tfr ) diagrams. In doing this, they must
adopt a surface boundary condition often sim-

ply P = 0 (or p = 0); this sets the radius and

therefore determines a Tff which is model-

dependent. If a photosphere is thin in radius,

this simplification produces no important er-

ror, but since some real stars, such as Wolf-

Rayet objects, have extended geometry, serious

errors of interpretation of stellar effective tem-

peratures can result (de Loore et al., 1982).

Likewise, for observers, the easy data in-

clude magnitudes, colors, and spectral types.

These must be calibrated, by using atmospheric

models, into the stellar structure predictions of

L and Tef f. This calibration step is only as

good as the models. Recognizing that readers

will want some discussion and tabulation of

Lff for hot luminous stars, I will give here a
critical current compilation for the O-type stars.

These are based mainly on the theoretical pre-

scriptions listed previously, except that back-

scattering models have thus far been applied

only to _"Pup. My best current guess as to the

effects on other O-type stars is that only in

strong wind stars is this phenomenon impor-

tant, at least as we now understand the

situation.

I will not list Tff for Wolf-Rayet stars be-
cause I consider them to be uncertain by at least

50 percent. I believe that they range from

30000 K to two to three times that value or

more, but this statement is not much of a

change in some years (e.g., Conti, 1976). Back-

warming from the wind undoubtedly influences

the physical situation and has not yet been

modeled. A table of Tff for Wolf-Rayet stars
is provided in Part I of this volume. Part III

also offers alternative interpretations of the

state of knowledge of Tff for O and Wolf-

Rayet stars.

First, let me list the applicable references
from the literature. I will then combine the

numbers and estimate a Tff-spectral-type dia-
gram. Conti (1973b, 1975) provided a list of

Tff for many measured O stars, based on cali-
brated spectral types (measured He I/He II line

ratios) and the Auer-Mihalas (1972) model pre-

dictions. We now understand these to be limited

by the incompleteness of the models (e.g., not

taking low enough gravities for some of the hot-

test stars, incomplete physics (neglect of line-

blanketing and wind backwarming), and uncer-

tainties in the data (+ 0.1 in log W)). On the

other hand, this is the largest internally consis-

tent body of data for O-type stars. Simon et

al. (1983) compiled line-profile data on five

early O-type stars, using a more complete set

of models (and with some improvements in the

non-LTE Auer-Mihalas calculations). Their

data are considerably better than mine. These

efforts are representative of Tff derived from
absorption lines in stars.

Another method of estimating Tff in O-

type stars comes from measuring the angular
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diameterandapplyingEquation(3-1)in the
form:

o T4eff = f/(Od/2)2 , (3-2)

where Od is the measured angular diameter,
and f is the total stellar flux at the Earth cor-

rected for interstellar extinction. We have

xl LdX + j x2fxo_s loo.4&s: IoS  : Io
(3-3)

or3

dh f I x2 fx dX ,

where the RHS is divided into unobservable and

observable portions (fx°bs between X 1 and h2),

respectively. The fx are not generally available
below - 1200/_ (and cannot be obtained at all

for X < 912/_) or above - 7000 It. Models with

predicted 7rF× (at the star) must be used to es-
timate the first and third terms of Equation

(3-3).

Code et al. (1976) combined measured angu-

lar diameters Oa for three O-type stars and a

number of B stars to determine Lff" These are
model-dependent to the extent that a

IXoI rFxdX

model integration needs to be made. The al-

lowance for the long-wavelength contribution

(beyond X - 7000/_) is small. The interstellar

extinction correction Ax, is appreciable in
wavelength regions up to -2000/_. lnterfero-

metric measurements with present equipment

can be made only for the handful of nearby

stars, as discussed by Code et al.

Blackwell and Shallis (1977) pioneered a

method for estimating 0o by using measure-

ments off× and model predictions of F x. This
method has been used extensively by Underhill

(1982, and references therein) and has been

commented on by Remie and Lamers (1982)

and Tobin (1983). Write:

O× = 2 (fx/_rFx)v_ , (3-4)

where Ox is the angular diameter at a given X.

This can be estimated from the extinction-

corrected fx and the model fluxes, _rF×. One
can write:

x2 .obs 100.4Ax
O Te4f 0 2 = 4G I XlJx dX , (3-5)

where the G function is the separated explicit

model-dependent portion:

--1+ (l 0'
&

(3-6)

x2 7rFxdk+ Jx2 a'F×dX) t Ixl

Typically, Xl is 1200 J, and X2 is 7000 J,.

Thus, one measures f_x bs over an available

wavelength range, adopts an initial model Tff,

and uses these models to determine the G func-

tion. One then solves for a new Lff by apply-

ing Equation (3-5), using an iterative procedure.

The assumptions of this method are that fx is

proportional to 7rFx at some convenient visible

wavelength where On = 0x (this is probably all
right for most O stars, but certainly not for

Wolf-Rayet objects) and that G (model) rep-

resents real stars over all wavelengths. This is

probably not a bad assumption for B stars for

which the radiation below k i is small in any
case, but its applicability to hotter stars is

dubious because the models are still quite in-

adequate physically (Abbott and Hummer,

1985). Nevertheless, I will tentatively adopt the

Remie and Lamers (1982) values for the O and

B stars measured by Underhill and her asso-

ciates. (The reader may refer to Part lII of this

volume for Underhill's alternative numbers.)

Another related method for obtaining an ef-

fective temperature is to use those O stars in

H II regions in which the Lyman continuum

flux may be obtained from the nebulae to deter-

mine the total integrated flux. This method was

pioneered by Morton (1969), and a modern and

more complete discussion for eight O and 16

B stars is provided by Pottasch et al. (1979).

This method avoids the complete dependence

on models for the contribution tOfx below k 1,

although it still depends on the interstellar ex-

tinction correction and potential pitfalls in

nebular dust and density-bounded conditions.

I will adopt the Pottasch et al. Lff for their
stars.
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Finally, Abbott and Hummer (1985) have

written a critique of all methods which use con-

tinuum estimates in the observable wavelength

regions to determine Tel f for O stars. They

point out that these methods are using only the

Rayleigh-Jeans "tail" to determine the main

features of the spectrum. They show that, in

the case of _"Pup, Code et al. (1976) found a

Lff that was 10000 K too low because of this
fundamental uncertainty. The term,

varies by only a factor 3 for models between

30000 and 50000 K; it depends strongly on

gravity, and finally, backscattering must be in-

cluded for a star with such a strong wind.

Nevertheless, keeping in mind all these

potential problems, I list in Table 3-3 the O-BI

stars with Tff determinations from Simon et
al. (1983), Pottasch et al. (1979), Remie and

Lamers (1982), Code et al. (1976), and Abbott

and Hummer (1985). Five stars have been

studied by more than one group and method.

Aside from _"Pup, the agreement is - + 10 per-

cent. These values are plotted in Figure 3-2,

which shows the individual points, with dif-

ferent symbols for "main-sequence" (type

IV,V), giants (II,III), and supergiants (I,f)

separately plotted. The dark solid line is that

of Conti (1975) from the B1 to 06.5 subtypes,

where the previous scale diverged to hotter T_f
(short dashed line). The extended dark solid line

is drawn as a best current guess for the hot O

stars. As can be seen, this line is still a rea-

sonable current estimate of Weft for main-

sequence O stars. One could drop the Tff rela-
tion by 10 percent in the middle portions to in-

clude the two 06.5 stars at Tef f - 37000 K if
desired, although this would then put some

"kinks" in the spectral-type Tff relation. My

best current estimate of Tff for main-sequence

O stars is the solid line of Figure 3-2, to _ 10

percent. Better models will ultimately help con-

siderably, as would more systems studied by

Pottasch's method.

Table 3-3

0-B1 Stars with Telr Bolometric Corrections
from Individualized Measurements

TtM .b,c, NOfIS °

HO 93129A 03 11 45000 4.20 I

HD 93250 03 Y 52500 4.71 I

HO 9128 03 V 46000 4.35 i

HDE 303308 03 V 46500 433 I

_"Pup 04 If 42000 4,43 1,5,8

9 Sgr 04 V 44700 3.93 2

NGC 2244 qO4.5 V! 43600 3.84 2

HD 152723 065 fll 36800 3.35 2

HO 42088 065 V 36800 3.35 2

HD 206267 06.5 V 36200 3,30 2

+60 2522 06.5 ef 33500 3,12 2

( Per 07.5 III 32500 305 2

)_Or! 08 Ill 31300 2.98 2

! 5 Mon 08 I1! 31400 2.99 2

9 ,$ge 08 It 34900 3.20 3

HD 151804 08 If 33500 3.05 3

• CMa 09 I 33500 306 3

_, Ofi A 09,5 1 27600 2.57 3

 2.00 293 ;},f On A 095 I 125600 2.39

HD 188209 09.5 I 27700 2.54 3

a Csm 09.5 Is 25600 2.45 3

AE Aur og.5 V 29500 2.82 2

f Oph 095 V 31900 2.96 4

_8OI. 26400 2.44 43/70_, LSO.5 la 24800 2 46

NOT _0 II 27800 2 57 4

15 SOt BO II 32900 3 02 4

64 Cvg B0 Ib 25200 232 3

S¢o 80 V 31800 300 3

 23,00 2,3 ,17,, Ofi 805 ta /2_.00 226

H0 150898 80.5 Ii 24400 223 3

HD 167756 805 II 25600 235 3

HO 64760 BO 5 Ib 24800 226 3

B Cru 80,5 Ill 27600 275 4

_, Lep 80.5 V 28200 2.75 3

5 $co 805 IV 31460 3.07 4

*f Ari 8t tb 20600 1.96 3

139 TIu 61 Ib 21400 201 3

(" Per 81 Ib 19900 183 3

. C_II 81 I, 21800 1.95 3

p Leo 81 hlb 20300 184 3

_24700 233 34} 8
CMI 81 It-Ill _25200 2.38

15 CMI 81 III 25100 2.39 3

Cep 81 ,I 26200 2.43 3

Con 81 I11 25700 254 4

o Vii 81 IV 23930 2.44 4

"NOtU: 1 - S,mort et 4d If9831:2 -Potls_h et Id. (19791; 3-R4m/4 end Llrnees 111)1121;

4-Co_e et _. If076); $ Abborl _ H_n_ne* 11985): II-Rele, e_ce 3 finds

r. - 3_100. bc ° -321; Relerence 4 f_ds T_ . 32500. b c. - -3f$: on
three values pk_tled; 7- _nd.v_luldlV _oflea; II-iverl_lel p_otted

ORI_NAL PAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY
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Figure3-2showsthatsupergiantsare10per-
centcooleratagivenspectraltype. This is also

true for the O4f star, _"Pup. This rule of thumb

will probably also give a Tff accurate to + 10
percent. Giants may be intermediate, but indi-

vidual points at spectral types BI III and 08 III

do not give confidence in this kind of consisten-

cy. The point for _"Pup at 42000 K (Abbott and

Hummer, 1985) is probably the best modeled

in the diagram. For convenience, Table 3-4 lists

the Tff of O-B1 stars, taken from Figure 3-2.
These are not the last word, and they should be

used with caution. The bolometric corrections

(b.c.) will be discussed in the next section; the

M ° are listed for convenience. These have been

adapted and interpolated from Table 3-1 by

assuming that M ° should change relatively
smoothly with spectral type. In some cases, the

M values are different from the entries in
t_

Table 3-1 at a given spectral type, again in-

dicating uncertainties in the calibration of some
0.m3 in the mean values.

_OIt 1 I I I I 1 _ I _ _1

03 04 05 06 O? 08 09 BO BO_, 81

SPECTRAl.. TYPE

Figure 3-2. Tefy/spectrai-type relation for OB
stars. The individuai points (open circles denote

Type V; half-filled circles denote type 111";filled

circles denote type I or f) are taken from several

references (see text). Symbols connected by the

dashed lines refer to different Teyyfor the same
star. The long solid line is the best current

estimate a mean Teyyfor main-sequence stars.
It is essentially identical to that of Conti (1973b)

except for earlier than 06.5, where the dashed
line shows his prior hotter scale for earlier stars.

All in all, then, the effective temperature

scale for O stars, as estimated in Table 3-4,

should be accurate to + 10 percent since it

agrees with line-ratio analyses, actual angular

diameter measurements, the Blackwell and

Shallis (1977) model-atmosphere approach, and

determinations from H II region Lyman con-

tinuum flux measurements. For stars with sub-

stantial winds, such as _"Pup, the "continuum"

methods will not work well because wind back-

scattering plays a role, but Abbott and Hum-

mer (1985) have modeled this star to have Lff

at 42000 K.

For the hottest O stars, in which most of the

flux is emitted below the Lyman limit, the first

variable term in the parentheses in Equation

(3-6) will dominate, and the "continuum"

methods will be very uncertain, except in those

cases in which the fx can be estimated from a
surrounding H II region. Abbott and Hummer

(1985) have also called attention to this fact.

Furthermore, all of the "continuum" methods

depend on accurately estimating the UV extinc-

tion at short wavelengths. The usual procedure

is to adopt a reddening "law" (e.g., Savage and

Mathis, 1979) and determine the extinction at

short wavelengths from E(B- I/) and/or "null-

ing" the k2230 interstellar feature. Although

this method may work in some cases of low ex-

tinction, it may be seriously in error in cases

in which the UV extinction is anomalous. This

seems to be a common phenomenon in our

Galaxy, (e.g. Massa et al., 1983; Garmany et

al., 1984; Massa and Savage, 1985). The red-

dening law in the visible may well be more or

less the same from point to point in the Galaxy,

but it seems clear that the UV extinction, which

depends on a different-sized interstellar dust

particle than that producing visible extinction,

may behave differently. The adoption of a

universal UV extinction was undoubtedly why

Underhill (1982), using the Blackwell-Shallis

procedure, obtained widely divergent Tff for
early O-type stars of the same spectral sub-

classes. All these stars are relatively heavily red-

dened: E(B-I/) is at least 0m35 and is often

considerably larger. Part III of this volume
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Table 3-4

Estimated a Parameters of O-B1-Type Stars

Luminosity class

V IIIb I/fSpectral

Type

Teffc -b.c.d -M ve Teffc -M,,• TffC -b.c.d -M ve

(K) (magi (magi (KI (magi (K) (magi (magi

03 48000

04 45O00

0 5 43000

05.5 42000

06 41000

06.5 40000

07 39000

07.5 37500

08 365O0

08.5 35OO0

09 34000

BO 31800

BO. 5 28200

B1 25500

4.4 5.6 45000 6.2 43000 4,2 6.2

4.0 5.4 43000 6.1 41000 3.8 6.4

3.7 5.2 41000 6.0 39000 3,5 6.5

3.5 5.15 40000 5.9 37500 3.3 6.5

3.4 5.1 39000 5.8 36500 3.2 6.5

3.3 5.0 38000 5.7 35500 3.2 6.5

3.2 4.9 37000 5,6 34500 3.2 6.5

3,2 4.8 35000 5.6 33000 3.1 6.5

3.1 4.6 34000 5.5 32000 3.0 6.5

3.0 4.5 33000 5.4 31000 2.8 6.3

3.0 4.4 32000 5.3 29500 2.7 6.1

2,9 3.9 _ 29500 5,0 f 27000 2.4 6.0 Q

2,8 3.7 f 26500 4.8 f 25000 2.2

2,4 3.5 t 23500 4.0 f 21500 2.0 6.2 g

aUncertainties are still ± 10 percent.

blnterpolated between V and I/f entries,

CFrom Figure 3-I.

dFrom Figure 3-2.

eSmoothed from Table 3-1.

fFrom Lesh (1968).

gFrom Balona and Crampton (1974).
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discusses this work and Underhill's rather dif-

ferent conclusions.

B. Wolf-Rayet Stars

I have already noted that the Tff for Wolf-

Rayet stars are highly uncertain. An absorp-

tion-line spectrum is not generally seen, but on-

ly the emission (line and continuum) from the

wind is observed. Thus, the choice of appro-

priate models is critical. Physically complete

theory is well in the future; a minimum require-

ment is for nonstatic models with extended

geometry and statistical equilibrium calcula-

tions such as those of Hillier (1983). From the

He II emission-line spectrum of the WN5 star,

HD 50896, he found that a model with Tfr
60000 K fit the observations reasonably well.

Even so, he notes that the fitting technique is

not very sensitive to the temperature, which

could well be higher.

Somewhat higher effective temperatures are

inferred for the WN5 star, HD 193576 (also

known as V444 Cyg), an eclipsing binary with
well-determined orbital inclination. From an

analysis of the light curve of the system,

Cherepashchuk et al. (1984) found an electron

temperature of 90000 K at the "core" (of 2.9

R o ) of V444 Cyg, implying a similarly high

Tff. In a recent paper, Pauldrach et al. (1985)
report an improved code for calculating radia-

tively driven wind models. Their additions to

previous work include two critical features: (1)

an improved force multiplier term (Chapter 4),

and (2) a finite angular sized radiative stellar

core for calculating the line force. These

authors could then calculate a moving wind

model for V444 Cyg. They were able to du-

plicate the inferred density, velocity, and radius

relationships derived by Cherepashchuk et al.

for the WN5 star. Furthermore, they find con-

sistency of the high Tff of 90000 K. Thus we,
now have a radiatively driven wind, and an em-

pirical (eclipse data) model, in good agreement.

Considerable previous work on Tff for
Wolf-Rayet stars had inferred temperatures

closer to 30000 K (e.g., see Parts I and III of

this volume). Why the discrepancies? One point

is that much of that work has used methods

which involve the shape of the continuum over

wavelengths from the observable FUV to visi-

ble regions. Application of the principles re-

ferred to previously, particularly Equations

(3-5) and (3-6), leads to estimates of Tel f. One
immediate concern is the use of the plane

parallel LTE models of Kurucz (1979) for Wolf-

Rayet stars in using this procedure. Further-

more, the UV extinction in our Galaxy is not

a universal function, and substantial point-to-

point variations are found (e.g., Massa and

Savage, 1985). As Garmany et al. (1984) have

noted, substantial errors in inferred Wolf-Rayet

continua in the FUV can result when a uniform

extinction law is adopted.

Morton (1970) has investigated the "Zans-

tra" temperatures of five single WN stars which

are embedded in distinct H II regions. He es-

timated the Lyman continuum flux by using

measurements of the free-free radio emission

of the surrounding nebulae. He then obtained

a value for the ratio of Lyman continuum flux

to visible flux from the stellar apparent mag-

nitude. This ratio is compared to models which

are then used to determine the Teff. He finds
values near 50000 K for two WN5 stars, 33000

K for one WN6 star, and 23000 K for one WN8

star. A higher Lff for another WN6 star is

disregarded because he believes that other ex-

citing stars in RCW 104, surrounding the star,

HD 147419, have not been accounted for. This

method is straightforward, since a real value of

the Lyman continuum flux is used; however,

the models used (Morton, 1969) are LTE-

blanketed ones with plane parallel geometry,

with no accounting for the extensive wind and

its backscattering. Therefore, I find the num-

bers for Ter f to be interesting but very unlikely
to be correct because of this severe model-

dependence. The eclipsing binary data are near-

ly model-independent and are to be preferred.

The factor of nearly 2 discrepancy between the

Zanstra inferred values near 50000 K and the

90000 K from the eclipsing binary data for

WN5 stars indicates the depth of our ignorance
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concerning Wolf-Rayet temperature param-

eters, particularly the Lyman continuum pre-

dictions.

IV. BOLOMETRIC CORRECTIONS

A bolometric correction (b.c.) is used to cor-

rect an absolute visual magnitude, M, for the
total energy (radiative and nonthermal) emit-

ted at all other wavelengths. The resultant

Mbo t is then an estimate of the total luminosity
in ergs s -t. For very hot stars, such as those

that we are dealing with here, the b.c. can be

substantial, completely dominating the resul-

tant luminosity, since our visual observations

are out on the tail end of the emergent con-

tinuum. Observed b.c.'s of 3 to 5 magnitudes,

or factors of 16 to 100, are to be expected in

these stars.

A. O-Type Stars

The b.c. for O-type stars must be estimated

from appropriate models because a substantial

fraction of the emergent flux will come from

the mostly unobservable FUV regions near the

Lyman limit and beyond. For stars embedded

in H II regions in which the Lyman continuum

photons are bounded and in which the dust ab-

sorption can be neglected, the Balmer photons

can be used to estimate the Lyman flux. This

will help to lessen the uncertainties in the
bolometric corrections.

To obtain a rough estimate of b.c. for O-

type stars, I will use the same procedure as that

of Section Ill; namely, combine the work of

Simon et al. (1983), Code et al. (1976), Remie

and Lamers 0982), and Pottasch et al. (1979).

These authors provided b.c.'s for those stars

for which they list the Ter. Taking all these
numbers at face value, I have plotted them ver-

sus spectral type in Figure 3-3. The agreement

among the various authors is not bad, consider-

ing the divergent methods. The late-type super-

giants, being cooler than the corresponding

main-sequence stars, also have smaller bolo-

metric corrections. I have drawn a line through

the main-sequence points; it is a smooth func-

tion of spectral type. At type 06.5, I have ar-

bitrarily adopted the Pottasch et al. listed val-

ues, admittedly somewhat inconsistently with

the choice I made in Figure 3-2. The b.c. esti-

mated here are probably accurate to -+0m.3.

The late OB-type supergiants have b.c.

smaller by 0m.5 than the corresponding main-

sequence stars. There are no direct determina-

tions of b.c. for earlier type O supergiants and

Of stars except for _"Pup. Its b.c. appears to

be larger than an 04 main-sequence star, 9 Sgr,

but this may represent the different methods of

Simon et al. 0983) and Pottasch et al. (1979),

respectively.

b.C.

4C

3O

20

03

dl_ I I I I ! ! I I

' 01

0 •

', •

Ib

04 05 06 07 Oe 09 flO B05 Bt

SPECTRAL TYPE

Figure 3-3. Bolometric corrections (b.c.)/

spectral-type relation for OB stars. Symbols are

as in Figure 3-2. The solid line indicates the best

current estimate for the relationship for main-

sequence stars.

I have used Figure 3-3 as an interpolation

diagram to derive the values listed in Table 3-4.

The b.c. numbers for intermediate luminosity

cases can be interpolated between the entries for

luminosity classes V and I, although Figure 3-3

indicates that the numbers may be closer to type

V. The mean Mbo I of the brightest and earliest
O3fstarsis-10m.4or L _ l06Lo.

B. Wolf-Rayet Stars

Because no well-established Tfr scale exists
for Wolf-Rayet stars and the models are thus

far mostly inadequate, it is not surprising that
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theb.c.arenotwellknown.Estimatedvalues
maybefoundinChapter1of thisvolume,but
thesearebasedonplaneparallelmodelsand
a relativelycooltemperaturescale,compared
totheconcernsof SectionIII above.Wemight
expectfairlysubstantialb.c.if Telf are as high
as 90000 K, as is indicated there for some stars.

Indirect evidence for substantial b.c. for

Wolf-Rayet stars does exist, but from a dif-

ferent quarter. If, as appears likely, Wolf-Rayet

stars are helium-burning descendants of rela-

tively massive stars, one can appeal to evolu-

tion arguments and cluster/association mem-

bership of Wolf-Rayet and massive O-type

stars. This exercise has been carried out by

Humphreys et al. (1985), who discuss galactic

Wolf-Rayet star membership in known associa-

tions. They determine the M of the most
v

massive O stars, add the b.c., and determine

the Mbo t. Under the assumption that the Wolf-
Rayet stars are evolved from stars at least as

massive as these O types, they find a minimum

b.c. by measuring the difference in magnitude

between the Mbo I of the O stars and the M of
the Wolf-Rayet star(s). These b.c. are typically

4 to 6m for the 24 or so Wolf-Rayet stars with

well-established membership in associations.

The sample does not cover all spectral subtypes;

however, the later WN types, with brighter M
O

(Table 3-2), have somewhat smaller minimum

b.c. The implied b.c. for the other spectral

subclasses are large enough to reinforce our

view that the Lff scale is considerably hotter

than the 30000 K quoted in Chapter l of this
volume.

The b.c. listed by Humphreys et al. (1985)

are very rough estimates and at least one step

removed from real Wolf-Rayet star models

because they depend on O-type stellar atmo-

spheres. These values of 4 to 6m should be

considered only as guides to true values. When

Wolf-Rayet effective temperature scales are

realized and appropriate stellar atmosphere

models are constructed, we may have some real

understanding of the total Mbo t for these ob-

jects. Since I have not listed Wef t for Wolf-
Rayet subtypes, it is also imprudent to list b.c.

for the different classes. It seems likely that the

b.c. are substantial and may depend on sub-

type, being larger for earlier excitation classes

than for later ones. It is even possible that the

Mfspectral-type relations of Figure 3-1, which

show fainter M r at earlier types, might have

less different M_o t at all subclasses.

V. RADII FROM ECLIPSING BINARIES

Studies of eclipsing binaries can give direct

information on the two-component stars be-

cause photometry, particularly at different

wavelengths, can give eclipse durations and thus

estimates of relative radii. Photometric vari-

ability, in and out of ecliose, _ives constraints

on relative luminosities, and radial velocities

lead to orbital solutions and relatively complete

estimates of the relevant stellar parameters.

These detailed techniques, although quite

powerful, can be applied only to those for-

tuitous systems in which the Earth's line of sight

is near the orbital plane. Complications can

arise because of interactive phenomena involv-

ing the close companions and nonspherically

symmetric winds with gaseous streams. Only a

handful of O and Wolf-Rayet eclipsing binary

systems have been studied in detail, both pho-

tometrically and spectroscopically, and I will

briefly discuss them here insofar as the data af-

fect information concerning stellar radii.

A. O-Type Stars

1. 29 UW CMa. Leung and Schneider (1978a)

summarize previous work on this system and

discuss a complete photometric solution with

their new technique. They find the 07 If + OB

stars to be in contact with radii of 20.4 and 17.8

Ro, respectively. The radial-velocity curves

give a spurious eccentricity since the photo-

metric solution implies a circular orbit. This is

probably due to tidal distortions and reflection

effects which are often found in close-contact

systems. Drechsel (1978) also found R(Of)

- 20.4 R o from these photometric data. The

UV spectrum of this system has been discussed

by Drechsel et al. (198 l) and references therein,
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on the basis of data from Copernicus and IUE

satellites.

2. AO Cas. Schneider and Leung (1978) re-

analyze previous photometry and list references

to existing work. They find this to be a contact

system with two 08.5 lII stars whose radii are

13 and I4 R o • The secondary is predicted to

be slightly brighter, although its observed ab-

sorption lines are weaker than those of the

primary.

3. V729 Cyg = BD+40 4220. Leung and

Schneider (1978b) summarize and discuss the

photometry and spectroscopy of this system,

a member of the Cyg OB2 association. They

find radii of 33 and 16 R o for the primary and

secondary, both O7f stars. The secondary is

predicted to be fainter, yet the absorption lines

in each component are similar; hence, as in AO

Cas, a discrepancy in the photometry/line

strengths is seen, although in the opposite sense.

The large radii of these systems seem to be

well established, even with the difficulties men-

tioned above. The luminosities or implied Tel f
may not be well determined. In any case, the

radii of O stars well removed from the zero-

age main sequence (ZAMS) are roughly con-

sistent with their types. There is no evidence for

radii that are greatly dependent on wavelengths,

unlike the situation for Wolf-Rayet stars, as we

shall presently see. However, Eaton (1978)

found that the O7f component of UW CMa

was slightly larger in FUV wavelengths. An in-

teresting recent study of the variable Ha pro-

file of this system has been provided by Vreux

(1985).

B. Wolf-Rayet Stars

Cherepashchuk (1982) gives a nice review of

eclipsing binary work on the galactic Wolf-

Rayet systems, V444 Cyg, CX Cep, CQ Cep,

and CV Ser. He lists core radii of 2.9, 4.5, 11,

and 3-4 R o for the WN5, WN6, WN7, and

WC8 spectral types, respectively. These core

radii imply correspondingly high effective

temperatures.

Subsequently, Leung et al. (1983) redis-

cussed the parameters of CQ Cep and obtained

radii of 8 to 13 R o for different assumptions

of the mass ratio, in reasonable agreement with

previous work. A detailed analysis of this bi-

nary system was recently published by Stickland

et al. (1984), who conclude that this is a con-

tact system with the inferred O star immersed

in the wind of the WN7 primary. Because the

system is a likely member of the Cep OB1

association with a known distance, they have

a good constraint on the system parameters.

Using the flux over all measurable wavelengths

and roul_h continuum fits to blackbody

predictions, they derive a Tfr of 30000 K and

a core radius of 16.7 R o for the WN7 star and

a radius of 14.4 R o for its companion. The

total radii sum to considerably more than the

mutual separation of 20 R o, which is derived

from the orbital parameters and an assumption

about the mass ratio. (The secondary is not

observed.) Stickland et al. point out that the

discrepancy can be resolved only by making

either or both components considerably smaller

and therefore hotter. They argue that the flux-

fitting procedure is probably in error and that

an appreciably hotter and smaller radius for the

WN7 star will then be consistent with all the

eclipse and spectroscopic data. They suggest a

best fit of - 11 R o for both components, with

the Wolf-Rayet star being hotter and thus

brighter. This value is similar to that listed by

Cherepashchuk (1982).

Cherepashchuk et al. (1984) have also re-

cently derived the structure of the expanding

atmosphere and the physical characteristics of

the WN5 component of V444 Cyg, using UV

photometry from OAO-2 (Orbiting Astronomi-

cal Obseratory) and light curves from 2460 ._,

to 3.5 #m. They determine a core radius of 2.9

R o and a corresponding temperature at this

level of 90000 K. They find that the eclipse

curves are very dependent on wavelength; the

shape of the primary minimum remains fixed

while its width increases with increasing wave-

length (in primary minimum, the WN5 compo-

nent is eclipsed by the O star), confirming a

result found many years ago by Kuhi (1968).
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An innovativewavelength-dependentlight-
curveanalysis(Cherepashchuk,1973)isused
toconstraintheeclipsesolutions.A relatively
coolcolortemperature,20000K, isfoundfrom
theUVcontinua,onceinterstellarextinctionis
estimated;an8000K infraredcolortempera-
ture is deduced.Thesevaluesaretypicalof
Wolf-Rayetcontinuaandshouldnotbecon-
fusedwithcoretemperatures,or Tff, which
are clearly considerably higher. The continuum-

fitting procedure for Wolf-Rayet stars consists

of sampling different levels in the wind, not the

intrinsic parameters of the star.

The eclipsing binary work done so far points

strongly to relatively small core radii and rela-

tively high effective temperatures for Wolf-

Rayet stars. These estimates are mainly model-

independent and are much more preferred than

other work which appeals to continuum mea-

surements, uncertain corrections for radiation

below this Lyman limit, assumptions concern-

ing uniform FUV extinction, etc.

Vl. COMPOSITION

A. O-Type Stars

The chemical composition of stars can be in-

ferred from their spectra, using a detailed

analysis of the line strengths with prior knowl-

edge of the appropriate atomic physics param-

eters, including the transition probabilities. The

background must include a model of the ap-

propriate stellar atmosphere with knowledge of

the effective temperature and surface gravities.

Let me assert at the outset that, for O-type

stars, the models are probably adequate for ob-

taining abundances to better than a factor of

2 if the appropriate atomic physics parameters

are known. These are well established for hy-

drogen and helium transitions, but not so well

in hand for all the CNO and silicon ions which

make up the bulk of the other absorption lines

found in O stars. Although there have been no

"full-blown" detailed analyses of the line spec-

tra of many O stars, bits and pieces of the prob-

lem have been attacked. Basically, the spectra

of O-type stars appear to indicate mainly nor-

mal (solar) composition, except for the ON and

OC subtypes. In addition, Brown et al. (1986)

have found an apparent deficiency of nitrogen

in the O stars of NGC 661 l, compared to those

in NGC 6231 (Keenan et al., 1984).

In what follows, it should be kept in mind

that the atmospheric models are still only ap-

proximations for real stars, but are probably

applicable for composition studies. Conti

(1973a) found that models with normal hydro-

gen/helium ratios (10:l) gave a reasonable fit

to the equivalent width data when appropriate

effective temperatures and gravities were de-
rived. Other choices of H/He ratios would lead

to rather different Tff and geff' giving incon-
sistent inferred masses. Because all O-stars fit

a normal H/He ratio, it is presumed that they

do not differ among themselves.

In a more detailed study of some early O-

type stars, Conti and Frost (1977) found nor-

mal H/He ratios for all stars except _" Pup,

which had strong 5-n series He 1I lines. They

speculated that helium might be somewhat en-

hanced in the latter object. In an improved

spectroscopic study involving a better non-LTE

code, Kudritzki et al. (1983) also found an

enhanced helium composition for _" Pup.

Analysis of all the optical lines indicates that

this may in fact be the final answer on this is-

sue, but I must confess that, at the level of

significance found (a 30-percent enhancement),

I am nervous about the adequacy of the mod-

els. The new Abbott and Hummer (1985) model

for _"Pup introduces a different structure to the

atmosphere. It is therefore possible that the

deduced enhanced helium abundance is an ar-

tifact of model inadequacies. At present, there
is no definitive conclusion on this issue.

Takada (1977) published a detailed spectro-

scopic study of two O supergiants. Using planar

non-LTE models, he found that normal H/He

compositions fit the data. He found that the

ions from other common elements also ap-

peared to be consistent in strength with other

early-type stars, except for neon, which was
enhanced.
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Sakhibullinetal.(1982)andSakhibullinand
vander Hucht (1984) have carried out a detailed

analysis of carbon ion-line transitions in a

number of O-type stars. They make use of

Copernicus FUV data and visible data in the

literature. For most stars, the abundance ap-

pears to be normal.

I have already remarked on the ON stars

with strong nitrogen lines and the OC stars with

strong carbon lines. They also appear to repre-

sent anomalous abundances, although the

quantitative values are not well established. In

particular, it is not certain whether the ON stars

are a distinct nitrogen-enriched class of objects

or only the most extreme examples of a con-

tinuous range of nitrogen abundance from nor-

mal. Also, it has been suggested that the OC

supergaints might have anomalous atmospheric

conditions, being very extended, and thus ex-

hibiting the strong carbon lines (L6pez and

Walsh, 1983).

Some quantitative work on a single ON star

is given by Lester (1973), who found nitrogen
overabundant and carbon deficient in HD

201345 relative to 10 Lac. In a modern analysis

of a few stars, Schonberner et al. (1984) found

nitrogen overabundances and, furthermore,

helium also enhanced. Kudritzki and Hummer

(1986) point out that the values observed are

similar to "incomplete" CNO-cycle equilib-

rium. The UV spectral morphology of ON and

OC stars is illustrated by Walborn and Panek

(1985). It seems clear that abundance anomalies

are involved, but their origin is not yet certain.

I would guess that mixing inside the star has

played a role. More quantitative work is

needed, particularly with respect to the issue of

discrete classes versus continuous properties.

B. Wolf-Rayet Stars

Here we are dealing with a spectroscopic

situation in which only emission lines from a

wind are observed; the material must be rep-

resentative of the underlying star, yet the mod-

els used thus far are clearly inadequate. On the

other hand, the presence or absence of various

ions in the spectra are so obviously different

from normal that chemical anomalies appear

to be the only reasonable conclusion, particu-

larly since they mirror processes occurring in

stellar interiors (Gamov, 1943).

Let us first address the hydrogen and helium

abundances. In a careful visible-wavelength

survey of 60 WN stars, Conti et al. (1983b)

found that roughly one-third had evidence of

hydrogen in that the hydrogen Balmer lines

were stronger than the alternating Pickering

(He II) lines. It was mainly the later WN-type

stars that showed this phenomenon. All spectral

subclasses of vastly different excitation had at

least one case of a Balmer/Pickering decre-

ment, indicating the presence of hydrogen and

thus arguing strongly that the differences were

not primarily due to local conditions, but must

be real. How else could we explain why stars

of the same subtype have different Balmer/

Pickering ratios? This qualitative result would

appear to be model-independent.

To assign actual numbers, one must adopt

a model and parameters, the most important

facet being an ionization temperature. Conti et

al. (1983b) found a range of H/He ratios in the

WN stars with detected hydrogen from 5 down

to 0.2. They assigned upper limits of 0.1 to this
ratio for the two-thirds of the WN stars without

any appreciable enhancement of the Balmer

lines with respect to the Picketing series. The

upper limit value could be zero, but because the

uncertainties in the actual numbers are prob-

ably a factor 2, ratios up to 0.2 are not ex-

cluded. It is clear that, for most WN stars,

hydrogen is deficient because it is observed

weakly or not at all. This conclusion was first

pointed out by Smith (1973).

In the WC stars, the question of hydrogen

is a little more clouded because C IV lines (and

C III in some cases) overlap the Balmer lines.

Nugis (1975) reported the apparent absence of

hydrogen in several WC stars. Torres et al.

(1986), in their survey of 80 WC stars, found

no evidence of hydrogen from the visible spec-

trum. Willis (1982b) has carefully examined the

FUV spectrum of the bright WC8 star, HD

192103, and found no evidence of Lya. This

is probably the most detailed study of any WC
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starandcouldbetakenasbeingrepresentative
of allWCobjects.Althoughthecaseisnotas
clearcutasthatof WNstars,areasonablecon-
clusionis thathydrogenisnotpresentinWC
stars.Thisisconsistentwithevolutionarycon-
siderations(Chapter5), but that is getting
aheadof thestory.

A nicereviewof thechemicalcomposition
of Wolf-RayetstarsisgivenbyWillis(1982a).
In WN stars,thenitrogenappearsto been-
hancedbyfactorsof l0 to 100(Nugis,1975;
Willis andWilson,1978;SmithandWillis,
1982;Contietal., 1983b)andthecarbonap-
pearstobedecreasedbysimilarfactors.These
analyseshave attemptedto be model-
independentinsofarascomparingionsof simi-
lar excitationandionization,but of course,
theyarenotyetin finalform.Forthisreason,
I havechosennotto listvalueshere.Needless
to say,thegreatstrengthof thenitrogenions
andnearabsenceofcarbonions(exceptCIV)
inWNstarswouldseemto haveits originin
abundanceanomaliescausedbytheCNOcycle
of core-hydrogenburning.Otheradhocsug-
gestionsto accountfor thespectroscopicdis-
paritiesappearin PartIII of thisvolume.

In WC stars,theanalyses(Nugis,1975;
Willis andWilson,1978;SmithandWillis,
1982;Torresetal., 1986)indicatethatcarbon
andoxygenareoverabundant,whereasnitro-
genisabsent(NussbaumerandSchmutz,1986;
Williset al., 1986).No ions of nitrogen are

found in the UV, visible, or IR spectra of any

WC-type stars. It is difficult for me to imagine

a physical situation in which the nitrogen abun-

dance is "normal," yet no lines of any ions of

the element are seen in any spectral region. The

actual numbers of carbon, as compared to

helium, indicate a substantial enhancement of

the element so that the C/He ratio is -_ 0. l, and

carbon is then the second most abundant ele-

ment. Chapter 5 discussed how this is related

in a natural way to the evolution of massive

stars as they burn helium. Torres (1985) has

found that the C/He ratio appears to be similar

in WC stars of all subtypes.

Finally, we have implied that most WN stars

and all WC stars are more or less devoid of

hydrogen and should therefore be helium-

burning objects. Thus, the two immediate con-

sequences are: (l) they should be overluminous

for their mass, and (2) they should have rela-

tively high effective temperatures (to the left of

the ZAMS). With respect to the former issue,

it is well known (e.g., Paczynski, 1973) that

several Wolf-Rayet stars in binary systems have

masses of - l0 M o but luminosities substan-

tially in excess of those predicted for hydrogen-

burning stars of this mass. With respect to the

latter issue, from a detailed eclipsing binary

analysis of V444 Cyg (Cherepashchuk et al.,

1984), we now find (Section lII) that the Tfr
indeed seem to be hot. The final word on a

Tff scale for Wolf-Rayet stars is not yet in
hand, but the most direct and model-inde-

pendent evidence is for stars on or near the

helium-burning sequence. Overall, then, the

composition of Wolf-Rayet stars appears to be

hydrogen-poor and helium-rich, with the WN

stars enhanced in nitrogen and the WC stars

enhanced in carbon. These will follow as nor-

mal consequences of evolution (Chapter 5).

Evolutionary models of massive helium-

burning stars, with mass loss included, have

been constructed, for example, by Maeder

(1983) and Prantzos, et al. (1986). These au-

thors find that, typically in WN stars, helium

and nitrogen are enhanced, as is observed, and

carbon and oxygen become prevalent in WC

stars as core material reaches the surface.

Qualitatively, the agreement is very impressive;

quantitatively, there appear to be discrepancies

of a factor of a few due to inadequacies in the

data and in the modeling. The overall trends,

however, are completely consistent between

observation and theory.

VII. MASSES

A. O-Type Stars

Stellar masses can be determined directly on-

ly for binary systems in which both components

are detected and the orbital parameters are es-

tablished. This can be done for visible binaries

and for double-lined spectroscopic systems

which eclipse. Unfortunately, because no visi-
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ble binary orbits are well determined for O-type

systems, we must be content to deal with eclips-

ing double-lined spectroscopic binaries. The

values for a number of systems have been dis-

cussed in Chapter 1 (Table 1-25), and I do not

need to repeat them here. For double-lined sys-

tems which do not eclipse, only lower limits to

the masses may be obtained due to the uncer-

tainty in the orbital inclinations. However, even

data of this type are useful in some circum-

stances.

Indirect inferences on stellar masses can

come from placement of the stars in a theo-

retical HR diagram whence the comparison to

the evolution tracks gives estimates of the

masses. Conti and Burnichon (1975) went

through this exercise for O stars, although the

tracks used then were conservative (i.e., they

included no mass-loss parameterizations). Since

I will return to these themes later in Chapter

5, it is not necessary to include much more

discussion here. It is helpful to point out that

the agreement between the masses determined

from relatively unevolved O-type binary sys-

tems and those inferred from the placement of

stars on the theoretical evolution tracks is not

bad. For some highly evolved systems (e.g.,

supergiant companions of X-ray sources), the

stars seem to be undermassive for their lumi-

nosity (e.g., Conti, 1978). The most massive

known system, HD 47129, has masses which

are large (near 60 M according to Hutchings

and Cowley, 1976) but which are consistent

with their spectral-type placement in the HR

diagram.

Detailed study of spectroscopic binary sys-

tems requires dedicated and lengthy observing

programs, along with careful analysis. It is

critical to obtain more data for more systems.

Of particular importance will be the analysis of

binaries found in the Mageilanic Clouds, and

preliminary work by Niemela (1986) on three

systems has recently been reported.

B. Wolf-Rayet Stars

The spectroscopic analysis of these systems

is often complicated by the fact that one is

measuring emission lines in the Wolf-Rayet

component which are formed in the stellar

wind, along with absorption lines in the O-type

companion (if it is seen) which are formed in

a more static atmosphere. Frequently, the ve-

locity amplitudes for various Wolf-Rayet emis-

sion lines differ appreciably; in most cases,

those of highest excitation give the smallest

values and are presumed to be representative

of the deepest layers. The systemic velocities of

the emission lines often differ from those of the

absorption lines of the companion; the latter

are believed to best represent the binary mo-

tion. Some Wolf-Rayet binary systems contain

components in close contact with one another,

and the interactions between the individual

stellar winds lead to very complicated and

phase-dependent variability. The interpretation

of the radial-velocity curves and the inferred

masses and mass ratios is therefore difficult.

In nearly all Wolf-Rayet systems, the Wolf-

Rayet component is the less massive, consistent

with its expected more advanced evolutionary

state compared to its companion. A thorough
discussion of the values of masses and mass

ratios in Wolf-Rayet binary systems is given by

Massey (1981), and the values are listed in Table

1-28 of Chapter 1. A few additional systems not

yet studied in 1981 are given there. Progress in

acquiring more data is very slow, but will be

critically important in our understanding of the

evolutionary status of Wolf-Rayet stars.

VIII. GROUND-BASED OBSERVATIONS

OF INTRINSIC VARIATIONS IN O, Of,

AND WOLF-RAYET STARS*

A. Introduction

Stars cannot be subjected to laboratory ex-

periments. However, if a star is variable, the

observer may passively participate in such

*Based partly on observations obtained by Baade at the
European Southern Observatory, La Silla, Chile.
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stellar self-experiments and, in parameter

space, look at the star from varying points of

view. Observations of variations should there-

fore provide deeper insights than do single

snapshots. For Wolf-Rayet stars, particularly,

this appears as an attractive possibility because,

in most of them, only the rapidly expanding

wind is visible. A necessary condition, however,

is that the character of the variability is well

known. Unfortunately, it cannot be claimed

that this stage has been reached for any of the

stars considered in this volume, but the recogni-

tion of some regular and semiregular patterns

in their variations clearly marks a first step.

Instability, as an extreme case of variabili-

ty, is probably the reason that stars with masses

beyond a certain threshold do not exist (cf. the

recent review by Appenzeller, 1986). Does vari-

ability (e.g., via altered or additional mass-loss

processes) also affect the evolution of stars

below that threshold? Again, we are far from

being able to give an answer with any certainty,

but the question will form part of the back-

ground to this section.

For several reasons, the intrinsic variability

of O and Wolf-Rayet stars has not thus far been

a very prominent topic. Apart from compiling

the observational evidence of intrinsic varia-

tions of O and Wolf-Rayet stars, this section

will therefore make a first crude attempt to

categorize them, and attention will be paid to

possible connections between different vari-

abilities. Not included are variations which are

most probably the result of a star's having a

companion. The restriction to ground-based

observations (except for flux measurements) ex-

cludes the variability of the high-velocity re-

gions of stellar winds. This topic is covered by

Hendrichs' chapter in this volume, and I will

only try to provide some cross references where

possible. Finally, I shall rather strictly observe

the limits in spectral type even though the dis-

tinction between O and B stars is quite arbi-

trary, particularly with regard to variabilities

associated with high luminosity and fast

rotation.

Summaries of the pulsations and related

variabilities in Wolf-Rayet stars and OB super-

giants have been given by Maeder (1986), in B

stars with and without emission lines by Percy

(1986) and Baade (1986), respectively, and most

recently, in OB stars in general by Smith

(1986b). The workshop on Instabilities in

Luminous Early-Type Stars (de Loore and

Lamers, 1987) has treated its subject on a broad

observational and theoretical basis, including

a review by Vreux (1987) of the variability of

Wolf-Rayet stars, whereas the earlier workshop

on The Connection Between Nonvalid Pulsa-

tions and Mass Loss (Abbott et al., 1986) was

devoted to a more specific problem.

B. 0 Stars

1. Variations at the Photospheric Level

a. Flux and Flux Distribution. For main-

sequence O stars, hardly anything is known

about the occurrence of photometric variations.

This and the failure of searches for a blue ex-

tension of the/3 Cephei instability strip (B0.5

to B2) should mean that the amplitudes, if any,

do not generally exceed a few hundredths of a

magnitude. Surveys are strongly biased to su-

pergiants, where variations are more readily

found. From the comparison of their survey of

OBA supergiants with the one by Klare and

Neckel (1977), Schild et al. (1983) found signifi-

cant magnitude differences for at least 20 per-

cent of the stars in both surveys. Using the large

homogeneous data base accumulated in the

Geneva photometric system (Rufener, 1980),

Maeder (1980) confirmed earlier results that,

with mean amplitudes around 0m05, the level

of variability in O supergiants is about the same

as in B and A supergiants (with a possible peak

near early B types). Because the amplitudes in-

crease with luminosity, as is also the case for

most of the rest of the Hertzsprung-Russell

(HR) diagram, he also found that they cor-

related with the mass-loss rates. But no study

has yet been undertaken as to whether this cor-

relation also means a causal connection of the
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twophenomenaor whetherit is merelycoin-
cidental.(However,notetheworkbyNoelsand
Gabriel(1984)andMaeder(1985),whofind
thathighmass-lossratesareanecessarycon-
dition for maintainingradialpulsationsin
Wolf-Rayetstars.)

With a minimumof onlythreemeasure-
ments as a selection criterion, Maeder's data
cannot be used to estimate the fraction of vari-

able supergiants. However, more detailed ob-

servations of individual stars show that, at the

0m01 level, constancy over periods of days ap-

pears to be the exception rather than the rule.

Such studies of several stars each have been

made by van Genderen (1985, 1986), van Gen-

deren et al. (1985a, 1985b), and Percy and

Welch (1983). Their most important result is

that the variations are semiregular and probably

form an extension of the general quasi-period/

color-luminosity relation derived by Burki

(1978) for supergiants with spectral types be-
tween Bl and GO. Van Genderen and cowork-

ers furthermore suspect that, in some cases, the

variability consists of a quite regular, perhaps

periodic, component, plus additional irregular

fluctuations. Longer series of observations ap-

pear to be necessary for substantiating this

suggestion.

O stars radiate most of their energy in the

FUV region. It is therefore important that,

from observations with the low-resolution spec-

trophotometer on board Voyager 2, Polidan et

al. (1985) report flux variations below 1100 ._

for a large fraction of their sample of OB stars.

However, many stars were also perfectly con-

stant within the observational limits, as con-

firmed by the study of a smaller sample with

the same instrument by Polidan and Stalio

0985). From IUE low-resolution spectroscopy

of four OB supergiants, UnderhiU (1984) found

amplitudes of about 0mI also at the longer UV

wavelengths.

Very little is known about color variations.

From their comparison of two surveys, Schild

et al. (1983) believe that the differences are not

significant. Simultaneous five-channel pho-

tometry in the Walraven system permitted van

Genderen (1986) to detect color variations at

a lower level in a number of stars. Although

they are consistent with temperature variations,

in no case could global temperature changes

alone account for the brightness variations. The

problems encountered by van Genderen in de-

riving a consistent solution are reminiscent of

the results obtained from the first applications

of the Wesselink method to/3 Cephei stars (cf.

Lesh and Aizenman, 1978) and could mean that

the temperature variations are not uniform

and/or that temperature and radius vary in

antiphase.

The quasi-periods of early-type supergiants

are often of the order of a few days and are

therefore several times longer than the periods

of the fundamental radial pulsation mode. This

has led to the suggestion (Maeder, 1980b; Lovy

et al., 1984) to identify these variations with

nonradial pulsation in g-modes. Such modes

could become unstable as a result of the large

outer convection zones induced by the strong

radiation pressure in very luminous stars. An

important property of g-modes in this connec-

tion is that, in the presence of only convection,

no real periods are associated with them. Only

with an additional restoring force (such as rota-

tion (Ledoux, 1969)) can truly periodic motions

develop.

b. Radial Velocities, Macroturbulence, etc.

Systematic searches for radial-velocity varia-

tions have been made in order to assess the

binary frequency of O stars (Garmany et al.,

1980, and references therein). An important

byproduct was the detection of variable atmo-

spheric velocity fields in many of the stars

studied (Bohannan and Garmany, 1978; Gar-

many et al., 1980). In consequence of their

original aim, the time resolution of these obser-

vations was generally insufficient to identify

regular variations on a dynamical time scale

below 1 day. The velocity ranges in several stars

reached 30 km/s. Owing to projection effects,

they would even be only a lower limit to the true

velocity amplitudes if the variations were due

to a uniform expansion. If all radial velocities

pertain to the same mass layers, such large

radial-velocity amplitudes are in conflict with
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the general absence of large brightness and col-

or variations (Section VIII.B.a), unless the time

scales are very short. It is therefore likely that

the observed variations are due to inhomo-

geneous velocity fields (such as macroturbu-

fence or nonradial pulsation), in which case the

measured amplitudes would reflect mainly the

star's rotation. Depending on how the measure-

ments are made, this would also considerably

increase the threshold (Garmany et al. used 45

km/s) beyond which velocity variations of un-

known period are most reasonably explained

by orbital motions.

High-resolution low-noise spectroscopy (Eb-

bets, 1982; Baade, 1983, 1984b; Baade and

Ferlet, in preparation) of selected absorption

lines in several bright supergiants with low and

intermediate Vsin i (the distinction from broad-

lined supergiants may be important (cf. below))

detected variable profiles in nearly all stars
observed. It seems likely that they correspond

to the radial-velocity variations measured in

photographic spectra (see above). The line pro-

files often display persistent as well as variable

asymmetries. Eventually, it may become possi-

ble to identify some characteristic patterns of

the variability, but in contrast to broad-lined

supergiants (cf. Section VIII.B.I.c(I)), clear

evidence of nonradial pulsations governing the

line-profile variations has not yet been found.

Only certain very subtle structures at the bot-

tom of the profiles of some stars (see Figure

3-4) are now candidates of being due to non-

radial pulsations. In any case, the pulsation

amplitudes must be small.

Conti and Ebbets (1977) have studied the

distribution of rotational velocities, Vsin i, of

205 O-type stars. With this large a sample, the

long known strong underabundance of narrow-

lined O stars became statistically tractable. In

particular, the distribution function for evolved

stars deviates noticeably from model calcula-

tions at the low-velocity end. Therefore,

another line-broadening mechanism probably

exists in addition to rotation, and Conti and

Ebbets follow Slettebak's (1956) suggestion of

macroturbulence as its most likely identifica-

tion. Both analyses agree that macroturbulence
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Figure 3-4. A n example of absorption-line�pro-

file variability in OB supergiants. Shown is the

He IX6678 line in 0 Ara (B2 Ib); observing dates

are labeled on the right-hand side as JD-

2,446,000. The smooth symmetry-changing

microvariations of the line core come relatively
close to the expected effects of single-mode

nonradial pulsation of very low amplitude.

Other OB supergiants often show much larger

variations of the entire line profile which are

clearly not due to single-mode pulsation. (See

also Figure 3-6b.)

increases toward earlier spectral types and more

evolved stars. Slettebak had furthermore con-

cluded that, in supergiants later than Bl, line-

broadening is by rotation only.

c. Nonradial Pulsations

(1) The Observational Evidence. Although

nonradial pulsations (NRP's) are theoretically

expected in highly evolved stars (Section

VIII.B. 1 .a) but are observationally not defini-

tively confirmed in narrow- and intermediate-

lined supergiants (Section VIII.B.I.b), the

situation is quite the opposite near and on the

main sequence. The first spectroscopic dis-

covery of NRP's in any O star was by Smith

(1978, 1981) in the nonsupergiants, 10 Lac (08

III) and v Ori (09.5 V), but so far, theoretical
model calculations have not uncovered a con-

vincing driving mechanism (Osaki, 1986a, and

references therein).
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Theinitialimpressionthatthesestarsform
thehotendofaseparatenewgroupofvariable
OBstarswillprobablyhaveto bereplacedby
apicturein whichthemajorityof normalOB
starsearlierthanaboutB8pulsatenonradially
at leastoccasionally(cf. Baade,1986).Until
now,however,onlyveryfewOstarshavebeen
searchedfor NRP'ssothatthefrequencyofoc-
currenceof NRP'sin theHR diagramisba-
sicallyunknown.It cannotbegenerallyvery
lowbecauseotherwisetheproportionof non-
radiallypulsatingOstarswouldnotbesolarge
(at least25percent)as it is in thecurrent
sample.

Smith's(1978,1981)observationsof the
narrow-linedstars,10Lacandv Ori, showed

small line-profile variations, indicating velocity

amplitudes of a few km/s. Single-mode line-

fitting suggested time scales between a few

hours and ! day. In v Ori on one occasion, a

variation by a factor of 2 was found, and the

behavior of 10 Lac was not quite regular. Later

experience gained from stars with larger Vsin i

and variable amplitudes of two or more modes

would not rule out a more complex mode spec-

trum but with constant periods (Smith, 1986a).

That broad lines can convey more informa-

tion about the nonradial pulsations of a star

was demonstrated by Vogt and Penrod (1983),

who used the imaging effect of the rotational

Doppler line-broadening to diagnose, from

moving multiple bumps in the line profiles, an

= 8, m = -8 mode in _ Oph (09.5 Ve). At

the same time, their observations (spanning 2

years) are a good illustration of how variable

the appearance of the phenomenon can be in

a single star. In particular, the amplitude of the

pulsation can vary to render the bumps nearly

invisible. But it is also evident that the pulsa-

tional waves traveling about the star at a given

time are not all alike and that their effect on

the line profiles can be different when a wave

is becoming visible on one limb and when it is

leaving the visible hemisphere on the other one.

The latter could happen if, for example, the

velocity and/or temperature profile of a wave

is asymmetric.

Figure 3-5 is an example of a more regular

behavior observed in the C IV Lk 5802 and 5812

lines of _"Pup (04 If) during the course of one

night. A preliminary analysis suggests that the

bumps (most of the time there are two) which

cross the line profiles are due to an I = 4,

m = -4 mode with period 0.178 d. As can be

seen, the (nearly) two cycles covered by the

observations are not identical. This difference

is caused by a slower additional variation which

can probably be identified with an _ = 2,

m = -2 mode of period 0.356 d (see also Sec-

tion VIII.B.2.b). If so, _"Pup would be another

example (see Baade, 1986, for references) of

period commensurability with Pm * m = con-

stant for a given star. Another very puzzling

observation of this star is that Balona (1986,

private communication) found a photometric

1.2 d period which I have so far been unable

to extract from my simultaneous spectroscopy

and which clearly is not a simple alias of the

spectroscopic 0.178 d period.

Other examples of O stars with absorption-

line-profile variations most probably caused by

NRP's are k Cep (Penrod, 1986, private com-

munication; O6ef), the O-type component of

the Wolf-Rayet binary, 3"5 Vei (Baade and

Schmutz, in preparation; 09 Ib), and HR 4908

(Baade, unpublished; 09 Ib). The detection of

rapid radial-velocity variations in HD 108 by

Vreux and Conti (1979) makes this Of star

another candidate. A systematic spectroscopic

survey of bright O stars for NRP's was recently

begun by Fullerton et al. (1986, private com-

munication). After the first 670 spectra of 33

program stars, they find NRP's in main-

sequence stars to at least 07.5 in spectral type

and a possible increase of the incidence of

NRP's with luminosity. Their positive detec-

tions include HD 41161, HD 53975, and HD

93521.

(2) Properties and Implications of NRP's.

From the number of the traveling features in

the line profiles (times two to account for the

invisible hemisphere) and the difference in ar-

rival times between consecutive features

( = period), one can determine the time which
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Figure 3-5. The variability of the C IV X5802 (top) and _5812 (bottom) fines in

Pup (04 If). An uninterrupted series of 34 Reticon spectra obtained within nearly

8 hours at a mean time resolution of 14 minutes have been used to generate these

plots. In addition to the two absorption lines, one emission component blueward of

5802/_, one redward of 5812 _, and a central one appearing in either plot are seen.

These three discrete components are superposed on an extremely broad and shallow

emission with a full width of at least 3000 km/s so that the true continuum is not

seen in the original spectra. The range in flux shown is only 5 percent of the adjacent

pseudocontinuum. Due to the limited resolution of the plot S/W used, the spectra

appear to be smoothed noticeably. Note the similarity of the two plots, the narrow

features which occur every O. 178 d in the blue wing and move across the fine profile,

the existence of additional slower variations, and the variability (approximately on
an 8-hour time scale) of the emission components (most pronounced in the one short-

ward of_5802) as an example of V/R variations. See Sections VIII.B.I.c(1) and (2)
and VIII.B.2.b for discussion.
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it takes the atmospheric pattern that gives rise

to the spectral features to complete one revolu-

tion about the star. For _"Pup, this time is 4 •

0.178 d = 0.712 d, whereas the rotation period

is of the order of 5 days (see Moffat and

Michaud, 1981). Hence, it appears to be in-

evitable to identify the implied high-propaga-

tion velocity with the phase velocity of traveling

waves (i.e., NRP's). However, if one wants to

exploit the pulsations to learn more about the

stellar interior or to determine the effect the

pulsations may have on the mass loss, a reliable

mode classification is necessary. Unfortunately,

as was demonstrated by Osaki (1985), not even

detailed line-profile fitting leads always to a

unique solution.

Simultaneous photometry is needed in ad-

dition to the spectroscopy in order to unam-

biguously detect temperature variations which

may then be attributed to the compression and

rarefaction of the atmosphere associated with

a vertical velocity term. Because such simul-

taneous observations do not yet exist for pul-

sating O stars, little can be said about the pulsa-

tion modes at present. If, due to the restoring

forces of, for example, pressure or gravity, the

NRP velocity field has a radial component,

rapid rotation would always add another restor-

ing force. The eigenmodes are then neither p

nor g modes nor Rossby waves, and their

character will probably combine the properties

of the two (Osaki, 1987b). Opposed to the p

and g modes (also referred to as spheroidal

modes) which are global eigenmodes of the star,

Rossby (or quasi-toroidal) modes have no ver-

tical velocity components at all and therefore

do not transport information between different

layers of the star. They are characterized by

large eddies (cf. Saio, 1982).

There is as yet also no theoretical model that

would predict a coupling of spheroidal modes

with m commensurate periods. Such commen-

surability, however, is a natural property of

quasi-toroidal modes whose frequencies are (to

first order, Saio, 1982):

2mf_
o0 --

(_+l)

where _ and m are mode degree and order,

respectively, and fl is the stellar rotation rate.

This equation is not satisfied by the numbers

given previously for _"Pup, which, even though

the first-order approximation in 11may not be

appropriate for this star, probably shows that

the pulsation modes of _" Pup are not pure

Rossby waves. It has also been pointed out

(Penrod, 1986, private communication) that, in

rapidly rotating stars, approximately m com-

mensurate periods will be observed if, in the

corotating frame, the two velocity patterns

propagate very slowly so that the mode-

coupling is only an illusion caused by the much

faster rotation. In _" Pup, however, the rota-

tional angular velocity is much smaller than the

pulsation phase velocity in the inertial frame,

and if period commensurability is found in the

observer's frame, it must also exist in the co-

rotating frame. Longer time series of observa-

tions are currently being analyzed to check this

possibility.

The supergiants, _"Pup, HR 4908, the one

in the _,_ Vel system, and several others of

spectral type B (Baade and Ferlet, 1984; Baade,

1984b, and unpublished data), all have rather

broad lines for their luminosity class. In most

of them, intermediate- to high-order modes,

which are less easily detected in narrow-lined

stars, appear to dominate, and one may wonder

whether this explains the failure until now to

detect NRP's in OB supergiants with low

Vsin i. The low spatial frequency line-profile

variations of _"Pup are in conflict with the com-

plete nondetection of NRP's in narrow-lined O

supergiants, but a resolution to this problem

can only come from a larger survey. If the
waves observed at the surface in all cases direct-

ly reflect the pulsation of the entire star, a nega-

tive result could throw much light on the role

of (differential) rotation for the excitation (An-

do, 1985) and perhaps for mode selection

(Baade and Ferlet, 1984) of NRP's. Section

VIII.C will describe another possible difference

between broad- and narrow-lined supergiants

which may mean that the two groups of stars

in fact do differ in their pulsation properties.

(Tentatively, one could place the limit in Vsin i
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betweenthetwogroupssomewherebetween
100and150km/s.)As outlinedpreviously,
theoryalsopredictsa strongeffectof rapid
rotationontheeigenmodes.Finally,it deserves
mentioningthatI havenotyetfoundabroad-
linedOBsupergiantthatdoesnotshowthesig-
natureofintermediate-tohigh-ordernonradial
pulsationmodes.

The higher order modes detected thus far all

have periods of a few hours and are therefore

not to be confused with the g-modes which

have been suggested as an explanation of the

usually much slower photometric variability of

early-type supergiants. In principle, however,

they may nevertheless be responsible for those

much slower variations if the latter reflect the

beating of many nonradial modes which each

have shorter periods. Depending on the number

of modes and the stability of their amplitudes,

the beat periods would only appear as quasi-

periods, and the typical profile variations of

single modes would no longer be recognizable

(cf. the work by Smith and Ebbets, 1981, on

p Leo, B1 Ib). This alternative explanation

evidently raises the question why, then, such a

situation does not prevail in broad-lined

supergiants (cf. the work by Baade and Ferlet,

1984, on 7 Ara, B1 Ib).

Lucy (1976) has pointed out that multimode

nonradial pulsation can observationally become

indistinguishable from macroturbulence. The

dependence of macroturbulence on spectral

type and luminosity class found by Slettebak

0956) and Conti and Ebbets (1977) may there-

fore become interesting for the investigation of

NRP's in OB stars. But equating the lack of

narrow-lined O supergiants with line-broaden-

ing by multimode NRP's is not straightforward

because the line-broadening effects of NRP's

also depend on the inclination angle. This

dependence is very different for different types

of modes, and electron scattering must be con-

sidered as a possible additional line-broadening

mechanism. In any case, explanations using a

multimode pulsation are clearly unsatisfactory

when they rely on something unobservable, and

they must not discourage observers from

searching for alternatives.

2. Variations in the Low-Velocity Regime of

the Wind. In the current small sample of spec-

troscopically confirmed nonradially pulsating

O stars, stars with known emission lines are

either supergiants or Oe stars. This section

therefore deals only with these two subcate-

gories.

Section VIII.B. l .a has questioned whether

NRP's are more likely to exist in stars with rota-

tionally broadened absorption lines (higher

order) or whether they are only more easily

detectable. The emission lines, if any, of such

stars are also broad, and their appearance gen-

erally is the one of emission from a rapidly

rotating disk. Conversely, the P Cygni char-

acter of emission-line profiles is usually more

prominent in stars with narrower lines. The

following paragraphs describe a tendency of

these two basic types of emission-line profiles

in supergiants to also exhibit different patterns

of variability. If a correlation with the pulsa-

tion characteristics is also borne out by future

observations, differences regarding emission

lines and their variations between fast and

slowly rotating supergiants would provide an

additional, indirect indication of a general dif-

ference in their pulsation properties. The reader
is warned that this distinction is based on obser-

vations of only a few stars (but augmented and

supported by observations of B stars not dis-

cussed here) and that transition types and even

counter examples are likely to exist. The reader

is explicitly reminded of the uncertainty regard-

ing the apparent nondetection of nonradial

pulsations in narrow-lined supergiants (Section

VIII.B.I.c).

a. Stars Without Clear Evidence of Nonradial

Pulsations. Since the work of Rosendahl (1973)

and Ebbets (1979a, 1982), it is well known that

the Ha emission of OB supergiants is variable.

Ebbets's observations also give some examples

of considerable variations within a few days.

Extensive monitoring of a small number of

bright OB supergiants (Baade and Ferlet, in

preparation) shows more specifically that the

emission of most stars varies cyclically with

typical time scales of 5 to 15 days. Changes
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withinonenightcanbedetectedbutwere,in
all starsobserved,only part of that slower
variability(butseealsoSectionVIII.B.2.b).
Brightsupergiantsof spectraltypeB1orearlier
whichwerefound(BaadeandFerlet,inprepa-
ration)to showthebehaviordescribedbelow
include;t Ori, e Ori, # Nor, HR 6334, and

perhaps 7 CMa and _"Ori (the classification of

which is based on the profiles in Ebbets (1982)),

but the Ha variability of the B8 Ia supergiants,

/_ Ori and # Sgr, is qualitatively the same.

A cycle (e.g., Figure 3-6a) usually appears

to begin with a relatively abrupt increase of the

emission's equivalent width by as much as a

factor of 2. The subsequent decline of the emis-

sion is generally slower and accompanied by

pronounced profile changes, implying changes

in the velocity profile of the wind. Whether the

equivalent-width changes mean that the mass-

loss rates are also variable can only be deter-

mined from a detailed modeling. As can be seen

from the work of Olson and Ebbets (1981), sim-

ple spherically symmetric models using the

Sobolev approximation cannot fit well the line

centers, where most of the variability is. How-

ever, the fact that, in stars with strong emis-

sion wings, these wings are rather constant (cf.

Ebbets, 1980a; OIson and Ebbets, 1981), should

mean that at least the mass-loss rate averaged

over approximately 1 day (the time that it takes

standard velocity laws to accelerate matter to

near-terminal velocities) is fairly constant (i.e.,

no major mass-loss-rate variations would be

associated with this cyclic variability in Ha (see

also Section VIII.B.3)). A reasonable qualita-

tive interpretation is perhaps that, in each cy-

cle, some matter is lifted above the star and

then slowly dispersed and accelerated in the

wind; some fraction may also return to the star

(cf. end of this section).
Observations in different seasons and com-

parison with profiles in the literature further

show that the variations of each star follow an

individual characteristic pattern so that two

stars may not only differ in instantaneous Ha

profiles, but their respective cycles may not

have a single phase in common. The time scales

are similar to the photometric ones, and it will

be very interesting to make simultaneous obser-

vations to determine if the two phenomena are

in fact only two aspects of one process. There

is now only little to no evidence of a correla-

tion between changes of the Ha emission and

variations of photospheric line profiles (cf.

Figure 3-6), even though the time scales are

again comparable.

Hot stars near the Eddington limit (S Dor-

type or luminous blue variables) sometimes

show outburst-like drastic changes of their en-

tire spectrum which probably indicate strongly

increased mass-loss rates (Wolf, 1986; Wolf

and Stahl, 1983; Walborn, 1984c). These stars

are important because of their possible evolu-

tionary connection with even more extreme ob-

jects like _/ Car (cf. Lamers, 1987) and with

Ofpe/WN9 stars (Stahl, 1986). With future

observations, it might be interesting to deter-

mine if the Ht_ variability of less luminous OB

supergiants described previously can be called

an enormously scaled-down version of S Dor-

type outbursts.
An excellent tracer of circumstellar matter

within few stellar radii is the polarization con-

trolled by electron scattering. Most OB super-

giants show some intrinsic polarization which,

moreover, is variable on a time scale of days

in those stars that were observed repeatedly

(Hayes, 1975, 1978, 1984; Snow and Hayes,

1978). The changes seen represent ordered

large-scale variations in the distribution of the

near circumstellar medium because the daily

measurements can usually be joined by a steady

line in the Stokes Q,U plane. On the other

hand, the path so described is reminiscent of

Brownian motion.

The difference between the rather irregular

variations of the mass-loss geometry implied by

the polarimetry and the more pronounced cyclic

behavior of Ha may perhaps be seen as

evidence that the Hot activity is not strongly

localized (e.g., due to magnetic fields). This

also supports the impression of a more event-

like process. Global mass-loss events are dif-

ficult to accomplish with a single low-ampli-

tude, low-order NRP mode alone. The beating

of many modes with shorter periods may again
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Figure 3-6. (a) An example of cyclic variability of the Ha P Cygni profile in an OB

supergiant (_ Ori, B0.5 Ia) without very broad lines. Although the mean emission

equivalent width is smaller than that observed by Ebbets (1982), the variations are

similar and therefore mark a stable, but clearly not singly periodic, long-term phe-

nomenon. Observing dates are labeled. Note the repeated sudden appearance of a
comparatively strong and narrow central emission peak, the strong depression of the

blue wing of some profiles, and the pronounced variability of the red absorption com-

ponent (which in Ebbets's data was sometimes stronger than the blue one). The far

wings of Ht_ are not included in this presentation. (b) Simultaneous profiles of the

C H_A 6678 and 6683 lines. Note the presumably cyclic behavior of these lines also,

the permanently depressed blue wings, and the lack of any correlation with the varia-

tions in Ht_. The profile variations are not dissimilar to the effects of low-order

nonradiai pulsations, but a confirmation is needed from observations of other lines

at higher time resolution. In both panels, strong telluric lines have been removed from

the profiles (especially XX 6683), and the flux scales of the two panels are different

(see bars). In 2 nights with multiple observations, only very small or no variations
were detected in all three lines.
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be a way out (cf. Section VIII.B.I.b). Also

noteworthy in this connection is the marked

contrast to the polarization variations seen in

pulsating Be stars like _00ri (Hayes and

Guinan, 1984) where the polarization angle is

constant irrespective of the degree of polariza-

tion, which shows some correlation with the Ha

emission. The implied increased mass-loss rate

in a fixed plane is consistent with both the fast

rotation of Be stars and the equatorial ampli-

tude maxima of many types of NRP modes.

Lastly, some of the stars in this group oc-

casionally show absorption components long-

ward of the emission peak in Ha which are

deeper than the normal P Cygni absorption.

This was first noted in x Ori by Olson and Eb-

bets (1981), who conclude that it cannot occur

in rotating or spherically symmetric expanding

winds and may require infalling matter. One

way to think of this is as the motion of gas

blobs along (closed) magnetic field lines.

Underhill and Fahey (1984) have even suggested

that much of the mass loss is caused by mag-

netic activity. Because _ Ori is one of the most

extreme examples of this kind of variability and

one of the few nonchemically peculiar early-

type stars with reportedly significant magnetic

field measurements (Severny, 1970), this hy-

pothesis should be accessible to direct observa-

tional tests. Variations found in quasi-

simultaneous B-band polarimetry (Hayes, 1986)

and Ha spectroscopy (Baade and Ferlet, in

preparation) were uncorrelated.

b. Known Nonradially Pulsating Stars. Closer

inspection of Figure 3-5 shows that the emis-

sion components straddling the two C IV ab-

sorption lines in _"Pup vary in strength. The
time scale of that variation is not the short

period of the _ = 4 mode, but is perhaps

related to the suspected (Section VIII.B. 1 .c(l))

slower pulsation mode. A series of 34 Ha pro-

files obtained over 10 nights in January 1986

(Baade and Gathier, in preparation) exhibits a

similar V/R-type variability. Again, the time

scale is compatible with that of the pulsation,

but with an average of only three observations

per night and superposed nightly equivalent-

width variations, a periodicity is not readily

deduced. Nevertheless, the much shorter time

scale and the occurrence of the phenomenon in

many lines are additional criteria to distinguish

the V/R variations from the Ha variability

described in Section VIII.B.2.a. Furthermore,

if the latter type of variability occurs in addi-

tion to V/R variations, its amplitude must be

significantly smaller than that in narrow-lined

stars. The nightly equivalent-width variations

seen in _" Pup are presumably one example.

Another O supergiant which appears to com-

bine the two types of variations in a similar way

is t_ Cam (09.5 Ia; Ebbets, 1980a); incidentally,

Smith (1986b) lists it as a nonradially pulsating

star.

Much more regular rapid V/R variations

have been seen in many Be stars (Smith and

Penrod, 1985; Penrod, 1986; Baade, 1984a, and

unpublished data), where the presence of emis-

sion components, sometimes in numerous non-

hydrogen lines is probably linked to phases of

enhanced mass loss. A low-order ( _ _ 2)

mode appears to be another prerequisite, and

the V/R variations have the same period as the

pulsation.

Further examples of V/R variability in O

stars are X Cep (see below) and the 09 lb star,

.y2 Vel. X Cep appears to be especially inter-

esting because Hayes (1978) has found signifi-

cant night-to-night polarization variations in

the B-band. Unfortunately, since the interstellar

polarization is undetermined but presumably

large compared to the amplitude of the stellar

variability, it is not known whether, as in some

Be stars (cf. Hayes and Guinan, 1984), the near

constancy of the measured polarization angle

also implies constancy of the intrinsic polariza-

tion angle. This would be expected if NRP

and/or rotation impose some fixed geometry

on the stellar wind structure. Observations by

Lupie and Nordsieck (1983) show that this is

at least not a general property of O stars.

I have not seen major changes in the V/R

variations of _"Pup within 1 month or between

2 consecutive years; in fact, they seem to per-

sist over years since the Ha variability reported
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by Wegner and Snow (1978) is probably the

same. A reanalysis of Moffat and Michaud's

(1981) Hot data of _"Pup beyond its Nyquist

frequency yields the strongest peak in the power

spectrum at 0.356 d (i.e., twice the period of

the I = 4 mode in 1985 and 1986). 0.356 d

may also be the period of the presumed low-

order mode. The intensity change found over

2 years by Conti and Niemela (1976) and inter-

preted by these authors as a change in the mass-

loss rate by - 20 percent is not much larger than

the much more rapid variations seen in January
1986. Observations of the He II )_4686 line

(Conti and Frost, 1974; Hutchings and Sanyal,

1976; Leep and Conti, 1979; Grady et al., 1983)

also document the long-term existence of rapid

V/R variations in ;_Cep. Because the emission

is visible only in the line wings, the line-emitting

region is a rotationally flattened structure (cf.

Section VIII.B.2.a for related polarimetric ob-

servations of Be stars and their interpretation)

and does not form a uniform disk or ring, but

because of the variability with the pulsation

period, must somehow be subdivided into m

azimuthal sectors, where m is the azimuthal

quantum number of the pulsation mode. (This

has thus far been observed for only low-order

m _. 2 modes.)

NRP's evidently have a very pronounced ef-

fect on the wind at its base, but the detailed pro-

cess which leads to the variable line emission

has not yet been identified. There are at least

three possibilities: (1) a change of the ioniza-

tion balance caused by temperature variations

associated with the radial component of the

pulsation, (2) variable amounts of extra gas

tossed up as a consequence of the pulsational

velocity field, and (3) amplification of the

pulsation amplitude to shocks in the tenuous

outer atmosphere. The variability of the V/R

amplitude is much larger than any variations

in the nonradial pulsation amplitude. There-

fore, either this difference is due to a nonlinear

coupling with other, otherwise undetected

modes or the pulsations provide a direct means

of probing the wind at its base.

A related and perhaps even more significant

observation is that the absorption component

in the Hot profile of _"Pup shows essentially the

same type of variations as that of the photo-

spheric lines. The trouble is that this Hot feature

is blue-shifted by about 100 km/s and is there-

fore clearly formed in the wind. The implied

strength and coherence of the coupling between

wind and photosphere is rather surprising, but

I have not yet found a different interpretation.

The visibility of these relatively low spatial fre-

quency features may also throw some addi-

tional light on the extreme broadening of the
emission which often is attributed to electron

scattering. (Ebbets (1980b) and Mihalas and

Conti (1980) also consider corotation of the

wind out to a few stellar radii due to a weak

global magnetic field, but Barker et al. (1981)

could not detect a magnetic field in _" Pup.)

Like Be stars, Oe stars also suffer major

variations of their circumsteUar envelopes (Vogt

and Penrod, 1983; Divan et al., 1983) which are

caused by a (sudden) increase of the mass-loss

rate. There are indications of a link between

such major mass ejections and changes of the

pulsation amplitudes. Attention to the probable

existence of such a correlation was drawn first

by Bolton 0982) for the B2 IVe star, _ Eri, and

by Vogt and Penrod (1983) for _"Oph. It was

later directly observed in _, Eri by Penrod

(Smith and Penrod, 1985) and can perhaps also

be traced back in observations of the B6 IIIe

star, o And, over decades (Baade, 1985, and

references therein). Ando (1986), Castor (1987),

Osaki (1986b), and Willson (1986) have carried

out theoretical studies of how nonradial pulsa-

tion can lead to mass loss. At least some of the

proposed mechanisms appear to be applicable

to only a limited range in the frequency of

mass-loss events, whereas recent observations

indicate that there is probably a nearly con-

tinuous spectrum from a few major to many

small events, and of course one would like

NRP's to explain the entire range (if any).

However, the direct observational proof of

such a causality may be difficult to obtain

because the observed decrease of the pulsation

amplitude during phases of enhanced mass loss

(Vogt and Penrod, 1983; Smith and Penrod,

1985) alone is not sufficient as such. If there
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isanyother(asyetunknown)processthatcan
ejectconsiderableamountsof mass,it seems
equallyconceivablethatit canalsotemporarily
dampthe pulsation or destroy the coherence of

its velocity field.

3. Possible Connections to the Variability of

the Outer Wind. Variability is not a prominent

property of OB-star winds as far as temporal

changes of the mass-loss rates are concerned

(Prinja and Howarth, 1986) although Oe/Be

stars will probably have to be excepted. How-

ever, variations do not have to be time-

dependent. Observations of the mass loss from

hot stars generally agree well with the line-

driven wind theory (Abbott, 1984), but the scat-
ter of mass-loss rates about the mean value of

a given location in the HR diagram is larger

than can be explained by observational errors,

binarity, etc. Garmany and Conti (1984) found

no dependence of the residuals from the mean

L - Mbo I relation on static parameters like
mass, radius, or chemical composition. A

search for a correlation with any stellar vari-

ability is not yet possible because too few stars

have been studied. However, the large apparent

range in variability amplitudes, in particular,

lets this hypothesis appear to be worth pursu-

ing further.

Variability of the outer wind is therefore

nearly synonymous with the variability of the

high-velocity discrete absorption lines which are

the subject of a different chapter of this vol-

ume. Although they are usually attributed to

variable mass transfer in interacting binaries

(often with a compact component), however,

X-ray and nonthermal radio-flux variations

may also be intrinsic phenomena. The question

arises whether any of these variations seen in

the outer wind can be traced back to some

variability deeper in the stellar atmosphere.

An intriguing observation in conjunction

with the narrow UV components is that they

also occur in stars whose luminosity is so low

that stellar-wind theory does not make a clear

prediction as to whether or not they have a self-

initiated line-driven wind (Abbott, 1984).

Hence, narrow components are not necessarily

a property of line-driven winds as such. Six ad-

ditional observations--(1 ) Henrichs' (1984, see

also this volume) identification of all these

stars with Be stars, (2) reports by Penrod (Smith

and Penrod, 1985) and Baade (1986) that Be

stars differ from Bn stars in that the latter do

not usually display a low-order NRP mode, (3)
the connection of these low-order modes to the

V/R-type variability of emission components

(Section VIII.B.2.b), (4) the reduced amplitude

of low-order modes during major Be-star out-

bursts (Penrod, 1986), (5) the equatorial am-

plitude maximum of the suggested sectorial

modes, and (6) the nondetection of narrow

components in Be stars with Vsin i <x 150 km/s

(Henrichs, 1984)--appear to combine as per-

suasive evidence in support of the stellar vari-

ability hypothesis for the narrow components

in general and models involving density en-

hancements such as shells (= roughly sphe-

roidal expanding envelopes of the entire star)

or puffs (= smaller mass parcels with an a

priori arbitrary spatial distribution) in par-

ticular. (See Henrichs' contribution to this vol-

ume for references and further discussion.)

Also important is the simultaneous high inci-

dence of NRP's and variable photospheric line

profiles (Fullerton, Gies, and Bolton, 1986,

private communication) and the ubiquity of

discrete UV components in O stars. With regard

to the latter, in a sample of nearly 200 O stars,

Prinja and Howarth (1986, private communica-

tion) find them in virtually every star with well-

developed but unsaturated P Cygni profiles.

Finally, both phenomena appear to be more

pronounced in higher luminosity classes.

In spite of several efforts, however, ob-

servers have not succeeded in unambiguously

documenting for any particular star the propa-

gation of a perturbation in the wind from the

photosphere to the narrow-component-forming

regions. In k Cep, Grady et al. (1983) saw varia-

tions of the sharp blue edges of the absorption

portion of several UV P Cygni profiles simul-

taneously with the usual V/R-type variability

in the emission of He II k4686. Similarly,

Wegner and Snow (1978) detected in the Ha

emission of _" Pup what appears as its V/R
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variations(SectionVIII.B.2.b)andapossibly

similar variability in the He II ),4686 emission,

whereas the overaU appearance of most wind

features in the UV was constant. However,

Wegner and Snow also report "simple excur-

sions from the quiescent profile intensity over

several angstroms." The time scale appears to

agree well with the known pulsation periods.

Recent IUE spectra (Prinja and Howarth 1986,

private communication) obtained simultane-

ously with some of the ground-based observa-

tions of this star described previously (Sections

VIII.B.I.c.(1) and VIII.B.2.b) detected dif-

ferences only between wind profiles from dif-

ferent days. Compared with the optical spec-

tral range, however, the attainable S/N is a

much stronger limiting factor in the UV (with

IUE more than with Copernicus). With a bet-

ter photometric accuracy, rather different con-

clusions might be reached. On the other hand,

Snow and Hayes (1978) described UV line-

profile changes of _ Ori A (a double-lined

binary; Baade and Ferlet, in preparation) as

small outbursts, but could not detect variable

polarization at the 20-percent significance level.

(In January 1985, this star did not show a trace

of emission in Hot (Baade and Ferlet, in

preparation).)

There are basically two different ways to

resolve this apparent conflict. One requires

model calculations to determine if, for exam-

ple, NRP-induced perturbations can maintain

their identity throughout the wind. Depending

on the dominance of their intrinsic instabilities

(Lucy, 1984b; Owocki and Rybicki, 1985), stel-

lar winds are not necessarily a good causality-

preserving medium. Radiation-driven shocks,

alone or in conjunction with pulsation-driven

shocks, may also impose large-scale structures
on the wind.

On the observational side, a loophole may

have been the limited time resolution and/or

coverage of the simultaneous multifrequency

observations described previously.As discussed

by Henrichs (1984 and this volume), one of the

main obstacles against the density-

enhancement hypothesis for the narrow com-

ponents, namely that they are hardly ever seen

at low velocities (but note the spectacular

counter example observed by Prinja and

Howarth (1986) as shown by Henrichs in this

volume), weakens with increasing lifetime of
the features if the acceleration time remains

short, so that the probability of their detection

at low velocities would decrease in proportion.

Model calculations by Prinja and Howarth

(1985) show that, depending mainly on the ac-

celeration and radial-density profile of an as-

sumed shell, the lifetime of a narrow compo-

nent produced by a single shell could reach a

few days. With insufficient temporal sampling,

observations of stars which eject shells (or big

puffs) at intervals similar to the lifetime of the

narrow components could lead to the impres-

sion of narrow components that are variable in

strength and shape, but stay at roughly the

same velocity.

If the V/R variability associated with NRP's

actually leads also to the formation of little

puffs, each of them would not become promi-

nent at low velocities because of the rapid in-

itial acceleration (cf. Henrichs' Figure 4-48 in

this volume). At the excellent S/N attained with

the Copernicus satellite, the phenomenon may,

however, have been detected by Gry et al.

(1984) as transient features in several Lyman

lines. Farther out in the wind, all puffs would

reach roughly identical terminal velocities and

therefore add up to a seemingly single and

much stronger feature. However, this latter ef-

fect does not occur in models calculated by

Scuflaire and Vreux (1987) for Wolf-Rayet

stars.

The same picture clearly becomes question-

able in the case of stars without evidence of

NRP's. Stretching Prinja and Howarth's (1985)

model to its limits, the time scales of the Ha

variability in these stars (Section VIII.B.2.a) are

perhaps just short enough to also permit the

formulation of a similar hypothesis for these
stars if the variable Ha emission also means

variable mass-loss rates. Cassinelli et al. (1983)

have obtained simultaneous X-ray and UV ob-

servations of e Ori (B0 Ia) and x Ori (B0.5 Ia),

which belong to this category. In neither star

were significant variations seen over a 12-hour
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interval,whichisconsistentwiththeoneorder
of magnitudelongertime scale found in

ground-based observations (cf. Figure 3-6). The

mean Hot emission in this type of OB super-

giants undergoes additional long-term varia-

tions. If they are caused by density variations,

they may be related to the increase by nearly

50 percent over 1 year in the X-ray flux of x Ori

(Cassinelli et al., 1983) since it is, for example,

conceivable that, at the interface between a

high-density structure which is more slowly ac-

celerated than the average velocity law and the

ambient much faster wind, a shock front

develops.

With the foregoing inclusion of more de-

tailed ground-based observations into the den-

sity enhancement hypothesis for the narrow

components, observational tests can be more

stringently focused. Apart from stars showing

all the variations mentioned (they are probably

many), stars like 50ri A (which is a binary)

deserve attention as they have displayed vari-

able narrow UV components but, at least at

other times, no Hot emission. One would also

expect that single-mode NRP leads to the for-

mation of puffs rather than shetls (defined to

extend over a complete sphere) so that the

resulting narrow components are not totally

black. Intriguing test objects are stars like HD

153919 (= 4U 1700-37; O7f), which are orbited

by a compact object whose variable accretion

rate and X-ray flux (see Pietsch et al., 1980)

may be used to probe the (variable) structure

of the primary's wind. After having eliminated

the proposed black hole from the X-ray binary,

X Per, Penrod and Vogt (1985)pointed out that

the 22.4-hour modulation of the X-ray flux and

its apparent lack of strict periodicity are

plausibly explained by the assumption that the

O9e star is a nonradial pulsator with that period

and that its wind, and therefore the accretion

onto the neutron star companion, are modu-

lated by the pulsation.

If the perturbation of the wind by the star

also leads to shocks (conditions of their forma-

tion are discussed by Castor (1987)) comparable

to the intrinsic instabilities considered by Lucy

and White (1980), there should also be varia-

tions on short time scales of the X-ray flux from

single O stars. Because of the very low count

rates not exceeding 1 ct/s with modern equip-

ment, significant results will be difficult to ob-

tain. However, a change by a factor of 2 within

5 days seen by Snow et al. (1981) in 15 Mon

(07 V((f))) demonstrates that some detectable

rapid variations exist. Similarly, within White's

(1985) model for the variable nonthermal radio

emission from O-type stars (Abbott et al., 1985,

and references therein), changes in the stellar

variability on a time scale of 2 weeks may also

become detectable at radio frequencies.

C. Wolf-Rayet Stars

At least at first glance, the optical thickness

of the winds of most Wolf-Rayet stars does not

make the search for intrinsic variability of the

underlying stars very promising. It would be all

the more important to recognize variations as

stellar in origin since this would permit, how-

ever hazily, a direct glimpse of the star. For a

long time, moreover, almost any apparently

periodic variation was routinely fed into binary

models. On the other hand, photospheric ve-

locity fields, notably NRP's, have played some

role in the intensive theoretical discussion about

the origin of the high mass-loss rates of Wolf-

Rayet stars and the momentum of their winds,

which exceeds the single-scattering limit (cf.

Chapter 4, Section IV).

1. Long-Term Flux Variations. Infrared

brightenings by typically 2 magnitudes in the

K-band, which can be interpreted as the for-

mation of an optically thick dust shell with a

temperature of about 1000 K, have been ob-

served in HD 193793 (= WR140; WC7) in

1970, 1977, and 1985 (Hackwell et al., 1976,

1979; Williams et al., 1978, 1986). The star is

probably not a short-period binary (Conti and

Roussel-Dupree, 1981, as quoted by Fitzpatrick

et al., 1982), but Williams et al. (1986) report

that the apparent 7.9-year period can also be

recovered from published absorption-line radial
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velocities. In a fairly eccentric orbit (e = 0.7 to

0.8), then, the dust formation could be the

result of the variable interaction between the

winds of the Wolf-Rayet star and its O-type

companion. The IR variations have not been

detected by contemporaneous UB Vphotometry

(Fernie, 1978), and at least 2 years after maxi-

mum had not caused the appearance of mo-

lecular absorption lines detectable with the IUE

satellite (Fitzpatrick et al., 1982). The inferred

dust shell therefore does not intercept the line

of sight (i.e., it is not spherically symmetric,

which could further support the binary hy-

pothesis).

On the other hand, a similar IR brighten-

ing has been observed in a newly discovered

WC9 star, but in a low-resolution, high S/N

spectrum, no absorption lines suggestive of an

O-type companion were found between 5800

and 11000 A (Danks et al., 1983). Hackwell et

al. (1976) also reported a temporary flux in-

crease in the K-band by 0m7 for HD 192641

(= WR137; WC7). Like HD 193793, this star's

spectrum shows absorption lines but no evi-

dence of orbital motion with K > 20 km/s and

P > 2 years (Massey et al., 1981). Finally, the

fadings of HD 164270 (= WR103; WC9) by

1m in visual magnitude in 1909 and 1980

(Massey et al., 1984) may have been similar

events if the dust cloud partly obscured the star,

although the lack of color variations would im-

pose rather stringent constraints on the proper-
ties of the dust. This star also shows short-term

radial-velocity and photometric variations (see

Vreux, 1984, for references).

Although a binary model is the most prom-

ising for HD 193793, the frequency of such ec-

centric long-period binaries among WCL stars

would have to be rather high if one explana-

tion is to account for all four examples given.

In view of the insufficient temporal coverage

of the observations, the intrinsic-variability

hypothesis still appears defensible (see also Sec-

tion VIII.CA). In either case, it would be im-

portant to distinguish between a variable con-
densation of dust in an otherwise constant wind

and a variable mass-loss rate. With estimates

of 1.0 × 10 `6 to 1.5 x 10 -4 M o (Hackwell et

al., 1979), the total mass involved could be

comparable to the mean annual mass loss,

which, by mere grain formation at unchanged

mass-loss rate, may be difficult to accomplish.

2. Variations on Short Time Scales. The inten-

tion to discriminate between single stars and

binaries and the knowledge that orbital periods

would not normally be shorter than 1 day have

clearly governed the typical observing frequen-

cies and probably were not without influence

on the interpretation of the results. To check

the latter effect and as precursor to observa-

tions not limited by the former, Vreux (1985)

has undertaken a survey of observations and

periodograms published of stars sometimes
suspected to have a compact companion in

order to search for indications of alternative

short (<1 d) periods. For the assessment of the

impact of binarity on the evolution of Wolf-

Rayet stars, the unambiguous detection of com-

pact companions is very important, but is made

difficult by the general lack of significant ex-

cess X-ray radiation so that one must rely on

more indirect indicators. However, the com-

bination of single-linedness, variability on a

relatively short time scale, and small amplitude

also makes these stars prime candidates of be-

ing intrinsically variable.

For four of the 12 stars in his sample, Vreux

(1985) finds that observers have mentioned alias

periods below 1 day. All these periods were re-

jected by the original authors for various

reasons, but in most cases, the exclusion of such

periods on purely mathematical grounds would

probably require observations at higher time

resolution. Until such observations are avail-

able, Vreux's work is the strongest hint thus far

at the possibility that many Wolf-Rayet stars

may be periodic intrinsic variables. This varia-

bility should not be limited to single stars, and

in his analysis of the residuals from the orbital

radial-velocity curve of the well-known binary,

HD 90657 (= WR21; WN4 + O4-6), Vreux

finds regular variability with a period of 0.44 d.

On the other hand, recent surveys show that the

optical brightness (Moffat et al., 1987a) and

polarization (Moffat et al., 1987b) of some
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Wolf-Rayet stars is almost perfectly constant

on short-to-medium time scales, whereas it is

mostly binaries which display periodic varia-

tions and significant amplitudes. But there are

also additional, apparently random variations

in binaries. The amplitude of this intrinsic noise

appears to peak at spectral type WN8.

During his search for reports on short-term

variability, Vreux 0985) also noted a curious

algebraic scheme of a few equations that ap-

proximately relates the frequencies, harmonics,

and/or alias periods of all stars of his sample

except one. He conjectures that, in the case of

intrinsic variations such as nonradial pulsation,

this apparent homogeneity of Wolf-Rayet stars
could be related to the similar small scatter of

their mass-loss rates, possibly because the

pulsations contribute significantly to the mass

loss. One may add that, if the variations are

also caused by traveling waves (in the case of

very long NRP periods in the corotating frame

only; cf. Section VIII.B. 1.c (1)), the rotation

rates of Wolf-Rayet stars would have to be

similar because the observed periods still in-
clude the effect of the stellar rotation. Vreux

continues to compare the occurrence of low-

order harmonics in the proposed frequency

scheme with reports on NRP mode-switching

involving period changes by about a factor of

2 in the 53 Per stars (cf. Smith, 1981). In other

OB stars, however, no clear-cut case in which

one mode gained in amplitude at the expense

of another has been found (see Baade, 1986),

and a reinvestigation of the phenomenon in the

53 Per stars could be useful. Nevertheless, the

possible implication of at least a very homo-

geneous subgroup of Wolf-Rayet stars is in-

triguing and should be further pursued. At

present, formal objections are that the sample

of 11 stars has been split into six groups to ac-

commodate all observed periods and that there

is no evident reason to prefer 1-f to f+ 1 aliases

as in Vreux's (1985) Table I, especially not

when studying the possibility of rapid intrinsic

variations.

In only two cases have observers considered

intrinsic variability as a serious alternative to

the default binary model. These can serve as

an illustration of the uncertainties likely to be

encountered in other stars. Vreux et al. (1985)

find convincing evidence that, in HD 192163

(= WR136; WN6), the radial velocity of the

emission lines due to N IV k4058 and N III

k4100 vary periodically with P = 0.45 d or

0.31 d. In a binary model, the orbit of the im-

plied compact companion is deep in the Wolf-

Rayet atmosphere, and the system is seen in an

advanced stage of spiraling-in of the compan-

ion. The drag by the Wolf-Rayet atmosphere

should have circularized the orbit, but Vreux

et al. find an eccentricity of 0.25 and therefore

discard a binary model. On the other hand, a

stellar atmosphere with an embedded compact

object must be substantially perturbed, and it

requires a detailed knowledge of this compli-

cated situation to exclude the possibility that

the eccentricity is spurious as in many less ex-

otic interacting binary systems.

For HD 96548 (= WR40; WN8), Smith et

al. (1985) find a relatively complicated power

spectrum of its photometric continuum varia-

tions, but are able to show that it was stable

over several years. They deduce 5.879 d and its

1 c/d aliases, 1.204 and 0.855 d, as the most

probable periods and report that, in data strings

with sufficiently high time resolution, the

1.204 d period may be preferable. A fairly

strong peak at 1.831 c/d, a I c/d alias of the

1.2 d period, may also support the 1.2 d period,

which is about 1/4 of an earlier period deter-

mination (see Smith et al., 1985). Although the

discussion of a 5.9 d binary with compact com-

ponent does not yield a very convincing solu-

tion, Smith et al. nevertheless find it difficult

to opt for the shorter period because the IUE

satellite observations showed no variations

within 2 days, but they also note that the IUE

data are similarly incompatible with a 5.9 d

modulation.

3. Ultrarapid Variations. Occasionally ultra-

rapid variations (i.e., within a few minutes) are

reported. They are not reviewed here because

there is no plausible way of interpreting them

as intrinsic to a Population I Wolf-Rayet star
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and their reality has not been established be-

yond doubt. As to the second point, one might,

for example, add to the bibliography of such

studies compiled by Jeffers et al. (1985) the

negative results of the coordinated photometry,

polarimetry, and spectroscopy by Haefner et

al. (1977), who found no agreement between

power spectra of simultaneous data strings and

note that the enormous brightness of a star like

72 Vel results in the measuring accuracy not

being photon-noise-limited, but governed by

various atmospheric and instrumental effects

(cf. Lacy, 1977).

4. Related Observations and Discussion of the

NRP Hypothesis. Smith et al. (1985) compare

the behavior of HD 96548 with the apparently

random variations in the UV spectra of (single)

O stars, but reject this comparison as inappro-

priate because periodic variability in the visi-

ble, like the one of the Wolf-Rayet star, was

not known at that time as a fairly frequent

property of (single) O stars. With the evidence

accumulated since of NRP's in O stars, the

comparison with O stars would now probably

end differently. This leads directly to the ques-

tion of what observable effects can be expected

if Wolf-Rayet stars are in fact nonradial

pulsators as considered by Smith et al. (1985),

Vreux (1985), and Vreux et al. (1985). Because

in Wolf-Rayet stars with optically thick winds,

most of the information contained in the radia-

tion emerging from the central star is re-

processed, it is clear that the classical criteria

for NRP's (cf. Lesh and Aizenman, 1978), like

color-to-light and radial velocity-to-light ampli-

tude ratios and phase differences, are probably

not applicable. Even the time scales may not

be those of the central stars but of the envelopes

in which the reprocessing takes place and which

could at least play the role of a filter.

Maeder (1985) gives a range of 15 to 60

minutes for the period of the radial fundamen-

tai pulsation mode of Wolf-Rayet stars so that

the observed time scales clearly cannot be due

to radial pulsation. However, observations at

high resolution must be made to search for the

instability predicted by Maeder (1985) and

Noels and Gabriel (1984), especially because of

its intimate coupling to high mass-loss rates.

The assumption of pure Rossby waves of low

nonradial order, m, applied to stars with the

shortest observed periods (0.5 d) may require

rotation near breakup velocity. If this induces

variations of the wind density, one might ex-

pect larger polarization variations than obser-

vations indicate thus far (Moffat et al., 1987b).

Finally, periods of g + modes are given by Kir-

biyik et al. (1984) for different stellar models;

few hours to about 2 days (i.e., they span the

observed range). Because unstable modes have

not yet been found, more specific predictions

are not possible. (However, Nods and Scuflaire

(1986) are cautiously optimistic for low-degree,

_, modes in shell-burning models; unfortunate-

ly, the unstable phase found lasts only a few

thousand years.) It would be all the more im-

portant to further test Vreux's (1985) sugges-

tion that the intrinsic periods of Wolf-Rayet

stars obey certain selection rules.

The most evident observational effect that

NRP's have on the winds of O stars are the V/R

variations of their emission lines (Section

VIII.B.2.b). V/R variations can also occur in

close binaries and are therefore not a suitable

criterion for distinguishing between the two

models. In any case, however, one would also

expect to find them in Wolf-Rayet stars. How-

ever, inspection of emission-line profile series

of the stars discussed by Vreux (1985) shows

that profile variations are generally difficult to

detect with photographic plates. Only HD

50896 (= WR6) shows some V/R-like varia-

tions (Ebbets, 1979b; Firmani et ai., 1980). The

line-profile variations reported in the two

papers are in good qualitative accord and can

be phased with the 3.76 d period derived and

attributed to a binary with compact component

by Firmani et al. Ebbet's high S/N data fur-

ther show that different groups of lines behave

very differently. Both data sets cannot clearly

rule out periods shorter than 3.76 d, and neither

can McLean's (1980) polarimetry, which yield-

ed a roughly sinusoidal double wave when fold-

ed with the 3.76 d period. However, significant
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stochastic variations were also seen. In his

discussion, McLean mentions NRP's, but does

not consider any effects the pulsations may

have on the geometry of the wind and therefore

finds a binary model the most convincing. The

relatively large amplitude of 0.3 percent may

in fact tend to support this conclusion, but for

that matter, it would be particularly desirable

to observe HD 50896 again. Willis et al. (1986)

comment on the similarity in the UV of this

Wolf-Rayet star to massive X-ray binaries, but

Willis et al. (1985) find rapid ( - hours) varia-

tions in the UV spectrum which are inconsis-

tent with 3.76 d as the primary time scale.

If NRP's cause small discrete amounts of

mass to be lost from the star, either periodically

at every passage by a wave of a given point on

the stellar surface or due to the interaction be-

tween several modes, they may also lead to de-

tectable features in the profiles of wind lines

(cf. Section VIII.B.3). The former case was re-

cently modeled by Scuflaire and Vreux (1987)

for a sectorial quadrupole mode ( _ = 2, rn =

-2). The effect of the resulting two-armed spiral

on P Cygni profiles of resonance lines is a series

of blueward propagating narrow components

similar to the results of Prinja and Howarth

(1985). Such variations have been observed in

several He I absorption lines of HD 151932

( = WR78; WN7) by Seggewiss (1977), who has

interpreted his results along the same lines but

without referring to NRP's. At ihtervals of ap-

proximately 3.5 d, a new absorption component

developed and was observed to accelerate at a

constant rate of about -110 km/s/d from -700

to -1100 km/s. In He I _,3889, there was also

a stationary component at -1270 km/s. Six

years later, this behavior was no longer detec-

table (Seggewiss and Moffat, 1979), and no

periodicity was seen that could be attributed to

a companion. Furthermore, it is interesting to

note that Lamers et al. (1985) also interpret the

UV variability observed in P Cygni as a regular

ejection of shells, although at intervals one hun-

dred times longer.

Seggewiss' (1977) observations thus appear

to be an encouraging result in the search for

NRP's in Wolf-Rayet stars. However, the im-

plied velocity law differs substantially from

stellar-wind theories so that the velocity dif-

ference with respect to the ambient medium

would be very large. As yet, there are no de-
tailed calculations of the acceleration of rela-

tively dense gas clouds in fast radiatively driven

winds. This acceleration problem would be dif-

ferent if some matter initially corotated with a

hypothetical companion in its Roche lobe and

then got lost from the system through the outer

Langrangian point so that the radial accelera-

tion would set in at larger distances from the

Wol f-Rayet star.

If Wolf-Rayet stars are nonradial pulsators

and if the event-like long-term variations

described in Section VIII.C. 1 are a single-star

phenomenon, it would be tempting to compare

the latter to the shell ejections of Oe/Be stars,

which: (1) also lead to no nspherically symmetric

structures, (2) repeat in some stars quasi-

periodically on time scales of years to decades,

and (3) show a correlation with variations of

the stellar NRP amplitude (cf. Section

VIII.B.2.b).

D. Conclusions

Through the extrapolation of the early

results summarized previously, evidence of

NRP's in O stars should soon become ample.

Observationally, the classification of the pulsa-

tion modes will form one of the most impor-

tant tasks for the next few years, the main prob-

lem being that, because there is probably not

one dominating restoring force, even the

angular part of the eigenfunctions is not

known. The empirical analysis of the at-

mospheric velocity fields and the continued

theoretical search for a driving mechanism

could be mutually beneficial. A thorough

understanding of the pulsations will give a

much firmer handle on the effects the pulsa-

tions have on the atmosphere, the structure of

the wind, and the mass-loss rates. That such ef-

fects exist is qualitatively rather certain from

the existing observations. The quantitative
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analysis still remains to be done. The variabili-

ty that now appears to be the least clearly

related to NRP's consists of the cyclic changes

in the Ha emission strength of relatively

narrow-lined O supergiants. This could be due

to different stellar variabilities, but may also

reflect the effect of different rotation rates.

Nonaxisymmetric NRP's can provide a way to

tap the huge reservoir of rotational energy and

may therefore renew the interest in the rotation

of early-type stars.

In contrast to the O stars, my evaluation of

the current evidence of NRP's in Wolf-Rayet

stars must appear to be less confident, and a

further difficulty with the interpretation of

short-term variations is that one first must en-

sure that they are caused by the pulsations of

an O-type companion as in 72 Vel. However,

the problems faced by pure binary models when
confronted with some of the observed varia-

tions are not less severe--very short periods,

low X-ray flux, time varying RV amplitudes,

different RV amplitudes of different lines,

doubtful long-term phase coherence, the

possibility of multiperiodicity (Vreux, 1985,

1987; Smith et al., 1985), and uncorrelated

spectral variations in the UV and the visible,

to mention only the most prominent ones.

Some of them show rather clearly that Wolf-

Rayet stars are intrinsic variables, and for stable

periods of the order of one-half a day, NRP's

are the most plausible working hypothesis.

Even considering that theoretical calculations

have not yet detected a driving mechanism, the

assumption of NRP's does not appear too con-

trived because: (l) NRP's are seen in several Of

stars, (2) transition-type WNL stars are prob-

ably an advanced evolutionary stage of Of

stars, and (3) the intrinsic photometric and

polarimetric noise appears to peak at WN8.

Because some WNL stars show intrinsic ab-

sorption lines at velocities comparable to the

Ha absorption component of _" Pup, similar

variations as in this Of star may be detectable

at high S/N and time resolution. A positive

result should be the most convincing evidence

of NRP's in Wolf-Rayet stars that one can cur-

rently think of.
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4

STELLAR WINDS

I. INTRODUCTION

All O and Wolf-Rayet stars have highly

ionized stellar winds, as evidenced by the ubiq-

uitous appearance of P Cygni profiles of reso-

nant lines of C IV, N V, and Si IV as observed

with the Copernicus and IUE satellites (e.g.,

Figures 2-1 and 2-2). The maximum outflow

velocities obtained from the violet absorption

edges of the profiles are typically a few times

the inferred escape velocities; thus the material

is being lost from the star. This velocity is com-

monly considered the "terminal" velocity of

the wind. The resonant lines of these ions are

detected for a few (and up to some tens of)

stellar radii away from the stellar "surface."

However, the material in the wind extends con-

siderably farther outwards. In some O stars, the
free-free emission from the electrons in the

winds at some few hundred stellar radii is de-

tected by the radio continuum emission at 6 cm.

Beyond this point, the stellar wind continues

to flow but is not directly detected. At a dis-

tance of the order of parsecs, the boundary of

the flowing material with the preexisting inter-

stellar medium (ISM) is observed in the form

of emission lines in such features as H, O II,

O III, etc., which can sometimes be detected

with direct imaging.

The previous sections discussed the observa-

tions and modeling that describe the underlying

star and the stellar photosphere. This section

considers the processes and data concerning the

stellar wind itself. In Chapter 5, I will briefly

discuss the issues concerning the boundary of

the wind with the ISM.

Nearly all investigators agree that the wind

flow is accelerated by radiative forces, which

are very prominent in hot and luminous stars.
The substantial momentum associated with the

absorption of radiation by some ions is

distributed to the atoms by ion/proton col-

lisions, and a mass loss is inevitable. The

"theory" was formulated by Castor et al.

(1975a) in a seminal paper, which followed on

the initial arguments of Lucy and Solomon

(1970). The initial Castor et al. theory assumes

a steady state for the wind. It is clear that the

observed winds are not steady, and variability

in O and Wolf-Rayet stars is found with various

time scales (Section IV). Overall, it appears to

me that the amplitude of the variability is such

that it can be treated as a perturbation on a

steady flow. In other words, O and Wolf-Rayet

stars have an underlying steady radiatively

driven wind in which variability is superim-

posed. This is to be contrasted with Oe and Be

stars for which substantial time variations are

found in the wind and material in the near

vicinity of the star.

Considerable controversy still exists over

whether or not the flow is "initiated" by the

radiative forces (Abbott, 1982a) or by "sub-

photospheric" nonthermal processes not yet

completely specified (e.g., Thomas, 1983). On

one hand, a steady unvarying wind appears
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capableof being produced by radiative forces

only (a sufficient but perhaps not a necessary

condition); on the other hand, a specific "sub-

photospheric" process such as nonradial pulsa-

tion (see Section IV) may be important in O and

Wolf-Rayet stars (a necessary condition but

perhaps not a sufficient one). This is an impor-

tant issue that is not yet resolvable but may be

more amenable to solution with considerable

additional data, better physical insight, and im-

proved modeling.

Let me briefly outline the radiatively driven

wind theory. Originally, Abbott (1986) had

written a review of this work for this NASA

volume, based on remarks he gave at the Third

Trieste Workshop in August 1984 (Abbott,

1985). Since that paper has been published in

the proceedings of the workshop, an editorial

decision was made to exclude its replication

here. The interested reader may find Abbott's

contribution in that reference, which discusses

in more detail the current status of the

radiatively driven wind models and the com-

parison to the extant observational data.*

The radiative acceleration is due to both the

continuum and the line forces. The former,

coming almost entirely from electron scatter-

ing in O and Wolf-Rayet stars, is itself substan-

tial, and in these stars, the acceleration is 0.1

to 0.5 times the inward gravitational term. The

value of the line acceleration and the resultant

forces was initially approximated by Castor et

al. (1975a). An accurate calculation of tens of

thousands of lines, from an enormous accumu-

lation of atomic data, was given by Abbott

(1982a). In that paper, he gives the numerical

value of the line acceleration for a large grid

of models. According to Abbott, stars with ef-

fective temperatures above 10000 K have suf-

ficient continuum and line forces to lead to

winds. In cooler stars, the observed winds must

clearly be the result of other physical processes

(e.g., the solar case).

*Later in this chapter, Kudritzki et al. discuss radiatively

driven stellar winds in more detail (Section IV).

The simplest formulation of the radiatively

driven wind theory is to consider only the

pressure terms for continuum and lines (the

radiation), the gas pressure, and the gravity.

The flow is assumed to be steady, laminar, and

spherically symmetric. The several equations

governing this case were given by Castor et al.

(1975a), who then simplified them to two equa-

tions, one fixing the mass loss and the other the

acceleration of the flow. In this idealized situa-

tion, a unique solution can be found, given the

boundary conditions. More details of the pro-

cess can be found in Abbott's (1986) paper and

later in this chapter.

Real stellar winds are not always steady,

laminar, or spherically symmetric. Various im-

provements to the basic Castor et al. (1975a)

theory have been given by a number of authors.

Abbott (1982a) gave a more realistic calcula-

tion of the line-radiation pressure. The assump-

tion that the radiation was a point source was

removed by considering a correct finite angular

origin by Weber (1981), Friend and Castor

(1983), and Pauldrach et al. (1986). This made

a fairly dramatic change in the wind solution

from the Castor et al. approach. In particular,

the predicted terminal velocities turned out to

be three times the escape velocity, as observed,

rather than the smaller values predicted by

Castor et al. Castor and Weber (private com-

munication, 1984) dropped the Sobolev approx-

imation in the radiation-transfer equations and

found little difference in the wind solutions, ex-

cept at subsonic velocities. Castor et al. con-

sidered only single scattering of line photons;

multiscattering has been discussed by Panagia

and Macchetto (1982b), who found that it may

be important in stars with strong stellar winds,

such as Wolf-Rayet stars. The effects of stellar

rotation and a stellar magnetic field have been

treated by Friend and MacGregor (1984). Both

of these effects increase the mass-loss rates, but

unless the rotations are near critical or the

magnetic fields substantial, the resultant wind

models are not much different from standard

ones.

The present agreement between the im-

proved radiatively driven wind models and
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some of the data is quite good. In particular,

the prediction that, over a few orders of magni-

tude, the mass-loss rate should scale as the

luminosity to a power (less than 2) appears to

be verified (Section II, Figure 4-2, Abbott

(1986), and Pauldrach et al. (1986)). Similarly,

the prediction of the terminal velocity seems to

be in accord with observations. In other words,

the overall flow parameters appear to be pre-

dictable quantitatively (see Section IV later in

this chapter).

Although the mass-loss rates scale with the

luminosity as predicted by the radiatively driven

wind theory, a certain amount of scatter occurs

in the diagram. Part of this is attributable to

observational error, partially in the luminosity
and otherwise in the mass-loss rates themselves.

The former is derived from apparent magni-

tudes, bolometric correction, and distances

from cluster membership. Uncertainties of 0.2

in log L accumulate from these factors. The

mass-loss rates probably have uncertainties of

a factor of 2 given the inadequacies of the

methods. These identifiable uncertainties are

probably insufficient to explain the dispersion

in the mass-loss rate/luminosity diagram (see

Figure 4-2 in Section II), and a real dispersion

probably exists. Later in this chapter, Kudritzki

et al. give a plausible suggestion that the scat-

ter is related to stellar evolution (Section IV).

One essential parameter of stellar winds

which has not yet been well addressed by the

Castor et al. (1975a) theory is the ionization

state of the wind (e.g., Cassinelli, 1985). The

ubiquitous appearance of the resonant N V and

O VI ions in hot stars suggests that there is ad-

ditional nonradiative energy input to the stellar

winds. This is termed "superionization." The

underlying photospheres of early B and late O

stars have insufficient radiation to produce

N V; similarly, even the hottest O stars should

not show O VI lines. Anderson (1985) has

begun a major effort to calculate line-

blanketing without the local thermodynamic

equilibrium (LTE) assumption. Using only the

addition of carbon to the hydrogen and helium

mixture adopted by Auer and Mihalas (1972),

he finds an altered ionization balance in the

wind, compared to LTE. While this non-LTE

calculation begins to explain the presence of

C IV in the early B-type stars, it is apparently

not sufficient to produce the O VI. However,

Pauldrach (1986) has recently given an im-

proved non-LTE calculation for multilevel ions

in a model for _"Pup. He is apparently able to

produce O VI lines without the necessity for

superionization, although this result is currently
controversial.

Another more common proposed solution

to the superionization problem is to argue that

the X rays present in hot-star winds (e.g., Harn-

den et al., 1979) produce these anomalous lines

by Auer ionization processes (e.g., Cassinelli

et al., 1978; Olson and Castor, 1981). The ques-

tion then becomes: where are the X rays

produced?

The X rays appear to be present in all hot
luminous stars with luminosities of 10 -7 of the

bolometric value. There is a dispersion in the

X-ray luminosity which amounts to a factor of

ten from the mean value for OB stars, with a

few exceptional larger values. The issue is thus

one of producing the X rays in the stellar winds.

Waldron (1984) constructed a model with a thin

corona at the base of the wind, following pre-

vious suggestions of Cassinelli and Hearn. This

potentially can explain at least some of the

observations but has always appeared to be a

little ad hoc.

That radiative flow models are potentially

linearly unstable has been recognized (Lucy and

Solomon, 1970; MacGregor et al., 1979). Lucy

and White (1980) suggested that a nonsta-

tionary flow with two components to the wind

might be appropriate; the resultant shocks

would produce X rays. (More details are found

in Lucy (1982a, 1982b).) Owocki and Rybicki

(1984, 1985) have listed arguments for basic in-

stabilities in line-driven stellar winds (see also

Lucy, 1984). Krolick and Raymond (1985) have

also addressed these issues. These authors are

able to show that O VI lines can be produced

by shocked stellar-wind material. My feeling is
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that this entire field of theoretical work is evolv-

ing rapidly and may prove to be critical to

understanding of the ionization balance and X-

ray production in the hot-star winds. We are

temporarily stymied in acquiring additional

spectroscopic data on O VI since that wave-

length is unavailable to the IUE satellite (and

the Space Telescope, unfortunately). More X-

ray data will require additional satellites. The

basic constraints on these two parameters are

not well elucidated for OB stars or for Wolf-

Rayet objects. This topic will undoubtedly

undergo considerable revision in the near

future, with additional physical arguments and

with better data.

One other aspect of stellar winds has not

been adequately addressed by the radiatively

driven models: variability. It is possible that

subphotospheric processes (Thomas, 1983)

originate in the wind and so modify its charac-

ter. One such process might be pulsations, both

radial and nonradial, the latter of which have

been demonstrated to be present in at least

some O stars (Vogt and Penrod, 1983; Baade,

Chapter 3 of this volume) and possibly in Wolf-

Rayet objects (Vreux, 1985). The energy might

be sufficient to modify the wind. Questions ad-

dressing whether the winds are ubiquitous in

these objects, and the values of the energy in-

put, need to be settled by more data than now

exist. I believe that these are probably impor-

tant in OB and Wolf-Rayet stars, but only to

perturb the overall wind pattern, and to be the

cause of the variability. In Oe and Be stars, I

believe that these nonradiative processes domi-

nate the resultant physical situation.

The Sections II and III of this chapter pre-

sent the basic wind data known for the O-type

stars and the Wolf-Rayet objects. Section IV

contains a review of the stellar-wind theory by

Kudritzki et al. Section V presents an overview

of the situation as regards variability, and ad-

dresses the appearance of the narrow com-

ponents in the wind. These data may be coupled

to some common physical effect which is not

yet well included in the models.

II. MASS LOSS FROM O STARS*

That some O stars are losing mass via stellar

winds has been recognized since early rocket

flights discovered P Cygni profiles in the lumi-

nous Orion supergiant stars with absorption

component velocity shifts greater than the

stellar escape velocity (Morton, 1967). How-

ever, it was the advent of ultraviolet (UV) spec-

troscopy which established that practically all

O stars are losing mass. The Copernicus satellite

led to the first quantitative measurement of

mass loss, and subsequent observations with the

IUE satellite have extended these results. At the

other end of the spectrum, radio observations

with the very large array (VLA) have been used

to make independent determinations of mass

loss from the most luminous O stars. There

have also been some determinations of mass

loss from Ha modeling. Although early work

at infrared wavelengths seemed to be a promis-

ing method of deriving mass loss, this has not

turned out to be the case, although other im-

portant information about the wind velocity

law is contained within the infrared (IR) obser-

vations. As each method is model-dependent

to some extent, a very important test of the

underlying assumptions has been the compari-

son of rates for the same star obtained by dif-
ferent methods.

Earlier comparisons of mass-loss rates de-

rived by different methods did not always agree

very well, leading to speculation that the theory

of stellar winds was inadequate or that prob-

lems were present in the methods. For exam-

ple, Abbott et al. (1981) found that their radio

mass-loss rate did not agree very well with Ha

determinations. However, when it was realized

that some O stars were nonthermal radio

sources, the worst discrepancies between the

radio mass-loss rates and the Ha mass-loss rates

were explained. For example, this problem

arose in the comparison of radio and UV rates

*c. D. Garmany, Joint Institute for Laboratory Astro-
physics, University of Colorado and the National Bureau
of Standards, Boulder, Colorado, 80309-0440.
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in9Sgr,whichwaslaterrecognizedasanon-
thermalsource.

Thefollowingsectionsdiscusstheprimary
sourcefor mass-lossdeterminationsby dif-
ferentmethods.Atpresent,mass-lossvaluesfor
about60galacticOBstarsareknown.Therates
of someof thestarsweredeterminedbymulti-
plemethods,whichpermitacomparisonof the
accuracyof themethods.

Table4-1liststheparametersfor thestars
withmass-lossrates,aswellastherates,ter-
minalvelocities,andotherwindparameters.
Thespectraltypes(column2)arefromWal-
born(1972,1982c)whenavailable.In thecase
of clustermembers,thebolometricmagnitudes
arederivedfrom absolutevisualmagnitudes
basedon clusterdistancefrom Humphreys
(1978).An"f" followingthebolometricmagni-
tudeindicatesafieldstar,inwhichcasetheab-
solutemagnitudeisbasedonthespectral-type
calibrationdiscussedin Chapter2 of this
volume.The bolometric corrections and the

temperatures are based on the discussion in

Chapter 3. Note that these are not necessarily

the same temperatures and luminosities used in

the original derivation of the various mass-loss

rates. In general, because the temperatures here

are lower, especially for the hottest stars, the
bolometric corrections are also lower. In most

cases, this change would not have a major ef-

fect on the value of the derived mass loss. Col-

umns 5, 6, and 7 include wind parameters. Col-

umn 5 gives the terminal velocity of the wind

as derived from UV resonance-line P Cygni

profiles observed with either IUE or Coper-
nicus. Some stars with measured terminal

velocities or other wind parameters, but no

mass-loss rates, are included to give a better im-

pression of the dispersion of terminal velocities.

Column 6 lists T, a parameter defined by

Castor and Lamers (1979) which is a measure

of the column density of the wind. In this case,

it refers to the strength of the resonance line

of C IV 1548,1552. In general, a value of T =

20 indicates that the line is completely satu-

rated. Column 7 is the classification of the

strength of the luminosity-sensitive Si IV

1393,1402 lines used by Walborn and Panek

(1984a). A 3 refers to a P Cygni profile, and

a 0 refers to a photospheric line in their

notation.

Columns 8, 9, and 10 of Table 4-1 give

mass-loss rates, in logarithmic units of solar

masses per year, from various sources. Column

8 includes UV determinations, discussed in Sec-

tion II.A. If two values are given, the top one

is from either Olson and Castor (1981), Gar-

many et al. (1981), or Garmany and Conti

(1984), and the bottom one is from Gathier et

al. (1981). Column 9 shows radio rates, dis-

cussed in Section B, and column 10 gives rates

derived from Hc_ measurements, discussed fur-

ther in Section C. These rates include only

primary sources (i.e., they do not include later

compilations which have adjusted or scaled

mass-loss rates based on these rates). Care must

be taken in intercomparing methods to use on-

ly primary sources, or one can fall into the trap

of comparing the same mass-loss determination

with itself!

A. Ultraviolet Mass-Loss Determinations

With the advent of UV astronomy, it be-

came clear that all O stars exhibit mass loss.

P Cygni profiles, observed in only a very few

cases in the visible part of the spectrum, are

seen in almost every O star observed thus far.

The shape and strength of a P Cygni profile is

determined by the mass-loss rate and the veloci-

ty law and ionization of the material as a func-

tion of radius. The strength of the blue-shifted

absorption component of the profile is a mea-

sure of the column density of the ion and is not

very dependent on the velocity law. The ratio

of the emission component to the absorption

component depends on the shape of the velocity

law because UV resonance lines are largely scat-

tering lines. Therefore, this ratio depends on

the distance of the absorbing material from the

star. Mass-loss rates can be computed from P
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Table 4-1

Mass-Loss Parameters in O-Type Stars

Spectral T Walborn

Star Type -Mbo I Temp. V=/10 3 C IV Si IV UV

log M

Radio Other

93205 03 V 9.7 48.0 2.85

93129A 03 If 10.5 43.0 3.9:

93250 03 V((f)) 10.6 48.0 3.50

303308 03 V((f)) 9.6 48.0 3.40

46223 04 V((f)) 9.4 45.0 3.10

9 Sgr = 164794 04 V((f)) 10.2 45.0 3.50

242908 04 V(n)

Pup, 66811 O4f

9.4 45.0 3.2

9.8 41.0 2.66

5 0 -5.9

>i20 0 -5.6

>`20 0 -5.6

>--20 0 -5.3

(-5.5)

8 0 -6.1

-5.45

-5.53

Cyg OB2 #7 O3f 10.0 43.0 (3.8)

HD 15570 O4f 10.5 41.0 2.7

15629 05 V((f)) 9.4 43.0 3.20 >`20 0 -5.6

46150 05 V((f)) 9.1 43.0 3.20 8 0 -6.1

93204 05 V((f)) 8.8 43.0 3.20 >`20 0 -5.7

15558 05 Ill(f} 10.2 41.0 3.0 0

14434 05 V 8.6 43.0 2.2 >20 0 >-6.2

Cyg OB2 #9 OSf 10.9 39.0 (2.65)

101190 06 V((f)) 9.4 41.0 3.10 8 0-1 -6.0

101298 06 V((f)) 9.0 41.0 3.00 >`20 1 -5.8

-59°2600 06 V((f)) 8.9 41.0 3.30 10: 1 -6.0

152233 O6(f) 9.8 39.0 3.20 >`20 1 -5.4

k Cep, 210839 O6ef 9.7 36.5 2.50 >-20 3 -5.4

Cyg OB2 #5 O6f + O7f (1.8)

12993 06.5 V 8.1 40.0 2.5 4 0 -6.6

42088 06.5 V 8.2 40.0 2.60 4 0 -6.9

54662 06.5 V 9.1 40.0 2.50 3 0 -6.7

101436 06.5 V 9.1 40.0 3.10 >-20 0-1 -5.9

206267 06.5 V((f)) 9.2 40.0 3.10

0163758 06.5 laf 9.9f 35.5 2.6

N,r.

-5.42

-4.72

-4.55

-5.2

-5.24
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Table 4-1 (Continued}

Spectral T Walborn

Star Type -Mbo / Temp. V=/103 C IV Si IV UV

log M

Radio Other

199579 06 V((f))

152723 06.5 Ill(f) 9.3 38.0 3.64

190864 06.6 Ill(f) 9.1 38.0 2.95

-59°2603 07 V((f)) 8.3 39.0 2.4:

36879 O7 V(nj 1.5:

15 Mon, 47839 07 V((f)) 8.4 39.0 2.2:

48099 07 V 8.9 39.0 3.50

152623 07 V(n)(if)) 9.6 39.0 3.25

93222 07 IIl((f)) 8.4 37.0 2.80

167659 07 II(f) 9.3 34.5 2.60

151515 07 II(f) 9.1 34.5 2.70

152248 07 I 9.9 34.5 3.08

35619 07 V 9.2 39.0 2.32

68 Cyg, 203064 07.5 IIIn((f)) 8.8 35.0 2.70

152590 07.5 V 8.O 37.5 2.0

53975 07.5 V 8.3 37.5 2.0

Per, 24912 07.5 IIl((f))n 8.4 35.0 2.5

9 Sge, 188001 07.5 laf 10.1f 33.0 2.3

14633 ON8 V 8.0f 36.5 2,4:

46966 08 V 8.2 36.5 2.3

48279 08 V 8.Of 36.5 2.3:

101413 08 V 8.1 36.5 2.85

), Ori A, 36861 08 IIl((f)) 8.4 34.0 2.30

175754 08 II((f)) 8.8f 32.0 2.30

46056 08 V(e) 7.6 36.5 1.60

151804 08 If 10.3 32.0 2.O

152408 08 If 10.0 32.0 1.8

46149 08.5 V 8,1 35,0 1,70

193322 09 V:((n)) 7.5f 34.0 1.8:

r CMa, 57061 09 II 9.9 29.5 2.3

6 1 -6.1

920 1 -5.7

1 -7.2

6

4

10

>t20

>20

>/20

3

3

3

2

>20

>20

2

pec, var

0

0

1-0

0-1

1

2

3

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

1

3

3

3

0

-6.82

-6.27

-6.2

-6.3

-6.3

-5.5

;_-5.8

-7.3

-7.4

-5.80

-5.2

-6.9

-6,70

-7.6

-5.1

-5.0

-7,7

-5.99

-5.9

-6,10

-5.03

-4.74

_-6.22

SB2

SB

<-6.22
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Table 4-1 (Continued)

Spectral T Walborn log M

Star Type -Mbo I Temp. V=/103 C IV Si IV UV Radio Other

10 Lac, 214680 09 V 7.6 34.0

57682 09 IV 7.4f 34.0

Ori, 37043 09 III 8.9 32.0

152246 09 III 8.6 32.0

210809 09 lab 9.1 29.5

207198 09 Ib-II 8.4 2.95

AE Aur 09.5 V

/LCol, 38666 09.5 V 6.5 33.0

Ori A, 36486 09.5 II 9.3 28.0

Ori A, 37742 09.7 Ib 9.7 28.0

0 -6.59

0

2.7: 1 -6.52 <-6.05

-5.94

2.3 6 -6.9

2.1

2.3

0.8:

1.2:

47432 09.7 Ib 8.7f 28.0 2.2

152314 09.5 III 7.8 30.5 2.62 >,20

152424 09.5 I 9.8 28.0 2.24 >,20

152247 09.5 II 8.5 28.0 2.6 >-20

13745 09.5 II 8.0 28.0 2.4 >,20

(z Cam, 30614 09.5 la 8.7 28.0 1.75

218915 09.5 lab 8.7f 28.0 2.4

154368 09.5 lab 8.7f 28.0 2.3

188209 09.5 lab 8.7f 28.0 2.1

152249 0C9.5 lab 9.0 28.0 2.2

209975 09.5 Ib 8.4 28.0 2.3

14947 05f 9.7 39.0 2.7 >,20

166734 07.5f +09 I 9.5 33.0 2.6

149757 09.5 V

0

0 -8.22

-7.17

2.3 2 -6.30 -6.03

-6.10

2.2 3 -6.30 -5.64 -5.64

-5.80

3

3 >,-6.0

3 -6.1

-6.1

2 -6.1

-5.29 -5.45

-6.2

-5.4

-6.48

-4.68
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Cygni profiles because the mass-loss rate de-

pends on the ion column density, the ioniza-

tion fraction and abundance, and assorted

atomic parameters. The other required parame-

ters include the wind terminal velocity, which

is measured directly from the blue edge of the

absorption P Cygni profile, and the stellar

radius, which is derived from the luminosity of

the star.

Castor and Lamers (1979) discuss the deriva-

tion of mass-loss rates from the equation of

continuity:

dm_ 47r R_ dxdt _" 6gas ' (4-1)

and the optical depth of a line in an expanding

envelope:

r(r) - 7re2trtcg_kni (dd_vrv) (4-2)

The task of actually deriving mass-loss rates has

been greatly simplified by the series of line-

profile models parameterized by Castor and

Lamers (1979) and further modifications by

Olson (1982) to include doublet profiles. The

primary sources of mass-loss rates determined

from fitting UV resonance P Cygni profiles are

Gaither et al. (1981), Olson and Castor (1981),

Garmany et al. (1981), and Garmany and Conti

(1984). These papers include a total of 67 O

stars. The particular resonance lines used are

not the same in each of these papers: the first

two include Copernicus spectra and therefore

extend farther into the UV than the latter two

papers, which are based on spectra obtained
with the IUE satellite.

The method used by Gaither et al. (1981)

was an empirical one: Copernicus profiles for

about five ions were fit to theoretical profiles

of Castor and Lamers (1979) to derive column

densities, and the column densities were cali-

brated by means of IR or radio rates from ten

of the stars. At present, there is great contro-

versy about IR rates, although the radio rates

used in their calibration are reliable according

to Abbott (1985).

The method used by Olson and Castor

(1981), Garmany et al. (1981), and Garmany

and Conti (1984) is rather more model-

dependent than any other method of obtaining

mass-loss rates. Although the line-profile fit-

ting, which is done with a maximum of two or

three parameters, is model-independent, the

computation of the ionization fraction for each

ion is not. The rates derived by Olson and

Castor (1981) were done by computing the

ionization equilibrium of many elements and

matching the line strengths of the UV resonance

lines observed by the Copernicus and IUE sat-

ellites. The dominant stages of ionization in the

winds of early-type stars are N IV, Si V, and

C V (Olson and Castor, 1981), but these stages

are not observed in the spectral region covered

by IUE. This necessitates large correction fac-

tors when only IUE observations are available.

It is necessary to observe two lines on opposite

sides of the dominant ion, such as N V and C

IV, in order to compute the correction. Because

the largest systematic uncertainties are intro-

duced in the ionization balance computations,

it is very important to be able to compare the

mass-loss rate from radio and UV for the same

star.

B. Radio Mass-Loss Determinations

Radio observations of thermal emission

from hot stars can yield both mass-loss rates

and temperatures. The theory was developed

by Panagia and Felli (1975) and by Wright and

Barlow (1975). The stellar mass-loss rate is

determined by the flux observed at radio wave-

lengths, the distance of the star, and the ter-

minal velocity of the wind, generally measured

from the short wavelength edge of a saturated

P Cygni profile in the UV spectral region. A

good review of the theory is given by Abbott

(1985).

Implicit in the method are the assumptions

that the wind outflow at the point where the

free-free emission is detected is isotropic and

at constant velocity and that the wind tempera-

ture and ionization are constant at large radius.

Because all indications are that, at 6 cm, the
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radiusoftheradiophotosphere exceeds that of

the optical photosphere by a factor of 10 for

O stars and by a factor of 1000 for Wolf-Rayet

stars, these assumptions are well grounded.

Other assumptions which were initially accepted

without much question include the assumption

that the radio emission is entirely thermal and

the assumption that the star is not a multiple

system. This latter assumption is based on the

improbability of low-mass companions around

O stars (Garmany et al., 1980). The former

assumption has proved not to be the case in

about one quarter of the OB stars.

Radio observations of O stars can be done

only with the VLA and are therefore limited to

northern hemisphere O stars with rates in ex-

cess of 10 -6 M/yr. The primary data are con-

tained in Abbott et al. (1980, 1981, 1984, 1985).

A total of ten O-type stars have radio mass-loss
rates that are considered to be due to either

definite or probable thermal emission. Another

five stars are nonthermal sources and therefore

cannot be used to determine mass-loss rates.

C. Visible Mass-Loss Determinations

In the visible, the evidence for mass-loss

comes mainly from the emission lines of

hydrogen and helium. These lines are in emis-

sion only when the mass-loss rate is relatively

large, greater than 10 -6 M/yr-1. For smaller

rates, the only effect is a partial filling in by

wind emission of the cores of photospheric

lines, which is detectable as a weak or asym-

metric profile. Klein and Castor (1978), using

the Castor et al. (1975a) model of radiation-

driven winds, derived expressions for mass loss

as functions of the mass of the star and its Ha

luminosity. Observations of the Ha equivalent

width are then used to derive the mass-loss rate

and compare it with the theoretical predictions

which include a linear relation between the Ha

luminosity and the mass loss. The same tech-

nique was used by Conti and Frost (1977),

although different methods were used to derive

the stellar masses. This method must assume

the correct velocity law, which, according to re-

cent IR work, varies from star to star. Recent

detector technology now makes it possible to

observe the weak emission wings of Ha, and

profile fitting yields both the mass loss and the

velocity law simultaneously. This method was

used by Olson and Ebbets (1981) in a study that

included six O stars.

Olson and Ebbets (1981) calculated theo-

retical Balmer line profiles in a spherically sym-

metric expanding wind using the Sobolev ap-

proximation. A simple correction for stellar

rotation was included. The parameters that can

be varied include mass loss, the velocity law,

and the effective temperature. Knowledge of

the wind's terminal velocity, from UV obser-

vations, is required for the adopted velocity

law. Other physical parameters which are re-

quired include the star's effective temperature
and radius. For the two stars in common with

Klein and Castor (1978), the rates agree very

well, suggesting that the simpler technique is

adequate.

An interesting problem for rates derived was

raised by Ebbets (1982), who studied the

variability of the Hc_ profile and found that,

for a large sample of stars, the Ha equivalent

width is close to the predictions of Klein and

Castor (1978), but that fluctuations in Ha lead

to variations in the mass-loss rate from 5 per-

cent in the course of days to 30 percent over
weeks or months.

D. Infrared Mass-Loss Rates

Johnson (1967) was the first to suggest that

the additional flux at 3.4 #m over the expected

flux of a blackbody was due to a circumstellar

shell. This is an important indication of an ex-

tended stellar envelope. Although early results

of mass-loss determinations from the con-

tinuum free-free emission at IR wavelengths ap-

peared promising, it now seems that such rates

are highly uncertain. The IR excess measured

for O stars comes from a region of the wind

near enough to the star that knowledge of the

velocity law must be in hand if a mass-loss rate

is to be determined. Abbott et al. (1984), in a

combined analysis of new IR data and their

previous radio observations, found that the
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velocity law varies dramatically from star to

star. The same conclusion was reached by

Castor and Simon (1983), who found that,

because the majority of 50 stars which they

observed in the IR had winds that are optically

thin in the near IR, these observations alone

could not define the velocity law.

Because free-free opacity is proportional to

_,, one can measure the wind at larger radii by

measuring at longer wavelengths. However,

there are practical problems with IR observa-

tions. O stars are weak sources in the IR, and

the correction for interstellar extinction is often

large even in the IR. A reddened spectrum can

mimic the appearance of IR excess. IR absolute

calibrations have about a 10-percent uncertain-

ty, and the excess is measured by comparing

with a model-dependent photospheric radiation

field.

Abbott, et al. (1984) observed ten O stars

in the K, L, M, N, and Q bands. All of the stars

in their sample have radio mass-loss rates, and

they do not attempt to derive mass-loss rates

from the IR data. There is a trend for the

velocity law to become more gradual as the

temperature decreases, but for their sample of

stars, this could also mean as the gravity

decreases.

The conclusions of Persi et al. (1983) that

their IR mass-loss rates differ from the radio

rates and show no correlation with luminosity

probably reflects the difficulty in using only IR

rates for mass-loss determination.

E. Comparison of Mass-Loss Rates Obtained

by Different Methods

In Table 4-1, there are 18 stars with multi-

ple mass-loss-rate determinations. Figure 4-1

plots the different rates as a function of

bolometric magnitude, and clear systematic dif-

ferences can be seen for stars less luminous than

Mbo t = -10. Of the UV methods, the em-
pirical method of Gathier et al. (1981) gives

systematically larger rates by about 0.4 in the

log than the method of Garmany et al. (1981).

The difference cannot be settled by the radio

rates because these are available only for the

most luminous stars. The rates from Ha model-

ing are larger than those from both UV and

radio for all luminosities. The systematic dif-

ferences in Figure 4-I make it clear that averag-

ing multiple rates for the same star will not

result in an improved mass-loss rate.

F. Dependence of Mass Loss and Luminosity

In the initial derivations, the theory of

radiation-driven winds (Castor et al., 1975a)

predicted that mass loss should depend on

luminosity to the power 1, and early infrared

mass-loss determinations appeared to confirm

this relation (Barlow and Cohen, 1977). As

more UV and radio rates became available, it

became clear that the dependence of mass loss

on luminosity was closer to the power 2. Both

Abbott et al. (1981) and Garmany et al. (1981)

found that mass-loss scales with luminosity to

the power 1.6 or 1.7. The Gathier et al. (1981)

data indicated a dependence on luminosity to

the power 1.4. The possibility that other

parameters were involved in the parameteriza-

tion of mass loss has also been explored. Us-

ing rates derived from a variety of methods and

corrected to a uniform set of estimated stellar

parameters, Lamers (1981) derived a depen-

dence of the form:

log M oz 1.42 log L.
(4-3)

+ 0.61 log R.- 0.99 log M, .

This can be compared with Abbott's (1982a)

discussion of radiation-driven wind theory us-

ing a more realistic treatment of line accelera-

tion. His relation takes the form:

log I_ oc 1.98 log L - 1.03 log [M(l-r)]

(4-4)

+ 0.94 log Z - 0.02 4.4 log T

Garmany and Conti (1984) explored empirical

dependences and found that mass loss can be

parameterized by luminosity and the ratio of

the terminal velocity to the escape velocity,

although the standard deviations of the uncer-

tainties in the derived mass-loss rates do not
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Figure 4-1. A comparison of different methods of mass-loss determination for the

same star as a function of bolometric magnitude: + denotes UV mass-loss deter-

mination, _ denotes radio determination, and * denotes visible determination.

significantly recommend this additional param-

eterization over a straight dependence on

luminosity.

All attempts to explore mass-loss parameter-

izations depend on estimated physical param-

eters for the stars. The most important one is

the luminosity. For field stars, the uncertainty

in the absolute magnitude calibration can trans-

late into a factor of 1.6 uncertainty in the lumi-

nosity, so cluster members are much more

reliable. Figure 4-2 shows mass loss versus

bolometric magnitude for the data given in

Table 4-1. The scatter in the relation is greater

than one expects, either from the errors in

mass-loss rate or errors in cluster distances, but

without accurate knowledge of parameters such

as temperature, bolometric corrections, mass,

and metallicity, exploring their dependence on

mass loss is very difficult.

III. MASS-LOSS RATES IN

WOLF-RAYET STARS

Mass-loss rates in Wolf-Rayet stars can, in

principle, be obtained from spectroscopic in-
formation such as that contained in the emis-

sion lines in the visible, or the numerous P

Cygni lines there, and in the far-UV regions ac-

cessible to the 1UE satellite. However, it is well

recognized that this procedure is highly model-

dependent (Section II) for O-type stars and even

less trustworthy for these objects in which the

complications of anomalous composition

would also have to be dealt with. In Wolf-Rayet
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Figure 4-2. Mass loss versus bolometric magnitude for all the data given in Table

4-1: + denotes UV mass-loss determination, _) denotes radio determination, and
* denotes visible determination.

stars, these considerations are paramount. For

this reason, the mass-loss parameterizations

have come almost entirely from the measure-
ments of free-free emission in the IR or radio

regions. As noted previously, the interpretation

of the IR measurements is complicated by the

necessity of adopting a velocity law before any

conclusions can be drawn. For the radio data,

the emission comes from far out in the wind

where the terminal velocity is presumed to be

reached and estimated from UV P Cygni pro-

files, and these ambiguities are not present.

Abbott et al. (1985, 1986) have completed

a detailed study of detections of thermal free-

free emission from the winds of Wolf-Rayet

stars using the VLA. Their data are therefore

limited to those Wolf-Rayet stars that are ac-

cessible to this northern hemisphere location.

The observations are mainly at 6 cm wave-

length, but some data at 2 cm are also available.

The emission measure is proportional to the

density in the wind, with practically no model

dependence. The M can be found if the dis-

tance of the star is known (the uncertainty here

scales as the 3/2 power) and if the terminal

velocity of the wind can be obtained (typically

with IUE satellite measurements). As for the

O stars, a presumption is that the terminal

velocity measured at a few tens of stellar radii

is constant out to a few hundred radii where

the free-free emission at these wavelengths is

produced. In real stars, this assumption should

be reasonably well satisfied.

Recently, it has come to be recognized that

some of these hot luminous stars have a non-

thermal component to the radio-emission
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measurements. Abbott et al. (1985, 1986) are

able to show that for, most Wolf-Rayet stars,

the nonthermal contribution is small because

the wavelength dependence of the flux follows

a power law with exponent -0.6. Abbott et al.

list detections of seven Wolf-Rayet stars as

definite thermal emitters and another 17 as

probable thermal sources, thus giving 24 stars

with well-determined mass-loss rates. They also

compiled terminal velocities, and upper limits

are available for nine additional stars. These

data are listed in Table 4-2. Is there any

dependence of M on the Wolf-Rayet subtypes?

Figure 4-3, adapted from Abbott et al., suggests

that there is not. The WN and WC subtypes

appear to have similar /14, and there is no

dependence on excitation class. There is a cer-

tain spread in the values of M at a given sub-

type, a point to which I will return shortly.

Abbott et al. (1986) have obtained M for

five binary systems for which reasonable mass

estimates are in hand. Figure 4-4, adapted from

their paper, shows that a relation exists between

the M and the stellar masses, with the mass-

loss rates being larger in the larger mass stars.

Why does the M depend on the stellar

mass? Abbott et al. suggest that this is because

the more massive stars are the more luminous.

As I have discussed previously, the bolometric

luminosities of Wolf-Rayet stars are not well

estimated. Abbott et al. were able to skirt this

problem by calculating a mean M for each
tt

spectral subtype and a deviation from the mean

for each Wolf-Rayet star with a measured/I)/.

The correlation of this artificial luminosity with

/14 is shown in Figure 4-5. The stars with the

higher M tend to be brighter (in M within
0

their subtypes). Figure 4-5 is currently the best

indication that the mass-loss rate in Wolf-Rayet

stars depends on the luminosity, which would

be expected if the winds in Wolf-Rayet stars are

radiatively driven, but it does not prove this

connection. It is useful here to recall the recent

theoretical model of Pauidrach et al. (1985), in

which they are able to match the wind law of

V444 Cyg found by Cherepashchuk et al. (1984)
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Figure 4-3. Mass-loss rates as a function of spectral type (from Abott et ai., 1986)."
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Table 4-2

Mass-Loss Parameters in Wolf-Rayet Stars

Star Spectral V= log

Name Type km s -1 M e yr -1

Sand 5 WO 2 7400 <4.7

HD 165763 WC 5 3550 -4.8

HD 169010 WC 5 2600 <-4.8

HD 157502 WD 7 + ABS 3100 -4.5

HD 152270 WC 7 + 06 3300 -4.3

HD 156327 WC 7 + ABS 2400 -4.6

HD 156385 WC 7 3000 <-4.8

HD 192641 WC 7 + ABS 2700 -4.7

_2 VEL WC 8 + 09 I 2000 -4.1

HD 168206 WC 8 + 08 V 2900 -4.5

HD 192103 WC 8 1900 -4.6

MR 66 WC 9 1300 -4.9

MR 74 WC 9 1300 <-4.8

HD 164270 WC 9 1400 <_-4.7

MR 80 WC 9 1600 <-4.7

MR 90 WC 9 1300 <-4.8

HD 6327 WN 2 4200 <-4.6

HD 190918 WN 4.5 + 09 I 1750 _<-5.0

HD 4004 WN 5 2850 -4.5

HD 50896 WN 5 2650 -7.5

HD 193077 WN 5 + ABS 1700 -4.9

HD 193576 WN 5 + 06 2500 -5.0

HD 165688 WN 6 3800 -4.3

MR 87 WN 6 1200 -5.0

MR 89 WN 7 2000 -4.4

LS 16 WN 8 1100 <-4.8

MR 111 WN/C 1500 -4.7
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with a radiatively driven wind from a core of

90000 K effective temperature.
The substantial mass-loss rates found for

Wolf-Rayet stars by Abbott and his associates

are significant on the evolution time scale for

these objects. These values will decrease by a

considerable fraction the remaining mass in the

helium-burning lifetime. As the star gets less

massive, its luminosity may also decrease, and

the mass-loss rate may taper off if/_ depends

on L. The final state of a Wolf-Rayet star is

by no means clear; whether they just "poop

out" or violently explode is an interesting

question.

Is it really possible that these large mass-loss

rates are a result of the high effective tem-

peratures, thus very large luminosities, and that

the winds are driven by radiative forces? I

believe that this is plausible, but will await fur-

ther work. The wind law (i.e., the run of opaci-

ty and velocity with radius) in Wolf-Rayet stars

appears to be rather "soft" as compared to OB

stars. By this I mean that the wind velocity in-

creases rather slowly with radius. What

physically causes this difference as compared

to the OB stars? I have no compelling sugges-

tions except to note that the hydrogen/helium

ratio, which is very low in most Wolf-Rayet

stars as compared to the O types, may play a

role in the structure of the wind, given the dif-

ferent opacity sources.

IV. RADIATION-DRIVEN WINDS

OF HOT LUMINOUS STARS*

A. Introduction

Stellar winds are a ubiquitous feature of hot

luminous stars. They dominate the ultraviolet

spectra through the presence of broad velocity-

displaced absorption lines and modify the

photospheric energy distributions by additional

*R. P. Kudritzki, A. Pauldrach, and J. Puls, Universit_its-

Sternwarte Miinchen, Scheinerstr. 1, D-8000 Miinchen 80,

Federal Republic of Germany.

free-free emission in the far-IR and radio do-

main. The evolution of massive stars is strong-

ly affected by the severe mass loss connected

with the stellar winds, which is reflected in the

HR diagrams of massive stars in the Milky

Way, as well as in the Magellanic Clouds and

more distant galaxies. The stellar wind carries

nuclear burned material back to the interstellar

medium and provides an appreciable amount

of energy that influences the energy balance and

causes additional star formation. Moreover, as

recently pointed out by Abbott and Hummer

(1985), the stellar winds also modify the struc-

ture of the underlying hydrostatic photospheres

of the stars by scattering back a large part of

the continuous photospheric radiation. The ef-

fect of this "wind-blanketing" is that the spec-

tral types of massive stars depend not only on

effective temperature and gravity, but also on

the density and extension of the surrounding

stellar-wind envelope. In practice, this means

that effective temperature, gravity, and mass-

loss rate must be determined simultaneously

when hot stars are analyzed.

Consequently, the development of a quan-

titative theory for the winds of hot stars is of

crucial astrophysical importance. Until now,

the most promising attempt was the theory of

radiation-driven winds. It is the primary inten-

tion of this paper to demonstrate that this fre-

quently denigrated theory is much better than

its reputation. We will show that most of the

basic observational properties of hot-star stellar

winds, at least for massive luminous OB stars,

can be explained by this self-consistent theory.
Section B describes the framework of radiation-

driven wind theory 0nduding its very recent

developments) and the basic observations that

must be explained. In describing the theory, we

have tried to find a simple way to explain how
it works because we realize that most of the

reluctance in accepting it comes from its for-

maUy complicated structure. Section C gives a

comparison between the observations and the

results of the improved theory. It includes the

winds of massive O stars in the Magellanic

Clouds and thus gives information about the

metallicity-dependence of radiation-driven
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winds.SectionD discusses the reliability of the

Sobolev approximation for the stellar-wind dy-

namics. Section E treats a longstanding prob-

lem: superionization and statistical equilibrium

in stellar winds. It is shown that this problem

can be solved in "cool winds" of O stars

without any other source of ionization if a cor-

rect multilevel treatment of the statistical equi-

librium, including electron collisions, is carried

out. Section F discusses further improvements

of the theory which are presently under way or

will be required in the future. Finally, Section

G deals with the basic spectroscopic observa-

tional tests that must be undertaken to in-

vestigate whether the theory can be regarded as

quantitatively reliable for future astronomical

use.

B. Theory of Radiation-Driven Winds

Hot stars have an extremely intense radia-

tion field. The absorption of this radiation by

UV metal lines in the outer atmospheric layers

yields an absorption of outward-directed mo-

mentum and, consequently, an outward ac-

celerating force that exceeds that of gravity by

a large factor. It is well known that this radia-

tive line force is sufficient to initialize and main-

tain stellar winds (Lucy and Solomon, 1970;

Abbott, 1979). This connection is displayed in

Figure 4-6, which shows that almost all massive

OB stars with a luminosity larger than that cor-

responding to an evolutionary track with initial

mass of M = 15 M• suffer from mass loss.

This strikingly coincides with the domain of

self-initiating radiation-driven winds (Abbott,

1979) that is obtained from a comparison of

radiative-line forces with photospheric gravi-

ties. Obviously, for stars with initial masses

M > 15 M o, stellar winds are already present

at the main sequence and are maintained

throughout the stellar lifetime.

In the following, we will outline the basic

ideas of the radiation-driven wind theory and

discuss its predictions for the observable quan-
tities such as mass-loss rate M and terminal

velocity v=. We will proceed in three steps.

First, we discuss a very simplified version.
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Figure 4-6. The HR diagram of massive stars

(from Abbott, 1982b): o = objects with mass

loss, o = mass loss, but rapid Be-type rotators,

and o = no mass loss. The domain of self-

initiating radiation-driven winds (from Ab-

bott, 1979) is given by the theoretical ZAMS
and the dashed line.

However, this already yields the basic relations.

Second, we outline the more realistic version

by Castor et al. (1975a, referred to in equations

as CAK) and compare its best computations

(Abbott, 1982) with observations. Third, we in-

troduce the modified Castor et al. theory by

Pauldrach et al. (1986) and discuss its conse-

quences on the wind dynamics.

1. Supersimplified Theory. The physical situa-

tion is sketched in Figure 4-7. A spherical,

differentially expanding shell of geometrical

thickness Ar and optical thickness Ys(r) and of

density p (r) is irradiated by the underlying

stellar photosphere. The simplifying assump-

tions in this step are:

a. Only radially streaming photons interact

with the wind.
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v +AV

Figure 4-7. A differentially expanding radia-

tion-driven spherical shell in the wind (see text).

b. Only strong lines that absorb in their fre-

quency bandwidth AV i all the radiation

(r s >> 1) drive the wind.

c. The velocity gradient due to the differen-

tial expansion is so large that the line

bandwidth across the shell is determined

by the Doppler formula (Sobolev approxi-

mation):

Av i _ Av vi '
c

The latter assumption means that Av i >> Av D
(the thermal Doppler width) and is equivalent

to Av >> vth (thermal velocity of the ion pro-

ducing the line) or Vth/(dv/dr ) <'< lwind (the
characteristic scale length in the wind).

Assumptions a and b will be discussed in Sec-

tions 2 and 3, respectively.

On the basis of these assumptions, radiative

line acceleration grad can be easily computed:

grad =

absorbed momentum

At Am

Am = 47r r 2 p Ar

abs. morn.
At

L

C

Total morn.

provided by

star

Lv Avi

L

Fraction absorbed

by strong line i of

frequency v i

and width Av i

Frequency bandwidth AI) i of the line can be

replaced by the Doppler formula (assumption

c), which, after summing over all lines, then

yields:

L L v Vi 1 dv

grad = C 2 L 4_r r2 o dr

(4-5)
: = Nef f

We see that grad is proportional to the
luminosity and to the velocity gradient. The

dimensionless quantity Nff results from the
sum over all lines and is interpreted as the

number of effectively acting strong lines. The

use of Equation (4-5) allows the approximative

formulation of the (stationary) equation of mo-

tion of the stellar wind fluid in the supersonic

region:

dv L 1 dv
V _ = -- Nef f

C 2 47r r 2 dr

inertia grad

GM (l-F) (4-6)

r 2

g - gThomson

Note that, in principle, we would have to in-

clude the terms arising from the gradient of the

gas pressure. This means that, in the case of

an isothermal cool wind (T -- Tff) with

sound speed vs, we would have to add

V 2
s dv

v

v 2 dr

on the left and

2v 2

+ s

r

on the right side of Equation (4-6).

However, because we want to restrict our

approximative treatment to the supersonic

region (v >> vs ), which, according to the
observations, comprises almost the entire wind,

we can easily neglect the additional term on the

left side. Moreover, for massive OB stars with

a cool wind, the inequality
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2v2 GM (l-r)

r /.2

holds up to more than 100 stellar radii in most
of the cases. This means that the additional

term on the right side can also be neglected until

very far out in the wind. Thus, to a first ap-

proximation, the wind can be treated as a col-

lection of noninteracting particles, as in Equa-

tion (4-6).

If we combine Equation (4-6) with the equa-

tion of continuity,

/_ = 4_r r2p v = const. , (4-7)

we obtain

L
-- 2 Nff (1-_) , (4-8)

C

where the 6-is given by

GM (l-r) 4_rp c 2
6- =

(4-9)
dv/dr L Nef f

From Equation (4-8), we see that 6-(0 must

be constant if Nef f is constant. The value of
6-obviously indicates how much of the radiative

momentum arising from the stellar luminosity

is transferred to the stellar wind flow. In this

supersimplified step, we do not intend to deter-

mine 6-by means of the theory. Instead, we in-

tend to derive it from the observed terminal

velocities.

Inserting Equations (4-7) and (4-8) into

Equation (4-5) gives a simplified expression for

grad:

1 dv
- v -- (4-10)

grad 1-6- dr

This means that the functional dependence of

the line acceleration on the velocity field is the

same as for the inertia of the material that must

be accelerated. As a consequence, the velocity

is determined completely by the gravity:

6- dv GM (l-r)
-- v - (4-11)
1-6- dr r 2

Equation (4-11) can be easily integrated

yielding:

V 2 (r/R.) - 1-e v 2 (l-R,/r)
6. ¢sc

2 GM.(I-r)
V --

esc Rm

(4-12)

v is the escape velocity from the stellar sur-

face of radius R,. The consequence of Equa-

tion (4-12) is that terminal velocity v® is
predicted to be proportional to v :

¢5c

-6-),/2= -- v (4-13)
V 6- esc

This theoretical prediction is clearly con-

firmed by the observations as displayed in

Figure 4-8, which indicates that the idea of

radiative acceleration is probably useful. To the

first order, the observations suggest a relation

v = 3 vcs¢ (Abbott, 1978), although a large
scatter and a weak additional systematic be-

havior is present (see Abbott, 1982a). The

observed proportionality constant of 3 by

Equation (4-13) indicates that 6-is about 0.1 and

to the first order independent of the stellar

parameters (at least for luminous OB stars with

galactic metallicity). If this is true, then by

Equation (4-8), the theory predicts that the

observed mass-loss rates should be proportional
to the stellar luminosities.

Figure 4-9 shows that in fact a strong cor-
relation of M and L is observed for massive

OB stars, indicating that the basic concept of

radiation-driven winds is correct. However, the

observed luminosity dependence is significant-

ly greater and yeilds A;/ - L 16 (Garmany and

Conti, 1984). In the next step, we will show that

this can be explained by the refined theory.
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Figure 4-8. The observed correlation between

mass-loss rate and luminosity (from Garmany

and Conti, 1984).

2. The Castor et al. Theory. The simple theory

developed in the foregoing section has a severe

disadvantage. It allows for only strong lines and

assumes Neff(r) = constant (i.e., the number

of effectively acting strong lines to be constant

in the wind). However, this cannot be complete-

ly correct because, for an arbitrary line i, the

optical thickness of the spherical differentially

expanding shell r_(r) must decrease out-

ward with decreasing density (if no significant

changes in ionization and excitation occur).

Since the fraction of luminosity absorbed by a

line of optical thickness r s and bandwidth Av i

is given by:

L a, (1-e":) ,
L

the contribution _ad of this line to the radia-

tive acceleration is described by

i
g rad =

L Lvv i
c2 (l-e':)

1 dv

(4-14)

4_r r2p dr

For a strong line (r s >> 1) Equation (4-14)

reduces to Equation (4-5). However, for weak

lines (r << 1), the expansion of the exponen-

tial yields:

i L L v i 7 i dv
s (4-15)

grad = C 2 L 4_r r 2p dr
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Figure 4-9. The observed correlation between

terminal velocity and photospheric escape

velocity (from Abbott, 1982a).
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The theory of Castor et al. (1975a) now makes

the following assumptions:

a. Only radially streaming photons interact

with the wind (as in Section B. 1).

b. Strong ( rs >>I andweak ( r s <<1) lines
drive the wind.

c. Same as in Section B. 1.

To decide whether a line is strong or weak

and to compute the radiative force for weak

lines, it is necessary to estimate ri(r).

In rapidly expanding atmospheres, this is rather

easy. The line absorption coefficient X_is given
by:

i ._ x (r)
"/'s I at/2 _ (x-v (r')/vth)dr

-Ar/2

Taking into account the normalization of

and the large velocity gradient, this yields

approximately

i(r) _ x (r) Vth
7" s dv/dr

Introducing the line strength k i by:

X i = x (r) _ (X-V(r)/Vth) x (r) = k i p (r) (4-17)

• - e2 1
x (r) - gl flu

m c Av o

n I (r) n (r )
g, -g)'

(4-16) with k i to the first order density and depth in-

dependent (this is of course true only as long

as nil --- constant), we finally obtain:

I.'-V i
X --

AVD

(X) = (r) -1/2 e -x2

If we now choose the frequency v in the line

such that v = v i + Av o v(r)/vth, then the
radial optical depth integral,

p(r )
7" si (r) : k i Vth dv/dr (4-18)

This means that the optical thickness increases

with the reciprocal velocity gradient. Inserting

Equation (4-18) into Equation (4-15), one ob-

tains for a weak line (r s << 1):

i f Ar/2 i

= j X v (r) dr"1"s -&r/2

i L L v vi 1 1
grad -- C2 L ki Vth aT • 2 • z

is dominated by the strong peak of the profile

function ¢ (X-V(r)/Vth) at "F = r. If we now

assume x[r) to vary slowly over Ar (see assump-

tion c), then we have:

with the same depth dependence as for Thom-

son scattering. Consequently, the total radiative

acceleration in the Castor et al. (1975a) theory
contains two terms:
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L
g CAK =

rad C 2

! /,

4_- r _ _, (r)
1 dv

p dr

+ N w (r) <ki> Vth )

L v v i

N s (r) = _, L
strong
lines

9

(4-19)

Z y.

Nw(r)<k_> = Z v__j, k_
weak L
lines

The stratification of N (r) and N w (r) <ki>
is now computed from the statistical distribu-

tion of line strengths k i. Taking a large sam-

ple of lines that contribute to the line force (see

below) and calculating density-independent line

strengths k i under wind conditions, one finds

that the line-strength distribution function

dN(k) can be described by:

d N (k) = N O (1-_) (k/SE)_-z dk/s E ,(4-20a)

or

N (k >t ko) = N (ko/sE) _'-_ (4-20b)

Here N(k >I ko) denotes the number of lines

with a strength k larger than a certain limit k o.

(s E is the Thomson scattering coefficient di-

vided by p .) N O is the number of all lines,
strong and weak, that really contribute to the

line force. The parameter t_ then gives the

steepness of this function. Note that a is not

a free parameter, but is determined from real

line calculations in the wind. An example in

which the 250000 lines of Abbott's (1982a) list

were used and calculated by J. Puls is given in

Figures 4-10a and 4-10b.

Then, from

> 1 strong line
r i (r)

S < I weak line

the limit k(r) defines at every depth the divi-
sion between strong and weak lines and can be

easily computed to be:

dv/dr
k ° (r) = (4-21)

P vtb

Using Equations (4-21) and (4-20b), we ob-

tain immediately for the number of strong lines

N s(r) = NO( 1 dv )_-i
SE P Vth dr . (4-22)

The average over the weak lines in the second

term of Equation (4-19) is given by (0 < t_ < 1

is assumed):

k o

N w(r)<k> = i kdN(k)
hf

sE

1-c_ ko _-1= -o

The second term in the parentheses can be ne-

glected and, with Equation (4-21), yields:

u-l

Nw(r)<k> = No l-(x ( 1 dv )
Or' S E p Vth dr

1 dv

PVth dr

(4-23)

This, together with Equations (4-19) and (4-22),

gives the final expression for the line force in

the approximation,

L Nog CAK _
tad c 2 4rr r2 SE Vth

dv/dr )_ 1
S E p VIh ot

(4-24)

0 < ot < 1. Note that, in the original Castor et

al. paper, the line force was not derived in this
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Figure 4-10a. Logarithm of line-strength dis-

tribution function versus logarithm of line

strength k i for a typical hot-star wind model.
Note the power-law dependence for log k >I O,

which represents those lines really contributing

to the force.

Now we have a nonlinear dependence on the

velocity gradient, introduced by the line-

distribution steepness parameter et. (Note that

t_ = 1 corresponds to the strong line limit.)

Although the theory in detail is greatly com-

plicated by the nonlinearity of Equation (4-18),

relatively simple estimates for M and v= are

possible. The simplified equation of motion, in-

stead of Equation (4-7), now reads:

dv L 1

v dr c 2 N° 47r re sE vth

1 dv ,x GM (1-17)

(SEPVth dr ) r 2

(4-25)

Eliminating p by using Equation (4-6), the

continuity equation, and defining

4r )'_L N o sE ,(4-26)
C- c2 4_r Vth sEvthM

CCA_" (DcAK)e

gM (1 r)

y+gM II-rl _"
I

?
e_

y:=t 2 v dvldr

Figure 4-lOb. The possible solutions for the

velocity gradient r 2 v dv/dr as obtained from

Equation (4-27a) (see texO.

way, but was obtained by an empirical fit of

the force as a function of atmospheric depth.

For discussion, see also Abbott (1982a).)

we obtain

dv ( dv) _'r 2 v __ = C r2 v --

dr dr

- GM (1-17)

(4-27a)

The reader may note that the complete equa-

tion of motion, including a variable tempera-

ture structure, reads:

2 dv dv ,_

( us) -- = C(r2v --)r 2 v 1 - _ dr dr

(4-27b)

- GM (1-17) + 2 v2r - r 2 2dv.__._s
s dr

and was solved correctly by Castor et al.

(1975a) and Pauldrach et al. (1986). For con-

stant temperature, however, our simplified
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Equation(4-27a)is justifiedfor the entire
supersonicflow by thediscussionfollowing
Equation(4-6).

Then,Equation(4-27)canbe fulfilledat
everydepthonlyif

dv

r2v - D = const. (4-28)
dr

The situation is sketched in Figure 4-10b,

which shows that either two, one, or no solu-

tions are possible for D if the constant C (which

contains 114) and the wind flow are unrelated.

However, if the wind is purely radiatively

driven, then M and the wind flow are related

and consequently only one stationary solution

should be possible. In this case, both constants

C and D are selfconsistently determined by

Equations (4-27) and (4-28) and the additional

condition (see Figure 4-10b):

C c_ D _-l = 1 (4-29)

This yields:

Ot

D = _ GM (l-r)

(4-30)

l-ct

c: 1(o)_ (GM (I-P))_-_

Integration of Equation (4-28) with the value

for D given by Equation (4-30) leads to"

:(k) °l-c_

V2esc( l- R*)-r ' (4-31)

1/2

(°)V oo ----* _ Vesc

(v(R.) << v(r) is assumed implicitly as for

Equation (4-12).)

From Equations (4-27) and (4-30), we

obtain:

M L TM , M O-I/_') (4-32)

We note that the approximative solutions ob-

tained here are identical to those given original-

ly by Castor et al. (1975a), but the way in which

they have been derived is different. (Castor et

al. used the singularity and regularity condi-

tions at the critical point that were in any case

required for the correct numerical theory and

then arrived at these simplified expressions.)

We see that the luminosity dependence of

M has now become stronger as observed (see

Figure 4-8). (Note that 0 < et < 1, with realistic

values being between 0.5 and 0.7.) On the other

hand, the linear relation between v® and v

still remains, as is also observed (see Figure

4-9). However, as far as the proportionality

constants for both relations are concerned, the

theory has severe problems. This has been

pointed out by Abbott (1982a), who has thus

far published the most realistic calculations

within the framework of the Castor et al.

(1975a) theory. His calculations were made us-

ing a list of 250000 lines that is almost complete

for the elements from H to Zn in the ioniza-

tion stages I to VI. The main results are given

in Figures 4-11 and 4-12. They show that the

slope of the log/14/log L relation predicted by

the theory now agrees with the observations.

However, the calculated mass-loss rates are too

large by a factor of 3. Although this is probably

not too disturbing, in view of the observational
errors in the M determination, the theory com-

pletely fails to predict the observed terminal

velocities. It predicts v**/ves c _ 1.2, whereas
a ratio of 2 to 3 is observed. This discrepancy

is extremely alarming since terminal velocities

can usually be measured with high precision

(+ 10 percent). We therefore must conclude

that, despite the enormous effort (250000 lines),

the theory at this stage is still not satisfactory.

However, as will be shown in the next section,

a further significant improvement is possible.
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Figure 4-11. Observed mass-loss rate versus

luminosity compared with the prediction of the

Castor et al. H975a) theory (from Abbott,

1982).

3. Improved Theory of Radiation-Driven

Winds. The assumption of only radially stream-

ing photons made in the foregoing steps will be

correct only at very large distances from the

star, where it appears approximately as a point

source. Castor et al. (1975a) realized this, but

neglected it for reasons of simplicity. On the

other hand, Pauldrach et al. (1986) investigated

this effect and found it to be extremely impor-

tant. Their improved theory is characterized by

the following major assumptions:

a. Nonradial photons are also allowed to
contribute to the line force.

b. Same as in Section B.2.

c. Same as in Section B.I.

As a consequence of a, the photospheric

finite cone angle, which irradiates the differen-

tially expanding shell, must be considered (see

Figure 4-13) for the interaction with the wind.

This means that nonradial rays also intersect

the shell. To calculate their optical thickness,

we must replace dv/dr by d_v)/ds = _2

dv/dr + (1-# 2) v/r) in Equation (4-18), where

# is the cosine of the angle between the radial

and a nonradial ray. Consequently, the optical

thickness becomes angle-dependent:

z is (r,#) = k i Vth p (12 2 dv/dr

+ (1-# 2) v/r) -1

(In addition, for the calculation of Avi, dv/dr

has to be replaced by d(pv)/ds.) As a result, the

contribution of a single line to the line accelera-
tion igrad now reads:

L Lvv i 1 *
gJrad -- _ _. 4_r ;2 p '

1-/z2, _ + (1-# 2) ;

_" (4-33)
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Figure 4-12. The observed ratio of v®/ves c as

a function of log Telf. The prediction of the
Castor et al. (1975a)- theory is also indicated

(from Abbott, 1982a).
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Equation (4-33) can be used to derive a cor-

rection factor (CF) for the Castor et al. (1975a)

radiative force and gives:

_CAK CF (r ) ,grad = grad

!

2 ICF (r ) = 1-#-----_, •
(4-34)

C¢

dv/dr

The introduction of this CF into the full

hydrodynamic equations (which also contain

the pressure terms discussed on page 5 when

treated numerically) complicates the numerical

and mathematical treatment of the theory sig-

nificantly. However, as shown by Pauldrach et

al. (1986) efficient algorithms can be found that

make the solution of the problem possible.

(Similar calculations were recently made avail-

able to us by Friend and Abbott (1986).) Figure

4-14 shows the stratification of the CF for the

case of a typical 05 star resulting from the im-

proved calculations. As to be expected from

simple geometrical reasons, CIe becomes

smaller than unity in the deeper layers in the

wind (to be exact, for the region where dv/dr

> v/r). Because the mass-loss rate is fixed in

the deeper layers, we expect a smaller /V/ to

result from the introduction of CF. Very in-

terestingly, in the outer layers (dv/dr < v/r) CF

V V+AV

cos -I It,

Ar

Figure 4-13. Photospheric finite cone angle that

irradiates the expanding envelope.

12
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Figure 4-14. Finite cone-angle correction factor

for a typical 05 star as a function of the re-

ciprocal radius (from Pauldrach et ai., 1986).

becomes larger than unity and then approaches

it from above. This means that here the ac-

celeration is increased. Since the density of the

material to be accelerated is now smaller be-

cause of the lower mass-loss rate in the deeper

layers, much higher velocities are obtained.

This means that the wind dynamics are changed

significantly, and much better agreement with

the observations is achieved. This will be dis-

cussed in the following section.

C. Results of Improved Theory

1. Galactic OB Stars. Pauldrach (1986) has ap-

plied the improved theory described in the

foregoing section to a representative sample of

galactic OB stars. For the calculations, they

have chosen three O V stars, two evolved O

stars, and two B supergiants, all with well-

known wind parameters M and %. and not

too uncertain stellar parameters (Tff, log g,

and L/L o )"
Table 4-3 lists the objects, together with

their stellar parameters and the observed and

calculated values of/14 and %.. The stellar

parameters have been somewhat adjusted with-

in the allowed limits of errors to demonstrate

that, in principle, the observations can be fully
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matchedby the theory. An improved deter-

mination of stellar parameters, which is at hand

with present-day observational techniques (see

Kudritzki and Hummer, 1986; Kudritzki, 1985)

will, of course, lead to more precise constraints

on the theory. (See also Section G.)

Strikingly, the agreement between theory

and observations is very good for all the ob-

jects in Table 4-3. The observed mass-loss rates

and terminal velocities are reproduced by the

theory not only for the O main-sequence stars

and the evolved O stars, but also for the ex-

treme prototype of stars showing mass loss--

P Cygni, which has a very high/14 and an ex-

tremely low v®. This reasonable agreement

between the improved selfconsistent theory and

the observations in both /14 and v= over a

rather large domain in the HR diagram in-

dicates that the concept of radiation-driven

winds is certainly very promising for a quanti-

tative description of the time-averaged sta-

tionary wind properties of hot luminous stars.

2. O Stars in the Magellanic Clouds. With

respect to the evolution of galaxies, it is ex-

tremely important to study the influence of

metallicity on the strength of stellar winds. For

this purpose, the Magellanic Clouds are an ideal

laboratory, since the analyses of H II region

emission-line spectra indicate a significant

underabundance of metals in the Large

Magellanic Cloud (LMC), as well as in the

Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) (see for in-

stance, Dufour, 1984). Consequently, Kudrit-

zki et al (1986) have applied their improved

theory of radiation-driven winds to O stars in

the LMC and SMC. For their calculations, they

adopted the following metal abundances:

ZLM c = 0.28 * Z6ai, ZSM C : 0.1 * ZGa [ .

With these metal abundances, they calcu-

lated new line forces, again using the sample

of 250000 lines provided by Abbott (1982a) and

a variety of wind models. As an example, re-

suits for a typical 05 V star (T, = 45000 K,
log g = 4.0, R/R o = 12) are given in Table

4-4.

The improved theory predicts a significant
decrease with metal abundance for both/14

and v®. The effect amounts to 900 km/s in

v= and a factor of 3 in M .

It is extremely interesting to compare such

calculations with observations. Fortunately,

several studies of O-star winds have been car-

ried out with the IUE satellite (Bruhweiler et

Table 4-3

Mass-Loss Parameters in OB-Type Stars

Star
Spectral

Type
Telf log g

(103 K) (cgs) log L/L o

10 -6 M e/yr

Mo., v7"
km/s

vCalc

oo

P Cyg B Ila 18.0 2.0 5.64 20-30 29 400 395

Ori BO la 28.5 3.25 5.91 3.1 3.3 2010 1950

_"Ori 09.5 I 30.0 3.45 5.79 2.3 1.9 2290 2274

9 Sgr O4(f) V 50.0 4.10 5.95 4.0 4.0 3440 3480

HD 48099 06.5 V 39.0 4.00 5.40 0.63 0.64 3500 3540

HD 42088 06.5 V 40.0 4.05 4.89 0.13 0.20 2600 2600

), Cep O6ef 42.0 3.7 5.90 4.0 5.1 2500 2500
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Table 4-4

Calculated Wind Parameters for a Typical

05 V Star in the Galaxy, LMC, and SMC

_,= M ,_v==C
km/s 10 -6 M o/yr L

Z_ 3350 2.12 O.66

ZLMc 2900 1.35 0.36

ZSMc 2435 0.72 0.16

al., 1982; Hutchings, 1982; Garmany and Con-

ti, 1985), mainly in the low-resolution mode.

Figure 4-15 shows a significant result found by

Garmany and Conti (1985) for O stars of spec-

tral type 03 to 09 and luminosity class V to

III in the Galaxy, LMC, and SMC. The ter-

minal velocities %, form an inclined band as

a function of Tff for stars in all three galax-

ies. However, on the average, v= in the LMC
and the SMC are about 600 and 1000 km/s

lower than in the Galaxy. Therefore, a general

trend

vSMC < vLMC< vGal .

can be inferred from the observations.

Kudritzki et al. (1986) have investigated this

trend in more detail. They calculated wind

models along evolutionary tracks, computed

recently by Pylyser et al. (1985) for SMC,

LMC, and Galaxy. Both wind models and

tracks used the same abundances as given

above. The results are shown in Figure 4-16 and

reveal the following. Obviously the evolu-

tionary tracks for O stars lead to an inclined

band in the (%sc, Tff)-plane that is defined by

the ZAMS and 40 Me track. Since v and

ves¢ are related, we expect similar bands in the

(v®, log Tff)-plane, which is indeed true as

shown in the lower part of Figure 4-16. How-

ever, due to the different metallicity in each

galaxy (see Table 4-4), the theoretical bands are

shifted relatively in height. The relative posi-

tions of the (vo,, log Teff)-bands are shown in

Figure 4-17. This explains nicely the observa-

tions given in Figure 4-15. The location of the

individual objects of each galaxy in the lower

part of Figure 4-16 also demonstrates that the

observed %, values are well represented by the
improved theory.

The mass-loss rates along the evolutionary

tracks in each galaxy are displayed in Figure

4-18a. Although, individually, for tracks of the

same initial mass, the mass-loss rates are clearly

smaller in the Magellanic Clouds, it will be hard

to disentangle this effect because, at higher lu-

minosities, the curves cross each other. This ex-

plains why no clear observational effects have

been found by Garmany and Conti (1985) with

respect to mass-loss rates. However, by means

of detailed non-LTE quantitative spectroscopy

that yields the stellar parameters (Tm log g,

L, M, and abundances) with high precision for

individual objects, this will be possible. Such

work is presently under way, and first results

will be forthcoming soon (Gehren et al., 1986).

The absolute values of the computed mass-

loss rates ( at least for the Galaxy) are in good

agreement with the observations. This is

E
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Figure 4-15. Observed terminal velocities as a

function of effective temperature for 0 stars
in the Galaxy, LMC, and SMC. The data are

taken from Garmany and Conti (1985).
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Figure 4-16. Top: The change of surface escape velocity during the evolution of massive stars for
the Galaxy, LMC, and SMC. The curves are computed from the evolutionary tracks of Pylyser et

al. (1985) and are labeled by their initial mass at the ZAMS. Bottom: Terminal velocity computed

with the improved stellar-wind theory along the same tracks as in the corresponding upper diagram.

Observed values have been added for comparison from Figure 4-15. For a detailed discussion, see
text (from Kudritzki, et ai., 1986).
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Figure 4-17. The v=-bands as a function of

Tel/ for the Galaxy, LMC, and SMC as
predicted by the improved theory (from

Kudritzki et al., 1986).

demonstrated by Figure 4-18b, which also in-

dicates that part of the large scatter in/14 might

come from stars with different M evolving

along different tracks.

In general, the improved theory predicts

winds that are significantly weaker in velocity

and density if the metal abundance is reduced

to values suggested for the LMC and the SMC.

From the fact that the observed decrease of

the terminal velocity is well reproduced by the

calculations, we conclude that the concept of

radiation-driven winds appears to function cor-

rectly at low metallicities as well. On the other

hand, the results can also be interpreted as an

indirect proof of the overall low metallicity in

the LMC and SMC if one is willing to accept

the wind theory as a priori correct.
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Figure 4-18a. Theoretical (log 1(4 �log L) relation along the same tracks as in Figure 4-16.

D. Validity of the Sobolev Approximation

The development of the radiation-driven

wind theory in Section B was considerably

simplified by the use of the Sobolev approxi-

mation Vth/(dv/dr) << lwind (assumption c) in
Sections B. 1, B.2, and B.3). As a consequence

of this assumption, no detailed radiative trans-

fer was required to calculate the line forces,

which were obtained simply by considering

locally the velocity-induced line shifts Ap i

toward the nonattenuated neighboring parts of

the photospheric continuum.

This assumption has been subject to some

criticism. It has been argued that the use of the

Sobolev approximation throughout the atmo-

sphere leads to inaccurate velocity fields and

mass-loss rates (Weber, 1981; Leroy and Lafon,

1982). However, because the comparison be-

tween the Castor et al. (1975a) calculations and

those by Weber and by Leroy and Lafon, who

carried out exact radiative-transfer calculations
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Figure 4-18b. Same as Figure 4-8, but including

the calculations along galactic evolutionary
tracks from Figure 4-18a.

instead of using the Sobolev approximation,

were not made on a strictly differential basis,

this conclusion needed further critical investi-

gation.

Therefore, Pauldrach et al. (1986) inves-

tigated this problem in detail on a strictly dif-

ferentiai basis. Parallel to the improved code

described in Section B.3 using the Sobolev ap-

proximation "modified Castor et al."-theory

(MCAK), they developed a completely indepen-

dent complementary code in which the radiative

force is calculated and the hydrodynamic equa-

tions are solved using a line-by-line solution of

the exact (to order v/c) radiative-transfer equa-

tion in the comoving frame (CMF):

a 1-# 2 a
_-_ I (v,#,r) + r O# I (v,#,r)

Vo ((1_#2) V /,t2 dv Olc r + _-) _ (4-35)

= _ (v,r) - X (v,r) I (v,#,r)

Here I(v, #, r),v,7 (v, r), X (_, r) are the in-

tensity, frequency, total emissivity, and opaci-

ty in the CMF. (For a detailed discussion of this

equation, see Mihalas et al. (1975).) With H
p

defined as

1 iH - 2 d#/_)# , (4-36)
-l

the radiative line acceleration by a single line

i is then given by:

i 4_r I igrad = C p (r) Xv (r) H(r) dv , (4-37)

where x i, is the line absorption as given in
principle by Equation (4-16), but with a fre-

quency now transformed into the CMF. The

transformation between the CMF and the ob-

server's frame reads (v/c << 1):

VCM F = rob s- g, Vi/C (4-38)

For the representation of the line force, a

sample of strong (ki/s E = 106), intermediate

(ki/s E = 104), and weak (ki/s E = 102) lines has

been chosen at three frequency regions long-

ward of, shortward of, and at the flux maxi-

mum. After calculating the radiative forces for

each of these lines by solving the CMF transfer

equation, the individual forces were weighted

according to the line-strength distribution func-

tion described by Equation (4-20) in Section B.2

so that, by definition, the total force is the same

as the MCAK force in the outer parts of the

wind. This procedure ensured a strictly differ-

entiai study in which the acceleration laws were
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essentially identical well outside the sonic point,

where the Sobolev approximation is certainly

sufficient, but the line forces were allowed to

differ around the sonic point, where the Sobo-

lev approximation might be questionable and

the correct CMF radiative transfer is required.

The result of those extensive calculations

was that only small differences are introduced

by the Sobolev approximation in the MCAK-

theory. (For details, see Pauldrach et al., 1986.)

This is demonstrated in Figure 4-19, a com-

parison of the wind-velocity fields, and in Table

4-5, which compares the results obtained by the

MCAK-theory for the galactic O stars (Table

4-3) with those computed using the CMF force.

Although these results now appear to show

that the approximations of the MCAK theory--

Sobolev approximation, core-halo structure, no

limb-darkening--are of little importance, we

believe that it is necessary to continue with the

more sophisticated CMF theory in the future

for the following reasons. First, we cannot be

completely sure that the agreement is simply

caused by the renormalization procedure itself
that fixes the CMF calculations in the outer

layers. Second, we feel that, in the case of ex-

tended photospheres as for Wolf-Rayet stars

(see Pauldrach el al., 1985) and extreme super-

giants, the CMF calculations will be clearly

more appropriate. Therefore, the calculation of

self-consistent wind models using CMF and

Abbott's full-line list will be part of the future

work. This will also permit us to investigate in

a realistic way the effects of multiple scatter-

ing on the velocity field. (See Section F.)

E. Superionization and Statistical

Equilibrium in O-Star Winds

One of the striking peculiarities in the winds

of hot luminous stars is the so-called "super-

ionization," in which the presence of anoma-

lously high stages of ionization like O VI and

30O0

2000,

5OO

0

I/

//

-7 _ "J"///I/

-2 -_ 0 1

log (R,'RPHOT 11

Figure 4-19. Theoretical velocity field for a
typical 05f star obtained with the CMF line

force (--) and the improved (MCAK) theory as

described in Section B.3 (--.) (from Pauldrach

et aL, 1986).

Table 4-5

Computed Wind Parameters Obtained With CMF Stellar Wind Code Com-

pared With Results Given in Table 4-3 Using the Improved (MCAK) Theory.

10 -6 M o/yr km/s

Star t_MCAK /_CMF vMCAK vCMF
oo oo

P Cyg 29.0 24.0 395 395

Ori 3.3 3.4 1950 1930

_"Ori 1.9 1.7 2274 2140

9 Sgr 4.0 3.4 3480 3540

HD 48099 0.64 0.7 3540 3150

HD 42088 0.20 0.23 2600 2320

X Cep 5.1 4.0 2500 2470
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N V are meant. Two examples are given in Fig-

ures 4-20 and 4-21. The term "superionization"

was chosen because the first non-LTE calcula-

tions for wind models with a temperature struc-

ture of T _- Tel (cool winds)--as resulting

from radiative equilibrium--were not able to

reproduce these high ionization features. As a

consequence, Lamers and Morton (1976) in-

troduced the "warm-wind model," in which

T _ 2 * l0 s K is adopted throughout the

wind, and O VI is therefore produced by colli-

sional ionization. Alternatively, the "thin-

corona model" was suggested (Hearn, 1975;

Olson, 1978; Cassinelli and Olson, 1979; Olson

and Castor, 1981), in which a thin corona of
T _ 106 K at the bottom of the stellar wind

e

emits X rays. These then produce O VI from

O IV by Auger photoionization. However, both
the warm-wind and the thin-corona models dis-

agree with far-IR observations (Lamers et al.,

1984). In addition, the observed X-ray spectra

disagree with predictions of the thin-corona

model (Cassinelli and Swank, 1983). (For a

discussion of Waldron's (1984) results, see

Pauldrach (1986).) Consequently, because both

models could be ruled out, the problem of

superionization remained unsolved.

A qualitative solution was suggested by the

"shock model" (Lucy and White, 1980; Lucy,

1982b; Krolik and Raymond, 1985; Owocki

and Rybicki, 1985). Here, instabilities in the

wind produce randomly distributed shocks. In

turn, these shocks can produce X rays with a

spectrum close to the observations. It was there-

fore speculated as to whether these X rays are

also present in the deeper layers of the wind

where they produce O VI and N V, again by

Auger ionization. However, this has not been

worked out quantitatively, mainly because the

details of the shock properties are still too

uncertain. Simple, somewhat crude estimates

(Pauldrach, 1986) lead to the conclusion that,

in the inner part of the wind (v < 0.9 v®), the
high-ionization species may not be created by

shock X rays.

This unhappy situation, in which the ob-

served ionization stages cannot be reproduced

by a self-consistent theory, is troublesome. (It

OVl

1 O30 1O4O

i i

Figure 4-20. 0 VI P Cygni profile in the FUV

spectrum of _ Pup (04f) and a computed pro-
file based on a detailed "'warm-wind model"

(from Hamann, 1980).

is also the reason why mass-loss rates obtained

from UV wind lines are regarded as extremely

uncertain.) We have therefore decided to attack

once more the ionization problem in hot-star

stellar winds. We realized that all previous

statistical equilibrium calculations in stellar

winds used rather crude approximations--

either ionization from the ground state followed

by total recombination and electron cascades

downward was adopted (Lamers and Morton,

1976; Hamann, 1980, 1981; Abbott and Lucy,

1985; etc.) or ground state ionization followed

by direct recombination to the ground state on-

ly (Abbott, 1982a; Pauldrach et al., 1986; Ku-

dritzki et al., 1986). The first approach assumes

that all lines are optically thin (as in planetary

nebulae or in H II regions); the second one

assumes that all lines are optically thick (as in

deep photospheric layers). In view of the den-

sities (10 s cm -3 < n E < 1012 cm -3) in stellar

winds, it is clear that neither of these assump-
tions can be correct.

Another crucial approximation concerns the

ionizing radiation field. In almost all ap-

proaches, it has been represented by optically

thin geometrically diluted photospheric radia-

tion. For the most important ions, however, the

ionization edges lie beyond the He II edge,
where one can show that the radiation is
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Figure 4-21.0 VI and N V profiles with flat extended blue wings in r Sco (09.5 V). The dotted pro-

files are computed on the basis of a "'warm-wind model" (from Hamann, 1981).

optically thick. Thus, in this region, the ionizing

radiation is undiluted and is coupled to the local

electron temperature.

We therefore decided to attack the ioniza-

tion problem again from the viewpoint of the

cool-wind model. The temperature structure

was chosen ad hoc, following closely spherically

extended non-LTE atmospheric models in radi-

ative equilibrium, which take into account the

wind-model density structure but only hydro-

gen and helium bound-free and free-free opaci-

ties (Gabler et al., 1987). Using Te(r), the full

problem was treated self-consistently (i.e., we

solved the full multilevel non-LTE rate equa-

tions, including electron collisions, for all rele-

vant elements and ions simultaneously with the

hydrodynamic equations of radiation-driven

winds). Our calculations comprise in total: 133

ionization stages of 26 elements (H to Zn) with

altogether 4000 levels and 100(90 bound-bound

transitions. Electron collisions are included and

the correct continuous radiation field obtained

from the solution of the spherical transfer equa-

tion is taken into account for bound-free tran-

sitions. The occupation numbers obtained in

this way are then used to calculate the contribu-

tion of more than 1000190 lines to the line force,

using the line list of Abbott (1982a). The new

line force is then used again for the solution of

the hydrodynamic equations, which yield new

density and velocity fields. In turn, these allow

the calculation of new occupation numbers.

The process is iterated to convergence. (For

details, see Pauldrach (1986).)
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The atomic model for Ne IV is sketched in

Figure 4-22 as one example for the treatment

of the 133 ionization stages in this extensive
work.

The first calculations have been carried out

for _"Pup because this object has well-studied

wind properties and precisely determined stellar

parameters (Kudritzki et al., 1983; Bohannan

et al., 1986): Tel f = 42000 K, log g = 3.5,
R/Ro = 19.

We report the following results of these first
calculations:

(a) For frequencies beyond the He II edge,

the ionizing radiation is indeed optically
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Figure 4-22. Grotrian diagram of Ne IV with all radiative bound-bound transitions taken into

account as an example for the treatment of the 133 different ionization stages in the detailed
multilevel statistical equilibrium calculations (from Pauldrach, 1986).
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thick up to several stellar radii (Figure

4-23). An enormous O V absorption

edge occurs in the wind.

(b) A dramatic shift to higher ionization

stages results from the solution of the

full non-LTE multilevel equations (Fig-

ure 4-24). The ground levels of the

higher ionization stages are now orders

of magnitudes more strongly populated

than in the older more approximate cal-

culations. The effect is strongest in the

deeper layers, but remains at high ve-

locities as well. The main mechanism

that produces this effect in the inner part

of the wind is sketched in Figure 4-25.

Collisional excitation of low-lying levels

with ionization wavelength Xlon > 228/_

is followed by photoionization caused

by the powerful photospheric radiation

at wavelengths longward of the He II

edge. A second mechanism, which

works mainly in the outer wind regions,

is the increased direct radiative ioniza-

tion from the ground state due to the

optically thick undiluted local radiation
field with X > 228 /_.

(c) The shift to high ionization stages also
has a dramatic influence on the O VI

ionization (Figure 4-26). While the old

approximations fail by more than 6 dex,

the new calculations agree very well with

the observations. Figure 4-27 demon-

strates that, as a result, clearly observ-

able O VI is produced by the calcula-

tions. Thus, the longstanding problem

of "'superionization" can be solved for

cool winds without any other source of

ionization.

We stress, however, that T(r) is still chosen

ad hoc (as described previously), neglecting line

opacities (hydrogen, helium, and metals), in the

radiative equilibrium. Thus, nothing can be said

at present about the importance of nonradiative

heating. Although the wind temperature is now

much lower than previously discussed in con-

nection with "superionization," it cannot be

excluded that additional nonradiative heating

is needed, if future radiative equilibrium models

including metal line-cooling should predict too

low temperatures compared with the observa-

tions. Despite this open question, we regard the

present results to be a decisive step in our

understanding of the ionization mechanisms in

hot-star winds.
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Figure 4-23. Radius of optical depth equal unity

as a function of reciprocal wavelength in the

wind of _ Pup (from Pauldrach, 1986).
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Figure 4-24. Logarithm of the ground state

occupation number in the full multilevel

non-L TE divided by the value obtained in the

old approximation (cf. Abbott, 1982a): • =N V,

O= S VI, x = Ne IV, + = A VI, and [] = Fe

V. The depth parameter is the logarithm of pro-

ton density (bottom) or the velocity in units of

v= (top) (from Pauldrach, 1986).
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Figure 4-25. Sketch of the ionization mech-

anism of highly ionized species in the stellar
wind.
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Figure 4-26. Logarithm of 0 VI ionization frac-
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x =old approximation (cf. Abbott, 1982a),

• =full non-LTE multilevel calculations with

T = T,, = const., o=full non-LTE, but
with slo'_(v-falling T(r) according to the
spherical extended radiative equifibrium code

by Gabler et ai. (1986), + = observed value by

Lamers and Morton H976), and - observed
value by Hamann (1980).

Figure 4-27. Calculated red doublet component

of the 0 VI resonance line using the _ Pup wind

model with slow-falling radiative equilibrium

temperature.

(d) The back-reaction of the improved oc-

cupation numbers on the wind dynamics

is also significant. Excellent agreement

with the observed wind parameters is

obtained:

/'_obs Mcalc v°bSoo vcalco=

10 -e M e/yr 10 -6 M e/yr km/s km/s

4-6 4.6 2450 2200

2660

The few hundred km/s missing in v=

are, in our opinion, related to the effects

of line overlap and multiple scattering.

(e) Far-IR observations (IRAS) give infor-

mation about density and stellar-wind

stratification close to the photospheric

surface (Lamers et al., 1984). It is

therefore interesting to compare the

prediction of the self-consistent wind

model with the observations. This is

done in Figure 4-28, which shows that

this part of the spectrum is now de-

scribed properly by the theory as well.
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F. FutureImprovementsof theTheory

From the foregoing section, we conclude

that, for luminous OB stars, the concept of

radiation-driven winds is the right way to de-

scribe quantitatively the rapidly expanding

envelopes of hot stars. Although the work done

thus far comprises the effort of many people

over many years, it is only a first step in this

direction. Clearly, the next step will be to in-

clude the effects of spectrally neighboring lines.

The velocity-induced Doppler shifts lead to

overlaps of line transitions so that a photon

emitted in the wind by one line can be absorbed

again by another red-shifted line. (Figure 4-29

gives a typical example for this situation.) This

"multiple scattering" in different line transi-

tions can have two important effects:

(a) Modification of the occupation num-

bers in the wind: From Section E, it is

evident that a detailed non-LTE

multilevel treatment is required for the

proper calculation of the occupation

numbers of the individual ions. These

occupation numbers are partially deter-

mined by the radiation field in the line

transitions, which is changed because of

the line overlap. Until now, the latter

has been neglected.

(b) Modification of the stellar-wind dy-

namics: The multiple absorption in dif-

ferent line transitions will lead to a

multiple transfer of photon momentum

to the stellar-wind plasma, which will

affect the radiative force and, conse-

quently, the wind dynamics.
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Figure 4-28. Observed IR energy distribution (+) as given by Lamers et aL (1984) com-

pared with a spherical non-LTE model with stellar wind (--)from Gabler et al. (1986)

and a plane parallel model without wind (_.) from Kudritzki et al. (1983).
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A variety of attempts have already been

undertaken to investigate this effect. Panagia

and Macchetto (1982a) used a simple model to

study the influence on the velocity field, but

neglected the back-reaction on mass-loss rate

and occupation numbers. Abbott and Lucy

0985) used Abbott's (1982a) line list and

adopted a fixed velocity field v(r) and a Monte

Carlo technique for the multiline radiative

transfer to calculate the momentum transfer

from the continuous photospheric radiation to

the stellar-wind plasma. By this method, they

were able to compute a mass-loss rate for _"Pup

that agrees well with the observed value. Be-

cause the velocity field was a priori adopted and

kept fixed, however, nothing could be said with

respect to back-reactions on the velocity field.

In addition, the influence on the occupation

numbers, calculated with the approximate non-

LTE discussed in Section E, could not be con-

sidered at this stage. Friend and Castor (1983)

recalculated one of the models by Castor et al.

(1975a), taking into account multiple scatter-

ing in a self-consistent but simplified statistical

way. Much larger values for v were found
(the individual values depending on the parame-

terization of the line force), but from our point

of view, it was not possible to clearly disen-

tangle the influence of the finite cone-angle cor-

rection factor (Section B.3) and the influence

of multiple scattering in this work. In any case,

the importance of multiple scattering for self-

consistent models was clearly indicated by this

paper (and the two others just cited), so that

a more realistic and refined treatment of this

effect appears to be inevitable.
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Figure 4-29. Distribution of line strength (k/se) in a typical O-star EUV spectral interval of width

2AX® = 2X v.,/c. In a stellar wind, photons emitted by the bluest lines can, in principle, be reab-
sorbed by all redward lines in this interval, which contains 244 lines (computed by J. Puls).
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Inouropinion,theonlywayto testtheef-
fectquantitativelyistoextendthecalculations
describedinSectionE,basedonarealisticline
list anddetailedmultilevelnon-LTEcalcula-
tions,sothatmultiplescatteringisincluded.At
firstglance,thisappearsto beahopelesstask
becauseall themultilevelrateequationsare
directlyradiativelycoupledduetotheoverlap-
pinglinetransitions.However,thetreatment
of theproblemwithinourgroupis wellad-
vanced,andfirst resultswillbeforthcoming.
Withthisimportanteffectincluded,detailed
stellar-windmodelcalculationswillbeunder-
takennotonlyforOBstarsbutalsoforWolf-
Rayetstars.Forthelattercase,theresultsof
Pauldrachetal. (1985)indicatethatthesitua-
tion is notcompletelyhopeless.

Anothercrucialtopicis theself-consistent
treatmentof theenergybalancein thestellar
wind.A firststepwillbetocalculateradiative
equilibriummodels(seeSectionE),including
metallineabsorptionintheenergybalance.In
addition,however,it willbeextremelyimpor-
tanttoinvestigatehowtheradiativeequilibrium
isaffectedbyadditionaldissipationofmechani-
calenergy.Besidessometestcalculationsin-
troducingtheadhocdissipationof a certain
fractionof mechanicalenergy,wesuggestthe
useof thedetailedandimprovedwindmodels
withrealisticlineforcesfor arefinedanalysis
of thestabilityof theaccelerationmechanism
andthewindflow.(Foranoutlineofthebasic
methods,seeOwockiandRybicki(1985).)The
resultscanthenbetakenfor theinvestigation
of thepropertiesof possibleacousticwavesor
shocks,particularlytheEUVandX-rayradia-
tionfieldemittedbythelatter(seeKrolikand
Raymond,1985;Lucy,1982b,1986).Thiswill
beextremelyimportantforthereliabilityofthe
ionizationcalculations.

Another point of interest is the variability

of stellar winds. Until now, only a stationary

theory has been developed, which is unable to

make clear predictions with respect to varia-

bility. On the other hand, the variability in

stellar-wind lines is clearly observed. (See the

contributions by D. Baade and H. Henrichs in

this volume.) In view of this, the following

mechanism looks very interesting. Mass-loss

rates and velocity field are very sensitive to the

stellar parameters, as our calculations have

shown. This means that even small pulsations

must be reflected in the wind. For /_ Cep

pulsators (a Sco and BW Vul), we have checked

this in our stationary models (Pauldrach, 1985)

and found clear effects. Of course, in view of

the short periods, time-dependent calculations

will be necessary to investigate the effects of

pulsation on the wind. It is interesting to specu-

late as to whether the observed "narrow line

components" can be produced in this way or

whether additional turbulence or nonmono-

tonic behavior of the velocity field (Hamann,

1980, 1981; Lucy, 1983, 1984a, 1986), which

appears to be observed, can be induced. It

might also be a mechanism for additional shock

production and energy dissipation in the wind.

G. Observational Tests of the Theory

Until now, the observational tests of the

theory consisted mainly of comparisons be-

tween observed and computed mass-loss rates

for samples of luminous OB stars with more

or less well-defined stellar parameters. Because

we know that both the observed wind proper-

ties inferred from the plasma diagnostics of

stellar-wind features and the calculated proper-

ties depend crucially on the adopted stellar

parameters of luminosity, mass, temperature,

radius, and abundances, precise determination

of these parameters is necessary for a real test

of the theory. Fortunately, the progress in the

theory of hot-star pbotospheres and the

dramatic improvement of observational spec-

troscopic techniques in recent years now allows

a determination of stellar parameters with high

precision even for objects as faint as O main-

sequence stars in the Magellanic Clouds. (For

a recent review, see Kudritzki (1985) and

Kudritzki and Hummer (1986).) Therefore, we

suggest that the improved theory of radiation-

driven winds may be tested in more detail. Non-

LTE analyses of photospheric spectra of in-

dividual galactic and LMC/SMC objects will

have to be carried out to obtain Tel f, log g, L,
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M, and abundances. These parameters will per-

mit the calculation of wind models that can

then be compared in detail with the observa-

tions. We stress the importance of abundance

determinations in this context. Since the con-

tamination of photospheric material with CNO

nuclear processed material (as a result of stellar

evolution in the presence of mass loss) is to be

expected theoretically and is also clearly ob-

served in some cases (Kudritzki et al., 1983;

Butler and Simon, 1985; Bohannan et al., 1986;

Schonberner et al., 1986; Kudritzki and Hum-

mer, 1986), the usual assumption of solar abun-

dances for galactic objects is not of high

reliability, particularly if the UV C IV or N V

lines are used for the observational stellar-wind

investigations. For Magellanic Cloud objects,

the situation is even worse because our infor-

mation about massive-star abundances in this

case is rather crude and indirect. Consequent-

ly, a careful test of the reliability of the stellar-

wind theory must be carried out simultaneous-

ly with a careful determination of stellar

parameters, including abundances.

It will be very important to study in detail

once more those objects that permit accurate

observations in a wide spectral range, including

the radio and the far-IR domain of the spec-

trum (g" Pup, P Cyg, etc.) on the basis of the

improved theory. For these objects, it should

be possible to test whether the theory predicts

(on the time-independent average) the correct

density, velocity, and ionization stratification.

This will also make it possible to investigate
whether the full non-LTE calculations de-

scribed in Section E yield reliable ionization

fractions in the wind and therefore permit

mass-loss rates from UV wind lines to be deter-

mined with much higher precision than before.

If so, this will be a breakthrough in UV stellar-

wind diagnostics.

A striking observational feature of hot-star

winds is the luminosity-dependence of the Si IV

resonance lines that became evident from the

work by Walborn et al. (1985), who system-

atically studied the morphology of high-

resolution IUE spectra. It is obvious that a

reliable wind theory must be able to reproduce

such general effects. The same holds for the

disappearance of "superionization" features at

lower effective temperatures around spectral

type B0 (see, for instance, Abbott et al., 1982).

Once the theory is able to include the effects

of multiple scattering in a realistic way (see Sec-

tion F), wind models for Wolf-Rayet stars will

have to be constructed in order to investigate

whether the theory also works in this case or

whether another mechanism is needed. In our

opinion, this is an open question (see Pauldrach

et al., 1985) that can be decided only after the

stellar parameters have been determined with

some precision. For this purpose, spectroscopic

methods as developed by Hillier (1983, 1984),

Hamann (1985a, 1985b, 1986), and Hamann

and Schmutz (1986) are extremely important.

After the enormously fruitful period of 8

years of the IUE satellite, it is important to

remember that almost all of our information

about the crucial stellar-wind lines in the FUV

(912/_ < X < 1150/_) dates back to observa-

tions taken with the Copernicus satellite more

than I0 years ago. Although it might appear

too trivial to be pointed out in a book such as

this, we wish to make it clear that, for O stars,

the FUV and the EUV are the decisive spectral

regions in which most of the intrinsic stellar flux

is emitted. Consequently, future observations

using the highly efficient UV spectroscopic

technology of today will put the most severe

constraints on the theory. The same will hold

for the spectroscopic X-ray missions planned

for the next decade. With spectra of sufficient

resolution in the soft X-ray domain, we will be

able to determine how the stellar winds are able

to produce this radiation. Besides the power-

ful tools of plasma diagnostics of X-ray emis-

sion lines, the simple Doppler shift of these lines

will give us information about the region in the

wind (inner and/or outer layers) from which

this radiation originates. Although all this is

a long way off, we have no doubt that the

astrophysical importance of mass loss will clear-

ly justify the effort.
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V. INTRINSIC VARIABILITY IN

ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA OF

EARLY-TYPE STARS: THE

DISCRETE ABSORPTION LINES*

A. Introduction

The long missions of the Copernicus and

IUE satellites made it possible to monitor

ultraviolet spectra of early-type stars on time

scales from less than 1 hour to many years. In-

trinsic variability (i.e., not due to binary effects)

is frequently found in the resonance lines of O

VI (1032, 1038 ._), Si III (1207 A), N V (1239,

1243/_), Si IV (1394, 1403/_), C IV (1548, 1551

/_,), A1 III (1855, 1863/_), the nonresonance)

line of C III (1176/_), etc. (i.e., spectral lines

that indicate the presence of a stellar wind).

Like most stars across the HR diagram, early-

type stars are thought to lose mass in the form

of a stellar wind. Determining mass loss on the

basis of spectral line shapes is therefore one of

the main tasks of the ultraviolet spectroscopists.

(Of course, other methods are also available.)

*Huib Henrichs, Joint Institute for Laboratory Astro-

physics, University of Colorado and National Bureau of

Standards, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0440, and

Astronomical Institute, University of Amsterdam,

Roetersstraat 15, 1018 WB Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

To assist in this task, theoreticians have been

developing models for stellar winds and their

structure. This enables a prediction to be made

for a specific spectral line shape, depending on

the stellar-wind structure parameters such as

mass-loss rate, velocity, density and ionization

structure, presence of X rays, etc. A com-

parison of predicted and observed line profiles

then gives numerical values for the desired

parameters.

In theoretical models, however, the basic

assumption is usually made that the stellar-wind

structure is time-independent. (For a recent

review, see, for example, Abbott, 1985.) On the

other hand, it has become obvious from the

steadily accumulating UV data that the majori-

ty of spectral lines that are stellar-wind in-

dicators are, to some level, variable on all time

scales--in some cases even as short as ½ hour

(i.e., comparable to a typical flow time scale

of a stellar wind (defined as the stellar radius

divided by the observed radial velocity)). Of

particular concern is the interpretation of the

(generally) blue-shifted "discrete absorption

components." These are also frequently called

narrow components, narrow lines, shifted nar-

row components, etc. (narrow to emphasize the

contrast to the often-observed broad underlying

P Cygni profile). In fact, the best description

is "unexpected" absorption. In most cases, the

components are narrow and/or shifted, but not

always. This is why we refer to the phenomenon

in general as "discrete" absorption com-

ponents. These spectral features are beyond any

doubt identified as mostly resonance transitions

of abundant ions that are indicators of mass

outflow. The most well-known example is given

by Morton (1976), who observed the N V

doublet in _"Oph, 09.5 V(e), with the Coper-

nicus satellite (Figure 4-30). Both members of

this doublet are found at their correct relative

position, as well as relative strength, but are

observed to be blue-shifted corresponding to

1400 km/s, whereas the width is only 200 km/s.

The earliest UV spectrum of _"Oph (recorded

around 1968 by Smith, 1972) shows essentially

the same features. Other early examples may

be found in Underhill (1975).
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Figure 4-30. Copernicus spectrum of _ Oph (Morton, 1976), showing shortward
displaced narrow absorption lines of the resonance doublet of N V.

In a survey to detect mass outflow, Snow

and Morton (1976) discovered discrete absorp-

tions in many other stars (g" Pup, 04 I(n)f; 15

Mon, 07 V((f)); k Ori, 08 IIl((f)); p Leo, B1

lab; _ Per. 07.5 III(n)((f)); etc.). These stars

appear to be superimposed on the blue absorp-

tion wing of a P Cygni profile. The first sys-

tematic investigation of their presence (i.e.,

without studying variability) was presented by

Lamers et al. (1982), who found 17 stars with

high-velocity discrete absorptions in a sample

of 26 OB (non-Be) stars, which indicated that

this phenomenon is rather common in such

stars. Lamers et al. noticed an important prop-

erty in their sample: if the discrete components

in a given spectrum are found in different ions,

they always show the same velocity, and this

velocity is in all cases less than the terminal

velocity of the wind (being identified with the

steep blue edge of saturated profiles of other

P Cygni lines when available). (See Figure 4-34c

for a clear example.)

The discrete absorption lines have also been

discovered in a number of Be stars (3' Cas, B0.5

IVe (Hammerschlag-Hensberge, 1979); 59 Cyg,

B1 Ve (Doazan et al., 1980); oJ Ori, B2 IIIe

(Peters, 1982b); etc.) as well as in some sub-

dwarfs (e.g., HD 128220B sdO (Hamann et al.,

1981; Bruhweiler and Dean, 1983). In the case

of Be stars, it is well known that the P Cygni

lines are not well developed (in the sense that

the emission is absent), and the discrete com-

ponents are superposed on the asymmetric ab-

sorption wings. Multiple absorption com-

ponents are frequently found with different

velocity and strength (e.g., 59 Cyg, 3' Cas, _o

Ori, 66 Oph, and HD 128220B). A detailed

summary of observed properties is given in Sec-

tion C.

Connected with the presence of the discrete

components is the issue of their variability.

Typical examples are collected in Figure 4-34.

(See also Figure 4-44.) As mentioned previous-

ly, the observed time scales can be as short as

a Vz hour. In some cases, particularly the less

luminous Be stars (i.e., with later spectral type),

the entire absorption profile is variable and may

sometimes disappear (e.g., 0 CrB, B6 llIe

(Doazan et al., 1984)). (See also Figure 4-34g.)

In this case, we need two time scales to describe

the variability: (1) the short time scale which

characterizes the variations in a given discrete

component, and (2) a much longer time scale

which characterizes the activity level, where
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"active"indicates the presence of the (variable)

discrete components.

Quite a few explanations for the origin of

these lines, which are definitively formed some-

where in the expanding stellar wind, have been

proposed during the past 10 years. None of

these explanations appears to be accepted by

the different investigators. The main concern

is to explain the observed variability of the

discrete absorptions. The pioneering work by

Snow (1977) contains the first systematic study

of the variable character of UV spectra of early-

type stars. Snow found in many of his 17 stars

conspicuous changes over a few years, mostly

in strength of the high-velocity components,

although some changes in velocity were also

observed. His sample contained O I-V stars and

a few B supergiants. Many reports on variable

UV lines in OB stars have appeared. (See for

example, Snow (1979), Underhill and Doazan

(1982), Marlborough (1982), and Henrichs

(1984).) A more recent compilation appears in
Section D.

The first systematic investigation of the

discrete high-velocity absorption lines in one

particular star was made by Henrichs et al.

(1980, 1982, 1983) for 3' Cas, B0.5 IVe. Drastic

changes both in strength (Figure 4-31) and in

velocity of narrow features were observed in the

majority of 28 high-resolution IUE spectra. The
time scales involved varied between 1 week and

1 month. A remarkable "memory" in the star,

"r Cas, has been found in the sense that, when

the discrete absorption lines were strong, they

were found at a systematically lower velocity

than when they were weak, even though they

sometimes completely disappeared between

such different episodes. (This "memory" of

this star did not appear to hold over more than

5 years (Doazan, private communication).)

Henrichs et al. 0983) proposed that the time

scale involved for the appearance of the nar-

row absorption lines might, in fact, be of the

order of hours. In addition, they gave argu-

ments that this behavior might not be unique

for this single Be star, but in fact, would be

representative for all early-type stars. An ac-

tual recording of such an "appearance" event

g
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Figure 4-31. The striking difference between

two spectra with and without discrete absorp-

tions in _ Cas (Henrichs et aL, 1983). In each
row, the velocity scale is relative to the rest

wavelength of the principal line of the doublet.

Both undisplaced and displaced doublet posi-
tions are indicated.

has been looked for and observed in _ Per, 07.5

III(n)((f)). (See Section D.) Since then, more

systematic surveys concentrating on multiple

spectra of a number of stars have been carried

out. The most important survey study is the

paper by Prinja and Howarth (1986), which

contains a detailed analysis of available ultra-

violet IUE spectra of more than 20 OB stars

and draws systematic conclusions. (See Section

C.)

Although this review is supposed to be con-

cerned mainly with O stars, it will be obvious

to the reader that the nature of the UV variabili-

ty is such that we must inevitably include in-
formation about B and Be stars.

Motivated by these considerations, we de-

vote the present review to the following topics:

(a) Statistics: In what fraction of early-type

stars are discrete UV absorptions found
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(b)

(c)

(d)

and is their occurrence possibly related

to spectral type, luminosity, rotation, Be

characteristics, etc.? It will appear that,

generally speaking, more than 60 per-
cent of all OB stars show discrete ab-

sorptions at high velocity, whereas there

is strong evidence that the discrete ab-

sorptions are, in fact, always variable.

The fraction must be considered as a

conservative lower limit. Another ma-

jor conclusion is that, among the less

luminous B stars, only Be stars show

discrete components, in contrast to

"normal" B stars, in which not much

(if any) variability has been seen.

Variability: A wide range in time scales

of observed variations in both velocity

and strength has been observed. We

shall present significant examples of

such variability on time scales as short

as ½ hour, comparable to a typical flow

time scale of stellar winds. A second,

much longer, time scale is needed to

describe the presence of discrete com-

ponents in Be stars.

Models: A short description of current

models will be given. At present, none

of them is capable of explaining all the

observed properties of the variable dis-

crete absorption components. However,

some models explain reasonably well the

general behavior of these lines in a few

particular stars. No clear conclusion can

be drawn about the origin of this

phenomenon, although interesting sug-

gestions have been made.

Related Observations of Interest: High

signal-to-noise optical spectroscopy has

revealed that many early-type stars are

in fact nonradial pulsators with varying

amplitude and/or, to a lesser extent,

modes. In a few cases, a correlation be-

tween variability in pulsation behavior

and UV line profiles has been observed.

This is a new and promising area in

which only a first step has been made.

In summary, at present, it is at least the

author's belief that the understanding of the

line-profile variability is crucial for understand-

ing the structure of the stellar winds of early-

type stars generally, as well as for comprehend-

ing the unexplained Be phenomenon, a view-

point which was a few years ago perhaps not

as widely shared. The reader is referred to the

book on B and Be stars (Underhill and Doazan,

1982) for earlier views regarding this matter.

Any realistic model describing stellar-wind
structure must account for the observed time-

dependent character. It is well recognized that

stability analyses of stellar winds driven by

radiation pressure, which is generally accepted

to be the major driving mechanism in early-type

stars, have shown that such flows are unstable

against several kinds of perturbations. (See also

Section E.) None of these models, however, can

predict or even describe the behavior of the

discrete absorptions as a function of time. For

this reason, the major emphasis of this review

is on the observational facts.

B. Statistics

The first question which must be addressed

is: How common is the presence of discrete ab-

sorption components in the UV spectra of

early-type stars? We shall see that they occur

in all kinds of early-typestars, not specifically

in "peculiar" stars, and that the observational

evidence indicates that in fact encountering

discrete absorption components is the rule

rather than the exception. Another evident

question is whether known physical properties

of stars might be related to the occurrence of

discrete absorptions.

Profiles of resonance lines in the UV spec-

tra of many early-type stars can be found in the

literature, much of which was published for the

purpose of determining mass-loss rates and for

showing variability. Major systematic surveys

for the presence of narrow absorption lines are

presented by Snow and Morton (1976, 47 stars),
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Snow(1977,17stars),Lamersetal.(1982,26
stars)andAbbottetal. (1982,53 stars), all of

which are based on Copernicus spectra. Lamers

et al. (1982) found discrete absorptions in 17

of 26 OB (non-Be) stars. Garmany (1982) col-

lected data on 45 luminous stars. The most

detailed analysis has been made by Prinja and

Howarth (1986) on 21 stars (again, no Be stars).

Recently Henrichs and Wakker (1987) ana-

lyzed published data of both the Copernicus

and the IUE satellites (including many spectra

from the IUE data bank). The resulting sam-

ple of 241 stars was examined for the presence

of discrete absorption lines, and possible ways

that properties of these lines might depend on

a number of stellar parameters were in-

vestigated. Grady et al. (1987b) studied 62 Be

stars and 45 normal B stars. Results of these

studies will be summarized later. It should be

stressed that detailed studies of individual stars

indicate that the features are always variable.

1. Distribution in the HR Diagram. We sum-

marize here the main results of Henrichs and

Wakker (1987), whose work incorporates ear-

lier results. Their sample consists of stars of

spectral type 03 to B7 with luminosity class I

to V, including Of, Oe, Be, and a few subdwarf
stars. Most of the information exists on the

N V, Si IV, and C IV doublets. A star was

adopted in the survey only when at least two

of these doublets had been inspected. In view

of the transient character of the discrete absorp-

tion lines, all available spectra were scanned for

their presence. A common property of occur-

ring at the same velocity in different ions aided

the identification. If the presence of discrete ab-

sorptions could be established with confidence

in at least one spectrum, the star was classified

as "yes," otherwise as "no"; 16 stars (of 241)

were discarded because their resonance lines

were heavily saturated P Cygni profiles, mak-

ing identification impossible. Table 4-6 gives a

number of representative examples of stars in

which (variable) discrete absorptions have been

encountered, together with information on

velocity and occurrence.

The results are summarized in a theoretical

HR diagram with Mbo I against log Tff (Figure

4-32).

Special emphasis is given to Be stars. Some

Be stars are classified as "yes" only because of

their strong transient character (mainly in C

IV). Comparison of detailed studies of indi-

vidual stars, however, strongly suggests that we

are dealing with the same phenomenon. For ex-

ample, in spite of the many UV spectra of 59

Cyg, which show high-velocity absorptions with

very irregular shapes (e.g., Doazan in Underhill

and Doazan, 1982, p. 397), some of the spec-

tra of this star strongly resemble the regular

shapes of those in 3' Cas as in Figure 4-31 (e.g.,

Figure 8b in Doazan et al. (1985)). Of the 225

stars without saturated lines, positive evidence

for discrete absorption features has been found

in 118 stars. We must bear in mind, however,

that this number must be regarded as a lower

limit because of the transient nature of the lines,

especially in the Be stars. For example, at least

50 IUE spectra of 3' Cas give no indication of

narrow absorptions!

From the distribution in the HR diagram,

a number of very significant quantitative results

can be concluded:

(a) Among stars brighter than about Mbo 1

= -7, discrete absorptions are observed

at least once in 65 percent of the sam-

ple of about 150 stars, counting only

those with unsaturated P Cygni profiles,

regardless of their effective temperature.

There is strong evidence that essentially

all supergiants (luminosity class Ia, Iab,

and Ib) earlier than BI show discrete ab-

sorption components. In the sample of

these bright stars, the occurrence of

discrete absorption lines is not cor-
related with Walborn's "f" or "n"

classification, stellar radius, V sin i,

rotation period, or binarity, nor is it cor-

related with a reported presence or

absence of Ha or X-ray emission for a

given star (i.e., the same ratio yes to no

is found among the known Ha or X-ray

emitters). However, these two types of
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Table 4-6

Well-Known Examples of O, sdO, B, and Be Stars Showing Variable Discrete Absorptions*

Name

Typical

Lines Showing Velocity References on

HD Spectral Type Discrete Components (km/s) Variability**

_"Pup 66811 04 I(n)f Si IV -2200 8,20,21,22,24,29,30

199579 06 V((f)) N V -2300 21

167771 07 IIl(v)((f)) N V, Si IV -2400 21

15 Mon 47839 07 V((f)) N V, C IV -1900 10,21,22

48099 07 V N V, C IV -2800 21

Per 24912 07.5 IIt(n)((f)) Si IV -2200 19,21,22

Cir 135240 07.5 IIl((f)) N V, C IV -2200 21

X Ori A 36861 08 Ill(f)) N V, C IV -2000 7,21,22

47129 O8p N V, C IV -2200 21

T CMa 57061 09 II N V, Si IV -2000 21,22

t Ori 37043 09 III N V, C IV -2000 10,21,22,30

93521 09 Vp N V, Si IV -150 21

10 Lac 214680 09 V N V -1100 21

Cam 30614 09.5 la N V -1400 21,22

Ori A 36486 09.5 II N V, Si IV, C IV -1800 10,21,22,23,30

_"Oph 149757 09.5 Ve N V, C IV -1400 14,21,22

/_ Nor 149038 09.7 lab N V Si IV -1700 21

_'Ori 37742 09.7 lab NV -1600 21,22

128220 sdO9 Si IV, CIV -600 2

Ori 37128 B0 la N V, Si IV -1700 3,21

V861 Sco 152667 BO la((n)) N V, C II, Si IV, AI III, Fe III -600 13

x Ori 38771 B0.5 la N V, Si IV -1400 3,21,22,27

_, Cas 5394 B0.5 IVe N V, Si IV, C IV -1400 12

HR 2855 58978 B0.5 IVe N V, C IV -200 18

p Leo 91316 B1 lab N V, Si IV, C IV -1100 21,22

_, Ara 157246 B1 II N V, Si IV -500 21,22

59 Cyg 200120 B1 Ve N V, CI V -750 4,6,9,15

Ori 37490 B2 Ille Si III, Si IV, C IV -850 16,17,26

X Eri 33328 B2 IIl(e)p C IV -1000 1

6 Cen 105435 B2 lYe Si III -700 25

66 Oph 164284 N2 IV-Ve Si III, Si, IV, C IV, AI III -500 1,11,17,18

6 Cep 203467 B2.5 Ve C IV -400 1

105 Tau 32991 B3 Ve C IV -500 1

HR 7739 192685 B3 Ve C IV -500 1

# CrB 138749 B6 Ille Si IV, C IV, AI III -100 5,7,28

"Typical velocities and representative (but not exhaustive) references regarding variability are given.
* "References: 1. Barker and Marlborough (1985), 2. Bruhweiler and Dean (1983), 3. Cassinelli et al. (1983), 4. Doazan

et al. (1980), 5. Doazan et al. (1984), 6. Doazan et al. (1985), 7. Doazan et al. (1986), 8. Franco et al. (1983),
9. Grady et al. (1982), 10. Grady et al. (1984), 11. Grady et al. (1986), 12. Henrichs et al. (1983), 13. Howarth

(1984), 14. Howarth et al. (1984), 15. Marlborough and Snow (1980), 16. Peters (1982a), 17. Peters (1982b),
18. Peters (1982c), 19. Prinja et al. (1983), 20. Prinja (1984), 21. Prinja and Howarth (1986), 22. Snow (1977),
23. Snow and Hayes (1978), 24. Snow et al. (1980a), 25. Snow et al. (198Ob), 26. Sonneborn et al. (1986), 27.
Stalio et al (1981), 28. Underhill (1985), 29. Wegner and Snow (1978), 30. York et al. (1977).
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Figure 4-32. A theoretical HR diagram with the position of 241 stars searched for

the presence of high-velocity discrete components in C IV, Si IV, and N V (Henrichs

and Wakker, 1986): • denotes a positive identification, o means that no spectrum

with discrete absorptions has been found with certainty, s denotes saturated P Cygni

profiles, making identification impossible, and A denotes Be stars. Note that, below

Mbo t _-7, Be stars are the only nonsupergiant stars which show discrete absorptions.
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emission are known to be varying with

time (for example, Ebbets, 1982, and

Snow et al., 1981), and almost no simul-

taneous UV observations exist, which

makes this absence of correlation prob-

ably insignificant.

(b) For nonsupergiant stars fainter than

about Mbo t = -7, only a fraction of the

Be stars shows discrete absorption fea-

tures. In none of the normal B (i.e.,

non-Be) stars less luminous than Mbo t
= -7 has positive evidence for discrete

absorptions been found. This result has

been confirmed by Grady et al. (1987b).

(c) In about 50 percent of the Be star sam-

ple studied (i.e., 17 of 33), the discrete

components are sometimes found. This

quoted fraction may not be as reliable

because, in Be stars, the absorption

features tend to disappear completely
from time to time. A similar conclusion

was reached in a recent study by Grady

et al. (1987b).

(d) Of the limited sample of four sub-

dwarfs, two clearly showed evidence of

multiple narrow absorption lines. In HD

228220B, the lines are strongly variable.

(See Figure 4-36.)

2. Be Stars. The remarkable conclusion that

discrete absorptions appear in stars less

luminous than Mbo t _ -7 (corresponding to
spectral type around 09 near the main se-

quence) only if the star is known to be a Be star

is probably one of the most pronounced spec-

tral properties of Be stars in the ultraviolet.

(Refer to Underhill and Doazan (1982) for a

review of general Be star properties.) The C IV

doublet appears to be the most clear indicator

of this variability (see for example, Barker and

Marlborough, 1985). In other words, C IV

variability in the UV for stars less luminous

than M_o t _ -7 means that the star is a Be

star. Note that the reverse is not necessarily true

because many Be stars have not yet shown C

IV activity. Some Be stars appear to have very

complicated UV spectra, making identification

of discrete components uncertain. These stars

were listed by Siettebak (1982) as showing a

shell spectrum in the visible region at the epoch

of his observation(s). It would be of interest to

see whether the discrete component behavior

changes during B-Be-Bshell transitions in the

visible.

A search among Be stars for a possible cor-

relation with Vsin i is presented in Figure 4-33.

In this figure, the distribution in V sin i of all

Be stars with corresponding spectral type (Slet-

tebak, 1982) is also shown. The great similari-

ty between this distribution and that of the sam-

ple shows that the statistics are more or less

complete. The conclusion is that the fraction

of Be stars which show discrete absorption

features is probably not correlated with Vsin i.

Grady et al. (1987b) essentially confirmed this

result on the basis of a larger sample of stars

12--

°
=- t
6-- t"---

I--,
50 I00 150 7'00 250 300 550 400

v sin i (kin/s)

Figure 4-33. The distribution of V sin i of Be

stars in the sample searched for high-velocity
discrete absorption components (Henrichs and

Wakker, 1986): the hatched area denotes posi-
tire identification; the dashed line denotes the

(scaled) distribution of 136 Be stars (Slettebak,

1982), indicating that the sample is reasonably
complete. No correlation with V sin i can be
concluded.
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and stressed the paucity of discrete components

in Be stars with Vsin i< 150 km/s. The mean-

ing of such a threshold is not established. A

closer investigation is worthwhile as to what ex-

tent latitudinal effects are important.

3. Discussion. The apparent division between

stars brighter and fainter than Mbo I _ -7 must
tell us something about the physical origin of

the phenomenon of discrete UV absorptions,

assuming one common origin (which seems

likely but is still to be shown). This division ap-

parently does not coincide with the boundary

which separates stars with and without detect-

able mass outflow (Mbo t --_ -6, Snow and
Morton, 1976) because many stars below this

line clearly exhibit asymmetric absorption pro-

files (e.g., r Sco, # Col, 6 Sco, and X Per) but

have never shown indications of discrete ab-

sorption components. A systematic study of

stars occupying this part of the HR diagram

might be worthwhile, especially in view of the

well-known uncertainties in Mbo ! (+-0.5 mag is

no exception). We must conclude that the pres-

ence or absence of a stellar wind as observable

from (steady) asymmetric absorption profiles

is apparently not related to the occurrence of

discrete components.

It is important to realize how the reported

variability might influence the foregoing sta-

tistics and what its outcome actually implies.

For instance, one might wonder if the quoted

fraction of 50 percent among the Be stars ac-

tually means that all Be stars have discrete com-

ponents in their spectra during 50 percent of

the time. Long-term studies of a few stars (e.g.,

3"Cas (Henrichs et al., 1983), 59 Cyg (Doazan

et al., 1985), and _"Oph (Howarth et al., 1984))

have taught us that this is not the case over a

5-year period. For example, 3' Cas was very

"active" over a period of 2 years, but during

the following 4 years, hardly any discrete ab-

sorption feature was found. In 59 Cyg, there

are only a few known spectra without the

features, whereas in _"Oph, they vary but never

disappear like almost all stars from the study

by Prinja and Howarth (1984), which contains

only stars more luminous than Moo t = -7. In

summary, it appears that, in Be stars, the fea-

tures come and go, whereas among the O stars

and other B stars, the features are either always

present but variable or always absent.

That the occurrence of discrete absorptions

depends strongly on the Be character of the

stars might, in our opinion, be fundamental for

the understanding of the Be phenomenon.

Many of the luminous (non-Be) stars which ex-

hibit discrete absorptions also have emission

lines in the visual spectrum (at least on some

occasions because there are numerous examples

of varying emission (e.g., Ebbets, 1982)). It is

therefore suggestive to conjecture that the same

underlying mechanism that is responsible in

some way for the variable optical emission in

both Be stars and luminous stars also causes the

discrete absorption lines in the UV. It has been

suggested that the changing behavior of non-

radial pulsations might play a significant role

in producing discrete absorptions in the stellar-

wind profiles (Henrichs, 1984), analogous to

the suggestion by Vogt and Penrod (1983) that

nonradial pulsation behavior might be respon-

sible for Be outbursts. (See Section F for possi-

ble evidence and further discussion.) Whatever

the physical difference between Be and other

stars might be, the explanation of the phe-

nomenon of discrete absorption components

should, of course, account for the fact that oc-

currence of the components is not restricted to

Be stars.

C. Summary of Properties

This section summarizes the main charac-

teristic features of the discrete absorptions.

Significant examples of variabilities in stellar-

wind lines in OB stars are given in Figure 4-34

(a-g). Tickmarks on vertical axis indicate zero

flux level. The scale is similar to that of Figure

4-32. This summary is based on the work of

Lamers et al. (1982), Henrichs (1984), and Prin-

ja and Howarth (1986).

(a) The features are often found in reso-

nance lines of abundant ions (C IV, Si

IV, N V, Si III, O VI, and AI III and
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HD 93250

ClV

MAY 78

SEPT 78

I I I

o 3v ((f))

i

I I I I I I I I

-4000 -2000 0 2000

VELOCITY (km/s)

4000

Figure 4-34a. Two spectra in the C IV region

of liD 93250, 03 V((f)), taken 4 months apart.

Note the sharp additional doublet near -3000

km/s in the lower spectrum.

the nonresonance line of C Ill). In some

stars (e.g., HD 64760, B0.5 Ib), they

seem to coexist in Si III, Si IV, C IV,

and N V (Figure 4-34). Lamers et al.

0982) claim the simultaneous presence

of discrete components over an even

wider range of ionization potentials in

the star, e Ori, B0 Ia, viz. in Si III, N

V, and O VI.

(b) They are sometimes multiple. (Four

components or more have been

observed.)

(c) The range of the velocity of the center

of the feature(s) is usually from a few

(d)

hundred to 3000 km/s, depending on

the star and is typically between 0.5 and

0.9 times the terminal velocity (v=) of

the stellar wind, if the latter can be ob-

served (as a steep edge of a saturated P

Cygni profile). There is no correlation

between this fraction and the actual

value of the terminal velocity. In gen-

eral, the later the spectral type, the lower

the velocities involved. In the star,

0 Crb, B6 IIIe, the central velocity can

be as low as around zero (Doazan et al.,

1984).

When the features are observed at high

velocity and are found in lines of dif-

ferent ions, they occur at the same ve-

locity within the observational error

I I I I I I

15 Mort 0"72 ((f))

-3000 -2000 -!000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000

VELOCITY (km/s)

Figure 4-34b. Significant variability within 2

days in N V and C IV lines in 15 Mon, 07

V((f)).
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0 7.5 ]Ti"(n)((f))

I 1 I

°t
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-3000 -2000 - [ 000 0 t 000 2000 3000

VFLOCZTY (kin/s)

Figure 4-34c. Resonance lines in _ Per, 07.5

llI(n)((f)): dashed line denotes the terminal

velocity derived from the C IV and N V pro-

files. The discrete components in the Si IV

doublet are found at significantly lower veloci-

ty. See Figure 4-44 for the time series of this
star.

(e)

(about 20 km/s). In particular, the ve-

loc!ty does not correlate with ionization

potential.

The width is typically 30 to 300 km/s,

or in other words, between 0.03 and

0.14 vo_ (Prinja and Howarth, 1986),
again without depending on the value of

vo_ itself. Although differences in width
between lines of different ions have been

found, there is no substantial evidence

that a systematic difference exists. The
width is not correlated with the central

depth of the feature.

(0 A typical observed value for the column

density (not corrected for abundance or

ionization fraction) is 2 × 1014 cm -2

with a range of a factor of 5 on both

sides (Figure 4-35). Interestingly

enough, the column densities of the

discrete components do not depend on

those of the underlying P Cygni profile

(Figure 4-35). In other words, the col-

umn density of a discrete component in

an early O star is often comparable to

that of a B or Be star. One must bear

in mind that a specific model has been

used to derive the quoted column densi-

ties. However, different methods have

thus far given similar results, and the

I I I I I I

80ri 0 9.5 F[

NV

13 OCT 84

t8 OCT 84

I I _k J I 1

-3000 -2000 -IO00 0 lO00 2000 3000

VELOCZTY ( km/s )

4000

k_gure 4-34d. Two spectra of _ Ori, 09.5 I1,

taken 5 days apart, which is approximately the

binary period, illustrating that the variability

is not binary-phase-dependent.
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(g)

range quoted is therefore considered to

be fairly representative.

The degree of ionization in the discrete

components is somewhat complicated.

Lamers et al. (1982) found that the de-

gree of ionization is higher than that of

ordinary wind lines. This conclusion has

been supported by the study of Prinja

and Howarth (1986). However, these

authors realized that, if one considers

the effects of Auger ionization, the

simplest explanation of the data is, in

fact, that the level of ionization in the

N_r

I I I I I I

HD 64760 80.5 [b

p -

0

JUN 78

FEB 79 I

I I I I I I

-3000 -2000 -I000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000

VELOCITY (k m/s )

Figure 4-34e. Two superposed spectra of HD

64760, BO.5 Ib, ions arranged according to
ionization potential, illustrating the simulta-

neous presence (and variability) of discrete

components over a wide range in ionization.

The second spectrum was taken 8 months after
the first.

discrete components, as measured by

the dominant ions, is lower than in the

ambient wind. The efficiency, however,

with which superions (N 4+, 0 5+) are

produced in the discrete components is

enhanced. (More study is obviously re-

quired, particularly in the form of

simultaneous X-ray and ultraviolet

observations.) Regarding the time-

dependence of the ionization conditions

in discrete components, Prinja and

Howarth found that, for most of the

stars in their sample, the column density

ratio of the components of different

ions did not change significantly as a

function of time. This led them to con-

clude that the variability observed in the

strength of the discrete absorptions is

more likely attributable to fluctuations

in the total (hydrogen) column density

than to changes in the local ionization

balance.

(h) Some stars display a correlation between

velocity and column density: the higher

the velocity, the weaker the discrete

component. This correlation was called

a "memory" by Henrichs (1984) in

order to acknowledge the fact that, for

a given star at a given episode, the

discrete absorptions might completely

disappear but that, when they come

back, the relation between the new ve-

locity and column density tends to be

the same as before. The range is about

10 percent in velocity and a factor of 5

to 10 in column density. It should be

emphasized that there are many more

stars without such a memory. Prinja

and Howarth (1986) found that, in HD

199579, 06 V((f)), the correlation is also

present, but instead, a lower column

density is related to a lower velocity.

(i) The strength and velocity are often vari-

able on time scales of hours, days, and

weeks. However, not many detailed ob-

servations with high time resolution
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Figure 4-34f Different types of profiles in oJOri, B2/lie (Sonneborn et al., 1987). The behavior in

Si IV is similar but not identical to that of C IV.

(i.e., hours) exist. No periodicity in the

variability has ever been found. In the

detailed study of 21 stars by Prinja and

Howarth (1986), it was found that, for

a given star, the column density can vary

by at least a factor of 2 and at most by

a factor of 10, with an average of 3. The

typical time scales are days and are com-

parable to the dynamical time scales of

variations in Hc_ emission as discussed

by Ebbets 0982). In 3, Cas, B0.5 ]Ve,

time-resolved observatiohs covering a

couple of days have shown that the

velocity of a high-velocity feature does

not change but that its strength

decreases. In _ Per, 07.5 III(n)((f)),

however, the features are found to ac-

celerate, "settle" at high velocity, and

consequently become fainter. (See

Figure 4-44b and Section D for more

details.) Two time scales are needed to

describe the variability: (l) a short time

scale (hours) identified with the flow

time scale, and (2) a longer time scale

(weeks, months) to characterize the

strength of each episode, varying from

completely absent to permanently

present.

0) In a few well-studied cases (O stars/_ Per

and 60ri and most of the Be stars), low-

velocity absorption is sometimes associ-

ated with the high-velocity compo-

nent(s). (See for example, Figures 4-34

and 4-44.) The best-studied star thus far,

/_Per, showed that the low-velocity fea-

tures evolved into high-velocity absorp-

tion within 1 day (Figure 4-44). It re-

mains to be shown, however, whether

the behavior of _ Per is representative

or not. The low-velocity features can be

asymmetric or have irregular shape and

are clearly much more variable than the

high-velocity features. There appears to

be a general trend that the later the spec-

tral type, the more pronounced the low-

velocity features. When observed simul-

taneously in different ions, the shapes

may differ for the individual ions, which

therefore results in different average

velocities. In contrast to the case of

Per, in 0 CrB, B6 llle, the star with

the latest spectral type in which the

variable absorption features are

reported, the averaged central velocity

is found to be slowly increasing from

around 0 to -140 km/s over a period of
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Figure 4-34g. Variability in the resonance lines of C IV and AI III in 66 Oph, B2 IV- Ve (Grady et

al., 1987a). Note that the character of the profiles is very different in the two ions and that the ab-

sorptions disappeared in 1985.

5 years (Doazan et al., 1984). However,

the behavior on a daily time scale (or

shorter) of the absorptions in this star

is not known. Again, whether such

behavior is typical for a Be star or not

is an open question. Obviously, such

observations are extremely important

because they might reveal how the

features are actually formed and/or

whether the characteristics are epoch-

dependent.

D. Variability

Numerous examples exist of varying high-

velocity absorption in UV line profiles of many

stars on time scales down to 30 minutes. Typical

examples are listed in Table 4-6. The list is not
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exhaustive, but rather illustrative. Earlier ex-

amples can be found in Snow (1979), Underhill

and Doazan (1982), Marlborough (1982), and

Henrichs (1984). It is important to notice that

not only the high-velocity absorption part is

variable, but that changes are also observed at

lower velocities. Most of the papers report only

qualitatively on variable absorption. Some of

the papers cited in Table 4-6 contain quan-

titative measurements of column density and

velocity of especially the discrete components,

based on many of high-resolution IUE spectra

of these stars, notably the paper by Prinja and

Howarth (1986). The main conclusion is that

variability in strength and velocity is most likely

a property of all discrete absorptions.

1. Quantitative Measurements. Results of quan-

titative measurements of properties of discrete

absorptions depend on the model and method

used. Therefore, we summarize briefly the dif-

ferent techniques and their underlying assump-

tions before quoting results. The technique for

deriving the column density of narrow absorp-

tion lines, including the case of multiple com-

ponents, is described in detail in Henrichs et al.

(1983). The basic assumptions are that the ab-

sorption line is formed in a homogeneous plane

parallel slab of gas between the star and

observer, that forward scattering and emission

are negligible, and that no radiative coupling

occurs between the line and the (often present)

underlying P Cygni profile. (The latter assump-

tion was not made by the analysis of Lamers

et ai. (1982), but we note that the resulting col-

umn densities are similar.) Such an analysis is

basically similar to interstellar work. The far-

ther the gas layer is from the star, the more

reasonable the assumptions are likely to become

appropriate. These assumptions imply that the

intensity of the radiation emerging from the

star, including stellar wind (/o), is modified ac-
cording to:

I(v) = I ° exp { -¢c exp

V - V c )2 ]},
(4-39)

where v is the velocity with respect to the stellar

rest frame, r c is the optical depth at the center

of the line which has a radial velocity vc, and

v t is the broadening parameter (v t = 0.601
FWHM) characterizing the Gaussian velocity

dispersion. A least-square fit of such a profile

(corrected for the instrumental profile of the

spectrograph used) returns the values of rc, vc,

and vc Such a prescription gives for the col-
umn density:

N --

t,," 7r 1 7"v
c t

Xof 1 + v/c , (4-40)

where 7re2/mc = 0.02654 cm 2 s-1, )_o is the

laboratory wavelength of the line which has

oscillator strength f, and c is the velocity of

light. In the case of doublets, it is assumed that

the value for the broadening parameter v t is

the same for both members. This implies that

rt _ )_t fl

7"2 )k2 f2 (4-41)

for both optical thick and thin lines. The use

of this well-known doublet ratio greatly im-

proves the reliability of a fit. (Note that the

question of optical thickness arises only when

equivalent width measurements are to be con-

verted into column densities, which is avoided

by the present method.) When a doublet is be-

ing fit and the velocity scale used is relative to

one of the doublet lines, the velocity of the sec-

ond doublet line must be modified accordingly.

(See Henrichs et al., 1983, Equation (3.3).)

When multiple (overlapping) discrete compo-

nents are present, profiles of the first type can

be combined where the same set of assumptions

apply.

In practice, a basic difficulty of this method

is to separate contributions from the "persis-

tent" part of the P Cygni profile, including the

photospheric lines, and the superimposed dis-

crete absorption(s). In the case of 3' Cas

(Henrichs et al., 1983) and _" Pup (Prinja,

1984), spectra without components (e.g., Figure
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4-31)of the same star were used as a reference

spectrum relative to which the measurements

were done. In most stars, however, no such

spectra are available. Therefore, in V 861 Sco

(Howarth, 1984), _"Oph (Howarth et al., 1984),

and _00ri (Wakker and Henrichs, 1987), a

"theoretical" P Cygni profile (e.g., as de-

scribed by Castor and Lamers, 1979) was fitted

to the part of the resonance lines outside the

discrete absorption region, and the column den-

sities were derived with respect to this local

background. The complicated structure of the

Si IV doublet in _ Per (see Figure 4-44),

classified as 07.5 III(n)((f)) by Walborn (1972)

and as 07.5 I by Conti and Leep (1974), was

analyzed by Prinja et al. (1984) by using a spec-

trum of)_ Ori. This star has a spectral type com-

parable to that of _/Per, but it often shows only

photospheric Si IV absorption lines and rotates

much more slowly. After the convolution of

such a )_Ori spectrum with a proper rotational

broadening profile, the constructed spectrum

(containing many photospheric lines mainly due

to Fe IV and V) appeared to be very similar to

that of _ Per, except near the Si IV doublet, and

was used as a photospheric input spectrum in

constructing the template used to _eparate the

persisting and varying part in//Per. In a similar

way, Prinja and Howarth (1986) used the C IV

part of the spectrum of the 07 V((f)) star, 15

Mon (V sin i = 63 km/s), as a photospheric

standard for the analysis of the 07 V star, HD

48099. They also used the Si IV region of k Ori,

08 III((f)); # Col, 09.5 V (Vsin i = 97 km/s);

and T Sco, B0.2 V (V sin i _10 km/s) for

analyzing other stars. Figure 4-35 gives an im-

pression of values of column densities thus

obtained.

It is appropriate to stress that many ad hoc

assumptions were made in the foregoing analy-

ses, most of which were made only because one

did not know how to do better. The justifica-

tion of this kind of analysis is found in the

many cases in which the obtained fits represent

the observed profiles remarkably well. In other

cases, especially in the later Be stars, the ir-

regularity of the observed profiles clearly in-

dicates the inadequacy of the described method.

HD 128220 sd 0

I I ,
+545 1550 1555

__7 monlhs Ioter

t545 _ 1550
-+,50 kmls

Figure 4-36. Two IUE spectra in the C IV range

of the 0 subdwarf, HD 128220B falter Bruh-

weiler and Dean, 1983; graph courtesy of Gid-

dings et al., 1986). Note the striking variability

in strength, velocity, and multiplicity.

We present here some remarkable proper-

ties of the narrow lines which emerged from the

few existing detailed studies of individual stars.

We review, in turn, the "memory" found in

some stars and the time scales involved.

2. The Memory. Figure 4-37 displays the

memory of 7 Cas, B0.5 IVe, regarding the high-

velocity narrow absorptions found by Henrichs

et al. (1983): a higher velocity is clearly cor-

related with a smaller column density in spite

of the fact that, between the different episodes,

the narrow absorptions sometimes disappeared

completely. This is valid for all three ions in

which they have been observed. However,

Doazan (private communication) reports that

spectra of 7 Cas in 1986 indicate that the de-

scribed memory does not hold when the new

epoch is included, possibly implying that the

phenomenon might be time-dependent.

A good example of a memory was found in

o_Ori, B2 IIIe, by Sonneborn et al. (1987) and

Wakker and Henrichs (1987). Figure 4-38 is an

example of the Si IV doublet in o_Ori. The four
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spectrashownin this figurearearbitrarily
chosenandhavenoparticulartimesequence.
Therangeinvelocityisagainrathersmallbut
verysignificantandoccurssimultaneouslyin
theSiIV,CIV,andSiIII (M206)lines.Figure
4-39showsthismemoryof thediscreteabsorp-
tioncomponentof theSiIV andC IV linesin
aquantitativeway.Notethatthesenarrowlines
arepresentinall spectraof o_Ori (also in the

Si III X1206 line) and that sometimes the

(broader) low-velocity absorption part of the

profile is also variable.
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Figure 4-37. The memory in 2/Cas (Henrichs
et al., 1983). A higher column density is clearly

correlated with a lower velocity in spite of the

fact that, between different episodes, the dis-

crete components might completely disappear.
Open circles denote uncertain points due to in-

strumental effects. The vertical dashed lines are

the ranges observed in six spectra taken within
15 days (see also Figure 4-43).

A third example of a similar memory is

found in _ Per, 07.5 IlI(n)((f)), by Prinja et

al. (1984, 1987). (See Figure 4-40.) Note that,

in this case, the velocity (in the stellar rest

frame) is in the range of 2000 km/s, much

higher than in the previous two stars.

A different kind of memory, found in

_"Pup, 04 l(n)f, by Prinja (1984), is illustrated

in Figure 4-41. In this case, there are often two

absorption components at different velocities,

but when the first is strong, the second is weak

and vice versa. Two more examples, 10 Lac,

09 V, and, HD 199579, 06 V((f)), are shown

in Figure 4-42 (after Prinja and Howarth,

1986). Remarkable is the thus far unique case

of HD 199579, which also seems to have a sig-

nificant correlation, but with a positive slope

(i.e., a higher (negative) velocity is related to

larger column density), as opposed to the

"memories" of the stars previously mentioned.

It is important to mention that there are

many more well-studied stars for which no

memory of any kind has been established (e.g.,

_"Oph, 09.5 V(e) (Howarth et al., 1984), and

66 Oph, B2 IV-Ve (Barker and Marlborough,

1985), and most of the stars from Prinja and

Howarth's study. There exists a very long rec-

ord of the B1 Ve star, 59 Cyg (e.g., Doazan et

al., 1985, and references therein). Because of

the complexity of the structure of the absorp-

tion features in this star, only equivalent width

measurements have been made, so that no con-

clusion about a memory can be made.

We should mention that there is no clear ex-

planation for the existence of the described

behavior. An obvious difficulty is that, in some

stars, the significance of the phenomenon is

very high, whereas in other stars, no trace of

such behavior can be found. More discussion

of this remarkable phenomenon will appear in
Section E after the available detailed time-

sequence studies of these stars have been

described.

3. Time Scales. In IUE spectra of 2/Cas taken

in May 1978, Henrichs et al. (1980) noticed that

discrete absorptions were clearly present in a

spectrum taken 7 days after a spectrum without
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Figure 4-38. The memory in the Si IV doublet in 60Ori (Wakker and Henrichs, 1987). Although there
is no particular time sequence in the four spectra, a higher velocity is correlated with a weaker line.

any trace of them. This observation led these

authors to suggest that the al_pearance of

discrete components might be caused by ejected

material that has a higher density than the or-

dinary stellar wind. This material would be ac-

celerated (by radiation pressure) during a short

time (typically less than 1 day) up to its (own)

terminal velocity, causing a narrow absorption

line at high velocity. This short acceleration

time would make it rather unlikely to find the

lines at low velocities, which would explain the

frequent absence at low velocity. Subsequent

expansion of this dense layer (with a constant

velocity) would then cause the column density
of the narrow lines to decrease as a function

of time proportional to (t o + t) -2 where to is
a constant. (See Section E.3 for a detailed de-

scription of this model.) With these time scales

in mind, new observations of 3' Cas were made

in the hope of recording the appearance and ac-

celeration of the narrow absorptions and its

decay. Figure 4-43 (from Henrichs et al., 1983)

displays the result: a clearly decaying narrow

absorption line on a time scale of 1 week with

hardly any change in velocity, in accordance

with the expectation. The range in column den-

sity is indicated in Figure 4-37. The appearance

of the discrete absorptions, however, has never

been found in this star, except that in one spec-

trum of 3' Cas (March 25, 1980), there is a very

broad and strong absorption component at low

velocity (-650 km/s as opposed to the narrow

lines at -1400 km/s a few days later). A 48-hour

continuous observation run in January 1982 of

both 3, Cas and 59 Cyg (Grady et al., 1982)

showed, unfortunately, only very weak narrow

absorptions at high velocity in these two stars.

Since then, 3' Cas seemed to have been inactive
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A graph for the Si llI X1206 line looks very similar.
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Figure 4-40. The memory of the discrete high-

velocity absorptions in _ Per (Prinja and

Howarth, 1986). The ranges in column density

of the three time series (Figures 4-44, 4-45, and

4-46) are indicated. The dashed line of the Oc-

tober 1984 data above the solid line (eyeball fit)
represents 6 hours of data; below the line it pic-
tures the next 24 hours.
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Figure 4-41. A different memory in _ Pup

(Prinja, 1984). Often two separated compo-

nents are present, but if the high-velocity com-

ponent is strong, the low-velocity component

is weak and vice versa. Here the persistent part
of the SI IV line is removed.
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Figure 4-42. The memories (?) of HD 199759
and 10 Lac (Prinja and Howarth, 1986). In the

first star (the only one known), the correlation

has an opposite sign. Such an apparent correla-

tion appears to be present only rarely.

and there were., with two exceptions, no spec-

tra with narrow absorptions until the summer

of 1986, when strong absorption around -1400

km/s reoccurred (Doazan, 1986). This star is

a very good example of the two time scales in-

volved: a long time scare (months) characteriz-

ing the presence of the discrete components and

the short time scale characterizing the variabili-

ty of the features when they are present.
Much more fortunate were the observations

of/_ Per, 07.5 lll(n)((f)), reported by Prinja

et al. (1984). An extended paper was given by

Prinja et al. (1987). In September 1983, a broad

low-velocity feature seemed to have almost

disappeared in 7 hours, while at the same time,

the narrow feature at high velocity had become

considerably stronger. (See Figure 6 in Henrichs

(1984).) A second successful attempt to pin

down the short time scale was made in February

1984. (See Figure 4-44.) Four spectra taken

within 2 hours showed a gradual increase in

strength of an appearing and accelerating broad

low-velocity feature, whereas the high-velocity

narrow absorption continued to decrease in

strength. An exact pattern was found in spec-

tra of _ Per taken in October 1978 (available

through the IUE data bank). Encouraged by

these results, Prinja et al. (1987) monitored the

star over several days (Figure 4-44) with vary-

ing time resolution down to 0.5 hour. These

observations showed, for the first time, a com-

plete cycle of the formation and development

of a high-velocity narrow component in/_ Per,

beginning with a broad low-velocity feature.

The general picture emerging from these obser-

vations is that, first, a rather broad absorption

feature centered around -1300 km s-] begins to

develop (superposed on the P Cygni doublet).

Figure 4-44b shows the velocity measurements.

At the beginning of such an episode, the red

emission of the P Cygni profile is somewhat

enhanced. The broad absorption feature first

grows in strength and, consequently, strongly

narrows during its acceleration, which takes

about 0.5 day. After becoming a narrow

feature, it remains almost stationary in veloci-

ty at about -2150 km s-:. From this point, the

strength (column density) of the discrete ab-

sorption line decays rapidly with time propor-

tional to (t o + 0 -2, where to is a constant

(Figure 4-45). One can see that another episode

begins to develop around October 20 at 8:37

UT. On two previous occasions, similar

behavior was observed (Figure 4-46), but with

! s leas1
t:od __

12 :ii...... I
-2000 -1500 -IDOO -$00 O Silo I000

VELOCITY (KH/$]

Figure 4-43. A time sequence of _ Cas spectra

in 1980 (Henrichs et aL, 1983). A time axis is

added. Notice the strong decay of the narrow

absorptions without significant change in

velocity.
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Feb 22 11:32

Feb 22 11:58

Feb 22 12:26

Oct 18 7:31

Oct 19 6:11

Oct 19 6:40

Oct 19 8:18

Oct 19 8:66

OCt 19 11:31

Oct 19 12.-01

Oct 19 14.'02

Oct 19 14-28

OCt 19 15:58

Oct 19 16:25

VELOCITY (kin/s) VELOCITY (kin/s)

-3000 0 0 -3000 0 0

I'l'l'l 1 I'l 'I' [ T

Per 0 7.5 "fir (n)((f):

, ,I
1380 1400 1380 1400

WAVELENGTH (A) WAVELENGTH (_)

Oct 19 18:32

Oct 19 18:59

Oct 20 6:29

Oct 20 6:57

Oct 20 8:37

Oct 20 9.-07

Oct 20 10:32

Oct 20 11..01

OCt 20 12:35

OCt 20 13..07

Oct 20 16:50

Oct 20 17:16

Oct 20 19:10

OCt 20 19:35

Figure 4-44a. A complete cycle of the formation, development, and decay of discrete components

in _ Per, 07.5 III(n)((f)) (Prinja et al., 1987). The first time sequence was obtained within 1 hour

in February 1984 (Prinja et al., 1984); the second within 2.5 days in October 1984 with a time resolu-

tion of 0.5 hour over two blocks of 12 hours. The rest wavelengths of the Si IV doublet are marked.

A template spectrum used to separate varying and persistent parts of the spectrum (see texO is super-

posed on each spectrum as a reference. Note the gradual increase of additional broad absorption near

X1388 in the first three spectra. This also happened between October 18 and 19--a very broad low-

velocity feature (present in both doublet members) appeared subsequently narrowed when it accelerated

during the next 12 hours (October 19from 6.'11 to 18:59). The final velocity was about -2150 km/s,

significantly less than the edge velocity of the completely saturated C IV and N V profiles. Note that,
in the first October 20 spectrum, the emission is strongest and is decreasing thereafter. This emission

phase signals the beginning of a new cycle, visible as new broad absorption around 1388/t. The col-

umn densities are displayed in Figure 4-45.
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Figure 4-44b. Central radial velocity of the discrete absorption components in _ Per as a

function of time corresponding to Figure 4-44a (Prinja et al., 1987). The velocities were
measured on spectra which are rectified using the procedure described in the text. The dashed

lines are suggested connections between the different points. There are not enough data

available to conclude a possible periodicity. The acceleration of the feature is pronounced.

different central velocities, different values of

to, and different proportionality factors. It is
interesting to note that the latter contains in-

formation on how much matter is involved with

such an event. A preliminary conclusion is that

the more matter is involved, the lower the cen-

tral velocity of the discrete absorption line is

at its maximum velocity. Assuming a spherical

shell (for simplicity), Prinja et a|. (1987) derive

a typical mass of 6 x 10 -sMo for the Oc-

tober 1984 event. Before firm conclusions can

be drawn from these exciting results, however,

it needs to be established that this star is indeed

representative of how discrete absorption com-

ponents are formed, at least in some O stars.

In other words, is _ Per unique?

Finally, the decay observed in both 7 Cas

and _ Per seems to suggest that the scatter in

the "memories" of these two stars is real and
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Figure 4-45. Column-density measurements of
the October 1984 spectra of _ Per. The lower

left group of points corresponds to the high-

velocity component visible in the first few spec-

tra of October 19. The central group pictures

the column density of the broad and, later,

narrow absorption components, initially ac-
celerating with about 35 km/s per hour. A

(t o + 0 -2 fit is superposed. The lower right
group (shown with different formal error-bar

shapes) is the beginning of the new cycle.

depends on the particular epoch during an

episode in which the spectrum Is taken.

4. Discussion. Detailed studies of a few stars

(3' Cas,/_ Per, 59 Cyg, and w Ori) have shown

that, in our opinion, the appearance of discrete

components occurs on a short time scale (hours)

and that the subsequent decay takes much

longer (days or weeks). If this were the case for

all stars with discrete absorptions, the fact that,

in some stars, the features appear to be more

or less permanently present (but variable) can

be explained by assuming a rather frequent pro-

duction of "new" narrow lines superimposed

on the "old" ones, as occasionally observed in

Per. Detailed studies of more stars are clearly

needed to verify or deny this extrapolation. The

study of 66 Oph by Barker and Marlborough

(1985) probably did not have high enough time

resolution to establish the short time scales.

The important issue of uniqueness of dis-

crete component behavior is _ Per can be set-

tled only when more such studies are made. The

fact that _ Per showed a memory similar to

3' Cas, o_Ori, and 10 Lac is suggestive of a com-

mon origin in both O and Be stars. Presently
available data in IUE archives are not of a suffi-

ciently high time resolution to answer this in
the affirmative.

A third important point is concerned with

the uniqueness of the line-fitting method. The

rapidly changing complex Si IV profiles in _ Per

(Figure 4-44) can be fitted equally well with a

continuously changing "underlying" P Cygni

profile with additional absorption (see Prinja

et al., 1987). It is not clear, however, how to

interpret such a fit because the method used to

calculate P Cygni profiles assumes a steady-

state (time-independent) configuration, which

is obviously not the case. It is clear that many

more model calculations are necessary before

we may conclude what information about the

geometrical structure the observed profiles ac-

tually reflect. (See also Section E.4 for a fur-

ther discussion of model calculations.)

NSi 13/ II I I I 1 I I
/

NI_E I'B [_ _ _ PER TIME SERIES--

14 L ' _ _ 2190km/s
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0 I 2 3 4 5 6

HOURS

Figure 4-46. Decaying column density of Si IV
narrow absorptions on two earlier occasions

observed in _ Per (Prinja et al., 1984). The
velocities at which they occurred remained the

same during the decay, but were significantly
different.
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Finally,inouropinion,thelongertimescale
mentionedpreviouslyreflectschangesinthestar
itself,ratherthanatimescaledeterminedbythe
flowpropertiesof astellarwind.Growthofin-
stabilities,for instance,takesplaceonatime
scalemuchshorterthantheflowtimescale.

E. Models

In a spectral line indicating mass outflow,

there are several ways to form a discrete high-

velocity absorption component:

(a) The presence of a velocity plateau (or a

decrease in velocity gradient) which will

increase the path length of absorbing ions

at a given velocity.

(b) The existence of an ion density that is

higher at a specific velocity than at

neighboring velocities. This might be

caused either by an overall enhancement

of the density at that velocity or by
ionization effects which favor the ob-

served ionization fraction at that velocity.

(c) As described in terms of the model by

Lucy and White (1980) and Lucy (1982a,

1982b, 1983), an increase of either the

number of scattering surfaces or the

shock amplitudes in a flow with a non-

monotonic velocity law will increase the

number of resonances of a photon and,

hence, the optical depth at a given

velocity.

All of the proposed models for the forma-

tion of a discrete absorption feature fall in one

of these categories. A basic unresolved question

about their origin is: Given the ubiquity of the

absorption features, do they reflect the intrin-

sic behavior of any stellar-wind flow or are they

caused by the underlying star in a way that we

observe the resulting interaction with the stellar

wind? We shall see that, from the observational

side, the major constraint imposed on a model

does not come from the formation of discrete

components, but from the predicted time

variability. Earlier reviews and discussions of

current models are given by Lamers et al. (1982),

Howarth (1984), Henrichs (1984), and Prinja

and Howarth (1986). In the following, we sum-

marize and briefly comment on the different

models which can be considered for explaining

the behavior and origin of narrow absorptions.

Many of these models were proposed without

the present knowledge of the time variability.

(a) Peaks in the radial ionization structure

in the stellar wind: Excluded by the lack

of correlation of velocity with ionization

potential. In addition, a plausible

mechanism for changing the ionization

balance appropriately does not exist,

especially regarding the high-velocity

features which cannot be formed close to

the photosphere.

(b) A stationary sheU in the wind: Excluded

by the observed variability.

(c) Velocity plateau(s) in the stellar-wind

flow (e.g., Hamann, 1980): Doubtful in

view of the frequent occurrence of multi-

ple components and variability. Detailed

model calculations by Prinja and

Howarth (1984) of the effects of a veloci-

ty plateau on theoretical P Cygni profiles

also showed that velocity plateaus, given

the assumed properties, are unlikely to

provide the correct explanation.

(d) Postcoronal decelerated region of low

temperature (Doazan in Underhill and

Doazan, 1982, p. 394) explaining the

absence of absorption at intermediate

velocities by the existence of a steep gra-

dient in the ionization balance. The

deceleration comes from two interacting

mass flows. Difficulties similar to those

in (a), (b), and (c) apply.

(e) A stellar wind decelerated by the gravity

of the star or by running into the in-

terstellar medium: Found unlikely by

Lamers et al. (1982).
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(0 A two-component stellar wind (high and

low density) caused by the inherent in-

stabilities of a radiation pressure driven

flow (Lamers et al., 1982). (Various in-

stabilities have been discussed by Lucy

and White (1980), Carlberg (1980), Kahn

(1981), Lucy (1982a, 1982b, 1983, 1984),

Owocki and Rybicki (1984, 1985), and

Krolik and Raymond (1985).) A model

like this (based on time-averaged flow

properties) is intrinsically unable to
describe the coherent time behavior of

discrete absorptions as observed in some

stars (_/ Cas and _ Per), although, of

course, the predicted effects of clump-

iness, the production of X rays, etc. in a

flow with a nonmonotonic velocity law

remain unaltered. At present, this

possibility has not been applied to the

aspect of time-dependence. In general,

such analyses can predict a time scale for

the development of an instability, which

turns out to always be much shorter than

the flow time scale, the latter apparently

being the characteristic observed time

scale of variability. Therefore, the flow in-

stabilities might be related to the narrow

absorption components, but an addi-

tional ingredient is needed to explain the

observed time scales. Lucy (1983) men-

tioned the formation of an additional

high-velocity absorption component in a

stellar wind as a result of a shadowing ef-

fect caused by multiple shocks. This

remark, however, is primarily concerned

with the origin of the high-velocity

layer(s) and not as much with its precise

location or time behavior. Further in-

vestigation is worthwhile.

(g) Temporary release of parcels of matter

from "open" magnetic loops which are

attached to, but above, the stellar surface,

and consequently coupled with rotation

(Underhill and Fahey, 1984): Difficulties

in explaining the absence of predicted

strong, low-velocity, suddenly disappear-

ing absorption components in addition

to ad hoc assumptions about geometry

and time of ejection of parcels. (See Sec-

tion E.I for a more detailed discussion.)

(h) Corotating interacting regions (CIR's)

arising from (assumedly) coexisting high-

and low-velocity regions in the stellar

wind which, at their interface, may pro-

duce a velocity plateau, analogous to that

observed in the solar wind. In this model,

proposed by Mullan (1984), rotation is

also an essential ingredient. In the way

CIR's are formed in the description given

by Mullah, however, the fast streams are

identified with the terminal velocity of

the wind, which presumably carries the

bulk of the matter, opposite to the solar

case. Such an assumption makes it dif-

ficult to explain the often encountered

saturated P Cygni profiles in O stars, but

cannot be excluded in Be stars. In addi-

tion, an expected correlation between the

ratio Vrot/Vw(OO) and the column density

of discrete components can not be found,

with the present data, among O stars and

B supergiants, but could not be tested for

Be stars. For these reasons, apart from

the necessary (but probably not

unreasonable) ad hoc assumptions about

the existence of coexisting high- and low-

velocity material, we consider it unlikely

that the concept of CIR's in its present

form can be applied to explain the occur-

rence of discrete absorptions in the O and

luminous B stars, but might find some

application in Be stars. (See Section E.2

for a more detailed discussion.)

(i) Expansion of a high-density layer in the

stellar wind, proposed by Henrichs et al.

(1980), elaborated in Henrichs et al.

0983) and Henrichs (1984): This

descriptive model is probably the most

simple one for explaining or predicting

the time-dependent behavior of the

discrete components as observed in

some stars, but it gives no clue of the

cause of the origin of the high-density
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layer.(Episodicmasslosshasbeenpro-
posed.)This modelwasrejectedby
Lamerset al. (1982)because,at that
time,nosubstantialshorttimevaria-
tionshadbeenobserved.

In thefollowing,wegivemoredetailed
discussionsof thethreelast-mentionedmodels,
astheyenablespecificpredictionsregardingthe
occurrenceandtimebehaviorof adiscreteab-
sorptioncomponentwhichcanbecompared
withobservationaldata.It shouldbemadevery
clearin advance,however,thatbynomeans
doesa"final" pictureexistor thatthecorrect
modelisevenincludedin anyof them;these
modelshopefullyprovideagoodstartingpoint
for futureresearch.Consideringthewidevari-
etyof behaviorof discreteabsorptions,it is
morelikelythatingredientsof morethanone
of theforegoingmodelsmightapply.Forin-
stance,theassumptionof sphericalsymmetry
insomeofthesemodelsiscertainlynotcorrect
in thecaseof therapidlyrotatingstars,butit
is unknownhowlargethedeviationsare.

1. The Model of Underhill and Fahey. To ex-

plain the existence and behavior of discrete

components, Underhiil and Fahey (1984) en-

visage that early-type stars have localized spots

above (but not on) the stellar surface from

which parcels of gas are released in addition to

a uniformly emitted steady stellar wind. They

argue that such local spots can arise only from

magnetic field configurations on the surface of

a star and therefore postulate the existence of

"closed" and "open" magnetic loops, the lat-

ter being regions in which the magnetic field

lines extend far into space and from which the

parcels are released. The configuration

resembles that of solar corona models. It is

beyond our scope to discuss those assumptions

concerning the magnetic field configurations

associated with early-type stars, but we will con-

sider the predictions for the behavior of discrete

absorptions implied by this model. Figure 4-47

illustrates the model. A star with radius R.

rotating with angular velocity too emits a parcel

\

\ \
\ \

\
'\ \

\ \
\ \
\

\
\

\
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\
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\
\
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\
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Figure 4-47. Stellar-wind trajectories (dashed

lines) and "'parcel" trajectories [heavy solid

lines) in an inertial frame illustrating the model

of Underhill and Fahey (1984). Angle 4_° rep-

resents 360 ° - 4_° in the terminology of
Underhill and Fahey. The figure is drawn to

scale for the equatorial plane of a star with

Vro/Vw(_) = 360/1700 (resembling _ Oph)
and a velocity law with steepness B = ½. An

observer will never see an absorption compo-

nent from parcel A, but will from parcels B,

C, D, and E. Parcel B will cause a relatively

long-lived absorption feature. Parcels C, D,

and E will each produce shorter living low-

velocity features. The model predicts an equal

likelihood for production of parcels A, B, C,
and D. The observational absence of strong,

suddenly disappearing absorption features

might lead to the conclusion that this model

cannot represent the behavior of the discrete

components.
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of gasfrom location7o,_o'_o, whichwill
subsequentlyfollowatrajectoryr, O, _, in a

plane containing r° and % x ro, thereby con-
serving its angular momentum. Underhill and

Fahey present expressions for the trajectories

of both wind particles (originating at R.) and

parcels (originating at r in an inertial frame).

To facilitate the discussion, we consider only

parcels in the stellar equatorial plane (i.e.,

0 = 0° = 90 °, as drawn in Figure 4-47), where
we note that, for different colatitudes, the 0

dependence will be reduced by a projection fac-

tor. (See Underhill and Fahey, 1984.) We will

discuss the velocities, lifetimes, and column-

density behavior, respectively.

The velocity of a parcel Vp(r) can be readily

calculated from the wind velocity Vw(r) by

making the (reasonable) assumptions that the

parcel acceleration is the same as that of the

wind and that the rotational energy can be

neglected (as Vrot 2 <_ Vw2(Oo)).This implies that

V2 (r) - V2 (ro) = v2w (r) - v2 (ro) (4-42)
P p w

It is obvious that the terminal velocity of a

parcel will always be less than the terminal

velocity of the wind if the initial velocity of the

parcel is smaller than the wind velocity at the

location where the parcel was emitted. By iden-

tifying the observed radial velocity of a discrete

component with the approximate terminal ve-

locity of a parcel, Underhill and Fahey 0984)

infer that "average" parcels must be emitted

from about r° = 2 R,, depending on what
velocity law is assumed. The closer the point

of release is to the star, the less the difference

between vp(oo) and vw(_ ). We conclude that
the predicted velocity range is in agreement with

the observations.

However, the observability of a parcel as an

absorption component strongly depends on the

point of origin of the parcel. This can be readily

seen from Figure 4-47, which is drawn to scale

for a star with Vrot/Vw(Oo) = 360/1700 (it is

this ratio that determines the pattern of wind

and parcel trajectories), representative of a star

like _"Oph, 09.5 V(e). (For stars with a smaller

ratio, Vrot/Vw(_), the pattern would deviate

less from purely radial motion than in Figure

4-47, but the following reasoning would remain

unchanged.) A parcel following trajectory A

has no chance to cross the line of sight to pro-

duce an observable absorption component. A

similar parcel emitted at the same distance from

the star but a little later (B) is obviously capable

of causing an observable absorption feature. A

parcel (C) emitted still later crosses the column

of sight only for a while, causing a strong ab-

sorption feature at low velocity which will ac-

celerate and suddenly disappear when the parcel

trajectory leaves the line of sight. Parcels

following trajectory D will cause strong, very

short-lived absorption features at low velocity.

If emitted at the appropriate time in the stellar

rotation cycle, a parcel emitted from a larger

distance from the star (e.g., E) may stay in the

line of sight, but will enter it with a higher frac-

tion of its (lower) terminal velocity. From this

geometry, it is clear that an observable absorp-

tion component can be produced only by a

parcel which has the correct initial location and

which is launched within a time window that

is rather small with respect to the stellar rota-

tion period.

To be compatible with the observational fact

that, for the majority of the stars, the discrete

absorptions appear to be present for most of

the time (if not always) and are variable in both

strength and velocity (the latter to a lesser ex-

tent), the Underhill and Fahey (1984) model re-

quires that, for a given star, parcels are allowed

to be released only from approximately the

same spot relative to the observer (i.e., only at

the same phase in the stellar rotation cycle).

This is because, if they were emitted from other

longitudes as well, one would expect cases C

and D (stronger, suddenly disappearing lines)

to prevail over the longer living lines (case B),

in strong disagreement with the observations.

However, if we accept the existence of such a

preferred spot above the stellar surface (we can-

not exclude, however, parcels being released

from different colatitudes because they will not

be observable), we find it unlikely that so many

stars show discrete components. On the other

hand, a continuous stream of matter with a
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higherdensitythan the ambient wind being

released from a single spot can immediately be

excluded because, in such a "lawn-sprinkler"

model, multiple absorption components will

always be present, each of which arises from

the different gas layers crossing the line of sight

at equidistant radial intervals, causing a new

component to appear during each rotation cy-

cle. Such a strictly periodic behavior has not
been observed. We can also exclude intermedi-

ate cases, in which only a small fraction of a

sprinkler pattern exists because of a stream of

matter released from one point for a time

period shorter than the stellar rotation period.

We would expect to see as many trailing edges

(as in cases C and D) as leading edges. In con-

clusion, it is the absence of suddenly disappear-

ing strong absorption components that presents

a major difficulty in the Underhill and Fahey

model.

Another concern in this model is the size of

a parcel at its release and consequent expansion

due to geometric and pressure effects. The fact

that there are many reported cases of essentially

saturated discrete absorption lines (see for ex-

ample, Prinja and Howarth, 1986, and Figure

4-35) means that the material must cover most

if not all of the stellar disk as seen by the

observer. This also seems to be implied by the

observed enhanced emission. (See Figure 4-44.)

In such cases, relatively small areas, as pictured

by Underhill and Fahey (1984), are not ap-

propriate.

A final point we want to mention is the time

dependence of the column density as predicted

by the Underhill and Fahey model. After a

parcel has expanded to cover the full stellar

disk, its column density will rapidly decrease

according to (t o + 0 -2, where to is a constant.

To account for the observed, rather constant

range in column density (Figure 4-35), new

parcels have to be released rather frequently to

replenish the absorption. As stated previous-

ly, the only way to accomplish such a replenish-

ment is to repeat the release of parcels at in-

stants which are separated in time by an integer

multiple of the stellar rotation period, which

required an unusual ejection mechanism. We

conclude that the Underhill and Fahey model

is unlikely to be compatible with the behavior

of discrete absorption components as observed

in most stars. However, it might have its ap-

plication in some Be stars, among which such

a wide variety of different behavior has been

observed. (See for instance, the examples in

Figure 4-34.) On the other hand, the high flex-

ibility of the Underhill and Fahey model makes

it difficult to make specific predictions as to

precisely what to expect in such cases. See Bates

and Halliwell (1986) for additional discussion

and extended application of this model.

2. Corotating Interacting Regions. MuUan

(1984) proposed that, if fast and slow streams

coexist in a stellar wind arising from different

longitudes on the stellar surface, the fast stream

will catch up with the slow stream when the

stellar rotation is taken into account. The

strongly shocked interaction region between the

two streams might cause a velocity plateau and

an enhanced density region (called a CIR),

which would then be responsible for a high-

velocity discrete absorption component. The

picture closely resembles the behavior of the

solar wind as observed near the ecliptic plane

by means of space probes.

A first point of objection is related to the

proposed applicability of the analogy between

the Sun and hot stars. Mullan (1984) identifies

the velocity of fast streams in OB stars with the

terminal velocity of the wind. In many O stars,

vw(oo ) is derived for a given star from

saturated P Cygni profiles, whereas the discrete

components are observed in unsaturated lines.

This makes one think that the terminal velocity

of the wind is reached over most of a 4re solid

angle seen from the star and will carry the bulk

of the outflowing matter. This is in contrast to

the solar case, in which the fast streams are

believed to originate in the much smaller
coronal holes.

A second point is concerned with the rota-

tion rate of the stars. In Mullan's (1984)

description, the wind speed is a function of

longitude at the stellar surface. Of course, this

function is unknown, but would probably show
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up as a rotationally modulated stellar wind. No
clear indications for such an effect have been

found thus far. On the other hand, when, in

terms of this model, the assumption is made

that the wind speed becomes different beyond

a given distance from the stellar surface, the

model resembles more and more the model of

Underhill and Fahey (1984) (see the previous

section) with similar implications.

Another point is that the CIR model predicts

that the ratio Vrot/Vw(OO) controls the radial
distance at which the discrete components begin

to form. Because one might reasonably assume

that the associated column density will decrease

as a function of distance, a correlation between

the ratio previously mentioned and the column

density is expected for a randomly chosen col-

lection of stars. When we use the sample of

Prinja and Howarth (1986), we find that a

possible trend (if significant) for the N V data

appears to be opposite to that of C IV, when

V sin i/vw(oo) is plotted against the column

density of the discrete components. This is dif-

ficult to explain.

At the moment, it appears unlikely that the

CIR model in its present form is capable of ex-

plaining the observed properties of discrete

components in O stars and B supergiants. Like

the model of Underhill and Fahey (1984), it

might find its application in some Be stars,

where we do not directly observe the high-speed

wind in the asymmetric line profiles and where

spherical symmetry is absent. At present, not

enough data exist to support such a hypothesis.

Additional discussion on this model (from a

different point of view) appears in Prinja and

Howarth (1986).

3. Expansion of a High-Density Layer. This

descriptive model was originally called the

"UV-shell model" because it considers the

ultraviolet discrete absorption lines which are

observable only in lines of ions which are

stellar-wind indicators; these are situated most-

ly in the UV. Figure 4-48 (from Henrichs, 1984)

displays the characteristics of the model. At a

certain epoch, the star produces a high-density

layer in its wind. The origin of this behavior
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Figure 4-48. Schematic representation of the
time history of a high-density layer (causing

discrete absorption components), spherically

expanding in a stellar wind (Henrichs, 1984).

(a) A typical velocity profile ofan accelerating

wind (dashed line), v denotes the terminal
WOo

velocity of the wind, which is always observed.

(b) When a high-density layer (caused by

enhanced mass loss, by instabilities in the flow,
a combination thereof, or by some other pro-

cess) begins at some epoch r at low velocity,

a broad absorption feature will be observed.

The acceleration of this layer is slower than that

of the continuous stellar wind (dashed line)

because the density is higher. (c) The time scale

for acceleration is of the order of hours. (d)

Within 12 hours, a narrow high-velocity feature

will be observed. Its strength will decay simply

because the layer geometrically expands. (e) A

possible explanation for a memory as observed

in some stars: when the layer contains much

material, it might undergo less acceleration than

when there is little material. Multiple structure
will be observed when more layers coexist.

is not specified; it might be caused either in-

directly by enhanced mass loss during a short

time (hours), spherical (shells) or nonspherical

(puffs), as proposed by Henrichs et al. (1983),

alternatively by instabilities in the flow as
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discussed in model (f), by a combination of the

two (e.g., an instability triggered by enhanced

mass loss), or by some other (unknown) pro-

cess. The rapid expansion of this high-density

region is presumably due to the same accelera-
tion mechanism that accelerates the stellar

wind: radiation pressure (Lucy and Solomon,

1970; Castor et al., 1975a; Abbott (1980,

1982a). Because of the higher density of this

layer, its "terminal" velocity is expected to be

equal to or smaller than the terminal velocity

of the continuous wind. How much smaller will

depend on how effectively saturation reduces

the radiative acceleration. This might be a very

qualitative explanation for the "memory" of

some stars; when the layer contains much

material, its terminal velocity will be less than

when the layer contains less material. A quan-

titative comparison with model calculations and

observations has yet to be carried out. As men-

tioned previously, the short acceleration time

(likely to be different for different stars) ex-

plains why the discrete absorption lines are

observed mainly at high velocity. The faster the

acceleration, the smaller the probability of find-

ing them at low velocity. In conclusion, the

overall picture in terms of this model is that,

when only one high-density layer is involved,

one expects to see the well-known (t o + 0 -2

behavior of the column density as soon as the

velocity is at its maximum value (assuming con-

stant ionization fractions). The associated

lifetime is of the order of days to weeks. (3' Cas

might be such a case.) When more layers, which

are unlikely to have exactly the same proper-

ties, are involved, they will cause overlapping

absorption features, each with its own time con-

stant, giving the impression of a more or less

constant, but variable, feature at high veloci-

ty. This picture might be applicable to many
O and B stars. When the time resolution of the

observations is short compared to the

replenishing time scale, one might see the ac-

celeration, as seen for instance in _ Per, Figure

4-44.

We note that, in this model, as in almost any

model of a high-density layer that has a sig-

nificantly lower velocity than the terminal ve-

locity of the ambient stellar wind, this layer

must be strongly shocked toward the star,

where the (less dense) wind runs into the

backside of the layer. This might be the reason

for the observed ionization differences between

the P Cygni profile and the discrete components

as found by Lamers et al. (1982) and Prinja and

Howarth (1986).

Arguments against this model for stars other

than those mentioned previously are the ab-

sence of low-velocity material in some of the

best monitored cases, like _" Oph, and the

sometimes very irregular behavior in some Be

stars, like 66 Oph. (See for example, Figure

4-34g, based on Grady et al. (1984a).)

Finally, it should be emphasized that, in this

model, the predicted time behavior follows di-

rectly from simple geometric effects in which

the expansion speed dictates the observed time-

dependence. In other words, no physical effects

such as ionization, etc. are taken into account.

4. Discussion. Simple model calculations by

Prinja and Howarth (1985) showed that a high-

density layer caused by episodic mass loss, and

accelerating at the same rate as the ambient

wind, would not cause an absorption feature

until it reached a substantial fraction of its ter-

minal velocity, making the probability of find-

ing low-velocity absorption even smaller (Figure

4-49a). The same spherical model calculations

fit reasonably well with the few existing obser-

vations of the narrowing during the accelera-

tion phase. Prinja and Howarth's model

calculations also showed that rather frequent

ejections of "shells" are necessary to maintain

a "long-lived" more or less stationary absorp-

tion feature (Figure 4-49b). On the other hand,

those calculations are based on a simple en-

hancement of the mass-flux parameter, keep-

ing all other flow properties unchanged. This

is certainly not a realistic assumption because

it neglects the interaction of the stellar radia-

tion with the matter in the layer and, hence, ig-

nores a probably different acceleration. In ad-

dition, the ionization structure is imposed in

those models, whereas in reality, it is actually

a function of the radiation field and shock
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Figure 4-49. Model calculations by Prinja and

Howarth (1985) of the effects ofan enhanced

mass loss on a P Cygni profile. (a) Absorption
due to a single shell as a function of time (in

units of R./vw(oo)) does not begin to show up
in the profile as a discrete feature until it

reaches about one half of the terminal velocity.
Solid and dotted lines denote a velocity law with

= ½ and 1, respectively. (b) Multiple shell

ejection with time intervals of 5 R o/vw(oo) for
{3 = ½. Dashed lines denote results for an ar-

bitrary density enhancement factor which is an

increasing function of velocity.

properties. For instance, the positive slope in

the memory (Section D.2) as found in HD

199579 (Figure 4-42), if significant, cannot be

explained by this model without invoking a

change in the run of the ionization balance with

distance. Such a change would also alter the ex-

pected statistics of occurrence of low- and high-

velocity material. A detailed model which con-

siders those effects has not been constructed.

Nevertheless, it is encouraging to see that at

least some of the observed properties of the

discrete components as observed in some stars

can be fairly represented.

Another issue is the question of spherical

symmetry. Within the scope of current theo-

retical considerations, expanding spherical

shells are expected to give rise to decaying emis-

sion (at the red side), eventually disappearing

beyond detectability. The emission phase is ex-

pected to be much shorter than the absorption

phase, but should nevertheless be observable.

Because there are only a few reports about

enhanced emission, a tentative conclusion is

that the line-forming regions are probably not

spherically symmetric. However, the fact that

a large fraction of stars show discrete absorp-

tions suggests that the material subtends a

significant solid angle as seen from the star.

In the model described above, the intrigu-

ing question remains: What causes the high-

density region(s) in the wind? Is it a basic prop-

erty caused by the star itself or does it find its

origin in the flow? Many model calculations

must be carried out before we can answer those

questions. Note that multiple shocks in a stellar

wind, as proposed by Lucy (1982a) are believed

to be primarily responsible for the production

of X rays throughout the wind. X-ray emission

from early-type stars, however, appears to be

always present (e.g., Cassinelli et al., 1981;

Seward and Chlebowski, 1982) and sometimes

variable (e.g., Snow et al., 1981), but the

variability does not seem to be as dramatic as

in the discrete components. Hence, if multiple

shocks are indeed the cause of most of the

observed X-ray emission, they seem unlikely,

at first, to be the cause of the much more

variable discrete absorption lines. One might

argue, however, that we are dealing with X-ray

emission integrated over a volume and, in the

case of discrete absorptions, only with line-of-

sight effects.

Simultaneous observations in other wave-

length bands are also helpful. We give a short

account of a few of them which are, in our

opinion, significant.

F. Related Observations

If a high-density region in a stellar wind

would originate in the flow, there would be a

minimum velocity at which a discrete absorp-

tion can be observed. However, different

physical conditions that exist close to the star

(temperature, density, and ionization) might
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alsopreventobservationof the low-velocity
featuresin the UV. (Comparethe model
calculationsof PrinjaandHowarth0985).)

Significant in this respect, therefore, might

be the transient absorption features observed

in the Lyman _ and e lines in several OB stars

by Gry et al. (1984) with the Copernicus

satellite. Figure 4-50 gives an example of ct Vir,

BI IV, in which low-velocity absorption com-

ponents (-80 and -140 km/s) disappeared

within 8 hours. Gry et al. found a similar
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Figure 4-50. Transient absorption features in
L yman 6 in t_ Vir observed with Copernicus by

Gry et. al. (1984). The time scale is indicated.

It has been suggested that these features precede

the occurrence of the high-velocity narrow

absorptions.

behavior in a major fraction of their sample (5

of 8 stars). The authors concluded from these

observations that an expanding high-density

shell, more or less similar to the model de-

scribed previously, could fit the observed

behavior and that these lines might be the

precursors of the high-velocity narrow absorp-

tions as described in this review. In addition,

they tentatively suggested that the phenomenon

may be related to an instability of the outer

envelope of the star, similar to the well-known

instability proposed for the/3 Cep (or/3 CMa)

stars, which are situated in the HR diagram be-

tween spectral types B0 and B2. (See for exam-

ple, Lesh, 1982.) It is well known, however,

that the region in the HR diagram where the

discrete components occur is much wider;

moreover, a physical relation between the Be

phenomenon and the/3 Cep stars has never been

proposed. However, variable nonradial pulsa-

tion, which many investigators now consider to

be the origin of the variable behavior of many

stars in this region of the HR diagram, is at-

tractive as a possible mechanism for stellar-

wind variability.

1. Nonradial Pulsations. Evidence that the

study of nonradial pulsations might help us to

understand the origin of the discrete absorp-

tions has been suggested (Henrichs, 1984) on

the basis of existing (accidentally) simultaneous

optical and UV observations of the 09.5 Ve

star, _"Oph. Vogt and Penrod (1983) presented

persuasive arguments that the observed tran-

sient distortions of the He I X6678 line in this

star can be explained by high-order nonradial

pulsations. Furthermore, they found a clear
correlation between the observed amplitude of

the oscillations from season to season with the

well-documented outbursts (as seen in Hot) of

this star. Vogt and Penrod suggested that

"sporadic release of pulsation energy during

mode switching might provide a plausible ex-

planation for these outbursts and for the oc-

currence of the Be phenomenon in general."

Henrichs (1984) noted that the drastic changes

in the discrete absorption components in IUE

spectra of _" Oph found by Howarth et al.

(1984) actually occurred more or less

simultaneously with the changes in amplitude

of pulsations reported by Vogt and Penrod.

This implies that structural changes in the outer

layers (the subatmosphere) of the star, in this

case seen as changes in nonradial pulsation

behavior, are coupled to structural changes far

out in the wind, seen as varying discrete absorp-

tions. Similar cases (as found by Henrichs,

1986) are X Eri, B2 IIIe, and 6 Cep, B2.5 Ve,

for which Barker and Marlborough (1985)

described drastic changes in the UV C IV pro-

files and noticed their covariability with Ht_-

emission activity, whereas simultaneous

changes in the nonradial pulsation behavior had

been reported independently by Smith and
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Penrod(1985).(SeealsoPenrod(1986).)A
montageof Hcf,CIV,andnonradialpulsation
behaviorinHeI X6678 (after Penrod, 1986, and

Barker and Marlborough, 1985) is shown in

Figure 4-51. Baade (1985) discusses implications

of the widely encountered variable nonradial

pulsations for modulating mass fluxes in Be

stars. See also his review about O stars in the

present volume.

2. Nonradial Pulsations and Stellar Winds.

Given that in _"Oph the pulsational amplitude

(peak to peak) is about 6 percent in stellar

radius and 21 km/s in velocity with a period

in the range of 7 to 15 hours (Vogt and Penrod,

1983), an interesting question is whether there

can be a smooth, continuous, isotropic wind

under such conditions. The location of, and the

physical conditions at, the sonic point (or its

analog in the case of radiation pressure (Ab-

bott, 1980)), play a crucial role in any super-

sonic flow. The base of the wind (i.e., on the

surface of the star) moves up and down over

different parts of the surface with a velocity
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Figure 4-51. A montage of(unplanned) approximately simultaneous Hcf, C 1V, and nonradial pulsa-

tion behavior in He I in the B2 Hie star, X Eri (after Penrod, 1986, and Barker and Marlborough,

1985). Note that, when Hc_ began to develop emission, discrete components in C IV absorption ap-
peared (rest wavelengths are indicated). According to Penrod, the amplitudes of the nonradial _ =

2 and _ = 8 modes decreased roughly a factor of 2 in the same period (observed profile shown as

dots, theoretical fit shown as solid line). These observations suggest that the energy lost in pulsation
might be directly transferred to the stellar envelope.
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comparableto thelocalspeedof sound.The
regionwherethewindbecomessupersonicmust
haveaveryirregularaswellastime-dependent
shape,makingastablecontinuousflow highly

unlikely. Some theoretical considerations by

Castor (1986b) indicate that a shock front will

form below where the sonic point would be in

the wind of a nonpulsating star. If the pulsa-

tion period of the star is longer than the typical

flow time scale (roughly 10 to 1 in the case of

_"Oph), the wind will be relatively insensitive

to the motion of the photosphere, but the

detailed effects on the flow are still subject to

considerable study. (See the references cited in

Section E.)

A second point to be made is a remark on

Vogt and Penrods' (1983) suggestion of mode-

switching as a cause of release of pulsational

energy. The origin of switching between dif-

ferent oscillatory g modes is not known. (See

for example, the reviews by Unno et al. (1979),

J. P. Cox (1980), and A. N. Cox (1983).) The

point is that pulsational energy being liberated

in the outer layers during such a switch might

trigger enhanced mass loss for which, unfor-

tunately, no quantitative calculation exists. The

occasionally reported examples of mode-

switching sometimes appear to be questioned

(Penrod, private communication), but varia-

tions in pulsation amplitude seem to occur
rather often. These are also associated with

changes in pulsational energy (of the typical

order of 1044 erg), but whether and how such

energy can be deposited in the stellar wind is

not clear. Finally, it should perhaps be stressed

again that it is the variability in the pulsation

behavior of the star that is proposed to be con-
nected with the formation of discrete com-

ponents. For other issues related to pulsation

and stellar-wind behavior, see papers referred

to in Abbott et al. (1986).

3. Discussion. There are additional attractive

features for suggesting future investigations of

a possible connection between amplitude-

changing and/or mode-switching of nonradial

pulsating stars and the occurrence of discrete

components. First, spectroscopic studies in-

dicate that the presence of nonradial pulsations

in many O, B, and Be stars is well established.

(See for example, Bolton (1982), Baade (1983,

1984a, 1984b, and private communication),

Smith and Penrod (1985), and Penrod (1986).)

In addition, the well-known irregular

photometric behavior of almost all luminous

early-type stars (e.g. Maeder, 1980b, and de

Jager, 1980) can be explained by (nonradial)

pulsational behavior. (See for example, the

discussion by Cox (1983, p. 146).) Of course,

the uniqueness of such interpretation is a

serious matter of discussion. (See for instance,

Baade's chapter in this book.) From a non-

radial pulsation point of view, Penrod (1986)

asserts that the difference between Be and B

stars is that most Be stars pulsate in a long-

period _ = 2 mode and usually in a short-

period high mode as well, whereas "normal"

B stars pulsate in one or two short-period I =

4- 10 modes. The apparent existence of this dif-

ference in energy reservoir of these two types

of stars is another interesting indication that

might help us to understand the variability in

Ha emission and its relation to the more fre-

quent UV outbursts (here identified with dis-

crete absorption-line episodes) which do not oc-

cur in the low-luminosity non-Be stars. (See

Section B.) Extension to the hotter O stars,

however, has yet to be established. Significant

in this respect is that Baade (1985, and this

volume) has found clear evidence for nonradial

pulsations in g" Pup, 04 I(n)f, for which a

detailed record of its discrete-component

behavior exists (Prinja, 1984). Simultaneous

optical and UV observations are clearly need-

ed. At this point, a speculative remark regard-

ing the role of rotation in Be stars can be made.

It is well known (in theory) that the presence

of rotation allows both nonradial and toroidai

modes to be excited and also widens the fre-

quency range in which a star can pulsate, as

compared to a similar but nonrotating star. (See

any textbook.) It is therefore suggestive to

speculate that variability in pulsational

behavior is a more common phenomenon

among the rapid rotators simply because it

seems "easier" to excite a certain mode in a star
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witha wider range of frequencies and modes,

thus marking the significance of rapid rotation

to the Be phenomenon. As long as no excita-

tion mechanism is known, however, such a

point of view is difficult to prove.

Another point is that the time scales of

nonradial pulsation are of the same order

(hours) as the flow time scales, which can

therefore cause drastic changes in the base of

the flow of the wind which might trigger

enhanced mass loss and/or instability in the

flow as discussed previously. Furthermore, the

observed but unexplained irregular behavior of

velocity-amplitude changes and/or mode-

switching of many nonradially pulsating stars

follows a pattern similar to the transient activity

of the discrete components in some stars. The

longer time scale, mentioned before, might be

identified with the long time scale involved in

changes in pulsation behavior.

The nonspherical symmetry induced by in-

troducing nonradial pulsations as an additional

mechanism to trigger or regulate mass loss is

another favorable aspect. In rotating stars, the

amplitude of nonradial pulsations with modes

= I m I is strongly peaked toward the equa-

torial plane, where the gravity is also reduced,

hence favoring a preference plane. From the

observational side, particularly from the

polarization and infrared data, it seems

unavoidable that, in the case of Be stars, the

mass flux is not spherically symmetric. A link

between those two configurations must be

established, however, before conclusions can be

drawn. For an additional discussion, see Stalio

and Zirker (1985).

Note that one aspect of the description given

above in some sense approaches the view ex-

pressed by Thomas (e.g., 1973, 1982, 1983, and

many other papers) that the mass flux of a star

is, in fact, a parameter which does not depend

only on the radiative properties of its at-

mosphere, in contrast to the approach of the

pure radiatively driven mass-flux theory. Baade

(1985) describes in detail a working hypothesis

of how variable nonradial pulsations can

modulate the mass flux in Be stars and how the

stellar-wind structure will be influenced by such

effects. Other discussions about nonradiative

activity in hot stars can be found in Underhiil

and Michalitsianos (1985).

G. Concluding Remarks

We wish to add a few points to the previous

issues. First, the very important related ques-

tion of superionization in stellar winds and the

possible association with X-ray generation must

be mentioned. (See for example, Odegard and

Cassinelli, 1982, and Marlborough and Peters,

1982.) For example, much of the superionized

C IV absorption in most Be stars appears to ex-

ist in the form of high-velocity features. On the

other hand, intrinsic X-ray emission from Be

stars has been studied only fragmentarily (e.g.,

Peters, 1982a), and any possible connection

between them is unknown. Some aspects of this

problem might be studied by comparing the

time-dependent behavior of variable discrete

absorption lines arising from different ioniza-

tion stages in connection with X-ray studies.

Another point worth mentioning is the possi-

ble connection between UV discrete absorption

activity and the long-term Be-Bshell-B sequence

as observed in many Be stars (e.g., 59 Cyg and

3' Cas; e.g., Doazan et al., 1983; Doazan et al.,

1985, and Doazan and Thomas, 1986).

Also of clear importance are simultaneous

studies in different wavelength bands, which in-

clude polarization measurements, as carried out

for instance for _o Ori by Sonneborn et al.

(1987). Intrinsic polarization variability in O

and B stars on time scales of days to months

appears to be common (Lupie and Nordsieck,

1987). Simultaneous UV and polarization

modeling might give some clue to the degree of

spherical symmetry and/or latitudinal depen-

dence of stellar winds (e.g., Brown and

Henrichs, 1987). Such latitudinal effects are

most likely to occur in the case of Be stars. (See

for example, the discussion on/z Cen by Peters

in Stalio and Zirker (1985). Binarity is another

possible means for studying the narrow line

phenomenon. Howarth (1984) did not find any

change in the velocity of the discrete absorp-

tions in the B0 supergiant, V861 Sco, in spite
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of the clear binary motion of the star.
McCluskeyandKondo(1981)notethat,inthe
interactingbinarysystem,AOCas(consisting
of twotypeOstars),thediscretecomponents
definitelyvary,butthattheirdatawerenotwith
sufficienttimeresolutionto establishwhether
or notabinaryorbitalphaseexists.It might
bedifficultto untanglethesecularfromorbital
effects.Narrowlinesarealsofoundinatleast
oneX-raybinary(4U0900-40,Sadakaneetal.,
1985)containingaB supergiantandanX-ray
pulsar,openingthepossibilityof probingthe
stellar-windstructurebyobservationof pulse-
periodchanges(vander Klis and Bonnet-
Bidaud,1984).(Forareviewof theavailable
dataandtheoryon theresponseof therota-
tion rateof a neutronstaraccretingfroma
stellarwind,seeHenrichs(1983).)

Also of interest are the observations by

White et al. (1983), who reported rapid X-ray

spectral variability from the X-ray binary,

4U!700-37, which was interpreted as being

caused by small-scale inhomogeneities in the

stellar wind of its optical counterpart, HD

153919, 06.5 Iaf. Unfortunately, the C IV, N

V, and Si IV lines in the UV are completely

saturated in this star, but similar studies in

other wind-fed massive X-ray binaries might be

more successful.

Finally, we want to emphasize that one has

just begun to realize that variability is a basic

signature of stellar winds of all early-type stars

and that understanding this phenomenon is

essential for a complete understanding of

stellar-wind structure. In this chapter, we have

tried to focus on the observational evidence for

wind variability and have reviewed suggested

interpretations and possible related issues.

"The best possible data set" to prove or dis-

prove our present thoughts has yet to be con-

structed. It is the author's hope that this review

might help to reach this goal.
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5

ENVIRONMENTS AND EVOLUTION

I. ENVIRONMENTS OF STARS

A. Conceptual Framework

The term "interstellar medium" (ISM) has

come to be applied to galactic material not

already collected into stars or other gravita-

tionally bound objects. It can include dust

clouds and molecular clouds, and it is known

to be highly heterogeneous in its properties. We

know that the overall energetics in the ISM lead

to a concept of a"three-component" model for

the gas (McKee and Ostriker, 1977). These in-

clude a low-density hot ( - 106 K) region which

cannot cool easily, a warm (- 104 K) volume,

and the cool (-102 K) high-density clouds.

According to McKee and Ostriker, the hot

region takes up most of the space in the galac-

tic disk; warm regions surround the con-

siderably smaller cold interstellar clouds which

are more massive. In the conventional picture,

supernova explosions are the dominant energy

source to the hot low-density regions (Cox and

Smith, 1974). Abbott (1982) has suggested that

O-star winds may also inject a similar amount

of energy and may dominate in regions of OB

associations (see also Van Buren, 1985). The

term "violent interstellar medium" (McCray

and Snow, 1979) describes the complicated

physical phenomena occurring inside a galaxy

such as ours.

The observations of the interstellar "extinc-

tion," or reddening, are associated with a dust

or "grain" component toward stars distant

from the Sun and the presence of absorption

lines with the gaseous material along the lines

of sight. Some of this component near the very

luminous O and Wolf-Rayet stars appears to

be modified (e.g., ionized, excited, or

dissociated) by the star's Lyman continuum

radiation and stellar winds. I believe it would

be useful to describe this modified ISM by a

new term--local stellar medium (LSM). * The

name then immediately calls attention to the

fact that this material, both the dust and the

gas, may have been altered from the preexisting

ISM state by the star.

Circumstellar material has sometimes been

used as a phase to describe the medium I would

prefer to call LSM. However, the term "cir-

cumstellar" connotes gas and/or dust which

has been ejected from a star and remains near

or even bound to it. The LSM may have a com-

ponent of ejecta from the star, but the distinc-
tion here is that the bulk of the material is

preexisting ISM. The LSM term is useful if it

can be identified with an observed star or stars;

it probably is not needed in cases in which the

ISM is modified and distorted by such events

as supernova explosions nearby.

O and Wolf-Rayet stars form preferential-

ly (entirely?) in large star clouds called associa-

tions. Considerable gas and dust is associated

*This has been called the "local stellar environment"

by others (e.g., Doazan and Thomas, 1983; Thomas,

1983).
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withthesestar-formingclouds.TheISMinour

Galaxy is very clumpy and is not uniform along

a line of sight. We might expect that, for

relatively nearby O and Wolf-Rayet stars, the

LSM contribution to the overall extinction and

to the line-absorption features might play a

potentially significant role. For example, if

there are three clouds on the average per Kpc

in the galactic plane (Shull and Van Steenberg,

1985), then an O or Wolf-Rayet star at 1 Kpc

will probably be born and remain in one of the

three. The modification to the birth cloud, or

preexisting ISM, by the star itself will thereby

possibly affect the observed reddening and in-

terstellar line contribution seen along the line

of sight.

The central regions of the Orion nebula,

near the Trapezium, would be a good example

of material which could be readily described as

the local stellar medium rather than an in-

terstellar medium. This gas and dust is under

considerable interaction from the O star's

ultraviolet radiation and from the stellar winds,

resulting in large-scale turbulent and chaotic

motions, a high ionization state, and modified

dust particles. The "reddening law" in the

Orion region is well known to be anomalous.

Other obvious evidence of an LSM can be

found in observations of wisps of nebulosity or

more structured "rings" associated mainly with

Wolf-Rayet stars. These are most readily seen

in direct imaging in narrow filters centered on

the O III line at _,5007 ._ or Ha (e.g., Chu et

al., 1983).

In other cases, the LSM can be easily iden-

tified in direct photometry of extensive and ex-

tended regions surrounding the OB associations

themselves, as in the extreme case of 30 Dor

in the LMC. Here, the action of many O and

Wolf-Rayet stars creates and completely dom-

inates the "giant H II" region which surrounds

them. Very complex physical phenomena are

occurring, many features of which are not well

understood.

This general topic is one to which an entire

book could be devoted. In this chapter, I will

touch briefly on hot-star environments to call

the attention of the reader to perhaps extreme

examples of nonthermal phenomena associated

with the O and Wolf-Rayet stars that are the

topic of this monograph.

B. Theoretical Considerations and Models

Castor et al. (1975b) were among the first

to discuss the interactions of stellar winds with

the ambient interstellar medium (see also

Steigman et al., 1975). Their use of the term

"bubble" has been adopted in the literature to

describe the consequences of the dynamic

forces at work. The generalized but highly

simplified theory and the mathematical details

are given by Weaver et al. (1977). The follow-

ing simplifying assumptions were initially

made: (1) the ambient interstellar medium is

homogeneous in density; (2) the wind is

spherically symmetric and steady; and (3) the

star is at rest with respect to its environment.

These authors identified four separate volumes

surrounding a star with a stellar wind. In each

of these volumes, different physical phenomena

play leading roles. Good synopses of the

generalized concepts are given by McCray

(1983), Lamers (1983), and Kwok (1984).

In the innermost region (a), the stellar wind

flows hypersonically, having previously pushed

out the preexisting material. The time for the

initial free expansion is of the order of 102

years. At first, the size of this region is some

few tenths of a parsec, depending on the total

amount of swept-up material and the strength

of the wind. Inside this volume, the normal

wind equations (e.g., Abbott, 1986) hold. This

region continues to expand, more slowly after

the initial rapid phase, eventually reaching

dimensions of the order of a few parsecs. (One

parsec is some 10 6 R, for main-sequence O

stars.)

After the very rapid initial wind expansion,

an adiabatic phase begins. In this region (b),

there is a hot (106 K) volume of shocked stellar

wind with a small fraction of swept-up in-

terstellar material. The kinetic energy of the

stellar wind is deposited into this coronal

region, which itself is also continuing to expand

in what is called the snowplow phase. The
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expansionisdescribedas"energyconserving"
or"momentumconserving,"dependingonthe
radiativelossesin theregion.Thishotbubble
shouldemitcoronallinesandsoftX rays,but
thelatterwouldbehardto detectagainstthe
generaldiffusebackground.Thesizeof the
bubbledependsonthewindstrengthof thecen-
tralstarandthedensityof theambientISM,
but fortypicalconditions,it isof theorderof
a fewto tensof parsecs.

Surroundingthehotbubbleisa relatively
denseshell(c)of swept-upinterstellarmaterial.
Thisshellistheresultoftheslowexpansionof
thecoronalregion.Mostof themassof the
bubbleisfoundinthisvolume,whichwillhave
a temperatureof some 10 4 K. Some of the

shell mass diffuses back into region b. Here,

the density may be sufficient that high-

excitation interstellar lines such as O VI are seen

(Weaver et al., 1977), although these features

can also be found at the interfaces between the

supernova shells and the cooler gas in the ISM

(Jenkins, 1978a, 1978b; McCray and Snow,

1979).

The bubble gradually evolves over time, ex-

panding against the ambient ISM outside of
shell c. The lifetime of the bubble is a few 106

yr, set by the evolution time of the central ex-

citing star. The thick shell (c) may provide a

contribution to the low-excitation interstellar

lines (McCray and Snow, 1979). Figure 5-1 pro-

vides a schematic view of a typical bubble from

an O-type star after 106 yr (expanding into a

uniform ISM of density 1 cm-3; adapted from

Weaver et al., 1977). Much more mass is swept

up by the expansion of the bubble than is pro-

vided for in loss by the star. In the terms I am

using here, the LSM encompasses volumes a,

b, and c.

More complicated situations clearly exist in

the real ISM. Shuli (1980) has treated the case

in which the star and its stellar wind are

embedded in a molecular cloud, which is a

probable initial condition. If the initial ambient

medium is very inhomogeneous, the coronal

volume b may contain slowly evaporating dust

clouds. These would act as cooling centers and

alter the snowplow expansion phase from an
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Figure 5-1. Schematic large-scale tempera-
ture�density structure of an idealized stellar-

wind bubble (adapted from Weaver et al.,

1977), expanding into a uniform ISM of den-

sity M o = 1 cm -3 at 106 yr. The wind
parameters are VrERM = 2000 km s -1 and/(4

= 10 -6 M® yr -i. For a typical 0 star, the
ionized H H region is at a radius some three

times that of region c.

energy-conserving case to a momentum-

conserving one (McCray, 1986). The physics of

this situation has not yet been completely

worked out. In another example of complica-

tions in the real world, if the ISM density is suf-

ficiently large and the Lyman flux insufficient

(as from a typical late O-type or early B star),

the H II region may be trapped inside region

c. This would result in a large density discontin-

uity at the outer boundary region, with possi-

ble observable consequences (Hollenbock et al.,

1976). McKee et al. (1984) have considered the

idealized case of stellar-wind bubbles expanding

into a cloudy ISM. Shull (1982) has given a

generalized summary of some of the dynamic

effects of stellar winds and shocked gas on the

interstellar clouds.

C. Observations

Stromgren spheres, or ionized hydrogen

(H II) regions, surround all stars that emit

Lyman continuum radiation. The treatment of
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therelevantequationsis relatively straightfor-

ward for a homogeneous ISM, but in nearly all

observed cases, inhomogeneities are present.

The H II volumes can be detected by free-free

radio emission and the recombination spectrum

of hydrogen (radio and visible) and other com-

mon ions, such as O III, OII, and N II. Direct

imaging of excited regions of space can be made

with narrow-passband filters centered on

appropriate lines, such as Ha and O III. Ex-

amples of this technique are given in the survey

of the galactic plane by Parker et al. (1979).

Nebulosities associated with H II regions can

be found in their photographs.

There are many instances of local stellar

material being directly observed and associated

with single O and Wolf-Rayet stars. The so-

called ring nebulae (Johnson and Hogg, 1965;

Smith, 1967) have been loosely defined as arcs

of nebulosity centered on and ionized by Wolf-

Rayet stars; occasionally other objects appear

to be the exciting stars (e.g., HD 148937 and

NGC 6164-65). I will touch briefly on a few of

the issues concerning ring nebulae. Chu and her

associates, in an important series of papers

(references in Chu, 1982), have made a

systematic and detailed study of the optical

properties of the ring nebulae associated with

Wolf-Rayet stars. Using strict selection criteria,

they list 15 known in our Galaxy and nine in

the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC).

Chu (1982) points out that one may expect

the interaction between the central Wolf-Rayet

star and its environment to be of three types:

stellar UV radiation, stellar-wind ejecta, and

the wind bubbles. She identifies and labels four

types of ring nebulae, based on the image mor-

phology and kinematic data: structured (R s)

and amorphous (R a) H II regions, stellar ejec-

ta (E), and windblown bubble (W). These cor-

respond, respectively, to the expected classes.

The three categories should not be considered

as mutually exclusive because all Wolf-Rayet

stars have strong UV radiation. One half of the

galactic-ring nebulae can be identified as being

in the bubble phase. The classifications of the

LMC rings are more difficult to make unam-

biguously, partly because of the greater

distances away from the Earth. Chu suggests

that the ring morphology compared to the spec-

tral type of the central star implies that WC-
star environments are more advanced than

those of WN stars. The R-type nebulae appear

to be relatively old (106 years); the W nebulae

are younger (104 to 105 years).

Although the more careful searches of Chu

and her associates and Heckathorn et al. (1982)

have turned up a few more rings than were

previously known, not all Wolf-Rayet stars

have them. Chu suggests that this is because

many isolated stars are now located in the hot

low-density ISM where the conditions are not

right for ring formation or ease of detection.

In many other cases, the existing Wolf-Rayet

stars are found in crowded regions in which O

stars still reside; the effects of the winds are

therefore much more complicated.

The W-type rings around single Wolf-Rayet

stars appear to have roughly the physical

characteristics predicted for them by the

Weaver et al. (1977) theory. The situation is

complicated by the past evolutionary history of

the Wolf-Rayet star, and the very hetero-

geneous nature of the surrounding ISM. The

E rings may represent material ejected from the

object that is the progenitor of the Wolf-Rayet

star (e.g., in a red-supergiant stage (McCray,

1983)). The R rings merely represent the in-
teraction of the radiation from the star with the

LSM.

The spectra of seven ring nebulae surround-

ing WN stars have been analyzed by Barker

(1978), Kwitter (1981, 1984), and Peimbert

et al. (1978). In nearly all cases, the

nitrogen/helium ratio is enhanced compared to

the normal. The analysis is relatively model-

insensitive since two ionization stages of oxygen

are present, thus determining the excitation

conditions in the nebulae. The interpretation

is complicated by the fact that the ring is com-

posed of stellar-wind material and swept-up

ISM. Kwitter shows that one can calculate the

fractional contribution of the wind by two

methods: the first compares the nebular ion

abundances to those of the star itself; the other

estimate comes from the dynamic age of the
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nebulaandthemass-loss rate of the central star.

In most cases, these fractions (of the order of

a few percent) agree to within the errors, thus

suggesting consistency in the abundance deter-

minations and the concept of windblown bub-

bles. In one discrepant case, Kwitter believes

that the ring is due primarily to an ejection

event rather than to a windblown bubble (in

agreement with Chu's (1982)morphological

classifications).

Several WC stars may have rings associated

with them (Lortet et al., 1982), but a detailed

study of one such possible association (Lortet

et al., 1984) reveals complex morphology and

nearby O stars as possible contributors. Kwitter

(1984) has pointed out the importance of abun-

dance analyses for isolated WC-ring nebulae if

such could be found.

Some WC stars have dust shells surrounding

them (e.g., Cohen et al., 1975). These are

typically detected from excess emission at a few

micrometers with a characteristic wavelength

dependence indicating relatively cool tem-

peratures of the order of 1000 K. Nearly all

low-excitation (WC9) stars show the presence

of the dust signature; in most cases, there ap-

pears to be little variability from year to year,

implying relatively constant rates of dust for-

mation in the stellar winds (Williams, van der

Hucht, and Th6, in preparation). The shell has

a size of some 104 R, in the case of the WC9

star, WR 104, for which speckle IR photometry

resolved the emission (Dyck et al., 1984).

Variable IR emission and changing condi-

tions in the inferred dust shells have been noted

in a few other WC stars: HD 193793 WC7

(Williams et al., 1978; Hackwell et al., 1979);

HD 192641 WC7 (Williams et al., 1985); Anon

WC9 (Danks et al., 1983). The former two stars

have had episodic changes in the IR emission,

implying changing modes of dust formation.

These two bright stars have also shown visible

emission-line variations which suggest chang-

ing mass fluxes, but the data are insufficient

to permit correlation of changes in the different

wavelengths with each other. The two WC7

stars also have hydrogen absorption lines in

their spectra from a companion star, but the

relationship of these features to the variable
dust emission is not understood.

The formation of relatively cool dust in the

winds of WC stars is not very well understood.

Presumably, the dust shells are composed of

graphite because the "silicate" absorption

feature near 10 micrometers is not present

(Cohen et al., 1975). The enhanced carbon

abundance of WC stars may be a necessary con-

dition for the formation of dust, but this is

purely speculative at present. Hackwell et al.

(1979) suggest that iron particles may be

responsible for the variable shell surrounding

HD 193793. Williams et al. (1985) suggest that

the episodic emission in HD 192641 comes from

a radius of approximately 2 x 103 R.,

somewhat smaller than those of the WC9 stars.

Because the stellar winds vary in some of these

objects, the dust formation may be enhanced

or suppressed accordingly. Far more data in

many spectral regions will be needed to help our

understanding of these curious phenomena.

II. MASSIVE-STAR EVOLUTION

According to the current "standard"

theory, main-sequence evolution can be con-

veniently divided into three subgroups accord-

ing to mass (e.g., de Loore, 1980). These divi-

sions are for low-mass stars (M < 1.2 M o )' in-

termediate masses (1.2 < M < 10 M®), and

massive objects (M > 10 M o ) according to the
characteristics of core behavior during core

hydrogen burning and the subsequent evolution

in following stages. We are concerned here with

Population I O and Wolf-Rayet stars whose in-

itial masses are >10 M e and >40 M e , respec-
tively. Massive stars end their lives as super-

novae of type II, then as neutron stars or black

holes; the low- and intermediate-mass objects

may all end as white dwarfs, although in cases

of close binary interactions, some intermediate-

mass objects may also evolve to the neutron

state (possibly by the type I supernova

mechanism).

How massive are the most massive stars?

Stability considerations (Schwarzchild and

Harm, 1958) suggested 60 M e as an upper
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limit, but Appenzeller(1970a,1970b)and
otherspointedoutthatnonlineartheorycould,
inprinciple,raisethislimitto 100M ® or more.
There is very suggestive evidence, based on

locations of the most luminous stars in the HR

diagram, that the largest masses are somewhat

over 100 M o (Humphreys and Davidson,

1979). The central objects in 30 Dor may have

masses up to 200 M o but are otherwise similar
to those known in the field (e.g., Walborn,

1986). In this section, then, we must consider

the evolution of star masses from 20 to 200

M o . I wish to briefly consider the recent

theoretical work in this area because it directly

affects our understanding of the relationship

of Wolf-Rayet to O-type stars.

P Cygni lines have long been known to be

present in Wolf-Rayet stars. With their

discovery in the resonant UV lines in normal

OB supergiants (Morton, 1967) and the in-

ference of mass loss by stellar winds, con-

siderable attention has been paid to the conse-

quences for stellar evolution models. Chiosi and

Nasi (1974) were among the first to consider a

set of models with mass loss specifically

included. One difficulty with this work, and

nearly all that has followed, is that the mass-

loss rate has to be parameterized. Approaches

have used either a theoretical expectation (e.g.,

following Castor et al.'s (1975b) formula) or

empirical determinations (e.g., Lamers, 1981).

Because there is thus far no thorough

understanding of the physical basis of mass

loss, these theoretical models can be only ap-

proximations of the real situation. They are

useful, however, and although not the final

word, they point us inexorably to the impor-

tance of stellar winds in massive-star evolution.

The details will certainly change as better

models and improved mass-loss rates are

developed.

A number of groups have been constructing

evolutionary models of single massive stars with

mass loss included. These are Chiosi and

associates (e.g., Chiosi et al., 1978, 1979), de

Loore and associates (e.g., de Loore et al.,

1977, 1978a, 1978b), Brunish and Truran

(1982a, 1982b), Maeder (1981, 1983), and

Stothers and Chin (1980). These models showed

broad similarities in the sense that the end point

of core hydrogen burning was moved to cooler

effective temperatures, fainter bolometric

magnitudes, and longer MS lifetimes than the

object would have had in the absence of mass

loss. Depending on the mass-loss rate adopted

(and the parameterizations adopted by the

various authors often differed substantially),

either very little or considerable mass was lost

by the end of core hydrogen burning.

In progressively more massive stars, the ini-

tial convective cores are increasingly larger frac-

tions of the total stellar mass. If sufficient mass

is lost that the initial convective core is un-

covered, the star will show an enhanced surface

helium content. The subsequent evolution will

then be back toward higher effective tem-

peratures, and no red-supergiant phase will
occur.

The more massive stars are observed to have

larger mass-loss rates because they are brighter.

It turned out that, except for the very brightest

stars, none of the rates were quite high enough
to reach the initial convective core before the

end of core hydrogen burning. However,

almost all of them were of sufficient

magnitude. Noels et al. (1980) suggested that

the adoption of slightly larger rates could lead

in a natural way to the convective core being

uncovered in the most massive stars (M > 80

M o ) during core hydrogen burning, and these
were not excluded by the observations. Noels

and Gabriel (1981) presented more detailed

calculations with this possibility included and

followed the evolution of all light elements, not

just hydrogen and helium, on stellar surfaces.

With the construction of models with mass

loss, it was realized that the observed locations

of massive stars in the theoretical luminosity

versus effective temperature plane held clues to

the evolution. There are basically two distinct

characteristic anomalies in the comparison of

observed and theoretical HR diagrams.

Humphreys (1978, 1979) and Humphreys and

Davidson (1979) showed that surveys of

luminous stars in the Local Group galaxies

revealed the existence of blue supergiants which
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are considerablybrighter in bolometric
magnitudesthanthe redsupergiartts.Thus,
abovesomeMbo t which did not depend on the
galaxy type or its composition, no red

supergiants existed, but blue supergiants were

found. Because massive stars evolve at roughly

constant bolometric magnitude, this meant that

the helium-burning phase, normally associated

with the red supergiants, was occurring

elsewhere. Secondly, compared to their core

O-star progenitors, there were too many B

supergiants. The number of the latter stars

should be only 10 percent of the former, given

the location of the termination of the core

hydrogen-burning tracks in the HR diagram

(Stothers and Chin, 1977; Chiosi et al., 1978;

Cloutman and Whitaker, 1980; Meylan and

Maeder, 1982). This feature has been referred

to as "main-sequence widening."

To illustrate these considerations, Figure 5-2

(adapted from Conti, 1984) shows a plot of

those galactic luminous stars within 2.5 kpc on

an HR diagram, along with tracks from Maeder

(1983). There is almost a two-magnitude dif-

ference in the luminosities of the brightest blue

and red supergiants. Note also that, between

the tracks for 30 and 60 M o , there are many
stars to the right of the termination of the core

hydrogen-burning tracks. Thus, the two prob-

lems: massive stars burning helium do not ap-

pear as red supergiants, and the tracks are in-

adequate to explain the main-sequence

widening.

Maeder (1983) suggested scenarios in which

mass loss in the following shell hydrogen-

burning phase (or core hydrogen-burning

phases), which he identified with Hubble-

Sandage variables, could result in sufficient

mass being lost that helium-enriched material

appears on the stellar surface of stars with

masses as low as 60 M o . These models also

then turn leftward in the HR diagram. In this

paper, he gives details of chemical abundance

changes as the stellar models evolve. Maeder

also pointed out the likelihood that the most

massive stars would evolve quasi-homologously

(i.e., chemically mixed).

Bressan et ai. (1981) pointed out that over-

shooting from the convective core, not

previously accounted for, might be an impor-

tant ingredient in the models. The idea is as

follows. At the core boundary, the thermal gra-

dient leads to a boundary condition such that

the mass acceleration is zero. The material,

however, could well have a velocity which

would carry it above the boundary, thus over-

shooting the nominal core. Thus, the composi-

tion of material outside the core might partial-

ly be contaminated from that inside. In that

case, the initial convective core in a massive star

could be uncovered with less mass loss than

would be needed without this effect. Bertelli et

al. (1984) and Doom (1982a, 1982b) have

presented series of models which incorporate

these effects. Maeder (1982) has constructed

models with overshooting and has pointed out

the possibility that turbulent diffusion might

play a role in massive-star evolution.

In all the models used thus far, the over-

shooting parameterization is arbitrary because

the physical situation is not well understood.

Various authors adopt different philosophies

for including overshooting and must necessarily

have a mass-loss parameterization already ex-

plicitly included. Thus, they obtain different

predictions as to the effect of the inclusion of

overshooting on the models. For example,

Doom (1982a, 1982b) uses as a criterion for

overshooting the condition that below some

mass a star will become a red supergiant, and

above that mass it will turn back toward higher

temperatures. He finds that the bifurcation

mass is 33 M o with his models when he com-
pares them to the Humphreys and Davidson's

(1979) limit. Prantzos et al. (1986) have recently

published a new set of evolutionary calculations

for massive stars. Their bifurcation mass is 42

M o , and they note that the value depends on
the mass-loss rate, among other parameters not

completely determined.

It appears to me that both mass loss and

overshooting are very important ingredients in

the evolution and dramatically affect massive

stars. The details are subject to revision as bet-

ter data and theory are incorporated. Although
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Figure 5-2. Observational�theoretical FIR diagram for luminous stars in our Galaxy within 25 kpc
from the Sun (from Conti, 1984). The filled symbols denote single stars; the crosses denote more than
one star at that position, up to 10 or so. The evolutionary tracks are those of Maeder (1983).

the final details are not yet included, the general

importance of mass loss and mixing is recog-

nized. Doom et al. (1986) give an update of

their calculations and evolutionary scenarios

for massive stars. A thorough review of issues
of massive-star evolution has recently been

given by Chiosi and Maeder (1986). The in-

terested reader can find many more details and

complete references in these papers.

Ill. EVOLUTIONARY SCENARIOS FOR

MASSIVE STARS

We have now assembled all the ingredients

for a discussion of potential connections be-

tween massive O stars and the Wolf-Rayet ob-

jects. Let me briefly summarize the facts as

presented in many of the previous pages.

The stars with O spectral type are among the

hottest and are the most luminous of all stars.

Their effective temperatures range from 30000

to 50000 K, and their masses range from 20

M o to perhaps ten times that. These stars are

all to be associated with the core hydrogen-

burning stage, which may extend to late B

supergiants when the effects of main-sequence

widening are considered. The stars are tightly

confined to the galactic plane and represent well

the objects of extreme Population I. The most

massive stars are also preferentially found in

the inner spiral arms of the Galaxy in com-

parison with objects in the outer Perseus arm.
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Within factors of 2, most O stars have normal

composition, although those in the Magellanic

Clouds, particularly in the Small Magellanic

Cloud, may well be deficient in CNO and

higher atomic-number elements. No red-

supergiant stage is observed to correspond to

or represent the helium-burning phase of the

most luminous O stars.

The Population I Wolf-Rayet stars are also

very luminous, with effective temperatures

from 30000 to 90000 K and masses from 10 to

40 M o . These stars are also tightly confined
to the plane of the Galaxy, and like the massive

O stars, they are preferentially found in the

spiral arms interior to the Sun. Their composi-

tions are not normal but show evidence of

enhanced helium and nitrogen in the WN types

or overabundant helium, carbon, and oxygen

in the WC types. The actual anomalies are

qualitatively consistent, with the WN stars

showing the products of CNO equilibrium

hydrogen burning and the WC objects show-

ing the results of helium burning. The Wolf-

Rayet stars are observed to be overluminous for

their mass, which is to be expected for helium-

burning objects.

One straightforward interpretation of these

results is that the Wolf-Rayet objects represent

the helium-burning phase of massive-star evolu-

tion, which is not otherwise identified with

observed stars. This follows from their ap-

parent composition anomalies, their over-

luminosity for their mass, and their similar

galactic distribution to the massive O-star

population. They must be descendant from the

O stars because their masses are lower and their

abundances are abnormal.

The spectra of Population I Wolf-Rayet

stars represent the extremes of hot mass-losing

objects in which the wind is sufficiently strong

that emission lines dominate in the visible

region. These stars are potentially hot enough

and sufficiently luminous that the winds can be

accelerated by purely radiative forces. On the

other hand, variability and nonradial pulsations

may play a potentially important role in deter-

mining the mass-loss rates and the structure of

the wind. The ionization balance requires non-

thermal energy input of a more extreme nature

than is found in the similar situation for O- and

Of-star winds.

The ionization sequence of the WN and WC

subclasses is not well understood. Whether it

represents an effective temperature sequence is

not clear, nor is its relationship to evolutionary

constraints. Those WN stars with hydrogen

would be considered less evolved than those

without. Hydrogen is detected preferentially

among the later types but occurs in all WN

subclasses. Although it appears clear that the

WC stars are more highly evolved than the WN

classes, given their composition, there is no

clear pathway among the various subtypes.

The hot luminous stars of types O and Wolf-

Rayet represent natural physical laboratories in

which extreme conditions of high radiation

pressure, nonthermal processes, and departures

from equilibrium are found. As such, they can

potentially lead to better understanding of com-

plex physical phenomena not otherwise

amenable to description. There is now con-

siderably better knowledge of some of their

overall features than existed a few years ago,

and observations and accompanying theoretical

understanding and improved modeling are pro-

ceeding apace. It is indeed an exciting time to

be studying and investigating these rare and ex-

otic objects. Observations with the Space

Telescope and other satellite instruments should

greatly increase the available data; improved

modeling of the stellar interiors, atmospheres,

and winds, along with the boundary regions in

the interstellar medium, will be a necessary ad-

junct in the future.

I appreciate discussions concerning O and

Wolf-Rayet stars with Drs. de Loore and

Massey. I began this manuscript while I was a

Visiting Astronomer in residence at Cerro

Tololo InterAmerican Observatory. I am in-

debted to the then Director, P. Osmer, and the

staff there for an extremely pleasant and pro-

ductive visit. This work has been supported by

the National Science Foundation, most recently

under grant AST85-20728.
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6

UNDERSTANDING THE O AND
WOLF-RAYET STARS

I. INTRODUCTION

Observations of stellar spectra may be

transformed into information about the

physical state of the star only when they are used

with theory, however simple or complex. In Part

III, we shall first attempt to understand the link

between observed spectra and theory which

presently exists. After that we shall explore some

ways in which the theory may be improved to

provide a better understanding of the full set

of observations which have been made. A com-

plete understanding of the implications of

stellar spectra requires not only linking the

theory of stellar spectra to the doservations of

stellar spectra, but also the development of a

logically firm link to the theory of stellar
evolution.

The tasks which we face are the following.

From the energy distribution of an O or Wolf-

Rayet star, observed over a wide range of

wavelength and, at least in part, at high spec-

tral resolution: (1) deduce the composition of

and physical conditions in the layers of the star

which send radiation to us, and (2) deduce the

gross properties of the star, including the mass,

radius, internal structure, and stage of evolu-

tion. We wish to consider the question: Does

a spectral type based on the relative strengths

of a few empirically selected lines in the visible

range uniquely determine the gross properties

of the star, including its stage of evolution? A

final task is to demonstrate what kind of

nonradiative phenomena occur in the at-

mospheres of O and Wolf-Rayet stars and to

relate the occurrence of these phenomena to the

stage of evolution of the star.

A. Method of Analysis

The traditional method of finding answers

to the tasks posed above is to solve each part

of the problem in parallel. One develops models

for the atmosphere of the star, based on ap-

propriate parts of the physics of gas and radia-

tion, and predicts stellar spectra which are then

compared with observed stellar spectra. From

the degree of agreement between the observed

and predicted spectra, one deduces the values

of the parameters which define a representative

model atmosphere. The classical parameters are

the composition of the atmosphere, the effec-

tive temperature, Tff, and log g, where g is the
value of the acceleration of gravity in the

boundary layers of the star. In classical model

atmospheres, the ensemble of gas and radiation

is assumed to be in radiative and hydrostatic

equilibrium.

To understand how a real star may have

evolved, one develops a model for the star by

assuming a mass and a composition and apply-

ing knowledge obtained from physics to deduce

how energy is generated in the center of the star,

how much energy escapes from the boundary
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layerof the model star as radiation (which

determines the effective temperature of the star),

and what the radius of the star is. This infor-

mation is determined at a number of stages in

the lifetime of the model star. Finally, one com-

pares the values for the effective temperature,

radius, and mass of a real star determined from

analysis of the spectrum of the star and iden-

tifies each real star with a model star at some

particular stage of evolution.

However, we shall see that important parts

of the spectra of O and Wolf-Rayet stars can-

not be understood by means of the traditional

methods of analysis in which only classical con-

cepts are used for defining model atmospheres

and model stars. An important goal of Part III

will be to identify what cannot be understood

at this time. We shall try to deduce what types

of nonradiative phenomena are occurring, and

to assess the significance of what is observed

for understanding the evolution of a massive

star.

B. Anatomy of a Star

From the earliest studies of the physics of

stars, model stars have been divided into two

parts: (1) the interior, where energy is generated

and transmitted outward, and (2) the atmo-

sphere, which forms the boundary layer of the
star and from which radiation is emitted into

the surrounding interstellar medium. When it

was realized that the energy radiated by a star

during most of its lifetime is generated by means

of nuclear reactions, it became convenient to

divide the interior of a star into two parts: (1)

the core, which is the place where energy is

generated, and (2) the envelope, which is the rest

of the interior of the star. The principal func-

tion of the envelope of a star is to transmit

energy to the boundary layer or atmosphere of

the star.

The traditional, or classical, model atmo-

sphere is defined in terms of plane parallel layers

of gas which are in radiative and hydrostatic

equilibrium. The amount of energy in the form

of radiation furnished to each square cm of sur-

face of the atmosphere from the envelope of the

star is measured by the parameter effective

temperature; the pressure (density) structure of

the atmosphere is found by constraining the gas

to be in hydrostatic equilibrium under the in-

ward acceleration due to the attraction of gravi-

ty arising from the mass of the star and the out-

ward acceleration due to radiation pressure The

parameter determining the pressure structure is

log g, where g = GM,/R. 2. The distribution

of atoms and ions over their possible energy

states may be calculated either by using the

equations valid for thermodynamic equilibrium

at the local temperature and density (LTE) or

by solving the equations of statistical

equilibrium (non-LTE).

We shall see that some parts of the spectra

of O and Wolf-Rayet stars seem to be formed

in parts of the atmosphere where additional

energy that is not from the radiation stream is

deposited. This source of energy is nonmdiative

That is, it is not included in the energy stream

measured by means of the parameter, Tfr To

model these parts of the atmosphere, one has

to start from different precepts than those which

are valid for classical model atmospheres. In

Chapter 8, we shall discuss some useful ways

to proceed.

Simple considerations indicate that the parts

of the atmosphere in which the effects of the

deposition of nonradiative energy and momen-

tum are important lie outside most of the part

which can be represented acceptably by means

of classical model atmospheres. Consequently,

for clarity, it is useful to divide the atmosphere

of a star into two pans: the inner part, or

photosphere, which may be represented ade-

quately by classical model atmospheres, and the

outer atmosphere, or mantle. In the mantle, the

deposition of nonradiative energy and momen-

tum is an important factor which controls the

physical state of this part of the atmosphere.

The word "mantle" has been chosen (see, for

instance, UnderhiU, 1980b, 1981, and Underhill,

1980a, where the word "sheath" was used in

place of mantle) as a name for this part of the

atmosphere, whose special properties have on-

ly recently been recognized for the hot stars.

This choice has been made because a major
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meaningof theword"mantle"is something
whichcovers,envelopes,or conceals.Weshall
see that, in the case of the O and Wolf-Rayet

stars, spectral features formed in the mantle fre-

quently cover and conceal features formed in

the photosphere. The mantle of a star envelopes

the rest of the star, including the photosphere.

A further discussion of this point may be found

in Underhill and Doazan (1982), page 8.

C. Spectroscopic Criteria

Spectroscopic features suitable for giving in-

formation about the physical state of the

photosphere, or of the mantle, must be features

which are formed predominantly in the

photosphere, or in the mantle, respectively. The

Eddington-Barbier principle states that the light

seen in a spectroscopic feature comes

predominantly from that layer of the atmo-

sphere in which the monochromatic optical

depth for wavelengths typical of the feature

under study is about 0.67. This statement is

valid for stationary atmospheres. It is a useful

diagnostic tool for obtaining a first idea about

which parts of a model atmosphere are signifi-

cant for determining the emergent flux in

selected absorption lines and in the continuum.

In the case of model atmospheres having

Tff greater than about 25000 K and log g of
the order of 4.0, it is easy to show that the opaci-

ty in the prominent lines of the visible spectral

region used for spectral classification is such

that the geometric level at which the

monochromatic optical depth in the

wavelengths of these lines is about 0.67 lies well

outside the geometric level at which the mono-

chromatic optical depth in the continuum be-
tween 4000 and 6000 A reaches about 0.67. This

means that the shape of the continuous spec-

trum in the visible range gives information

about the physical state of the model in a rather

different part of the model than the part which

is seen by means of the prominent absorption

lines.

It is chiefly the prominent absorption and
emission features between 4000 and 6000 A

which have been chosen empirically to define

the spectral types of O and Wolf-Rayet stars.

A little work has been done to define the spec-

tral types of these stars by means of the shape

of the continuous spectrum in one or more

spectral regions. Because of the behavior

described in the preceding paragraph, O spec-

tral types based on absorption lines correspond

to the physical state of a different part of the

atmosphere than do O types determined from

the shape of the continuum in the visible spec-

tral range. Wolf-Rayet spectral types are deter-

mined only from the relative strengths of emis-

sion lines. These spectral types, therefore, cor-

respond to the physical conditions only in the

region of the atmosphere where emission lines
are formed.

If the traditional concepts for making

model atmospheres are valid for all parts of the

atmosphere contributing to the visible spec-

trum, then the interpretation of spectral types

assigned on the basis of the relative strengths

of the absorption lines should yield similar in-

formation to that found from an interpretation

of the shape of the continuous spectrum and

from the total amount of energy emerging from

the star as radiation. In practice, it is found that

the interpretations of the strengths of the ab-

sorption lines of O stars do not always lead to

the same effective temperatures as are found

from interpretations of the shape of the con-

tinuous spectrum or from the total amount of

energy radiated by the star.

When one considers stellar spectra which

contain emission features, such as the spectra

of Of and Wolf-Rayet stars, the models valid

for interpreting only absorption lines and the

continuum must be changed. This is because

traditional classical model atmospheres do not

predict the occurrence of significant emission

lines. One finds that the emission features are

formed predominantly in a part of the at-

mosphere which is different from that which

produces the continuum and the normal ab-

sorption lines. This additional part may be of

wide extent and/or have a high temperature.

These facts are the reason why it is most

desirable to begin a discussion of the meaning

of the spectra of O and Wolf-Rayet stars by
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postulating the presence of a two-part

atmosphere.

Here we postulate that 0 and Wolf-Rayet

stars possess a photosphere which can be

represented acceptably by traditional, classical

model atmospheres, and that outside the

photosphere there is a mantle which is easily

seen by means of intrinsically strong spectral

lines from abundant atoms and ions. In the

mantle, the physical state is determined chiefly

by the consequences of the deposition of

nonradiative energy and momentum.

Naturally, the atmosphere of a real star can-

not be unequivocally divided into two distinct,

noninteracting parts. However, it must be
stressed that one will obtain a clearer idea of

the physical state in the photosphere of the star

if one restricts oneself to the analysis of spec-

troscopic features which can be shown to be

formed chiefly in the photosphere than if one

analyzes a random selection of spectroscopic

features. Similarly, one will obtain a clearer idea

of the properties of the mantle if one interprets

only spectral features formed predominantly in

the mantle in order to determine the physical

state of the mantle.

Weak spectral lines from ions of low abun-

dance and the continuous spectrum are good

criteria to analyze in order to obtain informa-

tion about the photosphere. Strong lines from

abundant ions will yield information about the

physical state of the mantle. Analysis of emis-

sion lines also will yield information about the

mantle of a hot star. In the rest of Part III, an

attempt is made to be specific about which part

of the atmosphere is being studied when inter-

pretation is made of selected spectroscopic

features. As a first approximation, it is assumed

that analysis of the continuous spectrum will

lead to information about the photosphere, and

that analysis of the equivalent widths of lines

from abundant ions most likely gives informa-

tion about conditions in the mantle.

D. Analogy to the Sun

In order to direct our thoughts, we shall use

the Sun as a guide to what may occur in the

atmospheres of stars. The atmosphere of the

Sun, viewed globally, may be considered to have

a two-part structure: (1) a photosphere which

may be modeled rather successfully by classical

methods, and (2) a mantle which lies outside

the photosphere, The mantle is not easily
observed from the surface of the Earth unless

the disk of the Sun is occulted or one observes

in the nonvisual spectrum. The mantle of the

Sun has many properties like those of the man-

tles of O and Wolf-Rayet stars; it may serve as

a model for stellar mantles.

Observation of the Sun has shown that all

parts of the solar mantle have fine structure.
Conditions are neither constant nor uniform

throughout the mantle of the Sun. Many chang-

ing structures such as spicules, prominences,

coronal arches, and coronal holes are recog-

nized. Although a fully satisfactory theory of

the formation, heating, and change of the full

solar mantle does not exist, it seems clear that

the presence of weak magnetic fields in low-

density ionized gas and differential motions in

the photosphere are important factors for caus-

ing the observed changes of the physical state

of the various parts of the solar mantle. This

point of view has been emphasized by Rosner

et al. (1978a, 1978b), and it is frequently con-

sidered when attempts are made to explain what

is seen for the Sun (see, for instance, several of

the chapters in Jordan, 1981).

In Chapters 8 and 9, we explore the working

hypothesis that weak magnetic fields and dif-

ferential motion in the photosphere work

together to provide at least some of the spec-

troscopic phenomena seen for O and Wolf-

Rayet stars.

Until the properties of the mantles of O and

Wolf-Rayet stars are sufficiently well understood

for us to know exactly what temperatures oc-

cur in the mantles, what the density pattern is,

and how flow originates and is accelerated, it

seems premature to use words such as

"chromosphere" and "corona" for referring to

the mantles of hot stars because the words

"chromosphere" and "corona" have very

specific meanings in the context of the Sun. It

is straightforward to deduce that much of what
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is seen to occur in the mantles of hot stars is

the result of the deposition of nonradiative

energy and momentum in the outer parts of the

atmospheres of hot stars, but it is not easy to

make successful models of the mantles of hot

stars.

II. PHOTOSPHERES OF O AND

WOLF-RAYET STARS

The photosphere of a star corresponds to the

boundary layer required by the theory of stellar

structure and evolution. Traditionally, the

properties of a photosphere are determined by

the composition of the atmosphere, by the value

of the effective temperature of the star, and by

the value of the acceleration of gravity at the

surface of the star. The photosphere lies between

the level in the atmosphere of the star where the

gas of the atmosphere becomes opaque in all

continuum wavelengths and some higher level

where the gas is opaque only in the wavelengths

of the strong absorption lines. The deposition

of nonradiative energy and momentum appears

to be unimportant for determining the physical

state of the photosphere.

One of the best features to analyze for find-

ing the properties of the photosphere is the con-

tinuous spectrum over a wide wavelength range.

Because O and Wolf-Rayet stars generally are

distant from the Earth, and because they usually

lie in the plane of the Galaxy behind interstellar

dust and gas, it is necessary to correct the

observed energy distributions of O and Wolf-

Rayet stars for wavelength-dependent in-

terstellar extinction before comparing the

observed energy distributions with predicted

ones. A first step in obtaining observed energy

distributions is, of course, the correction of the

recorded signal in each wavelength band for the

wavelength-dependent sensitivity of the

observing instrument and the detector, and for

the wavelength- and time-dependent transmis-

sion of the Earth's atmosphere.

Experience has shown (Underhill et al., 1979;

Underhill, 1982). that the shape of the con-

tinuous spectrum from about 1200 to about

10000 A of O stars and the total amount of

energy radiated give useful information about

the effective temperature of the star. At

wavelengths longer than about 1 /an, some O
stars are known to show more flux than that ex-

pected from a normal photosphere (Barlow and

Cohen, 1977; Castor and Simon, 1983). The ex-

cess infrared radiation is believed to be radiated

by low-density gas around the star. Analysis of

the infrared excess may lead to information

about the mantle of the star.

Many broad emission lines and a few absorp-

tion lines occur throughout the spectrum of a

Wolf-Rayet star. Consequently, it is difficult to

determine accurately the shape of the con-

tinuous spectrum of a Wolf-Rayet star. Never-

theless, some information about conditions in

the photospheres of Wolf-Rayet stars has been

obtained from analysis of the continuous spec-

tra of Wolf-Rayet stars (Underhill, 1980a, 1981,

1983b; Nussbaumer et al., 1982). Most Wolf-

Rayet stars show strong infrared excesses

(Hackwell et al., 1974; Cohen et al., 1975;

UnderhiU, 1980a).

Analysis of absorption lines of moderate or

weak strength in the spectra of O stars may lead

to information about the photosphere or about

the mantle. If one deduces the same Tff and

log g from the analysis of some absorption lines

as one finds from an analysis of the continuous

spectrum and the wings of H7 and H6, one may

infer that the concept of a mantle is redundant

for interpreting those lines. However, if the

results of analyzing the continuous spectrum

and some of the lines of O-type spectra indicate

the need for models having different properties,

one must retain the concept of a mantle. The

properties of the photosphere will be the same

as those of the model atmosphere which enables

one to interpret most of the continuous spec-

trum successfully.

Since traditional, classical model atmo-

spheres do not predict the occurrence of emis-

sion lines, it is clear that the analysis of the

emission lines which occur in the spectra of Of

and Wolf-Rayet stars will lead to information

about the properties of the mantles of these

types of star.
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Thetypicaldepth in the atmosphere at which

an absorption line is formed compared to the

depth at which the continuum is formed

depends on the value of _/(x + o) at the
center of the line, as well as on the broadening

function for the line Here g is the line absorp-

tion coefficient at the center of the line, x is
the continuous absorption coefficient at v, and

o is the electron scattering coefficient. If the

typical value for f l(x + o) in the stellar

atmosphere is small, the line will probably be

formed in the same layers in which the con-

tinuum is formed; namely, in the photosphere.

If it is large, the line will probably be formed

in the mantle. At the low densities and high elec-

tron temperatures of O-type atmospheres, elec-

tron scattering is the dominant source of con-

tinuous opacity in the visible spectral range.

Typically, (x + _) may have a value near 0.35
cm -2 per gram of star material. Consequently,

most absorption lines in the spectra of O stars

have values of _ such that they are formed in

layers of the atmosphere well outside the layers

in which the continuous spectrum is formed.

III. MANTLES OF O AND

WOLF-RAYET STARS

Modern observations of O and Wolf-Rayet

stars have revealed six phenomena which can-

not be interpreted by traditional, classical pro-

cedures for analyzing stellar spectra. They are:

I. The emission of X rays (see, for instance,

the discovery papers by Harnden et al.,

1979 and Seward et al., 1979, as well

as Sanders et al., 1982)

2. The presence of emission lines in the spec-

tra of O and Wolf-Rayet stars

3. The presence of an infrared excess

4. The presence of outflow at supersonic

speeds

5. The presence of higher ions in the atmo-

sphere Of the star than can be readily

accounted for using the concept of radia-

tive equilibrium and the known effective

temperatures of the O and Wolf-Rayet

stars

6. The presence of inhomogeneities in the

outer atmospheres of O stars

None of the above phenomena can be ex-

plained by means of normal, classical model

atmospheres composed of plane parallel layers

of gas in hydrostatic and radiative equilibrium.

Use of the concept of statistical equilibrium

(non-LTE) in place of local thermodynamic

equilibrium (LTE) for calculating the distribu-

tion of the atoms and ions among their possi-

ble energy states does not solve the problems

presented by the observations of the spectra of

O and Wolf-Rayet stars.

To interpret what is seen, one must postulate

that high electron temperatures, of the order

of 10 6 to 10 7 K, occur somewhere in the outer

atmosphere, that the outer atmosphere is ex-

tended, that at least some of the gas in it has

been accelerated to high speeds of outflow, and

that the outer atmosphere is inhomogeneous,

its properties not being symmetrical in spherical

shells. All of these requirements are in conflict

with the requirements which define models for

the photospheres of O and Wolf-Rayet stars.

The traditional model atmosphere of plane

parallel layers in hydrostatic and radiative

equilibrium is satisfactory for explaining most

of what is seen in light which escapes from the

photospheres of O and Wolf-Rayet stars, but

it does not serve to explain features seen in

strong lines and in opaque parts of the

continuum.

Because a model atmosphere, which will

represent well the formation of spectral features

shown by light which escapes from the outer-

most levels of an O or Wolf-Rayet star, must

be developed using different concepts than

those required for developing a model of the

photosphere, we have suggested that the outer

part of the atmosphere of a star be given a

separate name--mantle.
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Thespectroscopicfeatureswhichseemtobe
givinginformationaboutconditionsin the

mantles of O, Wolf-Rayet, and hot sublumi-

nous stars are discussed in Parts I and II of this

book. In the next chapter, the existing theories

of stellar atmospheres and of stellar spectra

relevant for hot stars are reviewed, including

those parts of the theory which refer to spec-

trum formation in extended moving at-

mospheres. Also, the deductions about the

physical state of the atmosphere which can be

made by comparing observed and predicted

spectra of O and Wolf-Rayet stars are brought

together. In Chapter 8, an attempt is made to

establish the physics that one must use to make
a successful model of the mantle of an O or a

Wolf-Rayet star.

The equations which govern the determina-

tion of the temperature, density, and state of

motion in the photospheres and mantles of O

and Wolf-Rayet stars are derived from the con-

servation laws for energy, mass, and momen-

tum, assuming the equation of state for a

perfect gas. In the case of models of the

photospheres of single isolated stars, it is

postulated that the radiation field emergent

from the envelope of the star impinges on the

bottom layers of the model photosphere and

that no radiation or energy in any other form

is incident from the outside. Energy is transmit-

ted through the model photosphere in such a

way that radiative equilibrium is maintained.

In addition, it is postulated that the gas is in

hydrostatic equilibrium under the attraction of

gravity due to the mass of the star. The model

is determined by solving the conservation equa-

tions under these constraints. The free

parameters are the composition of the

photosphere, Teff, and log g.
Models for mantles should be constructed

after taking into account the facts that: (1)

energy from a source which is not tapped in the

photosphere is transmitted to the gas, heating

it, and (2) at least some of the gas is flowing

outward from the star at velocities sufficiently

great for the gas to escape. At this time, there

is little consensus of opinion about what is the

hitherto unconsidered source of energy which

is tapped, and about what is the mechanism by

which kinetic energy is imparted to the gas and

a sufficient outward impulse is given to at least

some of the gas that the gas may escape as a
wind.

In Part III, we shall consider whether the en-

ergy released by the action of magnetic fields

is an appropriate source for the needed nonra-

diative energy, and whether magneto-dynamic

effects in a high-temperature plasma are impor-

tant for creating conditions like those we infer

to be present in the mantles of O and Wolf-

Rayet stars. This direction of enquiry follows

naturally after one considers what appears to

occur in the mantle of the Sun (i.e., in the solar

chromosphere, corona, and wind).

Suitable parameters for defining models of

the mantles of hot stars may be: (1) a number

typifying the energy density of the source of en-

ergy which is tapped, and (2) a number char-

acterizing the efficiency of the process

which transfers energy from its storage mode

into the gas in the mantles of O and Wolf-Rayet

stars.

Questions requiring answers include the

following:

lo What is the source for the nonradiative

(nonthermal) energy and momentum

which are released and cause a mantle

to form?

. By what means are the newly released

energy and momentum transferred to

the gas in the mantle?

° Why is the release of nonradiative

energy and momentum not significant

in the photosphere?

° How important are nonradiative phe-

nomena in stellar atmospheres for

understanding the evolution of stars?

° Do the observations of nonradiative

phenomena in stellar atmospheres give

guidance on determining the stage of

evolution of an isolated single star?
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Thestage of evolution of a star is deter-

mined by the manner in which a star generates

energy in its core and by how efficiently it

transfers energy through its envelope to the

boundary layer or atmosphere. The boundary

layer is the place where the transmitted energy

can be observed. We must ask whether the

detection of nonradiative phenomena in a

stellar atmosphere gives an unambiguous in-

dication of what is occurring in the interior of

the star or whether the only clues to the stage

of evolution are the instantaneous mass, effec-

tive temperature, and radius of the star. Since

it is true that some of the spectroscopic

phenomena seen for O and Wolf-Rayet stars

and interpreted to mean that a mantle is pres-

ent appear to be the same for young massive

stars as for old low-mass hot stars in late stages

of evolution, it seems that the occurrence of

nonradiative phenomena in the atmospheres of

hot stars is not an unambiguous indication of

the stage of evolution. Information about the

mass and radius of the star is needed in addi-

tion to spectroscopic information if one is to

deduce the stage of evolution of the star. In the

case of most single hot stars, one cannot ac-

curately deduce masses solely from the details

of the spectrum of the star. Masses can be de-

duced, however, when one has double-lined

spectra of eclipsing binaries (see Part I).
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7

MODEL ATMOSPHERES AND THE THEORY OF
SPECTRA FOR O AND WOLF-RAYET STARS

!. INTRODUCTION

The spectra of the O and Wolf-Rayet stars

contain emission lines as well as absorption

lines. Some O stars (for instance, the well-

known star 10 Lac, 08 III, or 09 V) show only

absorption lines in the visible spectrum, but

many O stars (usually designated as Of stars)

show a few selected emission lines as well, the

emission lines being weak with rather narrow

cores. In particular, the stars of earliest spec-

tral type, types 03, 04, and 05, nearly always

show emission lines in addition to the

absorption-line spectrum by which they are

classified. The spectra of the Wolf-Rayet stars

are dominated by broad emission lines, but they

also contain a few intrinsic absorption lines.

Because of this mixture of absorption and emis-

sion lines, the spectra of O and Wolf-Rayet

stars are difficult to interpret. Throughout Part

III we discuss the interpretation of the spectra

of single stars only.

The classical theory for interpreting the

spectra of hot stars is based on modeling pro-

cesses that are appropriate for interpreting

absorption-line spectra. Such theories can be

used for interpreting the spectra of the

absorption-line 0 stars. However, the models

and the modeling process must be radically

changed if the strengths and shapes of the emis-

sion lines of O and Wolf-Rayet stars are to be

interpreted.

In this chapter, a brief summary of the chief

points of classical spectrum analysis, as it is ap-

plied to single hot stars, will be presented. This

will be followed by a report on the attempts

which have been made to obtain an understand-

ing of the meaning of emission lines in the spec-

trum of a single hot star. The studies of the

theory of Of-type spectra which have been done

(Mihalas and Hummer, 1973) give insight into

the character of the physical conditions in the

part of the atmosphere where the emission-line

spectrum is formed, but they have given little

information on the fundamental cause why

some early-type stars show emission lines and

some do not. The basic reason why some stars

show Woif-Rayet-type spectra is also not

understood, although some understanding of

what sort of physical situation is being seen has
been obtained.

A. Traditional Model Atmospheres

The idea of representing the process of spec-

trum formation by means of analytical expres-

sions and of using these expressions with tables

giving the dependence of electron pressure, par-

ticle densities, and temperature on depth in the

atmosphere of the star is almost as old as the

techniques for observing stellar spectra. Pre-

dicted spectra found in this way are essential
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for obtaining an idea of what stellar spectra

mean. A comprehensive review of the work

which has been done in this field from its begin-

nings until about 1964 has been given by Pecker

(1965). Here Pecker evaluates the numerical

methods first used and he discusses the prob-

lems caused by the wavelength dependence of

the opacity in stellar atmospheres.

The first truly successful attempts at model-

ing the atmospheres of O and early B stars are

based on the methods pioneered by Str6mgren

(1940, 1944) in the context of F and G stars.

First Rudkj_bing (1947), and then, independ-

ently, Pecker (1950) and Underhill (1950, 1951)

developed model atmospheres for hot stars and

predicted some of the properties of the contin-

uous and line spectra from these models. With

the advent of electronic computers, this type of

work was greatly extended by Underhill (1962,

1968a, 1972) and by Mihalas (1965), both of

whom published several models suitable for

representing the atmospheres of O stars. A

model atmosphere for the O star 10 Lac was

constructed by Traving (1957) using similar

procedures. Coarse analysis for eight O stars

was carried out by Oke (1954) following the

methods of Unsbld (1942, 1944). Peterson and

Scholz (1971) analyzed the lines of six O-type

stars using LTE model atmospheres, but they

did not publish their model atmospheres.

In the first work on model atmospheres for

hot stars, an iterative process was followed to

obtain an acceptable model atmosphere which

satisified the constraints defining the model at-

mosphere. These constraints were that radia-

tive and hydrostatic equilibrium should exist.

It was assumed that the distribution of the

atoms and ions over their several energy states

was that occurring in local thermodynamic

equilibrium (LTE). The procedure was to adopt

a preliminary temperature law giving the de-

pendence of temperature on depth and then to

find a model atmosphere which was in hydro-

static equilibrium (i.e., a grid of values of den-

sity, temperature, and absorption coefficients

as functions of depth in the model was pre-

pared). The radiation field was then calculated

and tested to determine if the constraint of ra-

diative equilibrium was met throughout the

model atmosphere. If necessary, the tempera-

ture law was modified, and the process was re-

peated until satisfactory results were obtained.

(See any of the papers quoted above for de-

tails). The parameters defining a traditional

model atmosphere are the composition, Tff,
and log g. The first models for O and B stars

were assumed to be composed only of hydrogen

and helium.

In the case of O stars, the electron temper-

atures are high, being greater than 20000 K

throughout the model atmosphere, and electron

scattering is an important source of opacity in

much of the model atmosphere. This makes the

procedures used in the early work for calculat-

ing the radiation field and determining the ap-

propriate temperature law converge slowly.

More efficient methods of calculation, suited

to large computers, have been developed by

Auer and Mihalas (1969, 1972), Mihaias et al.

(1975), and Auer and Heasley (1976).

In their complete-linearization method,

Auer and Mihalas apply the powerful numerical

procedures suggested by Feautrier (1967, 1968)

for solving simultaneously the equations defin-

ing the structure of the model atmosphere and

those defining the transfer of radiation

throughout the model. Use of this method

makes it possible to use the condition of statis-

tical equilibrium for determining the distribu-

tion of the atoms and ions over their several

energy states instead of assuming LTE. A set

of realistic model atmospheres for hot stars,

produced in this way, has been published by

Mihalas (1972b). Some are suitable for repre-

senting the atmospheres of O stars. In the

Mihalas model atmospheres, line-blanketing

from the hydrogen lines is taken into account.

Continuous absorption from a fictitious light

element is introduced to simulate the effects of

absorption in the continua of the C, N, and O

atoms and ions. These methods have been ap-

plied by Kudritzki (1976), Kudritzki and Simon

(1978), and Hunger et. al (1981) to make model

atmospheres for hot subluminous stars. Their

model atmospheres are composed of hydrogen

and helium only.
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Detailedpredictionsof the continuous spec-

tra from fully line-blanketed model atmo-

spheres have been provided by Kurucz (1979).

He used numerical methods developed by him-

self, Avrett, and Peytremann and assumed LTE

for calculating the distribution of the atoms and

ions over their several energy states.

At this time quite a few model atmospheres

and sets of predicted spectra exist with which

to compare the observed spectra of O stars.

However, little comparable work exists with

which to compare the observed spectra of Woif-

Rayet stars. Presumably, the predicted contin-

uous spectra from model atmospheres made to

represent the atmospheres of O and B stars will

serve as a first approximation to the continua

of Wolf-Rayet stars.

The equations describing the variation with

geometrical distance from some reference level

of temperature and pressure in a traditional,

classical model atmosphere are derived from

the conservation laws for mass, energy, and

momentum and the equation of state for a per-

fect gas. In the traditional model atmospheres

for O stars, the geometrical configuration is

plane parallel layers; the gas is assumed to be

in hydrostatic-equilibrium under the inward-

directed attraction of gravity (assumed con-

stant and equal to GM,/R, 2 and the outward-

directed force due to radiation pressure. No

energy is incident on the model atmosphere ex-

cept that injected at the bottom of the atmo-

sphere by the radiation field coming from the

core of the star. The amount of energy trans-

ferred across each square cm of surface is de-

scribed by the parameter effective temperature.

Energy is transported only by radiation.

Since the atmosphere is assumed to be in

radiative equilibrium, the amount of radiant

energy transferred across each square cm of

surface must be constant throughout the atmo-

sphere. At all depths in the atmosphere, the fol-

lowing relation is valid:

o a T_f r = rr/Fv(z )dr.
(7-1)

Here og is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant

and Fv(z) is the function known as the mono-
chromatic net flux in the radiation field at depth

z. The true net flux in erg cm -2 s -l Hz q is a-

Fp. Enforcing Equation (1) constrains the tem-
perature law to its desired form.

If LTE is assumed, the temperature usually

decreases outward. Under some circumstances,

a small rise may occur in the outer part of the

atmosphere (Dumont and Heidmann, 1973). If

non-LTE physics is used, there is a minimum

temperature in the outer layers of the model at-

mosphere, and then the temperature rises a lit-

tle as the distance from the center of the star

increases. The rise of the temperature in the

outermost layers is always small; the electron

temperature here never exceeds the effective

temperature of the star. See Models of Static

Plane Parallel Layers and Their Spectra for

some illustrative results. This effect has been

discussed by Menzel, Aller, and Baker (1938)

and by Cayrel (1963).

Emission lines are not usually produced by

traditional model atmospheres. The spectra

from traditional model atmospheres consist of

absorption lines and continua with discontinu-

ities at the ionization edges of the main con-

stituents. The temperature rise and departures

from LTE populations for the energy levels of

the constituents in the outermost layers of tradi-

tional model atmospheres which have been con-

structed using non-LTE physics result in a

strong absorption core for the profiles of the

leading members of the H I, He I, and He II

series (Mihalas, 1972a; Auer and Mihalas,

1972). The presence of these cores increases the

equivalent widths of the H I, He I, and He II

lines over what they are in the case that the con-

dition of LTE is assumed to be valid. The wings

of the Stark-broadened lines of H I, He I, and

He I1 are almost unchanged by using the tech-

niques of non-LTE in the place of assuming

LTE.

B. Nontraditional Model Atmospheres

(Models for Mantles)

To interpret emission features in a stellar

spectrum, one requires a nontraditional model
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atmosphere(i.e., a model for a mantle). There

are three ways in which the theory for predict-

ing the spectra of single stars may be modified

so that emission lines and emission continua re-

sult. They are the following:

. The atmosphere may be postulated to

have spherical geometry and the distri-

bution of temperature and particle den-

sities in the atmosphere to be such that

the star appears bigger when viewed in

the wavelengths of the emission feature

than when viewed in wavelengths from

the nearby continuum.

.

.

The electron temperature may increase

outwards by a significant amount, mak-

ing the source function in opaque parts

of the spectrum higher than it is in the

transparent parts of the spectrum which

define the level of the reference con-

tinuous spectrum.

Emission in a few selected lines may be

generated by particular radiative pro-

cesses which feed atoms or ions prefer-

entially into the upper levels of a few

spectral lines. Thereby, an increased

value is generated for the source func-

tion of these lines only.

Each of the foregoing changes may be

brought about by some departure from the tra-

ditional set of postulates for making a model

atmosphere and predicting the spectrum which

it will emit.

Modification 1 is the sort of thing that was

envisaged by Beals (1929) and by Menzel (1929)

when they proposed the first models for ac-

counting for the emission-line spectra of Wolf-

Rayet stars. Modification 2 can give emission

lines and continua with a geometry of plane

parallel layers. It will result in a general

emission-line spectrum, particularly if its effects

are reinforced by an extended geometry as en-

visaged in modification 1. The type of process

described in modification 3 causes the lines of

multiplet 2 of N III at 4634, 4640, and 4641

to be in emission in Of stars (Mihalas and Hum-

mer, 1973). Modification 3 is invoked to ac-

count for the appearance of selected lines in

emission in the spectra of many types of stars

(see, for instance, Bowen, 1947) and for the

fact that some lines in the solar spectrum go

into emission before the line of sight crosses

the limb of the Sun when going from the disk

to the chromosphere (see Canfield, 1969). Be-

cause some special relationship exists between

the energy levels and transition probabilities of

a minor constituent of the model atmosphere,

a few lines appear in emission. Exactly which

lines appear in emission depends on the local

conditions. These special effects cannot occur

unless the local situation departs from the state

of thermodynamic equilibrium.

To make a model for a mantle, one should

work from the conservation laws for energy,

momentum, and mass, using the equation of

state for a perfect gas and postulating a suitable

geometry. The energy incident on the model

mantle comes from the radiation field from the

photosphere (calculated by means of a tradi-

tional model atmosphere) and from any non-

radiative source of energy which deposits en-

ergy in the mantle. Possible sources for nonra-

diative energy are wave motions generated in

the envelope of the star, the rotation of the star,

and the ambient magnetic fields. To determine

the temperature law in the model mantle, the

gains from these three sources of energy are

compared with the losses due to the escape of

photons and of gas, in the form of a wind, from

each element of volume in the mantle.

To find the density structure in the model

mantle, the equations of conservation of mass

and of momentum are considered. Account

must be taken of the gains in momentum from

the action of accelerating forces such as radia-

tion pressure and of the outward-directed forces

resulting from magnetohydrodynamic effects,
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as well as the losses due to the action of gravi-

ty and of inward-directed magnetohydrody-

namic forces. Electrostatic forces may be sig-

nificant in some cases. Boundary conditions

may be set by requiring that the rate of mass

loss have a prescribed value and that the pres-

sure and density structure be continuous with

that in the model photosphere which underlies

the model mantle. At a great distance the man-

tle must meld with the interstellar medium.

The existing models for mantles, particularly
those used in the theories of line formation in

moving extended atmospheres, are described by

means of ad hoc velocity laws, spherical geom-

etry, and the condition that the rate of mass

loss be equal to a prescribed value. The adopted

temperature law is ad hoc in all cases. The ex-

isting theory for line formation in winds is not

internally consistent in the sense of solving

simultaneously all three conservation equations

to determine local values for temperature, den-

sity, and flow velocity.

C. Plan of this Chapter

In Models of Static Plane Parallel Layers

and Their Spectra, the results obtained using

traditional, plane parallel layer model atmo-

spheres for hot stars are reviewed. Some pre-

dicted line profiles are compared with the

observed line profiles in a normal O star, and

the deductions which have been made about the

physical state and composition of O-type at-

mospheres are summarized.

In The Continuous Spectrum from Spherical

Model Atmospheres, the methods for making

spherical model atmospheres are summarized,

and the predicted continuous spectra from

spherical model atmospheres are compared

with those from plane parallel layer, static

model atmospheres and with the observed con-

tinuous spectra of O stars. The theory of stellar

winds seen by means of the continuous spec-

trum is summarized. How the rate of mass loss

from a star may be estimated from observations

of part of the continuous spectrum of the star
is reviewed.

In The Line Spectrum from Moving Three-

Dimensional Model Atmospheres, the existing

theory of the formation of lines in moving ex-

tended atmospheres is reviewed, and typical

predicted line profiles are compared with ob-

served line profiles in the spectra of O and

Woif-Rayet stars. The theory of line-driven

winds is summarized, as well as the attempts

to determine the composition and physical state

of the atmospheres of Wolf-Rayet stars.

The methods for estimating the rate of mass

loss from hot stars by means of analyses of the

spectrum are reported in The Rate of Mass Loss

from Hot Stars, and a summary of the infor-

mation available for O and Wolf-Rayet stars

is given.

Conditions in flowing model mantles may

be such that plasma instabilities occur. Knowl-

edge on this subject, as it is applied to the

atmospheres of hot stars, is reviewed in Atmo-

spheric Stability: X Rays. High temperatures

may be generated in some parcels of gas leading

to the emission of X rays.

II. MODELS OF STATIC PLANE

PARALLEL LAYERS AND THEIR

SPECTRA

The simplest way to model stellar atmo-

spheres is to consider what may occur as radia-

tion passes through plane parallel layers of gas.

A. Methods for Making Model Atmospheres

The methods for making traditional model

atmospheres defined by the constraints of

radiative and hydrostatic equilibrium have been
outlined above. One assumes that the at-

mosphere is confined in plane parallel layers of

gas, and that the density and temperature at

each place in the atmosphere are functions of

one geometric coordinate only, z, the distance

along the line of sight measured from the center

of the star outward. A composition giving the

relative numbers of each element present

(usually only hydrogen, helium, and sometimes

a few light elements are considered), a value of

log g, and a temperature by which to identify
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the model atmosphere are adopted. One then

proceeds to find density and temperature as

functions of the geometric depth in the model,

these quantities being so related that the perfect

gas law is satisfied and the temperature and

pressure gradients are such that radiative and

hydrostatic equilibrium exist.

At the outer boundary of the model, the

pressure is made to approach zero; the

temperature approaches a boundary value,

which is determined by the adopted

temperature which identifies the model, and the

geometry. In the case that local thermodynamic

equilibrium (LTE) is assumed for finding the

distribution of the ions and atoms over their

several energy states (i.e., for finding the par-

tition function for each species), the boundary

temperature approaches a value in the range 0.7

± 0.08 times Tff for models of O and early
B stars (see Figure 15 of Pecker, 1965). In the

case that the condition of statistical equilibrium

(non-LTE) is used to determine the partition

functions, the temperature rises somewhat from

these values, but remains less than the effec-

tive temperature of the model (Mihalas, 1972b).
These statements are illustrated below.

The methods first followed in making model

atmospheres consist of assuming a preliminary

temperature law, usually that for a gray body,

and solving the equation of hydrostatic equi-

librium to find a preliminary model atmo-

sphere. Then the radiation field of this model

is calculated and tested to see if radiative equi-

librium exists. If radiative equilibrium does not

exist, the temperature law is changed, and the

process is repeated until the departures from ra-

diative equilibrium are sufficiently small that

they may be neglected.

One requires a formula telling how to

change the temperature law and an understand-

ing of how closely radiative equilibrium, that

is, constant net flux at all levels in the model

(see Equation (7-1)), must be enforced in order

that a model atmosphere may be an acceptable

representation of a real stellar atmosphere. The

accuracy with which the constraint of hydro-

static equilibrium is enforced is simply a mat-

ter of calculating techniques and of how finely

the depth parameter is divided. These topics

have been discussed exhaustively in the litera-

ture. When the absorption coefficients, as func-

tions of wavelength or frequency, vary over a

wide range of values and electron scattering oc-

curs, calculating the radiation field accurately

presents very real problems. A review of the

findings concerning determining the tempera-

ture law is given in Pecker (1965), in Section

6-3 of Mihalas (1970), and in Section 7-2 of Mi-

halas (1978).

When making some of the first O-type mod-

el atmospheres, Underhill (1951, 1968a), chose

to find an acceptable temperature law by trial

and error. Mihalas (1965), in his set of LTE

model atmospheres, applied temperature-

correction procedures based on the suggestions

of Avrett and Krook (1963a, 1963b). When

electron scattering provides a significant part

of the opacity in the atmosphere, temperature

correction methods based on the assumption

that the source function be approximated by the

Planck function do not work well.

In all the early work, the starting tempera-

ture law is described in terms of an optical

depth measured by an absorption coefficient

that is gray, and thus has the same value at all

wavelengths. There are several ways of defin-

ing the gray absorption coefficient (see, for in-

stance, the reviews by Pecker, 1965, and by

Mihalas, 1970, 1978). Each investigator has se-

lected the definition which will give desired ad-

vantages in some part of the process of com-

puting and testing the radiation field in the

model atmosphere. The linear depth is replaced

as the significant depth parameter for the model

atmosphere by the optical depth, r, correspond-

ing to the adopted gray absorption coefficient.

We have

(7-2)

Here x represents the gray absorption coeffi-

cient and 0 is the density in the atmosphere at

level z.
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Thesecondwayof makingmodelstorepre-
senttheatmospheresof OandearlyBstarsis
tosolvetheequationsof hydrostaticequilibri-
umandradiativeequilibriumsimultaneouslyby
usingtheschemeproposedbyFeautrier(1967,
1968).Thentheconceptof statisticalequilib-
rium(non-LTE)maybeusedtofindtheoccu-
pationnumbersforthevariousenergystatesof
theconstituentsof themodelatmosphere.Us-
ingtheconceptof statisticalequilibriumintro-
ducesamajordifficultybecausetheoccupation
numbersintheouterpartsofthemodelaresen-
sitivelydependentonthedetailedstructureof
theradiationfield.A powerfulcomplete-linear-
izationmethodto solvesuchproblemshasbeen
developedby AuerandMihalas(1969,1972)
andimprovedbyAuerandHeasley(1976).The
conceptswhichareusedaredescribedinSec-
tion7-5of Mihalas(1978).Usuallytheradia-
tion field andparticledensitiesof anLTE
modelatmosphereareusedas the starting
model.Whennon-LTEmodelatmospheresare
made,thegeometricdepthparameter,z, is

replaced by a parameter which gives the amount

of mass in the column above the level in ques-

tion. Thus, the variable z is replaced by

7
m = - / p dz. (7-3)

iJ
Z

The relationship between m and r depends on

how the gray absorption coefficient x varies

with linear depth, z, in the model atmosphere.

In the first method used to make model at-

mospheres for hot stars, the equations of hy-

drostatic and radiative equilibrium are solved

in series. The techniques used to compute the

radiation field are optimized to make the pro-

cedure converge rapidly. In the second method,

the equations of hydrostatic and radiative equi-

librium are solved in parallel, appropriate nu-

merical methods being used to obtain rapid

convergence of the procedure. This method re-

quires a computer with a large rapid-access

memory because large matrices of data must be

manipulated.

Physics. A major part of making model atmo-

spheres and predicting the spectrum that they

will emit is concerned with computing the radia-

tion field in the model atmosphere. This means

that one must have expressions for the values

of the line and continuum absorption coeffi-

cients of all the atomic and ionic species pre-

sent in the atmosphere. These coefficients are

written in terms of the local temperature and

electron density, as well as in terms of the wave-

length or frequency of the radiation. One also

needs cross sections for transitions resulting
from collisions with electrons.

Obtaining such information from the theory

of the interactions between a gas and radiation

and from laboratory experiments has been an

important part of the work on model atmo-

spheres and the prediction of spectra. The re-

quired expressions can be found in the major

papers in this field and in textbooks dealing

with the physics of stellar atmospheres. One

useful source for the first expressions used is

Uns_51d (1955); recent work, relevant for mak-

ing models of the atmospheres of hot stars, is

summarized in Chapter 4 of Mihalas (1970,

1978). Other textbooks on interpreting stellar

spectra also review the basic knowledge of the

physics of gases and radiation that is needed.

When it is desired to predict line profiles,

particular attention must be paid to evaluating

the shape of the line-absorption coefficient, as

well as to determining the intrinsic probability

for the transition of interest to take place. In

the work on stellar spectra, transition proba-

bilities are generally used in the form of g]"

values.

In the atmospheres of hot stars, the broad-

ening processes due to Stark effect, to radia-

tion and collision damping, and to thermal

motion must be evaluated. The broadening

functions are expressed in terms of the local

temperature and the local density of particles

at each place in the model atmosphere. In addi-

tion, one must consider the appearance of the

predicted spectrum as it will be seen by a dis-

tant observer. Since each observation records
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lightfrom all parts of the disk of the star, one
must allow for the effects of the rotation of the

star and of macroturbulence. Macroturbulence

is the term used to represent the broadening of

a line profile, seen by a distant observer, which

results from the displacements caused by ran-

domly distributed in-and-out movements of

parts of the stellar atmosphere.

Motion along the line of sight displaces the

spectral lines, motion toward the observer re-

sulting in a displacement to shorter wave-

lengths. Broadening due to rotation of the star

and to macroturbulence is geometrical in origin.

It is due to the fact that normally in stellar spec-

tra the light from the full disk of the star is re-

corded at one time. A useful review of rotation

and macroturbulence as they affect stellar spec-

tra has been given by Huang and Struve (1960).

Another broadening agent, microturbu-

lence, is often discussed in connection with the

interpretation of the profiles and equivalent

widths of stellar absorption lines. Microturbu-

lence is afictitious broadening agent which was

first introduced (Struve and Elvey, 1934) to ac-

count for the fact that the strong lines of some

multiplets of Si III are relatively stronger than

the weak lines in the case of spectra of super-

giants than for the case of main-sequence stars.

Microturbulence is postulated to act on the

curve of growth in the same way that an in-

creased thermal Doppler broadening would act.

(The curve of growth tells how the equivalent
width of a line increases as the number of atoms

or ions absorbing the line increases along the

line of sight. Curve-of-growth analyses of mul-

tiplets of lines use a model consisting of a single

layer of gas at one temperature and one pres-

sure to interpret the observed equivalent width

of each line and to find the temperature, pres-

sure, and composition of the layer of gas.)

However, it is postulated that microturbu-

lence does not alter the relative degree of ioniza-

tion and excitation of the species giving the

spectrum. The partition function for the species

is calculated as though LTE exists. Just as for

thermal Doppler broadening, the presence of

"microturbulence" results in broadened spec-

tral lines. Modern work, in particular that of

Mihalas and his colleagues using non-LTE

physics, has shown that most of the effects at-

tributed to "microturbulence" in the atmo-

spheres of hot stars are really due to the in-

creased strength for some lines which results

from using a non-LTE theory of spectrum-line

formation. Microturbulence is a fictitious fac-

tor which is introduced into LTE analyses of

stellar spectra to make intrinsically weak lines

and intrinsically strong lines yield about the

same abundances. (See Chapter 6 of Underhill

and Doazan 0982) for a list of spectra which

have been studied by non-LTE physics in hot

model atmospheres.)

Information about representations for con-

tinuous and line absorption coefficients can be

found in most textbooks on the physics of gas

and radiation and on spectroscopy, as well as

in most textbooks about interpreting stellar

spectra. Information relevant to interpreting

the spectra of O and Wolf-Rayet stars can be

found in most of the papers referenced below

in our discussion of the composition and phys-

ical state of the atmospheres of O and Wolf-

Rayet stars.

1. Identifying a Model Atmosphere with a Real

0 Star. A model atmosphere is identified with

a real star by demonstrating that the spectrum

from the model atmosphere reproduces major

features in the spectrum of the star in an ac-

ceptable manner. When deciding whether the

agreement between prediction and observation

is acceptable or not, one must consider two

questions. The first is whether or not the ex-

pressions which have been used to evaluate the

transfer of radiation through the model atmo-

sphere are sufficiently realistic to generate con-

fidence that the model does, indeed, represent

well the physical state in the atmosphere of a

real star. The second is whether or not the con-

straints of radiative and hydrostatic equilibrium

which have been used to fix the range of tem-

perature and density which are encountered in

the observable parts of the atmosphere are met

with sufficient accuracy that the apparent

agreements and discrepancies between the pre-

dicted spectrum and an observed spectrum are
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meaningful.In mostof theworkonOstars to

be reported below, the comparison between ob-

served and predicted spectra has been carried

out using a few spectral features in the part of

the spectrum accessible from the surface of the

Earth (i.e., the visible spectrum). It is relevant

to inquire whether the criteria that have been

used select a model for the photosphere or

whether they select a model for a part of the

mantle of the star. The answer to this question

is not immediately obvious, as the following ex-

amples will show.

A traditional model atmosphere is a tabula-

tion of temperatures and particle densities as

a function of depth in plane parallel layers of

gas of a fixed composition. The spectrum which

the model emits is described by the wavelength

dependence of the net monochromatic flux of

radiation evaluated in the outermost layer of

the model.

Formally, the net monochromatic flux in

any layer of the model lying at an optical depth,

r, can be found by evaluating the expression

Fv(z ) ---

2 I� Sv(tv) E2 (tv + z) dt v
(7-4)

]- fJo Sv(t_) E2 (r- tv) dt v .

Here r is the gray-opacity optical depth of the

layer (see Equation (7-2)), t is the
monochromatic optical depth at frequency v,

and E2 is the second exponential integral. The

function S(t) is the monochromatic source
function. It is formally defined as the emissivity

at frequency v divided by the total opacity at

frequency u. The derivation of Equation (7-4)

can be found in most textbooks on radiative

transfer in stellar atmospheres.

Various forms are written for S in terms

of the temperature, the particle densities, and

the mean intensity of the radiation field. The

precise form depends on the details of how the

transfer of radiation is postulated to occur. The

transfer of radiation through a stellar at-

mosphere is the result of interactions between

the constituents of the model atmosphere and

photons. Typical forms for the source function
for lines and for continua are described in all

research papers and textbooks on the theory of

stellar spectra.

In the case of LTE, one can use thermal

equilibrium relationships between the occupa-

tion numbers for the various energy states of

the atoms and ions to simplify the expression

for the source function. In the case of non-

LTE, explicit relationships between the energy-

level populations and the radiation field are

taken into account. The source function is

evaluated in terms of model atoms which are

defined by means of sets of energy levels and

the probabilities for radiative and collisional

transitions in and out of these levels. Continua

of energy levels, as well as energy levels having

discrete energies, are considered.

Let us use a simple example to show how

different parts of the spectrum of a star may

be sensitive to conditions in different parts of

the atmosphere. We note that the spectrum

emitted by a model atmosphere is found by

evaluating Equation (7-4) at a number of fre-

quencies in lines and in the continuum for the

case that r = 0. When a quadrature formula

is applied to evaluate the integrals in Equation

(7-4) (see, for instance, Chandrasekhar, 1950),

we can write

/q

F(O) = _ aiSo(ti). (7-5)
i=I

Here the t i are the values of t at which the

source function is to be evaluated and the a i

are appropriate weights. If three points are

used, suitable t. are 0.287, 1.814, and 5.385;
I

the corresponding a i axe 0.7669, 0.2265, and

0.00659, respectively. These numbers show that

the value of the emergent flux, F(0), is chief-
ly determined by the value of the monochro-

matic source function at t = 0.287 and 1.814.
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Whatthevalue of S will be for any fre-

quency v at the representative depths will de-

pend on how t is related to z, and thus to
temperature and density. We have

fo _ (K + _ + o)t = K dr, (7-6)

where x is the monochromatic continuous ab-
sorption coefficient due to all sources of opac-

ity, _, is the monochromatic line-absorption
coefficient, and a is the coefficient for electron

scattering. Here x is the gray opacity coeffi-

cient. Depending on whether one is consider-

ing radiation at frequencies in the continuum

or in lines, and on how x is defined, t may in-
crease slowly or rapidly with increasing depth

in the model atmosphere.

In opaque parts of the spectrum, such as

wavelengths in the centers of intrinsically strong

lines from abundant species and in the Lyman

continuum of hydrogen, the depth at which t
= 1.814 may be reached at very high layers in

the model. On the other hand, at frequencies

in the continuous spectrum near 4500/_ or in

the near infrared, t = 1.814 may not be
reached until deep in the model atmosphere.
The result of this is that the observed fluxes in

wavelengths in opaque parts of the spectrum

may carry information about the physical state

of quite different parts of the model than do

the fluxes from transparent parts of the

spectrum.

If the criteria used to establish identity be-

tween a model and an O star are all based on

opaque parts of the spectrum, they may lead

to the selection of a different representative

model atmosphere than would be chosen if a

different set of criteria based on transparent

parts of the spectrum were used. This is par-

ticularly likely to be true if the temperatures and

densities in the outer parts of a real O-type at-

mosphere are influenced by the deposition of

nonradiative energy and outward-directed

momentum. The physical state of the

continuum-forming part of the atmosphere

probably will be determined chiefly by the

amount of radiation transmitted from the

center of the star and by log g.

The following example shows how different-

ly t may vary with increasing depth at dif-
ferent wavelengths in the spectrum of an O star.

The example has been worked out using the

temperatures and particle densities given by

Mihalas (1972b) for two non-LTE (traditional)

model atmospheres. One is designated as

(30000, 4.0, NLTE/L) and the other as (45000,

4.5, NLTE/L). Here the first number gives

Tff, the second gives log g, and NLTE/L
means that the occupation numbers for the

energy levels of the various constituents

(hydrogen, helium, and a fictitious light ele-

ment representing ions of C, N, and O) have

been found by solving the equations of

statistical equilibrium for the case that the lines

of He II between levels with even principle

quantum numbers do not overlap with the lines

of H I which appear at about the same

wavelengths.

The variation of t with depth in the
v

models is shown in Figures 7-1 and 7-2 for the

central wavelengths of He I 4471 and He II

4541, for electron scattering, for continuous

opacity in the Paschen continuum of H I at

4500 fl_, and for free-free opacity at 3.6 _m. The

monochromatic opacity coefficients in each

layer of the models were calculated using the

particle densities and temperatures given by

Mihalas (1972b). To obtain an estimate of the

populations of the 23p ° levels of He I and of

the n = 4 levels of He II, which Mihalas does

not give, it was assumed that the populations

of these levels may be found from the popula-

tions of the next higher ions by applying the
Saha and Boltzmann laws. We have

fm 0tv N(level) dm
t v : mA N(H +)

t?l o

(7-7)

Here % is the absorption coefficient per atom
for the appropriate transition (i.e., for the lines

He 1 4471, He II 4541, the Paschen continuum

at 4500/_, and the free-free continuum at 3.6

/_m). To find the opacity due to electron scat-

tering, % is replaced by the Thomson scatter-
ing coefficient per electron. The quantity N
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Figure 7-1. The variation of monochromatic

optical depth, 7, with depth in a model
prepared by Auer and Mihalas (1972). The

depth is measured by the quantity m, which

gives the mass in grams lying above each cm 2

of surface in each layer of the model at-

mosphere. In this model, Teyf = 30000 K, log
g = 4. O, and non-L TE physics is used. In the
case of the lines, t is calculated at the line

v

center.

(level) is the number of atoms/ions per cm 3 in

the level from which absorption takes place. It

is N, the electron density, in the case of elec-
tron scattering. The correction for stimulated

emission was applied at 3.6 /_m, where it is

significant, but not at the other wavelengths

chosen for this illustration. Neglect of this cor-

rection factor approximately takes account of
the fact that there is also a little continuous

opacity from He I and He II, as well as from

other overlapping H I continua at the wave-

lengths of the lines and at 4500 A. The

line opacities are calculated for the line center.

To find the value at other wavelengths, one

must multiply by a normalized broadening

function.

The integration is carried out inward from

the first layer of the model, m o, to the layer m

7.0

6.0

5.0

6.0 - 5 0 4.0 - 3.0

(480Q0, 4.6. NLTE/L)

-2,0 10 00 +10

Figure 7-2. The variation of monochromatic

optical depth, t, with depth in a model
prepared by Auer and Mihalas (1972). The

coordinates are as in Figure 7-1. In this model,

Teff = 45000 K, log g = 4.5, and non-L TE
physics is used.

where the mass of a column of gas having a

cross section of 1 cm 2 is m grams. The quan-

tity dm is the increment in mass between each

layer of the model. The length in cm of each

layer of the model is dm/m^N(H+), where m A

is the average mass per particle in the at-

mosphere. It can be found from the informa-

tion given by Mihalas about the composition

of his models. The number of hydrogen atoms

in each layer in all stages of excitation or ioniza-

tion has been put equal to N(H+), which is a

number given by Mihalas. Throughout O-type

model atmospheres, the ionization of hydrogen

is essentially complete.

In spite of Stark effect and thermal Doppler

motion, the values of the line-absorption coef-

ficients decrease rapidly as one considers fre-

quencies further and further into the wings of

the lines. Probably the core of the line, which

is the part which is important for telling how

"strong" a line appears to be on classification

spectra, is formed by considering frequencies
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suchthattheline-absorption coefficient takes
on values between l and 10 .6 times its central

value. Here we consider the part of the model

atmosphere important for determining the

shape and strength of the He I and the He II

lines to be the region in which 0.3 < t (line
center) _ 106. The part of the model impor-

tant for determining the continuum flux at 4500

_, lies in the region where t (electrons) plus t
(H, n = 3) lies in the range 1.0 ± 0.8. These

spectrum-forming regions are shaded gray in

Figures 7-1 and 7-2. The part of the atmosphere

most important for forming the continuum at

3.6 _m lies a little outside the region important

for the continuum at 4500 _,, but well inside

the regions important for the He I and He II

lines.

In the (30000, 4.0, NLTE/L) model, the line

He 1 4471 is formed chiefly outside the region

where the line He II 4541 is formed. Both lines

are formed entirely outside the region impor-

tant for determining the strength of the con-

tinuum at 4500 ._,. In the (45000, 4.5, NLTE/L)

model, both the He I and the He II lines are

formed in the same part of the model. (One

may estimate the region of formation of other

He I and He II lines from the same lower levels

by scaling the plotted monochromatic optical

depths by the ratio of f values between the other

lines and the lines shown here.) The continuum

at 4500 ._ is formed in a much deeper part of

the model. The separation in linear distance

between the region where He I 4471 is formed

and the region where the continuum at 4500 ,_,

is formed is about 2.3 x 109cm for the 30000

K model and about 1.2 × 109cm for the 45000

K model. These numerical results imply that a

model which reproduces the equivalent widths

of He 1 4471 and He II 4541 tells us essentially

nothing about the physical state of the layers

in which the visible continuous spectrum is

formed unless we are certain that the adopted

temperature law is correct. Criteria based on

the shape of the continuous spectrum must be

used to select a model which will accurately

represent the physical state in the deep layers

of the stellar atmosphere in which the visible

continuum is formed.

All of the model atmospheres now available

for representing the atmospheres of O stars

have been constructed using the constraint of

radiative equilibrium to determine the

temperature law and the constraint of

hydrostatic equilibrium to determine the den-

sity structure of the model. The only input of

energy is an amount of radiation corresponding

to the parameter, Tff. However, in the case of

O stars, observations of the ultraviolet spec-

trum have indicated that additional energy

from a nonradiative source is deposited in the

outer parts of the atmosphere, heating them,

and that outflow occurs. At present we do not

know exactly where superheating and outflow

begin, but the theoretical results shown in

Figures 7-1 and 7-2 should caution us that it

is possible that the model atmosphere selected

by means of matching the relative strengths of

He I 4471 and He II 4541 may correspond to

a different, higher effective temperature than

will be indicated by a model atmosphere se-

lected by means of matching the shape of the

continuous spectrum in spectral regions where

the opacity is like that at 4500 ,_,. Which model

atmosphere and Tff is the correct one for
characterizing the star?

The parameter Tff, by definition (see
Equation (7-1)), represents the stream of radi-

ative energy from the star. This energy is gen-

erated by the nuclear reactions which take place

in the center of the star. The model atmosphere

representing the continuum-forming regions of

the stellar atmosphere is the correct model to

select if one wishes to determine the effective

temperature of the star by means of a model

atmosphere. This is because, in the deepest

layers of the stellar atmosphere, nonradiative

heating appears to be negligible. A model

selected by means of matching the profiles and

equivalent widths of strong lines in the visible

part of the spectrum of an O star represents the

electron temperatures and densities encountered

in an outer region of the star--in a part of the

mantle--where superheating may have already

begun. The value of Tff for a model selected

by analyzing lines represents the heating caus-

ed by the radiation stream from the core of the
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star,as well as heating caused by nonradiative

sources of energy. The difference in Tff be-

tween the value for a model atmosphere which

represents well the continuum-forming layers

of the stellar atmosphere--the photosphere--

and the value for the model which represents

the layers in which the lines are formed is a

measure of the amount of nonradiative energy

which has gone into superheating the line-

forming layers of the model atmosphere.

In Underhill (1980a), it is shown that the ef-

fective temperatures estimated for O stars from

analysis of line strengths are systematically

higher than the effective temperatures found

from the integrated flux and angular diameters

or from matching the shape of the continuous

spectrum. A similar systematic effect for B stars

has been reported in Chapters 3 and 4 of B

Stars With and Without Emission Lines

(Underhill and Doazan, 1982).

In the case of Wolf-Rayet stars, the line

spectrum is basically an emission-line spectrum,

and it clearly cannot be interpreted by a tradi-

tional model atmosphere. The effective temper-

ature of a Wolf-Rayet star must be estimated

from the integrated flux and an angular

diameter for the star. Such an effective

temperature may be confirmed by prediction

of the shape of the continuous spectrum using

a traditional model atmosphere. However, one

must be alert to the possibility that the at-

mosphere of a Wolf-Rayet star may be so

unusual that a traditional model atmosphere

cannot be used to represent even the

continuum-forming layers of the atmosphere

accurately.

The appropriate value of log g for a model

atmosphere to represent the atmosphere of

an early-type star is found by matching the

wings of predicted profiles of H7 and H6 to the

observed wings for these lines. This procedure

determines the electron density in moderately

deep layers of the model atmosphere. By defini-

tion, g = GM,/R, 2, thus, if one knows the

radius of the star from other information and

can find log g from model-atmosphere analysis,

one may deduce the mass of the star. This pro-

cedure is reliable only if one is sure that hydro-

static equilibrium obtains in the deep layers of

the atmosphere, and if the outward-directed

force of radiation pressure has been taken into

account reasonably accurately in the procedures

used to find the model atmosphere. Fitting the

wings of the H-r and Ht_ lines determines the

effective value ofg in the deep layers of the at-

mosphere of the star. If the effects of radia-

tion pressure or any other outward-directed

force have been underestimated when making

the model, the value of M, deduced from log

g for the model will be a lower limit. If the hy-

drogen Balmer lines are broadened by excep-

tionally large "microturbulence" of non-

thermal origin, log g may be overestimated

(Underhill, 1984b).

B. Models for O-Type Atmospheres

There are two ways of fixing the range in

which temperatures in a model atmosphere will

lie. One is to assign a value for Tff; the other
is to assign the temperature in one of the layers

of the model believed to be representative for

conditions where the line spectrum of a real O
star is formed. The first method has been

employed by most people who have made sets

of model atmospheres. The second method was

employed by Underhill (1950, 1951, 1962,

1968a, 1972) because, when she started mak-

ing model atmospheres for hot stars, little was

known about the effective temperatures of O

and B stars. On the other hand, curve-of-

growth-type analyses (see, for instance, UnsiSld,

1942, 1944) had revealed at that time the range

of temperature which is encountered in the line-

forming layers of late O and early B stars.

When the second method is used to specify the

model atmosphere, the effective temperature is

a result of the computations. It does not usually

turn out to be exactly one of the values quoted

frequently in the literature for hot stars such

as 25000, 30000, and 40000 K.

A preliminarychoiceforlogg can be made

by consideringtheinformationon electronden-

sityinthe atmosphere which may be deduced

from the breakoff point of the Balmer series

of hydrogen (Inglisand Teller,1939).One may
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followtheargumentsof Uns61d (1942, 1944)

to estimate log g. A precise model atmosphere

to represent the line-forming regions of an O

star is usually found by matching the observed

wings of H_ and H6 to find log g and by match-

ing the equivalent widths of a few He I and He

II lines to establish Tef t. The process of fixing

log g and Tef f must be done iteratively, since
the strength of the wings H'r and H6 depends

to a certain extent on the adopted Tff, and the
computed equivalent widths of lines of He I and

He II have some dependence on log g since

these lines are broaded by Stark effect. Conse-

quently, their strengths are dependent on the

density of charged particles in the atmosphere,

as well as on the temperatures there.

The way in which the appropriate values of

Tff and log g are found by model-atmosphere
analysis is to find by trial and error a few pairs

of values of Tef f and log g which will satisfy

each of the criteria (i.e., fitting the profiles of

the wings of H'r or H6, the equivalent widths

of one or two He I lines and of one or two He

II lines) and plot loci for these values in a

diagram of log Tef f plotted against log g. A
different locus, often approximated by a

straight line, is found for each criterion. The

(log Teff, log g) point defined by the intersec-

tion of several loci defines the best pair of Tef f
and log g for a model atmosphere which will

represent at one time the regions of formation

of all the selected criteria.

In actual practice, the selected criteria do not

always define closely a single pair of values for

Tff and log g. This is not surprising in view of

the different parts of the model atmosphere

which are sampled by each criterion (see Figures

7-1 and 7-2) and the fact that we know that

heating due to the deposition of nonradiative

energy and outflow begins to become apparent

somewhere in the outer layers of the at-

mospheres of normal O stars.

A typical diagram for determining for an O

star a representative pair of values for Tff and
log g is shown in Figure 7-3. This diagram has

been taken from the model-atmosphere study

of the spectra of eleven subluminous O stars

by Hunger et al. (1981). Hunger and his col-

log g
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! ! I

y:oo  
- / ,713
I I I

4686),

y=O25a _468__

' 16 '/-,.65 /-.,0 4.55

log Tef f

Figure 7-3. Fit of the equivalent widths of H_t,
He H 4686, He 1 4471, and He 1 4713 in the

log g - log Teffplane for a given helium abun-
dance, y, by number (from Hunger et al.,
1981).

leagues find that in some cases the strengths of

the He I lines cannot be represented with

reasonably good accuracy by model at-

mospheres of normal composition when the

pair of values for Teff and log g that is selected

permits a reasonable representation for the

strength of HV and the strength of He II 4686.

They solve the problem by varying the composi-

tion of the model atmosphere. Changing the

parameter, y = N(He)/N(H), from its value

for Population I stars permits them to repre-

sent all the criteria in an acceptable manner. In

this way, Hunger et al, have deduced that some

hot subluminous stars are underabundant in

helium, y being significantly smaller than 0. l,

while in other hot subluminous stars helium is

overabundant, the appropriate value of y be-

ing much larger than 0.1. The value 0.1 is
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whathasbeenfound to be appropriate for B

stars (see B Stars With and Without Emission

Lines, Chapter 6, Underhill and Doazan, 1982).

The values of Tff deduced by Hunger ¢t al.
for hot subluminous stars are in reasonable ac-

cord with the effective temperatures estimated

from the shape of the continuous spectrum.
Information about the first model at-

mospheres for O stars has been reported above.

These model atmospheres have Tfr in the
range 25000 to 50400 K, and log g = 4.0 and

4.5. They are based on the hypothesis of LTE,

they are composed of hydrogen and helium on-

ly, and they do not take account of the opacity

due to lines. Although these first models pro-

vided insight into where the continuous spec-

trum was formed in O stars, they were un-

satisfactory for representing the formation of

lines. (See Underhill, 1968a, for a summary of

the results of LTE analysis.)

The line-blanketed model atmospheres of

Kurucz (1979), although they are constructed

using the hypothesis of LTE, provide realistic

representations for the continuous spectra of
O stars. This has been demonstrated in Under-

hill et al. (1979) and is illustrated in Figure 1

in Underhill (1984b). Kurucz gives model at-

mospheres with Tff in the range 8500 to 50000

K, log g = 2.0 to 5.0. Those with effective tem-

peratures suitable for O stars have solar

composition.

To represent accurately the formation of ab-

sorption lines in the atmospheres of O stars, it

is necessary to use the hypothesis of statistical

equilibrium to determine the distribution of the

constituents over their possible energy states.

The compilation of model atmospheres by

Mihalas (1972b)presents the first set of non-

LTE model atmospheres for O stars. The range

in effective temperature is from 15000 to 55000

K, and the range in log g is from 2.0 to 4.5.

As in the case of the Kurucz model at-

mospheres, all values of log g are not used at

every Tff because hydrostatic equilibrium
must be maintained against the disruptive ac-

tion of radiation pressure. The chief lines of H

I, He I, and He II are taken into account in the

non-LTE calculation of occupation numbers.

The composition approximates solar values,

with y = N(He)/N(H) = 0.10 and N("light ele-

ment")/N(H) = 0.0015.

The method of Auer and Mihalas (1969,

1972), see also Mihalas et al. (1975), has been

used by the group at Kiel University (see, for

instance, Kudritzki, 1976; Kudritzki and

Simon, 1978; and Hunger et al., 1981) to make

model atmospheres for hot subluminous stars.

This group has explored the effects of chang-

ing the relative abundance of helium. When the

abundance of helium is reduced, the lines of He

I and He II are weakened, but the lines of

hydrogen remain unchanged. When the abun-

dance of helium is increased, the model at-

mosphere becomes more transparent in con-

tinuum wavelengths in the observable range.

The lines of He I and He II increase in strength.

In fact, all lines become stronger when the

abundance of hydrogen is greatly reduced

because of the increased transparency in con-

tinuum wavelengths. No significant change in

the profiles of the Balmer lines of hydrogen is

noted until y > 0.90. A grid of pure hydrogen

model atmospheres for hot subluminous stars,

most calculated in LTE, has been presented by

Wesemael et al. (1980).

Typically, the electron densities and

temperatures in model atmospheres which

represent normal O-type photospheres depend

on depth in the model as shown in Figures 7-4

and 7-5. The data to make these diagrams have

been taken from the work of Mihalas (1972b).
The results for the NLTE/L models are shown

by solid lines, and those for LTE models by

broken lines. The electron density decreases

steadily outward, it being slightly larger in the

case of LTE model atmospheres than for

NLTE/L models at the same depth point. At

depths below the point where log m = -1.0 for

the model with Tff = 30000 K and below the
point where log m = 0.0 for the model with

Telf = 45000 K, the temperature in the
NLTE/L model is the same as in the LTE

model. Outside these depths, the temperature
in each NLTE/L model rises over what it is in

the LTE model. In no case does the tempera-

ture rise higher than the effective temperature.
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Figure 7-4. The temperature and electron-

density structure in model atmospheres having

Telf = 30000 K and log g = 4.0. The results
for LTE are shown by broken lines, those for
non-L TE by full lines (from Auer and Mihalas,

1972).
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Figure 7-5. As in Figure 7-4, except that Teff
= 45000 K and log g = 4.5.

No matter whether the model is computed in

non-LTE or in LTE, the temperature law is flat

in the outer part of the model. In the constant-

temperature regimes, the electron density is

such that log Are < 12.0.

Comparison of Figures 7-4 and 7-5 with Fig-

ures 7-1 and 7-2 shows that the parts of the

models most important for forming the lines

He 14471 and He II 4541 lie in the parts of the

models where log m < -3.0. The temperature

is effectively constant here at about 22200 K in

the model with Tff = 30000 K and at about
38200 K in the model with T = 45000 K

eff
The continuum near 4500 _, is formed in the

layers close to the point where log m = 0.0.

Here the electron temperatures are about equal

to the effective temperature, and log N is near
15.0. The typical temperatures and densities of

the regions which are important for forming the

selected lines of He I and He II are significant-

ly different from those for forming the contin-

uous spectrum near 4500/_. The region of for-

mation of lines having smaller f values than

those of the selected lines can be estimated by

considering the properties of the layers in which

t (line center) is even larger than 10 6. Allow-

ing for any reasonable range in f values still

produces the result that most of the line pro-

file is formed well outside the place where the

continuum is formed. Only for the wings of the

He II lines in the model having Tff : 30000
K does the depth of formation for the lines ap-

proach that for the continuum.

With main-sequence B stars, the intrinsic

(B-V) ° or (b-y) ° color indices in the visible
range and the size of the Balmer jump are use-

ful criteria for selecting representative model

atmospheres. Use of these criteria is not very

helpful for O stars, because the measured

Balmer jumps are small and they are not sensi-

tively dependent on Teff, while the intrinsic
colors of O stars are not well determined in

either the UB V or the uoby photometric system

(see Part I). Fitting an observed energy distribu-

tion over a long wavelength range between the

ultraviolet and the visible spectral range serves

to confirm effective temperatures found from

integrated fluxes and angular diameters.

This has been demonstrated by Underhili

(1982) for a few O stars. It provides probably

the most reliable method for confirming a

representative model atmosphere for the

photosphere of an O star. Selection of a model

atmosphere by matching the equivalent widths

of the strong lines in the visible range that are

used for spectral classification certainly can be

done, but the effective temperature found in
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thiswaymaybesystematicallyhigherthanthe
effectivetemperaturecorrespondingtothein-
tegratedflux fromthestar.

It is sometimessuggestedthat the at-

mospheres of O stars are so extended that use

of plane parallel layers even when attempting

to model only the layers important for form-

ing the continuous spectrum from 1200 _, to

1 ttm is unsatisfactory. This matter is discussed

further in Properties of Hot, Static Spherical

Model Atmospheres. The numerical results

now available for a few static spherical model

atmospheres having the effective temperatures

of O stars describe continuous spectra that have

shapes which are closely similar to those pro-

duced by plane parallel layer models of

equivalent effective temperatures. Analysis of

the continuous spectrum of O stars from 1200

,_ to 1 #m by means of plane parallel layer

model atmospheres appears to be a satisfactory

procedure (Underhill, 1984b).

C. Analyses of the Absorption Lines

of 0 Stars: Abundances

The method of "coarse analysis" will serve

for obtaining a first approximation for the

temperatures and densities in an O-type at-

mosphere. It consists essentially of a curve-of-

growth study of the absorption lines in the spec-

trum. The procedures which are followed and
the results which have been attained for O and

B stars have been summarized in Chapter XI

of The Early-Type Stars (Underhill, 1966). The

method of "coarse analysis" does not give con-

sistent results for O stars. This may be seen

from the results of Oke (1954), who tried some

simple modifications in an attempt to improve

the internal consistency of his results.

Better consistency between theory and

observation is obtained when the methods of

"fine analysis" are applied to absorption lines

in the visible part of an O-type spectrum. First

one selects a representative model atmosphere

for the line-forming parts of the atmosphere by

the method described above or by finding which

(Tff, log g) pair best represents the ionization
balance between lines in two stages of ioniza-

tion of several elements. The spectra usually

studied for this purpose are He I/He II, C lII/

C IV, N II/N III, N IIl/N IV, O II/O lII, and

Si III/Si IV. Alternatively, one may match the

observed size of the Balmer jump.

After representative values for Lff and
log g have been found, the observed equivalent

widths of many lines are matched by varying

the abundance of the element. In the case that

an LTE model atmosphere and an LTE

representation for the physics of line formation

are used, microturbulence may be introduced

in order to make weak lines and strong lines

from the same element yield about the same
abundance. In the case that non-LTE model at-

mospheres and non-LTE theory of line forma-

tion are used (see, for instance, Auer and

Mihalas, 1972), the microturbulent velocity is

usually kept equal to zero km s".

1. LTE Analyses. The effective temperatures

and log g values for the model atmospheres

which have been proposed for representing the

line-forming regions in the atmospheres of I l

O stars are listed in Table 7-1. The composi-

tion of all these model atmospheres is such that

N(He)/N(H) is about equal to 0.10. In the

model atmospheres of Peterson and Scholz

(1971), account is taken of the continuous ab-

sorption from the ions of C, N, O, and Ne,

while in those of Mihalas (1972b), which are

used by Takada (1977), the continuous absorp-

tion from the ions of C, N, and O is simulated

by a fictitious light element. Takada found that,

to obtain consistent results when he was mak-

ing an LTE analysis of the spectra of t_ Cam

and 19 Cep, he had to introduce a large

microturbulent velocity. Underhill and

de Groot (1964) and UnderhiU (1968a) found

in their LTE analyses of the spectrum of 10 Lac

that they had to introduce a microturbulent

velocity of the order of 12 km s"l in order to

obtain calculated profiles of lines other than

from H I, He I, and He II which looked like

the observed ones. They could obtain no match

at all for the lines of H I, He I, and He II.
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Table 7-1

Effective Temperatures and log g Values for Representative Model Atmospheres

Walborn

Spectral Teff it Teff
HD Name Type (K) log g (km s-1) Ref." (K) log g Ref."

30614 e Cam 09.5 la 29000 3.05 20 1 32500 3.15 1

34078 AE Aur 09.5 V 37000 4.4 5 2 36000 4.2 3

36861 X Ori A 08 IIl((f)) 41000 4.3 5 2 37500 4.0 3

37742 _"Ori A 09.7 Ib 31000 3.2 3

47839 15 S Mon 07 V((f)) 43500 4.5 5 2 39000 4.2 3

54662 HR 2694 06.5 V 45000 4.4 5 2 41000 4.2 3

57682 HR 2806 09 IV 38500 4.4 5 2 35000 3.9 3

66811 _"Pup 04 I(n)f - 50000 4.0 4

164794 9 Sgr 04: V((f)) 54000 4.4 5 2 >50000 4.0 3
209975 19 Cep 09 Ib 30000 3.30 22.5 1 35000 3.3 1

214680 10 Lac 09 V 34000 4.0 12 5 37000 4.25 3

214680 10 Lac 09 V 32000 4.0 12 6

"References:1. Takada (1977), 2. Petersonand Scholz (1971), 3. Auer and Mihalas (1972), 4. Baschekand Scholz
(1971), 5. Underhilland de Groot (1964), 6. Underhill(1968a).

The effective temperatures listed in Table

7-1 may be compared with effective tempera-

tures deduced from the integrated fluxes and

angular diameters of O stars (see Underhill et

al., 1979; Underhill, 1982; and Part I of this

book). In most cases, the values in Table 7-1

are significantly higher than those found from

integrated fluxes.

The LTE analyses showed that e. solar com-

position was about correct for O-type stars.

However, there were some discrepancies, by up

to about a factor 5. It was not certain whether

these discrepancies were due to using an inade-

quate theory of line formation (i.e., LTE

theory) or to real differences in composition
from the Sun.

On the whole, however, O-type line profiles

predicted by means of LTE model atmospheres

and an LTE theory of line formation do not

agree well with the observed line profiles. This

is particularly evident for the strong lines of H

I, He I, He II, Si III, and Si IV which are used

to classify type O spectra. The classification

criteria for O stars are reviewed in Part I of this

book. The predicted variation of the equivalent

widths of lines of H I, He I, and He II with

Tff and log g in the LTE model atmospheres

for O stars can be found from the diagrams and

numerical data presented by Auer and Mihalas

(1972).

The major areas of misfit with LTE theory

are;

I. The Balmer lines of hydrogen persist to

type 05 at greater strength than is

predicted.

. The triplet lines of He I are observed

to persist at significant strength

throughout type O, while the singlet

He I lines vanish in the earlier types.

The LTE theory predicts that both

types of He I lines weaken at rates

which are not observed.

. The Pickering lines of He II are ob-

served to persist at increasing strength

from type 09 to at least type 05, al-

though LTE calculations indicate that

these lines should reach a maximum

around type 06 and then decrease in

strength.
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. The Mg II doublet at 4481 A is ob-

served to persist into type O at greater

strength than is suggested by LTE cal-

culations using the solar abundance.

. The lines of Si III at 4552, 4568, and

4574/_, as well as the lines of Si IV at

4089 and 4116/_,, are observed to be

stronger than LTE theory with the

solar abundance of silicon predicts

relative to weak lines from these

spectra.

. A few lines appear in emission in the

spectra of O stars, a fact which can-

not be predicted by traditional LTE

theory.

2. Non-LTE Analysis. Non-LTE analysis of

the line spectrum in the visible range has been

carried out for eight O stars by Auer and

Mihalas (1972). The values of Tff and log g
which they conclude specify model atmospheres

which best represent the H I, He I, and He II

lines are listed in Table 7-1. The misfits between

theory and observation are much reduced when

non-LTE model atmospheres and a non-LTE

theory of line formation are used (see Auer and

Mihalas (1972) for H I, He I, and He 1I; Kamp

(1976, 1978) for Si III and Si IV; and Mihalas

(1972c) for Mg II). However, some discrepan-

cies still remain. The amount of disagreement

between the theory and observation can best be

illustrated by comparing a few observed line

profiles in O-type spectra with predicted pro-

files. Such a comparison is made in the next few

paragraphs for the normal, sharp-lined star, 10

Lac. The problem of understanding the

significance of the emission lines seen in O-type

spectra is treated in later sections of this

Chapter.

Spectroscopic information about each line

discussed here is given in Table 7-2. The

variation with effective temperature of the

predicted equivalent widths for these lines is

shown in Figures 7-6 and 7-7. In Figure 7-6, the

equivalent widths of Auer and Mihalas (1972)

are shown for some H I, He I, and He II lines

for the case of NLTE/L models having log g

= 4.0. In Figure 7-7, the equivalent widths

Table 7-2

Spectroscopic Information for Some Strong Lines in O-Type Spectra

Lower E. P.

Spectrum ),(/_) Transition J (eV) I.P. (eV) Ref. a

H I (He) 6562.796 b 2 - 3 10.20 13.598 1,2

H I (H_) 4340.464 b 2 - 5 10.20 13.598 1,2
He I 4471.479 b 23p° - 43D 2,1 - 3,2 20.96 24.588 3

He I 4471.682 23p ° - 43D 0 - 1 20.96 24.588 3

He I 4921.931 21p ° - 41D 1 - 2 21.22 24.588 3

He I 4387.929 21P° - 51D 1 - 2 21.22 24.588 3

He II 1640.417 c 2 - 3 40.81 54.418 2
He II 4685.706 b 3 - 4 48.37 54.418 2

He II 5411.521 b 4 - 7 51.02 54.418 2

He II 4541.591 b 4 - 9 51.02 54.418 2

Si III 4552.616 43S - 43p ° 1 - 2 19.02 33.493 4

Si IV 4088.854 42S - 42p ° ½ - 1 ½ 24.05 45.142 4

Si IV 4116.097 42S - 42p ° ½ - ½ 24.05 45.142 4

a References: 1. Moore _1972), 2. Garcia
b Mean wavelength in air.
c Mean wavelength in vacuum.

and Mack I_9651, 3. Martin I1960L 4. Moore I1965/.
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Figure 7-6. The variation with Telf of the
equivalent widths of lines of HI, He L and He

II in NL TElL model atmospheres having log

g = 4.0 (from Auer and Mihalas, 1972).

from Kamp (1976) for selected Si III and Si IV

lines are shown for the same models. The case

chosen for display is for microturbulent velocity

_t' equal to 5 km s -1. An extrapolation of

Kamp's results to effective temperatures greater

than 35000 K is suggested by means of broken
lines.

Although the equivalent width of H_

decreases as the effective temperature increases,

the equivalent width of Ha reaches a maximum

value near 2.83 _ at Tff --- 37000 K, and it re-
mains at this value. The line He II 1640 reaches

maximum equivalent width at 35000 K and then

decreases in strength. The line He II 4686,

however, reaches maximum strength at about

40000 K and remains strong. The lines of the

Pickering series of He II at 5411 and 4541 ._

increase in strength as the effective temperature

increases, reaching a plateau of strength be-

tween 45000 and 50000 K. The selected lines of

He I decrease in strength as the effective

temperature increases, the singlets effectively

disappearing by 45000 K, although the triplet

"g
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Figure 7-7. The variation with Telf of the
equivalent widths of lines of Si III and Si IV

in NL TE/L model atmospheres having log g =

4.0. The data (Kamp, 1976)for the case, _t =
5 km s -I, are plotted. The broken lines show

extrapolations for T_/ > 35000.

line at 4471 _ remains significant with an

equivalent width /> 0.15 _. When a larger

value of log g is used, the equivalent widths of

these lines increase, since the lines of H I, He

I, and He II are sensitive to Stark effect. The

line wings are deepened, but the line center is

changed very little.

The Si III line at 4552 ,_ reaches maximum

equivalent width at about 30000 K; it should

become difficult to detect when Tef f _ 37500
K. The Si IV lines at 4089 and 4116 _ reach

maximum equivalent width when the effective

temperature is about 33000 K; they may be ex-

pected to become difficult to detect when Tff
> 45000 K.

InFigures7-8 to7-13,observed profilesof

the linesinTable 7-2 from the spectrum of I0

Lac (deGroot and Underhill,1964;Underhill,

1968a) are compared with the predictedline

profiles(Auer and Mihalas,1972;Karnp, 1976)

from NLTE/L models having log g = 4.0,
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Figure 7-8. Profiles of H_ and HT in the spec-

trum of 10 Lac compared with the predicted

profiles for models (35000, 4.0, NL TE/L) and

(40000, 4.0, NL TE/L]. The observed profiles

(Underhili, 1968a) are shown by a heavy line,

the predicted profiles for Tel/= 35000 K by a

thin line, and the predicted profiles for T, ff =
40000 K by a broken line.

Teff : 35000 and 40000 K. The observed line
profiles are from 4.5 _ mm -I spectrograms

obtained at the Mount Palomar Observatory,

and they are believed to be reliable. (See de

Groot and Underhill, 1964; and Underhill,

1968a for a critical discussion of these data.)

No significant systematic error in the

photometry is suspected. The observed profile

of He II 1640 has been found from Interna-

tional Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) image SWP

6286.
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Figure 7-9. Profiles of He I11640 and He H 4686 in the spectrum of 10 Lac compared with the predicted

profiles for Telf = 35000 and 40000 K. The key to the meaning of the different lines is as in Figure
7-8. The profile for He H 1640 is from IUE image SWP 6286.
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Figure 7-10. The observed profiles of two lines
of He H from the Pickering series in the spec-
trum of 10 Lac compared to computed profiles.

The meaning of the lines is as in Figure 7-8.
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Figure 7-12. The observed profiles of two

singlet He. I lines in the spectrum of 10 Lac

compared with predicted profiles. The mean-
ing of the lines is as in Figure 7-8.
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Figure 7-11. The observed profile of the triplet
He I line at 4471 _ in the spectrum of 10 Lac

compared with predicted profiles. The mean-

ing of the lines is as in Figure 7-8.
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Figure 7-13. Observed profiles of Si III 4552,

Si IV4089, and Si IV4116 in the spectrum of

10 Lac compared with predicted line profiles

for model (35000, 4.0, NLTE/LJ. The heavy
line shows the observed profiles (de Groot and

Underhiil, 1964). The broken line shows the

part of the profile listed by Kamp (1976), and

the dotted line shows this profile broadened by

a rotational velocity of 23 km s-: (Uesugi and
Fukuda, 1970) according to the simple broaden-

ing formula of UnsSid (1955). The limb-

darkening coefficient, l_, was put equal to 0.5.
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The effective temperature of 10 Lac, found

from the integrated flux and an estimated

angular diameter, is 35400 K according to

Underhill et al. (1979), and the shape of the

spectrum from 1300 A to 1.25/zm agrees well

with the shape of the continuous spectrum from

the Kurucz (1979) model atmosphere having

Tff = 35000 K, log g = 4.0 (Underhill,

1984b). Precise representative values of Weft

and log g for a model atmosphere for l0 Lac

cannot be selected by reproducing the shape of

the spectrum over the observed wavelength

range from the ultraviolet to the near infrared.

This is because the uncertainties in the observed

energies are of the order of ± 10 percent, and

the uncertainties in our knowledge of the

wavelength-dependent interstellar extinction

from the ultraviolet to the near infrared are of

the same order of magnitude, while the pre-

dicted shape of the spectrum is not sensitively

dependent on Tff and log g.

Intercompadson of the predicted continuous

spectra from the models of Kurucz (1979),

which have Trt = 35000 K, log g = 4.0 or

4.5, and Tff = 40000 K, log g = 4.0 or 4.5,

shows that over most of the observed spectral

range the shape of the spectrum is very similar.

In particular, continua from the models (35000,

4.5) and (40000, 4.0) have almost identical

shapes. These continua differ from the con-

tinuum from model (35000, 4.0) by becoming

about 0.14 mag brighter at 1250 ._ when all

three models are matched at 5556 A. The

shapes of the continua from the NLTE/L

model atmospheres of Mihalas (1972b) having

the same values of Tff and log g are related to

each other in about the same way. Conse-

quently, since the uncertainties in the observed

energies are of the order of ± 10 percent, and

since our knowledge of the interstellar extinc-

tion law is particularly uncertain shortward of

1500 _,, the observed shape of the continuum

for 10 Lac cannot be used to differentiate be-

tween the Mihalas (1972b) NLTE/L models

and the Kurucz (1979) models which have Weft

= 35000 or 40000 K and log g = 4.0 or 4.5.

All eight models represent well the observed

shape of the continuous spectrum of 10 Lac.

To show how well profiles predicted using

the non-LTE theory of line formation and non-

LTE model atmospheres compare with

observed profiles, we shall compare some

observed line profiles given by Auer and

Mihalas (1972) and by Kamp (1976). We com-

pare with the profiles from models having log

g = 4.0, Tf_ = 35000 and 40000 K. We have
chosen to use model atmospheres with log g =

4.0 because Conti and Leep (1974) have

classified 10 Lac as 08 III. We understand this

to mean that, in their opinion, the spectrum of

10 Lac suggests a luminosity somewhat above

the lowest values found at type 08. The spec-

tral type assigned by Walborn (1971) is 09 V.

The star, 10 Lac, has a projected rotational

velocity of 23 km s -I (Uesugi and Fukuda,

1970). We ignore rotational broadening for the

Stark broadened lines of H I, He I, and He II.

If the theoretical line profiles were broadened

to take account of rotation, their central inten-

sities would be made a little shallower, but the

shape of the wings more than 0.5 _, from the

line center would be unchanged.

The observed profiles for Hc_ and H.,/in the

spectrum of l0 Lac (Underhill, 1968a) are

shown in Figure 7-8 together with theoretical

profiles from Auer and Mihalas (1972). The

observed Ha line is broader and deeper than

either computed line. Both of the computed

profiles show rises in their centers which occur

because the outer layers of the selected model

atmospheres are optically very thick in

wavelengths near the center of Ha. The ob-

served profile for HT agrees well with the

predicted profiles at distances of more than 1

_, from the line center. This suggests that the

selected value of log g is representative. The

predicted wings for HT are not very sensitive

to Tff. Auer and Mihalas (1972) have pub-

lished a comparison between the observed pro-

file of HB and predicted profiles for models

with Tff = 35000 and 40000 K. The observed
H_/profile is deeper than the predicted profiles

at all wavelengths, but the discrepancy is not
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so great as at Ha. These misfits for the Balmer

lines appear to be real; there is no reason to sus-

pect that the observed profiles contain sys-

tematic errors of a type and magnitude which

would produce the observed discrepancies.

The observed profiles in the spectrum of l0

Lac for He II 1640 and He II 4686 are com-

pared with predicted profiles in Figures 7-9a

and 7-9b. Discrepancies similar to those found

for Ha and H_ are evident. Almost all of each

observed profile is deeper than the predicted

profiles. It was noted above that broadening the

theoretical profiles by a small amount of rota-

tion would bring the centers of the predicted

profiles into better agreement with the centers

of the observed lines. In any case, all of the

observed line centers are contaminated by the

presence of a small amount of scattered light.

Some 2 or 3 percent of the neighboring con-

tinuum is typical for grating spectrographs of

the sort used to make the observations. It seems

clear that the observed profiles for He II 1640

and He II 4686 have significantly broader cores

than those predicted by non-LTE theory used

with static non-LTE model atmospheres.

The observed profiles in the spectrum of 10

Lac for He II 5411 and He II 4541, lines of the

Pickering series, are compared with predicted

profiles in Figure 7-10. The line at 5411 ,_ is

observed to be stronger and deeper than either

of the predicted profiles. The predicted absorp-

tion in both He II lines is a sensitive function

of the adopted effective temperature. The
centers of these lines are formed in the outer-

most layers of the selected model atmospheres.

The observed profile for He II 4541 agrees

rather well with the predicted profile from the

model with Tff = 40000 K. However, the
wings of both these He II lines are observed to

be deeper than the predicted wings at all

distances from the line center.

The profile of the triplet He I line at 4471

A is compared with predicted profiles in Figure

7-11; observed and predicted profiles of the

singlet He I lines at 4922 and 4388 ._ are com-

pared in Figure 7-12. The theory of the Stark

effect of He I used by Auer and Mihalas (1972)

is not entirely satisfactory for representing the

forbidden components, 21'3P ° - 41'3F, at 4469

and 4920 _,. An improved theory has been

used by Mihalas et al. (1974) to predict profiles

which are in better agreement with the obser-

vations. However, Mihalas et al. did not

publish predicted profiles for the He I lines at

Teff _ 27500 K. Consequently, the results of
the improved theory cannot be compared with

the spectrum of 10 Lac.

Let us direct our attention chiefly to the

agreement between theory and observation on

the longward side of the He I lines. Here the

Stark broadening theory used by Auer and

Mihalas should be reliable. The observed pro-

file for He I 4471 lies between the profiles

predicted for 35000 and 40000 K. Auer and

Mihalas (1972) noted that the observed

equivalent width of the 23p ° - 33D He I line at

5876/_, is considerably larger than the predicted

values for a likely effective temperature. The

equivalent width of the profile shown by

Underhill (1968a) is 1.043 /_, while the

equivalent widths predicted by Auer and

Mihalas (1972) for NLTE/L models with log

g = 4.0 and Tff = 35000 and 40000 K
are 0.662 and 0.610/_, respectively.

The observed profiles for the singlet He I

lines at 4922 and 4388 ,_, are more like the pro-

files for Tff : 35000 K than those for 40000
K. In the case of the singlet He I lines, the

predicted profile is rather sensitive to the

adopted value of Tff. The observed equivalent
width of the profile shown by Underhill (1968a)
for the 2JP ° - 31D line of He I at 6678 ._ is

0.768 _,, while the predicted equivalent widths

for this line are 0.647 and 0.402 _,, respectively,

for Tff equal to 35000 and 40000 K.
The observed line profiles for He I 4471,

4922, and 4388 in the spectrum of 10 Lac sug-

gest that a model having an effective

temperature a little larger than 35000.I( and log

g _- 4.0 would produce good agreement with

the profiles observed for these lines of He I in

the spectrum of 10 Lac. However, the observed

equivalent widths of the leading members of the

singlet and the triplet diffuse series of He I are

much larger than the values which are

predicted. The discrepancy is significantly
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greaterthananyuncertaintyin themeasured
equivalentwidths.Theobservedprofilesfor
HeI 5876andHeI 6678cannotbecompared
with thepredictedprofilesbecauseAuerand
Mihalasdidnotpublishpredictedprofilesfor
theselines.

In Figure7-13,theprofilesof Si III 4552,
SiIV4089,andSiIV4116observedinthespec-
trumof 10Lac(deGrootandUnderhill,1964)
arecomparedwithprofilespredictedbyKamp
(1976)for thecaseTff = 35000 K, log g =

4.0, and _t = 5 km s-I. The symmetrical pro-
file corrected for instrumental broadening has

been reconstructed from the information given

by de Groot and Underhill. The profiles for the

cores of the predicted lines are listed by Kamp.

It is clear that these cores (shown by broken

lines in Figure 7-13) are much narrower than

the cores of the observed profiles. An impres-

sion of how much broadening will be caused

by a rotational velocity of 23 km s-z is shown

by the dotted lines. The dotted lines were ob-

tained by calculating the effects of rotational

broadening by means of the simple formula

given by Unstild (1955). The equivalent width

of each rotationally broadened profile has been

made equal to the equivalent width for the line

given by Kamp. Because rotational broadening

by 23 km s-z produces a profile with a full

width at half maximum (FWHM) which is com-

parable to the FWHM of the unbroadened

theoretical profiles, the rotationally broadened

profiles should be found by a more correct

theory of line broadening than that used

here--one such as the formulation used by

Stoeckley and Mihalas (1973). Such a theory

would give profiles with less steep edges than

those shown in Figure 7-13. Nevertheless, it is

clear that the broadening caused by a rotational

velocity close to 23 km s-z, which is the value

listed for 10 Lac by Uesugi and Fukuda (1970),

will not produce wings such as those observed

for Si III 4552, Si IV 4089, and Si 1V 4116 in

the spectrum for 10 Lac.
The selected lines of Si III and Si IV are

stronger than the NLTE theory predicts, their

equivalent widths being 0.101, 0.309, and 0.229

_,, respectively (Underhill and de Groot, 1965),

while the equivalent widths (Kamp, 1976) of the

theoretical lines shown in Figure 7-13 are

0.0706, 0.1775, and 0.1450 A, respectively.

Using a model atmosphere with a higher effec-

tive temperature would make the discrepancy

even greater.

In summary, the strong absorption lines in

the spectrum of 10 Lac, some of which are used

for determining the spectral type of the star (see

Part I) are not generally well represented by

non-LTE line-formation theory using model

atmospheres which represent the shape of the

continuous spectrum reasonably well. The

discrepancies would not be eliminated by going

to Tff --- 37000 K and log g = 4.2 as Auer

and Mihalas (1972) suggest should be done. The

largest discrepancies are seen in the leading
members of series of lines from abundant

species. Typically, the observed profiles of

leading members in the spectrum of 10 Lac are

deeper and wider than theory predicts. This has

been demonstrated here for Hu, He II 1640,

and He II 4686; it may be inferred for He 1 5876

and He I 6678.

Lines in the visible range from relatively

low-lying levels in other abundant species such

as Si +2 and Si +3, as well as the higher

members of the Pickering series of He II, are

also broader than theory suggests. However,

the profiles of other lines such as He I 4471,

4922, and 4388 are predicted relatively well.

Our theoretical understanding of the

observed absorption lines in normal O-type

stars of the main-sequence band is far from

satisfactory. We seem to be seeing part of the

mantle by means of the lines listed in Table 7-2.

However, little detailed theory exists at this time

for modeling mantles and for studying line for-
mation in them. Further information on this

point can be found in Underhill (1984b).

Analysis of the spectra of subluminous O

stars can be carried out in exactly the same

manner as that for normal Population I O stars.

However, the detail in which the analysis can

be done is limited by the relatively poor spec-

tral resolution of the available spectra of

subluminous O stars. Dufton (1972) demon-

strated that one must use non-LTE physics
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when studying the lines of H, He I, and He II

in the spectra of sdO stars, and he showed that

helium seemed to be overabundant in the spec-

trum of the subdwarf HD 49798.

A systematic study of the spectra of

subluminous O stars using non-LTE physics has

been carried out by the group at Kiel Univer-

sity. Because most of their spectra are at 29 ._

mm -1 with a spectral resolution of the order of

1.6 _, this group has concentrated on the

analysis of the blended H and He II lines at H_

and HT, He 1 4471 and 4713, and He II 4686.

They have found values for log Tef f and log g

for each star, as well as the quantity, y --

N(He)/(N(H) + N(He)). The spectra of 15

subluminous O stars (Kudritzki and Simon,

1978; Simon, 1979; Kudritzki et al., 1980;

Baschek et al., 1980; Hunger et al., 1981) and

six central stars of planetary nebulae (M_ndez

et al., 1981) have been analyzed. In the case of

the subluminous O stars, the effective tem-

peratures fall in the range from 35000 to 55000

K, while log g falls in the range from'4.5 to 6.3;

for the O-type central stars, Tef f is higher, ly-
ing in the range from 50000 to 75000 K, while

log g lies in the range from 4.5 to 7.0.

So far as fractional helium content, y, is

concerned, there is a wide spread. Four of the

sdO stars and three of the central stars have y

of the order of 0.03; one sdO star and three cen-

tral stars appear to have normal helium con-

tent, y of the order of 0.1; eight of the sdO stars

have y in the range from 0.2 to 0.7, while two

have y -- 1.0. The authors suggest that ap-

parent helium overabundance may mean that

the star has lost most of its original hydrogen-

rich atmosphere, while helium underabundance

may indicate that gravitational settling of

helium has occurred in the atmosphere of the

star.

Little analysis of spectral lines from

elements other than H and He has been done.

Gruschinske et al. (1980) have studied the

strength of the C IV resonance lines in the spec-

tra of three sdO stars (HD 49798, HD 127493,

and BD+75°375). They find that carbon

appears to be deficient relative to solar abun-

dances by a factor of 10. In addition, Simon

et al. (1980) have determined by a non-LTE

analysis of lines of the doublet system of N IIl

and of the Si IV resonance lines that nitrogen

is strongly overabundant, while silicon appears

to have solar abundance in the atmosphere of
these stars.

D. Discrepant Lines in O-Type Spectra

Two types of discrepancies occur between

the equivalent widths and profiles of the chief

lines observed in O-type spectra and the

equivalent widths and profiles predicted for

these lines by means of traditional theory (LTE

or non-LTE) using model atmospheres com-

posed of plane parallel layers of gas in

hydrostatic and radiative equilibrium. The first

is the exceptional strength in absorption and/or

in emission of the leading members of series of

lines in spectra formed by one or two electrons

outside a charged nucleus or outside a core

composed of a nucleus and one, two, or three

shells of tightly bound electrons corresponding

to the arrangements of electrons denoted by

ls 2, 2s 2, and 2p 6. Typical lines of this group

come from the H I, He I, He II, C IV, N V,

O VI, and Si IV spectra. The second is the oc-

currence in more complex spectra such as C III

and N III of a few selected lines in emission.

Emission is not seen in lines which follow each

other in the cascade chains identified by the

emission lines which are seen. Typical lines of

the second group are often seen in Of spectra.

They are C lII 5696, C III 9701-9719, and N

III 4634, 4641, and 4642.

The first type of discrepancy--the leading-

member discrepancy, whether in absorption or

in emission, or both--can be understood

qualitatively in terms of an extended at-

mosphere which is opaque in frequencies near

the line center, but which is transparent in con-

tinuum frequencies in the neighborhood of the

line. To understand the second type of

discrepancy--the single-line discrepancy--one

must study the individual radiative and colli-

sional processes which occur in a stellar at-

mosphere and determine how they influence the
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distribution of the atoms/ions over their several

possible energy states.

The theory of line formation in an expand-

ing sphere of gas around a photosphere is

reviewed in The Line Spectrum from Moving

Three-Dimensional Model Atmospheres later in

this chapter. It provides an explanation for

"wind" profiles seen in O-type spectra for the

resonance lines from abundant species and for

the emission seen at most lines which show

discrepancies of the "leading-member" type.

A wind profile consists of a shortward dis-

placed absorption trough accompanied by an

emission peak on the longward side of the line.

A line showing such a profile is often called a

P-Cygni-type line.

To understand the origin of a broad un-

displaced emission line at Ha with a weak, or

absent, absorption component, one must

postulate an extended atmosphere with large

velocities directed toward and away from the

observer, as well as a small population of

hydrogen atoms in the n = 2 level. How the

postulated structure of gas and its associated

velocity field and electron temperatures has

come into existence is a separate, and usually

unanswered, question.

Insight into whether a line will appear in

emission or not may be obtained by consider-

ing the value of the source function for the line

along all lines of sight between the observer and

parts of the object sending radiation in the line

frequencies toward the observer. In terms of a

two-level atom, one may readily show that, in

each element of volume, the source function

for a line is proportional to nupper/nlowe r. Here
n is the population by number of the atom

upper

or ion in the upper level of the line being con-

sidered, and nlower is the population of atoms
or ions in the lower level of the line. If n

up-

pJnjowe r is large along most lines of sight
which bring radiation in the specified line to the

observer, the line will appear in emission. If

n /n. is small along most lines of sight,
upper lower

then the line will be seen in absorption. Emis-

sion appears in some lines simply because the

atmosphere is detectable over a much larger

volume in line frequencies than it is in con-

tinuum frequencies--the planetary-nebula pic-

ture. In such a case, the profile of the line may

be determined more by the velocity field in the

extended atmosphere than by any physical

cause of line broadening such as Stark effect

or thermal Doppler broadening. The intensity

of light is stronger in line frequencies than in

the nearby continuum frequencies because there

are many more lines of sight per element of area

on the sky bringing light from the line-emitting

region to the observer than there are lines of

sight bringing continuum radiation at a signifi-

cant level of intensity.

On the other hand, the same geometrical

configuration may be sending radiation in line

frequencies and in continuum frequencies to the

observer. This is the case for a configuration

of plane parallel layers of gas. Even then, emis-

sion may occur in some lines if, owing to par-

ticular cascade and excitation chains, some

levels are overpopulated relative to others. In

one line, n /n may be large, while in
upper lower

another line in the same spectrum, this ratio

may be small. In fact, depending on the elec-

tron density and the local radiation field, a

selected line may appear in emission in some

model atmospheres but not in others. What

happens depends sensitively on the relative ef-

ficiencies of the recombination, excitation, and

ionization processes which depend on the lccal

radiation field and the electron density. This is

what happens in "single-line" discrepancies.

Mihalas and Hummer (1973) have inves-

tigated the detailed balancing of the radiative

and collisional processes in the spectrum of N

III in O-type model atmospheres. They have
found that the 32P ° - 32D lines of N III

(multiplet 2) at 4634, 4641, and 4642 A will ap-

pear in emission in the spectra of hot model at-

mospheres with low values of log g, while the

32S - 32P ° lines at 4097 and 4103/_, (multiplet

1) remain in absorption, exactly as is observed

in some O stars. The key factors in producing

relative populations of the levels of N III such

that multiplet 2 appears in emission while

multiplet l appears in absorption are: (l) dielec-

tronic recombination from the low-lying
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2s2p(Ip°)3dautoionizingstates,withstabiliz-
ingcascadesvia3d-- 3p (multiplet 2), and (2)

draining of the population in the 3p state by

two-electron jumps which couple the 3p state

to the 2s2pZ(2S, 2p, 2D) states and thus prevent

emission in the 3s - 3p lines (multiplet 1). In

all of the model atmospheres used by Mihalas

and Hummer, the He II line at 4686 _, is strong-

ly in absorption (Auer and Mihaias, 1972).

Consequently, one may infer that the mech-

anism investigated by Mihaias and Hummer

serves to explain the difference between the nor-

mal O stars and the O((f)) stars. In O(f) stars,

the He II line at 4686/_ is neutralized by emis-

sion, while in Of stars, the He II line is firmly

in emission. To neutralize the absorption in He

II 4686 and to obtain He II 4686 in emission,

one must postulate the presence of an extended

atmosphere, as discussed above. A temperature

rise may also be postulated. No calculations

have been done to show how such a geometrical

configuration would affect the intensities of the

key lines of N III which are in the cascade

chains which are initiated by dielectronic

recombination.

The spectrum of C III in O stars shows

several characteristic features which are similar

to the features which we have been discussing

in N III. In particular, the C III lines at 5696
and 9701 to 9719 ,_ are seen in emission in Of

stars, but other C III lines appear only in ab-

sorption. Cardona (1978) has carried out a non-

LTE study of the singlet C III spectrum in O-

type model atmospheres, and he has shown that

the combination of emission in the 31P ° -

31D line at 5696 _, (multiplet 2) and absorp-

tion in the 3Is - 31P ° line at 8500 _ (multiplet

1.01) can occur in the theoretical spectra from

the NLTE model atmospheres of Mihaias

(1972b) having Tff in the range from 30000 to

50000 K and log g in the range 3.0 to 4.5. The

key factor in keeping the line at 8500 _, in ab-

sorption is the draining of the 31P ° level by

two-electron jumps to the 2p2(IS, ID) states.

This prevents the 3IS - 31P ° line from going

into emission. Dielectronic recombination is an

important factor in generating the cascades

through the 31p ° - 31D line only for the hot-

test model atmospheres. In model atmospheres

having Tff near 30000 K, simple recombina-
tion coupled with the two electron jumps will

result in emission in multiplet 2 but not in

multiplet 1.01.

The work of Mihaias and Hummer (1973)

on the N III spectrum and of Cardona (1978)

on the C III spectrum illustrates that the parti-
cle and radiation densities seem to be such in

the line-forming regions of normal O stars that

particular radiative and collisional processes are

important for causing what we see. This is es-

pecially so for lines which have been empirically

selected for classifying O-type spectra. The

work of Auer and Mihalas (1972) demonstrated

the same thing for the chief lines of H I, He

I, and He II.

We have shown that even in a normal O star

like 10 Lac, the available theoretical predictions

are inadequate to account for what is observed.

In the strong lines used for spectral classifica-

tion, we are seeing the effects of line forma-

tion in the mantles of O stars. In the case of

O(f), Of, Of + and Of*stars (see Part I for the

definition of these types), this is even more the
case than it is for normal O stars. The theoret-

icai studies using non-LTE physics and non-

LTE model atmospheres demonstrate that the

typical features by which O-type spectra are

classified are formed predominantly in the

mantle of the star. Linking an O star to a tradi-

tional model atmosphere by means of predict-

ing the relative intensities of one or two con-

spicuous lines correctly is a procedure which is

unlikely to yield reliable values for Tff and log
g (i.e., values which can safely be used to infer

the evolutionary state of the star). The strengths

of the most prominent features in the spectra

of O stars are determined by conditions in the

mantle of the star. Until we understand how

conditions in the mantle of a star are related

to the evolutionary state of the star, the spec-

tral type of an O star cannot be used to imply

accurately the conditions in the photosphere of

the star. In particular, it seems hazardous, in

the extreme, to couple a single mass, or even

a limited range of mass, with any one spectral

type in the O range. The O stars are like the
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Wolf-Rayet stars in the following important re-

spect. The most striking features in their spec-

tra are formed in their mantles, not in their

photospheres. Most of the available high-

temperature model atmospheres are of little

relevance for interpreting the lines by which

Population I O and Wolf-Rayet stars are

classified. Additional information on this point

can be found in Underhill (1984b) and in Bhatia

and Underhill (1986).

E. C !II and N III Emission as a Function

of Effective Temperature

In Figure 7-14, the predicted equivalent
widths of the lines N III 4634 and C III 5696

are shown as functions of the effective

temperature, together with the ratio of the

equivalent widths of the resonance multiplets
of N III and C III. These data have been taken

from the work of Mihalas and Hummer (1973)

and of Cardona 0978). They were calculated

using the non-LTE model atmospheres with log

g = 4.0 of Mihalas (1972b). A positive

equivalent width means that the line is in ab-

sorption; a negative value means that the line

is in emission. The resonance multiplets--three
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Figure 7-14. The strengths of lines of N IlI and

C III in NL TE plane parallel layer model at-

mospheres as functions of effective tempera-
ture. Log g = 4.0for all the model atmospheres

used to obtain these data (from Mihalas and

Hummer, 1973; and Cardona, 1978).

blended lines close to 990 A in the case of N

III and one line at 977 A in the case of C III--

are in absorption in all the model atmospheres.

Since the resonance lines are fairly strong in all

the model atmospheres investigated, they are

probably on the square-root part of the curve

of growth or near the bend from the flat part

to the square-root part. We shall use the ratio

of equivalent widths, W(990)/W(977), as an in-

dex of the relative populations of N +2 and
C +2 ions. This index varies about as

[N(N + 2)/NtC + 2)] _.

We see from Figure 7-14 that the N III lines

which are used to assign the "f" modification

to an O spectral type reach maximum strength

when the plane parallel layer model at-

mospheres have Tfr in the range from 40000
to 50000 K. Emission in the C III line at 5696

has maximum intensity in model at-

mospheres having Tfr in the range 37500 to
45000 K. This is consistent with the observa-

tions by Underhill 0955), which indicate that

the C III line is not detected in early O spectral

types. From the bottom panel of Figure 7-14,
we infer that the number of N + 2 ions in the at-

mosphere increases rapidly relative to the num-

ber of C +2 ions when the effective temperature

exceeds 40000 K.

The lines of the N III and C IIl spectra are

formed in layers of the model atmospheres

which are outside the layers in which the con-

tinuous spectrum is formed. From our experi-

ence with the data displayed in Figures 7-1, 7-2,

7-4, and 7-5, we expect that the most impor-

tant layers of the models for forming the N III

and C ]II lines under discussion are those in

which the electron temperature is nearly cons-

tant. Assuming this to be so, we find the tabu-

lations of Mihalas (1972b) that emission in the

N III multiplet at 4634, 4641, and 4642 _ is

strongest for electron temperatures in the range

from 34000 to 41000 K, while the C III line

emission is strongest when the electron temper-

atures are in the range from 30500 to 37000 K.

In the outer constant-temperature parts of the

non-LTE model atmospheres of Mihalas hav-

ing log g = 4.0, the electron densities range

from about 109 to 10J2cm -3.
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Thevariationoftheequivalentwidths of the

resonance lines of N III and C III also points

to the same conclusion concerning the

temperature ranges favoring N III and C III.

The C III spectrum dominates at relatively low

electron temperatures near 32000 K. When the

electron temperature in the gas exceeds about

37000 K, N III dominates. As the electron

temperatures in the gas increase further, we ex-

pect lines of C IV and N IV to become strong.

Eventually, at electron temperatures greater

than 50000 K, the dominant spectra are ex-

pected to be N IV, N V, and C IV, with C III

absent or undetectably weak. In fact, the

calculations of Cardona (1978) show that when

the electron temperatures in the model at-

mosphere are of the order of 43000 K, the lines

of C III have negligible strength.

The model atmospheres which Cardona

(1978) and Mihalas and Hummer (1973) used

are constructed of plane parallel layers of gas

of normal composition. Going to a spherical

model atmosphere of large volume and pro-

jected surface area relative to the photosphere

of the star may cause all of the lines to appear

in emission. However, the relative numbers of

nitrogen and carbon ions in each stage of

ionization will remain about the same as those

calculated for the plane parallel layers, so long

as the electron density remains in the range

10_° to 1012cm -3 and the composition is normal

in the large extended atmosphere.

This conclusion is relevant for understand-

ing the meaning of the differences between WN

and WC spectra. It suggests that there will be

very few ions present which can radiate the C

III spectrum when the electron temperatures in

the atmosphere are greater than about 45000

K and the electron density is in the

neighborhood of 101° to 1012. Many ions

radiating the N III, N IV, N V, and C IV spec-

tra are to be expected to be present, however.

At very high electron temperatures and

moderate densities, the spectrum of N III will

disappear and that of C IV will weaken as most

of the carbon becomes C +4 and C ÷5 ions. The

presence of C ÷4 ions may be inferred when

one sees a recombination spectrum of C IV; the

presence of C ÷ 5 ions might be inferred if one

saw emission in the 23S - 23p ° multiplet at
2271, 2277, and 2278 _ and in the 2IS - 21P °

line at 3527 ._.

F. Conclusions

From the work reviewed in the preceding

paragraphs, it is clear that the shapes of the

predicted continuous spectra from traditional

model atmospheres having normal (solar) com-

position match well the shapes observed for the

continuous spectra of O stars over the range

from 1200 _ to 1 #m. In addition, the amount

of energy predicted in the visible range by tradi-

tional model atmospheres, when compared with

the amount of energy that is observed, is con-

sistent with what is known about the angular
diameters of O stars from direct measurement.

Because the predicted continuous spectra from

LTE and non-LTE model atmospheres having

the same Teef and log g have very nearly the
same shape and intensity over the range from

1200 _ to 1/an, it is adequate to use the predic-

tions from an LTE model atmosphere when one

desires to interpret the continuous spectrum

from an O star. This conclusion has practical

importance because the detail published by

Kurucz (1979) about the continuous spectra of

his LTE line-blanketed model atmospheres for

O stars is much greater than that published by

Mihalas (1972b) for non-LTE model at-

mospheres having the same values of Tff and
log g.

When one desires to interpret the equivalent

widths and profiles of the absorption lines in

O-type spectra, it is advisable to use non-LTE

model atmospheres and a non-LTE theory of
line formation because the lines are formed in

the outer parts of the atmosphere in which par-

ticular radiative processes can be at least as im-

portant as particular collisional processes for

establishing the distribution of the atoms and

ions over their sets of energy levels. No com-

prehensive set of non-LTE analyses of O-type

spectra for abundances has been published, but

all indications are that the composition of

Population I O stars is essentially normal. The
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non-LTEanalysesby Takada (1977) of the

spectra of two late O-type supergiants point in
this direction.

Although the use of a non-LTE theory of

line formation reduces the discrepancies be-

tween the strengths and shapes of the absorp-

tion lines observed in O-type spectra and the

values predicted by theory, it does not remove

all of them. The chief discrepancy remaining

for absorption lines is that the leading members

of H I, He I, and He II series of lines are

observed to be deeper and wider in the spectra

of normal O stars of the main-sequence band

than they are predicted to be. In other O stars,

these same leading lines are sometimes seen to

be rather strongly in emission; other lines such

as C III 5696, N III 4634, 4641, and 4642, N

IV 4058, Si IV 4089, and Si IV 4116, and the

unidentified lines at 4485.7 and 4503.7/_ also

appear in emission in some stars.

Traditional model atmospheres having a

geometrical configuration of plane parallel

layers cannot produce significant emission at

the leading members of the H I, He I, and He

II series. It has been argued above that the

discrepancies in the leading members, whether

in absorption or in emission, as well as the ap-

pearance of other lines rather strongly in emis-

sion, are due to these intrinsically strong lines

from abundant atoms and ions being formed

mainly in the mantle (outer atmosphere of the

star), and that the physical state of the mantle

is not well represented by the traditional model

atmospheres which are selected to represent

parts of the spectrum formed in the

photosphere, such as the continuous spectrum.

Although use of plane parallel layer non-LTE

model atmospheres and a non-LTE theory of

line formation will permit certain lines to ap-

pear weakly in emission as the result of par-

ticular chains of radiative and collisional pro-

cesses, such effects cannot account for strong

emission in many lines in the spectrum, as seen,

for instance, in Woif-Rayet spectra, nor can it

account for strong, broad emission in the

leading members of the series of H I, He I, and

He II lines.

To account for strong emission lines, one

must postulate the presence of a mantle (an

outer part of the atmosphere) which is larger

when viewed in line frequencies than when

viewed in continuum frequencies. If the elec-

tron temperature in the mantle is high, lines

from ions requiring much energy for their for-

mation may be expected to be strong. Emission

in such lines is believed to be chiefly due to

stabilizing cascades following the recombina-

tion of an ion and an electron into a high level
of the next lower ion.

The fact that some O and Wolf-Rayet stars

show a detectable amount of excess infrared

radiation and radio radiation (see below) also

requires one to postulate the presence of a man-

tle or extended outer atmosphere. The amount

of radiation that is measured at very long

wavelengths is many times in excess of the

amount which is predicted by a model at-

mosphere which predicts accurately the amount

of continuum radiation which is observed from

1200/_ to about 1 #m.

Consequently, it has become apparent that

if the full spectrum of O and Wolf-Rayet stars

is to be understood, it is necessary to investigate

what type of a spectrum may be expected from

an extended model atmosphere surrounding a

model photosphere which radiates a spectrum

like the continuous spectrum observed for an

O or a Wolf-Rayet star. In the next section, we

shall present the chief theoretical results on the

continuous spectra from spherical model at-

mospheres; after that, we present the chief

theoretical results concerning the equivalent

widths and profiles of lines predicted using

spherical model atmospheres.

III. THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM

FROM SPHERICAL MODEL

ATMOSPHERES

A. Introduction

The earliest investigations of the differences

in the spectra predicted from models composed

of plane parallel layers of gas and those com-

posed of spherical layers of gas were prompted
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by a desire to understand: (1) why the energy

distributions of many O and Wolf-Rayet stars

were "yellow," suggesting color temperatures

of the order of 8000 to 12000 K, while the lines

which were identified in the spectra of O and

Wolf-Rayet stars suggested that one was ob-

serving an atmosphere in which the electron

temperatures were greater than 25000 K; (2)

why emission lines appeared in the spectra of

Wolf-Rayet stars and of some O stars; and (3)

why the absorption lines of O stars were rather

broad with relatively small central absorptions,

whereas the lines in stars of later spectral types

were relatively deep. The early work using

spherical model atmospheres is reviewed in

Chapter 6 of B Stars With and Without Emis-

sion Lines (Underhill and Doazan, 1982), and

this information will not be repeated here.

By 1940, it was apparent that most O and

Wolf-Rayet stars were strongly reddened by in-

terstellar extinction. After correction for this

factor, the energy distributions of O stars in the

visible range correspond to quite high

temperatures. Nevertheless, even now, the in-
trinsic color indices for O stars are not well

known, and some disturbing evidence remains,

suggesting that some O stars either have intrin-

sic colors less blue than those of some early B

stars, or that these O stars suffer a small

amount of circumstellar reddening. See Part I

for a review of this subject. A similar problem

remains for the Wolf-Rayet stars. The intrin-

sic colors of Wolf-Rayet stars, so far as they

can be determined, do not correspond to as

high temperatures as are suggested by the lines

which are seen in the spectra of Wolf-Rayet

stars. Some Wolf-Rayet stars have unusually

strong infrared excesses which extend into the

visible range (see Underhill, 1980a). This may

be why the measured color indices of some

Wolf-Rayet stars are rather red.

In recent years, it has become evident from

observations of the ultraviolet spectra of O stars

that outflow occurs from most O stars. Ever

since 1929, outflow has been recognized to be

an important characteristic feature of Wolf-

Rayet stars. The presence of high electron

temperatures in the outer atmospheres of Wolf-

Rayet stars has been obvious since the chief

lines in the spectra of Wolf-Rayet stars were

identified in the 1920's. Similarly, the

ultraviolet spectra of O stars indicate that

unusually high electron temperatures occur in

some parts of the atmospheres of O stars. The

detection of X rays from some O and Wolf-

Rayet stars confirms unmistakably that electron

temperatures of the order of 106K exist in

some parts of O-type atmospheres (Harnden et

al. 1979; Sanders et al. 1982).

Because of this evidence for superheating

and for outflow, as well as because of the

evidence for inhomogeneity in the atmospheres

of hot stars, we have taken the point of view

that it is desirable to think of an O- or Wolf-

Rayet-type atmosphere as being composed of

two parts: a photosphere which is the place of

origin of most of the continuous spectrum, and

a mantle which radiates a spectrum which

displays the results of the deposition of

nonradiative energy and the effects of outflow.

We have seen above that the photosphere of an

O star can be modeled rather well by traditional
methods.

In this section, we shall review the chief

predictions of continuous spectra from model

atmospheres having spherical geometry. The

spherical model atmospheres which have been

studied can be thought of as simple approxima-
tions to models for mantles. In most studies of

spherical atmospheres, however, outflow is not

taken into account. In few of the published

studies is the deposition of nonradiative energy

in the outer layers of a star considered.

We have emphasized above that it is one

thing to make a model atmosphere and predict

its spectrum following reasonable prescriptions

for calculating the density and temperature

structure and for solving the equations of

radiative transfer, but that it is quite another

matter to identify a particular model at-

mosphere with a real star. In the work which

we shall report below, the authors have usual-

ly identified their model atmospheres with

specific stars or spectral types by means of

adopted values for the mass, photospheric

radius, and effective temperature of the model
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star.Eachof these quantities is poorly known

for most O and Wolf-Rayet stars. The pub-

lished identifications of the spherical model at-

mospheres with particular stars should be ac-

cepted with caution, because it is evident from

the results of comparing the spectra from tradi-

tional model atmospheres with the spectra of

real O and Wolf-Rayet stars that the intensities

of the lines used to define O and Wolf-Rayet

types are strongly influenced by conditions in

the mantle of the star, and little by conditions

in the photosphere of the star. This is impor-

tant because only the conditions in the

photosphere of the star are fixed by adopting

a mass, radius, and effective temperature for

the star. Conditions in the mantle are sensitively

dependent on the amount of heating and
outflow that occurs in the mantle. Since none

of the static spherical model atmospheres made

so far include the effects of nonradiative

heating, none of them are truly acceptable as

models for the mantles of O and Wolf-Rayet

stars.

The model-atmosphere results reported in

this section represent a triumph of ingenious

numerical procedures. Some very difficult com-

puting problems have been solved with great

skill in order to obtain these results. Never-

theless, the physical situations which have been

investigated are by no means truly represen-

tative of conditions in the mantles of O and

Wolf-Rayet stars. Therefore, we advise against

assuming that at present we truly understand

what is going on in the atmospheres of O and

Wolf-Rayet stars. One specific question to

which we will return when all the results have

been presented is whether spherical model at-

mospheres are really needed to "explain" the

observed shape of the continuous spectra of O

and Wolf-Rayet stars in the ultraviolet and visi-

ble ranges. There is little doubt that they are

needed to "explain" the infrared excesses and

radio emission which are observed for some O

and Wolf-Rayet stars. We feel that it is impor-

tant to keep open the point of view expressed

above concerning using models composed of

photospheres and mantles as an alternative to

the option of attempting to explain the full

spectrum of an O or Woif-Rayet star by means

of one model atmosphere having properties like

those which have been investigated so far for

plane parallel layer and spherical model

atmospheres.

B. Physical Constraints

The geometrical configuration of the model

atmospheres to be described in the next sections

consists of spherical homogeneous shells of gas

surrounding a spherical core for the star. The

radiation field from this core comes from the

center of the star, where it is generated by

nuclear reactions. Its shape and intensity are

described either by a Planck function at a

prescribed temperature or by the continuous

spectrum which would emerge from a tradi-

tional model atmosphere having prescribed

values for the effective temperature and log g.

The composition of the models is described

by specifying a value for the parameter y =

N(He)/N(H) and for selected values ofy(light

element) = N(light element)/N(H). Although

the degree of ionization of the constituents of

the atmosphere may change as a function of the

radius, r, of the shell under consideration, the

composition remains constant throughout the

atmosphere. One of the necessary tasks when

making a spherical model atmosphere is to find

the distributions over possible ionization states

(partition functions) for the various con-

stitutents in each layer of the model.

The constituents of the model atmosphere

are represented by means of model atoms, each

of which is described by giving the energies and

spectroscopic descriptions of its energy levels

and the radiative and collisional probabilities

for making transitions from one state to

another in the model atom. The occupation

numbers for the various energy states may be

calculated from the local values for temperature

and electron density by means of the Saha and

Boltzmann laws. In this case, the condition of

local thermodynamic equilibrium, LTE, is said

to exist. On the other hand, one may insist that

a state of statistical equilibrium exists for the

populations of all the energy levels of the model
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atoms.Then non-LTE is said to exist. To find

the non-LTE partition functions for model

atoms, it is necessary explicitly to take account

of the probabilities that atoms/ions may go

from one energy state to another as a result

of: (1) spontaneously emitting radiation, (2) a

downward or an upward transition being

caused by the presence of photons having an

energy equal to the energy separation between

the states, and (3) collisions with electrons.

When non-LTE physics is used, a complex

iterative method must be followed to determine

the radiation field and the partition functions

as functions of depth in the model atmosphere.

The necessary procedures for solving this prob-

lem for a static spherical model atmosphere

have been developed by Mihalas and Hummer

(1974) from the complete-linearization method

valid for planar atmospheres which was

established by Auer and Mihalas (1969, 1972).

In the case that the partition functions have

been found by assuming LTE to exist, the equa-

tions for radiative transfer and for hydrostatic

equilibrium may be solved by following the

method described by Cassinelli (1971), that

described by Castor (1974a), or that of Hundt

et al. 0975). In the case of spherical model at-

mospheres in which outflow occurs, the equa-

tion of hydrostatic equilibrium is replaced by

another equation (see Characteristic Features

of the Stellar Wind Problem).

In the work with spherical model at-

mospheres, the coefficients for continuous ab-

sorption and for absorption in lines are often

expressed in the form valid for single atoms or

ions. Then these coefficients are multiplied by

the relevant particle densities to obtain the

opacity coefficient, x or g, per unit volume in
the model. The opacity due to electron scatter-

ing is evaluated by means of the Thomson scat-

tering coefficient. Electron scattering is treated

as though it is isotropic and coherent. During

the part of the computational method of

Mihalas and Hummer (1974) in which the non-

LTE partition function for each constituent is

found, the lines are assumed to have a Dop-

pler profile. When the emergent spectrum from

the model atmosphere is calculated, the line

profiles are determined using the populations

found for each level in the model, and full ac-

count is taken of the broadening of the line by

Stark effect and by other causes.

Mihalas and Hummer (1974) have noted

that, when one is faced with solving the equa-

tions of radiative transfer in spherical geometry

(in order to apply the constraint of radiative

equilibrium) and with simultaneously solving

the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium (in
order to ensure that the constraint of

hydrostatic equilibrium is met), there is a fun-

damental conflict between the mathematically

preferred depth scales for each set of equations.

They chose to retain the radius, r, as the in-

dependent variable, using a Rosseland mean ab-

sorption coefficient to express distance in terms

of an optical depth and to cope with the

numerical instabilities which this action causes

when the equation for hydrostatic equilibrium

is solved. In the planar case, a similar computa-

tional difficulty may be avoided by replacing

the radius with the column mass density as the

independent variable. However, in the case of

static spherical model atmospheres, a change

to the variable dm = 0 dr is not advantageous.

When spherical model atmospheres are

made, explicit account is taken of the variation

of the attractive force due to gravity with the

radius of each layer of the model. One uses g(r)

= GM./r 2, and not g = GM./R. 2. Here R.

is the nominal radius of the star and G is the

gravitational constant. The second expression

is the form which is used when making planar

model atmospheres.

In order to obtain a significant extention of

the model atmospheres, it is necessary to en-

sure that the effective value for gravity, geff' is
small, but positive, at all values of r. The defini-

tion of geff(r) is

geff(r) = g(r) - f(r)/p(r), (7-8)

wheref(r) is a force which acts outwards along

the radial direction to diminish the attractive

force due to the mass of the star. Experience

has shown that, when f(r) is made equal to the
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forceexertedbythe radiation which is absorbed

in continuum wavelengths, i.e., when one puts

f(r) = _ P K F (r) du, (7-9)
C "_0

the effective extention of the atmosphere Ar/R.

remains small. Here Ar is the distance between

the layer where the radius is R. and that where

the optical depth is essentially zero. In Equa-

tion (7-9), F(r) is the net flux of radiation at

r in frequency _; it is defined, as usual, in terms

of the second moment of the specific intensity

I (r, O, _) at each point (r, O, _) in the

spherical atmosphere. The quantity, x, is the

monochromatic continuous absorption coeffi-

cient corrected for stimulated emission per

gram of star material at r. The appropriate

functional form for the force applied by radia-

tion to each element of volume in the at-

mosphere is discussed further below.

Mihalas and Hummer (1974) found that

they had to increase f(r) arbitrarily from the

value given by Equation (7-9) in order to ob-

tain significantly extended spherical model at-

mospheres in radiative and hydrostatic

equilibrium. They introduced an arbitrary

radiation-force multiplier,

7 = 3'i + 3'2exp(-rR)" (7-10)

Here 3'1 and 3'2 are assigned constants and z R
is the Rosseland mean optical depth at r.

Mihalas and Hummer (1974) and Kunasz et al.

0975) have explored the effects of different

choices for 3'1 and 3'2" Truly extended model
atmospheres are found only when 3' takes ar-

tificially large values.

Spherical model atmospheres are defined by

giving the composition in terms of fractional

parts relative to the numerical abundance of

hydrogen, the mass, M, and the luminosity, L,

of the model star in absolute units and the

radius, R, in linear units. That radius is at a

specified optical depth, r R. An effective
temperature for the model atmosphere may be

found by evaluating the expression,

(7-11)

at the radius where r R = 2/3. Alternatively,

one may integrate the calculated emergent spec-

trum and use Equation (7-1) to find an effec-

tive temperature. A representative value for log

g, useful for comparison with the values

adopted for planar model atmospheres, may be

determined by finding the value of g(r) at the

radius where r R = 2/3.
The boundary conditions on the radiation

field in spherical model atmospheres are: (1)

that no radiation be incident at the surface layer

where r = rmax, and (2) that at great depth

(i.e., in a layer where rR is large), the radiation
field has properties similar to those found for

planar model atmospheres or that it can be

described by a Planck function. In the case of

spherical model atmospheres, a prescription

must be written for determining the density at

the effective outer radius of the model. Most

investigators do this by postulating that the

opacity due to electron scattering evaluated

from infinity to the effective outer boundary

of the atmosphere be equal to some selected

small number. Because the equation for

hydrostatic equilibrium is a first-order differen-

tial equation, this condition, together with

specifying a value for the radius at rR = 2/3 (or
some other value), serves to define the solution

of the equation for hydrostatic equilibrium. In

the models of Mihalas and Hummer (1974) and

of Kunasz et al. (1975), the radiation-force

multiplier has a prescribed dependence on

rR. This, with the above boundary conditions,

defines the model atmosphere.

Alternatively, one may proceed as Cassinelli

(1971) did. He chose to specify rax and rmi" in
linear measure and to require that the total op-

tical thickness of the atmosphere be a pre-

scribed amount. The optical depth at rmax is
set to a small value. These steps constrain the

radiation-force multiplier to lie within a certain

range. An appropriate value, independent of

depth, is found by trial and error. Castor

(1974a) studied what values of L and R were
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implied when geff had a range of small values,
while Hundt et al. (1975) and Schmid-Burgk

and Scholz (1975) attempted to find the regions

in the HR diagram where static extended at-

mospheres might be expected to occur.

C. Properties of Hot Static Spherical

Model Atmospheres

The methods for computing static spherical

model atmospheres have been reviewed above,

where it was noted that, because explicit ac-

count is taken of the variation of g = GM./r 2

with radius in the stellar atmosphere, a conven-

tion must be adopted concerning the definition

of the equivalent values of Telf and log g for
comparison with models composed of plane

parallel layers of gas in which g is assumed to

be constant. Frequently the equivalent Tef f and

log g are found by taking the values valid for

the radius where the Rosseland mean optical

depth in the atmosphere is 2/3. Another way

of estimating the equivalent effective tempera-

ture of a spherical model atmosphere is to in-

tegrate its emergent spectrum.

D. Comparison of Planar and Spherical

Model Atmospheres

We shall illustrate the differences in model

structure and continuous spectrum resulting

from the use of spherical geometry in the place

of plane parallel layers by comparing nearly

equivalent models selected from the sets of

static non-LTE spherical model atmospheres of

Kunasz et al. (1975) and of static planar models

of Mihalas (1972b). We compare Model 16 of

Kunasz et al. with the NLTE/L models of

Mihalas having Tee = 40(00 and 50(0 K,
with log g = 4.0. Model 16 of Kunasz et al.

has an artificially extended atmosphere created

by using an arbitrary radiation-force multiplier

(see Equation (7-10)) of 1 + 2.65 exp (-rR). Its

defining parameters are L/L o = 6.17 x 105,

M/M o = 60, and R/R o = 10.94. The boun-

dary temperature is 35500 K, while the effec-

tive temperature found from the integrated flux

is 38700 K. The equivalent effective tempera-

ture found from Equation (7ol l) is 48900 K.

From an observational point of view, the ef-

fective temperature of a star or a model at-

mosphere should be determined from the in-

tegrated flux. Consequently, the planar model

with Tef f = 40000, log g = 4.0 provides the
closest comparison between nearly equivalent

planar and spherical model atmospheres.

The particle density-temperature structures

of the selected model atmospheres are shown

in Figure 7-15. Here temperature has been plot-

ted against log Nto t. An X has been placed on
each curve at about the position where the visi-

ble continuous spectrum is formed (i.e., at 7R
= 2/3 or mass = 1.0 g cm-2). The continuous

spectrum is formed deep in each model at-

mosphere in layers in which the total particle

density, Nto e varies between 10" and l0 '_
cm -3. The information reviewed in Models of

Static Plane Parallel Layers and Their Spectra

tells us that the characteristic lines by means of

which O-type spectra are classified are formed

in the layers of planar models in which the

50 Spherical atmosphere

48

46

44

1 K ..... •

40

38

36

32 140,000, 40, NLTEI"

3O

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

log Nto t

Figure 7-15. The run of temperature with par-
ticle density in equivalent non-L TE model at-

mospheres computed with planar and with
spherical geometry. An X is placed at about the

depth at which the continuous spectrum in the

visible range is formed.
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temperature is essentially constant and log Not
varies between about 10 and 13.

The chief difference between a non-LTE,

spherical model atmosphere and one composed

of plane parallel layers is that the temperature

continues to decrease outward through the line-

forming region of a spherical atmosphere, while

it remains nearly constant in a planar model.

The gradient of temperature with particle den-

sity in the continuum-forming regions of all

three model atmospheres is about the same.

The shape of the continuous spectrum in the

observable range is compared for all three

models in Table 7-3. Here Am ufrom the inten-

sity at _,-i = 1.80 /_m -I 0x = 0.5556 /_m) is

listed as a function of the reciprocal

wavelength. These data have been taken from

Kunasz et al. (1975) (KHM75) and Mihalas

(1972b) (M72b). Between 1215 and 8201 ._, the

spectra from Model 16 and the (40000, 4.0)

model do not differ by more than + 0.05 mag.

For all practical purposes, the shapes are the

same. The spectrum for model (50000, 4.0) is

a little brighter at short wavelengths than that
of either of the other models. This is to be ex-

pected because its effective temperature is

significantly higher than that of either of the

other model atmospheres. At wavelengths

greater than about 1 /zm, the spherical model

atmosphere is relatively brighter than the two

planar models when the energy distributions

from all three models are normalized to the flux

at 0.5556 #m. However, the spectrum of Model

16 of Kunasz et al. (1975) is not brighter than

those of the planar models on an absolute scale,

because the Eddington monochromatic flux,

H, at _,-_ = 1.7559 _m -_ is 2.241 x 10 -4, 4.86
X 10 -4, and 6.07 x 10-4 erg cm-2s -t Hz -1

respectively for the three models. These

numbers will give the relative brightness of stars

having the same effective photospheric radius

at _-1 = 1.80 /zm -_ and lying at the same

distance. The surface brightness of Model 16

in the continuum in the visible spectral range

is only about 0.46 times that of a comparable

planar model with Tff = 40000 K.

Table 7-3

Shape of the Continuous Spectrum from One Spherical

and Two Planar Model Atmospheres a

Model 16 (40000, 4.0)
k-1 X NLTE NLTE

(/_m-1) (/_m) KHM75 M72b

(50000, 4.0)
NLTE

M72b

8.231 O. 1215 -2.008 -2.044 -2.178

6.554 0.1 526 -1.817 -1.856 -1.972

4.877+ 0.2050- -1.494 -1.514 -1.610

4.877- O.2050 + - 1.474 - 1.547 - 1.622

3.810 0.2624 -1.139 -1.191 -1.254
2.744 + 0.3645- -0.617 -0.647 -0.690

2.744- 0.3645+ -0.680 -0.758 -0.768

2.401 0.4166 -0.473 -0.525 -0.532

2.058 0.4860 -0.223 -0.247 -0.250

1.756+ 0.5695- +0.043 +0.049 +0.049

1.756- O.5695 + + 0.048 + 0.046 + 0.047

1.524 0.6561 +0.294 +0.316 +0.321
1.219+ 0.8201- +0.698 +0.752 +0.764

1.219- 0.8201 + +0.684 +0.734 +0.750

0.953 1.0498 + 1.134 + 1.228 + 1.249

"The magnitude difference between F at X -_ and F at k -_ = 1.08 #m -_ is listed.
v v
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Reference to the full monochromatic con-

tinuous spectra published by Kunasz et al.

(1975) and by Mihalas (1972b) shows that the

fraction of the total energy of the star which

is radiated shortward of the Lyman limit in the

case of a spherical model atmosphere is very

much larger than it is for a planar model at-

mosphere. This happens because, in very

opaque parts of the continuous spectrum, the

spherical model atmosphere has a much larger

effective radius than it has in relatively

transparent parts of the spectrum, such as in

the visible continuum. In the case of planar

model atmospheres, the effective radius re-

mains the same at all wavelengths.

The spherical model atmospheres of Kunasz

et al. (1975) have been artificially extended by

introducing an arbitrary radiation-force

multiplier. Therefore, the differences between

energy distributions from them and from

equivalent planar model atmospheres should be

a maximum. The energy distributions from

spherical model atmospheres in which no arbi-

trary radiation-force multiplier has been used

and those from planar model atmospheres hav-

ing the same Tff and log g have been com-
pared by Gruschinske and Kudritzki (1979).

These authors find that the differences in

monochromatic magnitude when the two

energy distributions are matched in the visible

range are even smaller than the values shown

in Table 7-3. One may conclude that the con-

tinuous spectra from spherical model at-

mospheres for O stars have essentially the same

shape as the continuous spectra from planar at-

mospheres having the same effective temper-

ature and effective log g values.

The extension of spherical model atmos-

pheres as a function of wavelength has been in-

vestigated by Kunasz et al. (1975) and by

Gruschinske and Kudritzki. This property of

the spherical model atmospheres may be quan-

tified by finding r(t = 2/3)/r(_ e = 2/3),

where r e is the Rosseland mean optical depth.

Typically for Model 16, the extension is small.

Except in very opaque parts of the continuous

spectrum, it is less than 1 percent; only in the

most opaque regions of the spectrum does it

become as large as l0 percent. This means that

the angular diameter subtended by a star which

has been represented by such a model at-

mosphere will vary little with wavelength.

So far as interpreting the continuous spec-

tra of O stars is concerned, the spectra and

properties of planar model atmospheres appear

to provide an adequate representation. Both

Castor (1974a) and Schmid-Burgk and Scholz

0975) have considered the properties of LTE

spherical model atmospheres for O stars. They

conclude that Of stars probably have compact

photospheres which can be represented

reasonably well by means of planar model

atmospheres.

It is only when one is interpreting the pro-

files of strong lines that spherical model at-

mospheres may be required. Then, however,

systematic outflow is probably important. Con-

sequently, static spherical model atmospheres

are of little value for analyzing the spectra of
O stars.

The profile of Hcf in Model 16 of Kunasz

et al. 0975) and that of Hcx in the NLTE/L

model (40000, 4.0) of Mihalas (1972b) are com-

pared in Figure 7-16. In a spherical model at-

mosphere, the wings are made less deep, while

the emission core is strengthened and the cen-

tral part of the core absorption is deepened in

comparison to what happens in an equivalent

planar model atmosphere.

T T v T _ T T T • _ _ T X _ T T

091 i . A.,,, ,,,/_ IO8

, er_cal Model

07 i_ [.._ S/ -- - Planar Mode

06 ? "'lV Her

_ i I i J i J L i J i i i i i i _ i

0 5 10 15

Figure 7-16. The Ha profile from a spherical

non-LTE model atmosphere and from an

equivalent planar non-L TE atmosphere.
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E. Conservation Laws

The equation of state in a model atmosphere

is that for a perfect gas. Then the following

relationships exist between the partial pressure,

P, of a constituent, i, its number density, N,

and the isothermal speed of sound, a i, in a gas
composed of particles of type i:

= N.kT = Pia_ (7-12)Pi

Here k is Boitzmann's constant and Qi is the

density of constituent i in the atmosphere. We

recall that Q, = N/m i and a i = (kT/rn) V',

where m_ is the mass of a particle of type i.

We shall be discussing the special case of

radial flow at a velocity, v(r), in a stellar at-

mosphere. The velocity v(r) is directed along a

radius, and it is experienced by each element

of volume in a spherical shell having a radius

r and thickness dr. The velocity v(r) is believed

to arise as a result of the particles in the shell,

(r, dr), acquiring an excess of momentum in the

radial direction. We are interested in determin-

ing the source of this momentum and in deter-

mining how the resulting motion affects the

spectrum of the star.

Because normal stellar atmospheres are

composed mostly of hydrogen, it is convenient

to use the isothermal speed of sound in

hydrogen as a measure by which to characterize

the flow motion. The flow is said to be subsonic

when v(r) is less than a(r) for hydrogen at the

ambient temperature and to be supersonic when

v(r) is greater than a(r) for hydrogen. For orien-

tation, the isothermal speed of sound in

hydrogen at temperatures of interest for the at-

mospheres of O and Wolf-Rayet stars is given

in Table 7-4.

Application of the principle that mass is

conserved, none j ust"disappearing", results in

the equation of continuity:

ap
+ V. pu = 0. (7-13)

at

Here we are representing the material in the at-

mosphere as a fluid with density 0 and a three-

dimensional velocity, u. The first term in Equa-

tion (7-13) represents fluctuations in the densi-

ty that depend only on the time.

Application of the principle of the conser-

vation of momentum and use of the equation

of state results in the generalized equation of

motion:
au

_+ U • _U =

at (7-14)
1

--V(pa 2) + F + f.
p

Here F is the net body force acting on the

material in the stellar atmosphere due to the star

itself. It may consist of an inward-directed

gravitational force due to the mass of the star

and an outward-directed force due to radiation,

as well as forces due to momentum transfer

from waves, or forces associated with velocity

fields originating beneath the photosphere. If

magnetic fields are present and the material in

the atmosphere is in motion, magneto-

hydrodynamic (MHD) forces may act. The

term f represents forces exerted on each element

of the atmosphere of the star by the environ-

ment of the star. Since at this time we are in-

terested only in isolated single stars, we shall

set the term f equal to zero. In the case of a

binary star, this term would represent the tidal

force due to the companion star. The term f

may also be used to represent the pressure ex-

erted by the interstellar medium on a star.

The principle of conservation of energy used

with the equation of state leads to an equation

describing the energy exchange which occurs in
each element of volume in the model at-

mosphere. We have

i_Eg + u E + pa 2 +
at g at

oa 2 u. V(+/= G-L. (7-15)

Here E is the internal energy of the material
g

in the atmosphere per unit volume, G represents

the rate of gain of energy per unit volume, and

L represents the rate of energy loss per unit

volume. Each element of volume gains energy
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Table 7-4

Velocity of Sound in Hydrogen

as a Function of Temperature

T a T a

(K) (km s-1) (K) (km s-1)

1000 2.9 10000 9.1
2000 4.1 20000 12.8
3000 5.0 30000 15.7
5000 6.4 50000 20.3

from the radiation which enters it from the sur-

rounding atmosphere, and it loses energy by

sending radiation to the surrounding part of the

atmosphere. An element of volume may gain

energy as a result of magnetohydrodynamic

events releasing in it energy which had been

stored in motions in the photosphere (see

Chapter 8). Also, an element of volume may

gain energy as a result of the dissipation of

shocks or of mechanical waves generated

elsewhere in the star. The annihilation of

magnetic flux may deposit energy locally. An

element of volume may lose energy by

generating shocks and mechanical or MHD

waves. Under some circumstances, the conduc-

tion of energy into and out of the element of

volume by electrons may produce significant

contributions to G - L.

It is Equation (7-15) which enables us to find

the temperature law, T(r), in the atmosphere.

In the case of traditional model atmospheres,

radiative equilibrium is assumed to exist. In this

case, energy is transferred only by means of

radiation, and enforcing the condition that the

luminosity of the star,

L = 4n2r 2 fo Fv dr,
(7-16)

be independent of the radius in the atmosphere

enables one to find T(r). In planar model at-

mospheres, the radius of each layer has the

same constant value. This permits one to define

the effective temperature of a star by means of

Equation (7-1). In the case of spherical model

atmospheres, the equivalent effective temper-

ature is found from the luminosity of the star

and an assigned effective radius for the

photosphere or from the integrated emergent

spectrum.

If a steady state is postulated to exist, and

if only radial motion is considered, Equations

(7-12), (7-13), and (7-14) result in the follow-

ing equation for the radially directed compo-

nent of velocity as a function of radius:

)v(r) dr \ v2

(7-17)

2a2 ( dlnT)
F(r) - 1 -

r d In r2

Here F(r) is the net force acting in the radial

direction on each element of volume in the shell

(r, dr). In what follows, we shall review studies

which are concerned only with radial forces and

with radial flow. In particular, we shall not

review what might occur if azimuthal and

latitudinal forces were active due to rotation of

the star and to the action of viscosity. Likewise,

we shall not attempt to investigate the effects

of MHD forces which act in a general direc-

tion. We do, however, note that MHD forces

may have a component in the radial direction.

It is clear from observations of the expulsion

of spicules and jets in the case of the Sun that

impulsive forces act in stars. One needs to

postulate the presence of magnetic fields if

MHD forces are to be active.

Equation (7-17) has the property that a

singularity occurs when v(r) = a(r). An ap-

propriate solution for v(r) in a stellar at-

mosphere is postulated to be one such that v(r)

and all its derivatives with respect to r are con-

tinuous at the singular point, and that, at great

distances from the surface of the star, the mov-

ing material melds with the interstellar medium

at a finite velocity. The radial component of

velocity, v(r), is usually assumed to be small,

but directed outward, at the interface between

the underlying stationary photosphere and the

flowing atmosphere.

Use of Equation (7-17) with a temperature

law T(r) permits one to find the density and

velocity structure in a flowing model at-

mosphere. When o2 is small with respect to a2,
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say less than 0.1 a2, one can usually ignore the

effect of the motion on the density structure of

the model atmosphere and use the equation of

hydrostatic equilibrium to find the dependence

of density and pressure on radius.

The mathematical properties of Equation

(7-17) have been discussed extensively in the

literature on solar and stellar winds. A review

in the context of the solar wind is given in

Chapter 15 of Mihalas (1978).

1. Special Cases Relevant to the Atmospheres

of Hot Stars. No model-atmosphere studies of

early-type stars have been made which retain

the terms which describe the time variation of

the variables in Equations (7-13), (7-14), and

(7-15). In every study, it is assumed that the

flow is steady. The partial derivatives with

respect to time are put equal to zero.

For a one-dimensional steady flow, Equa-

tion (7-13) reduces to

r 2 a(r 2 pv)/Or = 0, (7-18)

which implies

4_2p(r)o(r) = constant = M. (7-19)

Here M is the rate of loss of mass from the at-

mosphere. This equation is used with the veloci-

ty and density laws deduced by means of flow-

ing model atmospheres to estimate the rate of

mass loss from stars.

Since Equation (7-19) must be valid at the

sonic point in a wind, it is possible to estimate

the radius of the sonic point in the case of an

assigned value for b;/. In the mantles of O-type

supergiants, the temperature at the sonic point

may be of the order of 30000 K, while the den-

sity may be of the order of 2 x 10 -12 gcm -3.

These numbers are typical of the densities and

temperatures in the outer parts of the model at-

mospheres of Kurucz (1979) and of Mihalas

(1972b) for effective temperatures in the range

30000 to 35000 K and log g = 3.5. Recalling

that the sonic velocity is

% = a = (kT/mi)t/2, (7-20)

where m i is the mass of a typical ion in the
flowing plasma, we find that the product

o(r)o(r) at the sonic point may typically be ex-

pected to have a value near 3.2 x 10 -6 g cm -2

s-_. The rate of mass loss from an O-type

supergiant is believed to be of the order of 10-6

Mo yr -1. (See Rate of Mass Loss from Hot

Stars later in this Chapter for some estimated

values of A;/.)

These figures result in the following relation

(Thomas, 1973) for the radius of the sonic

point, r, of an O-type supergiant:

re/R. = 56.9(vePc)'l/2fIl/2R,l . (7-21)

Here the product vcOc is to be entered in units
of 3.2 x 10 -6 g cm-Zs -_, A;/in units of 10 -6

Mo yr -I, and R. in solar radii. For an 09

supergiant having a radius of 35 R o, and with

vc0 c and 3)/equal to unity in the selected units,

the sonic point occurs at 1.6 stellar radii.

In the case of O-type main-sequence stars,

A;/may be smaller by a factor of the order of

10 -3 than it is for O-type supergiants, while the

radius will be smaller by a factor of the order

of 3. Since (uc0c)-'/_ is unlikely to change by a
large factor when going to the main sequence,

one sees that in main-sequence O stars, the

sonic point may be expected to lie at a distance

of about 1.15 stellar radii from the center of

the star. The sonic point may be expected to

move close to the photosphere for large stars

such as the middle and late B-type supergiants

because, although A;/becomes a little smaller

for such stars than it is for O-type supergiants,

pc0 c will also become smaller. For O- and B-

type supergiants, r/R. may be expected to
scale about as R. -J.

Equation (7-17) is used to find the density

and velocity structure of flowing model at-

mospheres for hot stars. The cases which have

been studied are reported below. In all of these

applications, the net body force, F, acting on

the material in the atmosphere is taken to be

the vector sum of the force due to gravity and

that due to radiation. The forms which are used

for the force due to radiation are described in

the next section. In this work, it is sometimes
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assumedthatthetemperatureisconstant,anot
unreasonableassumptionconsideringthe
resultsfor staticmodelatmospheresshownin
Figures7-3and7-4.

If theflowvelocityinthemodelatmosphere
isidenticallysettozero,theatmosphereissaid
tobeinhydrostaticequilibrium.Foraspherical
modelatmosphere,Equation(7-14)then
reducesto

dP _ GMp "1" frad 19" (7-22)
dr r2

Here we have used Equation (7-12) and we have
introduced the functional form for the force of

gravity. The dependence on radius of the force
due to radiation is discussed in the next section.

In the case of a steady one-dimensional

flow, Equation (7-15) becomes

[, °(÷/]v (r) + P

ar (7-23)

= G - L.

If there is no flow and if energy is transmitted

only by radiation, Equation (7-15) reduces to

the statement that radiative equilibrium should

exist. If there is flow and if energy is brought

into each element of volume and removed from

it by means other than radiation, such as con-

duction, the dissipation of mechanical or MHD

waves, or the occurrence of shocks, the ap-

propriate forms must be used for G and L. An

equation for determining the temperature law

will then be obtained.

F. Mechanical Force Exerted by Radiation

This force is the net result of the atoms and

ions in a stellar atmosphere absorbing photons

from a stream of radiation which is flowing in

a specified direction and emitting radiation in

the same direction as a result of stimulated

emission. Since spontaneous emission of radia-

tion takes place isotropically, spontaneous

emission does not affect the distribution of

momentum among the particles in a stellar at-

mosphere. We recall that the net rate of transfer

of momentum across a surface can be expressed

as a force acting on the surface. Each photon

of frequency v which is absorbed by an atom

or ion transfers a quantum of momentum equal

to hv/c to the atom or ion. The acquired quan-
tum of momentum is directed in the direction

of flow of the absorbed radiation. Likewise,

each emitted photon takes from the atom or ion

a quantum of momentum equal in amount to

hu/c and directed in the direction in which the

photon is emitted.

The force exerted on each element of volume

in a stellar atmosphere by the radiation field

which is present can be found. Let the absorp-

tion coefficient at frequency v due to one type

of atom or ion be k per atom in the at-

mosphere. The coefficient k may represent

absorption in continua or in lines. We note that

the absorption of a photon lifts the atom or ion

from state 1 to state 2, which has higher energy

than state 1. For this transition, the Einstein

probability for absorption is BI2, while that

for stimulated emission is BEi. We postulate
that the populations of levels l and 2 are in the

ratio NI/N 2. It may be readily shown (see, for
instance, Chapter 5 of Chandrasekhar, 1939)

that, if the monochromatic flux of radiation in

the stellar atmosphere in the direction r is

F(r), then the force on the atoms/ions due to

the absorption of radiation is

71"

i v)dv mkd frad(r, = u
C (7-24)

(1 - N2B zl/NI Bi 2)miNiFv(r) dr.

Here m i is the mass of type i of atom or ion,

and the species has a number density of N in
the layer of radius r. The term (1 - N2B2,

/N,B,_) gives the correction for stimulated

emission. When one integrates over the full fre-

quency range, one finds the total force exerted

on the atoms/ions of type i in each element of

volume in the shell of radius r. It is

= __Trf (7-25)
:_d :oC

(k_ + _fv)iN.miF (r)dv.
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Herek v' has been written for the total contin-

uous absorption coefficient corrected for stim-

ulated emission due to all of the continua of

atoms/ions of type i, and _' has been written

for the summed line-absorption coefficient at

frequency v corrected for stimulated emission.

One usually thinks in terms of only one line at

any frequency v, but of several possible spec-

tra of continuous absorption. In Equation

(7-25), F stands for the net monochromatic
p

flux at depth r in the atmosphere.

Electrons, protons, and alpha particles make

up a large fraction of the particles in each ele-

ment of volume in the atmosphere of a hot star.

The force exerted by radiation on them cannot

logically be evaluated by means of the

arguments leading to Equation (7-25) because

electrons, protons, and alpha particles do not

actually absorb radiation. However, they are

able to acquire momentum from the radiation

field. The existence of the Compton effect
demonstrates this. The cross sections for the in-

teractions between radiation and these types of

particle can be found by means of the Klein-

Nishina formula. In the nonrelativistic regime,

the case where hv/mc 2 < < 1, which is the case

valid for most stellar atmospheres, the interac-

tion cross section reduces to the Thomson scat-

tering cross section. Consequently, it follows

that the maximum force experienced by an ele-

ment of volume containing N e electrons per
unit volume is

frad (electrons) =

rt / (7-26)a T N m F(r) dr,
C e e

where a r is the Thomson scattering coefficient
for electrons. We have

8n {/ e 2 2 (7-27)
aT- 3 \ _c 2)

Similar formulas may be written for the force

acting on protons and alpha particles.

However, the numerical values of these forces

are negligible in comparison to the force on the

electrons because the masses of protons and of

alpha particles are so much greater than the

mass of the electron.

According to Equations (7-25) and (7-26),

each species in a stellar atmosphere experiences

a different radially directed force as a result of

the action of radiation. So far as its flow prop-

erties are concerned (see Equation (7-17)), the

stellar atmosphere may be supposed to act like

a collection of different fluids, because each

constituent experiences a different radial force

which is the vector sum of the force due to

radiation and the force due to gravity. Here we

are neglecting the action of radial forces which

may originate because of electrostatic and

MHD forces. The action of such forces should

be considered explicitly. However, it has been

neglected in the existing theories of the winds

of hot stars. The extreme situation of having

to treat the stellar atmosphere as a set of in-

dependent fluids will disappear if the individual

particles exchange momentum as a result of col-

lisions and coulomb interactions at a rate which

is rapid compared to the rate at which they

change their flow velocity. In all treatments of

the winds of hot stars, it has been assumed, in-

deed, that a sufficiently rapid exchange of

momentum takes place between the various

constituents of the wind that one can write

frad(r) = _ p(r) (7-28)
c

(k: + f2'v+ °)Fv(r)dv"

Here kv',_v', and a are evaluated at each
radius, r, per gram of star material using the

usual formulas. It follows that the acceleration

due to the action of radiation may be found
from

graa(r) = fraa(r)/p(r) • (7-29)

One can define an effective gravity which acts

on each element of volume in the stellar at-

mosphere at each radius such that gaf = g -

grad"

The frequency of collisions needed in the at-

mosphere of an O star in order for the momen-

tum acquired by individual species to be
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distributedamong all species has been in-

vestigated by Castor et al. (1976). They show

that, unless the density in a wind is very low,

it is probably appropriate to use Equation

(7-28) to define a value of grad which is ap-

plicable to all species. However, the subject

deserves more study because exactly the op-

posite point of view is adopted by Michaud

(1977) and his collegues in their theory of the

origin of the abundance anomalies in Ap stars.

In the diffusion theory of the abundance

anomalies in Ap stars (see, for instance, the

review papers by Michaud, 1977, and Vauclair

and Vauclair, 1977), specific account is taken

of the force exerted by radiation on particular

species in order to obtain an anomalous com-

position. It is concluded that if turbulence is

small enough, a differential radiative force will

act with electrostatic forces to provide a separa-
tion of elements in times of the order of 104

years. More information about the Ap stars can

be found in Wolff (1983).

The temperatures which are considered in

the layers of model Ap stars where diffusion

is predicted to occur are similar to those in the

outer atmospheres of the O and B stars which

are observed to show outflow. However, the

densities in the layers of the model Ap stars

where diffusion is believed to occur are prob-

ably higher than those in the flowing parts of

the atmospheres of O and B stars. Consequent-

ly, it is an unanswered question why in the one

case--winds from hot stars--one is justified in

assuming that momentum acquired from the

radiation field by one species is redistributed

to all species present by collisions, while in the

other--the subphotospheric layers of Ap

stars--one does not have to make this

assumption.

Diffusion is not expected to be effective in

O and B stars with winds because the at-

mospheres of these stars are believed to be tur-
bulent and because most of the O and B stars

are known to rotate fairly rapidly. Rapid rota-

tion implies substantial motion in the sub-

photospheric layers. The question appears to

be open whether or not the driving force ex-

erted by radiation on individual atoms or ions

is, indeed, effectively distributed to all species

in the atmosphere. If this is true, then the dif-

fusion theory for abundance anomalies in Ap

stars should be examined again. If it is not true,

then the possibility must be considered that the

winds from O and B stars do not have cosmic

composition.

Equation (7-28) has been evaluated at each

level of the atmosphere by Kurucz et al. (1974)
for their LTE line-blanketed model at-

mospheres. Some of these model atmospheres

have effective temperatures and log g values in

the range which is believed to be of interest for

O stars. In every case, grad is less than g
because the values of log g have been chosen

so that this will occur. On the whole, in the

parts of the hottest models where the strong

lines are formed, the ratio,

r = grad�g,

falls in the range 0.1 to 0.5. In the deep layers

of some of the models, r approaches 0.8 to

0.85. Similarly, in the line-blanketed model

atmospheres of Kurucz (1979), F is rarely larger

than 0.5 in the layers in which the emergent line

spectrum is determined (see Kurucz and Schild,

1976). These numerical results indicate that, in

normal stellar atmospheres for which the par-

ticle densities and electron temperatures may

be expected to be about as in the model at-

mospheres of Kurucz and his colleagues, r is

usually less than unity by a significant factor.

The question of how to represent consistent-

ly the contribution of a strong line to grad has
been examined by Castor (1974b). He explored

three cases: (1) that for a two-level atom with-

out a continuum, (2) that for a two-level atom

with a continuum present, and (3) that in which

line absorption takes place in an atmosphere in

which there are large velocity gradients. The

line-formation process is treated as noncoherent

scattering with a probability _ that an atom

which has been excited to its upper energy state

by the absorption of a photon will not decay

radiatively. For resonance lines in stellar at-

mospheres, _ may lie in the range 10 -6 to 10 -8.
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The result in case 1 is that the force due to

the radiation varies as follows:

L A_)D

fraa(line) _ _ e 1/2 F(r, ¢(v)). (7-30)
C

Here X L is the value for the absorption coeffi-

cient at the center of the line and A% is the

thermal Doppler halfwidth for the line. In

Equation (7-30), F(r, _b(v)) is a function of the

optical depth in the line center, r, and its form

depends upon the shape function for the line,

4_(p). Castor (1974b) gives expressions for F(r,

_b(v)) for the cases of Doppler and of Voigt pro-

files. Because _ is small for resonance lines, the

term _'_ is the dominating factor in determin-

ing the value for fraa(line). Its effect is to make

fraa(iine) very small in the case of resonance

lines with a negligible continuum opacity.
Castor also notes that the source function in

a resonance line is small, varying as e,/2. Con-

sequently, there is very little radiation present

at frequency v to interact with the atoms and

create a force due to radiation.

Castor obtained similar results for case 2,

which treats the situation in which a continuum

is present. The presence of continuous absorp-

tion increases the probability that photons are

destroyed (absorbed) rather than just being

redirected (scattered). The result is that

frad(line) is larger than for case 1. It is still
rather small for resonance lines since, in the

case of a Doppler profile, it is proportional to

the ratio, B, of the continuous absorption coef-

ficient at _ to the absorption coefficient in the

center of the line. In the case of a Voigt pro-

file, the proportionality factor is (a_) '/_, where

a is the damping parameter for the Voigt
function.

Castor concludes by stating that the force

of radiation due to absorption in a strong line

in a stationary atmosphere can be written as

follows:

frad(line)
47r (7-31)

_ _LAv D B rain(l, l/r).
C

Here r is the optical depth in the center of the

line, and it is generally large. The quantity B

is the Pianck function evaluated at the frequen-

cy of the line center for a temperature which

is characteristic for the line-formation layers.

In the third case studied by Castor, a steep

velocity gradient is supposed to be present along

the line of sight in the line-forming region of

the atmosphere. This effectively decouples each

element of the atmosphere from neighboring

elements and divides the resonance line into a

continuous set of optically thin absorption

lines, each displaced by the Doppler effect with

respect to the zero line-of-sight velocity posi-

tion for the line. The line-absorbing atoms in

the moving atmosphere are exposed to a dif-

fuse field of radiation composed of line

photons which have been scattered and to an
attenuated direct field of radiation from the

core of the star. Castor shows that the latter

field of radiation is the important one for

transferring momentum to the atoms. He con-

cludes that in case 3 one can write:

fraa(line) (7-32)
1

._ _Kt AVDFc min(1, l/r),
C

where F is the local continuum flux and r is
a modified optical-depth variable such that

r = KL poth/(dv/dZ)A v. (7-33)

Here (dv/dz)A v is a typical value tor the
velocity gradient in the atmosphere along the

line of sight. The optical depth r is a local quan-

tity which corresponds to the number of atoms

in a cylinder whose height is the distance in

which the velocity changes by one thermal unit.

Because the value of r which is determined by

Equation (7-33) is much smaller than the value

of r which enters Equation (7-31), the force due

to the absorption of radiation by a resonance

line in an expanding atmosphere may become

large.

The question of supplying momentum from

sources other than radiation is discussed in

Chapter 8, Momentum Transfer.
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G. Characteristic Features of the Stellar

Wind Problem

When we consider the theory of stellar

winds, we must work with a different concep-

tion of the forces acting in a stellar atmosphere,

of the sources from which the observed energy

in the stellar atmosphere may come, and of the

boundary conditions imposed on the model star

than the one which has provided a useful basis

for the traditional theory of stellar atmospheres

and the traditional theory of stellar structure

and evolution. The change in thinking which

is required has been described by Pecker et al.

(1973) and by Thomas (1973). These inves-

tigators emphasize that the stellar atmosphere
is a transition zone between the stellar interior

and the interstellar medium. Any acceptable

solution for a model atmosphere must be such

that the gradients of density, temperature, and

motion, as well as the absolute values of these

quantities, match smoothly with the values in
the interior of the star and with the values in

the surrounding interstellar medium. Pecker et

ai. note that one should think in terms of

storage modes for mass and for radiation, as
well as in terms of fluxes of mass and radiation.

The equations which will describe the situa-

tion are those which can be derived from the

conservation equations. When attempting to

understand the significance of stellar winds, one

must consider carefully which terms to retain

in the most general formulations of the conser-

vation equations and which it is permissible to

neglect. One also must consider what the ap-

propriate boundary conditions are for the prob-

lem in hand.

The need for taking such steps is not new.

The traditional equations and boundary con-

ditions which underlie the traditional theory of

stellar atmospheres reviewed at the beginning

of this chapter were adopted as reasonable for

understanding a major fact about stars--the

fact that the intrinsic properties of stars change

very slowly relative to the time scales for most

physical processes known on the Earth. In

order to make models of pulsating stars, it was

necessary to think through anew the question

of what terms to retain in the conservation

equations and what boundary conditions to set

so that meaningful solutions might be obtained.

The steps in this procedure are clearly outlined

in the review article by Ledoux (1965) and in

that by Ledoux and Walraven (1958). When

pulsation and its change is a significant obser-

vable fact to be explained, one must think

carefully about the kind of stability which oc-

curs in the part of the model star which is under

consideration. The same questions have to be

considered once again as we begin to make

theories for the winds from early-type stars.

In what follows, we shall outline the major

statements that have been published in recent

years concerning the factors which may con-

strain the winds from early-type stars. This in-

volves deciding on the forces which act in a

wind and the sources of energy which may be

tapped in the wind. A succinct review has been

given by Hearn (1981).

1. Three Theoretical Starting Points. Three ap-

proaches have been taken towards developing

theories for the winds from early-type stars.
The first has been to concentrate attention on

the outward-directed force due to radiation,

particularly that absorbed in lines, and either

to assume that an isothermal situation exists or

to allow the temperature law to be established

by ensuring that radiative equilibrium occurs.

The second approach has been to direct atten-

tion toward maintaining an elevated

temperature in a region of the mantle just out-

side the photosphere, and to determining what

can be deduced about the flow of a wind and

a possible supply of energy from knowledge of

the processes which are postulated to provide

the required high temperatures. The third ap-

proach has been to concentrate attention on a

possible source in the subphotospheric layers

for the energy and momentum which is seen in

the wind, and then to deduce what the conse-

quences of the presence of this source may be

for the characteristic properties of a wind. Ad-

ditional factors are discussed in Chapter 8.

The first approach was introduced by Lucy

and Solomon (1970), who developed ideas
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originatingwithMilne(1926)andexpandedby
Gerasimovic(1934).Lucy and Solomon
directedattentionto theforceof radiation
resultingfromtheabsorptionof radiationby
resonancelines.Theimplicationsoftheaction
of the force due to radiationhavebeen
discussedbyCastorandCassinelli(1973).Their
deductionsaresummarizedbelow.Modelflow-
ingatmospheresforhotstarsresultingfromthe
actionof the forceof radiationhavebeen
publishedbyCassinelliandHartmann(1975)
andby Castoret al. (1975).Althoughthese
authorsidentifytheirmodelatmosphereswith
specifictypes of stars, their identifications must

be accepted with reserve because of the factors

which are discussed in the section The Physics

of Winds.

Cassinelli and Hartmann make models of

the region of the atmosphere between the

photosphere, where outflow is negligible, and

the point at which the flow velocity equals the

isothermal sound velocity. They assume that

energy is put into the model atmosphere only

by means of the radiation field and that

radiative equilibrium exists. To obtain a model

atmosphere of the desired extent, they are

forced to introduce an arbitrary radiation-force

multiplier. Castor et al. (1975) develop an

analytical expression to represent the force due

to the radiation absorbed in lines, and they

demonstrate the consequences of the action of

this force. Their results have greatest validity

in the trans-sonic region of the wind. Castor

et al. assume that radiative equilibrium exists

and that no energy is put into the model at-

mosphere except by means of the radiation

field. The theory by Castor et al. has been

broadened by Klein and Castor (1978) to give

an explanation of the emission seen in the spec-

tra of O stars at Ha and some of the He II lines.

More recently, Weber (1981) has reviewed

critically the theories of winds driven by the
force due to radiation which is absorbed in

lines; he has produced some additional flow-

ing model atmospheres. Abbott (I980, 1982)

has studied further the theory of winds driven

by the force due to radiation absorbed in lines

and has elaborated the consequences of the

adopted equation of motion for a wind.

The second approach has been followed by

Hearn (1975a, 1975b, 1983). In his work, Hearn

has explored the possibility that the mass-loss

mechanism for early-type stars is the pressure

imbalance which may result from the presence

of a hot corona. Hearn has evaluated the ef-

fects of particular processes which may be at

work to provide the hot corona which drives

his winds. Additional detail has been worked

out by Hearn and Vardavas (1981a, 1981b) and

by Vardavas and Hearn (1981).

The third approach has been taken by

Thomas (1973). Thomas infers that the

presence of a wind implies the existence of a

field of kinetic energy below the photosphere,

and he deduces the constraints which are re-

quired in order to attain a stellar wind which

has a pattern of flow and density like what is

observed for early-type stars. However,

although Thomas notes that pulsation and con-

vection may occur in layers below the

photosphere, he does not postulate a specific

process for generating the needed field of

kinetic energy. Rather he argues that the obser-

vation of mass loss from stars implies that such

a field exists. His statements seem to suggest

that at considerable depths in the star this field

of kinetic energy can be described in terms of

stochastic processes. Thomas works out the

consequences of the presence of his inferred

source of energy and momentum. He takes in-

to account the action of the force due to radia-

tion in the outer part of a stellar atmosphere,

and he places the special cases studied by Lucy

and Solomon (1970) and by Castor and

CassineUi (1973), (cases in which there is no

energy source explicitly mentioned other than

the radiation field), in the context of a general

theory of stellar atmospheres in which directed

motion occurs. Further details concerning a

stellar wind powered by a stochastic source of

kinetic energy are worked out by Cannon and

Thomas (I977). Cannon and Thomas pay par-

ticular attention to the stability of the stellar

atmosphere against small changes of the kinetic
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energy of the particles in the atmosphere. An-

driesse (1978, 1980a, 1980b, 1981) has used the

concept of a field of thermodynamic fluctua-

tions which can be described in stochastic terms

to derive an expression for the rate of mass loss

from a star in terms of the mass, radius, and

luminosity of the star.

The results of Lucy and Solomon, of Castor

and Cassinelli, of Castor et al., of Cassinelli

and Hartmann, of Weber, and of Abbott are

obtained by postulating the action of one

specific force, that exerted by radiation. These

authors introduce no explicit sources of addi-

tional heating. The results of Hearn and of

Hearn and Vardavas detail the implications of

specific heating processes in the part of the at-

mosphere from which the wind originates. They

downplay the action of the force of radiation.
The results of Thomas, of Cannon and

Thomas, and of Andriesse are not easy to ac-

cept because they do not identify the explicit

sources of the departures from strict hydrostatic

and radiative equilibrium in a stellar at-

mosphere. Thomas, Cannon and Thomas, and

Andriesse have felt, with some justification,

that at the time their studies were made, a par-

ticular force could not be surely specified for

causing the departures from strict equilibrium
conditions that the existence of radiation and

mass flows imply. To work out the conse-

quences of a stochastic distribution of the

departures from equilibrium conditions is a

valid procedure in theoretical physics. Because

explicit forces and explicit sources of heating

in the stellar wind are postulated in the theories

of types 1 and 2, these theories have been more

easily accepted than those of type 3.

A simple introduction to the basic principles

which are involved in solving Equations (7-13),

(7-14), and (7-15) simultaneously to obtain

flowing model atmospheres can be found in

BGhm (1973). The key statements of the

theories for stellar winds, except the theory for

mass loss by Andriesse, have been briefly sum-

marized by Hearn (1979). The reasons why the

observation of stellar winds forces us to change

our viewpoint substantially from that which has

sufficed for making traditional model at-

mospheres have been summarized by Thomas

(1977, 1979). A review of the theories of the

winds from early- and late-type stars has been

presented by Cassinelli (1979).

2. Properties of Spherical Flow. The discovery

of mass loss from 09.5 and B0 supergiants by

means of moderate resolution spectra taken

from a sounding rocket (Morton, 1967a, 1967b)

and its confirmation by means of spectra of bet-

ter resolution (Morton et al., 1968) directed at-

tention toward the problem of spherical flow

and how such a flow might be modeled using

Equation (7-17). Studies of the solar wind have

demonstrated the general properties of an ac-

ceptable solution to Equation (7-17). The radius

in the atmosphere at which the flow velocity,

o(r), equals the ambient sound velocity, a(r),

divides the flowing atmosphere into two parts.

The first is a subsonic region lying between the

radius of some deep layer below which flow is

negligible and below which the atmosphere may

be represented by a model which is in

hydrostatic equilibrium, and the radius at which

the critical condition that v(r) E a(r) occurs.

The second is a region in which the flow veloci-

ty takes on supersonic values, v(r) > a(r). Ac-

celeration to velocities in the range 2000 to

3500 km s-_ occurs in this region for O stars.

In the case of O stars, the critical velocity is

believed to lie in the range of 15 to 20 km s-1.

An acceptable solution for v(r) is one such

that the function v(r) is regular through the

critical radius and such that o(r) remains finite

as r becomes large. The condition that v(r) re-

main regular at the sonic radius, r, means that
the right-hand side of Equation (7-17) must

vanish when v(r) = a(r¢). This puts a con-
straint on the value required for F(r) and on

the temperature gradient which exists at rc.
Both F(r) and the temperature gradient should

be continuous functions of radius.

If one supposes that the only forces acting

on the gas are those due to gravity and to an

outward force which is directed radially, one
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findsthat anacceptablesolutionwill beob-
tainedat thecriticalpointwhen

GMp c

2 (1- F) =
F

e

r 2 T e

(7-34)

Here a quantity F, which represents the ratio

of the outward force to the inward force due

to gravity, has been introduced. A subscript c

is attached to the quantities which depend on
radius to indicate that one is concerned with

their values at the critical radius where the flow

velocity has a value equal to the ambient sound

velocity in the atmosphere.

The implications of Equation (7-34) con-

cerning the needed values for F c and (dT/dr)c

have been discussed by Marlborough and Roy

(1970), by Castor and Cassinelli (1973), and by

Thomas (1973). The rate of mass loss may be

determined by means of Equation (7-19). Do-

ing this reduces to finding the value of the

product,

A;/ = 4_rr20¢a c. (7-35)

Marlborough and Roy (1970) considered the

requirements for determining a solution in an

isothermal atmosphere which fits to a

hydrostatic model atmosphere at depth, and in

which an outward accelerating force propor-

tional to the force of gravity acts. They write

the proportionality factor as F(r). Marlborough

and Roy found that no acceptable solution ex-

ists for Equation (7-17) in the isothermal case.

Inside the sonic point, F must be less than I

in order for the fit to a hydrostatic model at-

mosphere to be made, while outside the sonic

point, r must be greater than 1 in order that

the flow be supersonic. A discontinuity in 1-' is

required at r. No regular function can be
found for o(r) which will behave as the flow

velocity in a wind is believed to behave. One

conclusion that they reach is that, if an accept-

able solution to Equation (7-17) is to be ob-

tained, the temperature gradient must not be

set identically equal to zero.

The first attempt to model a wind which is

driven by the force of radiation was made by

Lucy and Solomon (1970), who used the con-

cept of an isothermal atmosphere. They also as-

sumed without presenting justification for this

step, that the sonic point in their model at-

mosphere was close to the stellar surface. Work

on numerical models for flowing atmospheres

which are powered by the force due to radia-

tion absorbed in lines is reported in the section

The Line Spectrum from Moving Three-

Dimensional Model Atmospheres.

The effect of the force of radiation as a driv-

ing force in an optically thin atmosphere has

been investigated by Castor and Cassinelli

(1973). These authors assume that the force due

to radiation may be evaluated by means of

Equation (7-28), with the value for the line-

absorption coefficient put equal to zero. They

replace the actual continuous absorption coef-

ficient by a gray value and thus are able to

eliminate the integral over frequency. Castor

and Cassinelli show that, if one postulates that

the rate of mass loss, A;/', is like what is deduced

for luminous O and B stars, namely A;/--- 10-6

Mo Yr4, then an acceptable solution to Equa-

tion (7-17) can be found only if r c exceeds

about 0.99. This value of re is found by re-

quiring that the sonic velocity lie in the range

from 10 to 20 km s-l i.e, that T lie in the
range 10000 to 50000 K) and that the density

at the critical point be such as to give the ob-

served value for .4;/. The sonic point must lie

relatively close to the stellar surface in order to

obtain the needed density in the flow.

Castor and Cassinelli (1973) investigate the

conditions which must exist near the sonic point

in the type of model atmosphere which they

postulate. They conclude that an atmosphere

has to be heated if it is to acquire supersonic

flow velocities. Unless each element of volume

acquires additional heat at the time it acquires

additional momentum, supersonic flow will not

occur. Castor and Cassinelli suggest that the

needed heating may be the result of the absorp-

tion of radiation. However, the absorptive

properties of O- and B-type stellar atmospheres

are not such as to make this a viable proposal.
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In passing, it should be noted that, in a real

spherical atmosphere, if isothermal conditions

are to be maintained as postulated by Marlbor-

ough and Roy (1970) and by Lucy and Solomon

(1970), the stellar atmosphere must acquire heat

as the radius increases. This is because the tem-

perature decreases steadily outward in a spher-

ical atmosphere which is in radiative equilib-

rium (see Figure 7-15), in contrast to its behav-

ior in a planar atmosphere which is in radiative

equilibrium. Neither Marlborough and Roy nor

Lucy and Solomon suggest a source for the heat

which their treatments imply is acquired by the

flowing atmosphere.

The conditions which are required so that

supersonic flow may occur in stellar atmo-

spheres of all types have been investigated in-

dependently by Thomas (1973). Thomas is in-

terested in determining what the observation of

mass loss implies about the physical conditions

in deep layers of the star. Thomas shows that

the greatest depth at which mass loss can have

a significant effect on the structure of the model

star lies well above the base of the model pho-

tosphere. Thomas discusses the implications of

Equation (7-17) for the flow velocity, and he

shows that, if one wishes to ensure that the

sonic point occurs in layers in which the densi-

ty is relatively large (in order that A_/may be

relatively large), one must either increase the

term a2(r) (l - d In T/d In r_) or decrease the

term GM(I -F)/r (or both at appropriate rela-

tive rates). The first option corresponds to put-

ting energy into the flow from some nonradia-

tive source, while the second corresponds to

putting momentum into the flow. The papers

on the effects of the force of radiation reviewed

above discuss the latter option.

Thomas (1973) shows that the arguments

followed by Lucy and Solomon (1970) and by

Castor and Cassinelli (1973) are equivalent to

using the density distribution which is valid for

hydrostatic equilibrium and considering the ef-

fects of radiation pressure as an accelerating

force on material arranged according to this

density distribution. He argues that the Lucy-

Solomon limit on the rate of mass loss (that

which can be obtained by the absorption of

radiation in one resonance line) is a lower limit

to the rate of mass loss to be expected from a

hot star, while that estimated by Castor and

Cassinelli is a strong upper limit on what may

be obtained as the result of the action of radia-

tion pressure in the case that there is no heating

from nonradiative sources. Thomas continues

his analysis to show that, if one permits a very

small outward velocity v0 (in our notation) to
be imposed on the subphotospheric layers, then

this is sufficient to drive the observed winds

from stars.

A key factor in the picture suggested by

Thomas (1973) for understanding stellar winds

is the existence of a field of nonthermal kinetic

energy below the photosphere. It is postulated

that this source of energy provides the small

outward increments of velocity, %(r), which

feed energy, by means of shocks, into the flow
to heat the flow and cause the outflow of mass

at the observed rate. The results of the presence

of an initial photospheric motion, %(r), are

what Thomas works out. He implies that the

presence of such a storage mode for nonra-

diative energy in a star is plausible, but he does

not specify any particular cases. The major

statement made by Thomas is that the known

existence of mass flow from stars implies the

existence of a source of nonradiative energy in

the subphotospheric layers of the star. Thomas

chooses to describe this source of energy as a

field of kinetic energy, which could be due to

pulsation or convection in the subphotospheric

region. The nonradiative kinetic energy

postulated by Thomas is supposed to be like the

thermal energy of the particles in the follow-

ing sense. A field of motions exists, but it does

not imply drift motion except in a stochastic

sense. The theory is presented in mathematical

detail in Cannon and Thomas (1977), and a

stability analysis is carried out there.

According to Thomas (1973) and Cannon

and Thomas (1977), a small flow in the sub-

photospheric regions of a star may be sufficient

to provide for the heating seen in the mantle

of the star, and it will provide the mass flux

which is observed. However, factors other than

subphotospheric motion may be important for
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causingtheconditionsobservedto existin the
mantle.Inthiscontext,it isimportanttodeter-
minethemechanismwhichcausessuperheating
in themantle.Suchsuperheatingis seenin
almostall typesof stars.

Parker(1981)hasusedtheformalsolution
ofthetime-dependenthydrodynamicequations
whichdescribeconditionsin the photosphere,

corona, and wind of the Sun to investigate how

blocking upward flow from the photosphere of

the Sun will change the wind which arises

because of the presence of a hot corona. The

change is undetectably small. Parker points out
that to obtain conditions such as those known

to exist in the corona of the Sun requires the

deposit of much more energy than can be

available in any subphotospheric flow in the

Sun just large enough to account for the known

rate of mass loss from the Sun. Consequently,
Parker claims that the conclusion of Thomas

(1973) that small subphotospheric adiabatic

flows will generate coronas and winds for dwarf

stars like the Sun cannot be supported.

In the case of stars for which gravitational

binding just above the photosphere is small

because of the action of radiation pressure

and/or low gravity, the situation is complex.

In this case, the problem cannot readily be

treated by analytical methods.

Since there is much evidence for the presence

of superheated plasma and moderately dense

winds in the mantles of O and Wolf-Rayet

stars, it seems probable that the actions of the

mechanisms which cause the heating and pro-

pulsion have much more to do with determin-

ing the density of the wind than does possible

subsonic flow in deep layers of the star. It seems

unlikely that a subphotospheric flow at sub-

sonic speeds, as proposed by Thomas (1973),

would be able to furnish the amount of heating

and outward-directed motion which is seen to

occur in the mantles of the hot stars.

Hearn (1975a, 1975b, 1983) has studied the

model winds from hot stars which may result

from the presence of a small hot corona just

above the photosphere. Hearn emphasizes that

it may be possible to understand the origin of

mass loss from O and B stars by finding an ap-

propriate density and temperature for a hot co-

rona. The corona cannot be very hot, because

then O, Wolf-Rayet, and B stars would be in-

tense sources of X rays, and they are not. Lucy

and Solomon (1970) were among the first to

show that a temperature of more than 107 K

throughout the stellar wind would be required

if the observed winds from O and B stars were

to be generated by the process which is believed

to generate and propel at least the slow com-

ponent of the solar wind. Very high tempera-

tures in large volumes of the mantles of O and

B stars are excluded. However, very high tem-

peratures may occur in small parcels of the

mantles of O stars because X rays are observed

from some O stars. Theory to explain the gen-

eration of X rays is reported in the section At-

mospheric Stability: X Rays.

Hearn (1975a, 1975b) investigated the par-

ticular problem of whether the winds from OB

supergiants can be the result of the presence of

a corona with T near 106 K. He investigated
several sources for the heating. Hearn found

that the existence of a small hot corona is not

a truly satisfactory mechanism for creating

winds from O and Wolf-Rayet stars. In par-

ticular, he showed that radiatively driven sound

waves cannot deposit enough energy in the pos-

tulated coronal layers to keep a wind of the ob-

served density flowing. If one postulates the

presence of a corona, one has to find an ade-

quate source of heating for the corona. Hearn
used the device of a "minimum-flux" corona

to select particular solutions from the many that

are possible. An important result of Hearn's

work is the attention which he draws to the fact

that the rate of mass loss from a star and the

conditions in the mantle of the star are as much

determined by the energy gains and losses which

occur in the mantle as by the momentum-

transfer processes which occur there.

Hearn and Vardavas (1981a, 1981b) and

Vardavas and Hearn (1981) have developed

numerical models of the coronas which may be

generated around 09 supergiants as a result of

the deposition of a specified amount of me-

chanical energy deep in the photosphere. They

set up a self-consistent method for finding the
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physical state of the atmosphere, and they note

that the equations which define the problem

must be solved with conditions imposed at the

interface with the interstellar medium, as well

as at the interface with a photosphere which is

in hydrostatic equilibrium. It is assumed that

the only forces acting on the gas are the attrac-

tive force of gravity and the dispersive force due

to the gas pressure at the ambient temperature
in the corona. No contribution of momentum

from wave pressure or radiation pressure is in-

cluded. Thus, the models of Hearn and Var-

davas illustrate the formation of a wind when

energy alone is added to the atmosphere. These

calculations describe one limiting case of what

may occur in nature.

Four models have been derived by Hearn

and Vardavas for the formation of a mantle

around a supergiant 09 star which is emitting

radiation at a rate of 5.24 x 1013 erg cm -2 s -I

from its surface. We shall briefly report here

the results when a flux of mechanical energy

of l04 erg cm -2 s -1 is added in the photosphere

and when a flux of 106 erg cm -2 s -t is added.

In the first case, an extended corona is formed

in which the maximum temperature is 8.90

x 105 K and the sonic point lies at 9.5 stellar

radii. The maximum temperature occurs at

about 1.3 stellar radii. Mass is lost from this

model star at a rate of 3.64 x 10-14Mo yr -_.

In the second case, only a small corona is de-

veloped. It has a thickness of 0.03 stellar radii,

and it lies between 1.033 and 1.065 stellar radii.

The maximum temperature reached is 6.98 x

105 K, and there is no mass loss because the

critical point lies at several hundred stellar radii

from the star.

These model mantles do not have proper-
ties like those we believe to exist for the mantles

of O-type supergiants. Quite clearly, the ob-

served winds from O stars are formed as a result

of the deposition of momentum as well as en-

ergy in the interface layers between the photo-

sphere and the mantle.

The implications of the presence of a small

hot corona in the mantle of an O or Wolf-Rayet

star for the infrared spectrum from the star are

reviewed in the following section.

H. Radio and Infrared Flux from

Spherical Atmospheres: Mass Loss

Any distant large volume of fully ionized gas

having a cosmic composition, a density in the

range 104 to 109 cm -3, and an electron temper-

ature of a few times 104 K will emit free-free

radiation at a rate which can be detected in the

radio and infrared wavelength ranges. Typical

astronomical sources include the H II regions

associated with O and Wolf-Rayet stars, as well

as some point sources which have been identi-

fied with particular O and Wolf-Rayet stars.

The purpose of the theory, which will be re-

viewed in this section, is to provide an inter-

pretation of the observed radio and infrared

fluxes from O and Wolf-Rayet stars. Informa-

tion such as the density in the emitting volume
as a function of the distance from the center

of the star, the electron temperature, and the

size of the emitting region is sought. A specific

mechanism explaining how the observed plasma

reached its observed physical state underlies

each theory which has been proposed for in-

terpreting the radio and infrared fluxes from

stars.

Existing theories for explaining the radio and
infrared emission from astronomical sources

fall into two general classes. The first class con-

tains theories which interpret the observations

of extended sources such as the H II regions

and planetary nebulae enveloping some O and

Wolf-Rayet stars. The second class contains

theories which interpret point sources confined

to small spherically symmetric volumes around

stars. The linear radii of these volumes of

plasma are sufficiently small that the cross sec-

tion of the emitting region is not resolved by

the telescope and detector.

In theories of class 1, it is usually assumed

that the particle density in the emitting volume

can be described by giving the constant densi-

ty or by giving the relative fractions of the emit-

ting volume which are filled by parcels of

plasma having the one or the other of two den-

sities. In the case of theories of class 2, it is

usually assumed that the particle density

decreases as r -n, where n is a small positive
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numberof theorderof 2. Theappropriate
valueof n is determined by the mechanism

which is assumed to cause the plasma to exist

around the star at a detectable density. Often

the electron temperature, T, is assumed to be

constant in the emitting volume. Olnon (1975)

has calculated the radio spectra to be expected

from some particular distributions of the emit-

ting gas.

In the theories of class 2 (see, for instance,

Wright and Barlow, 1975, and Panagia and

Felli, 1975), it is usually assumed that the

plasma is the result of the uniform, spherically

symmetric outflow of gas with each flow line

directed along a radius. The flow velocity is

assumed to be constant; usually it is put equal

to the largest outflow velocity which is seen by

means of absorption lines in the stellar spec-

trum. However, this assumed mechanism for

the formation of the radiating plasma may be

questioned.

The quiet Sun radiates a radio flux at 6 cm

of approximately l06 Jy. This radio flux is

known to come from the transition region be-

tween the photosphere and the corona. If one

supposes that the observed rate of mass loss

from the Sun, about lO-14Mo yr -I, is linked

to the radio emission from the Sun in the man-

ner which is assumed to be true for O and Wolf-

Rayet stars, one will expect to detect from the

Sun a radio flux at 6 cm of only 103 Jy. The

observed flux is about 10 3 times larger than

this because a much denser plasma exists in the

transition region of the Sun than is implied by

the observed flow of gas from the Sun. The

reason why a moderately dense hot plasma ex-

ists around the Sun is not fully understood at

this time. However, it is believed that magne-

tohydrodynamic events, as well as the deposi-

tion of heat and momentum from mechanical

waves, are important for determining the den-

sity, volume, and physical state of this plasma.

It seems premature, when discussing O and

Wolf-Rayet stars, to make a priori the hypoth-

esis that magnetohydrodynamic events and the

deposition of heat and momentum from me-

chanical waves play no significant role in es-

tablishing the density and volume of the hot

plasma detected around O and Wolf-Rayet

stars. Any suspended hot plasma will emit radio

and infrared radiation, just as the hot plasma

does in the transition region between the solar

photosphere and corona. If the measured radio

flux from O and Wolf-Rayet stars comes from

a similar suspended hot plasma, at least in part,

then the rates of mass loss from O and Wolf-

Rayet stars may be less than the rates which are

deduced by means of the theories of Wright and

Barlow (1975) and of Panagia and Felli (1975).

This question has been explored by Underhill

(1983a, 1984a). An important question to which

we shall return is whether or not there are any

observational facts which can guide us toward

making an accurate estimate of the fraction of

the observed radio and infrared emission from

O and Wolf-Rayet stars which is related to the

rate of mass loss in the manner which is

assumed to be true by Wright and Barlow and

by Panagia and Felli for all of the observed

radio flux.

The plan for this section is to review the

theories of Wright and Barlow and of Panagia

and FeUi for radio flux and then the theories

of the infrared excess emission. Finally, a brief
discussion of the state of our theoretical

knowledge and modeling procedures will be

given. The results of applications of the existing

theories are summarized in the section

Estimated Rate of Mass Loss from 0 and Wolf-

Rayet Stars.

1. Radio Speelrum. Wright and Barlow (1975)

made the following assumptions so that they

could provide a relationship between the
observed radio flux and the rate of mass loss

from a star:

. The emitting region consists of spherical

shells of fully ionized gas in which the

density of ions follows the relation n(r)
= Ar-L Here A is a constant which

must be assigned. In the case of outflow

at a constant velocity o, the constant A
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is determined by the rate of mass loss

from the star, A;/. Then

A = 1(4/47r itmHv, (7-36)

where #m H is the weight of a typical
ion in the plasma. In most of the ap-

plications to be found in the literature,

the gas is assumed to have solar com-

position. Then/z is of the order of 1.2.

If the gas is assumed to be composed

chiefly of helium which is fully ioniz-

ed, # -- 4. This case is sometimes con-

sidered for Wolf-Rayet stars.

The density of electrons, ne, is q, times

the density of ions, ne = _/ni. In the

case of a fully ionized plasma having

solar composition, 3' is a number of the

order of 1.1. When the plasma is com-

posed chiefly of doubly ionized helium,

y-2.

The average charge per ion in the

plasma is Z. In the case used in applica-

tions to O stars, Z is taken to be 1.1.

For fully ionized helium, Z -- 2.

The temperature, T, is assumed to be

constant throughout the emitting

plasma.

Radiation at radio frequencies is emit-

ted as a result of free-free encounters

between electrons and ions. The source

function is assumed to be the Planck

function for the temperature T. Since,

in the radio wavelength range, we are

concerned with wavelengths of several

cm while Tmay be of the order of 20000

K, one may write By(7) = 2kTv2/c 2.

The optical depth per unit path length

in the plasma is the result of absorption
due to free-free interactions in the ful-

ly ionized plasma, corrected for

stimulated emission. From Allen (1973),

p. 102, one finds that the absorption

coefficient corrected for stimulated

emission is

' = 3.692 × 108
Kff

(1 - exp(-hv/kT) (7-37)

Z2gv(T) T-I/2v 3hen i.

Here gv(7) is the Gaunt factor at fre-

quency v and temperature T; it can be

evaluated from the formula given by

Allen on p. 103. For radio wavelengths,

one may use the approximate form,

t = 10-23Z2
_ff 1.98 X

(7-38)
gv ( T) T -3/2 _2nen i ,

with X expressed in cm.

The radio flux which is measured by a dis-

tant observer is that flux which emerges from

all parts of the sphere of ionized plasma which

are not optically thick at the frequency v. The

distance of the observer is D, measured in some

linear unit. Wright and Barlow (1975) solve the

relevant problem of radiative transfer under the
conditions listed above and find that the rate

of mass loss in Mo yr -1 may be found from

the relation,

_f/v = 0.095/.tZ-'
(7-39)

(_,gv)-ll2 v-I/2 D3/2 sva/4

Here the velocity of outflow, v, is in km s-l,

the distance between the star and the observer

is in kpc, and the radio flux, S, is in Jy.
An expression for the effective radius, R(v),

of the region outside of which the radio flux

is emitted has been derived by Wright and

Barlow. It is

R(v) = 2.8 × 1028

(.yg_)l/3 (Z/lap)2�3 (7-40)

T-I/2 (M/o)2/3 cm.

The optical depth along a radius from infinity

to this point is 0.244.

If one substitutes the appropriate values of

the constants describing the plasma of cosmic

composition (_, Z, and y) and the value of g_
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forawavelengthof6cmandatemperatureof
22000K (whichisareasonabletemperaturefor
theradioemittingregion),onefindsthat

logR(6 cm)/Re =

9.229 + 0.667 log (A_/'/v).
(7-41)

Equation (7-41) is useful for estimating the

approximate inner radius of the region emitting

radio flux in the immediate neighborhood of

a star which is losing mass. In it h;/is expressed

in Mo yr -_ and v is in km s-1. If Tis different

from 22000 K and the slight dependence of g_
on T is ignored, then R(6 cm) will change as

(22000/T/4. For Equation (7-41) to be valid,

_t/v must be large enough that an optical depth

of 0.244 is reached at 6 cm when R(v) >> R..

For an O-type supergiant, A;//o may be

about 10 -9 in the selected units, while the

radius of the star may be about 36 R o • Then

R(6 cm) will be about 47 R, or 1.2 x 1014 cm.

For a Wolf-Rayet star, it is sometimes sug-

gested that 1(4/o may be about 10 -s, while the

radius of the photosphere may be about 10

R o • Then R(6 cm) will be about 790 R. or 5.5

X 1013 cm.

We see from Equation (7-36) that, when

Kt/v is large, the density of the plasma near the

star will be large, with the consequence that the

radio flux observed by a distant observer will

come chiefly from an outer shell which is rather

far from the star.

The value of]f4/v used in the present exam-

ple for a Wolf-Rayet star is probably near the

upper limit of what may actually occur. If, as

in the case of the Sun, part of the radio flux

from a Wolf-Rayet star arises from gyro-

resonance radiation in a plasma which is not

flowing from the star in the spherically sym-

metric manner assumed by Wright and Barlow

(1975), then the value of Nt/o estimated by

means of Equation (7-39) will be reduced, and

R(_) will be smaller than in the example given

here (Underhill, 1984a).

Panagia and Felli (! 975) have gone through

similar arguments to those followed by Wright

and Barlow. They use a representation for the

free-free absorption coefficient which explicit-

ly includes an expression for the Gaunt factor,

valid in the radio range. They derive an equa-

tion for the relationship between the rate of

mass loss, the constant velocity of outflow, and

the flux, S, at a radio frequency v. When A;/

is expressed in units of Me yr -_ and o is in km

s-z, the result of Panagia and Felli becomes

h_//o = 2.94 × 10-gZ -°'s

/a [ u 1-°'4s
(7-42)

t ,yJ
Here the units for each variable are indicated

in the square brackets. It is assumed that 3' =

1.0. Panagia and Felli also derive an expression

for a representative radius for the emitting

region. As a representative radius they adopt

that radius within which half the emission is

produced. Their result is similar to that of

Wright and Barlow, and it can be expressed as

Iog R(v)/R o =
(7-43)

9.283 - log K + 0.667 log(._l/o),

where
log K =

0.7 log u + 0.45 log T +

0.667 log/_ - 0.333 log Z. (7-44)

Here u, T, and # are to be expressed in the units

indicated in Equation (7-42). In Equation (7-43)

_f/is in Mo Yr-_ and o is in km s-I.

For the case of radiation at 6 cm, T = 22000

K, # = 1.2, and Z = 1.1; logK is -0.070. The

constant term in Equation (7-43) then becomes

9.353. This means that the representative radius

of Panagia and Felli is 1.33 times that of Wright

and Barlow.

Panagia and Felli also investigated what the

shape of the radio spectrum would be if the

density in the emitting region followed a den-

sity law of the form Ne(r) - r -n, with n tak-

ing values between 1.5 and 3.5. A case with n
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< 2 could be obtained if the material were

suspended in large magnetic loops or if there

was flow at a constant velocity, but the degree

of ionization increased outward; one with n >

2 would imply that electrons were being pro-

gressively removed from the plasma at large

distances (e.g., by recombination and/or by

condensation of the material to form grains as

the gas cooled). The spectrum which is obtained

isapower law in)_, S - k-% withnandct

taking the following related values:

n 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

ct -0.10 0.60 0.95 1.16 1.30

A fully ionized plasma at a constant

temperature and flowing at constant velocity

from a star results in a spectral index c_ = 0.60

in the radio wavelength range. Values of o_

larger than 0.6 are observed for the radio region

in the case of Wolf-Rayet stars (see, for in-

stance, Barlow, 1979, and Barlow et al., 1981).

When the slope of the free-free emission spec-

trum from infrared to radio wavelengths is con-

sidered, ct is usually found to be near 0.76.

These facts imply that n > 2. This conclusion

may be interpreted to mean that the degree of

ionization in the plasma is decreasing outward,

or that the terminal velocity has not been

reached in the region in which the infrared ex-

cess is formed. Barlow (1979) has considered

the possibility that, in the volume observed to

be emitting at radio frequencies, the gas has

cooled adiabatically by a significant amount

from its temperature in the volume observed to

be emitting at infrared wavelengths and has

dismissed it as being of negligible importance.

If the picture underlying the theory of

Panagia and Felli (1975) is correct, then the

fractional uncertainty in the value of ,_//v

derived by means of Equation (7-42) can be

found from

0.25 (@)2

= 5--1/2 +

+ 0.5625 (_-_T) 2
(7-45)

+ 0.5625
(.__v v) 2 ]1/2

AS

+ 0.4773 (AMod):

Here we have replaced the fractional uncertain-

ty in the distance, AD/D, by its equivalent

uncertainty in the distance modulus, Mod, of

the star, expressed in magnitudes, and we have

treated the individual errors as though they add

quadratically. There are uncertainties in the ap-

propriate values of Z, #, and T to use for the

plasma because we are not completely sure of

the mean charge on each ion, the composition

of the gas, nor of its temperature.

A typical value for the fractional error in

A;//v may be estimated by noting that the error

in measuring the radio flux and the errors in

the factors describing the radiating plasma may

have the valuesASJS = AZ/Z = AT/T =
A#//z = 0.3, while AMod may be 0.5 mag. In

this case, the root mean square fractional

uncertainty in Kt/v is 0.25.

2. Infrared Spectrum. The first interpretations

of the infrared free-free excess emission from

Wolf-Rayet stars (Hackwell et al., 1974; Cohen

et al., 1975) use the very simple model of a

sphere of ionized plasma around the star. In

the plasma, the electron density, ne, the ion

density, hi, and the temperature have constant
values, independent of radius. The radiation is

emitted as a result of free-free encounters be-

tween the ions and the electrons.

If the emitting volume is optically thin at a

wavelength k (in #m), then it is straightforward

to deduce from the emissivity of the plasma,

which is x'B (7), that the flux received from

a volume of radius R s cm will be

Fx(ff, opt. thin) =

7.17 X lO-16Z2_,-2g_T-U2

exp(-c2/?_T)D-2neniR3 S .

(7-46)

The units of F× are Wm -2 t_m -I. In Equation

(7-46), g, is the Gaunt factor; it is approx-
imately equal to unity in the infrared
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wavelengthregion.Thedistanceof thestaris
D kpc. The particle densities are expressed per
cm 3 .

If the distance of the star is known,

knowledge of the observed infrared excess

fluxes in the wavelength region where the

plasma is optically thin coupled with an

estimated value for the temperature of the

plasma will lead to an estimate of the effective

radius of the emitting region.

Because free-free opacity decreases toward

short wavelengths at a rate varying between )_2

and ),3 (see Equation (7-37)), the emitting

plasma may be expected to become optically

thin at relatively short infrared wavelengths.

Consequently, if one plots log XF× against log

)_, using the observed amount of infrared ex-

cess radiation determined by subtracting an

estimate for the flux from the star from the

observed total flux at an infrared wavelength,

the points will form a curve which shows a max-

imum. Let the wavelength at which the peak

value of log XF× occurs be _. Then from
Equation (7-46), one finds that

_, T = 14400. (7-47)
P

Here _, is measured in/zm and T in kelvins.
p

Use of Equation (7-47) permits on'e to estimate

T in the plasma which is emitting the infrared

free-free radiation.

In the ionized plasmas around stars, one

may expect the particle density to decrease out-

ward. This will certainly be true if a wind is

flowing from the star. Consequently, a radius,

R s, determined from Equation (7-46) will
probably be a lower limit to the size of the emit-

ting region. The degree to which it is reasonable

to assume that the temperature is constant in

the plasma can only be determined after one

has postulated a model for the heating and

cooling processes that go on in the plasma. In

most applications of this theory, T is assumed

to be constant.

In the case of winds which are expanding

uniformly from the star, one may interpret the

free-free infrared excess radiation of O and

Wolf-Rayet stars by means of theory such as

that developed by Wright and Barlow (1975)

and by Panagia and Felli (1975). The chief

modification required is to use the full expres-

sion for B(73 in place of the Rayleigh-Jeans

approximation for those infrared wavelengths

where T and )_ are of such a size that c2/)_T is
not "small". In the case that the Rayleigh-

Jeans approximation is valid, the equations

derived by Wright and Barlow may be used

after substituting an appropriate value for g.
The formulas of Panagia and Felli include ex-

plicitly an expression for g. Since this expres-

sion is valid only in the radio domain, their for-

mulas require modification if they are to be

used with infrared fluxes for estimating A;//o.

Barlow and Cohen (1977) have measured the

infrared flux from a few O stars and some B-

type supergiants, and they have investigated

what the observed infrared excesses might mean

in terms of the rate of mass loss from the star.

Application of the expressions of Wright and

Barlow (1975) for 1(4/v and R(p), with the

temperature in the emitting plasma being put

equal to the assigned effective temperature for

the star (which falls in the range from 34500

K at type 09 V to 50000 K at type O4t3, leads
to inconsistent results when excess fluxes at ),

_< 10 #m are used. Barlow and Cohen conclude

that the flow must be accelerating in the part

of the mantle from which the infrared spectrum

comes. This may be so, but it should be borne

in mind that the expressions of Wright and

Barlow (Equations (7-39) and (7-40)) are based

on using the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation for

the Planck function. This expression over-

estimates the value for the Planck function

when _, is not sufficiently large. This simple fact

may account in part for what Barlow and

Cohen found.

To obtain typical values of 2(4/v for each

star from its infrared excess, Barlow and Cohen

adopted the velocity law which they had de-

duced by trial and error for P Cygni from the

observed infrared and radio excesses of P

Cygni. Because P Cygni is a very unusual star

(see, for instance, Underhill and Doazan, 1982,

Chapter 4), one may doubt that the velocity law

adopted by Barlow and Cohen is appropriate
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forOStars.It isverydifficultto estimatethe
levelof uncertaintyinthevaluesof 2(4/0deter-
minedbyBarlowandCohenfromtheinfrared
excessesatX_ l0#m.Thereisuncertaintyin
thenumericalresultsnotonlybecauseofuncer-
taintyabouttheshapeof thevelocitylawand
theadoptedtemperatureintheplasma,butalso
becauseof uncertaintywhetherornotthecon-
ceptofuniformsphericaloutflowiscorrectfor
fixingthedensitypatternof thepartsof the
mantlesof Ostarsinwhichtheinfraredspec-
trumis formed.

A theoryfor interpretingthespectraof O
andWolf-Rayetstarsinthespectralrangefrom
0.5to 10/_mhasbeendevelopedbyCassinelli
and Hartmann(1977);theyhavecomputed
sometheoreticalspectrain supportof their
ideas.Thetheoryhasbeenapplied(Hartmann
andCassinelli,1977)tointerpretingtheinfrared
spectrumof theWolf-Rayetstar,HD 50896,
andtointerpretingthedifferencesbetweenthe
eclipsecurvesof HD 193576= V444 Cygni in

the visible and infrared ranges (Hartmann,

1978a). In addition, Hartmann (1978b) has ex-

panded the simple theory to be valid for the

case of a thin disk surrounding a star. He has

made some estimates of what the presence of

a disk would imply concerning the polarization

of the light from a Wolf-Rayet star.

Cassinelli and Hartmann (1977) consider the

infrared spectrum that will be produced by a

spherical plasma surrounding a hot star. The

hot star has a photosphere which can be

represented by a classical model atmosphere.

The spectrum radiated by the star may be found

accurately enough at long wavelengths by find-

ing the flux which will emerge from a model

atmosphere in which the temperature law fol-

lows a simple approximation for the case of

gray opacity. Cassinelli and Hartmann postu-

late that the density in the spherical plasma

around the star varies as r-n and that the

temperature in this part of the model varies as

rm. The opacity in the plasma is postulated to

be due to free-free encounters between ions and

electrons. By following arguments similar to

those of Wright and Barlow 0975), Cassinelli

and Hartmann conclude that, at a long wave-

length, the luminosity radiated from the model

can be written as

L x = 47rRx2 . 7rBx(t x = 1/3). (7-48)

Here R x is the radius where the plasma
becomes opaque, and this, they claim, may be

put equal to the radius where tx is I/3. (Wright
and Barlow (1975) assumed the effective radius

to be that where tx is 0.244.) The Planck func-

tion is to be evaluated at the temperature cor-

responding to the radius where tx is 1/3. The

monochromatic optical depth, t_, is found by
integrating along a radius from infinity (the

position of the observer) to R x. Thus R x is
determined by solving the equation,

/ xx0rfl) 0dr = 1/3,

Rk

(7-49)

and making use of the fact that x×0r/) varies as
Q2X2T-3/2. The Gaunt factor is put identically

equal to unity. This approximation is rough,

but usable in the infrared; it is unsatisfactory

at radio wavelengths, as Wright and Barlow,

and Panagia and Felli (1975) have noted.

Cassinelli and Hartmann (1977) substitute

the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation for B×(T)
with the result that they can write

X/-, x = 47r2Rx 2 . 2c2kT(Rx)X-l. (7-50)

After substituting for R x and T(Rx) and per-
forming some algebra, they attain the result,

KL x - X-s, (7-51)

where

S

56n - __m - 7
2

3
2n-Tm- 1

(7-52)

(We have changed the sign of s from the defini-

tion of Cassinelli and Hartmann, who wrote

KL× - X +s, because we wish to emphasize the
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relationshipbetweens and the power-law ex-

ponent a of Panagia and Felli. With our defini-

tion of s, we find that the ct of Panagia and FeUi

is equivalent to s-l.)

The following matrix of values relates n, m,

s, and a when the Gaunt factor is unity:

n 1.5 2 3 3 3

m 0 any 0 -1 -3

s 1 1.67 2.2 2.08 1.95

a 0 0.67 1.2 1.08 0.95

Panagia and Felli considered the case of a

constant temperature, m = 0, and they allowed

for the dependence of the Gaunt factor on p

and T which is valid in the radio range.

Cassinelli and Hartmann note that acceptable

solutions require that Iml should lie in the

neighborhood of 1 and that, when n is very

large and therefore the density gradient is steep,

the shape of the spectrum should approach that

of the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation for the
Planck function.

An important point to note about Equations

(7-51) and (7-52) is that they are valid only for

those wavelength-temperature regimes for

which the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation for
the Planck function is valid. This means that

c_/_T must be smaller than about'0.10, which

means that X must be longer than key, where

kRS depends on temperature as shown in Table
7-5.

In the case of O and Wolf-Rayet stars, very

few observations have been made at

wavelengths longer than 4 #m. Most infrared

observations are confined to the range short-

ward of the wavelength of the L filter. Some

observational results showing the shape of the

infrared-excess flux spectra of Wolf-Rayet stars

are presented in Underhill (1980a); others for

O stars are given by Castor and Simon (1983).

A plot of log XF× against log X results in a

curve with a turnover at ht,, followed by a
linear section which indicates that at long

wavelengths kF x - X-s.

The theory of Cassinelli and Hartmann

(1977) for interpreting the observed dependence

of kF×0Cj0 on k in the observed spectral range

is valid only if the electron temperatures in the

emitting plasma are greater than 36000 K.
There is little direct evidence about the true

value of the electron temperature at distances

from the photospheres of O and Wolf-Rayet

stars where the infrared excess is believed to

originate.

To interpret the shape of the infrared-excess

energy spectrum at wavelengths between 1 and

10 #m, one should use the full expression for

the Planck function, just as is done when

writing Equation (7-46) and deriving condition

(7-47). The spectrum should not be expected to

follow a power law in ), from the very long

wavelengths of the radio range, through the far-

infrared range to the near infrared. Because of

the form of Equation (7-46), a turnover is ex-

pected when one plots log Mr x against log k;
the position of the maximum in this curve gives

information primarily about the temperature in

the emitting plasma.

The conclusions of Hartmann and Cassinelli

(1977)--that Wolf-Rayet mantles are optically

thick in the wavelength region shortward of 5

#In and that the turnover which is seen in a plot

of log kF x against log k reflects the effects of
a rapid drop in the density at the edge of the

emitting region, or shell--result from their use

Table 7-5

Minimum Wavelengths for the Validity of the Rayleigh-Jeans Approximation

T(K) kRj(#m) T(K) XRj(#m) T(K) XRj(#m)

8000 18 24000 6 72000 2

14400 10 36000 4 144000 1
18000 8 48000 3
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of theRayleigh-Jeansapproximationinwave-
lengthandtemperatureregimesforwhichit is
notvalid.Consequently,theirdeductionscon-
cerningthedensityprofilesandvelocitylaws
validin themantlesof Wolf-Rayetstarshave
no firm basisin reality.

The applicationsby Hartmann(1978a,
1978b)of thetheoryof CassinelliandHart-
mann(1977)to the Wolf-RayetbinaryHD
193576= V444 Cygni and to Be stars are

likewise of doubtful validity because Hartmann

is chiefly concerned with plasmas in which the

temperatures are too low to justify use of the

Rayleigh-Jeans formula in the wavelength re-

gion of the observations.

Cassinelli and Hartmann (1977) developed

numerical models to explore the shape of the

infrared spectrum to be expected from a plasma

around a hot star in the case that a hot coronal

region (T - 2 x 106 or 2 x 105 K) of relative-

ly small extent was present close to the

photosphere of the star. They found that the

spectrum would have a shape more or less as

predicted by the simple theory with the addi-

tion of a hump in the energy distribution be-

tween 10 and 100/_m. The precise size of the

hump and its shape depend on the exact details

of the assumed temperature and density laws.

The shape of the spectrum shortward of 10 #m

is little changed by the presence of the hot gas

from its shape when only a plasma having a

temperature equal to the effective temperature

of the star is present. The numerical results of

Cassinelli and Hartmann at wavelengths short-

ward of 10 _m are biased by their use of the

Rayleigh-Jeans approximation for the Planck

function, but the general trend of their results

is probably indicative of what may occur.

The infrared excesses to be expected from

O stars have been predicted by Castor and

Simon (1983) and by Groot and Th_ (1983) us-

ing detailed model atmospheres. Both studies

adopt a parameterized velocity law in order to

model the effects of an accelerating wind, and

each assumes that mass is conserved in spherical

shells. Castor and Simon assume that the elec-

tron temperature in the infrared-emitting region

is equal to the effective temperature of the star,

while Groot and Th6 assume that the electron

temperature is equal to 0.75 Tef f in one set of
models and equal to2 x 105 and2 x 106K

in other models. Both studies imply that a

source of energy exists in the mantle. This is

because T will decrease outwards in a
e

spherical atmosphere when no energy in addi-

tion to that carried by the radiation field is pres-

ent (see Figure 7-15). Both groups conclude that

the rate of mass loss from an O-type star can

be determined reliably from a measured infra-

red excess only if the shape of the velocity law

near the star has been determined accurately by

the analysis of other information.

3. Discussion. The theoretical interpretations

of the radio and infrared fluxes from O and

Wolf-Rayet stars are based on very simple mod-

els for the density and temperature structure of

the mantle. We have seen that the theories for

interpreting the radio emission assume a con-

stant temperature. On the other hand, some

numerical experiments have been made to ex-

plore how the presence of a temperature rise,

followed after a short distance by a temperature

drop, will change the shape of the infrared spec-

trum. No significant effect was found in the

range of wavelength in which infrared obser-

vations have been made. The infrared flux is

increased a little at long wavelengths. The ef-

fects of more realistic model temperature laws

can be explored once a physical theory for the

heating and cooling processes in the mantle has

been developed to establish the shape of real-

istic temperature laws.
Free-free emission in rather low-density gas

around the star appears to be a principal source

of the excess long-wavelength radiation ob-

served for O and Wolf-Rayet stars. This flux

of energy arises as a result of encounters be-

tween the ions and electrons in the mantle. A

hot star shows an infrared excess and emission

at radio wavelengths only if it is surrounded by

a mantle in which the density of charged parti-

cles is greater than what would be expected to

be present were the density gradient in the out-

ermost parts of the atmosphere solely that valid

for layers of gas in hydrostatic equilibrium. The
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factorsaffectingtheintensityof theradiation
arethemeanchargeon the ions, Z, the mean

atomic weight of the gas, tz, thus its composi-

tion, and the relative numbers of ions and elec-

trons in each element of volume in the mantle,

_,.

Assuming spherical symmetry, a composi-

tion, and power laws involving radial distance

for the variation of particle density and tem-

perature is one way of describing the model

mantle. Another way is to assume that the

plasma has the properties of a "cosmic" plas-

ma which is fully ionized and to adopt a con-

stant temperature. Either of these procedures

fixes #, Z, and 3'. Then one needs only to

adopt a density law to complete the definition

of the properties of the emitting plasma. The

formulas which permit one to estimate ,_//v

from an observed radio flux (see Equations

(7-39) and (7-42)) are based on the concept of

flow at a constant velocity and use of the

Rayleigh-Jeans approximation for the Planck

function. It is possible to use an explicit velocity

law giving the outflow velocity as a function

of radius and derive a value for the infrared and

radio flux emitted as a function of the adopted

value of h;/. This approach for finding 3_/from

a radio flux has not generally been taken, al-

though it has been used (Barlow and Cohen,

1977; Tanzi et al., 1981) to turn observed in-

frared excesses into estimates for 2f//t,. This

procedure is similar (in principle) to the pro-

cedures to be discussed in the section Rate of

Mass Loss from Hot Stars. The cautionary

remarks of Castor and Simon (1983) and of

Groot and Th6 (1983) should be heeded.

If one is to feel secure about the values of

._/found from the observed radio and infrared

fluxes, one must be able to establish two pieces

of information by means of other observa-

tions: (I) the proper geometrical structure to

represent the parts of the mantle which are

emitting the infrared and radio flux, and (2) the

velocity law followed by the material which is

escaping from the star.

Because the light from some O and Wolf-

Rayet stars is intrinsically polarized, one may

conclude that the mantles of some O and Wolf-

Rayet stars are not spherically symmetric. We

mentioned in the introduction to this section

that, in the case of the Sun, most of the radio

flux at 10 cm does not come from the solar

wind; it comes from gas trapped in the transi-

tion region between the chromosphere and co-

rona of the Sun. The structure of this part of

the Sun is strongly influenced by the structure

of the magnetic field which emerges from the

solar photosphere. Likewise with O and Wolf-

Rayet stars, we should recognize that a struc-

tured magnetic field may be present. The aver-

age field strength may be below detectable levels

with present observing equipment, but the

effects of the presence of a structured magnetic

field on the density and velocity structure of the

mantles of O and Wolf-Rayet stars should not

be ignored when one is considering possible

models for the density, temperature, and veloc-

ity structure of the mantles of O and Wolf-

Rayet stars. If some plasma is being more or

less suspended in the immediate neighborhood

of the photospheres of O and Wolf-Rayet stars

by the action of magnetic fields, then the values

for the rate of mass loss deduced by means of

the theories reviewed in this section will be up-

per limits to what is actually occurring (see

Underhill, 1983a, 1984a).

The difficult question yet to be answered is

how to find observational criteria which will

permit us to differentiate between the two

possible types of models for the structure of

mantles: (1) spherical outflow throughout the

mantle, and (2) a suspended plasma near the

photosphere, surrounded by a halo of plasma

which is flowing from the star. Obviously,

before one can answer this question, one must

understand what forces are initiating outflow

and accelerating it, as well as what mechanisms

are heating and cooling the gas. Possible

answers to this question are described in

Chapter 8, which reviews the full set of infor-

mation now available about O and Wolf-Rayet

stars relative to the existing theoretical descrip-

tions for the atmospheres of these types of

stars.
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IV. THE LINE SPECTRUM FROM

MOVING THREE-DIMENSIONAL

MODEL ATMOSPHERES

In this section, we shall summarize: (1) the

chief points of the theories used for interpreting

the parts of the line spectra of single O, Of, and

Wolf-Rayet stars which are formed in the man-

tle of the star, and (2) the chief results attained.

More than 100 years ago, Abney (1877) pro-

posed interpreting the broad lines of some B

stars in terms of rotation of the star. Since that

time, quite a few theoretical studies have been

carried out for the purpose of predicting the

shapes of the lines formed in moving extended

atmospheres. A review has been presented in

Underhill and Doazan (1982), Chapter 6, of

work of this type relevant to early-type stars.

A summary of the radiative-transfer theory

which is used may be found in Mihalas (1978),

Chapter 14. Van Blerkom (1973) has summa-

rized the theory available in 1971 for inter-

preting the line spectra of Wolf-Rayet stars. Lit-

tle advance on that specific problem has been

made since then, even though the theoretical

ideas required are similar to those needed to in-

terpret O-type spectra.

All of the published predicted profiles of
lines formed in winds have been obtained us-

ing ad hoc model atmospheres in which ana-

lytical expressions, or tables of values, are used
for T(r), v(r), and o(r). In each case, a fixed

rate of mass loss from the star, ._t, is postu-

lated, and the density distribution is found from

the adopted velocity law by using Equation

(7-19). Spherical symmetry is assumed.

In the first studies of lines formed in mov-

ing atmospheres (see, for instance, Beals, 1929;

Menzel, 1929; and Rublev, 1961), the emphasis

was on deducing likely forms for T(r), v(r), and

o(r). Some applications in the case of Wolf-

Rayet stars are given by Rublev (1963) and by

Lyong (1967). Later, after it was realized that

mass loss was a common phenomenon for lu-

minous early-type stars, the emphasis shifted

to deducing values of A;/from the observed

shapes and strengths of the absorption lines

formed in the expanding mantle (see, for in-

stance, Conti and Garmany, 1980; Garmany et

al., 1981; Gathier et al., 1981 ; Olson, 1981; and

Olson and Castor, 1981). In the case of Wolf-

Rayet stars, interest has been concentrated on

finding the temperatures of the photosphere

and the mantle, and the composition. We shall

try to show the major trends of the theoretical

developments which have taken place in the

theory of line formation in moving atmospheres

which do not rotate.

Theory which is aimed at understanding the

line spectra of quasars is often applicable also

to the spectra of O and Wolf-Rayet stars. In

addition, some interesting cases of line forma-

tion in moving atmospheres have been studied

with T Tau stars in mind.

A. Concepts Used

The basic geometric picture which is

adopted for all of the studies to be reported

here is that of line formation in a spherical

mantle surrounding a spherical photosphere. In

most cases, the photosphere of the star is rep-

resented as a spherical core which radiates a

continuous spectrum. In the neighborhood of

the wavelength of the line under study, this con-

tinuous spectrum is put equal to the Planck

function, B (T.).
which is assigned

be about equal to

Here 7". is a temperature

to the star; it is assumed to

the effective temperature of

the star. In a few studies, the method used to

find the spectrum permits the investigator to

take account of line formation in the photo-

sphere of the star as well as in the mantle. In

all cases, possible continuous opacity in the

model mantle, due to electron scattering or

other sources, is ignored.

The conservation laws should be the source

of the relationships which constrain the ranges

of temperature, density, and velocity which will

be encountered in a moving extended model

mantle. In practice, in the papers which pre-

sent predicted line profiles from moving extend-

ed model mantles (see Table 7-6), the conser-

vation laws are ignored except for the statement

that mass is conserved in spherical shells (Equa-

tion (7-19)).
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Arbitraryexpressionsareusedfor T(r) and

o(r) in each case. Then use is made of Equa-

tion (7-19) to find Q(r). An important factor

which is rarely worked out in detail is the

changing degree of ionization, as r increases,

of the ion under investigation. In many of the

studies, the electron temperature in the man-

tle, T, is assumed to be constant, and it is fre-
quently set to a value between 0.8 and 0.95 7'..

Because T(r) decreases outward in a static

spherical model atmosphere which is in radia-

tive equilibrium (see Figure 7-15), the assump-

tion of a constant T e implies that energy is be-
ing deposited in the moving model mantle at

values of r larger than R,, the photospheric
radius.

The following expression is frequently used

for a velocity law:

v(r)/v = (b + (1 -b) (1 -R,/r)) _. (7-53)

This expression implies that

do�dr = (1 - b)/3R,r -2

(b + (1 - b)(l - R,/r))_lvoo. (7-54)

Here b is a constant which is assigned accord-

ing to the choice of the investigator, %, is the

terminal velocity in the wind (i.e., t_he value of

v(r) approached as r -- oo), and/3 is an assigned

constant. Frequently, the value 1/2 is used for

/3, and/3 is sometimes set to 0 or to 1.0. When

B is positive, o(r) increases outward, which

means an accelerating wind. When /3 is

negative, do/dr is negative, and there is a

decelerating wind. In this case, the flow velocity

is represented as decreasing from a large

outward-directed value, vo, at r _-R, toward

the limiting value v. at large r. The value v°
is acquired by some unexplained means.

Any model mantle made in the foregoing

manner is ad hoc. The actual velocity and

temperature laws in a mantle should satisfy

Equations (7-17) and (7-23) when appropriate

boundary conditions are used. However, the

state of knowledge, at the time the work to be

reported was done, was insufficient for a

rigorous attack to be made on the problem of

modeling winds. Before the temperature and

velocity laws which have been used are accepted

as being true for particular stars, they must be

confirmed by analyzing information other than

the profiles of resonance lines.

B. Radiative Transfer in Moving

Atmospheres

The problem of radiative transfer in a mov-

ing mantle is difficult mathematically, and it

is solved in an approximate manner, particular-

ly in the first studies. In most cases, because

resonance lines are studied, a two-level model

atom is used. The earliest work considered the

case of line formation by isotropic coherent

scattering. In later papers, the case of line for-

mation by isotropic scattering with complete

frequency redistribution is considered. In some

studies, collisional de-excitation of the upper
level of the line is taken into account.

When model atoms/ions consisting of many

levels are considered, the distribution of the

model atom/ion over its several energy states

is found by solving the equations of statistical

equilibrium. Frequently, the degree of ioniza-

tion of the relevant atom/ion is postulated to

remain constant at all values of r, or to follow

a prescribed function of r. This is often true

when the investigators study a two-level atom.

The number density of the atom/ion of interest

is found from 0(r) by specifying a particular

composition for the model mantle; sometimes

a degree of ionization is also specified.

The hypothesis of Sobolev (1947, 1958) that

the velocity oD corresponding to the Doppler
width of the line is negligibly small in com-

parison to the flow velocity at all points in the
atmosphere (more accurately, relative to the

component of flow velocity along all lines of

sight from points in the extended mantle to the

observer) is used in most studies. This

hypothesis is sometimes called the narrow-line

hypothesis or the supersonic approximation.

Radiative transfer in moving planar model

atmospheres has been studied by Kalkofen

(1970) and by Noerdlinger and Rybicki (1974).
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They have demonstrated that the source func-

tion is not very sensitive to the details of the

assumed velocity law, and that outflow will

produce a shortward displaced, asymmetric ab-

sorption trough. In the case of planar at-

mospheres, an outward temperature rise is

needed to obtain an emission component.

The equations describing the transfer of

radiation in a moving three-dimensional at-

mosphere can be found in Rybicki (1970),

together with a lucid discussion of the implica-

tions of the hypotheses introduced by Sobolev

(1947, 1958). Castor (1970) has developed a

compact way of handling radiative transfer in

a spherical model atmosphere when the source

function is described in terms of the escape-

probability concept introduced by Sobolev. By

using the Sobotev approximation, Castor

simplifies the integrations necessary to find line

profiles and obtains an explicit expression for

the line profile.

The problem of radiative transfer in a mov-

ing extended atmosphere has been studied also

by Lucy (1971). He made the Sobolev narrow-

line hypothesis in order to limit the region

which must be considered when evaluating the

source function at any particular frequency in

the line profile, and he used the fluid or co-

moving frame in his description of the

radiation-transfer problem. Lucy derived his

final results in terms of moments of the radia-

tion field; this allowed him to obtain explicit

expressions for the resulting line profiles.

In both of these studies, as well as in many

later studies by other authors (see Table 7-6),

it is assumed that o(r) increases outward. Then

each line of sight cuts each constant-velocity

surface only once. A clear exposition of the sig-

nificance of constant-velocity surfaces may be

found in Hummer (1976). There the basic

mathematics of radiative transfer in moving at-

mospheres is outlined.

When do�dr is negative, a line of sight may

cut a given constant-velocity surface (defined

by use of the narrow-line approximation) more
than once. Then the value of the source func-

tion at one point in the model mantle may be

influenced by radiation coming from a distant

point. This problem--radiative transfer in a

model mantle where do�dr < 0 at some

places--has been studied by Kuan and Kuhi

(1975), Grachev and Grinen (1975), Marti and

Noerdlinger (1977), and Rybicki and Hummer

(1978). These papers, particularly the last two,

should be consulted for details concerning this

complex problem. On the whole, the local value

of the source function may be little affected by

radiation from distant points. However, the
local value for the force due to radiation is sen-

sitive to the shape of the constant-velocity sur-

faces and to the interlocking of radiation that

may occur.

Use of the fluid or comoving frame to solve

the problem of radiative transfer in expanding

model atmospheres has been strongly advo-

cated by Mihalas and his colleagues. When a

powerful enough computer is available that

large matrices of data may be manipulated, it

is not necessary to make the narrow-line hy-

pothesis of Sobolev (1947, 1958), and the true

shape of the line-absorption coefficient may be

considered. Explicit directions for finding the

source function in model atmospheres where

do�dr >_ 0 everywhere have been given by

Mihalas and Kunasz 0978). They are applied

by Kunasz (1980) to obtain an understanding

of the He II spectrum of Of stars. Mihalas and

Kunasz are able to study many-level model

atoms having a level structure like that of hy-

drogen; they apply the principle of statistical

equilibrium to find the variation of the degree
of ionization and excitation for the model atom

as a function of radius. Mihalas and Kunasz

predict line profiles for subordinate lines of a

hydrogen-like spectrum, and they give informa-

tion about the resonance lines. This numerical

method for solving the problems of radiative

transfer in a moving extended atmosphere also
allows one to take account of radiative transfer

in an underlying photosphere (see Kunasz,

1980).

The method of Mihalas and his colleagues

has been refined by Hamann (1981), who has

applied it to the study of resonance lines in

spherical expanding mantles. Hamann is able

to show that use of the narrow-line hypothesis
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to simplify determining the source function in

the specified problem, as done, for instance, by

Castor (1970) and by Lucy (1971), does not in-
troduce serious differences in the source func-

tion from the results of a more exact solution

obtained using the true value for oo at all
times. However, quite important differences

arise in the results from the part of the problem

concerned with integrating the emergent spe-

cific intensity from the model mantle to find

the line profile which will be seen by a distant

observer. Removing the approximation intro-

duced into this part of the radiative-transfer

problem by the escape-probability method

(Castor, 1970), brings about significant changes

in all parts of the line profile.

In all of the studies of spectrum formation

in a moving extended spherical atmosphere re-

viewed here, the inner boundary of the model

mantle is coincident with the edge of the pho-

tosphere of the star. An outer boundary is ar-

bitrarily established according to some reason-

able hypothesis. Generally, ra_ lies in the
range 10 to 50 R..

In Table 7-6 information is given about the

form for o(r) used, the type of model atom

studied, and how the degree of ionization of

the atom/ion under study is assumed to change

as a function of radius. In the cases indicated

by the letter T, the degree of ionization is found

by solving the equations of statistical equilib-

rium, allowing for photoionization and recom-

bination. In none of these cases is ionization

and recombination by means of states with two
excited electrons taken into consideration. Al-

lowing for doubly excited states can modify the

results of a statistical equilibrium analysis by

a significant amount (Bhatia and Underhill,

1986). Sometimes (cases noted by F) an explicit

expression is used for the dependence of the de-

gree of ionization on radius or on the outflow

velocity (see, for instance, the work of Olson,

1978, 1981; of Castor and Lamers, 1979; and

of Hamann, 1981). In other cases, the degree

of ionization of the ion under study is not ex-

plicitly mentioned; these cases are denoted by

C. An asterisk is placed in the last column of

Table 7-6 to indicate those studies in which

grids of line profiles are presented to illustrate

the effects on the profiles of the resonance

and subordinate lines of different choices for

the parameters defining the adopted functions

representing o(r) and the fractional abundance

of the ion of interest. In the other papers, only

a few illustrative profiles are presented.

Among the studies listed in Table 7-6, only

those of Bertout (1977) and Surdej (1979) deal

explicitly with infalling material. The others

deal with the outflow of material from a cen-

tral source. Comparison of the results for out-

flow with deceleration with those for outflow

with acceleration shows that the major differ-

ences in the shape of the resulting line profiles

occur near the undisplaced position of the line.

In the case of decelerating outflow, the drop

in intensity from the peak of the emission to

the deepest point of the shortward displaced ab-

sorption trough is very steep, and the deepest

point of the absorption trough lies close to the

undisplaced position of the line. In the case of

accelerating outflow, the descent from the peak

of the emission component to the deepest point

of the absorption trough is less steep. In addi-

tion, the deepest point of the absorption trough

moves toward a wavelength displaced short-

ward from the center of the line by an amount

of the order of k - k0 = u X0/c (see Figure
7-17), where some typical predicted profiles are

displayed.

The theoretical "wind" profiles shown in

Figure 7-17 are from Hamann (1981). We use

them to illustrate two points. The first is how

the line profile is changed from what results

when the narrow-line approximation of Sobo-

lev (1947, 1958) is made and the problem of ra-

diative transfer is solved by the escape proba-

bility method of Castor (1970) and when one

solves the problem of radiative transfer accu-

rately using the comoving frame and the as-

sumption that oD/v _ is 0.1. The second is to
illustrate how the line profile changes when the

distribution of ions in the model mantle is

changed.

Hamann assumes that the ratio of the Dop-

pler velocity, vD, to the terminal velocity of

outflow; o , is constant through the model
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Table 7-6

Major Characteristics of Studies of Line Formation in Moving Atmospheres a

Velocity Model Degree of Line Grid of

Reference Law Atom Ionization Width Profiles

Rublev, 1961 O,A 2 C N

Rublev, 1964a O,D 2 C N

Castor, 1970 O,A 2 F N

Lucy, 1971 O,A 2 T N

Grachev and Grinen, 1975 O,D 2 C N *

Kuan and Kuhi, 1975 O,A; O,D M T N

Oegerle and van Blerkom, 1976b O,A M T N

Marti and Noerdlinger, 1977 O,D 2 C N

Bertout, 1977 I,D 2 T N

Mihalas and Kunasz, 1978 O,A M T W

Olson, 1978 O,A 2 F N *

Rybicki and Hummer, 1978 O,D 2 C N

Castor and Lamers, 1979 O,A 2 F N *

Surdej, 1979 O,A; I,A 2 C N *

Surdej, 1979 O,D; I,D 2 C N *

Kunasz, 1980 O,A M T W *

Rumpl, 1980 O,A 2 C N *

Hamann, 1981 O,A 2 F W *

Olson, 1981 O,A 2 b C B *

'Abbreviations used:

O - outflow-material in the mantle moving away from the surface of the star.

I - inflow--material in the mantle moving toward the surface of the star,

A -- acceleration outward, dr/dr >0 at r > R.

D - deceleration outward, dvldr < O at r > R.

N - narrow-line approximation of Sobolev.

W - allowance is made for the Doppler width of the line.

2 -- two-level model atom.

M -- many-level model atom.

C -- dependence of the degree of ionization on • is not explicitly stated.

F -- degree of ionization follows a specified function of r,

T - degree of ionization (and excitation) calculated from the adopted T(r) and the radiation field.

bOnly tWO levels of the atom are explicitly considered-the ground level and an excited level from which the sub-

ordinate line under study arises. Atoms reach the excited level as a result of absorbing radiation in an optically

thick line.
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Figure 7-17. Theoretical "'wind" profiles from

Hamann (1981). Profile (a) is for the case of
the Sobolev (1947, 1958) approximation with

= O, _ = 1/2. Profiles (b) and (c) are

calculated using the comoving frame and as-

suming that vo/o _ is O. 1. In case (b), _ = O,
= 1/2; in case(c), a = +2, _ = 1/2.

mantle. Here vD represents the broadening of
spectral lines by thermal motion and by micro-

turbulence. Line formation is postulated to be

the result of isotropic scattering with complete

redistribution. No account is taken of contin-

uous sources of opacity in the mantle. The pho-

tosphere provides an amount of energy, I c, at

the wavelength of the line. The quantity / is
independent of angle and frequency.

The velocity law used by Hamann has the

form,

v(r)/v = (l - b/r) _. (7-55)

The constant b is fixed by the condition that

v(r) = 0.01%, when r is equal to R,. The
variation of the line-absorption coefficient with

radius (essentially the number density of ab-

sorbers as a function of radius) is assumed to

follow the relation,

x(r)/x o = r2(v(r)/v )-lq(r). (7-56)

Here q(r) represents the depth dependence of

the degree of ionization of the line-forming ion.

Hamann explores the case of

q(r) = (v(r)/v )% (7-57)

The various cases treated by Hamann are

specified by the values of the constants x0' c_,

and/3. The profiles shown in Figure 7-17 are

all for a strong line, % = 10, and a velocity
law with _ = 1/2.

In the middle panel of Figure 7-17, the case

for u = 0, or constant degree of ionization, is

illustrated. In the bottom panel, o_ = +2,

which represents the case when the degree of
ionization decreases inward.

By combining Equations (7-55), (7-56), and

(7-57), one may obtain an expression for the

variation of the number density of absorbing

ions as a function of radius. The variation of

the numbers of absorbing ions in our selected

cases are displayed in Figure 7-18. The case c_

= 0,/3 = 1/2 corresponds to a large density

of absorbers near the photosphere, the point

where log r/R. = 0, followed by a decrease

outward which eventually varies as r-2. The

case with t_ = + 2, B = 1/2 corresponds to the

presence of very few absorbers at the photo-

sphere, followed by a rapid increase in number

in a region close to the photosphere. After a

short distance outward, the number of absorb-

ers begins to decrease, and eventually, far from

the photosphere, it decreases as r 2.

Let us first discuss the effects of using an

improved treatment of the problem of radiative

transfer in a moving atmosphere and of allow-

ing for the Doppler width of the line to corre-

spond to motions of the order of 0.1 v . The

changes which occur can be seen by compar-

ing panels (a) and (b) of Figure 7-17. Two

things happen: (1) the abrupt rises at v/v =
-1 and 0 of panel (a) disappear when the trans-

fer problem is handled in detail, and (2) the
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Figure 7-18. The variation of x(r)/x o with
radius for two of the cases calculated by Ham-

ann (1981). Here x(r) is the value of the line-

absorption coefficient at the center of the line.

The constant x o is set to 10 for the profiles
shown in Figure 7-17.

steepness of the shortward edge of the absorp-

tion trough and the steepness of the rise to peak

emission are both softened when uo/u ® differs
from zero by a significant amount. In both

panel (a) and panel (b), the area of the emis-

sion component is nearly as large as the area

of the absorption trough. The peak emission

reaches an intensity between 1.5 and 2.0 times

the level of the continuum.

In panel (a), the crossover from absorption

to emission occurs close to the wavelength

where v/o= is -0.24; in panel (b), it occurs

near -0.08. The profile of panel (b) is what one

may expect for a strong line when microturbu-

lence is large. The absorption trough is satu-

rated, remaining close to zero in the range from

o/v= = -1 to about -0.85; the rise to the con-
tinuum at the shortward end of the profile is

somewhat sloping. The presence of a gradual

incline at the shoriward end of the profile is a

signature for the presence of a field of motion

which may be described, more or less, by the

term "microturbulence". The slow slope from

peak emission to the deepest point in the ab-

sorption trough is typical of what occurs in the

case of an accelerating atmosphere with the

number of scatterers per cm -3 decreasing

outward.

Profiles for resonance lines have been pre-

dicted using the narrow-line approximation by

Olson (1978), Castor and Lamers (1979), and

Surdej (1979) for a number of velocity laws and

values of the total opacity in the line center. In

all cases when the line opacity is large, the pro-

file has a shape like that shown in panel (a) of

Figure 7-17. Different assumptions concerning

the velocity law and the variation of the degree

of ionization through the atmosphere result in

minor modifications of the part of the line pro-

file between the deepest point of the absorp-

tion and the peak of the emission. When the

total number of scattering ions along the line

of sight becomes small, the absorption does not

dip to zero intensity. Then the deepest point

moves toward the undisplaced position of the

line. Also, the emission reaches undetectably

low values before reaching a wavelength cor-

responding to u/u= = + 1.

Whenever the process of line formation is

represented as being due to isotropic scattering

of an underlying continuum of radiation, the

equivalent width of the emission component is

equal to that of the absorption component to

a good approximation. Castor and Lamers

(1979) have investigated what happens when an

underlying photospheric absorption component

is present. Then the emission component is re-

duced in strength, and the absorption compo-

nent is strengthened, particularly in the

wavelength range occupied by the photospheric

line.

Comparison of panels (b) and (c) of Figure

7-17 shows the differences in the profiles which

result when the scattering ions are concentrated

close to the photosphere (panel (b)) and when

they are concentrated in a region near r/R, =

1.6 (panel (c)). The most significant changes in

the profile occur between the points, v/o= =

+ 0.4. The relevant distribution functions for

the scattering ions are shown in Figure 7-18.

The crossover point from absorption to emis-

sion shifts shortward from being close to the
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undisplaced position of the line, and the emis-

sion component becomes broader and stronger

as the concentration point for the scatterers

moves away from the photosphere. These two

changes are reminiscent of the differences seen

between the profiles of resonance lines in O and

Wolf-Rayet stars (see, for instance, Underhill,

1983a).

Castor (1970) calculated some theoretical

line profiles which look like the profiles of some

lines seen in Wolf-Rayet stars. He obtained typ-

ical Wolf-Rayet line profiles only when he in-

troduced a particle-density function for the

Wolf-Rayet model mantle that had the general

pattern of the curve shown in Figure 7-18 for

the case t_ = +2, _ = 1/2. To obtain a domi-

nant emission component, as seen for Wolf-

Rayet stars, it is necessary for the concentra-

tion of scattering ions to be very small near the

photosphere and to reach a maximum some-

where between r/R. _ 1.2 and 3.0, or so. Use

of a density function such that the density of

the scattering ions decreases steadily outward

from a large value near the photosphere, as for

the case ot = 0, _ = 1/2 in Figure 7-18, pro-

duces a strong absorption trough with an emis-

sion component which has an equivalent width

of the order of or slightly smaller than the

equivalent width of the absorption trough.

In the case of a line profile formed in a mov-

ing atmosphere, it is impossible to correlate the

intensity of light at a particular wavelength in

the line profile with conditions at a specific ra-

dius in the atmosphere. This is because the Ed-

dington-Barbier relationship fails in a moving

atmosphere. Light at a given velocity displace-

ment in the line profile comes from the neigh-

borhood of all points along the constant-veloc-

ity surface corresponding to the line-of-sight

velocity. Constant-velocity surfaces cut across

the spherical surfaces of equal density and equal

component of velocity directed along a radius.

This fact makes it very difficult to deduce pre-

cise information about the properties of the

moving mantle from the observed shapes of the

lines which are formed in the mantle.

In the case of Wolf-Rayet stars, the energy

contained in the emission component of a line

may exceed that removed by the absorption

trough by a factor of 2 to 10. This means that

the mantle is adding energy in line wavelengths

to the stellar spectrum from a store of energy

which is different from the energy carried by
the continuous radiation field of the star. The

amount of energy provided may be described

by means of an emission measure for the par-

ticular ionic spectrum under consideration. This

subject is discussed in the next section.

Castor and Lamers (1979) have investigated

what sort of line profile will result if the Planck

function in the mantle has a value greater than

that in the photosphere (i.e., if T(mantle)

T(photosphere)). They find that resonance

lines formed in the flowing mantle (wind) may

then have strong emission components with sat-

urated absorption troughs. The amount of en-

ergy appearing in the emission component be-

comes large when B(7) in the mantle is made

much larger than the adopted I = By(T.) for
the continuum radiation from the photosphere.

An alternative way of expressing this result is

to say that postulating a high electron temper-

ature in the mantle results in a large emission
measure for the resonance lines formed in the

mantle.

Mihalas and Kunasz 0978) and Kunasz

(1980) have investigated how the shapes of the

subordinate lines of a hydrogen-like spectrum

depend on the assumed T(r) and v(r) in the

mantle. Kunasz is able to show that the ob-

served fact that, in the spectra of some Of stars,

the He II line at 4686 ,_ (3 - 4) has a strong

emission component while the He II line at 3203

(3 - 5) has weak or absent emission can be

understood in terms of appropriately adjusted

temperature and velocity laws.

Olson (1981) has studied the line profiles to

be expected for subordinate lines which arise

from a level which is in detailed balance with

the ground level. These calculated line profiles

have shapes like those found earlier by several

workers for resonancelines, but in general, the

subordinate lines are not saturated. Each ab-

sorption trough is accompanied by an emission

component which has an equivalent width ap-

proximately equal to the equivalent width of the
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absorptiontrough.Neitherthe absorption
troughsnortheemissioncomponentsof these
subordinatelinesextendtothefull widthcor-
respondingto anoutflowvelocityequalto v.
This is becausethedensitystructureof the
modelmantlesstudiedissoarrangedthatex-
citedionscapableof formingthesubordinate
linesunderconsiderationarefoundonlyrela-
tivelynearthephotospherewheretheoutflow
velocityis lessthano..

That quite strong resonance lines of N V and

O VI are seen in absorption in the spectra of

O stars is a fact that is glossed over in the

theories of line-driven winds reported above.

In most cases, the model winds are assumed to

be in radiative equilibrium or to have a con-

stant temperature about equal to the effective

temperature of the star. The observed strengths

of the N V and O VI lines imply the presence
of N ÷4 and O ÷ 5 ions in such abundances that

electron temperatures of the order of a few

times 105 K are required if the N ÷4 and 0 ÷5

ions are to be formed by electron collisions.

Cassinelli et al. (1978) and Cassinelli and Olson

(1979) have noted that the required number of

high ions can be formed by X-ray-caused Auger

ionization from lower ions which may be in

abundance in the mantle when the electron tem-

perature is of the order of the effective temper-

ature of the star. These authors postulate that

sufficient X rays are formed in a slab of very

hot material at the base of the wind. No mech-

anism is suggested, however, for heating some

parcels of gas at the base of the wind to tem-

peratures near 10 7 K.

Cassinelli et al. (1981) and Waldron (1984)

have worked out the details of this scheme for

producing the observed high ions in the need-

ed abundance in the winds of O stars. The re-

sults are satisfactory for accounting for the ob-

served fluxes of X rays from O stars when ac-

count is taken of the changes in opacity in the

wind induced by the X rays. At present, there

is no truly satisfactory theory for accounting

for the levels of excitation and ionization seen

in the winds from O and Wolf-Rayet stars. The

problem of the possible energy gains and losses
in the winds from hot stars needs to be studied

in parallel with the problem of the propulsion

of the winds in order to obtain a deepened un-

derstanding of what happens.

C. Theories for Interpreting

Wolf-Rayet Spectra

The emission-line spectra of Wolf-Rayet

stars have long presented a challenge to astro-

physicists, and interpretations of Wolf-Rayet

emission lines have been developed and ex-

ploited independently by several authors. We

shall mention here a few of these studies, giv-

ing references to those papers which may be ex-

pected to be available in libraries of moderate

size. In these papers, the interested reader can

find references to most of the work that has

been published on the subject of interpreting

the line and continuous spectra of Wolf-Rayet

stars. The work done prior to 1965 is summa-

rized in Underhill (1966), Chapter XIII.

We choose not to give an exhaustive review

of the published work on Wolf-Rayet spectra

because, for the reasons noted below, we be-

lieve Wolf-Rayet spectra to be chiefly the result

of the deposition of nonradiative energy and

momentum in the mantles of these stars, which

is in contrast to the point of view taken in some

of the published papers in which it is assumed

that the observations can be interpreted in

terms of heating and ionization resulting only

from the passage of radiation. In the early pa-

pers, as in all recent papers, no attempt is made

to account for the observed outflow of matter;

in some recent papers, the models are com-

pletely ad hoc. Studies of this type are seriously

incomplete and inconsistent because they ignore

entirely the important part of the problem

which concerns how the gas reached the physi-

cal state it is seen to be in and how it is main-

tained in that state without significant change

over intervals of at least 100 years. The avail-

able studies treat the interactions between radia-

tion and gas in considerable detail.

In the preceding sections of this chapter, we

have shown what sort of a spectrum may be ex-

pected from a hot atmosphere which is in radi-

ative equilibrium. We have given the results
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both for atmospheres in hydrostatic equilibrium

and for flowing atmospheres. In particular, we

have seen that the initiation of flow at super-

sonic speeds requires the input of both energy

and momentum (see the section on the Char-

acteristic Features of the Stellar Wind Prob-

lem), and that, if the temperature is to rise in

the line-forming regions outside the photo-

sphere, energy must be deposited in the gas. We

have presented the results of calculations of the

profiles of resonance and subordinate lines in

a flowing atmosphere (see the section on Radi-

ative Transfer in Moving Atmospheres), and we

have noted that, to obtain a predominantly

emission line spectrum, as for Wolf-Rayet stars,

it is necessary to maintain a significant amount

of gas in a large volume around the star. In ad-

dition, the density distribution must be such

that there are fewer emitting ions in a region

contiguous with the photosphere than there are

somewhat farther out. A suitable density dis-

tribution is shown in Figure 7-18.

It is argued in Underhill (1980a, 1981,

1983b) that the effective temperatures of Wolf-

Rayet stars are of the order of 25000 to 30000

K. However, the ions which are seen to be pres-

ent in abundance in the mantles of Wolf-Rayet

stars require more energy for their formation

than can be supplied by a radiation field

equivalent to the effective temperatures of

Wolf-Rayet stars. One must conclude that non-

radiative energy is being deposited somewhere

in the gas flowing from Wolf-Rayet stars.

The amount of energy radiated in the emis-

sion lines from Wolf-Rayet stars may be eval-
uated in terms of an emission measure for the

emitting volume, just as is frequently done for

the emission lines from gaseous nebulae and for

those from the mantles of late-type luminous

stars. Use of the term "emission measure" im-

plies that the radiative energy seen in lines may

be interpreted in terms of the density of ions
and electrons in the effective volume of the

emitting region and the probabilities for recom-

bination and for self-absorption. Evaluating the

emission measure by means of observations

should result in a quantitative estimate of how

much energy has to be supplied to the mantle

each second in order to balance the losses by

radiation. This number can be used to gain in-

formation about sources for the nonradiative

energy in the mantle.

Since, in the case of most single Wolf-Rayet

stars, changes in the strengths of the emission

lines have usually been small or undetected over

the interval of time in which the stars have been

observed, we may infer that, whatever the

source of nonradiative energy is in the mantle

of a Wolf-Rayet star, this source behaves in a

rather steady manner. The source certainly has

done so for the 115 years and more that the

best-known Wolf-Rayet stars have been
observed.

1. Preliminary Estimates of the Composition

in Model Wolf-Rayet Mantles. All published

interpretations of the relative strengths of the

emission lines in the visible spectra of Wolf-

Rayet stars start from the premise that helium

is the most abundant constituent. We wish here

to determine if this is a good assumption from
which to start.

The conclusion that helium is the most

abundant element in the atmospheres of Wolf-

Rayet stars was reached independently by

Rublev (1972a) on the basis of simple ideas

about the formation of He II and H I lines in

the mantles of Wolf-Rayet stars, and by Smith

(1973a, 1973b) as a result of a qualitative in-

terpretation of the apparent relative intensities

of consecutive lines of the Pickering series

(4 - n) of He II. The lines of the Balmer series

of hydrogen have almost the same wavelengths

as those lines of the Pickering series of He II

which have an upper quantum number n = 2rn,

where m is the upper quantum number of a

Balmer line. For HE, H3,, H6, and H+, m =

4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively.
In order to find the relative abundance of

helium to hydrogen, the above authors assumed

that the H I and He II lines observed in the visi-

ble spectra of Wolf-Rayet stars are due to cas-

cades following recombination. They further

assumed that there is no self-absorption and

that the underlying continuum radiated by the

photosphere is fiat. The possible presence of
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absorption lines from hydrogen in the photo-

sphere is ignored, and it is assumed that the

continuous opacity due to the mantle is negligi-

ble. It is argued in the case of Rublev, but

assumed without investigation by Smith, that

conditions are such in the mantle that the pop-

ulations of the upper levels of the H I and the

He II lines are in LTE ratios with respect to the

numbers of next higher ions present. With this

set of assumptions, the apparent intensities of

the He II and He II plus H I blends seen in the

visible wavelength range are inverted to give the

ratio by number of He to H atoms.

Rublev finds He/H - 6 to 11 for the Wolf-

Rayet stars HD 191765, 192103, 192163,

192641, and 193077; Smith deduces values for

He/H between 1 and 20. In addition, Nugis

(1975), using simple model atoms, has solved

the equations for statistical equilibrium in the

mantle and has analyzed the strength of Hfl,

deducing that the ratio He/H lies between 4.2

and 42.5 for the stars studied by Rublev (see

Nugis, 1975).

Quite apart from the theoretical problem of

determining how the populations of the upper

levels of H and He + behave relative to the

populations of the next higher ions, the accu-

racy of the resulting He/H ratios depend on the

accuracy of the observational quantities which

go into the solution. Significant observational

difficulties exist in measuring accurate

equivalent widths or central intensities for the

blended and unblended lines of the Balmer and

Picketing series. Furthermore, neglect of the

photospheric absorption lines, which must be

present in the spectra from all photospheres

which have a composition such that

N(H)/N(He) >_ 0.05, means that the intensities

of the blends at the wavelengths of the Picker-

ing lines with even upper quantum number will

be systematically underestimated. The above

statement about photospheric hydrogen lines is

a fact which can easily be demonstrated by cal-

culating the spectra of hot model photospheres

having different H/He compositions.

In early studies of Wolf-Rayet spectra (see,

for instance, the summaries by Underhill,

1968b; 1968c), it was believed that the particle

density in the line-forming region of Wolf-

Rayet stars might lie in the range 10 jl to 1014

cm -3. Present knowledge (see below) suggests

that 5 x l0 II or less is probably a more

representative density than l014 cm -3. Consid-

eration of the fact that subordinate lines of C

IV and N V are seen in the visible spectra of

Wolf-Rayet stars, presumably as the result of

cascades following recombination, suggests that

the electron temperatures in the mantles of

Wolf-Rayet stars may be of the order of 50000

to 100000 K. At particle densities and electron

temperatures like these, how much recombina-

tion is to be expected for H ÷ and He+2?

Should one expect the upper levels of the most

frequently studied lines (i.e., those with n _>

4 for hydrogen, n i> 7 for the He +) to be de-

populated as a result of non-LTE effects or may

the level populations relative to the numbers of

next higher ions be approximately in the LTE

ratios?

First let us consider the radiative recombina-

tion coefficient to the sum over I of the levels

(n,/) for the case of hydrogen-like atoms/ions.

From information given by Glasco and Zirin

(1964), one finds that the ratio of the recombi-

nation coefficient to a level 2m of a hydrogen-

like ion with charge Z on the nucleus to the

recombination coefficient to a level m of H is:

R(ion, Z, 2m) Z 4

R(H +, m) 2
(7-58)

In the case of He ÷2, Z is 2 and this ratio is

equal to 8. Thus, for two plasmas with similar

particle densities of hydrogen ions and elec-

trons or He ÷ 2 ions and electrons, radiative re-

combination occurs eight times more rapidly to

the upper level 2m of an He ÷ ion than it does

to the level m of an H atom. This is for the case

that the temperature is the same in each plasma.

When/V e - l0 II cm-3, three-body recombina-
tion may be much more probable than radiative

recombination.

Now let us consider the question of level

populations relative to numbers of ions. Since

the 2m level of He ÷ lies below the ionization
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limit of He + by the same amount of energy as

the m level of H lies below the ionization limit

of H, the LTE population ratio N(He ÷,

2m)/N(He + 2) will be equal to the LTE popu-

lation ratio N(H, m)/N(H +) if the ratio of the

partition functions at the estimated temperature

and electron density is the same for H and H ÷
as it is for He + and He + 2. The calculations of

Sparks and Fischel (1971) indicate that this con-

dition will not be met at the temperatures and

electron densities usually considered for Wolf-

Rayet atmospheres. The ratio of partition func-

tions is much larger for H than it is for He+.

Can both the 2m level of He ÷ and the m level

of H be expected to be in LTE with respect to

their next higher ion in the mantles of Wolf-

Rayet stars? Bhatia and Underhill (1986) have
shown that the answer is no.

Griem (1963) has shown that, if the popula-

tions of the levels of a hydrogen-like atom or

ion are to be within 10 percent of their LTE val-

ues with respect to the number of ions in the

next higher stage in a plasma in which the tem-

perature is T and the electron density is N e,
then the electron density must be such that

N /> 7 X l0 ts
e

_)1/2 (7-59)

Z 6 kT -3
cm

n 17/'2

Here E n is the ionization energy of hydrogen.
Rewriting this expression, we see that the quan-

tum number of the lowest level having a popu-

lation within 10 percent of its LTE value is:

no _> 81.53Z 12/17 Ne-2/17 T 1/17. (7-60)

The result is very slightly dependent on T, more

so on N. We obtain the values of no shown in
e

Table 7-7 when Ttakes the noted values. Table

7-7 gives results for H, He II, and for C III

which has Zff = 3.2 for its upper levels, as
well as for C IV or N V, both of which have

Zef f = 4.0 for their upper levels.

Clearly in the case of hydrogen, the popula-

tion of the upper level of H_--the level with m

= 7--will approach its LTE value only when

the electron density exceeds 2 x 10 It cm -3. If

the upper level of HS--the level with m = 6--is

to have a population approximating its LTE

value, the electron density in the mantle must

be greater than l012 cm -3. In the case of He II,

when the electron density is less than 2 x 10_

cm -3, only the levels with n /> 12 have their

LTE populations. When the electron density is

of the order of 1012 cm -3) level n = l0 of He +

may have approximately its LTE population.

The Pickering line originating from this level

has a wavelength of 4338 ._. The populations

of the upper levels of the Pickering lines at

longer wavelengths than 4338 _ will not have

their LTE values.

In Table 7-7, we give estimates of no for the

C III and C IV (or N V) spectra. All of the

numbers are much larger than the upper chief

quantum numbers associated with the lines of

C III, C IV, and N V seen in Wolf-Rayet spec-

tra. Clearly, the relative populations of the ex-

cited levels of the carbon and nitrogen ions in

Wolf-Rayet atmospheres may be expected to

have non-LTE values. The populations are

probably depleted relative to what they would

be in LTE, with most of the ions being concen-

trated in the ground level of the ion.
Calculations of non-LTE model atmo-

spheres in radiative equilibrium (see, for in-

stance, Auer and Mihalas, 1972) indicate that

in that case the most likely type of departure

from LTE populations is a depopulation of the

upper levels of hydrogen and He + with a con-

centration of the atoms/ions in the ground

level. Thomas (1949) has indicated that, if the

electron temperature in the mantle is higher

than the effective temperature of the star, the

populations of high levels may be above their

LTE values. What actually occurs has been

studied by Bhatia and Underhill (1986), using
model atoms and solving the equations of

statistical equilibrium. The departures of the

populations of the levels of H, He, and He +

from LTE values are severe when realistic

values of T and N are considered.
e

When Rublev (1972a) and Smith (1973a,

1973b) estimated the relative abundances of

hydrogen and helium, each placed significant
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Table 7-7

Chief Quantum Number of the Lowest Level in LTE

Ion H,Z=I He+,Z= 2 C+2,Z=3.2 C+3,N+4,Z= 4
T (K) 10 s 5x104 3x104 105 5x104 3x104 105 105

0.1 a 9.6 9.2 8.9 15.6 15.1 14.5 21.7 25.5
0.5 8.8 8.5 8.2 14.4 13.9 13.4 20.0 23.5

1.0 8.1 7.8 7.6 13.2 12.8 12.4 18.5 21.7

2.0 7.5 7.2 7.0 12.3 11.8 11.4 17.1 20.0
5.0 6.7 6.5 6.2 10.9 10.6 10.2 15.3 18.0

10.0 6.2 6.0 5.8 10.1 9.7 9.4 14.1 16.5

aElectron density in units of 10 _ cm -3

weight on the observed strengths of the Picker-

ing and Balmer lines which lie longward of He,

and they assumed that the level populations

would be in LTE ratios with respect to the

abundance of the next higher ion. The results

of Bhatia and Underhill show that the popula-

tions of the upper levels of hydrogen may be

depleted, while those of He + may be nearly
normal. There is no reason to infer that

hydrogen is deficient in the atmospheres of

Woif-Rayet stars (Bhatia and Underhill, 1986).

In addition, it should be remembered that

the strengths of the blends due to H and He +

have been systematically underestimated by

Rublev (1972a), Smith (1973a, 1973b), and

Conti et al. 0983) because the presence of

photospheric hydrogen absorption lines has

been ignored. We must conclude that the

evidence for a true depletion of hydrogen in the

atmospheres of Wolf-Rayet stars is very weak.

In fact, hydrogen lines are seen in absorption

in the spectra of some Wolf-Rayet stars, and

this is not believed to be due to the presence

of a nearby O or B star. It is wise at all times

to bear in mind the strong possibility that the

composition of the mantles of Wolf-Rayet stars

may be normal.

2. Preliminary Estimates of the Electron Den-

sities in Model Wolf-Rayet Mantles. If the

temperatures of Wolf-Rayet mantles are of the

order to 50000 to 100000 K, the continuous

opacity at wavelengths between 1000 and 7000

/_ will be chiefly due to electron scattering.

Arguments such as those used by Wright and

Barlow (1975) to estimate the effective inner

radius of the region of an expanding at-

mosphere which emits radiation at radio

wavelengths (see the section on Radio and In-

frared Flux from Spherical Atmospheres." Mass

Loss) tell us that the apparent edge of the

photosphere of a Wolf-Rayet star will occur at

the radius at which the continuum optical depth

in the visible range, measured along a line of

sight from the observer, is about 0.24. Only gas

outside this radius contributes strongly to the

line spectrum. If we knew the effective

geometric length of the mantle, we could

estimate the typical electron density in the man-

tle. It is possible to do this in the case of the

eclipsing binary star, V444 Cyg (WN5 + 06).

From solutions of the light curves of V444

Cyg measured at continuum wavelengths, one

finds that there is an extended envelope around

the star in which the opacity is small and which

may be attributed to electron scattering (Kron

and Gordon, 1950; Cherepashchuk, 1975). Ac-

cording to Kron and Gordon, the length of the

electron scattering region is 9 R o ; according

to Cherepashchuk (see his Figure 4), the length

is about 14 R o. If, in accordance with solu-

tions of radiative transfer in spherical at-

mospheres, we say that the optical depth in elec-

tron scattering of this low-opacity region is

0.24, then the average electron density is 6.0 x

10 j_ cm -3 if the path length is 9 Ro, and 3.8
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x 10 I1 cm -3 if it is 14 R o • We conclude that

typically the electron density in the mantle of

the Wolf-Rayet star of V444 Cyg may be about

5 x 10 )1 cm -3

That this value is about correct is confirmed

by the spectroscopic observations of Munch

(1950), who found that the absorption lines of

the O star of V444 Cyg were broadened when

the O star was eclipsed by the outer part of the

atmosphere of the Wolf-Rayet star. The

amount of broadening corresponds to an op-

tical depth of no more than 0.5 in electron

scattering.

The effect of electron scattering in spherical-

ly expanding envelopes on the emission lines

formed in these envelopes has been investigated

by Auer and van Blerkom (1972). They use the

Monte Carlo technique to follow photons as the

photons are scattered by electrons. Auer and

van Blerkom predict what the shape of an emis-

sion line will be in the case of no electron scat-

tering and when the optical depth due to elec-

trons is 1.0. They allow for thermal redistribu-

tion, and they explore the effects of two dif-

ferent velocity laws. The most conspicuous

result is that the emission line develops a signifi-

cant wing longward. No emission lines in Wolf-

Rayet stars have this shape (see Underhill,

1968b).

Isolated emission lines in Wolf-Rayet spec-

tra are always rather symmetrical, except when

they are eroded on their shortward side by self-

absorption from the material in the wind. Con-

sequently, we conclude that the optical depth

caused by the electrons in the mantles of Wolf-

Rayet stars is less than 1.0 by a significant fac-

tor. Indeed, we know it must be less than about

0.24, if proper attention is paid to the results

of solving the equation of radiative transfer in

a spherical atmosphere in which the continuous

opacity is not negligible.

3. Analysis of Lines by Means of Modified

Nebular Theory. This type of theory has been

developed by Rublev (1964b, 1972a, 1972b,

1972c), a summary of the results can be found

in Rublev (1975). The intensities of emission

lines are interpreted as being due to cascades

following recombination. It is postulated that

the star consists of a core (photosphere) sur-

rounded by an envelope (mantle) and that the

ionization is caused by radiation from the

photosphere. The radiation field from the star

is represented by a blackbody energy distribu-

tion at a temperature, T,. When analyzing the

He II lines, Rublev considers only the radiation

shortward of the primary ionization limit of He

II at 228 fl_, and he postulates that the mantle

absorbs all of the radiation which emerges from

the photosphere. In the case of WC stars, the

radiation field is truncated at the primary

ionization limit of C IV, which lies at 192 _,;

in the case of WN stars, the truncation occurs

at the primary ionization limit of N IV, which

lies at 160 _,. Rublev's equations allow him to

deduce how much energy is required to provide

enough He ÷2 ions that the lines of the Picker-

ing series of He II have their observed values.

This analysis fixes the parameter, 7".. The man-

tle is treated as though it extends to infinity,

and no statement is made about the density of

material in the mantle except that the mantle

is opaque to radiation shortward of 228 _.

The effects of collisions with electrons are

neglected, but allowance is made for self-

absorption in the first members of the Picker-

ing series. The electron temperature, T, in the
recombining plasma is estimated from the

relative intensities of the upper members of the

Pickering series (Rublev, 1972c) and found to

be near 2.5 x 104 K. The relative energy

distribution of the continuous spectrum in the

visible spectral region is evaluated in terms of

a spectrophotometric or color temperature, T.
C

Typically, T is found to be about 1.8 x 104
K (see Rublev, 1972b). Radiative transfer is

treated in terms of the escape probability con-

cept, and it is noted that the populations of the

lowest levels of He + will not correspond to

LTE conditions at any of the three tempera-

tures (T., T, and T c) used in this theory to
describe conditions in the photosphere and

mantle of a Wolf-Rayet star.

It is argued that the ratios of the populations

of levels with high n to the numbers of He ÷2

ions approach their LTE values for T = T.
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This, of course, implies that collisions are im-

portant for establishing the number of He +

ions in these levels, or that the density of radia-

tion at the relevant wavelengths for photoex-

citation is about equivalent to a blackbody

energy density. Rublev indicates that photo-

ionization from the level n = 2 of He + may

be significant in some Wolf-Rayet stars, but

that photoionization from levels with n _> 3 is

not important.

Rublev has carried out full solutions for the

stars, HD 192103 and HD 192163, using

equivalent widths found from the intensity

atlases of Underhill (1959). In addition, he has

developed a method for estimating T. for other

Wolf-Rayet stars, using the observed equivalent

width of He II 4686 and the value of a param-

eter which he establishes from his detailed study

of HD 192103 and 192163. The values of T.

found by Rublev vary from 7.0 x 104 K for

HD 184738 (WC9) to 1.13 x 105 K for HD

193793 (WC6). Rublev (1975) considers these

temperatures to be quite close to the effective

temperatures of the Wolf-Rayet stars which he

studies.

The values of T, found by Rublev are about

three times larger than the effective temper-

atures which result from the definition of ef-

fective temperature in terms of the total radia-

tion field from each square cm of surface (see

Underhill, 1983b). They give an estimate of the

amount of energy necessary to provide the

number of ions needed to account for the

observed strengths of the He II lines in the visi-

ble spectral range when these lines are inter-

preted as a recombination spectrum. It is not

necessary, however, to assume implicitly, as

Rublev does, that the only source of energy in

the mantle of a Wolf-Rayet star is the radia-

tion field from the photosphere. Recent obser-

vations made from space, particularly those of

X rays, permit us the freedom of thinking in

terms of energy from nonradiative sources

heating the mantle.

The spectrophotometric, or color temper-

atures, of Rublev are low because they describe

the apparent shape of the continuous spectrum

in the visible range. It is argued in Underhiil

(1980a) that this shape is the result of the addi-

tion of the true continuum from the photo-

sphere and the free-free radiation from the
mantle. The amount of free-free radiation in-

creases toward long wavelengths, which is what

causes the values of T to be low.

The electron temperatures estimated by

Rublev are uncertain, as Rublev points out

(Rublev, 1972c), but they are probably real.

They most likely measure the electron energies

in the postcoronal flow outside the region

where most of the nonradiative energy is

deposited. It may be only a coincidence, but the
T values of Rublev are about the same as the

e

T values estimated from the turnover point of
e

the infrared excess of Underhill (1980a).

The method of analysis developed by Rublev

does not yield information on the number den-

sity in the line-forming regions of Wolf-Rayet

stars. However, deductions can be made about

the relative abundances of the observed species

from the relative intensities of lines from these

several species. It is a basic hypothesis that suf-

ficient He + ions are present to absorb all of

the radiation between 228 _, and the truncation

point due to the primary ionization limit from

an abundant species. Similarly, in the case of

the abundant species C ÷3, N ÷3, and N ÷4,

enough ions are assumed to be present along

the line of sight to absorb all of the photons

present in the wavelength range available for

ionizing the ion under discussion.
In the model mantles of Rublev and his col-

leagues, the ions are considered to be arranged

in layers with the ions requiring the most energy

for their ionization lying closest to the

photosphere. Justification for assuming a

stratified model is usually sought from the

observations: (1) that the emission components

of the N V lines at 4603.73 and 4619.98 A, as

well as the blended C 1V emission lines at 5806

_,, often are narrower than the emission com-

ponents of He I1 or He I lines, and (2) that the

shortward displacement of the absorption com-

ponents associated with the N V lines is usual-

ly less than that of absorption components

associated with He II or He I lines. Sahade

(1980) has discussed the observational material
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bearingon this point. The true interpretation

of the observations is obscure owing to the

complexity of the problem of line formation

and line blending in expanding atmospheres

(see the section Radiative Transfer in Moving

Atmospheres). In addition, it must be

remembered that the Eddington-Barbier rela-

tionship is not valid in moving atmospheres.

Nugis (1975) has modified the theoretical

treatment of Rublev to allow for electron col-

lisions to have some effect on establishing the

populations of excited levels. He has solved the

equations of statistical equilibrium for some

simple model atoms in the case of model

mantles in which T, has a value near l0 s K

and T = 6.0 × 10 4 K. Typically, Nugis finds
that, in WN stars, the ratio of the number of

nitrogen to helium atoms lies in the range 0.05

to 0.I, while for WC stars, the ratio of the

number of carbon to helium atoms lies in the

range 0.7 to 0.9. In the case of the WN stars,

the ratio C/He is found to lie in the range 0.002

to 0.008. We noted above that Nugis, from an

analysis of HE, found the ratio He/H to lie in

the range 4.2 to 42.5.

All of these results on the compositions of

Woif-Rayet atmospheres are acknowledged to

be very uncertain, perhaps by a factor 3,

because they are very dependent on the model

assumptions. It is assumed in the models con-

sidered by Rublev (1975) and by Nugis (1975)

that the lines from different ions are formed

in separate zones, yet the electron temperature

is assumed to be constant (at a high value ac-

cording to Nugis, but near 2.5 x 104 K ac-

cording to Rublev) throughout the mantle. All

of the energy required to form the ions is as-

sumed to come from the radiation field emerg-

ing from the photosphere. The actual radiation

fields from Wolf-Rayet stars (Underhill, 1983b)

will not generate electron temperatures in the

mantle as high as those assumed by Nugis.

4. Analysis of Lines When Collisions

Dominate. Castor and van Blerkom (1970) have

studied the problem of calculating the emission

line intensities resulting from a model mantle

in which the level populations are the result of

radiative transitions and transitions induced by

collisions. They solve the radiative-transfer prob-

lem in a moving atmosphere by means of the

escape probability method of Castor (1970).

The theoretical formulation is applied at one

representative radius in the model mantle. The

star is considered to consist of a photosphere

of radius, R c, and a mantle. The photosphere
radiates a continuous spectrum corresponding

to a blackbody at temperature T, and it is sur-
rounded by the mantle in which material is

flowing away from the star at a constant speed.

The intensities of the lines from a grid of model

mantles are calculated and compared with ob-

served line intensities. Each model mantle is de-

scribed by an electron temperature, T, and an

electron density, N e, an algorithm for relating
the number of ions of a given species to the as-

sumed electron density, a representative radius,

R e, and a velocity of outflow, v(Re). The best
model is selected by comparing the observed

pattern of line intensities with several computed

patterns of line intensities. The electron den-

sity, electron temperature, representative

radius, velocity of outflow, and composition

of the best fitting model mantle are taken to

be representative for the Wolf-Rayet star under

study.

The method of analysis consists of first de-

termining the representative parameters which

are kept fixed, namely R C, T, R e, and u(Re).
Then, after a preliminary composition has been

estimated, the line intensities are found for trial

values of Ne(R ), a precise composition, and

T(R).
This method of analysis was applied by

Castor and van Blerkom (1970) to the He II

spectrum of HD 192163 and of HD 191765

(both type WN6). A coarse analysis using some

of these concepts has been carried out by van

Blerkom and Patton (1972) to estimate the

H/He ratio in HD 50896 (WN5), while Castor

and Nussbaumer (1972) have used the full

method to study the C III spectrum of 3,2 Vel

(WC8 + 08). Oegerle and van Blerkom (1976a)

have interpreted the He I spectrum of MR119

(WN8) by these methods, and Willis and

Wilson (1978) have applied the procedures to
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findinformationabouttheHe,C,andNcon-
tentof liD 50896, 191765, 192103 (WC8), and

192163, as well as to find representative values

for the electron densities and temperatures in

the mantles of these stars. Additional applica-

tions have been made by Smith and Willis

(1982, 1983).

By using conditions at a single representative

radius as input to the equations of statistical

equilibrium, all discussion of possible radial

structure in the mantle is avoided. In place of

considering the effects of particular functions

T(r), v(r), and o(r), or an adopted value for ._/,

Castor and van Blerkom (1970) treat the man-

tle as though it has properties which do not vary

with radius. Within a sphere of radius R e, the
source function and the optical depth in a line

frequency are assumed to have values such that:

Sv(line)(l - exp(-rline)) = constant. (7-61)

Outside the radius R e, the mantle vanishes so
far as solving the equations of radiative transfer

and statistical equilibrium are concerned. Ac-

cording to normal considerations for a two-

level atom, the source function in the line can

be found from the expression,

2hc INgi I-I
S (1ihe) = 1

_,3 LN.gl (7-62)

When the escape probability concept is used

(see Castor, 1970), the optical depth in the

center of the line is given by

7re2 R e

7line - g]_
mc V(Re)

(.._t. N t_ ' (7-63)

Here we consider level i to be the lower level

of the line, level j to be the upper level. The

quantities gi and gj represent the statistical

weights of levels i and j, and N/and N repre-
sent the populations of these levels at the

representative radius, R e. The fraction,

Re/v(Re), is equivalent to the inverse of the

typical velocity gradient in the mantle at radius

R e. Castor and van Bierkom (1970) show how
the expressions noted as Equations (7-61),

(7-62), and (7-63) can be used with the equa-

tions of statistical equilibrium to find the in-

tensities of the lines emitted by the model

mantle.

Let us now review how the constant param-

eters which describe the model photosphere and

mantle are determined. So far as the parameters

R¢ and T which describe the photosphere are

concerned, the procedure is as follows. First an

approximate value for T, the photospheric
temperature, is assumed from some outside in-

formation, and then R c is found by requiring
that the visual magnitude of the star--assuming

that the star is radiating like a blackbody at

temperature T--be compatible with an

adopted M v. A typical velocity of outflow,

v(Re), is adopted from the observed dis-

placements of absorption components in the

visible spectral range. Determination of the

representative radius, R e, and a typical com-
position and density requires more lengthy con-

sideration. The procedures which are followed

amount to doing a coarse analysis of the spec-

trum. They are reported by van Blerkom (1973)

as well as by Castor and van Blerkom (1970).

Castor and van Blerkom (1970) estimate the

full extent of the mantle by considering the

strengths of three He II lines which reasonably

may be considered to be optically thick, name-

ly He II 4686 (3 - 4), 3203 (3 - 5), and 10124

(4 - 5). They show that use of Equations (7-62)

and (7-63) with the assumption expressed in

Equation (7-61) leads to the result that the total

line energy radiated can be written as

K (1 - exp(-ri/))
//i = _ (7-64)

_4 (Ni/gi)/(N./gi)- 1

Here K is a proportionality constant. In addi-

tion, it follows that the emergent flux at the

center of line j - i is

Fji = 4rzR2S(R)(I -exp(-rq)) + F. (7-65)
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Herer is theopticaldepthatthelinecenter
U

found from Equation (7-63).

By comparing the observed relative inten-

sities (I43, I53, and I54) of the three optically
thick lines of He II mentioned above (for each

of them, the exponential term in Equation

(7-64) is effectively zero), Castor and van

Blerkom (1970) are able to deduce a value of

(N3/g3)/(N4/g4) for each star they study. This
value, substituted into Equation (7-62), gives

a value for the source function of the line He

II 4686. Then Equation (7-65) is used to find

the radius, R, of the emitting region for the He

II spectrum. A value of F43 is found from

spectrophotometric observations, and a value

of F is estimated from the radius and temper-
c

ature of the core, which have already been

determined. In this way, Castor and van

Blerkom find that the full extent of the He II

emitting region is R = 70 R o for HD 192163.

Castor and van Blerkom next state that thi:

representative radius characterizing the mantle
as a whole should be the mean of R and R.

c

They adopt R e = 40 R o for further analysis
of the spectra of HD 192163 and HD 191765.

Next Castor and van Blerkom consider the

relative intensities of high members of the

Pickering series, and from the fact that the

populations of the upper levels of high quan-

tum number (i.e., those with n >t 12) appear

to be in LTE ratios with respect to the number

of He ÷2 ions at T --- 105 K, they deduce that
e

the electron density must be of the order of 5.0

x 1011 cm -3 if helium is the dominant constit-

uent of the mantle. A similar density is obtained

if one allows for the presence of electrons from

hydrogen. A crude check on the significance of

the results is obtained by estimating the optical

depth in electron scattering.

By putting re = NeoeR, it is found that r e
= 1.5. Castor and van Blerkom conclude that

this value is appropriate, but we have seen

above that it is too large. The optical depth in

electron scattering in the mantle should be less

than or of the order of 0.25. It seems that the

estimates of N and of R may be too large.
e

Another check which Castor and van Blerkom

perform is to estimate the intensities of some

lines of the He II (5 - n) series. In all cases, their

estimated equivalent widths relative to the

equivalent width of He II 4686 are too large,

which is another indication that the parameter

R may be too large.

Castor and van Blerkom complete their

coarse analysis of the spectrum of HD 192163

by interpreting the apparent strength of the H
I and He II blend at 4100 ,_, in terms of the

relative abundance of hydrogen to helium.

They assume that the populations of the upper

levels of both He and He II 4100 have LTE

ratios with respect to the numbers of H ÷ and

He +' ions, and they neglect the presence of an

underlying hydrogen He line in the

photospheric spectrum. We have noted above

that proceeding in this manner will lead to an
underestimate of the abundance of hydrogen.

The calculations of Bhatia and Underhill (1986)

show that the departures from LTE population

ratios may be large for both H and He÷.

Finally, Castor and van Blerkom (1970)

solve the equations of statistical equilibrium us-

ing a model He + ion consisting of 30 bound

levels and a continuum, and adopting the val-

ues, T = 4 x 104K,R c = 13Ro,R e = 40

Ro, and o(R e) = 1000 km s-J. They make
model mantles corresponding to several com-

binations of T and helium density, N(He).
The possible presence of electrons from hydro-

gen is ignored. Radiative transfer in the model

mantle in continuum frequencies is taken into

consideration. Castor and van Blerkom show

that plausible He II line intensities are obtain-

ed if T = 105 K and N(He) --- 2.5 x l0 II
e

cm -3. They are able to rule out helium densi-

ties less than l0 _ cm -3, and Te > 2 x 105 K.
Their final conclusion is that a radially expand-

ing mantle around a photosphere provides a

good model for a Wolf-Rayet star. The treat-

ment is incomplete in the sense that no discus-

sion is given of how the high mantle electron

temperature arises or of what generates the out-

flow velocity. Unlike Rublev (1964b), Castor

and van Bierkom make no attempt to account

for the energy needed to provide the large num-

ber of He ÷2 ions which are implied to be pres-

ent in the mantle. They just postulate that
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He + ions are present at the required velocity

of outflow and that the energies of the electrons

are sufficient to produce the required non-LTE

and LTE level population ratios to account for

the full observed He II spectrum of WN6 stars.

The theory of radiative transfer used in this

work is fully described in Mihalas (1978),

Chapter 14.

The method of Castor and van Blerkom

(1970) uses the radiative-transfer theory devel-

oped by Castor (1970) for an atmosphere con-

taining a velocity gradient. In Castor's theory,
it is assumed that all sources of continuous

opacity except the opacity in continua of the

model atom are negligible. We have seen that

N and the typical path length adopted by Cas-e
tor and van Bierkom result in an opacity in elec-

tron scattering which violates this basic assump-

tion of Castor's radiative-transfer theory.

The early applications of the method of

Castor and van Blerkom are listed in Table 7-8.

More recently Bhatia and Underhill (1986), us-

ing solar composition, have applied the radi-

ative-transfer theory of Castor (1970) in the way

outlined by Castor and van Blerkom (1970)

with electron densities equal to or less than

10 l° cm -3. Such electron densities result in neg-

ligible optical depth in electron scattering. The

relative energies in lines of H, He I, and He II

predicted by Bhatia and Underhill agree with

the line strengths observed in the case of four

Wolf-Rayet stars.

5. Discussion. Rublev's treatment of line for-

mation in Wolf-Rayet atmospheres must be re-

jected because it postulates a temperature which

decreases outward through the mantle, starting

from a very hot photosphere. Studies of radia-

tive transfer in moving atmospheres have

shown that such a temperature law will not re-

sult in emission lines having profiles like those

observed for Wolf-Rayet stars. In addition, the

observed shapes of the continuous spectra of

Wolf-Rayet stars correspond to effective tem-

peratures of the order of 3 x 104 K, rather

than 105 K. Spectrophotometric observations
made from 1250 to at least 8000 ._, exist for

many Wolf-Rayet stars (see Underhill, 1983b),

and none of these observations indicate that the

effective temperatures of Wolf-Rayet stars are

exceptionally high, near 105 K. Rublev's re-

sults are valuable, however, because they give

the only existing quantitative estimates of how

much energy is needed to produce spectra typ-

ical of Wolf-Rayet stars. That energy must

come from nonradiative sources.

The studies which use the method of Castor

and van Blerkom (1970) indicate rather consis-

tently that the electron density in Wolf-Rayet

mantles may be typically of the order of a few

times l0 II cm -s (see Table 7-8, which summa-

rizes the results of these studies). The estimated

optical depth due to electron scattering in the

mantle is unsatisfactorily large in most cases.

This may be because the parameter, R, and

hence the parameter, R e, is systematically
overestimated. No check has been applied in

any case to determine if the adopted value for

R e is truly appropriate.
The most uncertain factors going into the

estimate of the full extent of the line-forming

region for He lI, the parameter R, when it is

estimated in the way proposed by Castor and

van Blerkom, are the observed equivalent

widths of the He II lines at 3203, 4686, and

10124/_,. The equivalent width assigned to the

line at 10124 ._ is a particularly sensitive fac-

tor. It is straightforward to show that, if the

adopted value for the equivalent width for He

II 10124 has been overestimated by 30 or 40

percent, the resulting value for R may have

been overestimated by about the same amount.

Alternatively, R may be estimated from the ap-

parent size of the line-forming region in a well-

studied eclipsing binary which contains a Wolf-

Rayet star as one component. The range in re-

sults for the same star shown in Table 7-8 dem-

onstrates the effect of changing R e on the
properties of an acceptable model mantle. The

value of R /R determines the size of the dilu-
e c

tion factor, and this factor is significant for de-

termining the number of photons which are lost

through hitting the core of the star, as well as

for transmitting the continuum radiation

through the mantle. Consequently, changing

Re/R will affect the solution of the equations
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Table7-8

Results of Analyses of Wolf-Rayet Spectra

Authors

R N
C

Re/Rc (R o ) (cJ 3)

Stars Spectral

r e" Studied Type

Castor and van Blerkom (1970)

van Blerkom and Patton (1972)

Castor and Nussbaumer (1972)

Oegerle and van Blerkom (1976a)

Willis and Wilson (1978)

Willis and Wilson (1978)

3.1 13 5 x 1011 0.89 191765 WN6
3.1 13 5 x 1011 0.89 192163 WN6

5.8 6 1 X 1011 0.16 50896 WN5

3.6 15 4 X 1011 0.98 _,2Vel WC8
3.0 30 1 x 1011 0.13 MRl19 WN8

3.75 8 4 x 1011 0.53 50896 WN5

3.75 8 4 x 1011 0.53 191765 WN6

3.75 8 4 x 1011 0.53 192163 WN6

4.0 15 2 x 1011 0.53 192103 WC8

Calculated for a path length equal to R.
e

of statistical equilibrium and hence the deter-

mination of the source function for each line.

Willis and Wilson (1978) have deduced

relative abundances of C/He and N/He in

Wolf-Rayet atmospheres. They find that N/He

=0.024 in three WN stars and C/He =0.009

in one WC star. These values are quite uncer-

tain because Willis and Wilson use schematic

model atoms in which they ignore entirely the

photoionization and recombination of C and

N ions. Similar analyses for additional stars

have been made by Smith and Willis (1982,

1983) using the same method. They obtain

similar results.

The compositions found by Willis and

Wilson, Smith and Willis, and Nugis (1975) are

not similar to the composition of cosmic

material. The cosmic abundance ratios by

number (Allen 1973) are H/He = I 1.7, C/He

= 0.0039, and N/He = 0.0011, All of the

analyses listed in Table 7-8 start with the state-

ment that the abundance of hydrogen is small

or negligible. This premise is not securely based

(see Bhatia and Underhill (1986)), where it is

shown that the NLTE behavior of H may not

be ignored, as is done in the above studies. In

addition, it is important to consider levels of
He I as well as levels of He I| in the model He

atom.

We must conclude that the information

about the composition of Woif-Rayet at-

mospheres resulting from the studies listed in

Table 7-8 is extremely uncertain. Not only has

the analysis for the presence of H been done

in a very simple manner, but the analysis of all

other ions is severely limited by the very sim-

ple model atoms used to determine the coeffi-

cients in the equations of statistical equilibrium.

Since we know that transitions involving doubly

excited states are significant for causing some

lines to go into emission in Of stars, it seems

inadvisable to ignore the presence of doubly ex-

cited states when defining the model atoms for

He, C, and N. It is also inadvisable to ignore

photoionization from excited states. Only in the

analysis of Bhatia and Underhill (1986) is use

made of detailed, realistic model atoms.

Bhatia and Underhill (1986 and ongoing

work) have found that the observed relative in-

tensities of lines of H, He I, He I1, C II, C III,

C IV, N III, N IV, and N V in six Wolf-Rayet

stars can be predicted successfully using cosmic

abundances and reliable atomic physics. There

is no reason to conclude that the composition

of the mantle of any Wolf-Rayet star is

anomalous or different from that of an O or

Of star. The unusual intensity patterns of the

emission lines in Wolf-Rayet spectra appear to

be the result of an unusual physical state in the

stellar mantle. Bhatia and Underhill find that

inWCmantles5 x 104<T < 105KandN
c ¢

= 101° cm -3, while in WN mantles 105 < T e <
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2 × 105 K and 109 < N e < 101°cm -3. They con-

firm that the effective temperatures of Wolf-

Rayet stars are in the range found by Underhill

(1983b), namely 2.5 x 104 to 3.0 × 104 K. A

review of the theories used to interpret Wolf-

Rayet spectra can be found in Underhill (1986).

D. The Physics of Winds

In the section on the Properties of Spherical

Flow, we reviewed the results of the theory

which has been used to account for the winds

from hot stars. None of the published theories

of the winds of hot stars takes into account the

possibility of a simultaneous deposition of

nonradiative energy and momentum in the

region around the critical point. Such deposi-

tion seems necessary if the gas is to be ac-

celerated through the critical point to high ve-

locities. Much gas moving at high velocities is

observed for O and Wolf-Rayet stars. In this

section, we shall make some brief remarks in

order to indicate in what directions further

study might profitably be done and to place in

context the studies of winds driven by the mo-

mentum absorbed in lines which have been pre-

sented by Castor et al. (1975), Abbott (1978,

1980, 1982), and Weber (1981).

1. Effects of Magnetic Fields. In the mantles

of hot stars, as in the mantles of cool stars,

energy can be transferred to the gas as a result

of the passage of radiation and of the dissipa-

tion of waves, acoustic or MHD. Momentum

can be transferred to the gas: (1) from the

radiation field (see the section on the

Mechanical Force Exerted by Radiation), (2) as

a result of pressure gradients which may exist

from the action of global forces like the attrac-

tion of gravity reduced by the centrifugal force

arising from the rotation of the star and the

force due to radiation, (3) as a result of pressure

gradients caused by the presence of waves, and

(4) by the pressure due to the presence of

parcels of hot gas.

That the driving force for the solar wind was

the pressure from a layer of very hot gas was

suggested by Parker (1958). The action of this

force in the atmosphere of a hot star has been

explored by Hearn and Vardavas (1981a,

1981b) and by Vardavas and Hearn (1981). The

effects of radiation pressure in lines alone as

a driving force are described in the next section.

The effects of the presence of a magnetic field

on the winds from rotating hot stars have been

considered by Nerney 1980), Barker (1982), and

Barker and Marlborough (1982). Barker and

Marlborough show that, when weak magnetic

fields are present and there is radial flow, the

circular velocity due to rotation may be en-

hanced or diminished according to the circum-

stances.

The heating and propulsion of an atmo-

sphere by waves is a subject that has not been

explored for hot stars. Let us present a few

words on this subject before reviewing the the-

oretical studies of winds driven by the force of

radiation acting in lines. An important differ-
ence between the conditions in the mantles of

hot and cool stars is the relative importance of

wave-related forces and heating and radiation-

related forces and heating. Since we have seen

that the action of radiation and gravity alone

are not sufficient to account for the properties

of the winds of O and Wolf-Rayet stars, it is

time to consider what the presence of waves

may do.

Because convection is not a significant

means of transporting energy through the sub-

photospheric layers of O and Woif-Rayet stars

in comparison to radiation, it is probable that

simple acoustic waves generated by turbulence

(perhaps resulting from differential rotation of

the star), may not be important as a heating

agent. In fact, acoustic waves do not seem to

be the chief source of energy even for heating

the solar corona (see Stein, 1981; and Wentzel,

1981). It must not be overlooked that small

magnetic fields may be present in the subpho-

tospheric layers of O and Wolf-Rayet stars (Un-

derhill, 1983a; Underhill, 1984a; Underhill and

Fahey, 1984). Then Alfven waves will be gen-

erated if turbulence is present, and magneto-

acoustic waves may propagate in slow or fast

modes. The topic of the generation of propa-

gating waves in stellar atmospheres by turbu-

lence has been discussed by Stein (1981).
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Magneticfieldsarevery important for con-

trolling the state of the mantle of the Sun (see

almost every chapter of Jordan, 1981). It is cer-

tain that they will have some effect in the man-

tles of O and Wolf-Rayet stars. The chief ques-

tion is how important is this effect. Observa-

tions of the Sun have shown that magnetic

fields can he important in four areas:

I. They may control the generation of the

nonthermal energy flux which provides

an essential heat input into the mantle.

. They may control the flow of non-

thermal energy by channeling and

focusing the propagation of waves.

. They may control the dissipation of

nonthermal energy by allowing plasma

instabilities to occur, which affects the

dissipation of waves.

. They may control the rate at which

matter and kinetic and internal energy
is lost from a star. This is because mass

loss occurs preferentially along open

magnetic field lines.

Stein has developed scaling formulas by

means of which to estimate the flux in acoustic

waves in the case no magnetic fields are pres-

ent, and of Alfven waves, slow acoustic waves,

and magnetic fast acoustic waves in the cases

of weak or equipartition turbulent magnetic

fields and of strong turbulent magnetic fields.

His scaling formulas are valid for the case that,

at the base of the photosphere, the opacity coef-

ficient can be written as

x = _o/_7 _. (7-66)

Stein discusses the meaning of the results for

the case that a = 0.7, b = 5, which is ap-

propriate when H- is the chief source of opaci-

ty, and he shows that his scaling formulas prob-

ably are valid for late-type stars.

In the case of O and Wolf-Rayet stars, elec-

tron scattering is the dominant source of opaci-

ty in the atmosphere. In that case, one should

use Equation (7-66) with a = l, b = -1. Then

the ratio of the flux of simple acoustic waves

to the total stellar flux varies as g-5/67"geff, and

the relative fluxes carried in the different types

of waves vary as follows with respect to the

total stellar flux:

Type of Weak Turbulent Strong Turbulent

Wave Magnetic Field Magnetic Field

Alfvdn gl/12Teff63/12B-I gl/4T ff31/4B-3

Acoustic g-l/6TSef f TefflS/2B-3

slow

Acoustic g5/12Teff123/12B-5 g5/4Teffgl/4B-15

fast

Here 6' measures the typical magnetic field.

The dependence of these expressions on g

is about the same as for the ratios given by Stein

for the case of opacity due to H-. However, the

dependence on effective temperature is much

more steep, except for the case of simple

acoustic waves and for acoustic slow waves in

the presence of strong turbulent magnetic

fields. According to the above scaling laws, the

amount of energy to be found in fast acoustic

modes, for a given value of g and B, increases

much more rapidly with Teff than is the case
for Alfven waves or for acoustic slow modes.

Among the O and Wolf-Rayet stars, the range

in g is not well known, but it does not appear

to be greater than by a factor 2 or 3, which is

quite different than in the case of cool stars.

The effective temperature may change by at

most a factor 3 when going from the coolest

objects to the hottest ones (see Underhill, 1982,

1983b). Because of the dependence on Tell, it
seems that the amount of energy to be expected

in waves in the mantles of O and Wolf-Rayet

stars may be far from negligible. To obtain the

actual amount, one would have to evaluate the

constant factors in the scaling formulas and

make an estimate of the average value for the

magnetic field.

The amount of nonthermal wave energy flux

produced by turbulence depends on the tur-

bulent velocity amplitude, the density at the top
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of the convectionzone,the magneticfield
strength,andthefractionofthestellarsurface
coveredby magneticflux tubes.TheO and
Wolf-Rayetstarsmaydiffer greatlyamong
themselveswithrespectto thelastparameter.
Consequently, one may expect quite disparate

mantles for stars of rather similar mass, effec-

tive temperature, and radius (see Underhill,

1984b). Conversely, one may say that similar

mantles need not correspond to similar

photospheres. The fraction of the stellar sur-

face covered by magnetic flux tubes appears to

be a significant parameter for determining the

state of the mantle, thus of determining the ma-

jor properties of the spectrum which is seen

(Underhill and Fahey, 1984).

We have indicated that it is plausible to ex-

pect turbulence to be present in the atmospheric

layers of O and Wolf-Rayet stars. That substan-

tial "supersonic turbulence" is present in the

atmosphere of the sharp-lined B0 V star, r Sco,

has been suggested by Lamers and Rogerson

(1978), and its presence is confirmed by

Hamann (198 l). Hamann (1980) has estimated

a "microturbulence" of 100 km s -l for _"Pup.

Our analysis of the line profiles of the sharp-

lined O star, 10 Lac (see the section on Analyses

of the Absorption Lines of 0 Stars." Abun-

dances), has similarly indicated the presence of

a velocity field which broadens intrinsically

strong lines from abundant atoms symmetric-

ally by a considerable amount. Therefore, it is

certain that a large field of randomly directed

velocities exists in the layers in which the strong

absorption lines of O stars are formed. This

velocity field, acting on gas in the presence of

magnetic fields, could generate Alfv6n waves

and acoustic waves in the slow and the fast

modes as postulated in the discussion by Stein

(1981). There are no observations giving direct

information on the presence or absence of

similar randomly directed fields of motion in

the atmospheres of Wolf-Rayet stars, but the

fact that most of the emission lines have Gaus-

sian shapes is evidence in favor of such veloc-

ity fields being present.

2. Models for Radiatively Driven Winds

Powered by Absorption in Lines. The flow of

a wind from a star must take place according

to the equation of motion which may be derived

from the conservation equations (see the sec-

tion on Conservation Laws). Castor et al.

(1975) worked out the consequences of intro-

ducing into Equation (7-17) a force due to ra-

diation, having the form of Equation (7-32), in-

cluding the approximation expressed in Equa-

tion (7-33), to act against the force due to gravi-

ty. They specify that the temperature law in the

atmosphere, T(r), is that for an LTE model at-

mosphere in radiative equilibrium (Castor,

1974a) over the range of radii in which

hydrostatic equilibrium is a good approxima-

tion. Between the photosphere and the sonic

point, the temperature is postulated to increase

from 38000 to 50000 K, but no energy input is

specified to cause this heating. Near the singular

point, which is found to lie at about 1.5 to 2

times the photospheric radius, it is assumed that

the temperature decreases according to a power

law in r. It is argued that the exponent of this

power law lies between 0 and 0.5; further, it

is stated that the sonic radius is essentially the

same as the photospheric radius, since the den-

sity rises very rapidly interior to the sonic point.

Under these conditions, the equation of motion

for the wind is solved, and a density pattern is

found using the assumption of spherical flow

expressed in Equation (7-19).

The weakness of the treatment by Castor et

al. (1975) is that the expression which they

adopt for the force due to radiation is valid only

when large velocity gradients are present. They

use this expression throughout the model at-

mosphere, including in the regions in which the

velocity of flow is small. Castor et al. give no

justification for the assumption that the veloci-

ty gradients needed to validate their use of

Equation (7-32) exist. Abbott (1978, 1980,

1982) has expanded the treatment of Castor et

al. by working out analytical expressions for the

force due to the absorption of radiation in lines.

He continues to use Equation (7-32), assuming

implicitly that the required velocity gradients
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neededforitsvalidityarepresent.In the second

paper, Abbott presents a physical interpreta-

tion of the wind problem solved by Castor et

al. Here Abbott shows that the presence of

rotation and of coronal gas will change the

velocity law in real stars somewhat from the

result attained by Castor et al. In his papers,

Abbott discusses how many lines need to be

considered and what the intrinsic strengths of

these lines may be. It should be noted that only

resonance lines and a few strong lines arising

from low-lying metastable levels are observed

to show wind profiles in the spectra of O stars.

This is in contrast to Abbott's claim that many

subordinate lines contribute to the accelerating

force caused by the absorption of radiation.

Weber (1981) has examined the question of

how winds may be driven by radiation pressure

in lines when the flow velocities are of the order

of the sonic velocity. He shows that the approx-

imation for the force due to radiation used by

Castor et al. (1975) overestimates the accelera-

tion near the sonic point. Weber goes on to

study the hydrodynamic equations for the wind

in dimensionless form, and he obtains solutions

for several values of the parameters which he

defines to describe the situation in the vicinity

of the critical point and elsewhere in the wind.

Although Weber is able to find solutions which

give stellar spectra like those which are observed

to exist for O stars, a study of the parameters
he needs in order to obtain a wind solution

shows that the key parameter which describes

the opacity in the lines must take values which,

at the critical point, are unlike the values ex-

pected from slowly moving material of cosmic

composition at the densities and temperatures

which occur in the atmospheres of O stars. In

Weber's model mantles, the wind temperature

is assumed to be that appropriate for radiative

equilibrium in a stationary spherical gray

atmosphere.

Weber's systematic exploration of the prop-

erties of winds driven by radiation absorbed in

lines is useful, because it confirms that

unrealistic values for the line-absorption coef-

ficients must be assumed if a solution of the

wind equation is to be obtained without adding

momentum and energy to the gas from sources
other than the radiation field.

In the studies by Castor et ai. (1975), Ab-

bott (1978, 1980, 1982), and Weber (1981), it

is assumed that the gas in the mantle is il-

luminated by a continuous spectrum. This can-

not be the case, particularly at deep layers in

the mantle near the sonic point, because the

photospheres of O stars produce absorption

lines. Many lines from the third and fourth

spectra of C, N, O, Si, and the metals are seen

in the ultraviolet and visible spectra of O stars;

in the hottest stars, lines are also seen from the

fifth and sixth spectra of N, O, and the metals.

Most of these lines come from excited levels,

and they are not displaced by a large amount.

That the resonance lines of these spectra are

formed in significant strength in the

photosphere is a foregone conclusion if subor-

dinate lines are seen at moderate strength. That

photospheric C IV resonance lines of con-

siderable strength are formed in the

photospheres of middle and late luminous O-

type stars can be deduced from the fact that the

wind profiles of the C IV lines have very weak

or absent emission components (see Underhill,

1983a). In Underhili and Doazan (1982),

Chapter 4, it was pointed out that the absence

or great weakness of emission components for

the wind lines of Si IV in the spectra of middle

B supergiants could be understood as being due

to the presence of photospheric Si IV absorp-

tion lines. Castor and Lamers (1979) have done

calculations using an ad hoc model atmosphere

to illustrate that, if a strong photospheric ab-

sorption line is present, the wind profile formed

in the mantle of the same line will lack strong

emission. Because the photospheric spectrum

which is supposed to be driving the wind in the

theories of radiatively driven winds contains ab-

sorption lines, the true value of the force of

radiation will be even less than it is assumed

to be in these theories.

The formulas which are used in the theories

of winds driven by absorption in lines (Equa-

tions (7-32) and (7-33)) to find the force due
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to radiationarevalidonlywhena sufficient
speedof outflowhasbeenestablished(byother
means)todisplacetheabsorptionlinesformed
in themantleshortwardof significantphoto-
sphericabsorptionlinesandto setupsignifi-
cantvelocitygradients.Oncethishasoccurred,
radiationcanbecomea strongdrivingforce.
Thehighoutflowvelocitiesshownbyearly-type
starsare,at leastpartially,theresultof driv-
ingbyradiationpressure;however,theforce
ofradiationisnotthefactorwhichinitiatesthe
wind.

Thewindsoftheearly-typestarsmaybelike
thewindsof the late-typestarsin requiring
magnetohydrodynamiccausesfortheirorigin.
Theydiffer fromthewindsof late-typestars
inthattheymaybeacceleratedtohighvelocities
bymeansof theforceof radiation.Theter-
minalvelocitiesof thewindsfromearly-type
starsarerelatedto thetotalamountof radia-
tionavailabletoacceleratethegasin theman-
tle; thereis a loosecorrelationbetweenTff

and o (Underhill, 1983a, 1983c). On the
other hand, if winds are initiated by magneto-

hydrodynamic events, the rate of outflow of

matter per square centimeter of surface on the

star will be determined by the local density of

magnetic flux tubes open to interstellar space.

This latter quantity may vary from time to time

in the case of any one star. Indeed, the obser-

vations of variable discrete components in wind

resonance lines indicate that it does do so. Stars

of the same spectral type may then be expected

to have similar winds only so far as they have

similar distributions of surface magnetic field

(Underhill and Fahey, 1984).

V. RATE OF MASS LOSS FROM

HOT STARS

All published estimates of the rate of mass

loss from hot stars are based on the assump-

tion that the flow is spherically symmetric. The

rate of mass loss is found by means of Equa-

tion (7-19). If propulsion by magnetic fields ini-

tiates the outflow, however, uniform outflow

is unlikely to occur.

A. Methods for Finding the Rate

of Mass Loss

Five different methods have been used for

estimating o(r) and o(r) at a particular radius

r and for finding A;/from Equation (7-19). They

are as follows:

1. By combining an observed velocity of

outflow and the radius of the star with

the density in the stellar atmosphere,

estimated from an analysis of parts of

the spectrum.

2. By interpreting the radio flux from the

star in terms of simple theory.

3. By interpreting the infrared excess of

the star in terms of simple theory.

. By interpreting the shapes and strengths

of resonance lines formed in a wind by

means of one of the applications of the

theory of line formation in an expand-

ing atmosphere.

5. By accounting for the equivalent width

and/or the profile of Ha in terms of

one of the applications of the theory of

line formation in an expanding atmo-

sphere.

Method 1 was used to obtain the first

estimates of the rate of mass loss from Wolf-

Rayet stars (see, for instance, Kosirev, 1934;

Underhill, 1968b). It is clear now that these first

estimates give an upper limit to the rate of mass

loss from Wolf-Rayet stars because a density

and a radius, each of which is suitable for the

photosphere, are combined with a velocity of

outflow equivalent to that which can occur only

high in the mantle where the density is less than

what it is in the photosphere. If one combines

a photospheric density and radius with an

estimate of the outflow velocity at the sonic

point, one may obtain a more accurate estimate

of M. Typically, in the case of O and Wolf-

Rayet stars, the sonic velocity may be of the
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orderof 2 percentof theoutflowvelocities
whichhavebeenusedin theapplicationsof
Method1.

Methods2and3havebeendescribedinthe
sectionontheRadio and Infrared Flux from

Spherical Atmospheres." Mass Loss. A max-

imum outflow velocity determined from the

observed absorption troughs of resonance lines

is combined with the density and radius

estimated from considering the amount of gas

required to provide the observed amount of
free-free emission at either a radio or an in-

frared wavelength. It is assumed that the gas

fills a large spherical volume around the star

as a result of uniform spherical outflow.

However, uniform spherical outflow is not the

only way to maintain a body of gas around a

star. Some of the gas might be suspended

around the star in large magnetic loops.

Suspension in magnetic loops is what occurs for

the Sun, and it permits a large radio flux to be

radiated when the rate of mass loss is very

small.

The fact that the radio spectrum and much

of the infrared spectrum from luminous early-

type stars fit a power law in wavelength in-

dicates that a density gradient is present in the

optically thin parts of the emitting gas from
which the excess radiation comes. The observed

power-law character of the excess spectrum

does not prove that the density gradient is due

to outflow at a constant velocity. This point has

been noted by Seaquist (1976).Some theoreti-

cal arguments about what may happen when

low-density material is suspended near a hot

star in magnetic loops has been given by

Underhill (1983a, 1984a).

Method 4, the interpretation of ultraviolet

resonance line profiles, was applied first to the

spectrum of _" Pup by Lamers and Morton

(1976). Since then, Method 4 has been applied

to the spectra of many O stars by several groups

of observers. The results are summarized in the

next section. Castor et al. (1982) have devised

a formulation of the theory which may be used

to interpret the profiles and equivalent widths

of lines formed in the mantle when they are

measured on low-resolution ultraviolet spectra.

They have applied this theory to finding the rate
of mass loss from the central star of the

planetary nebula NGC 6543. All the other ap-

plications of Method 4 make use of high-

resolution ultraviolet spectra.

Method 5, interpretation of the emission

feature at Ha was applied first by Hearn

(1975a) and then by Cassinelli et ai. (1978) to

find a rate of mass loss from the equivalent

width and profile of the Ha emission in the

spectrum of the 09.5 Ib star, _"Ori A. A ver-

sion of the method based on the theory of

radiatively driven winds was developed and ap-

plied by Klein and Castor (1978); this formula-

tion has been applied also by Conti and Frost

(1977). The problem of interpreting the profile

of Ha in the spectrum of an O star or a B-type

supergiant in terms of M has been studied by

Olson and Ebbets (1981), who have given

results for six O stars.

The rates of mass loss found by these five

methods do not always agree closely for any
one star. This is because each method makes

use of different observational data and each is

therefore sensitive to different factors in the

rather simple models which are used to repre-

sent the physical state of the wind and the pro-

cess of spectrum formation which takes place

in the wind of the star. The differences found

between the values of ,_/obtained in the dif-

ferent ways are potentially interesting because

they may shed light on the validity of the

models which have been used.

B. Estimated Rates of Mass Loss from 0

and Wolf-Rayet Stars

The rates of mass loss from O stars which

have been estimated from various observed

quantities are listed in Table 7-9. The stars are

in order of right ascension. The individual

papers should be consulted to determine the

steps followed in each method and to determine

what assumptions have been made concerning

the temperature in the mantle, the velocity law,

and the state of ionization of the gas in the

wind. In the studies listed in Table 7-9, the

models used have been specified in sufficient
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Table 7-9

Rate of Mass Loss from 0 Stars

Star _/

HD/HDE/CPD/BD Spectral Type Method (10 -6 M o Yr-l) Ref."

108 07 If IR 2.4 1

1337 AO Cas 09 111+O9 III UV 5.0 2

14947 O5.5f Ha 8.0 3

IR 2.4 1

Hcx 9.1 4

Radio <24.0 6

UV 4.0 5

15558 05 (f) Hc_ 5.9 4

Radio < 15.0 17

15570 O4f H(_ 18.0 3

H(x 24.0 4

Radio <21.0 6

15629 O5((f)) Ha 2.3 4

UV 2.5 5

16429 09.5 I H(z 2.9 4

16691 O4f Ha 8.0 3

Hot 8.1 4

30614 _ Cam 09.5 la He= 3.5 7

Ho_ 2.0 7

Radio 1.7 8

36486 60ri A 09.5 II IR 1.2 1

IR 0.92 1

Radio < 6.0 14

UV 0.5 9

36861 X Ori A 08 IIl((f)) IR 0.38 1

Hol <0.6 7

UV 0.2 9

269698 O 4f UV 2.5 5

37041 0= Ori A 09 V UV 0.O64 10

37043 ¢ Ori 08.5 III H(x <0.9 7

UV 0.3 9

269810 O3f UV 5.0 5

37742 _" Ori A 09.5 Ib H(x 1.8 11

IR 1.2 1

IR 1.0 1

HoL 3.2 4

Hot 3.0 16

Radio 2.3 6

Ha 2.3 7

Ha 1.2 7

UV 0.5 9

38666/L Col 09 V UV 0.03 9

39680 09 Ve IR 1.9 1

*References are listed at end of table.
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Table 7-9 (Continued)

Star /t4

HD/HDE/CPD/BD Spectral Type Method ( 10 -6 Mo yr -1 ) Ref."

39680

42088

45314

46056

46149

46150

46223

47839

48099

54662

57060

60848

66811

93129 A

93204

93222

-59o2600

93250

-59o2603

303308

101190

101298

101413

101436

112244

149757

151804

152233

152247

152408

15 Mon

29 CMa

BN Gem

_" Pup

_"Oph

09 Ve IR 1.8 1

06.5 V UV 0.13 5

OBe IR 0.37 1

08 V(e) UV 0.025 5

08.5 V UV 0.050 5

05.5((f)) UV 0.79 5

04((f)) UV 2.5 5

08 IIl((f)) He <0.6 7

UV 0.15 9

06.5 V UV 0.63 5

07 III UV 0.20 5

08.5 If UV 3.0 12

Radio 6.8 6

08 Vpe IR 2.4 1

04ef UV 7.2 13

Hot 9.0 3

IR 3.5 1

He 8.0 16

Radio 6.3 14

Radio 3.5 6

H_ 6.0 7

H_ 5.0 7

UV 7.0 9

UV 3.5 5

03f Hc_ 21.0 3

05 V((f)) UV 2.0 5

07 I/l((f)) UV 0.50 5
06 V((f)) UV 1.0 5

03 V((f)) UV 1.3 5

07 V((f)) UV 0.063 5

03 V(f) UV 2.5 5

06 V((f)) UV 1.0 5

06 V((f)) UV 1.6 5

08 V UV 0.13 5

06.5 V UV 1.3 5

08.5 lab Radio < 28.0 14

09 V(e) Radio < 0.38 6

08 If He 17.0 4

Radio < 34.0 14

UV 7.9 5

06(f) He 3.7 4

UV 4.0 5

09.5 I He 2.7 4

08 If H(_ 21.0 4

Radio < 29.0 14

"References are listed at end of table.
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Table 7-9 Continued

Star

HDIHDEICPD/BD Spectral Type Method (10 -6 M e yr- 1) Ref.*

152408 08 If UV 10.0 5

152424 09.5 I He 5.2 4

162978 08.5 IIIf Radio < 5.4 8

163758 06.5 laf UV 6.3 5

164794 9 Sgr 04((f)) Radio 25.0 6
UV 5.0 5

Radio 38.0 17

167659 07 I((f)) UV 3.2 5

167771 08 I((f)) He 2.2 4

-11 °4586 08 I Radio < 14.0 8

168076 04((f)) He 10. 0 3

175754 08 IIIf Radio < 14.0 8

175876 06.5 Ill(f) Radio <18.0 8

188001 9 Sge 08 If UV 6.3 5
190429N 04f He 11.0 3

Radio <21.0 6

190864 07 IIl((f)) UV 2.0 5

Cyg OB2 No. 5 06f+O7f Radio 28.0 17

Cyg OB2 No. 7 03 If Radio _<19.0 17

Cyg OB2 No. 8A 06 Ib(f) Radio 32.0 17

Cyg OB2 No. 9 05 If Radio 118.0 17

Cyg OB2 No. 11 05 If Radio <13.0 17

207198 09 I Radio < 3.2 8

209481 08.5 111+09.5 V Radio < 3.1 8

210839 XCep 06ef Radio 4.8 6

Radio 7.8 6

UV 4.0 5

Radio < 5.0 17

217086 07 V UV 0.42 15

225160 08 Ib(f) Radio 12.0 8

• References:

1. Barlow and Cohen (1977) 10. Bernacca and Bianchi (1979

2. McCluskeyand Kondo (1981) 11. Hearn (1975a)

3. Conti and Frost (1977) 12. McCluskey et al. (1975)

4. Klein and Castor (1978) 13. Lamers and Morton (1976)

5. Garmany et al. (1981 14. Morton and Wright (1979)

6. Abbott et al. (1980) 15. Perinotto and Panagia (1981)

7. Olson and Ebbets (1981) 16. Cassinelli et al. (1978)

8. Felli and Panagia (1981) 17. Abbott et al. (1981)
9. Olson and Castor (1981)
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detail that numerical values are found for the

rate of mass loss without resort to empirical

calibrations of the numerical quantities which

result from the observed data. Spectral types

differing slightly from those listed in Table 7-9

can be found in some lists.

Additional results due to Hutchings and von

Rudloff (1980) and to Gathier et al. (1981) are

listed in Table 7-10. These results are not fully

independent because they make use of calibra-

tions based on some of the results given in

Table 7-9. Hutchings and von Rudloff evalu-

ated certain constant terms in their expression

for A;/by requiring that the rate of mass loss

from g" Pup be 6.0 x 10-6Mo yr -1, while

Gathier et al. adopted published rates of mass

loss from nine stars to find empirically the value

of a multiplicative constant in their formula-

tion of the expression for _t.

The mass.loss rates of Hutchings (1976) for
27 O stars are not listed because these values

depend upon a very rough empirical calibration

of Hutchings' mass-loss indicators in terms of

the actual rate of mass loss. Likewise, the

results of Conti and Garmany (1980) are not

listed. This is because Garmany et ai. (1981)

have reworked the observational data of Con-

ti and Garmany using an improved method of

analysis, and they give results which supersede

those of Conti and Garmany.

The uncertainties of the individual values

of M are difficult to estimate. The authors sug-

gest that the true values for ._/may lie in the

range from about 50 percent of the listed values

to three times these values. Many of the results

obtained by means of radio observations are

upper limits set by the detection limit of the

Table 7-10

Rates of Mass Loss from 0 Stars Estimated from the Ultraviolet Spectrum by Scaling

Star Spectral /_

HD/Name Type (10 -e M e Yr-l) Ref.*

108 07 If 0.2 1

24912 _ Per 07.5 IIl((f)) 1.8 2
30614 _ Cam 09.5 la 4.2 2

36486 _ Ori A 09.5 II 1.3 2

36861 X Ori A 08 IIl((f)) 1.0 2
37043 t Ori 08.5 III 1.1 2

37742 _-Ori A 09.5 Ib 0.3 1
2.3 2

38666/_ Col 09 V 0.063 2
47839 15 Mon 08 IIl((f)) 0.85 2
57061 r CMa 09 II 1.9 2

66811 _"Pup O4ef 6.0 1
4.1 2

93129A O3f 2.0 1

148937 06.5f 0.2 1

149038 # Nor 09.7 lab 2.0 2

149757 _ Oph 09 V(e) 0.32 2
152408 08 If 13.0 1

210839 ;kCep O6ef 5.0 1

• References:
1. Hutchingsand yon Rudloff (1980).
2. Gathieret al. (1981).
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radiotelescopeused.Someresultsmaybebi-
asedmorestronglybytheassumptionsunderly-
ingthetheoryusedthanothersare,butit isnot
clearlyevidentthatthisisso.In particular,it
isnotaprioricertainthattheresultsobtained
for Ostarsfromtheanalysesof radiofluxes
aremoresecurethanthoseobtainedbyother
methodswhichmakeuseof otherassumptions
aboutthesizeof the emittingvolume,the
outflowvelocity,theelectrontemperaturein
thewind,andthecompositionofthewind.All
of the methodsassumeuniform spherical
outflow.

Garmanyetal. (1981)haveestimatedthat
theratesof masslossfoundbytheiruseofthe
profilesof linesformedinawindcomputedby
Castorand Lamers(1979)areaccurateto
withinafactorof 2 inmostcases.Thiswillbe
trueonlyif thedegreeof ionizationin thewind
changesoutwardinthewaythatis impliedby
thedependenceonradiusof thefunctionused
byCastorandLamerstodescribehowtheions
formingtheresonancelinearedistributedin
space.Evaluationof theadoptedfunctionwith
useof thevaluesof theparameter3'whichare
inferredbyGarmanyetal.showsthatarapid
decreaseoutwardofthenumberofionswasim-
plied.If, on theotherhand,thedegreeof
ionizationof thegasin thewindremainscon-
stantthroughoutmuchof thewind(asisob-
servedtobethecasefortheSunandisbelieved
tobeduetothedepositionof energyinthesolar
windbyamechanismwhichisactivefarfrom
thesurfaceof theSun),thenthetruevalueof
_t mightbesignificantlylowerthanthevalue
estimatedbyGarmanyetal.Thetruevaluesof

forOstarsmaybesmallerthanthevalues
giveninTables7-9and7-10byafactoraslarge
as10.Theyareunlikelytobelargerthanthese
values.

ThepublishedratesofmasslossfromWolf-
Rayetstarsarecollectedin Table7-11.The
spectraltypesarefromthecatalogbyvander
Huchtetal. (1981).Thestarsarelistedinorder
ofrightascension.All oftheseresultshavebeen
obtainedbyinterpretingmeasuredorestimated
radiofluxesbymeansof thetheoryofWright
andBarlow(1975).Thosestudieswhichmake

useofaradiofluxfoundbyprojectingapower-
lawspectrumwithslopea fromanobserved
infraredexcessat 10#m arenotedby the
designationIR in thecolumnindicatingthe
method.Underhill(1980a)assumedthatc_ =

0.60, while Barlow et al. (1981) adopted _ =

0.76. Even though the same observational data

are used for some stars in these two papers, the

authors did not always start from the same

value for the infrared excess at 10/_m. They

make different estimates of the parameters

describing the emitting plasma, the distance of

the star, and the constant velocity of outflow.

Different choices for all these quantities may

modify the derived values of _t by a factor of

4 to 8. The word radio is used in the column

indicating the method when observed radio
fluxes have been used.

Each published result is presented in Table

7-11 so that the reader may see the range in A;/

which results from responsible, but different,

estimates of the values of the quantities need-

ed to convert an observed radio flux or infrared

excess into a rate of mass loss by means of

Equation (7-39). Although it was pointed out

by Seaquist (1976) that the fact that the infrared

excesses and radio fluxes from Wolf-Rayet stars

may be connected by a power law does not

necessarily imply that the emitting plasma is

solely due to uniform spherical outflow at a

constant velocity, this description of the emit-

ting plasma has been adopted universally. The

rates of mass loss from individual Wolf-Rayet

stars deduced by Hackwell et al. (1974) from

their observed infrared excesses are not given

in Table 7-11 because these values have been

found by primitive theory. An outflow of 1000

km s-I was adopted for each star by Hackwell

et al. The rates of mass loss found by Hackwell

et al. fall in the range from 0.6 to 2.8 x 10 -5

Mo yr -l. No entry is made in Table 7-11 for

HD 193793 because the radio flux and infrared

excess of HD 193793 have been observed to

vary.

A systematic difference exists between

outflow velocities estimated only from lines in

the visible part of the spectrum and the outflow

velocities estimated by means of the absorption
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Table 7-1 1

Estimated Rates of Mass Loss from Wolf-Rayet Stars

Other Spectral voo

HD Name Type (km s -_) I_#/vo_a Method (10 -6 Mo Yr -1) Ref. b

4004

16523

50896

56925

68273 _2 Vel

92740

93131

93162

113904

151932

152270

165688

165763

168206

190002

190918

191765

192103

192163

8 Mus

CV Set

AS 320

BAC 209

AS 374

MR 97

WN5 2600 9.6 IR 25 1

WC5 2800 < 10.7 Radio < 30 2

WN5 1400 c 27,1 IR 38 3

2700 12.2 IR 33 1

2700 11.1 Radio 31 4

2700 11.9 Radio 32 4

WN4 2400 < 25.0 Radio < 60 4

WC8 + 09 I 1000 c 12.0 Radio 12 5

2900 13.4 Radio 39 6

2900 17.9 Radio 52 7

2000 29.5 IR 59 1

WN7 + abs 2600 14,6 IR 38 1

WN7 + abs 2800 12.1 IR 34 1

WN7 + abs 2900 11.7 IR 34 1

WC6 + 09.51 3500 9.7 tR 34 1

WN7 2250 17.3 IR 39 1

2250 18.2 Radio 41 2

2250 19.6 Radio 44 4

WC7 + 05-8 3300 14.8 IR 49 1

3300 4.2 Radio < 14 2

3300 15.2 Radio 50 4

WN6 2400 12.5 IR 30 1

2200 10.9 Radio 24 2

WC5 1900 c 29.5 IR 56 3

3700 11.6 IR 43 1

2800 8,6 Radio 24 2

WC8 + 08-9 1800 <10,0 Radio <18 2

WC9 2200 <12,7 Radio < 28 2

WN8 1800 11.1 IR 20 1

WN8 1800 28,3 IR 51 1

1400 < 6,4 Radio < 9 2

WN7 + abs 2600 < 1,2 Radio < 3 4

WC6 2600 < 3,5 Radio < 9 2

WN4,5 + 09.5 la 1700 11.2 IR 19 1

1700 <11,8 Radio <20 4

WN6 1600 c 36,2 IR 58 3

2600 12,7 IR 33 1

2600 10.4 Radio 27 4

2600 14.6 Radio 38 4

WC8 1200 c 30.0 IR 36 3

2000 13.5 IR 27 1

2000 11.5 Radio 23 4

WN6 1400 c 25.7 IR 36 3
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Table 7-11 (Continued)

Other Spectral v® /t4

HD Name Type (km s-') IVllv= a Method (10 -6 M o yr-1) Ref. b

192163

192641

193077

193576 V444 Cyg

MR 110

MR 111

MR 112

WN6 2250 10.2 IR 23 1

WC7 + abs 2600 5.0 Radio 13 2

WC5 + abs 1700 10.0 IR 17 1

1700 5.9 Radio 10 2

WN5 + 06 2500 7.2 IR 18 1
2500 5.6 Radio 14 2

WC5 2800 10.0 Radio 28 2

WN-WC 2600 5.8 IR 15 1

WC4 3700 8.6 IR 32 1

aunits are 10 -= M® yr-1 (km s-l) -1.
bReferences: 1. Barlow et al. (1981) 4. Hogg (1982)

2. Abbott et al. (1982) 5. Seaquist (1976)
3. Underhill (1980)

COutflowvelocity estimated from visiblespectra.

6. Morton and Wright (1978)
7. Morton and Wright (1979)

troughs seen in the ultraviolet part of the spec-

trum. The values of v= found by means of the
ultraviolet spectrum are probably more

representative than the values from the visible

spectrum used by Seaquist (1976) and Underhill

(1980a).

The values of l_l/v® which are deduced for

Wolf-Rayet stars depend on the assumptions

made concerning the physical state and com-

position of the emitting plasma and the dis-

tance of the star. There is no systematic cor-

relation between 1(4/o= or A;/ and spectral

type. If one ignores results which are upper

limits, one finds that the average value of

Jf4/v= with its standard deviation about the
mean value is (14.5 + 7.4) x 10 -9 Mo yr -I

(km s-I) -I. The average value of A;/is (32.5 _+

12.7) x 10 -6 Mo yr -l. The standard deviation

of f4/v= corresponds to an uncertainty of 50

percent in _l/v=. This is twice the uncertain-

ty estimated in the section on the Radio and In-

frared Flux from Spherical Atmospheres: Mass

Loss.

The significance of the estimated values of
for models of the mantles of O and Wolf-

Rayet stars is discussed in Chapter 8. It is per-

tinent to note here that the large rates of mass

loss given in Table 7-11 imply that the

photospheres of Wolf-Rayet stars are expand-

ing at supersonic rates (see Underhill, 1983a).

It is difficult, if not impossible, to justify this

circumstance in terms of the physical picture

commonly used for representing what is occur-

ring in the atmospheres of hot stars.

VI. ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY: X RAYS

In this section, we shall review studies which

have as their goal providing an understanding

of and an explanation for observations which

cannot be explained by the theoretical concepts

which have been reported above. We have seen

that the theory of radiative transfer in sta-

tionary layers of hot gas allows us to under-

stand and interpret the continuous spectrum

from O and Wolf-Rayet stars. In addition, this

theory provides a self-consistent interpretation

for many of the observed details of the line

spectrum of an O star. However, we have seen

(in the section Analyses of the Absorption Lines

of 0 Stars: Abundances) that in the spectrum

of the main-sequence O star, 10 Lac, the

leading members of series of lines from abun-

dant atoms and ions are too strong and too

broad to be represented by the theory of spec-

trum formation in hot stationary gas. In order
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to accountfor the observed line broadening

qualitatively, one may postulate the presence

of large randomly directed motions--of

"turbulence".

The velocity field which is envisaged is

usually called "microturbulence" even though

the motions range up to 100 km s -j or so and

are clearly supersonic. Lamers and Rogerson

(1978) have noted that, to understand the origin

of the longward wings of the profiles of the

resonance lines of N V and O VI in the spec-

trum of r Sco, B0 V, one must postulate that

"turbulent" velocities of 150 km s -1 are pres-

ent at the interface between the mantle and the

photosphere. Similarly, Hamann (1980) has

found it necessary to postulate the presence of
"turbulence" of the order of 100 km s-I in

order to account for the shapes of the

ultraviolet resonance lines formed in the wind

of _"Pup, 04 If. The presence of "turbulence"

in the mantles of these stars implies that the

flow of the wind is not laminar in the parts of

the mantle in which the extreme wings of the

spectral lines under discussion are formed.

Presumably, this place is close to the photo-

sphere, but this is not necessarily so, owing to

the breakdown of the Eddington-Barbier rela-

tion in moving atmospheres.

The question whether instabilities which

manifest themselves as turbulent motion can be

generated by the radiation in the atmospheres

of stars has been examined by Spiegel (1976).

He develops a mathematical description of the

problem and points out the resemblance of the

astrophysical problem to the geophysical prob-

lem of fluidized beds.

The importance of nonlinear effects for

determining the character of the instabilities

and resulting velocity fields which may appear

in stellar atmospheres has been reviewed by

Leibacher and Stein (1976). They point out that

the dissipation of shocks arising from in-

stabilities deep in the atmosphere may result in

the transfer of energy from the subphotosphere

to the mantle by nonradiative means.

The theory of spectrum formation in a wind

which flows in a spherically symmetric, laminar

manner from a star, and which is in radiative

equilibrium, gives an acceptable explanation for

many of the details of the absorption and emis-
sion lines which are formed in the mantles of

O and Wolf-Rayet stars (see the section on The

Line Spectrum from Moving Three-Dimen-

sional Model Atmospheres). However, laminar

flow explains neither the presence of discrete,

rather sharp, displaced absorption compo-

nents of the ultraviolet resonance lines of O

stars, nor changes of these components in times

of the order of hours to months, nor the facts

that: (1) ions requiring much energy for their

formation, such as 0 +5, are seen in the at-

mospheres of O stars, and (2) X rays are emit-

ted by O stars in small amounts. Underhill and

Fahey (1984) have shown that the discrete com-

ponents may be formed in parcels of gas re-

leased from points above the photosphere of

the rotating star, while Waldron (1984) has

modeled the ionizing action of X rays generated

in a thin corona near the photosphere of the

star and shown that he can account for the

observations.

The observations show that the mantles of

O stars are inhomogeneous, and they suggest

that the mantles contain parcels of plasma hav-

ing electron temperatures in the range from

10 6 tO 10 7 K. The fact that X rays escape from

the mantles of O stars in sufficient quantity to

be observed at the Earth suggests that parcels

of very hot plasma exist in the outer parts of

the winds emanating from O stars.

It was suggested by Mihalas (1969) that the

winds from hot stars may be heated and pro-

pelled as a result of the deposition of

nonradiative energy (released by Rayleigh-

Taylor instabilities) in the photospheres of hot

stars. Lucy and White (1980) have shown that

sufficient nonradiative heating to account for

the X ray fluxes which are observed from O

stars may be provided in line-driven winds by

chaotic hypersonic motions. A critical point for

the theory of Lucy and White is whether or not

instabilities dissipating mechanical energy are

generated in sufficient quantity to provide the

needed field of chaotic hypersonic motions.
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Lucy(1982)hasstudiedtheheatingwhichmay
becausedbythepassageofshocksthroughthe
wind.

Clearly,it isnecessaryto understandhow
stabletheouterlayersof ahotstarareagainst
disruptionbysmallperturbationsintheveloci-
ty, temperature,anddensityof theflowand
to knowwhattypesof instabilitymayoccur.
In thissection,weshallreportresearchwhich
addressesthesequestions.It wasrecognized
longago(Underhill,1949)thatacombination
ofhightemperature,highdegreeof ionization,
largeamountsof radiation,andlowparticle
densitieswouldmaketheatmospheresof the
hotteststarssusceptibleto convectionand
similarmechanicalinstabilities.Onlyrecently,
however,haveattemptsbeenmadetodescribe
theoreticallywhatmayoccur.If magneticfields
arepresent,plasmainstabilitiesin additionto
theRayleigh-Taylorinstabilitymayoccur.That
instabilitydescribeswhathappenswhentwoli-
quidsof differentdensitiesaresuperimposed,
theoneontheother,or whenthetwoliquids
areacceleratedtowardeachother.Experiments
in thelaboratoryindicatethathydromagnetic
instabilitieswouldtendto breakthelaminar
flowintoblobsandtoheatportionsof thegas
to hightemperaturesin thesamemannerin
whichRayleigh-Taylorinstabilitiesare be-
lievedtoact.However,motionwouldbecon-
strainedinsomedirectionsbythepresenceof
a magneticfield. Chandrasekhar(1961),
Chapter IV, has shown that all steady slow mo-

tions in the presence of a uniform magnetic

field are necessarily two-dimensional; motions

cannot vary in the direction of the magnetic
field.

It is useful to think of the flow from a star

as being composed of three parts: (1) a subsonic

section in which the flow velocity is significantly

less than the ambient velocity of sound in the

plasma; (2) a trans-sonic region in which the

ratio of the flow velocity to the ambient sound

velocity is 1 + t, where e is a small quantity;

and (3) a supersonic region in which the flow

velocity greatly exceeds the ambient sound

velocity. The geometric extent of the first two

regions is probably small relative to the radius

of the star, but the geometric extent of the

supersonic region may be 50 to 100 times the

radius of the star. Most of our spectroscopic

observations of winds give information about

conditions in the supersonic part of the wind.

We leave aside here any discussion of what

may be the physical cause of an initial outflow

velocity, be the initial velocity ever so small,

and of the cause of the perturbations of the

physical state which are assumed to occur.

Some statements on these topics can be found

at the end of Chapter 8. Any fully satisfactory

theory of the mantles of hot stars must provide

physical causes for the initial conditions which

generate heating and flows in a mantle. None

of the published theoretical studies of the

stability of the winds from hot stars, and the

implications of instability, have yet reached

such a stage of completion that they specify

causes for the perturbations which are

postulated to be present. Likewise, in the case

of early-type stars, there has been no discus-

sion of how the ensuing thermal instabilities

might be affected by the presence of a magnetic

field or by rotation. In Chandrasekhar (1961),

Chapters IV and V, the properties of thermal

instabilities in the presence of magnetic fields

and of rotation are discussed.

A. Stability in the Subsonic and

Trans-Sonic Regions

Cannon and Thomas (1977) have studied

the stability of a photosphere in the presence

of a one-dimensional systematic outward flow.

They show that inside the sonic point it is possi-

ble to construct a model atmosphere that is in

hydrostatic equilibrium but that, in the case of

a model for which T(r) and o(r) develop in such

a way as to match the conditions in the in-

terstellar medium at distances far from the star,

any small radial flow is unstable against small

perturbations in the flow. Acoustic waves in the

flow will amplify into shocks and produce

heating as the flow enters the trans-sonic

region.

Nelson and Hearn (1978) have noted that a

Rayleigh-Taylor-type instability may occur in
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thetrans-sonicregionof thewindfromahot
starif thedrivingforceforthewindisdueto
theabsorptionoflineradiationin thepresence
of a velocitygradient.Asa resultof thisin-
stability,radiallysymmetricstellarwindsdriven
byresonance-lineradiativeforceswillbreakup
into small horizontallengths.Nelsonand
Hearnsuggestthattheenergyfedintothein-
stabilitywill providea significantsourceof
heatingin thetrans-sonicregion.

Martens(1979)hascontinuedthisstudyof
the stabilityof the flow in thetrans-sonic
region.Hehasshownthattheequationwhich
describestheproblemhastwocomplexroots
inadditiontotherootdiscussedbyNelsonand
Hearn,andthat theserootscorrespondto
stronglyamplifiedsoundwaves.Martenssug-
geststhat theamplifiedsoundwaveswhich
comefromhissolutionsmaybethesourceof
macroturbulentvelocitiesof theorderof the
localvelocityof soundin thelayersof theat-
mospherenearthesonicpoint.Wehavenoted
abovetheevidencein thespectraof r Sco,10
Lac, and _"Pup for largemacroturbulent
velocities;Ebbets(1979)hasnotedevidencefor
thepresenceof macroturbulenceof theorder
of 30kms-_in theatmospheresof OBsuper-
giants.Martenshasusedsimplemodelsforthe
atmospheresof _"PupandeOri, B0Ia, to
estimatehowmuchenergymightbedeposited
in thetrans-sonicregionbyamplifiedsound
waves,andhehasindicatedthatenoughenergy
maybedepositedtoproducetheh_atedregions
whichareinferredtobepresentinthemantles
of _"PupandeOri.

B. Stability in the Supersonic Region

of the Wind

MacGregor et al. (1979), Carlberg (1980),

and Kahn (1981) have studied the stability of

radial outflow in the supersonic part of a wind

which is driven by a force which is proportional

to the velocity gradient. Such a force has been

deduced by Castor (1974b) to result from the

radiation absorbed in lines (see the section on

the Mechanical Force Exerted by Radiation).

The above authors show that laminar radial

flow is unstable to perturbations in the

temperature, the density, and the speed of

outflow. MacGregor et al. indicate that the

dissipation of the amplified perturbations

(sound waves) may be an important source for

heating the flow, particularly in the supersonic

region. Carlberg shows that the radiation-

driven sound-wave and gradient instabilities

which may occur have properties such that the

wind will tend to break up into clouds or slabs

having typical sizes from 10 9 tO 10 It cm. Such

blobs may account in a qualitative manner for

the discrete components which are seen in the

winds from O stars (Lamers, 1981). Typically,

the radius of an O star is 15 to 20 Re (3 x

1011 to 4 x 1011 cm). Consequently, the blobs

have sizes which are small with respect to the

disk of the star, It is probable that two or three

blobs may be seen projected against the disk

of the star at any one instant. The presence of

such blobs or clumps of material would alter

the dynamics of a wind and the interpretation

of the profiles of lines formed in a wind from

the picture which has been developed using the

geometric description of spherically symmetric

laminar outflow. A detailed theory which ac-

counts for the discrete components has been

developed by Underhill and Fahey (1984). They

postulate the release of parcels of gas from a

rotating star which has bipolar magnetic regions
on its surface.

C. Generation of X Rays

Cassinelli et al. (1978) and Cassinelli and

Olson (1979) have argued that a source of X

rays concentrated in a slab at the base of the

wind from a luminous O or B star may provide,

by Auger ionization, the high ions which are

seen by means of absorption lines formed in the

winds from luminous O and B stars. However,

these authors do not indicate the manner in

which the postulated X rays are to be generated.

Presumably, the X rays are to be the result of

thermal radiation from parcels of gas having

temperatures near 10 7 K; no heating mecha-

nism is specified in the quoted papers. Recent-

ly, Cassinelli et al. (1981) have noted that a slab
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of very hot material at the base of the wind can-

not be the source of the X rays which are de-

tected from the luminous O and B stars. This

conclusion is reached because the rates of mass

loss deduced for the luminous O and B stars

from observed and inferred radio fluxes imply

a column density of material in front of the star

which will attenuate X rays formed at the base

of the wind by more than what appears to be

the case for the observed X rays. However,

Waldron (1984) has demonstrated that X-ray

spectra like what are observed may be predicted
if one models the wind in detail.

Cassinelli et al. (1981) have concluded that

if one wishes to account for the observed X rays

from luminous O and B stars, one is restricted

to two types of model: (1) a model in which the

observed X rays are formed in hot material

distributed throughout the wind, and (2) a

model in which some deep-lying very hot

volumes of gas are not overlaid by the relatively

cool gas of a wind which is in radiative

equilibrium at a temperature close to the effec-

tive temperature of the star. The latter con-

figuration may result from the modulation of

surface magnetic fields by conditions in the

stellar interior and from the stressing of sur-

face magnetic fields by the rotation of the star

(see Vaiana et al., 1981).

Pallavicini et al. (1981) have shown that, in

the case of the luminous O and early B stars,

the observed X-ray luminosity correlates well

with the bolometric luminosity of the star. This

finding is readily understood in terms of the

picture developed earlier in this chapter and in

Chapters 4 and 8 of Underhill and Doazan

(1982). This picture postulates that conditions

in the mantles of luminous O and B stars may

be the result of the presence of small magnetic

fields which have erupted from the photo-

spheres of the iuminous early-type stars.

Lucy and White (1980) have proposed that

instabilities in the winds from hot stars, such

as those discussed in the previous section, create

blobs of material and that these blobs develop

hot bow shocks as they are driven by radiation

absorbed in the resonance lines of high ions

through the relatively cool part of the wind.

This cool part of the wind is flowing outward

at lesser speed than that at which the blobs

flow. The very hot parcels of gas in the bow

shocks then radiate X rays. Acceleration of the

fast outward motion of any particular blob will

cease after a short time as the blob is shad-

owed by other blobs closer to the star and the

blob suffers a diminished radiative force. The

blob will cool by emitting radiation, and even-

tually it will merge with the general wind.

Because many blobs may be expected to be

present around a hot star at any one moment,

the flux of X rays observed from the hot star

is expected to remain approximately constant.

The theory of Lucy and White is not entire-

ly satisfactory because it predicts greater at-

tenuation of the X-ray flux at K-shell edges of

C and O than the observations imply. Lucy

(1982) has modified the theory to include a

mechanism for dissipating the radiatively driven

shock fronts more rapidly than was inferred by

Lucy and White to occur. The revised theory

predicts that X-ray emission continues far out

into the terminal flow. Consequently, the

escaping flux of X rays suffers little self-

absorption with the result that the predicted

spectrum shows less prominent absorption

edges than those found by Lucy and White. The

shape of the predicted X-ray spectrum is now

more like what is observed, but Waldron (1984)

has noted other problems with the theory.

It is clear that plasma instabilities of

mechanical and, possibly, of magnetohydro-

dynamic origin are important sources of energy

for heating the winds from O and Wolf-Rayet

stars. They are also important sources for

creating an inhomogeneous geometric struc-

ture. Models of mantles which are more

sophisticated and more realistic than those

reviewed in this chapter will have to be studied

before we can say that we understand how the

mantles of hot stars are created and how the

mantles obtain their properties of high electron

temperature in some regions, outflow, and

inhomogeneity.
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8

THE PHYSICS OF THE MANTLES
OF HOT STARS

I. THE SITUATION EXISTING

AT THE END OF 1983

In the preceding chapter, the results pub-

lished chiefly before the end of 1983 relevant

to spectrum formation in the atmospheres of

O and Wolf-Rayet stars have been reviewed. We

have seen in the first third of Chapter 7 that

spectroscopic features which originate in the

photospheres of O and Wolf-Rayet stars can be

understood in terms of traditional theory.

However, we have seen also that conspicuous

parts of the spectrum such as a continuum of

infrared and radio-wavelength excess energy, the

profiles of leading members of s_ries of lines

from abundant atoms and ions, strong emission

lines, especially those from ions requiring much

energy for their formation, and X rays cannot

be explained by traditional theory. The profiles

of resonance lines in the ultraviolet spectra of

O and Wolf-Rayet stars have revealed outflow

at speeds exceeding the velocity of escape from

the photosphere of the star. In the case of some

stars, moderately strong, shortward displaced,

sharp absorption components of the resonance

lines are present. It has been argued that these

lines imply the action of local magnetic fields

(Underhill and Fahey, 1984; Mullan, 1984). We

suggested in Chapter 6 that the part of the at-

mosphere in which those parts of the spectrum

which cannot be explained by traditional theory

are formed should be called the mantle of the

star.

In the last two-thirds of Chapter 7, we have

reviewed the published theories dealing with the

nontraditional parts of the atmospheres of O

and Wolf-Rayet stars. In the section The Line

Spectrum from Moving Three-Dimensional At-

mospheres, we showed that laminar spherical-

ly symmetrical outflow from a hot star gives an

acceptable explanation for some, but not all, of

the details of the absorption and emission lines

formed in the mantles of O and Wolf-Rayet

stars. However, in the section Atmospheric

Stability: X Rays, we argued that laminar flow

explains neither the presence of discrete, rather

sharp, displaced components of the ultraviolet
resonance lines of O stars, nor the changes of

these components in times of the order of hours

to months and their longevity in the case of

supergiants, nor the facts that ions requiring

much energy for their formation, such as O +5,

are seen in the atmospheres of relatively cool

O stars, and that X rays are emitted by O and

Wolf-Rayet stars in small amounts.

We have noted the possible importance of

magnetic fields and the dissipation of

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves for ac-

counting for what is seen (see the section The

Physics of Winds), and we have concluded that

the fraction of the stellar surface covered by

magnetic flux tubes appears to be a significant

parameter for determining the state of the
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mantle,thusofdetermining the major proper-

ties of the spectrum which is seen. We have

noted also the substantial "turbulence" at

supersonic velocities which appears to be pres-

ent in the mantles of O and Wolf-Rayet stars,

and we have seen in the section Atmospheric

Stability: XRays that plasma instabilities may

cause part of what we see.

In the section Models for Radiatively Driven

Winds Powered by Absorption in Lines, it was

noted that the winds of the early-type stars may

be like the winds of late-type stars in that their

origin appears to be a result of the action of

magnetohydrodynamic forces. The winds of

early-type stars differ from the winds of late-

type stars in that, in the winds of hot stars, the

particles may be accelerated to high velocities

by means of the force of radiation in addition

to any MHD forces which may be active. In the

case of late-type stars, acceleration by the force

of radiation coming from the photosphere is

negligible unless dust is present. It was conclud-

ed that stars of the same spectral type may be

expected to have similar winds only if they have

similar distributions of surface magnetic field.

II. MODELING PROCEDURES

FOR MANTLES

We have seen that all of the features which

give the spectra of O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet stars

their particular character are formed in the

mantle of the star. Consequently, to understand

what O and Wolf-Rayet spectra mean, we must

develop models for the mantles of O and Wolf-

Rayet stars. First, we shall look at the problem

in broad outline, and then we shall review what

is indicated by some attempts to make general-

ized models for mantles. As a very minimum

achievement, we hope to determine from gener-

alized models what factors are important for

creating certain sets of observable conditions

and which are of little importance. What we de-

duce for the Population I O and Wolf-Rayet

stars may also be relevant for understanding the

spectra of hot subluminous stars. We conclude

Chapter 8 by reviewing how the presence of

magnetic fields may help us to understand the

meaning of the spectra of O and Wolf-Rayet stars.

A. The Problem in Broad Outline

All modeling is begun by considering the

equations describing the conservation of mass,

momentum, and energy and applying con-

straints on what fluxes of mass, momentum,

and energy may exist at each point in the model.

These constraints are applied in order to reduce

the general conservation equations to forms

which describe the particular case under study.

In the work to be discussed below, little account

is taken of possible changes with time of the

parameters which describe the state of the

system, either on short time scales of a few

seconds in length or on long time scales of a

few years. A steady state is assumed to exist. The

equation of state is that for a perfect gas hav-

ing an assigned composition.

In the case of all massive stars, a flux of

radiation, generated by nuclear reactions in the

core of the star is postulated to flow through

the body of the star and the stellar atmosphere.

In the present discussion, we shall not consider

pulsations which may be generated in the

envelope of the star. Rather, we shall adopt the

point of view that the pressure structure of the

model star is such that each layer of the

envelope and photosphere is in hydrostatic

equilibrium under the inward-directed force of

gravity due to the mass of the star and the

outward-directed force of radiation. We

postulate that no flows occur, except perhaps

the cyclic motions of convection in some deep

zones of the model.

Parker (1981), working from fundamental

principles, has estimated the consequences for

heating the outer solar atmosphere of impos-

ing a spherically symmetric flow at the

photospheric level, whose mass flux equals that

observed in the solar wind by satellites at 1 a.u.
He concludes that the flow will not achieve suf-

ficient velocities where the solar chromosphere

and inner corona are located to produce heating

in the amount required to produce observed

chromospheric and coronal temperatures. On

this basis, he questions the efficiency of a

photospherically imposed velocity field to pro-

duce, ultimately, the solar wind, if this wind
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isdueprimarily to the expansion of a heated

corona by the thermal pressure gradient, as

originally proposed by himself. Parker's com-

ments were made for solar-like, late-type main

sequence stars. However, we might also con-
sider them in the context of winds from hot

stars, because they focus on the action of

energy and forces in the mantle usually ignored

when the winds of hot stars are modeled, as for

instance by Castor et al. (1975), Cassinelli and

Olson (1979), Cassinelli et al. (1981), and

Waldron (1984).

Traditionally, models of massive stars are

constructed with the constraint that, outside of

the core, the total amount of energy in the

radiation field is conserved (i.e., that radiative

equilibrium occurs) and that no additional

source of energy is significant anywhere in the

model. The constraint that hydrostatic

equilibrium should occur throughout the model

is applied also. Consequently, it is postulated

that there is no systematic transfer of mass and

momentum from one layer to another any-

where in the model. These constraints serve to

define acceptable models for the interiors and

photospheres of massive stars.

It is recognized that, at some depths in the

envelope of a massive star, convection may be

important for transporting energy; also, con-

vection is believed to occur in the core of a

massive star. Nowhere in the photosphere and

interior of the star is conduction an important

mechanism by which to transport energy. It

may, however, be significant when one is

modeling the mantle of a star. Also when

modeling the mantle of a star, one must con-

sider the transport of energy by the flow of par-

ticles and as a result of the changing internal

energy of the transported material.

Because most of the radiative energy ob-

served to be emerging from a star is generated

by nuclear reactions in the center of the star,

one has to take account of the flow of radia-

tion throughout a model star. At present,

however, there is no known physical mecha-

nism indicating that the observed outflow

of mass from stars of any spectral type is due

to a flow originating deep in the star. Models

based on the postulate that no mass and

momentum flows occur below the photosphere

of the star are adequate to explain many of the

observed properties of almost all stars.

It is not necessarily true that the material

seen to be flowing from the surface of a star

is part of a recognizable flow originating deep

in the star. The release of material into a wind

may be a surface phenomenon. The star, of

course, will readjust its pressure structure to

take account of the loss of mass, but this ac-

tion produces negligible hydrodynamic flow

because the fraction of the star's mass which

is lost in this way is very small during an inter-

val of time typical for movement at the speed

of any conceivable flow.

The significance of Parker's (1981) study is

his claim that coronal heating, which can pro-

duce some of the observed solar wind, cannot

result from the normal hydrodynamic expan-

sion of the small photospheric velocities re-

quired to balance solar wind mass losses. It is

known, on the other hand, that much cyclic

flow arranged in cells of different sizes

(granules and supergranules) occurs in the deep

layers of the solar photosphere. Parker argues

that any outward-directed flow that might be

generated from these cyclic motions is too small

to affect the solar wind in the manner ad-

vocated by Thomas (see Chapter 7, Char-

acteristic Features of the Stellar Wind

Problem).

It is true that modern observations have

shown that a small amount of mass flows from

most, if not all, massive stars at velocities ex-

ceeding the velocity of escape from the star.

Any successful model of the mantle of a
massive star should take this observed fact in-

to account. Part of the problem of making ac-

ceptable models for mantles concerns determin-

ing where the observed outward mass and

momentum flows are generated, how the

material is accelerated outward, and how much

material is in the flow.

It is only in the mantle of the Sun (i.e., in

the chromosphere and corona) that part of the

gas is observed to acquire systematic outflow
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velocities. Disturbances called coronal tran-

sients occur from time to time, and prom-

inences sometimes erupt. A low-density wind

of nonuniform structure, observed by means

of spacecraft and from a study of the behavior

of comet tails, is known to be flowing in the

region around the Sun. There is observational

evidence suggesting that material is released

from gravitational and magnetic control near

the surface of the Sun at particular spots and

is propelled outward, sometimes in the form of

impulsive events and sometimes as a general
rather uniform wind.

On the foregoing basis, we believe that it is

appropriate to consider the possibility that the

observed outflow is generated at the interface

between the photosphere and the mantle, in the

way that many solar physicists currently believe
occurs for the Sun.

The detailed theories which deal with

radiatively driven winds all begin with the ad

hoc assumption that a gradient of flow veloci-
ty already exists in the mantle of the star. Any

acceptable theory of the winds from hot stars

must include a way of starting the wind and of

setting up velocity gradients in the mantle.

No matter how small the mass flux may be

at any point in a star, that mass flux must be

generated by the action of some net unbalanced

force. No one has identified the particular

forces for generating a small flow deep in a star.

On the other hand, there is much evidence from

the Sun that MHD forces act in the mantle of

the Sun to initiate outflow either in the form

of large parcels of material released from par-

ticular spots above the surface of the Sun

(coronal transients) or as a low-density, rather

uniform wind emanating chiefly from coronal

holes. Parker (1981) argues that the pressure

gradient resulting from the high temperature of

the solar corona is enough to initiate outflow

of the mean solar wind. The high temperature

is believed by some solar physicists to result

from dissipation of mechanical energy in the

presence of magnetic fields (Wentzel, 1981).

We shall explore the applicability to hot

stars of components of the picture used to ac-

count for the physical state of the corona and

wind of the Sun. In his review of solar condi-

tions, Wentzel (1981) has emphasized that,

although the active corona of the Sun is the site

of primarily closed magnetic fields, the high-

speed solar wind emerges from regions of the

corona which consist of primarily open

magnetic fields (i.e., of field lines which extend

far into interplanetary space). The presence of

the solar wind and of the magnetic fields which

it transports can be inferred at the distance of

Saturn from studies of the magnetosphere of

Saturn (McDonald et al., 1980; Vogt et al.,

1981), while observations made from Pioneer

10 and 11 (McDonald et al., 1981; Collard et

al., 1982) have revealed the character of the

solar wind and its associated magnetic fields at

distances from the Sun greater than 4500 R e •

It should be noted that the electron temperature

of the solar wind is observed to be high at these

distances and the material has a high outflow

velocity, a considerable amount of acceleration

having occurred from the low flow velocities

inferred by Rottman et al. (1982) and Orrall et

al. (1983) to be present near the base of the

corona.

Conditions observed by means of spacecraft

to exist in interplanetary space present examples

of the type of situation which we may expect

to arise in the vicinity of O and Wolf-Rayet

stars. The most significant differences between

the physical situation near hot stars and that

which exists near cool stars appear to be the dif-

ferences in the density and energy distribution
of the radiation field from the star and in the

density of the wind.

In the case of O and Wolf-Rayet stars, we

have to infer the conditions in the wind from

modifications impressed on the stellar spectrum

as the light of the star traverses the stellar wind.

In the case of the Sun, it is possible to sample

conditions in the wind by making in situ

measurements. Since the physics of a mixture

of gas, radiation, and magnetic and gravity
fields must remain the same for stars as for the

Sun, it is plausible to expect that observations

of what happens near the Sun may give insight

into what phenomena may be occurring near

stars. The particle and radiation densities in the
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windsfromhotstarsarebelievedto begreater
thanthoseinthesolarwind,tobesure,butwe
believe this is unlikely to change thephysics of

the problem in a fundamental way.

One reason why it is desirable to consider

the action of magnetic fields in the mantles of

O and Wolf-Rayet stars is that the spectra of

O and Wolf-Rayet stars give evidence for the

presence of plasma heated to electron temper-

atures exceeding the effective temperatures of

O and Wolf-Rayet stars by a large amount. We

recall that the effective temperatures of Wolf-

Rayet stars are of the order of 25000 to 30000

K, while those of O stars lie in the range from

30000 to 45000 K in most cases (Underhill et

al.) 1979; Underhill, 1980a, 1981, 1982, 1983b;

and Part I of this book). A second reason is

the common presence of discrete absorption

components superposed on the "wind" profiles

of hot stars (see the discussion by Underhill and

Fahey, 1984). A third reason is the intrinsic

spread in the terminal velocities seen for stars

which have comparable effective temperatures

and luminosities, and thus, presumably com-

parable masses and radii. Underhill (1983c) has

suggested that this spread indicates that one of

the accelerating forces acting in the wind of a

hot star is that due to the presence of Alfv6n

waves. A fourth reason is the surprisingly large

radio fluxes received from Wolf-Rayet stars.

Underhill (1983a, 1984a) has argued that most

of the radio flux comes from plasma suspend-

ed in magnetically supported loops.

Rosner et al. (1978a, 1978b) have argued

that the solar corona is heated by the dissipa-

tion of mechanical energy in the presence of

magnetic fields, and much observational

evidence supports this point of view (see, for

instance, Wentzel, 1981). The arguments used

to justify the consideration of the effects of

magnetic fields in the case of the Sun may be

valid also for the mantles of O and Wolf-Rayet

stars.

The temperatures believed to occur in the

mantles of O and Woif-Rayet stars are suffi-

ciently high that heating by the dissipation of

rotational energy as a result of interactions with

a magnetic field is an attractive possibility to

consider. Heating resulting from the dissipation

of compressional waves generated in the con-

vective zones of O and Wolf-Rayet stars is a

less attractive possibility because the sub-

photospheric convection zones of hot stars are

not expected to be as large relative to the size

of the star as is the case for the Sun. The

dissipation of compressional waves is not ade-

quate for heating the solar corona (see Rosner

et al., 1978a, 1978b; Wentzel, 1981), although

it may be significant for heating the solar

chromosphere. That the classical assumptions

(Parker, 1958) do not give a satisfactory inter-

pretation of the solar wind has been noted by

Hollweg (1981) and Kopp (1981). They review

what nonthermal processes may be significant.

In what follows, we shall assume that some

of the magnetodynamic phenomena known to

occur in the Sun are occurring in the at-

mospheres of O and Wolf-Rayet stars, and we

shall try to assess the importance of such

phenomena for accounting for features in the

spectra of O and Wolf-Rayet stars which can-

not be explained by traditional models of

atmospheres and the process of forming a

spectrum.

It is generally conceded that O stars rotate

rather rapidly (see, for instance, the observa-

tions reported by Wolff et al., 1982). In addi-

tion, spectroscopic analysis has indicated that

a significant amount of turbulence is present

in the photospheres of supergiant O stars (Eb-

bets, 1979). This means that there is differen-

tial motion in the photosphere, perhaps over-

turning motions connected with the formation
of vortices. If such motions occurred in the

presence of weak primordial magnetic fields

which had been occluded as the star formed,

local dynamos would be created. One may ex-

pect that many bipolar magnetic regions will be

formed in and above the photospheres of O

stars. The probability of this being so is suffi-

ciently great as to make the presence of weak

local magnetic fields in the atmospheres of all

O stars very likely. Suggestions have been made

that _ Pup, O4ef, has a small magnetic field

(Mihalas and Conti, 1980; Moffat and

Michaud, 198 l), but observational evidence for
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a magnetic field in g" Pup is inconclusive

(Barker et al., 1981).

Because the emission lines formed in the

mantles of Wolf-Rayet stars mask almost all of

the spectrum from the photosphere of a Wolf-

Rayet star, it has been impossible to demon-

strate by direct measurement that magnetic

fields are present in the photospheres of Wolf-

Rayet stars. However, the evident conspicuous

superheating of the mantles of Wolf-Rayet stars

(see Chapter 7, Theories for Interpreting Wolf-

Rayet Spectra) and the need to account for the

observed radio fluxes from Wolf-Rayet stars

without postulating an unphysical situation

(Underhill 1983a, 1984a) provide strong cir-

cumstantial evidence that magnetic fields are

present in the photospheres of Wolf-Rayet

stars. Nussbaumer (1982) has commented that

magnetic flux may be an important agent for

producing winds from late-type stars and from

the central stars of planetary nebulae. Most

central stars of planetary nebulae have O or

Wolf-Rayet spectral types.

B. General Methods for Modeling Mantles

The distinctive features of the coronas of

cool dwarf main-sequence stars are: (1) strong

gravitational binding, the gravitational binding

energy being five or more times the thermal

energy, and (2) direct deposition of energy to

produce a high temperature. Parker (1981) has

concluded that the mean motion of the photo-

spheric gas may supply mass to the stellar wind,

but that it will not supply a significant amount

of momentum to the wind.

In the case of a large cool star with low sur-

face gravity, thus a weakly bound corona, or

in the case of a star with a dense radiation field

which reduces the effective value of gravity in

the corona to small or negative values by pro-

ducing a significant value for grad in the co-
rona, the situation is more complex than it is

for cool dwarf stars. Parker (1981) states that

this complex type of problem cannot be han-

dled by a simple analytical treatment.

The response of the outer atmosphere of a

cool low-gravity star to the passage of

mechanical energy fluxes in the form of

acoustic waves and of Alfv6n waves has been

studied by Hartmann and MacGregor (1980).
These authors find that acoustic waves do not

seem to be important for driving mass loss, but

that Alfv6n waves may be. The Alfv6n waves

must be dissipated by an appropriate amount

low in the corona of a giant cool star if winds

having low terminal velocities, as observed, are

to be generated.

Simplified models of regions in the hot co-

ronae of cool stars have been constructed by

Hammer (1982a, 1982b, 1984). Hammer has

developed these models for the purpose of

understanding systematic trends among the

properties of the mantles of F-, G-, and K-type

giants and of cool main-sequence stars. The

consequences of his theory are of interest for

understanding the mantles of early-type stars
as well. The chief difference between the

mantles of the stars studied by Hammer and

those of interest in this book is that, in the case

of the late-type stars, the density of the radia-

tion field from the star at wavelengths shorter

than about 2000 ,_ is negligible, while in the

case of the early-type stars, there is much radia-

tion at wavelengths shortward of 2000 ,_ pass-

ing through the mantle. The radiation which is

present in the case of hot stars may interact with

material in the mantle and affect the physical

state of the mantle. The problem of generating

model mantles for the early-type stars might be

approached by starting with the work of Ham-

mer, modifying, as appropriate, the treatment

of mechanical heating, and adding the effects

of radiation on the wind. This will be a for-

midable numerical problem but one which must

eventually be tackled as our understanding of

the underlying physical mechanisms improves.

The model mantles developed by Hammer

have spherical symmetry, and they are com-

posed of fully ionized hydrogen. Hammer notes

that, at the time he wrote his papers (1981-

1982), the mechanism which causes coronal

heating was unknown, although some plausi-

ble suggestions had been made. The physical

state of the model corona depends sensitively

on the character of the heating mechanism and
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onwherein thecoronatheheatisdeposited.
In thesectionThe Problem in Broad Outline,

we have reported the arguments which have

been made linking coronal heating to the

presence of magnetic fields in the corona.

Hammer develops his models in terms of a

parameter, 4_M, which tells how much
"mechanical" (i.e., nonradiative) energy is

deposited in the corona, and the damping

length, L, which tells where in the corona the

nonradiative energy is dissipated. He assumes

an exponential law to represent the dissipation

as a function of height in the corona (mantle),

but also explores the effect of a more com-

plicated expression which may describe heating

resulting from the dissipation of weak shock

waves. The results are not very sensitive to the

form adopted for the heating law. Two other

parameters are important for defining the

model mantles. These are the stellar radius and

mass. These quantities define the size of the

base of the mantle and the potential field, due

to gravity, in which the material of the model

corona moves.

In the case of a hot star, one can picture that

radiation pressure reduces the value of gravity

to a small positive value or even to a negative

value. The passage of a field of radiation

through a low-density hot gas does not heat the

gas to temperatures exceeding Teff in either
LTE or non-LTE. Thus, the temperature in a

stationary hot spherical atmosphere which is in

radiative equilibrium decreases outward steadi-

ly, but not monotonically. In my opinion, there

is no reason to believe that flow of the gas in

the spherical atmosphere will change this result

beyond causing localized heating in a few places

as a result of the dissipation of energy in in-

stabilities arising in a flowing gas (see Chapter

7, Atmospheric Instability: X Rays).

Hammer derives forms of the conservation

equations appropriate for the case that mass

flows outward with a velocity which is depen-

dent only on radius. Mass is conserved in con-

centric spherical shells as it flows. Hammer

considers four ways in which energy may be

transported; namely: (1) by a wind energy flux

which is given as the sum of the kinetic energy

of the mass flowing in the wind, the enthalpy,

and the potential energy of the material, (2) by

a conductive energy flux which depends on the

composition of the material and the tempera-

ture gradient existing at each point in the model

mantle, (3) by the loss of radiative energy ow-

ing to the escape of photons from the mantle,

and (4) by the flux of "mechanical" energy

which is postulated to be deposited in the man-

tle. The "mechanical-energy" flux postulated

by Hammer includes any net deposit of energy

which may occur owing to MHD interactions.

It is described by an exponential function which

depends on two assigned parameters--the

mechanical-energy flux entering the base of the

model mantle, $Mo, and the damping length, L.

The three ordinary differential equations of

first order for the three variables (flow veloci-

ty, isothermal sound speed or temperature, and

net flux of energy lost from the star) are solved

subject to assigned conditions at the base of the

corona, at the critical point where the flow

speed equals the isothermal speed of sound, and

at infinity. It is assumed that each satisfactory

solution must reach infinity with a finite flow

velocity and with T -- 0 as r -- oo. Hammer

discusses relations, valid for the solar atmo-

sphere, which allow him to specify conditions

at the base of the corona and at the critical

point, and then to find appropriate solutions
as r increases without limit. He varies the

parameters of his models (q_Mo, L, M., R.)
and obtains the variation with height above the

base of the corona of the energy flux in the

wind, that due to conduction, and that due to

radiation, as well as the variation of

temperature.

Hammer finds that three types of model

mantle may exist for the types of star which he

studies:

. When the energy-dissipation scale

lengths are small compared to the

stellar radius, radiative losses dominate

the energy losses from the mantle,

compared with wind losses.
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, When the energy-dissipation scale

lengths are large compared to the stellar

radius and the heating fluxes are small,

the outward conduction of heat con-

tributes significantly to the energy

losses, and the resulting coronal

temperature is high; also, the base

pressure is small, and the mass-loss rate

is relatively small.

. When the energy-dissipation scale

lengths are large with respect to the stel-

lar radius and large heating fluxes are

present, the corona is wind-dominated,

which means, here, that the radiative

and conductive energy losses, as well as

the base pressure, are small, while the

coronal temperature is high and the

mass-loss rate is large.

All of these results are for model stars with

M. and R, equal to solar values. The rates of

mass loss vary between about l0 -15 Mo yr -1

and 10 -12 Mo yr -1 as the amount of

"mechanical" energy deposited is varied from

about 5 × 105 to 2 x 106 erg cm -2 s -l. The co-

ronal temperatures are of the order of 106 K.

Making models is one thing; demonstrating

which represents the mantle of a real star is

another. Hearn (1975b) proposed that one may

choose which is the correct model mantle for

a real star by finding the minimum flux corona.

However, detailed modeling such as that done

by Hammer (1982a, 1982b), by Hammer et al.

(1983), by Holzer and Leer (1980) and Leer and

Holzer (1980), and by Holzer, Fill, and Leer

(1983) has shown that Hearn's concept yields

unsatisfactory results. It has been demonstrated

by means of Hammer's models that the struc-

ture of the mantle and the size of the mass flux

from the model, the maximum temperature

that occurs and where it occurs, as well as the

pressure at the base of the model mantle, de-

pend very much on where the heat and momen-

tum are introduced and on the path length over

which the energy and momentum sources

dissipate. The results also depend on how much

energy and momentum are introduced at the

base of the mantle.

Energy addition in the region of subsonic

flow increases the mass flux, but it has little in-

fluence on the terminal speed reached by the

wind. Energy addition in the region of super-

sonic flow increases the terminal velocity but

has little effect on the mass flux (Kopp, 1981).

Momentum transfer to the wind in the

subsonic-flow region can increase the terminal

velocity of the wind. Some momentum addi-

tion is needed to push the wind material

through the critical point. However, the

temperature gradient which exists in the

neighborhood of the critical point is also im-

portant (see Equation (7-17) and also Equation

(7-34), which was derived for the case of only

radiative acceleration of the wind).

Hearn (1983) has used the concept of long-

period mechanical waves in the mantle to sim-

ulate what happens when the deposition of the

mechanical energy necessary to heat a mantle

to coronal temperatures occurs over a long path

length in a model mantle. Hearn's model man-

tle may be representative for an OB supergiant.

He finds that a heating mechanism with a long

dissipation length (cases 2 or 3 above) increases

the fraction of the available mechanical energy

which is taken up by mass loss at the expense

of the fraction of mechanical energy which sup-

ports losses by radiation. Hearn's results in-

dicate that energy loss through a wind will

dominate in coronal-hole-type regions (in which

magnetic lines of force extend long distances

into the surrounding medium), whereas losses

of energy by radiation will dominate when con-

ditions are such as to confine the heating to

relatively small regions of the mantle (case 1

above), as in a region dominated by the pres-

ence of magnetic loops. It remains to demon-

strate what the actual mechanisms are for the

deposition of energy which has originated as

mechanical energy, but qualitatively, it seems
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possible that the different rates of dissipation

of MHD waves in regions of open and closed

lines of force may be a key factor in producing

what is observed.

In Chapter 7, Properties of Spherical Flow,

we have seen that radiation pressure is not an

effective agent for initiating the mass flow in

the wind from a hot star, although radiation

pressure may accelerate flow once an adequate

velocity gradient has been set up. Photoioniza-

tion from ground levels is not an important pro-

cess in the winds of normal hot stars because

there is little radiation at the wavelengths (most-

ly shorter than 200/_) of the chief ionization

continua of the abundant ions. Because the ma-

terial of the mantles of hot stars has a rather

large opacity in resonance lines, and sometimes

in a few lines which arise from low-lying

metastable levels, we are able to see the material

of the wind by means of absorption lines

formed in the wind. This is not possible in the

case of cool stars which do not have a hot

companion.

It has been noted in Chapter 7, Analysis of

the Absorption Lines of O Stars: Abundances,

that many of the strong lines in the spectra of

O stars are broadened, as though by macrotur-

bulence. (The reader is cautioned that this

phenomenon is called "microturbulence" in

some of the relevant papers.) The typical veloci-

ty of the broadening motion appears to lie in
the range from 100 to 150 km s-_. It is possi-

ble that by means of the strong lines we are see-

ing parts of the mantle of the star which are

essentially stationary so far as outflow is con-

cerned, but in which the atoms and ions are tak-

ing part in gyro motion around magnetic lines

of force in the mantle of the star. Such motion

would simulate what is called "turbulence"

when speaking of line-broadening factors. The

moving electrons would radiate at radio fre-

quencies. How significant gyro motion may be

for generating the observed radio fluxes of hot

stars has been discussed by Underhill (1984a).

It appears that the rates of mass loss determined

from observed radio fluxes and listed in Tables

7-9, 7-10, and 7-11 may be upper limits to what

truly occurs. Reduction by a factor of the order

of 10 is plausible.

The method of Hammer (1982a, 1982b) may

be used to make numerical models of the man-

ties of O and Wolf-Rayet stars when this

method is modified to include an equation for

the flow velocity as a function of radius which

is appropriate for a wind driven by radiation

and by MHD waves. One must also introduce

appropriate expressions telling where the heat-

ing occurs and from what places mass is re-

leased from gravitational control by the star.

Is the wind released in a uniform spherical flow,

or is it released preferentially from regions cor-

responding to the coronal holes on the Sun? In

order to specify the needed expressions, one

must make a model of the physical processes
which occur in the mantle and determine the

magnitude of the heating and outflow gener-
ated in each element of volume in the mantle.

Thought must be addressed to the problem of

describing how heating and the release of gas

from gravitational control occurs in a plasma

containing radiation and magnetic fields, as

well as charged particles, and situated in a grav-
itational field.

In the remainder of Chapter 8, we explore

the consequences of postulating that small mag-

netic fields are present in the mantles of O and

Wolf-Rayet stars. The goal is to see if some of

the problems with the existing theories of the

mantles of O and Wolf-Rayet stars can be

solved.

III. MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE

MANTLES OF HOT STARS

It has been pointed out by Underhill (1983a)

and by Underhill and Fahey (1984) that, if one

postulates that bipolar magnetic regions are

present in the photospheres and mantles of O

and B supergiants and of Wolf-Rayet stars, a

natural explanation follows for many observed

spectroscopic phenomena. As in the Sun, the

average magnetic field over an element of sur-

face having an area of the order of 1/2R, 2 may

be small. In addition, the magnetic lines of
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forcethreadingthephotospheremaybecon-
centratedintosmallareasof strongfield--of
theorderof 1500to 2000gauss.Thismaybe
a resultof thebuffetingof thefoot pointsof
themagneticlinesof forcebymovingelements
of plasmain thephotosphere.Thebuffeting
generatesmagnetohydrodynamic(MHD)waves
in thevolumesof plasmacontainingmagnetic
linesof force.Thewavesactontheplasmaby
heatingit andbyexertinga stressontheat-
mosphere.Thisstressmayleadto anoutward
accelerationof anywindwhichmaybeflowing.

Becausethetheoryof modelatmospheres
andpredictedspectra(seeChapter7)enables
ustomodelthephotosphericspectraofOstars
ratherwell,wewill proposeherethatmostof
thephotosphereof ahotstaris relativelyfree
from magneticlinesof force,asin theSun,
andthatthemagneticfieldlineswhichtraverse
thephotosphereareconcentratedintosmall
volumesattheintersectionsbetweenthemov-
ingelementsof plasmawhichwewill assume
aregeneratedby ambientturbulence.In the
low-densityplasmaof themantle,however,the
structurescontainingmagneticlinesof force
will spreadandgrow,asoccursin thesolar
mantle.It istheinteractionsbetweenradiation
andplasmawhichoccurin theselargestruc-
tureswhichgivethespectraof O, Of, and
Wolf-Rayetstarsmanyof their dominant
characteristicfeatures.

A. General Remarks

First we shall review evidence suggesting that

conditions favorable to the creation of magnetic

flux exist in the photospheres of OB supergiants

and Wolf-Rayet stars, and after that we shall

note how the presence of magnetic lines of force

in a mantle provides a basis for understanding

the spectra of O and Wolf-Rayet stars. Mag-

netic lines of force act as conduits for the

mechanical energy carried by the MHD waves

generated by turbulent motions in the photo-

sphere, closed loops acting like resonant

cavities, open lines of force acting like wave

guides (Davila, 1985). Magnetic lines of force

can also store energy and momentum, and this

energy and momentum can be released when

magnetic flux is annihilated (Kuperus et al.,

1981).

We postulate that magnetic flux is created

in the deep parts of the stellar photosphere by

some kind of suitable stellar dynamo. Dynamo

action can result from overturning motion

generated by the differential rotation of the star

in the presence of primordial magnetic fields

which were occluded as the star formed, and

it is likely that the continuing turbulence in the

photosphere will maintain this action. (See

Cowling, 1981, for a review of dynamo theory.)
It should be recalled in this context that the

microturbulent velocity in the atmosphere of

a main-sequence O star is typically about 5 km

s-l, while that in the atmosphere of an OB

supergiant may be 15 km s-_.

It may readily be demonstrated from model

atmospheres which represent well the photo-

spheres of stars having effective temperatures

in the range from 25000 to 35000 K that the

temperature gradient resulting from the as-

sumption of radiative equilibrium exceeds the

adiabatic temperature gradient in the layers in

which the continuous spectrum in the visible

range is formed. Consequently, conditions in

these layers are appropriate for convection to

become established (Underhill and Fahey,

1984).

When making model atmospheres for hot

stars, it is not necessary to consider convection

as a way of transporting energy through the up-

per layers of the envelope and through the

photosphere because the transport of energy by

radiation is very efficient. However, conditions

making it possible for convection to take place

may occur. This was discovered by Underhill

(1950) using a simple model atmosphere. Lit-

tle use has been made of this information

because the model atmospheres found by

assuming radiative equilibrium throughout the

model atmosphere and no transport of energy

by convection differ very little from what is

found when an adiabatic temperature gradient

is adopted in the layers in which convection

may occur.
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The temperature gradient, d(log 7")/d(log

Pg), in part of an NLTE model atmosphere by
Mihalas (1972b) is shown in Figure 8-1, to-

gether with two estimates for the adiabatic tem-

perature gradient in these layers. The adiabatic

temperature gradient has been estimated using

the expressions given by Underhill (1949). The

results for the case which includes the effect of

radiation (short dashes) probably are closer to

what will exist in nature than are those for the

case when the presence of radiation is ignored

(long dashes). It is clear that at the depth where

m = 1 g, the temperature gradient obtained by

assuming radiative equilibrium throughout the

model atmosphere begins to exceed the adia-

batic temperature gradient. It remains larger

than the adiabatic temperature as one goes

deeper into the model. From Figure 8-1, we see

that the layers in which the visible continuum
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Figure 8-1. Temperature gradients, d(log

T)/d(log Pg), as a function of depth in a
model atmosphere. The gradient resulting from

radiative equilibrium is shown by a solid line.

The adiabatic gradient when the effects of ra-

diation are ignored is shown by long dashes,"

that when the effects of radiation are taken in-
to account by short dashes. In the continuum-

forming parts of the model atmosphere, the

adiabatic gradient is reduced from its value in

the outer part of the model atmosphere as a re-

sult of the second ionization of helium. Depth

in the model atmosphere is measured in terms
of m, the mass above an area of 1 cm 2 in the

model atmosphere.

is formed in the selected model atmosphere lie

in the neighborhood of the depth point where

m = 1 g. Consequently, we infer that convec-

tion may be established in the deeper layers of

the photosphere. Differential rotation, added

to this convection, could produce magnetic

fields by a dynamo process similar to the one

now believed to be operating for the Sun and

some other late-type stars.

Because the layer in which He + is being

ionized is not very thick in model atmospheres

for hot stars, we do not expect the convective

layer containing the postulated dynamos to be

very thick. However, this point has not been

fully explored. The linear scale of the convec-

tive layer in a star with small log g will be

greater than that in a star with a relatively large

value of log g.

Convective motion, differential rotation,

and the presence of a weak primordial magnetic

field are what is necessary for magnetic flux to

be generated locally in the deep layers of the

photospheres of stars which have effective tem-

peratures of the order of 25000 to 35000 K. One

expects, as in the Sun, that ropes of magnetic

lines of force will be formed and that strands

will erupt from the photosphere in places, gen-

erating bipolar magnetic regions (BMR's) on

the surface of the star. We expect that the bi-

polar magnetic regions will be concentrated to-

ward the equator of the rotating star, just as

is true for the Sun. However, we are unable at

present to confirm these expectations with a

quantitative description of what may occur in

a model hot star because too little is known at

this time to enable one to apply dynamo theory

to the hot stars.

The presence of magnetic lines of force in

a model atmosphere requires us to revise the

way in which the conservation equations (Equa-

tions (7-13), (7-14), and (7-15)) are constrained

to represent reality. Not only does a magnetic

field exert a stress perpendicular to the direc-

tion of the magnetic field, but the mobility of

ions and electrons is different perpendicular to

the field lines than it is in the direction of the

field lines. In addition, the speed at which

MHD waves propagate through the atmosphere
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dependson the magnitudeof the magnetic
field,a localquantity.Therateof dissipation
of the energyin the MHD wavesis field-
dependent(see,for instance,Ionson,1982,
1983;RaeandRoberts,1982;Heyvaertsand
Priest,1983),andit dependsonthelocalmi-
croscopicpropertiesof theplasma.Annihila-
tion of magneticflux will occurlocallyas
neutrallinesareformedbetweenareasof op-
posingmagneticpolarity(seeParker,1983a,
1983bfor asummaryof whatmayoccur).

Interactionsbetweenions,electrons,mag-
neticfields,andwavesareobservedintheSun,
butnofullyacceptedtheoreticaldescriptionof
whatoccursmicroscopicallyis presentlyat
hand.Discussionisgivenbelowof somepoints
whichbecomeimportantwhenoneadmitsthat
magneticlinesofforcearepresentlocallyinthe
mantlesof O,Of, andWolf-Rayetstars,and
onepostulatesthatthemantlesof O,Of, and
Wolf-Rayetstarsconsistof arcadesof magnet-
icallysupportedloops,aswellasof a wind
whichcontainslinesof forceopentotheinter-
stellarmedium.

B. The Specific Problem of the

Mantles of Hot Stars

We shall now review how a model based on

what has been observed to be true for the Sun

may serve to provide an understanding for

many of the phenomena seen in the spectra of

early-type stars from X rays to the radio range.
First let us describe the model.

We shall think of the mantle of an early-type

star as being composed of arcades of coronal

loops extending on the average to a distance of

the order of 20 R. and of areas covered by

structures equivalent to the coronal holes of the

Sun. We expect the loop structures to occur

predominantly in an equatorial band which ex-

tends, perhaps, to latitudes of the order of +_30

degrees. The magnetic field lines emerging from

the coronal-hole-type areas will emerge radial-

ly from the star and extend to great distances

from the star. Here, in analogy with the Sun,

we expect a high-speed wind to flow.

It is postulated that the magnetic lines of

force supporting the arcades of loops are ar-

ranged with their foot points in BMR's. As in

the case of the Sun, we expect the BMR's to

be continually shifting position and changing

in strength as more magnetic flux emerges from

the photosphere and some magnetic flux is an-

nihilated. Underhill and Fahey (1984) have

summarized the reasons why such a picture is

reasonable. The star rotates.

The magnetic field lines leaving the star

from coronal-hole-type areas may have positive

or negative polarity; they are traced by the par-

ticles flowing from the holes in the form of a

wind. We expect that the magnetic field av-

eraged over the full disk of the star will be

small, as is the case for the Sun. The average

field in one polar cap may have opposite polari-

ty to that in the other polar cap.

We do not know how much, if any, of the

surface of the star is free of magnetic lines of

force. In the case of the Sun, fairly large areas

of the photosphere are dappled with both

positive and negative magnetic fields. Such

areas, when observed from a great distance, can

appear to be field-free. Magnetoplasmas orig-

inating above BMR's and forming part of the

mantle may spread out over the apparently

field-free regions of the photosphere.

In the case of the Sun, the magnetoplasma

carrying the magnetic lines of force emerging

from solar coronal holes appears to extend out-

ward to about the heliopause, some 104 solar

radii distant. Observations carried out from

spacecraft (Burlaga et al., 1983; Burlaga, 1983)

indicate that the spatial structure of the solar

wind may become quite tangled before the wind

merges with the interstellar medium. We expect

that the coronal-hole-type regions on hot stars

will behave like solar coronal holes and that the

individual streams of the stellar wind emerging

from coronal-hole-type regions will become

tangled and merge with the interstellar medium

under shock conditions far from the star. How

uniform the stellar wind appears to a distant

observer will depend on how many coronal-

hole-type regions there are, on how they are

distributed on the surface of the star, and on
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how unchangingthe distributionof such
regionsis.

Weexpectthe modelwhichis described
abovetobevalidforWolf-Rayetstars,normal
OandB stars,andBe,Oe,andOf stars.We
excludetheBpstarsfromourdiscussion.These
starshavemeasurablelongitudinalmagnetic
fields.Althoughit isconceivablethatmanyof
theideaswhichweshallreviewheremaybeap-
plicableto theBp stars,wedonot wishto
discusstheBpstars.Thepresenceof sizeable
magneticfieldstraversingsignificantareasof
thephotosphere(spots)maywellchangethe
averageconditionsin thephotospherefrom
whatanalysisof thespectraof normalnon-
magneticstarssuggestsis true.Also,sizeable
magneticfieldswillstronglyconstrainthemo-
tionspossiblein theatmosphereof thestar.

Whenoneisconsideringtheeventswhich
maytakeplacein themantlerelativelynearto
thesurfaceof thestar,saywithinabout20Ro,

it is essential, according to our model, to take

account of the inhomogeneous structure of the

mantle. When one is concerned only with the

typical magnetic-field structure which may ap-

pear to a distant observer to be present, it may

be advantageous to represent the average

magnetic field by a potential function such as

the field generated by a central dipole

I choose to explore the results which may

be reached by considering the inhomogeneities

of the mantle because it appears that the

heating of the plasma in a stellar mantle and

the release and propulsion of a wind may be

events which take place in locations which are

small in comparison to the full extent of the

mantle and the size of the disk of the star. After

an adequate description of the physics of what

occurs at each place has been obtained, it may

be possible to set up and solve the equations

of radiative transfer and predict the spectrum

which a distant observer will see.

The method which has been developed for

calculating the spectrum from a nonmagnetic

early-type star is to use the relevant physics of

the problem under consideration to define the

source function at each radial distance from the

surface of the star, and then to solve the equa-

tions of radiative transfer appropriate to slab

or spherical geometry and to predict what an

observer will see. The results of such studies for

nonmagnetic stars have been reviewed in

Chapter 7. Symmetry with respect to the

angular coordinates is assumed.

It may prove advantageous when dealing

with that part of the mantle of an early-type

star which is inhomogeneous (that part where

arcades of magnetically supported loops occur

and where coronal-hole-type structures exist) to

define the source function in terms of a

statistical description of what the physical situa-

tion may be at each point in the annulus where

the loops predominate and in each polar cap.

Once a description of the source function has

been obtained as a function of the geometrical

coordinates, it is, in principle, straightforward

to set up the equations of radiative transfer and

to estimate what sort of spectrum should be

seen by a distant observer.

The first task is to see what can be said

about the factors which determine the source

function in various wavelengths as a function

of position in the mantle. We shall need to

know the electron temperature, T, the magnetic

field, B, and the ion and electron densities, N/

and N e, as functions of position in the mantle.
We assume that a flux of radiation from the

photosphere flows through the mantle and that

additional photons are created or annihilated

according to the physics of a moving ionized

gas in the presence of radiation and a magnetic

field. The conservation equations for energy,

momentum, and mass provide a starting point.

The full task is formidable. We shall begin by

discussing the chief factors which should be

considered. The equation of state is that of a

perfect gas with solar composition.

C. Sources of Heat and Momentum in a

Mantle Containing Magnetic Fields

When the plasma of a stellar mantle is

laced with magnetic lines of force, the physics

which must be considered in order to obtain a

reasonably accurate representation of what
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occursintheplasmamaybeselectedbyconsider-
ingthevalueof thequantity/3whichmeasures
thegaspressureduetoelectronsandheavypar-
ticlesin termsof themagneticpressure.The
plasma/3isdefinedbytherelation,

(3 = 8nP/B 2, (8-1)

where B is the magnetic field in gauss, and P
g

is expressed in dyn cm -2. In a plasma such that

7(N + N )/2N _ 1, (8-2)

where 7 = C/C is the ratio of specific beats,
and N is the number density of heavy particles

in all stages of ionization, one can write

3 _ a2/vA 2. (8-3)

Here a is the velocity of sound in the plasma,

and vA is the Alfv6n velocity. Frequently, the
/3 of stellar atmospheres is estimated by means

of Equation (8-3) rather than by Equation (8-1).

At most,/3 will be overestimated in a fully ion-

ized cosmic plasma by a factor of the order of

2.5 when Equation (8-3) is used in place of

Equation (8-1).

The significance of the plasma 3 is that when

/3 >> 1, gas pressure dominates over magnetic

pressure, and the effects of the magnetic

pressure may be ignored when determining the

hydrodynamic state of the plasma. When/3 -

1 or/3 < 1, the magnetic pressure is comparable

to or greater than the gas pressure. Then the

physics of magnetohydrodynamics must be

employed.

The photospheres of stars may usually be

treated as "high-beta" plasmas except for the

volumes where concentrated magnetic lines of

force pass through the photosphere. On the

other hand, the mantles, like the small parts of

the photosphere containing concentrated

magnetic lines of force, require the use of MHD

physics because in these places one has a "low-

beta" plasma.

In the photosphere of an early-type star, the

gas pressure may be typically about 700 dyn

cm -2. The plasma/3 will be 1, 2, 5, 10, or 20,

respectively, as the magnetic field is 133, 94,

59, 42, or 30 gauss. We see that, if the average

magnetic field in each element of volume is less

than 100 gauss, we will have a "high-beta"

plasma. We infer that the effects of magnetic

fields will be negligible in all parts of the

photospheres of early-type stars except those

places where the lines of force are strongly

concentrated.

In the mantle of an early-type star, however,

the gas pressure may be of the order of 3 dyn
cm -2 low in the mantle at R = 1.25 R. and

near 0.7 dyn cm -2 at about 5 R,. In those

parts of the mantle where B i>10 gauss,/3 will

be less than 1. It is clear that MHD effects must

be considered in all parts of the mantle in which

magnetic fields greater than about 10 gauss are

suspected to be present. In the parts of the

stellar atmosphere in which/3 << 1, the wind

of the star will flow along the magnetic lines

of force.

1. Heating. The electron temperature in those

parts of the mantle in which magnetic lines of

force are present is higher than what it would

have been if the temperature was that which

may be found by considering the flux of radia-

tion coming from the photosphere and enforc-

ing the constraint of radiative equilibrium. This

is so because additional energy, believed to

originate in the small-scale irregular motions

which occur in the high-beta plasma of the

photosphere is deposited in these parts of the

mantle. The photospheric motions are be-

lieved to be driven by the differential rotation

of the star. One way that additional heat may

be deposited in the plasma of the mantle when

magnetic lines of force are present is as a result

of the dissipation of the MHD waves which will

be created by the buffeting of the foot points

of the lines of force by moving elements of

plasma in the photosphere; another is by the

annihilation of magnetic flux. We shall look at

some studies of this problem which have been

done for the Sun. The results of these studies

may be applicable to hot stars. Magnetic fields

which are so small that they cannot be mea-

sured in the case of early-type stars using pres-

ent techniques are adequate to generate signifi-

cant heating.
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Ionson (1982, 1983) has reviewed the theory

of the heating of the solar corona, and he has

shown how use of the analog of an LRC cir-

cuit (i.e., one containing inductance, resistance,

and capacitance) enables one to understand the

way in which mechanical energy in the high-

beta plasma of the photosphere is transferred

to the low-beta plasma of a coronal loop. Ion-

son noted that the magnetic structures in the

solar corona can act like "high-Q" circuits,

absorbing energy from the noise of mechanical

energy which comes from the photosphere. In

particular, he showed (as others have done) that

the coronal loops act as resonant structures
where MHD waves of certain characteristic

properties are efficiently dissipated.

Ionson has pointed out the advantages of

thinking about the electrodynamic reaction of

the low-beta plasma of the mantle to the ir-

regular motions which occur in the high-beta

photosphere in terms of: (1) the ability of a

magnetoplasma to store electric and kinetic

energy (i.e., in terms of its capacitance, C), (2)

its ability to store magnetic energy (i.e., in terms

of its inductance, L), and (3) its ability to con-

vert electrodynamic energy into heat (i.e., in

terms of its resistance, R). Thinking in terms

of the solar problem, he specifies the size of the

coronal part of a loop by a field-aligned length,

_cor' and the size of the chromospheric part by

a field-aligned length, lchrom. The field-aligned-

length scale of the photospheric velocity fields

which interact with the magnetoplasma of the

loop are denoted by lhoto. As a convenience,
it is assumed that the cross-field dimension of

the magnetic structure, 1, is the same in all three

regions. It is postulated that the magnetic field,

Bo, which links the plasma in the photosphere
to that in the mantle, is generated by a dynamo

which is external to the photosphere and to the

loop. A representation of what Ionson en-

visages is shown in Figure 8-2.
Study of the situation shown in Figure 8-2

and use of the analog furnished by an LRC cir-

cuit lead to the conclusion that the coronal

heating function, the field-aligned current of

electrons, and the cross-field plasma flow are

explicit functions of the amount of power at

the resonant frequency of the loop in the power

spectrum of the field of motions in the

photosphere. Ionson works in terms of the

macroscopic properties of the magnetoplasma,

and he finds it unnecessary to specify particular

mechanisms for dissipating MHD waves in

"high-Q" resonators such as many of the solar

loops. In "low-Q" resonators such as the co-

ronal loops of young active regions and the

loops of solar bright points, it may be necessary
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Figure 8-2. The magnetic-loop system and equivalent LRC circuit considered by lonson (1982).
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to consider the details of the dissipating

mechanisms if a full understanding of the situa-

tion is to be obtained (lonson, 1984).

It turns out that the heating function for a

"high-Q" coronal loop can be written as

E H = 6.23 X 109 (Tefrl7cor 2)

{ Rigop/(Rloop + Rphoto )}

<0.5 pvo 2>pt2tOerg cm-3 s---I .

(8-4)

Here _ is the resonant frequency of the loop,

a quantity which is dependent on the length of

the loop, the density distribution in the loop,

and the size of the magnetic field. The quanti-

ty < 0.5 p v02>photo_represents the ensemble

average value of the kinetic energy due to

azimuthal motions in the photosphere occur-

ring at frequency w in the power spectrum of

the photosphere. (The corresponding circular

frequency is 27rw.) The ratio, Rtoop/(Rtoop +

Rphoto) , gives the fraction of the power sup-
plied which is absorbed by the loop. This ratio

may be evaluated from equations given by Ion-

son (1982). These equations involve the micro-

scopic properties of the magnetoplasma. The

values of/3, T, and B enter these expressions

as well as the density of electrons and of ions.

The heating is the result of irreversible processes

which occur when MHD waves dissipate.

From Equation (8-4), we see that long loops

will receive less energy per unit volume than

small loops if the ensemble average of the

kinetic energy in the photosphere at the reso-

nant frequency is not strongly dependent on the

frequency in the photospheric power spectrum

to which the loop is resonant and if

Rtoop/(Rloop + Rphoto) is not sensitively depen-

dent on Icor.
In the case of stars, one may assume, as a

first approximation, that the mechanical energy

in the photosphere has a white-noise spectrum

(i.e., that there is the same power at every fre-

quency of interest). The available estimates of

densities and microturbulent velocities in the

photospheres of main-sequence and supergiant

early-type stars indicate that the available

kinetic energy in the photospheres of main-

sequence and supergiant stars is about the same

for all stars with Lff > 20000 K. Consequent-

ly, other things being comparable, E H will

tend to increase by about a factor 2 as one goes

from type B2 to type 05. A large range in EH

is not expected as one considers early B-type

stars, O stars, and Wolf-Rayet stars, lonson

(1982) has stressed that, because a typical loop

acts like a "high-Q" LRC circuit, all of the elec-

trodynamic energy entering a loop will be

dissipated as heat.

Expressions for the maximum temperature

in a coronal loop having particle densities,

length scales, and magnetic fields as in the Sun,

and for the base pressure of the loop have been

derived by lonson. These expressions may serve

as first approximations for hot stars because it

seems that the particle densities and magnetic

fields in the mantles of hot stars may not dif-

fer greatly from those observed for the Sun. On

the assumption that the exciting spectrum of

mechanical energy is white, one may estimate

the maximum temperature in a loop from

T = 2.18 × 104(Teff <K.E.>ph°t°) 2/7
max (8-5)

exp[O.05_ o,@l K,

and the pressure in a loop from

-- - >photo )6/7Pbase = (7.8 X l()3/_.cor)(Tff <.K.E.

exp [0.21 _.cvr/_p] (8-6)

dyn cm -2 .

Here <K.E.> ph°t° is the ensemble average

kinetic energy per unit area of the motions giv-

ing the "white noise" in the photosphere, and

/ is the pressure scale height in the
P

photosphere. Since l decreases as log g in-
p

creases, T aX and Pba_ewill be larger in main-
sequence stars than in supergiants if the other

factors are comparable. The range in Tm_ and

Phase will not be so great for early-type stars as
for solar-type stars because the range in

photospheric pressure scale height is smaller

among the early-type stars than it is for solar-

type stars of a given effective temperature.
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Thedependenceof Tmax in the loop on the
effective temperature of the star is relatively

small. However, Phase increases rather rapidly

as Tff increases. In a given star, long loops

(lcor large) should tend to have higher Tax

than do short loops if the exciting spectrum is

white. On the other hand, Phase should tend to
decrease as ! increases by a modest amount.

cot

If the ratio,/or/'_p' remains more or less con-
stant when going from solar-type stars to early-

type stars (as it may well do), the chief dif-

ferences in Tax and Pbase will be determined

by the differences in the product, Tel f

<K.E.> :h°t°, between the two types of star.

This product may be expected to be larger for

early-type stars than it is for solar-type stars,

perhaps by a factor of the order of 5.

Ionson's (1982) theory can be used to find

numerical factors for Equations (8-5) and (8-6),

which correspond to estimated conditions in the

mantles of early-type stars, but these factors

will not be worked out here because of lack of

firm input data. Equations (8-5) and (8-6) lead

one to expect maximum temperatures in the

loops of early-type stars like those of the Sun

and base pressures which are not widely dif-

ferent from the solar case. The base pressures

will be lower than the base pressures found for

the Sun because the pressure in the photosphere

of an early-type star, main-sequence star, or

supergiant is less than the pressure in the

photosphere of the Sun. The pressure at the

base of a loop cannot exceed the pressure in the

photosphere.

A study of MHD wave propagation in in-

homogeneous plasmas and heating by the

mechanism of resonant absorption has been

carried out by Rae and Roberts (1982) with a

view to understanding better the phenomena

seen to occur in the solar corona. The topics

of their study are of interest also for under-

standing the mantles of early-type stars because

the plasma densities and magnetic field densities

and their distribution in space may be com-

parable in the mantles of early-type stars to
what is observed for the Sun.

Rae and Roberts have noted that propaga-

tion effects occur in inhomogeneous plasmas

(plasmas in which the sound and Alfv6n speeds

are functions of position) which are not ap-

parent in unbounded uniform media. They em-

phasize the importance of the cusp resonance

which arises when MHD waves propagate in a

compressible plasma, and they suggest that this

resonance may provide an important means of

heating the solar corona by slow-mode MHD

waves.

In a plasma sufficiently uniform that the ap-

proximations of geometric optics are valid, it

is possible to identify Alfv6n, slow, and fast

waves as distinct modes. In strongly in-

homogeneous plasma, however, the three

MHD modes are not necessarily distinct. Rae

and Roberts show that, in the inhomogeneous

case, the MHD waves may be locally fast or

slow, propagating or tunneling. There is no

separate Alfv6n motion, although there will be

particular locations at which a tunneling

magnetoacoustic wave propagates along the

magnetic field with the local Alfv6n speed.

Rae and Roberts note that in coronal loops

the cusp resonance can be excited by the action

of slow body waves which propagate into it or

by slow surface waves which tunnel into it. This

mechanism offers possibilities for heating the

corona of the Sun in addition to those provid-

ed by the Alfv6n resonances which are basic to

the problem studied by Ionson (1982, 1983).

Another study of a particular mechanism

for heating an inhomogeneous corona is that

of Heyvaerts and Priest (1983). These authors

have considered the coronal heating which may

occur as a result of the phase mixing of shear

Alfv6n waves in areas where the magnetic field

is inhomogeneous. Shear Alfv6n waves have a

displacement perpendicular to the direction of

the inhomogeneity in the magnetic field.

Heyvaerts and Priest prove that, after a suffi-

ciently long time, phase mixing can ensure the

dissipation of all the wave mechanical energy

that a loop can pick up from its excitation by

white noise, a result which is in agreement with

the findings of Ionson and deduced by him in

terms of the properties of "high-Q" circuits.

Heyvaerts and Priest conclude that phase mix-

ing is the process most able to ensure the
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dissipationofshearAlfv6nwavesin loopsand
in openregionsof strongreflectivity.

Unlike magnetoacousticmodes,shear
Alfv6nwavesdonotobeyasinglepropagation
equation.Theypropagateindependentlyon
eachmagneticsurface.Becauseof this inde-
pendence,thevibrationsbecomemoreand
moreoutof phaseasthepropagationproceeds.
Thishastheresultthat frictiongrowsand
energyis dissipatedintoheatby irreversible
processes.Theprocessofenergydissipationby
phasemixingisparticularlyefficientinstruc-
turesinwhichmultiplereflectionssetupstand-
ingwaves(forexample,inloops).If theplasma
is to pickupenergyfromtheexcitingsource
ofmechanicalenergy,it isnecessarythatstand-
ing shearAlfv6nwavesbesetup. Standing
shearAIfv6nwavescanreadilybesetup in
loops.

HeyvaertsandPriest(1983)alsostudiedthe
behaviorof propagatingandstandingshear
Alfv6n wavesin the presenceof Kelvin-
Helmholtzturbulenceand tearing mode
(magnetic-field-linereconnection)instabilities.
Theyfoundthat propagatingshearAIfv6n
wavesappearto bestableagainstbothtypesof
instability,but that standingshearAIfv6n
wavesareunstabletoboth.Consequently, the

parts of a loop in which the magnetic field is

inhomogeneous may be in a state of permanent

tearing and Kelvin-Helmholtz turbulence. This

state of affairs can provide heating, and it is

an essential element to consider when evaluat-

ing the transport properties of the plasma in the

loops and the typical velocities of ions and elec-

trons there.

In the mantles of OB supergiants, some ra-

diatively driven turbulence may be present (see

Chapter 7, Atmospheric Stability: X Rays).

This possibility means that it is important to

consider turbulence when evaluating the kine-

matic viscosity and magnetic diffusity in a

magnetic structure of an OB supergiant for

use with the theories of resonant heating.

The inhomogeneity of the spatial distribu-

tion of the magnetic field is an essential ingre-

dient of the problem studied by Heyvaerts and

Priest (1983), as it is for the problems studied

by Rae and Roberts (1982) and by Ionson

(1982, 1983).

If the theoretical statements of Heyvaerts

and Priest are to be valid for a star, conditions

must be such that

klla <<1, (8-7)

where krl is the wave number of the shear

Alfv6n waves, and a is the halfwidth of the

region in which the inhomogeneity of the

magnetic field occurs. From the information

given by Heyvaerts and Priest, one sees that

kll = c°/VA(X) , (8-8)

where, in the case of open field lines, _0 is the

frequency at which the magnetic field lines

oscillate as a result of buffeting by turbulent

elements of plasma in the photosphere, while

in the case in which standing waves occur, oJ

is the frequency of the standing waves which

the magnetic field line can accommodate. The

quantity, vA(x), is the Alfv6n velocity at posi-

tion x. At this position on the surface of the

star, the magnetic field has a value Bo(X). Con-

sequently, the Alfv6n velocity at x can be found

from

°A2(X) = Bo2(X)/4rrPo(X). (8-9)

Here Oo(X) is the density in the photosphere.

Since in the photospheres of early-type stars 0o

- 10 -]° g cm -3, one sees that oA - B ° km s-]

in the photosphere. Here B ° is expressed in

gauss.

If the length of a typical turbulent element

in the photosphere is Ihoto km, then in the case
of open regions, _0 will be of the order of

Oturb/lphoto . It follows that the theory of
Heyvaerts and Priest (1983) can be applied to

those coronal-hole-type regions in which the

magnetic-field inhomogeneities occur over

regions having halfwidths such that

a << B o (lphot o/t)turb) kin. (8-1 O)
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Typically,in an OB supergiant, Vturb may
be of the order of 15 km s-_, while in a main-

sequence OB star, it may be of the order of 5
km s_. The size of the turbulent elements is

unknown, but they must be small with respect

to the stellar radius if the term "microtur-

bulence" is to have meaning. Let us suppose

that iphoto- 0.01 R,. Since R,is about 30 R o
for an OB supergiant and about 10 R o for a

main-sequence OB star (see Part I of this book),

we find that we must have

a<<0.14 B o km (8-11)

if the theory of Heyvaerts and Priest (1983) is

to be applied to coronal-hole-type structures on

OB stars. The open magnetic structures must

have rather sharp edges because it is unlikely

that Bo exceeds a few hundred gauss. If it were
larger than this, net longitudinal magnetic fields

would have been measured for OB stars.

If the theory of Heyvaerts and Priest is to

be applied to closed magnetic loops, the

half width of the inhomogeneity must be such

that

a<< PB o km, (8-12)

where P is the period of the standing shear

Alfv6n waves, and B is a typical value for the
o

magnetic field at the inhomogeneity. Possibly
P is of the order of 100 seconds and B is of

o

the order of 100 gauss. Then the linear size of

the inhomogeneities at the edges of coronal

loops should be small with respect to l04 km.

Loops meeting this requirement would have

quite sharp edges with respect to the radius of

the star, because the radius is about 7 x 106

km in the case of a main-sequence OB star and

about 2 x 107 km in the case of a supergiant

OB star. If loops are composed of many fila-

ments, the theory of Heyvaerts and Priest can

be used for cases in which the cross section of

the filaments is of the order of a few times the

halfwidths discussed here.

The approaches of Rae and Roberts (1982)

and of Heyvaerts and Priest (1983) to model-

ing the mechanism which causes a plasma to

become heated when the magnetic lines of force

traversing the plasma are buffeted emphasize

what may happen as MHD waves move

through the ionized gas. Another way to look

at the problem is to focus attention on what

may happen to the magnetic lines of force as

they are moved around. Studies of this topic

for the Sun have been summarized by Parker

(1983a, 1983b). Parker shows that, whenever

twisted flux tubes are packed closely together,

they are subject to dynamical nonequilibrium

and to internal neutral-point reconnection.

These actions cause a rapid dissipation of the

torsion of the flux tubes.

In Parker (1983b), the rate at which work

is done on the foot points of tubes of force on

the Sun is estimated. Parker finds that the

energy transferred to each element of surface

containing a magnetic field of B gauss and

released as reconnection takes place is

w 2 h B 2 s_lerg cm -2 (8-13)P = "T_- "E v

Here w is the typical speed at which the foot

points move, h is the width of the flux tube

across which reconnection takes place, L is the

length of the magnetic line of force, and v is

the speed at which reconnection takes place.

From consideration of the microscopic proper-

ties of the plasma, Parker argues that v should

lie in the range

Re -1/2 <_ v/v A <_ (In Reraag) -1/2 (8-14)
mag

where Re is the magnetic Reynolds number
mag

of the plasma, and vA is the Alfv6n velocity.

Parker goes on to argue that rapid reconnec-

tion may generate all the energy (about 10 7 erg

cm -2) required to provide the observed heating

of typical loops in the solar corona. However,

the conclusion that rapid reconnection is the

dominant mechanism for heating solar loops

of the type which Parker specifies is inconsis-

tent with the behavior which may be expected

from such loops. This may be seen by consider-

ing trecon, the time which it takes for the recon-
nection of adjacent tubes of magnetic flux.

It is informative to compare the time t
recon

= h/v to the typical time tA = vA/L which is
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needed for MHD waves to propagate the length

of a typical loop. We consider values for the

ratio

x = treconltA = (hlu)/(L/vA). (8-15)

Substitution for o from Equation (8-13) and for

vA from Equation (8-9) leads to the relation,

P
x - (p/4n) -1/2 . (8-16)

w 2 B

Here 0 is the density (assumed constant) of the

plasma in the loop, and P is the energy per unit

surface area supplied by the reconnection (see

Equation (8-13)).

If reconnection between adjacent flux tubes,

each carrying a field B, is to be the dominant

heating mechanism and the heating which may

take place as the MHD waves propagate

through the loop is to be unimportant, then the

ratio x should be less than unity (i.e., neighbor-

ing tubes of force must reconnect before the

MHD waves can move a significant distance

along the loop). Demanding that x << 1 leads

to a contradiction with Parker's conclusion that

reconnection is the chief heating mechanism for

loops like those which he describes. This can
be seen as follows.

The typical plasma properties adopted by

Parker are w = 4 x 104 cm s-I, B = 100

gauss, and 0 = 3.32 x 10-JSg cm -3. Substitu-

tion of these values into Equation (8-16) and

application of the constraint that x should be

smaller than unity shows that the power re-

leased by reconnection must fall in the range,

P < 2.56 × 103 erg cm -2 s-l (8-17)

When such a value of P is substituted into

Equation (8-13), we find that the velocity of re-

connection in the plasma specified by Parker

must be greater than 5 x 107 cm s-1.

However, Parker has estimated that o can

lie in the range from 25 cm s-1 to 1.6 x 107 cm

s-l only. We conclude that, if the speed of re-

connection lies in its allowed range, given the

physical description of a typical loop adopted

by Parker, then the power generated by rapid

reconnection is a small fraction of the total

power which appears to be transferred to the

loop as a result of the buffeting of the foot

points of the magnetic lines of force by ele-

ments of moving plasma in the photosphere.

A large fraction of the observed heating in the

Sun is best described by mechanisms which take

account of the action of MHD waves as they

propagate through the loop.

lonson (1983) has formulated a description

of the heating mechanisms for loops which at-

tempts to unify the several approaches which

have been taken for representing what occurs.

When the loops have such physical properties

that they are equivalent to "high-Q" circuits

(underdamped systems), the rate of heating is

independent of the mechanism by which the

heating process is described, whereas when the

loops have properties which make them

equivalent to "low-Q" LRC circuits (over-

damped systems), the rate of heating which oc-

curs is sensitive to the dissipation process which

is postulated. It is beyond the scope of this

review to go into this subject more deeply. We

refer the reader to the literature on the heating

of solar coronal loops.

In summary, heating by MHD waves or by

the annihilation of magnetic flux involves the

transfer of energy to the plasma by irreversible

processes. The energy in the organized motion

of the plasma, described in terms of MHD

waves or that in magnetic flux, disappears, and

the random motions of the particles in the

plasma are increased. This state of affairs is de-

scribed by saying that the electron temperature

has increased. When waves are dissipated, the
momentum associated with the fluid in motion

disappears in the sense that it is transferred to

the particles of the plasma in such a way that

no net component of momentum in any direc-

tion is given to the particles. The random mo-

tions corresponding to the ,ncreased electron

temperature may create such a high pressure

that the force of gravity cannot contain the

heated plasma. A 10oP may be expected to rise

and grow, eventually breaking and releasing the

plasma which it contains. This material will es-

cape from the star unless the attractive force
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of gravity is sufficiently large at the point of

release so as to hold the hot plasma under grav-
itational control. Material which starts out in

a coronal-hole-type structure and is heated by

the resonant processes or the magnetic flux an-

nihilation processes which take place in such a

structure will also escape from the star once the

flow velocity exceeds a critical value. (See the

discussion of Equation (7-17) and the section

on Characteristic Features of the Stellar Wind

Problem.)

The theory reviewed in Chapter 7 was de-

veloped for stars without magnetic fields. This

theory points out the principal factors of the

wind problem. These factors must be consid-

ered whether magnetic fields are present or not.

Magnetic fields provide specific mechanisms for

the heating and the momentum transfer in the

vicinity of the critical point which are necessary

for a flow originating in the gravity field of a

star to attain supersonic flow velocities and for

the material to escape from the star. In order

to estimate how far out in the wind accelera-

tion of the flow continues, one must study how

momentum in an outward direction is trans-

ferred to the particles of the plasma. Informa-

tion relevant to this problem follows.

2. Momentum Transfer. Here we shall discuss

how MHD waves may transfer directed mo-

mentum to the plasma particles as a result of

the reaction of the plasma of the mantle to the

passage of MHD waves. (The effects of radia-

tion pressure are discussed in Chapter 7.) The

efficiency with which a specified flux of MHD

waves in a spectrum of frequencies drives a

wind from a star depends on the character of

the microscopic processes which occur as the

MHD waves propagate through the parts of the

mantle in which magnetic fields are present.

Relevant points are how efficiently momentum

is transferred from the waves to the particles

and how rapidly the waves are attenuated.

Standing MHD waves do not drive winds

because, to a first approximation at least, their

interaction with the plasma is symmetrical so

far as the direction of propagation is concerned.

Significant input of directed momentum occurs

only in those parts of the plasma in which prop-

agating MHD waves are present.

The results reported here are based on the

behavior of propagating MHD waves in plas-

mas which vary slowly in time and in space. It

is assumed that the length and time scales with

which the plasma varies are large with respect

to the wavelengths of the MHD waves which

are present and to the periods of the waves.

This is the WKB (Wentzel, Kramers, and

Brillouin) approximation. It is now known,

however, that heating occurs efficiently in in-

homogeneous parts of the magnetoplasma.

Therefore, attention should be paid to how the

inhomogeneity of the mantle may affect the

transfer of momentum from the organized mo-

tion of MHD waves to the particles in the man-

tle of the star.

Waves in a stellar mantle heat the mantle as

they are dissipated. They also do work on the

expanding gas of a wind, thereby heating the

wind and at the same time propelling it out-

ward. Belcher (1971) has worked out the effect

of Alfv6n waves on the solar wind, and Jacques

(1977) has extended this type of treatment to

find the stress exerted on the wind by prop-

agating waves of several types. In general, the

stress due to waves is anisotropic.

Models for wave-driven stellar winds have

been developed for Alfv6n waves propagating

along radially directed magnetic lines of force.

Belcher (1971) and Jacques (1978) have applied

the theory to obtain models for the solar wind,

while Hartmann and MacGregor (1980) have

used the theory to develop some model winds

for late-type stars. Additional modeling of the

winds of cool stars has been presented by

Holzer et al. (1983). These studies show that

the rate at which the propagating waves are

damped as they move outward is a significant

parameter for determining the character of the

model wind. Holzer et al. present a self-

consistent theory of the frictional damping of

Alfv6n waves, and they note the importance of

where the damping occurs for determining the

asymptotic properties of the wind.

In the case of Alfv6n waves, the component

of force (see Equation (7-17)) acting in a radial
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direction to drive the wind can be expressed as

1/2 (de/dr), where e is the wave energy density

at the distance r from the center of the star. An

explicit formula for e(r) can be found in the

WKB approximation, and this is what is used

with appropriate formulations of the conser-

vation equations to make the wind models of

Belcher (1971), Jacques (1978), Hartmann and

MacGregor (1980), and Holzer et al. (1983).

Hartmann and Cassinelli (1981) and

Cassinelli (1982) have published brief reports

of attempts to apply the theory of Alfv_n-wave-
driven winds to obtain an understanding of the

winds of Wolf-Rayet stars. The details

presented by Cassinelli (1982) are not internal-

ly consistent in the framework of wind models

developed, for instance, by Jacques and by

Hartmann and MacGregor. Furthermore, the

problem studied by Cassinelli is unrealistic in

that he attempts to provide a source for the

force needed to drive a wind which has an

unrealistically large density (see Underhill,

1983a). Cassinelli fits his numerical results to

what he adopts as the parameters of a Wolf-

Rayet star by assigning an ad hoc value to the

parameter which describes how rapidly the

propagating Alfv6n waves dissipate as they

move outward. At the time of writing, no in-

ternally consistent applications of the theory of

wave-driven winds exist which are satisfactory

for explaining the observations of the winds of

O and Wolf-Rayet stars.

Five different factors have been studied for

providing the driving force for the winds of

stars. Most model winds made by considering

these forces are one-dimensional; in only one

study (Kopriva and Jokipii, 1983) is the

dependence of the force on the angular coor-
dinates considered. The five factors are:

1. The gas pressure exerted by a hot plasma

(Parker, 1958, 1963; Leer and Holzer,

1980; Hammer, 1982a, 1982b; Hearn,

1983; Kopriva and Jokipii, 1983);

2. The force exerted by radiation absorbed

in resonance lines (Lucy and Solomon,

1970; Castor, Abbott, and Klein, 1975;

Abbott, 1980, 1982; Weber, 1981);

3. The force exerted by waves (Belcher,

1971; Jacques, 1977, 1978; Hartmann

and MacGregor, 1980; Holzer et al.,

1983; Davila, 1985);

4. Rotation in the presence of a magnetic

field (Weber and Davis, 1967; Limber,

1974; Saito, 1974; Nerney, 1980; Barker

and Marlborough, 1982; Barker, 1982;

Friend and MacGregor, 1984);

5. The gradient in a magnetic field as the

magnetic lines of force diverge around a

magnetic bubble formed by reconnection

(Schluter, 1957; Parker, 1957; Mullan

and Ahmad, 1982; Pneuman, 1983).

In some of the investigations which study

the effects of rotation, the solutions for the

flow of gas from the star which are obtained

are unrealistic in the sense that the velocity law

in the radial direction is not constrained to go

through the critical point.

The properties of a three-dimensional wind

flowing from a rotating star and driven by gas

pressure have been studied by Kopriva and

Jokipii (1983). These authors evade having to

consider an energy equation by adopting a

polytrope relation between density and

pressure, a step which is taken in several of the

studies listed above. Rotation of the star causes

material to move toward the pole of the star

when it is first released. This poleward compo-

nent of motion is, however, only temporary.

Eventually, the material moves outward in

essentially a purely radial direction, but in a dif-

ferent angular direction from which it started.

Some properties of a three-dimensional

wind from a rotating star have been studied by

Underhill and Fahey (1984). The results of

Kopriva and Jokipii (1983) confirm the typical

three-dimensional paths and motions of ejected

parcels of gas found by Underhill and Fahey.

The question studied by Underhill and Fahey

is: Where does a parcel of gas released from

a spot on a rotating star go if, after its release,

it experiences such a force in a radial direction

that the component of velocity in the radial

direction follows a law like that believed to be
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typicalforhotstars(seeEquation(7-53)).Rota-
tionof astardistortsthedensitypatternin a
windfrom thattypicalof uniformspherical
outflowfromastationarystar.Ejectionfrom
a spoton or abovethe photosphereof a
rotatingstarwill leadto materiallyingin the
coneof sightandfar fromthestarif theco-
latitudeof thepointof ejectionisequaltothe
inclinationof thepoleof thestar.

Studiesaimedatprovidingamodelfor the
solarwindhaveconsideredall of thefactors
listed above except radiation pressure.
However,asPneuman(1983)pointsout,none
of themodelsareentirelysatisfactory.The
solarwi_disobservedto beamixtureof fast
andslowstreams,aswellasof magneticbub-
bles.Thechanginginhomogeneousstructureof
thesolarwindobservedfromspacecraftclear-
ly indicatestheimportanceof magneticfields
forprovidingsomeof thedrivingforceforthe
solarwind.Oneresultof thisisthatthesolar
windbecomesquitechaotic,onasmallscale,
atdistancesof morethan25AUfromtheSun,
althoughit becomeshomogeneousonthelarge
scale(Tyleretal., 1981;Burlaga,1983).The
streamsdonotmaintaintheiridentityforever.

All of theabovefactorsmayinfluencethe
windsfromhotstars.Thefindingsaboutthe
solarwindsuggestthatit isunlikelyto betrue
thatthewindsfromhotstarsareassimpleas
hasbeenportrayedbymodelswhichuseradia-
tionpressureastheonlydrivingforce,orby
thosewhichattemptto modeltheeffectsof
rotationandmagneticfieldsin theequatorial
plane.Thefact thatthereis a considerable
spreadin %,amongstarsof agivenLff sug-

gests that forces in addition to the force of

radiation pressure are driving the winds of hot

stars (Underhill, 1983c), while the existence of

shortward displaced components in the reso-

nance lines suggests that some gas is ejected

from particular spots on or above the photo-

sphere (Underhill and Fahey, 1984). The ter-

minal velocity which is reached is a result of

the sum of the radial force acting and the ac-

tion of the torques generated by the rotation

of the star.

3. Mass Flux from a Star. The mass flux from

a star at any moment in the life of a star is

determined by the rate at which gas is released

from gravitational control and from confine-

ment by magnetic lines of force. The observed

rates of mass loss are averages over the surface

of the star of the local rates of mass efflux.

The statement that the plasma is released

from a star means that the plasma, whether

moving as individual particles or as a parcel of

plasma, has achieved such components of mo-

tion that it can move to a great distance from

the star and eventually meld with the interstellar

medium. The conditions which are necessary

for this to occur have been discussed in Chapter

7 and above. What will be discussed here are

the circumstances which favor the release of

plasma from a star. We are particularly in-

terested in the case of hot stars.

Observations of the Sun have shown that the

wind from a star which has a magnetic field

distributed on the disk of the star in bipolar

magnetic regions (regions which act as the foot

points for coronal loops) and in unipolar

magnetic regions (regions in which coronal

holes develop) has three components. They are:

(1) streams of rapidly moving material, (2)

streams of slowly moving material, and (3)

moving parcels of plasma which have been

described as magnetic bubbles, coronal tran-

sients, or coronal bullets (see, for instance,

Karpen et al., 1982), depending on where they
are observed in the solar wind and what their

density and degree of ionization is.

A coronal hole is a part of the solar corona

in which the magnetic lines of force are open,

being radially directed. The temperature of the

plasma is lower than it is in a coronal loop,

although high. Solar coronal holes, like solar

coronal loops, form, develop, move about, and

dissipate in intervals of time of the order of

several weeks to several months. Their behavior

appears to be a result of the changes which oc-

cur in the surface solar magnetic field (see, for

instance, Bohlin and Sheeley, 1978). The

character of the magnetic-field topology is the

dominant factor which distinguishes coronal
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holesfrom coronalloops. The difference in

heating which is generated in open and closed

magnetic structures by MHD waves will ac-

count in a qualitative way for the difference in

electron temperature between the plasma in

holes and that confined in loops.

Plasma may break free from the confining

forces of gravity and of curved magnetic lines

of force by receiving an impulse which gives it

an outward component of velocity. The

material may then experience a continuing ac-

celeration as a result of the action of the five

forces listed above. The initial impulse may

originate in the "snapping" of magnetic lines

of force. That is, curved lines of force may

reconnect to form shorter loops, thereby leav-

ing some plasma free from the confining force

due to relatively short curved magnetic-field

lines.

Observations of the solar mantle have

shown that rather frequently some material

suddenly begins to move rapidly outward from

levels above the chromosphere. It appears,

however, that only some of the material in the

solar wind is released with the sudden acquisi-

tion of a large component of velocity. Most of

the material lying at the base of the corona in

coronal holes moves outward rather slowly (see,

for instance, Orrall et al., 1983). Nevertheless,

a significant outward component of motion is

detected at levels so deep in the corona that the

five driving forces listed above can hardly have

had much time in which to work. We can say

that outflow may start at those levels in the

mantle where the material becomes free from

the confining forces of curved magnetic-field

lines and only experiences the attractive force

of gravity and the expelling forces listed above.

A wind is composed only of those particles and

parcels which find trajectories satisfying the

conservation equations and the boundary con-

ditions which are appropriate for melding with

the interstellar medium.

Pneuman 0983) has discussed the release of

material to form the high-speed streams which

emerge from solar coronal holes, and he sug-

gests that the release points may be identified

with very small X-ray bright spots. Pneuman

indicates that the reconnection of magnetic-

field lines, whether it occurs only on a small

linear scale as in the release of high-speed

streams or on a large linear scale as may be the

case for the release of magnetic bubbles, is the

dominant mechanism for generating the solar

wind. Magnetic reconnection is a result of the

twisting and moving of magnetic lines of forces

caused by the buffeting of the foot points of

the lines of force by turbulent elements of gas

in the photosphere.

Parker (1983a, 1983b) has discussed mag-

netic reconnection. We have seen in the section

on Heating that, because magnetic reconnec-

tion may take place relatively slowly, magnetic

reconnection may not be an important process

for heating the average solar loop. However,

it may be important for releasing material. Here

we suggest that magnetic reconnection across

narrow threads of plasma occurs in the mantles

of all hot stars and that it is the mechanism

which regulates the mass flux from a star.

Reconnection causes small bodies of plasma--

the "plasmoids" of Pneuman (1983)--to start

to move outward between the radially directed

lines of force emerging from a unipolar

magnetic region. The motion and trajectory of

the "plasmoid" once it has been released

depends on the sizes of the particular forces ac-

tive in the stellar mantle at the place where the

"plasmoid" is. Some remarks on this aspect of

the problem can be found in Underhill and

Fahey (1984).
How much of the wind from a hot star is

similar to the streams of plasma emerging from

solar coronal holes, how much is similar to the

streams of plasma emerging from the part of

the solar surface covered by coronal loops, and

how much is in the form of discrete parcels of

plasma ejected from a few spots above the sur-

face of the star will depend on the character of

the surface of the star (i.e., on how much of

the surface is covered by unipolar magnetic

regions, how much is covered by bipolar

magnetic regions, and how much is essentially

free from emerging magnetic flux).

Underhill and Fahey (1984) have given

reasons for believing that bipolar magnetic
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regionsoccuronthesurfacesof hotstars,par-

ticularly OB supergiants, while Underhill

(1983a) has noted that the surfaces of Wolf-

Rayet stars seem to be predominantly covered

by magnetic loop structures.

Very possibly, the disks of Be stars may be

formed as magnetic loops on the surface of a

rapidly rotating B star twist, tangle, and mat

together owing to the torques generated by the

rotation of the star. The physical conditions

(density, electron temperature, and degree of

ionization) in the disk would be the result of

the heating and cooling processes which occur

as the magnetic lines of force tangle and MHD

waves, generated by turbulence in the

photosphere at the foot points of the lines of

force, propagate. The temporal changes of the

spectra of Be stars can be attributed to the

growth and decay of a disk as the amount of

magnetic flux emerging from the photosphere

of a rotating B star and the distribution of this

flux on the surface of the star change. Why cool

disks should be generated around some rotating

B stars and not around others is a question
which cannot be answered until further infor-

mation is available about how magnetic fields

are continuously (or discontinuously) generated

in and expelled from stars of different masses

and ages, and how MHD waves propagate

along tangled lines of force.

All of the above statements are qualitative.

The development of numerical models confirm-

ing or rejecting the pictures sketched above

should be a future goal for work aimed at

understanding the spectra of hot stars and

determining the physical properties of hot stars.
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9

SUMMARY OF PROCESSES INFLUENCING

THE SPECTRA

OF O AND WOLF-RAYET STARS

In the preceding chapters, we have seen that

the strengths of the emission lines and of almost

all of the strong absorption lines in the spectra

of O and Wolf-Rayet stars, the emission of X

rays and an infrared and radio excess, and the

outflow of a wind cannot be interpreted in a

self-consistent way if one uses only classical

stellar-atmosphere theory based on the con-

straints of hydrostatic, radiative, and statistical

equilibrium. In Chapter 7, we have reviewed the

existing theory of the atmospheres of hot stars,

noting its successes and its failures, while in

Chapter 8, we have explored in depth how ex-

panding the group of assumptions on which the

theory of stellar spectra is based to include the

presence of relatively small inhomogeneous

magnetic fields assists us greatly in understand-

ing what is observed.

Radiatively driven turbulence may be the

cause of some of the spectroscopic phenomena

which are observed, but it seems most likely

that the prime causes of the high temperatures

and outflow deduced to be present in the

mantles of O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet stars are the

heating and momentum transfer which result

from turbulent motions in the photosphere buf-

feting the foot points of magnetic lines of force

which thread the photosphere. We postulate

that the needed magnetic lines of force originate

in dynamos situated in the He + ionization

layer which occurs in the deepest parts of the

photospheres of O and Wolf-Rayet stars. The

primary source of the motion which is de-
scribed as turbulence and which is invoked to

generate magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves

(which then propagate through the mantles of

the O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet stars) is the rota-

tion of the star. The viscosity of the rotating

fluid which forms the boundary layer of the star

is believed to generate a turbulent helical flow

in the photosphere, a flow which is parallel to

the surface of the star. This flow then creates

dynamos in the He + convection zone and

generates MHD waves.

Radiatively driven turbulence (see Chapter

7) may be generated when radiation traverses

a low-density ionized gas in which there is a

velocity gradient. However, it remains to be

shown that the sound waves needed in the

theories of radiatively driven turbulence can

propagate from the photosphere, or deeper

layers in which they may be generated, to the

mantle of the star. The necessary velocity gra-

dient for the theories of radiatively driven tur-

bulence can be generated by the action of MHD

waves (see Chapter 8). Once a significant veloci-

ty gradient has been generated, the effects of

radiation pressure in lines may augment the

velocity gradient generated by the action of

MHD waves.
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Fivequestionswereposedat theendof
Chapter6.Weshallnowpresentbriefanswers
to thesequestions:

. The ultimate source for the nonradiative

energy and momentum which are
released and which cause a mantle to

form is the rotation of the star.

. The energy and momentum which

originate in the rotation of the star are

transferred to the gas in the mantle of

the star by the actions of MHD waves

as they propagate along the magnetic-

field lines which traverse the mantle.

The magnetic-field lines are generated

in dynamos which arise as helical

motion generated by the rotation of the

star occurs in the weak general magnetic

field of the star. It is likely that the

magnetic-field lines pass through the

photosphere only in narrow regions

concentrated at the edges of turbulent

eddies, as is observed to be the case in

the Sun.

. The release of nonradiative energy and

momentum by the actions of MHD

waves is not significant in the photo-

sphere because, in the parts of the

photosphere where magnetic-field lines

are present, the plasma beta (ratio of

gas pressure to magnetic pressure) is

large. In the parts of the photosphere

free from magnetic-field lines, no MHD

waves are present.

4. Nonradiative phenomena in stellar

atmospheres are important for

understanding the evolution of stars in

each case that the empirically selected

criteria for spectral type are spec-

troscopic features dependent for

their strength and appearance on the

presence of nonradiatively generated
heat and momentum in the mantle. It

is commonly supposed that a spectral

type may always be used as an

unambiguous indicator of the primary

parameters of the theory of stellar

evolution. We recall that the primary

parameters of the theory of stellar

evolution are the mass, radius, effective

temperature, and composition of the

star. It has been shown in Chapter 7

that these basic parameters cannot

be deduced unambiguously from the

spectra of O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet

stars when one uses solely classical

theory. The observed appearance of O,

Of, and Wolf-Rayet spectra depends

sensitively on the amount of non-

radiative energy and momentum in

the mantle of the star, as well as on the

size of the mantle and the state of

motion there. Consequently, it is very

important to take note of the

occurrence of nonradiative phenomena

in the atmospheres of hot stars if one

is to understand the evolution of the hot

stars correctly. Information about the

masses, radii, and effective tempera-

tures of O and Wolf-Rayet stars may

be found in Part I of this book. The

theoretical studies reviewed in Part III

indicate that Population I O, Of, and

Wolf-Rayet stars have normal solar

composition. In some subluminous O

stars, the relative abundance of helium

to hydrogen is not normal. It appears

that gravitational settling of helium may

have taken place in some cases, while

in others, most of the hydrogen-rich

envelope may have been lost.

. The observation of nonradiative

phenomena in the atmosphere of O, Of,

and Wolf-Rayet stars does not give

guidance concerning the stage of

evolution of isolated single O, Of, and

Wolf-Rayet stars. Spectra which are

classified as O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet are

found among the normal massive young

stars of Population I and among the

subluminous stars. The latter stars can

rightfully be regarded as old highly
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evolvedobjects. The information
presentedin Part III of this book
indicatesthat thespectroscopicphe-
nomenawhich typify O, Of, and
Wolf-Rayetspectraaremostlikelydue
totheheatingandmomentumtransfer
inamantlecausedbytherotationof a
hotstarwhichhasaweakmagneticfield
in its boundarylayer.Theboundary-
layermagneticfieldmaybeprimordial
inorigin,or it mayhavebeengenerated
duringtheevolutionof thestar.Until
thetheoryof stellarevolutionreaches
sucha stateof completenessthatone
canpredicttheoccurrenceof magnetic
fluxintheboundarylayerof ahotstar,
morespecificallyintheHe÷ionization
zoneof itsphotosphere,onecannotuse
onlytheobservationof spectroscopic
phenomenawhichsuggestheatingand
momentumtransferprimarilygenerated
by theactionsof MHD wavesin the
mantleof thestartodeducesurelythe
stageof evolutionof ahotstar.Other
independentinformationsuchasthe
compositionof the atmosphere,the
luminosityof the star, its effective
temperature,andits massareneeded
beforeonecanestimatethestageof
evolutionof thestar.

Insummary,theappearanceof thespectra
of O,Of,andWolf-Rayetstars is strongly con-

ditioned by the actions of nonradiative heating
and nonradiative momentum transfer in the

mantle of the star. Because this is so, an O, Of,

or Wolf-Rayet spectral type is not an unam-

biguous guide to the stage of evolution of the

star.

It may be possible to deduce interesting

evolutionary information from spectral types

of classes O, Of, and Wolf-Rayet when the

theory of stellar evolution has been extended

to include a prediction of when in their lifetimes

massive model stars (and those of low mass)

having high effective temperatures may have

magnetic flux in their subsurface He ÷ ioniza-

tion zones, and when they may be rotating at

such a speed that helical flow motion is

generated in the boundary layer of the star. The

latter flow will create subsurface dynamos in

the general magnetic field with a consequent ex-

pulsion of magnetic lines of force from the star

and the formation of a mantle having the prop-

erties which are deduced for the mantles of O,

Of, and Wolf-Rayet stars. In Chapter 8, it is

explained how the expulsion of magnetic lines

of force can account for the mantles of O, Of,

and Woif-Rayet stars, including the rate of

mass loss from each star.
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predicted 126, 282, 296, 303, 310, 311,
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overshooting from the, 243
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of the Sun 276, 331, 362, 383, 397
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critical velocity 320, 321
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density gradient 319, 332, 335, 337, 338, 342,
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discrepancies with theory 10, 11, 303, 306, 360,
379, 405

dissipation of MHD waves 392, 395, 398

driving forces for winds (see also acceleration
and force due to radiation) 399

dust shells around Wolf-Rayet stars 241

dynamos 383, 388, 393, 405

Eddington-Barbier Principle 275
failure of, 349

effective gravity 314
O stars 38
O subdwarfs 43

effective temperature
definition of, 40, 124, 283
evaluation of, 127, 292, 294, 309
O stars 38-41, 125
O subdwarfs 42-44
Wolf-Rayet stars 44-46, 130

electron density
in O-type atmospheres 174, 295
in Wolf-Rayet atmospheres 354, 361

electron temperature

in O-type atmospheres 174, 295

in Wolf-Rayet atmospheres 352, 353, 355,
359, 361

emission lines

general remarks 92, 277, 307, 309, 379
in O-type spectra 2, 3, 6, 7, 19, 20, 90,

299, 306, 318
in Wolf-Rayet spectra 11, 94, 284, 350,

360

energy distribution
of O stars 35, 126, 296, 303, 310, 317,

338, 340
of O subdwarfs 44

of Wolf-Rayet stars 35-36, 126, 336, 340,
351, 356

ultraviolet: see "ultraviolet spectral
region"

envelope of star 84, 274, 381

equilibrium

hydrostatic 122, 285, 295, 314, 322, 381
radiative 122, 283, 285, 292, 314, 320,

322, 326, 327, 350, 381

statistical 122, 286, 313, 344, 345, 353,
357, 358, 361

equivalents widths
in O stars 6, 19, 38, 90, 125
in O subdwarfs 43-44

escape probability, 345, 355, 357, 358

evolution of massive stars 241, 244
with mass loss 242

extended atmospheres, see mantles

fast-mode MHD waves 395

flow

subphotospheric 327, 330, 381

supersonic 319, 329

force due to radiation (see also acceleration and

driving forces)

generalities 314, 322, 327, 328, 329
in strong lines 324, 364, 386

free-free emission 12, 33, 165, 334, 336, 340

galactic distribution
of O stars 100

of Wolf-Rayet stars 105

galaxies, O stars

in, 105

galaxies, Wolf-Rayet stars

in, 108, 110
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giant HII regions

exciting stars of, 107, 109

globular clusters

O subdwarfs in, 44, 51-54

gradients

spectrophotometric 29,30

temperature 296, 316, 320, 343, 389

velocity 319, 325, 343, 358, 364, 366, 377

gravity: see effective gravity and log g

grey absorption coefficient 286

gyroresonance radiation (magnetic

bremsstrahlung) 333

heating processes 385, 386, 387, 391, 392, 395,

396, 397, 398

Hubble-Sandage variables 243

hydrostatic equilibrium 86, 122, 285, 295, 314,

322, 381

infrared excess 12, 33, 277, 278, 332, 336, 340

inhomogeneities 85, 159, 278, 374, 395, 396,
397, 399, 401,402

instabilities 159, 374, 376, 377

interstellar medium 85, 237
interstellar environment 237

interstellar extinction 22, 25, 26, 35, 36, 278

intrinsic colors

in general 22
methods to determine 24

O stars 24-30

O subdwarfs 31

Wolf-Rayet stars 31-35
ultraviolet intrinsic colors 36-38

intrinsic variability 199

irreversible processes 394, 396, 398

isothermal speed of sound (see also sound) 319

Large Magellanic Cloud 10, 33, 35, 36, 55, 56,

66, 67

spectra of O stars in the, 92, 184

O star population of the, 102
Wolf-Rayet stars in the, 106

line broadening

generalities 287

geometrical 288

line spectra

from spherical moving atmospheres 342

observed in Wolf-Rayet stars, 94
observed in O stars 90, 166

predicted for O stars 293, 297, 342, 364

predicted for Wolf-Rayet stars 350, 355,
357, 360

local stellar medium 85, 237

log g, evaluation of, 90, 293,294, 306

LRC circuit analogue 393

LTE theory
in spherical model atmospheres 313

misfit for O stars 121, 298
misfit for O subdwarfs 42

luminosity classes for O stars 3, 4, 7, 8, 87

macroturbulence 139

magnetic bubbles 401

magnetic fields 227, 341, 362, 379, 383, 388,

389, 390, 391, 399, 401, 405

magnetic loops 379, 382, 383, 390, 393, 395,

396, 398, 402

magnetic reconnection 397,402

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) quantities
forces 380, 382, 391, 399

phase mixing of MHD waves 395

propagating MHD waves 395, 396, 399

waves 388, 389, 392, 395, 399, 400, 405

mantles

effect on intrinsic colors 23

generalities 84, 274, 311, 313, 340, 341

line formation in, 342

magnetic fields in, 387

modeling procedures for 83, 295, 380

of O stars 3, 23,276, 311, 340
of the Sun 276, 350

of Wolf-Rayet stars 32, 276, 351

mass flux from a star (see also rate of mass

loss and winds) 160, 168, 184, 401

masses

of normal O stars 57, 59-61, 136
of O subdwarfs 61, 62
of Wolf-Rayet stars 63-65, 137

mass loss, rate of (see also winds)160, 184, 328,
332, 337, 366, 367, 372

mechanical energy 330, 331, 380, 385, 388, 392,
399
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metalpoor0 stars92 grey286
monochromatic290

microturbulence288,297,345,362,374,387,
396,398

MKspectralclassificationsystem2

modelatmospheres
boundaryconditionsfor121,285,286,

315,345
comparisonbetweenplanarandspherical

models86,316
continuum-formationregionsin,289,291
identificationwithOstars29,38,288,

292,293,294,303,306,326
identificationwithOsubdwarfs42,294
line-formationregionsin,123,290,292
physicalconstraintson121,293,310,313
spherical311,316,326
traditional121,273,275,277,278,282

modelmantles278,283,306,326,338,362,
363,364,374,384,388,390,391

momentumredistribution323,399

momentum transfer (see also force due to

radiation) 399

narrow absorption components 200

NTLE analysis

discrepancies with 84, 303, 306
of O stars 6, 29, 38, 90, 121,299

of Wolf-Rayet stars 352

of O subdwarfs 42, 43, 294, 306

nonradial pulsations 140, 231

nonradiative energy and momentum
source for 405

nonradiative phenomena 273,274, 278, 279,

326, 341, 342, 343, 362, 364, 388,
406

numbers R-B distribution 105
of O stars 105

of Wolf-Rayet stars 91

OBC and OBN spectral types 6

Of spectral types

definition of, 2

definition by Conti 6, 86

definition by Walborn 3, 87
Oe types (Conti) 7

Of?.p and Onfp types 3, 87

optical depth

electron scattering in Wolf-Rayet at-
mospheres 354, 361

424

O-type spectra (see also spectral classification

and spectral type)

chief characteristic properties 1, 86
classification of O subdwarfs 10

classification system by Heck et al 21

classification system by Henize, Wray,
and Parsons 19

classification system by Panek and

Savage 18
criteria in the ultraviolet 16, 17, 88

revised criteria by Conti 6, 7, 87

revised criteria by Walborn 2, 3, 87
UV spectral classification 16-22, 88

yellow-red classification 88

outer envelope (see mantles)

outflow

driven by lines 157, 364

general properties of, 278, 392, 312, 328,

342, 362, 364, 366, 391

lines formed in, 199, 343

maximum velocity of, 343, 347, 366, 372
with acceleration/deceleration 346

phase mixing of MHD waves 395

photometric systems

BCD system 29

in general 25

UBVRIJKLMN system 25-27
uvby _ system 27-29, 66

u'ubvv' system 56, 57

photospheres

general properties of, 138, 274
O stars 86, 277

spectrum from 86, 297,299, 342, 345

Wolf-Rayet stars 277

physics
in mantles 390

of stellar atmospheres 286, 287

of stellar winds 319, 321, 322, 362

planetary nebulae
central stars 44

plasma beta 392, 406

power spectrum of field of motions 393

predicted wind-formed profiles

dependence on acceleration/deceleration
346

dependence on temperature law 349

dependence on velocity law and degree of
ionization 347



grids of, 346
of lines of Wolf-Rayet stars 349, 350

of resonance lines in O stars 343, 345,
348

of subordinate lines of O stars 349

propagating MHD waves 395, 396, 399

proper motions 115

quality factor 393, 398

radiative acceleration 158, 173, 182, 192

radiative equilibrium 86, 282, 285, 292, 314,

320, 326, 327, 350, 381

radiation-force multiplier 158, 173, 182, 315,
327

radiative transfer in moving atmospheres 343

radii

of normal O stars 57, 132

of O subdwarfs 62, 63

of Wolf-Rayet stars 65, 133

radio fluxes of O and Wolf-Rayet stars 165,

169, 332, 333

rate of mass loss (see also mass flux and winds)

160, 168, 184, 328, 332, 337, 366,
367, 372, 381

reddening lines 25, 26, 28

resonances 395, 398

ring nebulae 240

rotation, differential 388

rotational velocities of O stars 112

of Wolf-Rayet stars 113

runaway stars 113

slow-mode MHD waves 395

Small Magellanic Cloud 10, 36, 66, 67
O Star population of the, 100

spectra of O stars in the, 92, 184

Wolf-Rayet stars in the, 112

solar atmosphere 276

solar corona 397,401

solar wind 380, 381, 382, 390, 401, 402

sonic point

definition of, 320

radius of, 321

significance of, 376

sound

speed319
waves 377, 405

source function 289, 307, 334, 344, 355, 358

space velocities of Ostars 113

Wol_Rayet stars 115

spectral classification

BCD classification system 7-10
criteria for O stars 2, 87

criteria for OB types by Walborn 4, 87

criteria used by Conti 6-7, 87

in ultraviolet spectral range 16-22, 89
of O subdwarfs 10

of Wolf-Rayet stars: see WolfoRayet
spectral classification

standard stars for OB types 5

spectral type

as a guide to stage of evolution 406

definition of for O stars 2, 87

definition of for Wolf-Rayet stars 10-12,
92, 94

relation to intrinsic color 22-24

spectrophotometric gradients 29, 30

spectrophotometric scans
O stars 35

Wolf-Rayet stars 35
ultraviolet 35, 89

infrared 35, 36

spectroscopic binaries

O type 60
O subdwarf 61

Wolf-Rayet type 64, 93

spectroscopic criteria

absorption lines 275, 281, 293
continua 275,293

emission lines 275, 278, 281

general properties of, 1, 275

spherical flow

line spectrum from 342, 364

properties of, 328, 342, 362, 364, 366,
367

stability

against convection 388

of the atmosphere 327, 374
properties of, 326

stage of evolution

of O and Wolf-Rayet stars 81, 241, 280,
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of Osubdwarfs51,52

standingMHD waves 396, 399
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statistical equilibrium 286, 313, 344, 345, 353,
357, 358, 361

stellar evolution 81,241,273, 274, 280, 326,
406
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stellar wind theory 173, 326, 328

stochastic processes 327, 330

stratification in Wolf-Rayet atmospheres 356
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in composite spectra53
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analysis of, 294, 306

classification of, 10
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temperature gradient

in model atmospheres 296, 320, 389
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theoretical spectrum from a model atmosphere
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theory of line formation
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three-dimensional winds 342, 400

turbulence 139, 375, 388, 396, 405

two-dimensional winds 400

ultrarapid variations 153
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classification in, 16-22, 89

intrinsic energy distribution 34, 36-38
mass loss determinations 161
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variability of stars 137, 199, 215

velocity law 342, 343, 347

Victoria classification system for O and Wolf-
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Wolf-Rayet stars 11
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